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Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes – An EU COST Action
Soundscape research represents a paradigm shift as it firstly counts on human and social sciences (e.g. psychology,
sociology, architecture, anthropology, medicine) and then on physics but also to account for the diversity of
soundscapes across countries and cultures. This is the most important issue regarding soundscape research as reducing
the sound level, which is the main focus of EU environmental noise policy, does not necessarily lead to improved
quality of life in urban/rural areas, and a new multidisciplinary approach is essential.
This EU COST Action, on Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes, aiming at providing the underpinning
science and practical guidance in soundscape, created a vibrant/productive international network of finally 52
participants from 23 COST countries and 10 participants outside Europe. There have also been collaborations with other
networks, including the Global Sustainable Soundscape Network (GSSN) funded by the USA National Science
Foundation, 4 other COST Actions, a number of EU projects including HOSSANA and SONORUS, a number of
further EU networks such as ENNAH, and national networks such as UK Noise Future network.
Within the action a series of workshops and think tanks have been organised, also held together with city councils and
opened by city officials, and attended by practitioners. In total these activities were attended by over 1000 people,
regarding
1. Workshop on Hot Topics in Soundscapes, Edinburgh, UK, 2009.
2. Workshop on Soundscape and Community Noise, Berlin, Germany, 2010.
3. Workshop on Understanding, Modelling and Measuring Soundscapes, Gent, Belgium, 2010.
4. Conference on Soundscape Support to Sustainable Development, Stockholm, Sweden, 2010.
5. Workshop on Sounding Brighton I – Exploring Practical Approaches Towards Better Soundscapes, Brighton,
UK, 2011
6. Think Tank- Soundscape – A Part of the Cultural Heritage, Capri, Italy, 2011
7. EAA Conference Special Session on Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes, Alborg, Denmark, 2011
8. Workshop on Collecting and Documenting Soundscape : Documenting Perceptual Aspects of soundscapes:
Collecting and Processing Psychological and Linguistic Data, Nantes, France, 2012
9. Workshop on Sounding Brighton II – Exploring Practical Approaches Towards Better Soundscapes, Brighton,
UK, 2012
10. Workshop on Soundscape: Heritage for the Urban Futures: From Noise Control to Soundscape, VitoriaGasteiz, Spain, 2012
11. Final Conference onSoundscape of European Cities and Landscapes, Merano, Italy, 2013
The Action has trained over 150 young researchers and practitioners, through 14 STSM (Short Term Scientific Mission)
and 5 training schools, including 3 Soundscape and Psychoacoustic Training Schools in Aachen, Germany, 2010-2012;
a Summer School on Soundscape in Lubljana, Slovenia, 2010; and Winter School on Soundscape, Merano, Italy, 2013.
The Action has influenced national and international policy and practice, through Involvement with and support of
international and national policy bodies, such as EU and UK DEFRA, and through a number of soundscape projects,
including the famous Brighton white night project, and furthermore, projects in Sweden, Germany, UK, Spain,
Belgium, and Portugal. The impact of the Action is on promoting health and sustainability, attracting investment,
conveying cultural uniqueness/diversity and enhances quality of life.
The outcomes of the Action also provide
(1) scientific papers in a special issue of the Journal of Acoustical Society of America, a Taylor Francis book entitled
Soundscape and the Built Environment, and over 300 journal and conference papers across the world;
(2) soundscape design framework, design principles, design tools, design parameters and indicators;
(3) research basis for ISO/TC 43/SC 1/WG 54 - Perceptual Assessment of Soundscape Quality;
(4) good soundscape examples;
(5) a moveable soundscape exhibition which can be used beyond the Action life, exhibited in city halls and opened to
general public, which have been reported by media.
This e-book reflects the results of the Action, in particular, the outcomes of the Final Conference of the Action, held in
Merano, Italy, on 22 March 2013, as well as conference papers in a series of special sessions organised by this COST
Action at the AIA/DAGA/EUROREGIO Conference, in Merano, on 18-21March 2013 (www.aia-‐daga.eu).
Moreover, this e-book also includes the list and web-links of the other outcomes of the Action as mentioned above
(http://soundscape-cost.org).
The contribution of all the participants of this Action and the supports from the COST programme and the COST office
are greatly acknowledged.
The publication of this book is supported by COST.
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Soundscape-COST Participating Countries
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
CHINA
CROATIA
DENMARK
FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY
GREECE
HUNGARY
IRELAND
ITALY
JAPAN
F.Y.R.O.M.
NETHERLANDS
NEW ZEALAND
NORWAY
POLAND
PORTUGAL
SLOVAKIA
SLOVENIA
SPAIN
SWEDEN
SWITZERLAND
TURKEY
UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES
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Memorandum of Understanding
COST- the acronym for European COoperation in the field of Scientific and Technical Research- is the oldest and widest European intergovernmental network for cooperation in research. Established by the Ministerial Conference in November 1971, COST is presently
used by the scientific communities of 35 European countries to cooperate in common research projects supported by national funds.
The funds provided by COST - less than 1% of the total value of the projects - support the
COST cooperation networks (COST Actions) through which, with EUR 30 million per year,
more than 30.000 European scientists are involved in research having a total value which exceeds EUR 2 billion per year. This is the financial worth of the European added value which
COST achieves.
A “bottom up approach” (the initiative of launching a COST Action comes from the European scientists themselves), “à la carte participation” (only countries interested in the Action
participate), “equality of access” (participation is open also to the scientific communities of
countries not belonging to the European Union) and “flexible structure” (easy implementation and light management of the research initiatives) are the main characteristics of COST.
As precursor of advanced multidisciplinary research COST has a very important role for
the realisation of the European Research Area (ERA) anticipating and complementing the
activities of the Framework Programmes, constituting a “bridge” towards the scientific communities of emerging countries, increasing the mobility of researchers across Europe and
fostering the establishment of “Networks of Excellence” in many key scientific domains
such as: Biomedicine and Molecular Biosciences; Food and Agriculture; Forests, their Products and Services; Materials, Physical and Nanosciences; Chemistry and Molecular Sciences
and Technologies; Earth System Science and Environmental Management; Information and
Communication Technologies; Transport and Urban Development; Individuals, Societies,
Cultures and Health. It covers basic and more applied research and also addresses issues of
pre-normative nature or of societal importance.
http:// www.cost.esf.org

Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
For the implementation of a European Concerted Research Action designated as

COST Action TD0804
SOUNDSCAPE OF EUROPEAN CITIES AND LANDSCAPES

The Parties to this Memorandum of Understanding, declaring their common intention to participate in the concerted Action
referred to above and described in the technical Annex to the Memorandum, have reached the following understanding:
1.

The Action will be carried out in accordance with the provisions of document COST 270/07 “Rules and Procedures for
Implementing COST Actions”, or in any new document amending or replacing it, the contents of which the Parties are
fully aware of.

2.

The main objective of the Action is to provide the underpinning science for soundscape research and make the field go
significantly beyond the current state-of-the-art, through coordinated international and interdisciplinary efforts.

3.

The economic dimension of the activities carried out under the Action has been estimated, on the basis of information
available during the planning of the Action, at EUR 20 million in 2008 prices.

4.

The Memorandum of Understanding will take effect on being accepted by at least five Parties.

5.

The Memorandum of Understanding will remain in force for a period of 4 years, calculated from the date of the first
meeting of the Management Committee, unless the duration of the Action is modified according to the provisions of
Chapter V of the document referred to in Point 1 above.
___________________
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A. ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS
Reducing sound level, the focus of EU environmental noise policy, does not necessarily lead to improved quality of life in
urban/rural areas, and a new multidisciplinary approach is essential. Soundscape research represents this paradigm shift as it
involves not only physical measurements but also the cooperation of human/social sciences (e.g. psychology, sociology,
architecture, anthropology, medicine), to account for the diversity of soundscapes across countries and cultures; and it considers
environmental sounds as a 'resource' rather than a 'waste'. Although there is significant research activity at the national level and
this new paradigm is touched upon in work packages scattered across European Framework projects, there is no systematic
international coordination and multidisciplinary cooperation. Aiming at providing the underpinning science and practical guidance
in soundscape, this Action will create a vibrant/productive international network of initially 25 participants from 18 COST
countries and 7 partners outside Europe; and the Action will deliver an integrated database of laboratory/field studies,
harmonised/standardised soundscape assessment and indicators, academic and practical publications, and tools to support
designers and decision makers in planning and reshaping urban/rural spaces. The Action promotes health and sustainability,
attracts investment, conveys cultural uniqueness/diversity and enhances quality of life (e.g. in Agenda 21).
Keywords: Soundscape, quality of life, culture, environment, noise.

B. BACKGROUND
B.1 General background
Environmental noise, including sounds from road/rail/air traffic, industries, construction, public work, and the neighbourhood, is
often a main cause of environmental distress in terms of the number of complaints received. Over 30% of the EU population is
exposed to noise levels above the WHO recommendation. The potential effects of community noise include startle and defence
reactions, aural discomfort, impairment of hearing restoration, cardiovascular effects, sleep disturbance, speech interference,
learning and working performance reduction and annoyance responses. These effects, in turn, can lead to social handicap,
absenteeism in the workplace and school, increased drug and health-care use, accidents and loss of property value.
The publication of the EU Directive Relating to the Assessment and Management of Environmental Noise (END) in 2002 has led
to a number of major actions, including the large-scale noise mapping for major sources and cities across Europe. The END has
also called for action on "quiet areas" – a particular type of soundscape that is worth preserving due to its unique quality: quietness.
Many so-called quiet area mapping is being carried out, but it is not clear where to go with it, or how to use it, or how to
incorporate it in design.
On the other hand, while reducing noise level has been the focus in the END, as well as in other regulations/policies worldwide, it
is widely accepted that reducing sound level is not always feasible and cost-effective, and more importantly, will not necessarily
lead to improved quality of life and people’s satisfaction. For example, recent studies in urban open spaces have shown that when
the sound level is below a certain value (as high as 65-70dB), people’s acoustic comfort is not related to the sound level, whereas
the non-acoustic factors such as the type of sound sources and characteristics of users, play an important role. The importance of
considering the overall sound environment rather than just noise sources, especially road traffic, may also become more
significant with the development of quieter vehicles, which is one of the major actions along with the END.
While billions of euros are being spent on environmental noise reduction, there is an urgent need to bring ideas together, sort them
out, and provide both research and practice directions.
Soundscape research, different from noise control engineering, is about relationships between the ear, human beings, sound
environments and society. Research in soundscape covers physical science, engineering, social science, humanity, medicine, and
art. It has been mainly developed within the academic disciplines of anthropology, architecture, ecology, design, human
geography, linguistics, medicine, noise control engineering, psychology, sociology, and more recently computer simulation and
artificial intelligence. As a global concept, it may also be fruitful to integrate insights from knowledge or values produced by
every culture, therefore involving literature and musicology, and more generally, art, aesthetics, laws and religious studies as well.
Soundscape research represents a timely paradigm shift in that it considers environmental sounds as a 'resource' rather than a
'waste'. It is powerful than the classic level-based approach which is only suitable for providing primary needs such as sleep and
hearing protection. It becomes even more prominent when a society reaches the highest needs: respect for others and creativity
and spontaneity. Soundscape indeed focuses more on the local individual needs (e.g. in sustainability, agenda 21) and has esteem
for the noise sensitive and other vulnerable groups. It also has ear for cultural aspects and the beauty of natural soundscapes.
There is significant activity in soundscape research at the national level in Europe and beyond. At the same time the soundscape
paradigm has found, or is finding, its way to many European research framework projects (see Section B4). Indeed, each of these
projects contains at least one work package that deals with aspects that could be classified as soundscape research. However, little
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes
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has been done in the way of coordinated effort at the international and interdisciplinary level. The above mentioned research has
resulted in and may continue to result in small steps forward in this scientific field, but has also hindered important break-through.
COST is the best mechanism to fund the proposed network because:
(1) It will streamline and harmonise current research methodologies so that studies across the world can be compared and
contrasted.
(2) It will bring together all researchers and research projects from across Europe by means of the activities in this Action and thus
avoid duplication of work and improve the efficiency of scarce funding opportunities. Moreover, large inter- and transdisciplinary efforts in large scale studies are essential for soundscape research but it is very unlikely that they will be financed by
single national or international research funding agencies.
(3) It encourages multi-sectoral collaboration, allowing practitioners and policy makers to benefit too, which is a crucial facet for
soundscapes.
The proposed Action will provide the underpinning science and practical guidance in soundscape, and it will promote health and
sustainability, attract investment, convey cultural uniqueness/diversity and enhance quality of life.

B.2 Current state of knowledge
Although the term soundscape was introduced in the 1960s, significant attention to soundscape has mainly been paid in the last
decade in the field of community noise and environmental acoustics by researchers and recently by policy makers; the number of
people in the field/sector has been steadily growing. In the recent major international conferences including the Acoustical Society
of America (ASA) meetings since 1998, the International Congress on Noise Control Engineering (internoise), the International
Congress on Acoustics (ICA), the International Congress on Noise as a Public Health Problem, the European Conference on
Noise Control (euronoise), a number of special sessions on soundscape research have been organised by participants of this
Action, from a range of viewpoints including acoustical, social, psychological, physiological, linguistic, historical and
architectural aspects. In 2006 a special issue of Acta Acustica united with Acustica (the Journal of the European Acoustics
Association) was produced on soundscape, edited by the participants of this Action. While the benefits of interdisciplinary
research have been initially demonstrated from the above, systematic international coordination and multidisciplinary cooperation
is urgently needed in the field.
The importance of soundscape research has been recognised by governmental organisations and national funding bodies in Europe,
and a number of national research projects relating to this field have been, and are being, carried out in Europe, such as the
Noisefutures network and associated positive soundscape projects funded by the UK EPSRC (Engineering and Physical Science
Research Council), the ‘Soundscape support to health’ project funded by the Swedish Foundation for Strategic Environmental
Research, the “Eyer-Hear Project - Qualitative sound maps for visualization of the urban soundscapes”, funded by the Portuguese
Science and Technology Foundation, and a series of soundscape projects funded by the French Ministry of Town Planning,
Housing and Construction, as well as the PREDIT program (National Research Program on Innovation in Transport). In other
parts of the world including Australia, Canada, USA, Japan, China, Hong Kong and Korea, considerable attention has also been
paid to soundscape research.
There have also been increasing interests in practice. For example, the Greater London Authority (GLA) is currently actively
promoting several practical exemplar soundscape projects, and the City of Berlin is promoting the soundscape research with
regard to its application concerning action plans and public places. Soundscape approach has also been applied to preserve and
restore archaeological places of great importance such as Pompeii in which the tourist sensation shall be globally connected to the
atmosphere of the historical site.
However, the current research works in soundscape are still at the stage of describing and identifying the problems, and they tend
to be fragmented and focused on only a few special cases, e.g. based on common sense categorisation of soundscapes and on local
interests such as evaluation of soundscapes especially for residential areas. A number of issues need to be addressed, for example:
(1) While in the paradigm shift from purely noise control to soundscape design, a vital step will be the explicitation, comparison,
and evaluation of methods and indicators from different scientific domains in order to model soundscapes in their globality, there
is currently a lack of standardisation and explicitation in the categorisation and measurement procedures, and there are few tools.
(2) The importance of quiet areas within reach is recognised by the EU but no clear definition is given and there is no method by
which “good” or “restorative” sound environments can be measured.
(3) There is no clear understanding of the different evaluations of noise in different settings and cultures.
(4) Relationships between subjectively assessed “acoustic quality of the environment” and perceived health-related quality of life
and functional health are still yet to be established.
B.3 Reasons for the Action
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Participants of this Action have contributed significantly to a number of recent special sessions on soundscape at international
conferences (see Section B2), and it has been concluded that there is an urgent need to coordinate efforts, in terms of
scientific/technological advance as well as European economic/societal needs.
Soundscape research is an extremely inter- and trans-disciplinary field. Therefore the usual channels for exchange of scientific
information are rather unlikely to be effective. Architects, urban developers, acoustics engineers, social scientists, psychologists,
environmental health specialists, physiologists, brain scientists, etc. are rather unlikely to meet at existing conferences and
scientific meetings. It is even unlikely that scientists and experts with such different backgrounds will regularly read each other’s
scientific and technical publications or project reports. There are even issues surrounding the different disciplinary jargons. This
Action will bridge these gaps. It will give the opportunity to researchers from different scientific communities, to work in synergy
towards a better understanding of the sound environment perception in cities and landscapes, which will be helpful to identify
relevant acoustic perceptual parameters, and to harmonise/standardise methods, indicators and outcomes in terms of quality of life
and health, respecting the diversity of different disciplines, and different social contexts, settings and cultures.
This Action is also urgently needed because a lot of practical activity is occurring due to the END (see Section B1), but it is
directionless at the moment, and the concept of soundscape is yet to be integrated – via the “quiet area” portal most probably. The
knowledge to be provided by the Action is essential to fulfil regulatory requirements dealing with cross-cutting political aims such
as sustainable development (e.g. agenda 21), environmental zoning, multi-sectoral environmental health impact assessment,
consideration of “sensitive areas” design of “supportive environments“, and citizen involvement in the context of the END, all
contributing to European economic/societal needs (also see Section C4).
With the great demand of researching into the new paradigm, soundscape, it is important to note that there is still a gap in
soundscape research funding at the EU level; anticipated FP7 calls still focus on a more conventional approach to managing noise
rather than understanding and designing ‘soundscapes’ that make a positive contribution to urban/rural development.
B.4 Complementarity with other research programmes
There have been a number of major European research projects focusing on various aspects of noise reduction, and the
participants of this Action have been involved. Within the IMAGINE (Improved Methods for the Assessment of the Generic
Impact of Noise in the Environment) project, following the Harmonoise project, new calculation methods for railway, road,
industrial and aircraft noise have been developed. The SILENCE (Quieter Surface Transport in Urban Areas) project is to develop
an integrated system of methodologies and technologies for an efficient control of urban traffic noise. While some sub-tasks on
soundscape, perception, acceptance and expectation are included, the subjective evaluation is limited mainly to annoyance
perception. Within the QCity (Quiet City Transport), an integrated technology infrastructure is being developed for the efficient
control of road and rail ambient noise by considering the attenuation of noise generation at source at both vehicle/infrastructure
levels, where the subjective judgments of exposed people is addressed but not as the focus of investigation. In the CALM
(Coordination of European Research for Advanced Transport Noise Mitigation) network, the need for perception related research
for identifying indicators and parameters for quiet areas has been indicated, but no coordination activity is performed.
Related to impacts of environmental noise it is worth mentioning the RANCH (Road Traffic and Aircraft Noise Exposure and
Children's Cognition and Health: Exposure-Effect Relationships and Combined Effects) and HYENA (Hypertension and
Exposure to Noise near Airports) EU framework projects. The RANCH has considered the potential benefits of a restorative
soundscape at home on children’s cognition, but the study mainly concerns the acoustic environment at home which is only a
small part of the whole soundscape picture. In HYENA, the potential effect of restorative soundscapes was not considered.
This Action has links with the European ‘Measuring the Impossible’ Network (MINET), which aims at supporting the
development of new methods and investigative techniques for the measurement of complex phenomena that are dependent on
human perception and/or interpretation. With sound as one dimension, MINET well complements this Action.
Soundscape is related to Cognitive Systems - some participants of this Action are involved in Coordinated Action EUCognition
and have been leading in the EUCognition2 the follow-up Coordinated Action. Auditory cognition will be a topic in
EUCognition2 and will as such be complimentary to this proposed Action.
Recently some participants of this Action were involved in a FP7 proposal HOSANNA (Holistic and Sustainable Abatement of
Noise by Optimized Combinations of Natural and Artificial Means), as well as ENNAH (European Network on Noise and Health).
Although they did not explicitly include the soundscape paradigm, links could be established.
Overall, this Action complements current European research programmes in that it cross cuts these programs and coordinates the
scattered work packages relating to soundscapes.

Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes
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C. OBJECTIVES AND BENEFITS
C.1 Main/primary objectives
The main aim of the Action is to provide the underpinning science for soundscape research and make the field go significantly
beyond the current state-of-the-art, through coordinated international and interdisciplinary efforts. The Action will promote
soundscape into current legislations, policies and practice, aiming at improving/preserving our sonic environment.
C.2 Secondary objectives
Detailed objectives and their scientific impacts are:
(1) Understanding and exchanging
- Foster interdisciplinary cross-breeding of innovative and emerging scientific concepts and methods related to the main facets of
soundscape research, connecting physiological (sensory), psychological, psycho-physical, cognitive, emotional, social, physical
and architectural approaches and integrating the knowledge acquired from these different fields into explicit modelling (physics
and computational intelligence). This will be vital for better understanding the overall and diverse effects of soundscapes on
citizens, in positive or negative ways.
- Exchange technical know-how on an international/interdisciplinary basis including advances in measurement techniques, signal
processing, source identification, auditory scene analyses, brain imaging/neural imaging/neuro-informatics, and cognitive
modelling, considering the results based nationally funded research programmes.
- Examining cultural differences.
(2) Collecting and documenting
- Gather and maintain a repository of experimental sound and soundscape data to be reanalysed and studied from inter- and transdisciplinary perspectives. Such a database will be an invaluable resource for scientists across Europe for years to come, allowing
effective testing of new models and insights.
(3) Harmonising
- Review and harmonise the current vocabulary and methodology, and consequently, develop a new set of exposure indicators to
characterise sound quality of environments that improves significantly on the conventional decibel level approach that has been
the basis of current European and international regulations. The indicators would be suitable to assess health related quality of life
and functional health which can then be used to evaluate claims related to health promotion benefits.
- Develop a standard protocol, such as text and/or audio-visual documentation, which can be used to better assess cross-cultural
and cross-contextual differences that may be responsible for discrepancies of study results.
- Lay the foundations for future European/international standards.
(4) Creating and designing
- Provide practical guidance and tools for the design and implementation of soundscapes for use by urban planners and policy
makers.
- Provide guidelines for preserving architectural heritage sites. Soundscape studies are not only for the improvement of the current
sound environment but also for the conservation of our sound environments which can be classified as acoustic heritages.
(5) Outreaching and training
- Create awareness and promote communication concerning urban soundscapes and quiet areas amongst the general public,
stakeholders and policy makers.
- Provide training for early-stage researchers, and strengthen the links between them and established experts in the field.
C.3 How will the objectives be achieved?
The objectives will be achieved through a series of:
(1) Themed workshops and think-tanks, with some innovative elements such as design competitions.
(2) Conference special sessions.
(3) Training schools for early-stage researchers with think-tanks.
(4) Exchange visits for Short-Term Scientific Mission (STSM).
(5) Awareness days for dissemination.
Regular meetings are planned for the Management Committee (MC), Steering Group (SG), as well as for the Working Groups
(WG).
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The results will be disseminated to a wide range of audience including researchers, policy makers, practitioners, and general
public, through various means, including (see Section H, for a full list):
(1) Open soundscape database.
(2) Working papers/report generated from workshops/conferences, training schools.
(3) Booklet with design guidelines.
(4) Booklet promoting awareness.
(5) Media coverage.
(6) Scientific publications, including conference and journal papers, and books.
(7) Web site.
COST funding will be used to support:
(1) The above scientific meetings and events, including attendees within EU and invited experts from outside EU and the
organisation and rewards for related competitions.
(2) Exchange visits for Short-Term Scientific Mission (STSM).
(3) Management Committee and Working Groups meetings (combined with scientific meetings and events wherever possible).
(4) Large-scale dissemination of information and recommendations.
(5) Publications.
(6) Establishment and maintenance of web site.
(7) Network/project management.
C.4 Benefits of the Action
The Action aims to contribute to the development of the scientific/ technological field, as well as to meet European economic and
societal needs.
The scientific/technological impact of this Action will be significant:
(1) It will lead to a major step change in the scientific field of sound/auditory environment, which is only possible through
coordinated international and interdisciplinary efforts. The project will therefore significantly enhance the research environment
and capabilities for frontier research in Europe, making the EU at a world leading position in the emerging field of soundscape.
The provision of training for early-stage scientists will ensure the maintenance of the leadership in the longer term.
(2) The Action will also bring a break-through in practice in the way of dealing with our sound environment, noting that our
participants bring with them a cohort of end users including planners/designers and policy makers at EU, national and regional
levels. Moreover, soundscape could be a variable to be added to the determination of some overall indices such as Environmental
Burden of Disease (environmental health), Environmental Performance Index (environmental performance of a country's policies),
and Environmental Sustainability Index.
The proposed Action will support the implementation of 'soundscapes', especially through WG4 and WG5 (see Section D), to
create more enjoyable and liveable environment in Europe and beyond, with respect to the planning of new living and recreational
areas as well as to the reshaping of unsustainable older developments. Good soundscapes strengthen and promote the image of the
city/landscape, stimulate tourism, create healthy stress releasing settings for its inhabitants and improve social cohesion. The
health, cultural and economic benefits include:
(1) Health: Research indicates that quiet areas and restorative soundscapes can benefit mental health. Due to the increasing
numbers of elderly people in the EU there is a need to provide supportive environments which prevent the degradation of
functional health - it has been shown that the elderly run a greater risk of functional deterioration in neighbourhoods with
negatively assessed acoustic environments. Also the engagement in health promoting activities such as walking and running is less
likely in unpleasant neighbourhoods. The design/re-design of well perceived soundscapes is also a prerequisite of an adequate
learning environment for children to foster language and cognitive development, motivation and social interaction.
(2) Culture: Soundscape is a significant factor in the ‘sensing of places’. Our European cities and landscapes are now becoming
more and more similar in terms of their sound environment and the diversity of sounds that distinguish and characterise places are
to be lost, and the issue of maintenance and restoration of diversity of cultures, and of their soundscapes is vital, also as an
important dimension of tourism. Moreover, in architecture/landscape heritage conservation, there is a lack of acoustic heritage
knowledge. Soundscape studies will help the understanding of acoustic conservation and restoration, adding a new
component/dimension to the “World Heritage” concept.
(3) Economy: Attractive soundscapes can enhance not only cultural identities but also on economical grounds enhance property
prices, create an attractive setting for economic investment, offset health costs through provision of restorative living spaces, and
reduce costs caused by anti-social behaviours. Indeed, while billions of euros are being spent on environmental noise reduction in
Europe, soundscape research will help to prevent costly unnecessary infrastructural noise mitigating activities, and to provide
more cost-effective solutions that will reduce for EU citizens negative noise effects. Moreover, the consideration of soundscapes
for tourism could bring enormous economic benefits - both urban and countryside.
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes
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C.5 Target groups/end users
The Action has the potential to benefit every EU citizen through the development of new soundscape/noise indicators to help
future sound mappings, which are more acceptable and understandable for the public. However, the key beneficiary groups that
will directly benefit from the Action activities and findings include policy makers, planners, architects, environmental officers as
well as tourism/heritage managers. For example, the project will raise awareness among decision makers that sound environment
can influence well being; enhance capabilities of urban planners and stakeholders to approach the modifications of the
environment using the soundscape perception, to respond to public demand and to reduce social costs for noise control; and
inform tourist boards to adjust their policies considering the preservation of the soundscape for cities and historical places.
Moreover, the results of this Action will certainly be used by researchers in a wide range of disciplines, including, for example,
(culture) historians, as our world is rapidly becoming more and more uniform, leading to an impoverishment of characteristic
soundscapes that may be of considerable cultural and historic value.

D. SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME
D.1 Scientific focus
The plan for the network was mainly initiated by discussions among some participants of this Action at two meetings, one in
Madrid during the International Congress on Acoustics in 2007, and the other in Paris during Acoustics’08. Based on the
objectives (see Section C3), this Action will focus on five Themes, with corresponding Working Group (WG):
(1) Understanding problems through international/interdisciplinary cross-breeding and modelling and exchanging technical know
how;
(2) Collecting and documenting data and case studies, in common databases;
(3) Harmonising: vocabulary, methodology, indicators;
(4) Creating and designing: developing guidelines considering sonic environment and heritages, and laying foundation for
European/international standards;
(5) Outreaching and training: awareness, dissemination and training of early-stage researchers.
While the works in WG5 is what would normally be done by the Management Committee (MC), in this Action those will be dealt
with by a focus group (WG5), ensuring effective dissemination and training. Nevertheless, close coordination will be made with
the MC and the WG5 and MC meetings will be normally held together, to minimise costs (see Section E).
WG1: Understanding and Exchanging
The main focus of this WG lies in understanding how the soundscape within its proper context affects its users. This would
require a wide range of multi- and interdisciplinary research: (1) Detailed knowledge on sensory perception is needed to identify
features that are distinguishable by the human sensory system. Not only classical psychophysics can be useful in this respect but
also recent results obtained from brain imaging. (2) The way the sensory perception is organised in objects and streams and how
this depends on personal characteristics, and how attention affects the external environment is shaped internally, are important
research topics. (3) To discover how meaning is attached to the objects and streams formed in the human mind, within a cultural
and social context, is a tremendous challenge. It relates strongly to the spearhead research on the mechanisms of thought and the
working of the human mind. (4) Somewhat in parallel to the above, the effect that a stressed or harmonised human-environment
relationship can have on mental health needs further investigation. Modelling and simulation are strong tools for helping to
understand how complex systems such as the human-soundscape interaction work.
Linguistic analyses could be made of the semantics of the vocabularies and of discourses encountered in the diversity of studies
concerned with soundscapes using verbal responses. The case of linguistic analyses of verbal content is further mandatory because
of the diversity of languages in Europe. This could also reflect the cultural variations in conceptualisations and subjective
responses to noise and their relations to acoustic parameters. A workshop/think-tank is planned to explore these issues. (WG1.1)
Sound source recognition is a very detailed yet extremely important facet of understanding how soundscapes are perceived and
how they affect the user. There are different angles to this problem: in a physical sense there may be an advantage in recognising
the source of the sounds as accurate as possible, but it is equally important to identify what a human listener will detect and think
to recognise when exposed to the sound mixture. It is the latter that is essential as a starting point for understanding how people
attach meaning to the soundscape. A special conference session is planned to present/exchange the state-of-the-art
knowledge/techniques. (WG1.2)
To optimally use the results obtained by cognitive science, brain imaging/neural imaging/neuro-informatics, and research on
auditory perception, the knowledge embedded in these research communities needs to be made reachable to the community of
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soundscape researchers. This Action will contribute by inviting selected experts from other but related fields to bring their views
to a workshop. (WG1.3)
The Action will lay the foundation of a virtual community of scientists interested in computer modelling and simulation related to
soundscapes and its perception by opening an internet portal linked to an existing open source code software repository (e.g.
SourceForge). Simulation tools could include computational auditory scene analyses tools, numerical ear models, saliency
detection modules, cognitive mapping tools, etc. The portal could also contain links to more generic tools of interest such as
clustering and blind data analysis tools. A workshop is planned to explore the feasibility. (WG1.4)
WG1.3 and WG1.4 will be organised together. They could be two separate events, or, they could be combined in a two-day
workshop, each day for one topic respectively.
Various modelling techniques for physical soundscapes and sound environments will be reviewed and compared. The effects of
metrological/atmospheric conditions will be an important consideration, based on much work carried out in other EU programmes
(see Section B4). Auralised soundscapes will be compared to real recording checking it for ecological validity. A special
conference session on modelling is planned, where the use of facilities for 3D auralisation will be organised. (WG1.5)
Physical measure of soundscapes is another important dimension for understanding the human-environment relationship, and for
validating the simulation/modelling. It is important to deal with applicable measurement procedures with respect to a balance
between scientific accuracy and practical applicability, also considering comparability and reproducibility. A workshop is planned.
(WG1.6)
WG1.5 and WG1.6 will be organised together, as two separate events, or, the workshop could immediately follow the special
session.
WG2: Collecting and Documenting
The amount of soundscape data and the number of case studies using the soundscape concept for improving the living
environment is steadily growing, including large datasets from the participants of this Action, within and outside Europe. In the
same time, new techniques for assessing soundscape quality and new theories are being designed and invented. It remains
however rather difficult to test new theories on available data. Harmonisation of measurements and description in the broadest
meaning of the words would help considerably and WG3 will be focussing on this goal mainly. But it is also important to make
the body of existing data available to all researchers in the field for testing their theories and ideas. WG2 will facilitate this with a
set of workshops and special conference sessions. It is expected the database will stimulate researchers to start meta-analyses on
the collected materials, which will strongly increase the statistical strength of the resulting conclusions.
A brain-storm/think-tank workshop is planned to explore such a pioneering soundscape documentation practice, regarding what
data should be included, for example. It will also aim to design a set of meta-data to be used for indexing the existing data. The
data could take very different forms: audio-visual recordings, interviews, tables obtained from social surveys, acoustic
measurements with different equipment and procedures, etc. (WG2.1)
A follow-up workshop is planned to explore the techniques for the database establishment. It will actively look for and collect
interesting datasets and case studies and bring them together in an online open repository. This could mean that servers have to be
established but some of the data may remain at its original location (due to its size) and be referred to by a unique identifier. It has
to be investigated whether the digital object identifiers system (www.doi.org) is applicable to create time surviving linkage to this
material. (WG2.2)
A number of Short-Term Scientific Mission (STSM) exchange visits are planned, for helping in particular early-stage researchers
to reach the data. These visits are essential for these researchers to fully grasp the way the data are collected and to use more
sophisticated data that require special hardware to explore it (e.g. a 3D sound reproduction system). On the other hand, they will
help to materialise the database. (WG2.3)
Indeed ongoing soundscape researches have different approaches. In a UK study over 10,000 questionnaires have been distributed
with simultaneously measured sound level, and correspondingly, acoustic models for micro-scale urban areas have been
developed to obtain sound map data of the case study sites. In Italy, experimental studies have been carried out using sound
measurements, binaural recordings and interviews, in a range of sonic environments including 9 urban parks, a rural area, 12
squares, and the outdoor archaeological area of Pompeii. The binaural recordings were also used to perform the laboratory studies.
There have been three Flemish noise surveys at home on annoyance, each with 3000-5000 samples, where an advantage is that
many data are geographically referenced and many GIS layers are coupled. The "Maglev field experiment" was conducted in a
house with traffic sound playback. The Berlin studies generated soundscape data combining physical, psychoacoustic and
perceptive measurements in different residential areas. Macro- and microscopic approaches were chosen for sound walks,
environmental screening, acoustic measurements and narrative interviews. The data collection is available in raw data and
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes
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triangulated data concerning the combined approach. In France and other countries, a large number of urban squares have been
surveyed, with questionnaires and aural-visual recordings.
Given the diversity of the current data, three special conference sessions are planned, to further understand the data and the
establishment of the database, and to explore the synergies and differences:
(1) between cities and landscapes, given the aural-visual interactions would be rather different in two settings, for example;
(WG2.4)
(2) between field studies and experimental settings, given in the latter many other sensory factors are not included; (WG2.5)
(3) between verbal data collection and analysis and physical measures, which are paid different attention by researchers in
different disciplines. (WG2.6)
The three conference sessions (WG2.4, WG2.5 and WG2.6) will be organised together, in one large conference, or in three
different conferences.

WG3: Harmonising
This WG will work on harmonisation of the soundscape methods of investigations and relevant indicators. First a brainstorm/think-tank is planned to seek the synergies of different definition/understanding of soundscape from different
disciplines/sectors, defining a “common language”. If we can consider (even if it has to be verified) that the expert discourse and
vocabulary in acoustic are calibrated across languages, it is necessary to collect and compare the “common sense languages of the
“new experts” (the inhabitants). (WG3.1)
Soundscape indicators will then be derived/examined/harmonised, based on multi-disciplinary analysis of various physical,
psychological, social and physiological parameters, by coupling physical parameters with, for example, semantic analysis of
verbal data collected from a diversity of techniques. These parameters are integrated into indicators through statistical methods as
well as cognitive modelling using artificial neural networks or symbolic representations developed in sound recognition research.
Indeed, multi-sectoral environmental health impact assessment, preservation of quiet areas, and the design of ‘supportive
environments’ require new insights into the existing annoyance data and new integrative research strategies. A workshop is
planned for the harmonisation of indicators/methodologies. (WG3.2) Within this context the appropriateness of health and
Quality of Life outcome indicators will be assessed and summarised and a required set of moderator/mediator variables will be
proposed, in a special workshop (WG3.3), probably a day immediately following WG3.2.
A special conference session on the combination of different methods is planned for overcoming the weakness and biases of
single methods and approaches. Concepts and theories have to be discussed concerning the translation of subjective judgments
and assessments into indicators. For that purpose, the acoustic properties of environmental noise have to be considered and
combined with the empirical data. In social sciences several triangulation methods and concepts are used. The special session will
consider the adaptation of these methods to soundscape investigations. (WG3.4)
A workshop is then planned, with experienced researchers from different disciplines/sectors as animators and with early-stage
researchers and architects/urban planners as participants. The aim of the workshop will be to reanalyse some data collected in
WG2, using the indicators harmonised in WG3.1 to 3.3. Three cases would be studied: two comparable situations in two EU cities,
and another situation with specificities. Soundscape changes could also be introduced on the sites, so that before/after
comparisons can be made. A standard protocol will be developed, which can be used to better assess cross-cultural and crosscontextual differences. (WG3.5)
While an important goal of the harmonisation of methods and indicators is the implementation in practice, for example,
contributing to the current EU noise policy, a think-tank is planned towards the future likely standardization of soundscape
measurement and evaluation. The analysis of the case studies could be used as examples. (WG3.6)
WG4: Creating and Designing
While currently soundscape is mainly a research subject, the practical implementation will be given significant attention in this
Action. This WG will start from the examination of the effectiveness of design changes, in terms of planning, landscape,
architectural elements, and sound components, on the creation and improvement of soundscape, considering not only the acoustic
changes but also people’s perception. Two workshops are planned, one on urban soundscapes and the other on rural soundscapes.
The workshops will be organised either as two separate events, or combined in a two-day workshop, each day for one topic
respectively. (WG4.1 and WG4.2)
An important application of soundscape research is the preservation of the soundscapes of architectural/landscape heritages. A
special conference session is planned, reviewing and comparing examples across the world in this respect. (WG4.3)
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While soundscape research has mainly been for outdoor spaces, the methods may also be applicable for enclosed spaces having a
function similar to urban spaces such as commercial and entertainment areas, shopping malls, airports and train stations, where the
acoustic comfort and sound quality cannot be dealt sufficiently only with noise parameters as is in the current practice. A special
conference session is planned to compare the two kinds of space. (WG4.4)
The development of design guidelines and good practice guide would be vital for the implementation of soundscape research. A
workshop is planned to explore the ways to transfer research knowledge into practical tools and methods, including soundscape
mapping method, which models auditory perception (based on the soundscape indicators) rather than just giving colour maps of
noise levels, as currently required by the EU Environmental Noise Directive. (WG4.5)
This Action will heavily interact with ISO/TC 43/SC 1/WG 54 "Perceptual assessment of soundscape quality", which is just being
initiated with the involvement of some participants of this Action. A workshop is planned within this Action, with other invited
experts (also non-EU), so that the results from this Action (e.g. from WG3.6) can play an important role in the proposed Standard.
(WG4.6)
WG5: Outreaching and Training
The research results will be disseminated to a range of audience across sectors and disciplines. To disseminate the results among
stakeholders including policy makers, urban planners, architects, transportation engineers, consultants, and city communities, An
awareness day on ‘Soundscape: new tendencies in urban design’, will be organised. The aim is to transfer the state-of-the-art
knowledge in terms of application of soundscape approach to urban environment and quiet areas. It will take a form of a large
conference (>80 people) where presentations will be made of urban design that have considered the soundscape. The examples
will underline significant points such as simplicity, reduction of social costs, people acceptance. The guideline and good practice
guide developed in WG4.5 will be presented. The awareness day will be preceded by an advertisement campaign on technical
journals (e.g. bulletin of urban planners). (WG5.1)
Another awareness day, on ‘Listen your city’, will mainly address the community. It will have a travelling exhibition organised in
at least 3 cities (North, Central and South Europe). The exhibition will present posters with information on the soundscape of
cities and landscapes, binaural recordings and video projection to test ability of people to recognise their environment, audio and
video examples on how the environment can change because of planning and/or people’s behaviour. The exhibition will be hosted
by the participants of this Action and will be available also on the Action web-site. The awareness day will be preceded by an
advertisement campaign through media. (WG5.2)
A web site will be developed for the dissemination of the planned activities. It will also cover specific matters for the Action, and
will be used for Management Committee (MC) and WG business. (WG5.3)
Training for early-stage researchers is seen as a significant goal of this Action. Two special activities are planned, where earlystage researchers will take a lead:
(1) Interdisciplinary training school, combined with a think-tank, aiming at understanding various issues in soundscape research
and practice. Experts from various disciplines will give training lectures in, including: (1) Psychometrics and psychoacoustics, e.g.
semantic differential and factor analysis, multidimensional scaling, and direct scaling using psychophysical methods. (2)
Environmental acoustics, especially on sound propagation at long distances and on indicators potentially relevant for quiet
areas.(3) Epidemiological methodology, with focus on how to assess effects of environmental factors in large populations such as
potential health benefits of access to quiet areas. (4) Measurement of psycho-physiological stress indicators such as galvanic skin
response, blood pressure, stress hormones. A deliverable may be the material for use in future courses. (WG5.4)
(2) A think-tank among early-stage researchers, on the future soundscape, at the end of this Action. A soundscape Roadmap will
be developed. (WG5.5)
A number of STSM exchange visits (in addition to WG2.3) are planned across the WGs. (WG5.6)
D.2 Scientific work plan – methods and means
The Action aims to provide a structured, but not too detailed work plan flexible enough to permit the adjustment, and also
inclusion, at the implementation stage, of disciplinary perspectives and activities not foreseen during the preparation of the
proposal.
As shown in Table 1, the Action has initially proposed 10+ workshops (including 4 possibly combined workshops on 2 WG tasks,
and also including the two awareness days), 6+ conference sessions (including 1 conference possibly with 3 sessions from the
Action), a number of exchange visits, 1 training school and 4 think-tanks. The size of workshops will vary but will typically be
attended by 10-20 key participants from this Action, with a similar number of other attendees. The think-tanks will be smaller,
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typically with 10 participants, and the awareness days could have over 80 people. For each conference special session, typically 5
(up to 10) invited papers from the Action are planned. The outputs from each activity are described in Section D1, and Section H2
gives a generic list.
Table 1. Activity types and objectives/themes of the proposed activities, where ‘*’ or ‘^’ indicate two or three activities
within one WG which would be held with common date & venue (see Section D1).
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E. ORGANISATION
E.1 Coordination and organisation
PARTICIPANTS AND OPEN DOOR POLICY
This Action will foster cross-breeding in an interdisciplinary and international community of research and practice, initially with
25 participants from 18 COST countries and 7 partners outside Europe including USA, Canada, Australia, Japan, Korea, Hong
Kong, and China. The initial participants, who have been intensively involved in the development of this proposal, represent a
wide range of disciplines and sectors including researchers from universities and national R&D institutions, architects, consultants,
policy makers, and software developers. In addition, the research participants will bring with them a cohort of end users including
planners/designers and policy makers at EU, national and regional levels.
This Action will provide a flexible framework open to any countries and participants. It will permit the inclusion, at the
implementation stage, of disciplinary perspectives and activities not foreseen during the preparation of the proposal. The Action
will encourage participation from unrepresented sectors and disciplines and early-career researchers in particular.
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE AND WORKING GROUPS
The Management Committee (MC) will consist of up to 2 representatives from each participating COST country, including
early-stage researchers. The MC will meet once or twice a year (see Timetable in Section F).
A Steering Group (SG) within MC will be formed, consisting of the MC Coordinator (Chair) and the WG leaders. The SG will
meet once a year, ensuring there is close communication between WGs. The Short-Term Scientific Mission (STSM) co-ordinator
and the web-manager will also attend some SG meetings.
Five Working Groups (WG) will be formed (see Section D), each with a Leader, assisted by a WG Committee consisting of 4-8
MC members. Typically at least one early-stage researcher will site in each WG Committee. The activities (e.g. workshops) will
normally be organised by the WG Committee, but designated experts could also be used if appropriate, therefore WG Committees
could have short-term members/advisers. The WG will meet once a year.
WG5 is a special focus group. While the set-up of this designated group will ensure effective dissemination and training, WG5
Committee meetings will normally be held together with MC meetings (day before/after), given that WG5 work is normally dealt
with by MC. In other words, no extra meeting budget will be needed from WG5. Within WG5, a STSM co-ordinator will be
appointed, responsible for the proposed exchange visits, and a web-manager will also be included.
The MC, SG, and WG meetings will be held preferably in COST Office premises in Brussels, but whenever possible, the meetings
will be held before or after an Action activity (e.g. workshop), to use the budget effectively. Figure 1 shows the management
structure.
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Figure 1. Management structure.
EVALUATION AND MONITORING
The MC will be responsible for coordinating the Action, with particular attention in choosing the topics of various activities and
on COST country balance when drawing up lists of participants entitled for reimbursement and when distributing activities. The
MC will make the scientific and budgetary assessment and decision of the application, and the MC will formally delegate relevant
tasks to WG Leaders.
On the agenda of each MC, SG and WG meeting, the evaluation and monitoring of the planned, on-going and completed activities
will be a standard item. Several key facets, including the relevance of topics, scientific quality, attendance, output, impact, and
cost-effectiveness, will be taken into account in considering the applications of activities and in evaluating the final reports. The
evaluation and monitoring will normally be made by the relevant WG, with standard forms, and overseen by the whole MC.
ORGANASATION OF ACTIVITIES
Workshops and think-tanks. The organisation of those will be dealt with by relevant WGs. They will be held in COST Office
premises in Brussels if possible/appropriate. In other cases the hosts are expected to fund the venue. While university venues will
normally be used, other venues will also be considered, such as city halls for the awareness days. Where appropriate, experts in
non-COST countries will be involved as invited speakers. In some workshops certain new approaches will be considered. For
example, an automatic environmental sound recognition competition and a soundscape design competition will be organised
associated with WG1.2 and WG5.1 respectively.
Conference special sessions. Given the interdisciplinary features of the Action, the participants are involved in a range of
conferences, including common conferences for most participants, such as the International Congress on Acoustics and
International Congress on Noise Control Engineering, as well as conferences in certain disciplines, such as World Congress of
Architecture and conferences in semantics, sensory sciences, and cognitive sciences. Special sessions of soundscape on both kinds
of conference will be organised and attended by the participants of this Action, to enhance the interdisciplinary cross-breeding of
innovative and emerging scientific ideas, and to disseminate the results into a wider range of audience.
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Exchange visits. A number of STSM, ranging from one week to three months, is planned through exchange visits, mainly for
early-stage researchers. While some STSM with specific aims/tasks have been planned, such as WG2.3, additional STSM are
expected, either independently or associated with other activities such as themed workshops. Since the situation of early-stage
researchers may vary in the project duration, the Action would provide a framework rather than set up some specific topics at this
stage. The Action also plans to have a small number of STSMs from a home institution in a COST participating country to a host
Institution in a non-COST country. To evaluate the successfulness of the exchange visits, the researchers will be asked to write a
report upon return, to WG5 Committee.
Most participants of this Action play a key role in major national research projects relating to the field, and some participants are
also leading/participating relevant national networks. The Action will encourage integrating the planned activities with other
relevant activities in the host country. For example, one of the MC meetings and/or workshops could be held jointly with the
annual meeting of the UK NoiseFutures Network (with 30+ members from various sectors) which one of the participants is
chairing.
MILESTONES
While the success of the Action will be marked by the completion of activities (e.g. Table 1 in Section D2), the major milestones
will be:
(1) Working reports/publications from the WG1 workshops/conferences (Year 2-3)
(2) Establishment of the soundscape database (Year 2-3)
(3) Harmonised soundscape indicators (Year 3)
(4) Development of design guidelines (Year 4)
(5) Awareness days (Year 4)
WEBSITE
An Action specific website will be set up, with links to the COST website for general information. An early-stage researcher,
associated with the Action co-ordinator or the WG5 Leader, will be appointed as web-manager at 2-4 hours/week to maintain the
web site. While the web-site will mainly aim at dissemination/exploitation of the Action results, there will be a Members only area
for management issues.
E.2 Working Groups
The WG organisation is described in Section E1. Note the WGs are based on the type of activities, rather than disciplines/sectors,
and thus, in each WG different disciplines/sectors will be presented, ensuring interdisciplinary cross-breeding, which is vital for
the Action.
While the potential WG Leaders and some WG Committee members have been initially determined during the preparation of this
Action, and a range of WG activities have been initially proposed, the Action will be sufficiently flexible in terms of memberships
and activities.
E.3 Liaison and interaction with other research programmes
The participants of this Action have been, and are being, involved in a range of relevant European research programmes, including
large scale projects such as described in Section B4, as well as more specific projects such as the EU TOK project on urban
auralisation. The participants are also involved in international research programmes such as the Worldwide University Network
on Environmental Acoustics which one participant is chairing. Some of the planned activities in this Action will be jointly
organised with other research programmes, attracting interests from a wide range of European countries and also, having multidisciplinary and multi-sectoral input from other projects.
The Action will actively seek collaboration with other Actions in the relevant Domains, and this will be enhanced by the fact that
some participants of this Action are also involved in the network in other Domains (and indeed this proposal has been reviewed by
those participants).
E.4 Gender balance and involvement of early-stage researchers
This Action will respect an appropriate gender balance in all its activities and the Management Committee will place this as a
standard item on all its MC agendas. In terms of the initial participants of this Action, there is a balance between males (60%) and
females (40%).
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The Action will also be committed to considerably involve early-stage researchers, for example, through the specifically planned
activities for them (and led by them) including STSM exchange visits, training schools, and think-tanks. They are also strongly
encouraged to organise/lead other workshops and conference sessions. They will sit in each WG Committee and also in MC.
The gender balance and the involvement of early-stage researchers will be continuously enhanced, and the MC will place this as a
standard item on all its agendas.

F. TIMETABLE
The duration of the Action will be four years. The timescale is shown in Table 2 below. Within each WG, the activities are
generally evenly distributed, normally over a 3-year period, reflecting progression of the activities and also reducing management
load.

Table 2. Timetable of activities and committee meetings.
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G. ECONOMIC DIMENSION
The following COST countries have actively participated in the preparation of the Action or otherwise indicated their interest:
Austria (AT); Belgium (BE); Croatia (HR); Denmark (DK); Finland (FI); France (FR); Germany (DE); Greece (GR); Italy (IT);
Netherlands (NL); Norway (NO); Poland (PL); Portugal (PT); Spain (ES); Sweden (SE); Switzerland (CH); Turkey (TR); United
Kingdom (UK). On the basis of national estimates, the economic dimension of the activities to be carried out under the Action has
been estimated at 20 Million € for the total duration of the Action. This estimate is valid under the assumption that all the
countries mentioned above but no other countries will participate in the Action. Any departure from this will change the total cost
accordingly.

H. DISSEMINATION PLAN
H.1 Who?
The target audiences for the dissemination of the results of the Action, in particular findings and recommendations, include
(1) The COST network participants.
(2) Other researchers working in the field (outside the COST Action).
(3) Other research networks and frameworks, nationally and internationally.
(4) Professional bodies across disciplines and sectors.
(5) Standardisation bodies.
(6) Industry, widely defined, including urban planner, architects, environmental officers, manufacturers and service providers.
(7) Policy makers, at European, national government, and regional levels.
(8) Tourist boards.
(9) Conservation organisations such as English Heritage.
(10) General public.
H.2 What?
The dissemination methods/materials are list below in a generic way, noting that the detailed descriptions of the outputs from each
activity are given in Section D1:
(1) General information on the Action website, which is also linked with a range of other web sites, including national and
international network and project websites.
(2) Events, including themed workshops, special sessions in international and national conferences across disciplines, training
schools, and awareness days involving practitioners and general public.
(3) Workshop proceedings and/or working reports, including, for example, a critical assessment of the state-of-the-art in the field.
The outputs from some workshops, for example, WG3.5, evaluation of common case study sites, will be further developed into
books, or special issues in scientific journals. More details are included in Section D1.
(4) Special session proceedings. The proceedings from selected conference sessions will be further developed into books or
special issues in scientific journals.
(5) An integrated database of experimental and field data.
(6) Booklet with new indicators of soundscape quality to complement the END indicators.
(7) A coherent suite of measurement standards for determining soundscape quality.
(8) Good practice guidance for designing soundscape.
(9) Tools to support design and decision making, available on the Action web site or on CD distributed to practitioners free of
charge.
(10) Recommendations for European/international standards.
(11) Articles in peer-reviewed scientific and technical journals, and special issues.
(12) Non-technical publications (e.g. broachers, flyers, CD with sounds) targeting to general public and policy makers.
(13) Targeted pamphlets and short briefing notes for EU policy advisors.
(14) Working documents for the Action, for the key researchers and users in the fields, on the password protected website.
(15) An e-mail network.
(16) Media materials.
H.3 How?
The dissemination and transfer of knowledge is a key value of COST and the use of results by industry, policy-makers and society
is vital. This is particularly relevant for this proposed Action on Soundscape. The proposed Action will use all means, as
summarised in Section H2, to communicate the findings to the research and practice community within and beyond Europe. The
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes
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Action will also encourage public discussion about the work, through the planned awareness days (WG5.1 and WG5.2), for
example, to ensure that the results of the research work reach the European Society and policy-makers.
A Working Group, WG5, will be set up, targeting specifically on outreaching, training, and dissemination. This Working Group
will work closely with the Management Committee (MC), and also have frequently communication with other WGs. The MC will
regularly review the research output of the Action and evaluate the planned dissemination.
The dissemination is enhanced by the strong international and national networks of the participants who are already on board, e.g.
the European Acoustics Association, WHO , the International Institute of Acoustics and Vibration (IIAV), the Worldwide
University Environmental Acoustics Network, the UK NoiseFutures network, and National French Group (CNRS 2493) on
Transport Noise.
Special issues are planned in high impact journals. Special sessions are planned (1) in conventional acoustic conferences including
Acoustical Society of America meetings, Internoise, and Euronoise 2009 (participant as technical programme Chair), with
significant multi-disciplinary input from this Action; and (2) in conferences in other related fields, for example PLEA Conference
on Sustainable Architecture and Urban Design (participants have been invited to organise sessions), and International Congress on
Noise as a Public Health Problem. The Action also encourages the consideration of other conferences at the implementation stage.
The Action, in the planned activities, will invite selected international experts outside Europe, including those already identified,
from USA, Canada, Australia, Japan, Korea, Hong Kong, and China. This will further enhance the dissemination globally.
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Part II – Additional Information NOT PART OF THE MoU

A. LIST OF EXPERTS
Expert 1.
Name: Prof. Lex BROWN, School of Environment, Griffith University (Othe)
Lex.Brown@griffith.edu.au contacted: Yes possible MC: No
Telephone: 0061 418 182 352
Urban Research Program, Griffith School of Environment, Griffith University, Brisbane, Australia
Brisbane; - Othe
Expert 2.
Name: Dr. Kurt HEUTSCHI, Empa, Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Testing and Research (CH)
Kurt.Heutschi@empa.ch contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 0041 44 823 4743
Abteilung Akustik / Lärmminderung, Empa, Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Testing and Research, Ueberlandstrasse 129,
CH-8600 Duebendorf, Switzerland
Duebendorf; - CH
Expert 3.
Name: Prof. Tjeerd ANDRINGA, Department of Artificial Intelligence, University of Groningen (NL)
t.c.andringa@rug.nl contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 0031 50 363 69 58
Auditory Cognition, Department of Artificial Intelligence, PO box 72, 9700 AB, Groningen, The Netherlands
Groningen; - NL
Expert 4.
Name: Ms. Itziar ASPURU, Labein-Tecnalia (ES)
iaspuru@labein.es contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 0034 94 607 33 00
Unidad de Medio Ambiente, c/Geldo. Parque Tecnológico de Bizkaia, Edificio 700, 48160 Derio (Bizkaia), Spain
Derio (BIzkaia); - ES
Expert 5.
Name: Prof. Luis BENTO COELHO, CAPS - Instituto Superior Técnico (PT)
bcoelho@ist.utl.pt contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 00351 218419393/39
CAPS - Instituto Superior Técnico (PT), 1049-001 Lisboa, Portugal
Lisboa; - PT
Expert 6.
Name: Prof. Birgitta BERGLUND, Department of Psychology, Stockholm University (SE)
Birgitta.Berglund@imm.ki.se contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 0046 8 163857
Gösta Ekman Laboratory for Sensory Research, Institute of Environmental Medicine, Karolinska Institutet & Department of
Psychology, Stockholm University, SE-106 91, Stockholm, Sweden
Stockholm ; - SE
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Expert 7.
Name: Prof. Dick BOTTELDOOREN, Department of Information Technology, Gent University (BE)
dick.botteldooren@intec.ugent.be contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 0032 9 264 99 68
Department of Information Technology, Gent University, Sint-Pietersnieuwstraat 41, 9000 Gent, Belgium
Gent; - BE
Expert 8.
Name: Dr. Kalliopi CHOURMOUZIADOU, Architects (GR)
pepitahou@hotmail.com contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 00306978637531
5 Omirou Str., 55236, Panorama, Thessaloniki, Greece
Thessaloniki; - GR
Expert 9.
Name: Mr. Max DIXON, Greater London Authority (GB)
max.dixon@london.gov.uk contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 0044 2079834303
Greater London Authority, City Hall, The Queen`s Walk, London SE1 2AA United Kingdom
London; - GB
Expert 10.
Name: Prof. Hrvoje DOMITROVIC, Department of Electroacoustics, University of Zagreb (HR)
hrvoje.domitrovic@fer.hr contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 00385 1 6129 220
Department of Electroacoustics, Faculty of EE and Computing, Unska 3, HR-10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Zagreb; - HR
Expert 11.
Name: Prof. Danièle DUBOIS, Equipe Lutherie, Acoustique et Musique, Ministère de la Culture et de la Communication/
Université Pierre et Marie Curie (FR)
ddubois@ccr.jussieu.fr contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 0033 1 53 95 43 28
Equipe Lutherie, Acoustique et Musique, Ministère de la Culture et de la Communication/ Université Pierre et Marie Curie, 11,
rue de Lourmel, F-75015 Paris, France
Paris; - FR
Expert 12.
Name: Prof. Giovanni BRAMBILLA, Institute of Acoustics, National Research Council of ITALY (CNR) (IT)
giovanni.brambilla@idac.rm.cnr.it contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 00390649934030
Istituto di Acustica `O.M. Corbino`, National Research Council of ITALY, Via del Fosso del Cavaliere 100, 00133 Roma, Italy
Rome; - IT
Expert 13.
Name: Mr. Truls GJESTLAND, SINTEF, Telecom and Informatics (NO)
Truls.Gjestland@sintef.no contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 0047 73592645
Director, SINTEF, Telecom and Informatics, N-7034 Trondheim, Norway
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Trondheim; - NO
Expert 14.
Name: Dr. Catherine GUASTAVINO, School of Information Studies, McGill University (Othe)
Catherine.Guastavino@mcgill.ca contacted: Yes possible MC: No
Telephone: 001 514 398 1709
Centre for Interdisciplinary Research on Music Media and Technology (CIRMMT), School of Information Studies, McGill
University, 3459 McTavish, H3A 1Y1 Montreal, Qc, Canada
Montreal; - Othe
Expert 15.
Name: Mr. Alberto IRUSTA, AAC Centro de Acustica Aplicada, S.L. (ES)
abi@aacacustica.com contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 0034 945 298233
AAC Centro de Acustica Aplicada, S.L., Parque Techologico de Alava, 01510 Minano (Alava), Spain
Minano (Alava); - ES
Expert 16.
Name: Prof. Jin Yong JEON, School of Architecture, Hanyang University (Othe)
jyjeon@hanyang.ac.uk contacted: Yes possible MC: No
Telephone: 0082 2 2220 1795
School of Architecture, Hanyang University, Seoul 133-791, Korea
Seoul; - Othe
Expert 17.
Name: Dr. Fenglei JIAO, Institute of Acoustics, Chinese Academy of Sciences (Othe)
jiaofl@hotmail.com contacted: Yes possible MC: No
Telephone: 0086 1082617967
Institute of Acoustics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, PO Box 2712, Beijing 100080 China
Beijing; - Othe
Expert 18.
Name: Prof. Jian KANG, School of Architecture, University of Sheffield (GB)
j.kang@sheffield.ac.uk contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 0044 114 2220325
School of Architecture, University of Sheffield, Western Bank, Sheffield S10 2TN, United Kingdom
Sheffield; - GB
Expert 19.
Name: Dr. Klaus KLAUS, HEAD acoustics GmbH (DE)
klaus.genuit@head-acoustics.de contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 0049 2407 577 20
HEAD acoustics GmbH, Ebertstr. 30a, 52134, Herzogenrath, Germany
Herzogenrath; - DE
Expert 20.
Name: Prof. Kinche LAM, Department of Geography and Resource Management, The Chinese University of Hong Kong (Othe)
kinchelam@cuhk.edu.hk contacted: Yes possible MC: No
Telephone: 00852 2609-6458
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes
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Department of Geography and Resource Management, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Hong Kong; - Othe
Expert 21.
Name: Prof. Catherine LAVANDIER, Laboratoire MRTE, University of Cergy Pontoise (FR)
catherine.lavandier@u-cergy.fr contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 0033 1 34 25 68 39
IUT de Cergy Pontoise, Département Génie Civil, Neuville sur Oise, 95031 Cergy Pontoise Cedex, France
Cergy Pontoise; - FR
Expert 22.
Name: Prof. Peter LERCHER, Section Social Medicine - Medizinische Universität Innsbruck (AT)
Peter.Lercher@i-med.ac.at contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 0043 512 9003 71253
Section Social Medicine, Medizinische Universität Innsbruck, Sonnenburgstr. 16, Christoph-Probst-Platz, Innrain 52, A-6020,
Innsbruck, Austria
Innsbruck; - AT
Expert 23.
Name: Dr. Tapio LOKKI, Department of Media Technology, Helsinki University of Technology (FI)
Tapio.Lokki@tkk.fi contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 00358-9-4514737
Department of Media Technology, Helsinki University of Technology, PO Box. 5400, FI-02015 TKK, Finland
Helsinki; - FI
Expert 24.
Name: Prof. Luigi MAFFEI, Facoltà di Architettura Seconda Università di Napoli (IT)
luigi.maffei@unina2.it contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 0039 081 8141905
Centro Interdipartimentale per il Controllo dell'Ambiente Costruito Ri.A.S., Facoltà di Architettura Seconda Università di Napoli,
Abazia di S.Lorenzo ad Septinum, 81031 Aversa (Ce), Italy
Aversa - IT
Expert 25.
Name: Mr. Nicholas MILLER, Harris Miller Miller & Hanson Inc (Othe)
nmiller@hmmh.com contacted: Yes possible MC: No
Telephone: 001 781 229 0707
Harris Miller Miller & Hanson Inc., 77 South Bedford Street, Burlington, MA 01803, USA
Burlington; - Othe
Expert 26.
Name: Dr. Mats NILSSON, Department of Psychology, Stockholm University (SE)
mats.nilsson@psychology.su.se contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 0046 8 163857
Gösta Ekman Laboratory for Sensory Research, Institute of Environmental Medicine, Karolinska Institutet & Department of
Psychology, Stockholm University SE-106 91, Stockholm, Sweden
Stockholm; - SE
Expert 27.
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Name: Prof. Anna PREIS, Institute of Acoustics Adam Mickiewicz University (PL)
apraton@amu.edu.pl contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 0048 61 8295 119
Institute of Acoustics, Adam Mickiewicz University, Umultowska 85, 61-614 Poznan, Poland
Poznan; - PL
Expert 28.
Name: Prof. Jens RINDEL, Odeon A/S (DK)
jhr@odeon.dk contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 00 45 4525 3934
Odeon A/S, c/o Oersted-DTU, Acoustic Technology, Technical University of Denmark, Oersteds Plads, Building 352, DK-2800
Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark
Lyngby; - DK
Expert 29.
Name: Prof. Brigitte SCHULTE-FORTKAMP, Institute of Fluid Mechanics and Engineering Acoustics, TU Berlin (DE)
brigitte.schulte-fortkamp@tu-berlin.de contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 49 30 314 22761/22932
Institute of Fluid Mechanics and Engineering Acoustics, TU-Berlin, Einsteinufer 25 TA 7, D-10587 Berlin, Germany
Berlin; - DE
Expert 30.
Name: Prof. Catherine SEMIDOR, GRECAU- National High School of Architecture and Landscape architecture Bordeaux
Domaine de Raba (FR)
catherine.semidor@bordeaux.archi.fr contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 0033 5 57 35 11 59
Ecole d`architecture et de paysage de Bordeaux, Domaine de Raba, F-33405 Talence cedex, France
Talence; - FR
Expert 31.
Name: Prof. Takashi YANO, Department of Architecture, Kumamoto University (Othe)
yano@gpo.kumamoto-u.jp contacted: Yes possible MC: No
Telephone: 0081 96342 3560
Department of Architecture, Kumamoto University, Kurokami 2-39-1, Kumamoto 860-8555 Japan
Kumamoto; - Othe
Expert 32.
Name: Prof. Zerhan YUKSEL CAN, Faculty of Architecture, Yildiz Technical University (TR)
karabi@yildiz.edu.tr contacted: Yes possible MC: Yes
Telephone: 0090 212 383 26 22
Yildiz Technical University, Faculty of Architecture, Building Physics Unit, İstanbul, Turkey
İstanbul; - TR
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COST TD0804 – Working Group (WG) 1
The WG aims to foster interdisciplinary cross-breeding, exchange technical know-how on an international/interdisciplinary basis, and examine cultural differences. It has focussed on creating deeper understanding on the relationship
between the sonic or acoustic environment and soundscape. It attempts to relate the concept soundscape to findings
from psycho-physics, psychology, hearing system physiology, and auditory cognition. The results of this theoretical
exercise are of importance for measurement but also can give guidance to better design practice.
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Introduction
Working group 1 of the COST project TD0804 Soundscapes
for European Cities and Landscapes has focussed on creating
deeper understanding on the relationship between the sonic
or acoustic environment and soundscape. For this purpose,
WG1 organised or co-organised several workshops across
Europe and stimulated exchanging of scientists via STSM.
This report discusses the main conclusions. It attempts to
relate the somewhat vague concept “soundscape” to findings
from psycho-physics, psychology, hearing system
physiology, and auditory cognition. This often requires
extrapolating lab findings to environmental sound and
everyday context. This is not a trivial task by far and it will
be shown where additional research might be needed.
The results of this theoretical exercise are of importance for
measuring but also can give guidance to better design
practice.

From sonic environment to soundscape
Soundscape
The term soundscape has been used by different
communities of practice (e.g. acousticians, composers,
architects, ecologists, psychologists), giving rise to several
definitions (see working group 2 of the same COST action).
A standardized definition may not be required nor wanted
but it is useful to summarize generally accepted views on
this concept:
•

•

•

The soundscape is evoked by the physical sound
environment henceforth called the sonic
environment or acoustic environment, but it is not
equal to it and therefore cannot be measured using
classical sound measurement equipment alone.
The soundscape is formed within a context. This
context is shaped by all sensory stimulations – of
which visual observations are most important [42]–
and by the knowledge people have accumulated
about the space, its use, its purpose, its cultural
meaning, his or her own and others motivations and
purposes to be there, the associated activities, etc.
The soundscape concept tends to be used mostly in
relation to open outdoor spaces, but has also
applications for indoor settings, mainly public but
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•

also private. But it always entails a sense of
spaciousness. Environmental sounds intruding in
private spaces result in effects following different
mechanisms with control as an important factor.
The timescale related to soundscapes is in the order
of minutes to hours. The quality of the soundscape
in some parts of the living environment can
nevertheless have long term effects on the quality
of life [6] and health [31] of the population.

Listening
Listening is a complex process which involves multi-leveled
attention and higher cognitive functions, including memory,
template matching, foregrounding (attentive listening) and
backgrounding (holistic listening) [1][2]. Attentive, analytic,
descriptive listening has been identified as the most
important listening style in the construction of the
soundscape based on investigations where persons are asked
about their aural experience in a place and often mention
particular sounds – by naming the source of these sounds.
One should however not underestimate the potential role of
holistic listening or even simply hearing as a mediator in
creating mood and appraisal of the sonic environment.
As the listening experience in a sonic environment evolves,
the listener switches between different listening styles: from
the more holistic listening in readiness waiting for familiar
or important sounds to emerge (expected or not), to listening
in search expecting particular sounds in a context, or even to
narrative or story listening focusing attention on one
particular sonic story within the multitude of sounds.

Auditory scene analysis
The sonic environment of interest in the context of soundscape
consists a multitude of individual sounds. One of the first tasks of
the auditory system is to analyse this auditory scene and to identify
its building blocks, a process referred to as auditory scene

analysis (ASA). ASA involves decomposing a complex
mixture of incoming sounds, originating from different
sources, into individual auditory streams, using different
auditory, but also visual and other cues [59]. Part of this
decomposing happens in a pre-attentive phase. Identification
of auditory objects based on spectro-temporal features is a
learned process that relies on co-occurence of these features.
The importance of temporal coherence in auditory scene
analysis and learning in humans has recently been confirmed
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on a neurological basis [52]. As such, the familiarity of the
listener with a sound may contribute to the ability to
distinguish this sound in a complex sonic environment. Prior
experience therefore could even have an influence on this
low level ASA and lead to inter-individual differences in
perceiving the sonic environment and in the soundscape
experience.
In general however, one could expect that a sonic
environment where various auditory streams can easily be
formed is appreciated as a high-fidelity soundscape. More
complex situations that cannot easily be “read” by the
average listener may be perceived as too complex and
mentally stressing. Like in the Attention Restoration Theory
(ART) and the associated “fascination” urban environments,
with too complex stimulations, could be a source of
attentional fatigue [31][63]. If on the contrary, ASA results
in a single auditory stream the sonic environment may be
perceived as boring.

The role of attention
Let us now focus on the attention mechanism in more detail.
The role of selective attention is to allow part of the sensory
input to be evaluated it in the context of specific knowledge
while preventing sensory signals from overloading the
higher level cognitive system. For experiencing the sonic
environment, not attentively listening to the sounds is the
default state. However, as the auditory system always stays
alert, sounds within the sonic environment could draw
attention. The proposed theoretical model foresees a two
stage mechanism to account for this: auditory stimuli may
draw attention because of specific features they possess but
they don’t necessarily get attended. This two stage
mechanism is supported by neuroscience: sounds with high
saliency trigger early brain response [47] while inhibition of
return [48] and general attentiveness to sound determine
whether a late response corresponding to actual attending is
observed. Identifying sound features that increase saliency
[49] and attract attention is an important aspect of the
proposed soundscape theory. It is well known [49] that
spectral and temporal variations and modulations –
sometimes referred to as ripple – increase saliency for
human observers. However, the auditory brainstem, which is
responsible for these specific sensitivities, has a much higher
plasticity than one might expect. On the basis of this, one
could expect a common basis for auditory saliency, but in
addition some specificity for different (groups of) people.
Auditory streams are classically regarded as existing in a
pre-attentive phase. Although this view is appealing because
of its conceptual simplicity, recent findings suggest that
attention also plays a role in the formation of auditory
streams [50][52]. Overall, it can be stated that the process of
auditory scene analysis draws on low-level principles for
segmentation and grouping, but is fine-tuned by selective
attention [53]. Sound objects within the sonic environment
are thus formed with the help of selective attention.
The listener embedded in a real environment – in contrast to
experimental conditions – relies on all senses to structure a
representation of the environment [51]. One sensory
modality could draw spatial attention also to a different

modality and even influence the perception itself strongly.
This raises the question whether attention resources are
controlled by a supramodal system or by many modality
specific attention systems. In focused attention conditions,
judging each signal (sound and vision) separately when
incongruent sensory signals occur at the same location is
difficult, at least much more difficult than when the
incongruent signals come from different spatial location and
attention is divided [54]. A multilevel mechanism of
attention with a multimodal component overarching the
single sensory component seems the most plausible model
given today’s knowledge. In the context of assessing the
sonic environment, this could be interpreted as a stronger
emphasis on visible sources but at the same time a lower
identification of deviant sound experience if it comes from
the same location.
Listening in search or story listening involves voluntary
(endogeneous) attention focusing grounded in higher level
cognition. It can be shaped by expectations about the place
based on prior experience or knowledge or it can be initially
triggered by involuntary attention focusing. In the latter case,
incongruence of the sound in the scene can enhance
detectability [16]. Event Related Potential measurements
confirm the deviant processing also with complex sounds but
also show that familiarity with the sound has an effect [55].
A foundation for rapid extraction of meaning from a familiar
environmental sound was observed even when sounds were
not consciously attended. Thus the soundscape theory has to
account for this dual effect: congruent and familiar sounds
are less likely to trigger attention but they are also to most
probably object of voluntary attention focusing during
listening is search or story listening.
Until now we did not consider the relationship between
attention and binaural hearing. Inhibition of return on
location [56] could explain why moving sources or groups of
sources of the same kind popping up at different locations
might be less easily inhibited by the auditory system and
thus continue to attract attention longer than a stationary
source. It is known that identity information predominates
over location information in auditory memory [57] thus
soundscape appraisal (see the following sections) in itself –
in contrast to unmasking – may be less sensitive to aspects
of binaural hearing.
The reaction of the brain to sensory stimuli depends on its
current state. According to the attention to memory model
hypothesis, very similar attention mechanism are involved in
memory tasks at the one hand and sensory processing tasks
at the other [58]. Part of the neural circuitry even seems to
overlap. This implies additional modulation of overall
attention devoted to the sonic environment. Conversely, it
also implies that sensory input in general and sound in
particular can distract from memory (and cognitive) tasks.
Soundscape perception can therefore be different for the
same person at different instances dependent on current
activity.

Giving meaning to sound(s)
The role of audition is not mere information processing but
re-cognition, resulting from bottom-up (signal-driven) and
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top-down (knowledge-driven) processing. It also contributes
to meaning giving through activating behavioural options, of
which the best can be selected [43]. Meaning is given in a
context for a person at a given time. The sensory perception
could even be regarded as a factor correcting and fine-tuning
the mental representation of the (sonic) environment. As
such, meaning of sound(s) could be determined as much by
the current status of the mind (emotions included) as it is by
the stimulus per se.
Meaning could be given to the sound itself but it is more
likely that it is given to the event it stands for, or is a cue for
some previous more global representation in memory. This
implies some form of mapping from the sound to an event
before meaning is given. In case of nomic mapping the
sound and events present consistent information. The event
itself produces the sound, e.g. a car approaching. In this case
the sound source (e.g. the car) will often be the most
important factor in creating meaning. Symbolic mapping
relates a sound to an event that does not produce the sound.
Furthermore symbolic representations (and mainly those
referred in languages) allow sharing individual experiential
meaning and contribute to the elaboration of social
(conventional) meaning. E.g. police siren indicates a
warning signal alerting of some kind of misfortune for
someone. E.g. church bells are mapped to an event that is not
the ringing of a bell per se but a socially defined event such
as celebration, in a specific culture. Through meaning
production, an acoustic stimulation can be at the same time
an individual experience as well as a shared one. This
accounts for very different preference amongst different
cultures or communities. Soundscape thus has to be
evaluated taking into account the corpus of population
involved, and the psychological context of people.
The meaning given to a sound or the event or source it
stands for, relies on complex process such as categorisation
and naming, where one category does not depends
exclusively on its intrinsic properties but also on its
resemblance and differences with other categories within the
whole classificatory system. Therefore the same signal can
be categorised at different levels of categorisation (more or
less specific, e.g.. as traffic, car, sport car, human voices, or
child voice, my child calling!) or along different principles
of categorization (source, event such as car breaking or
starting [27], global appraisal, wanted versus unwanted
sound)[64]. This vague meaning is sharpened by knowledge
on the place [28] and by the most recent meaning attached to
the auditory stream. The latter could explain why the path
followed by the person experiencing a sonic environment
matters for the interpretation and appraisal of a sonic
environment.

Appraisal
Recently, Kuppens et al. [44] reported highly ecologically
valid research into the bidirectional relationship between the
way we appraise our (current) environment and how that
influences how we feel, plan, and act. Kuppens studied this
relationship in the context of core affect, which is defined as
an integral blend of the dimensions displeasure-pleasure
(valence) and passive-active (arousal) [45]. Unlike
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emotional episodes, which are relatively infrequent, core
affect is continually present to self-report.
The concept of core affect and the associated appraisal of the
sonic environment appear in a number of soundscape
studies. Depending on the choice of the researchers, the
main appraisal dimensions are either termed pleasantness
and eventfulness (which match the dimensions of core
affect) [2] or a combination of these dimensions rotated by
45 degrees. Cain [9], [46] reports the dimensions vibrancy
(interpreted as combination between pleasant and eventful)
and calmness (combining pleasant and uneventful).
Axelsson [2] proposes to interpret the vibrancy dimension as
a continuum from monotonous to exiting and the calmness
dimension spanning from calm to chaotic. One could argue
that these dimensions of core affect are related to the person
rather than to the sonic environment but with soundscape
interpreted as an object in the mind, this does not pose any
problem.
There is no direct evidence on whether appraisal and core
affect are related to the sonic environment as a whole or on
the meaning given to the events and sound sources that are
heard. In this context the results of the COST summer school
in Aachen are worth mentioning [62]. In one particular sonic
environment the appraisal differed significantly between two
groups of listeners: those that mentioned afterwards that a
saxophone player was the dominant sound source, and those
that mentioned a fountain as the dominant source. These
results seem to indicate that the sound source that received
more attention also determined dimensions related to core
affect and thus that auditory scene analysis, attention and
probably meaning precede appraisal.
The mechanisms connecting at the one hand sound
recognition and giving meaning to on the other hand
appraisal and core-affect are as yet not fully understood. It
has been noticed that familiarity of the listener with the sonic
environment explains the way the sound is perceived [2]. In
music research, it is known that the familiarity of the sound
plays an important role in the process of engaging
emotionally and potentially liking it, an observation that was
recently confirmed by brain research [60]. Familiarity at a
low level processing can be linked to how difficult or easy it
is to re-cognizing – involving previous memorized
representations. In this way expectations enter the process
for at a low level. Sounds that are expected at a place are
more easily recognized.
However, expectations may play a role at another level in
the appraisal process. Matching expectations is a key factor
in learning. In this context expectation is interpreted as the
events that the cognitive system predicts given its knowledge
on the place, and thus the sounds that will be heard. If this
prediction matches the events that actually occur, the
learning brain is rewarded. A sonic environment that results
in rewards – thus contains expected sounds –, will in this
way lead to a more pleasant experience.

Measuring soundscape
Measuring is a way of representing a reality to allow
comparison and making it interpretable by those that had no
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direct contact with it. This allows proposing designing
actions and finding sound variables that must be addressed
to improve acoustic comfort. In this broad view, measuring
sounsdcape can involve measuring people, measuring with
people, or measuring with electronic human-mimicking
devices. The difference between measuring people and
measuring with people might sound subtle, but we will
explain in this section why it is not.

Measuring people
When measuring people, the investigator wants minimal
interference with the test persons. The observation is mainly
retrospective unless subtle bio-monitoring can be used. This
kind of measuring can attempt to capture general mood,
restoration, appreciation, preferences, and overt behaviour,
and thus assesses the soundscape as a whole within a
context. This type of measurement fulfils the role of creating
a representation perfectly but it is rather difficult to obtain
results that allow comparing between areas. Moreover, this
type of measurement should respect the way people are
experimenting their environment. So the measurements
should not only characterize locations one by one, but also
paths between different locations. In that case, the adapted
measurements should follow to the listener movements.
Measuring people is the only possible way to assess the
whole path from sonic environment to soundscape, including
the processes of giving meaning to sound(s) and appraisal.
This assessment is holistic in the sense that it covers all
auditory streams and in the sense that it covers all other
context variables such as visual stimuli, expectation, etc. It is
not certain when the holistic experience that is reported by
persons is constructed. Part of it might certainly be triggered
by the questioning of the subject. A fast intuitive response
may be more useful than a well thought of answer given
later. In the latter case a cognitive process aggregating the
analytic results that tries to match the expectations of the
person asking the question might be generated: “I heard
birds so I am expected to say this is more pleasant”. To
apply this holistic approach interviews and/or questionnaires
are the most commonly used tool. To use the results in a
planning process, information on the processes discussed
above may be gathered: what sounds did they hear (attention
process), what these sounds mean to them, how this relates
to expectations concenring the place, etc. This information
should be collected after the main appraisal questions in
order not to stear the process.
As stated above, one of the most important drawbacks of
measuring people is that the selected methodology may
influence the results.

Measuring with people
Measuring with people implies that the sensory and
cognitive capabilities of humans are used to assess the
(sonic) environment. The participants are usually in an
attentive, analytic listening mode. To obtain measurements
with high comparability one either has to rely on statistical
averaging of the personal factors that might influence the
human observation or a master scaling [24] has to be used to
eliminate some of these personal factors by first asking the

participants to judge a set of standard stimuli. These stimuli
could either be classical pink or white noise samples, but
they could also be reference sonic environments explicitly
exhibiting the soundscape features that the research is trying
to explore. The latter comes down to calibrating the human
as measurement equipment.
The human observer has some capabilities that are hard to
mimic using electronics and computational intelligence, for
example the capability to segregate the auditory environment
into streams and objects. Thus questions such as identifying
the dominant sound source can easily be answered.
Measuring with people, because of the attentive analytic
listening mode, is particularly suitable for analytic
description of the soundscape. An analytic description of the
soundscape includes an inventarisation of the sounds and the
sources producing these sounds. It may also include a
description of the quality of the sound , the meaning for that
particular group of people, and an indication of congruency.
The latter require the definition of a clear context –sketched
in lab or influenced by the place in field studies – that
generates particular expectations. The description can be
complemented by the level, perceived or physical.
In the first section of this paper, the importance of attention
mechanisms in the soundscape concept has been stressed.
Measuring with people puts very strict requirements on
managing the attention processes. If the objective is to assess
how often certain sounds would be heard in the environment,
attention should not be focussed on sound during the
measurement. The human (binaural) auditory system is
capable to unmask sounds effectively down to strongly
negative LAeq based signal to noise ratios. However, this
does not mean that a sound would have been given any
attention in a natural setting while attending everyday
business. Thus many different distraction methods have been
suggested. When such techniques are effective, the sounds
and number of sound events reported are sometimes
surprisingly different from the assessment based on attentive
listening and counting [61].

Measuring in a human mimicking way
Electronic equipment embodying computational intelligence
can mimic the listening capabilities of humans. For the
easiest indicators based on level, temporal variability of the
level, spectrum, and loudness, each measurement tool
produces the same outcome and comparability between
sonic environments becomes trivial. However, the
representation of the soundscape that is created is rather
poor. Information on level, spectrum, and loudness are not
sufficient to allow the evaluator or designer to imagine the
soundscape. More advanced, smart sound meters [4] allow to
give information on the sounds that could be heard at the
measurement location [23] but at the same time there is no
gold standard and comparability of measurements becomes
worse.
Using electronic equipment has the clear advantage over
measuring people that it allows for long term monitoring.
Such monitoring is necessary to study diurnal and seasonal
variations in the soundscape. It is also an essential tool to
detect novel and unexpected soundscape elements.
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It should be stressed that research on measuring soundscape
either with people or with human mimicking equipment is
ongoing.

Triangulation
Triangulation refers to the process of combining different
views, different measurement methods to improve the
knowledge on a concept or object. In soundscape
measurement, one often combines the three measurement
approaches described above to obtain a clearer picture of the
soundscape. Connecting the deep understanding of the whole
obtained from measuring people with more focussed
measuring with people and human mimicking physical
measurement, allows to gain insight in how the local
soundscape “works” and to use this knowledge for
improving design.
More aspects of the holistic approach, apart form sound
variables, must be considered to have a soundscape
understanding that provides information for decision making
process to improve it. Since visual, thermal and general
satisfaction with the place influences soundscape, these
aspects must be considered for a deeper understanding of
soundscape in the place and the moment that is perceived.

Lessons learned for soundscape design
The goal of soundscape design is to create environmental
comfort by influencing the mood, the emotion, the appraisal,
and the restoration of persons visiting the place. From the
theoretical discussion on how the sonic environment results
in a soundscape experience several guidelines for future
designs can be extracted:
•

•

•

•

•

At the detailed level of composing, attention should
be purposely directed to certain components of the
sonic environment, to certain sounds, while keeping
attention away from unavoidable sounds that are
not wanted by the designer. Sounds can be analysed
for their saliency, but also their familiarity for the
most likely users in determining the probability that
they will be paid attention to.
Multimodal aspects – visual, thermal, … - should,
should considered. Spatial aspect of audio-visual
matching should be taken into account. Visual
stimuli can help to draw attention to wanted sounds
but at the same time they can cause conflict when
creating incongruence between visual and auditory
stimuli. The probability that an undesired sound
will attract attention anyhow is crucial here.
The path usually followed by people visiting the
place has to be taken into account since recent
experience has a strong influence on listening style,
attention paid to sound, recognizing, meaning and
appraisal.
In setting the goals, expectations based on the
intended or actual use and functions of a place
should be considered carefully since it has been
shown theoretically that these expectations may
influence the soundscape appraisal or even the mere
perception to a very high degree.
The soundscape architect should try to balance
familiarity and novelty in the sonic environment
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design to obtain the desired amount of vibrancy and
calmness matching the use and function.
For the above to be possible, architects and city planners
should be provided with the tools for understanding
soundscape and for its integration as a design variable from
the earliest stages of design

Conclusion
Over the past four years the COST exchange program has
allowed our knowledge and understanding of the soundscape
to grow in different areas. WG1 in particular has focussed
discussions on mechanism. The results of these fruitful
discussions as yet still have only partly been condensed into
scientific writing and laymen publications.
Smart sound meters embedding this knowledge are under
construction as well as calculation and mapping methods
that could be used by architects and city planners. Some
fundamental research however still needs to be done on
connecting multidisciplinary knowledge and on validating
many of the theoretically expected relationships discussed in
this report and the hypotheses formulated.
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of thewith
linear
decreases by are
3 dB.
In thisfor
way
most
ones
thesource
best performances
selected
thethefurther
suitable distance
1.2 m between
has been
analysis
in thisof study.A
numberpoint
of sources
descriptors
(or
evaluated. Effectiveness
various
of based
vegetation
to
parameters)
and statistic of
indices
are types
derived
on the
absorb and
scatter sound has been previously evaluated in
models
selected.
the laboratory, according to ISO/FDIS 17497-1 [3]. Both
Application
Music Features
absorption and ofscattering
coefficients of vegetation have
With
recordings
withreverberation
single sound chamber
sources in
been 102
evaluated
in the
at four
the
categories,
i.e.water
sounds,
sounds,
birdsongs
University of
Sheffield,
using awind
circular
turntable
with a 3and
m
urban
the[4].correlations between and principal
diametersounds,
base plate
components (PCs) of the pitch and rhythm indices are
analysed with software of SPSS Statistics 20. Characteristics
of the four sound categories and differences among them are
analysed in terms of the refined indices with one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA), and in terms of the PCs
extracted.The ability of the pitch and rhythm indices to
automatically identify environmental sound typeis examined
by discriminant function analysis (DFA), which classifies
the 102 recordings into the four categories with the
discriminant functions, i.e. linear combinations of the indices.
Figure 2: The 3m turntable with Ivy in the reverberation
chamber of the University of Sheffield.

Pitchand Rhythm Modelling

Concerning
a 10 cm thick layer of Ivy, in the range from
Pitch
Models

125Hz to 4KHz octave bands values of absorption and
Based on a number of existing pitch models, both for
scattering coefficients are respectively equal to 0.00, 0.00,
perception modelling according to two classes of theories of
0.13, 0.14, 0.211 and 0.49 and 0.03, 0.08, 0.00, 0.09, 0.22
pitch perception of the auditory system,and for practical
and 0.40. Concerning soil, only absorption coefficients have
application of music/speech information extraction, several
been evaluated; in the range from 125Hz to 4KHz octave
simplified or modified models are implemented for the
bands values are 0.30, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 0.90 and 0.70.
current study. According to the 'place' theories of pitch
The effectiveness of vegetation in reducing traffic noise is
perception[7], an implementation is through the calculation
) values averaged
investigated
terms
of insertion upon
loss ( ILWightman’s
of
cepstrumin of
signal,based
pitch
over
all
receiver
positions
and
frequency
bands and
model[8]. According to the 'temporal' theories[7],
an
expressed in
following
thean
equation:
alternative
todB(A),
the 'place'
theories,
implementation is based
on the modelproposed
Meddis et al.[9],whichis
simplified
[dB(A)]
(2)
1 J K by ref
IL = ¦¦
( L j ,k − L j ,k )
and implemented
by firstdecomposingsignal
through criticalJ j =1 k =1
band filter banks,
computingan autocorrelation function
(ACF)
based
on
the
waveformin
channel,
where k represents anfilterband
octave band
number, Jeach
indicates
the
andthen
averaging
the
ACFs
across
channels
to
produce
number of receiver positions and ref means the referencea
summary
ACF
(SACF).
Tolonen
Karjalainen’s
configuration.
A more
precise
analysis and
regards
groups of
model[10],
which
can
also
be
seen
as
a
computationally
receiver positions, concerning insertion loss values in each
simplification
Meddis
et al.’s
model,and was developed
octave band as of
defined
in the
formula:
for practical application in music and speech,is partly
[dB(A)]
(3)
implemented here1 Jby first
decomposing signal
into two
IL kg = ¦ ( Lref
j ,k − L j ,k )
channels, below and
J j =1above 1 kHz (the high-channel signal is
lowpass filtered at cut-off frequency of 1 kHz as well), and
where g indicates
groups
of receivers.
the other hand
averaging
the two ACFs
of signal
in each On
channel.
quality of speech perception is evaluated by Room Acoustic
The performances of the three types of models implemented
parameters, following ISO 3382-1 [5].
are compared based on the results of the 13 sound samples,
considering the range of pitch value between 75 and 5000
Configurations
Hz. Among the models, the temporal model may show the
Each case
study evaluated
a reference
and three
better
applicability
to the pitch
analysis ofcase
environmental
configurations with
of vegetation.
sounds,because
of thedifferent
possible amounts
error produced
by or
Simulations
wereother
repeated
twice:
for green wall,
namely
limitation
of the
two types
of models.With
the spectral
modularbased
pre-vegetated
panelsof attached
each other
or
model
on computation
cepstrum,topossible
error of
planted blankets
fixed
to a may
structural
or to aquick
wall,
relatively
high pitch
value
resultframework
from the random
(‘a’ configurations),
living wall
systems However,
in which
change
in spectrumand offor noise
in signal.
climbing plantssounds
grow may
supported
structures,
in
environmental
consistonof designed
large amount
of noise,
this study
by Ivy,
(‘b’
configurations);
in The
this
rather
than represented
pure or complex
tones
like
in music/speech.
way both the model
behaviour
of case and
studies
to properties
of
simplification
of Tolonen
Karjalainen
has the
differentanalysis
types of
vegetation,
to size
and geometry,
limited
range
of pitch related
frequency
(generally
below 1

and thewhile
changes
related
to most
different
vegetation
placements
kHz),
different
from
music
and speech,
pitches
haveenvironmental
been evaluated.
In Largo
vegetation
of
sounds
may Saluzzo
exceed that
region was
as
applied at the ground
level onmodel
supporting
systems
front of,
expected.Thus,
the pitch
according
tointemporal
though not
quite in for
contact
the below
main façades.
In Sq_1a
theories
is selected
pitchwith,
analysis
in this study.
and Sq_1b vegetation covers 8% of façades (636 m2), in
Pitch
Statistics
Sq_2a and
Sq_2b, 20% (1566 m2), and in Sq_3a and Sq_3b,
From
the model
39% (3076
m2). selected, several descriptors (or parameters)
are derived according to subjective pitch sensations, which
are pitch value (PV), pitch strength (PA), and percentage of
audible pitches over time (PN).Pitch valuespecifies the pitch
sensation along a scale from low to high, independent of
which pitch strength specifies the sensation along a scale
from faint to distinct [11].

In order to describe the variation of pitch characteristics of
the soundswith time, a number of basic statistic indices are
developed for both pitchvalues and pitch strengths over time,
which include mean, median, mode, standard deviation,
maximum, minimum, range, and percentiles.In contrast to
the variation, another way is to describe the most distinct
pitches over the whole duration.Here, the four most distinct
pitches are extracted, with theirpitch values as well as
corresponding strengths. The indices are then refined by
excluding those which do not show any difference of the 13
sounds or have particularly high correlations with the
remaining indices based on the 102 recordings.

Rhythm Models
Rhythmis
thatconfigurations
refers to thewith
time-dependent
Figure a3:general
Largo term
Saluzzo
different
properties
of
events
or
sound.Here,
event
detection
models
amounts and types of vegetation (a: green wall, b: Ivy).
andGroups
tempo of
models
areare
considered.
For environmental
receivers
shown by multi
coloured dots. sounds
with single sound source in this study, events are assumed to
be
pulses
in signal,
which set
may
to notes
in
Thesalient
different
groups
of receivers
at respond
ground level
in the
music.
An onset
is indefined
as the
instantb),ofhigh
an
square (Group
a), of
midevent
floors
the square
(Group
attack
e.g. the
beginning
of note.
floors of
in pulse,
the square
(Group
c), mid
and high floors in the
street with traffic source (Group d) and ground level in the
With systematic exploration of alternative rhythm algorithms
street with the traffic sound source (Group e). In the case of
proposed in literature,a number of rhythm models are
Ivy data of both absorption and scattering coefficients for 5,
implemented in this study.Basically, the methods of
10 and 15 cm thickness were available [4]. In this paper Ivy
detection of events in a signal are based on the computation
10 cm thick and vegetated wall 20 cm thick have been
of a temporal curve which contains the information for
simulated.
events –termedas event detection curve, the peaks of which
Similar to the first case study, also for the second one,
correspond to the events or onsets of events. This event
Leopold Square, type and amount of vegetation have been
detection curve can be computed in various ways,e.g., can be
taken into account; but suppositions were slightly different.
time functions of energy (amplitude envelope or loudness
Firstly the maximum amount of vegetation which was
according to [11]), timbre or pitch of signal, be time
possible to put in the courtyard has been defined; after that it
functions of energies inauditory frequency bands (with its
has been decided to halve that amount and, finally, a third
basis in the modelling of temporal resolution of the auditory
configuration has been assumed covering façades only at
system[7]) – similar to changes in spectral content as well
entrances. The third configuration required similar amount
[12], or be difference functions of time functions of these
of vegetation as in the second one. The three different
features. By examining their performances with
the 13
amounts considered were respectively of 1121 m2 equal to
sounds, both the methods based on overall envelope and on
the 100% of quantity of vegetation taken into account, 560
spectral
flux are selected for sound event detection of
m2, 50% of the maximum amount, and 601 m2, 54% of the
environmental sounds in this study. Since the focuses of
maximum amount. These two last quantities are also
these two methods slightly differ, the results somehow differ
comparable with the amount of vegetation assumed for
with different methods.While the former method detects
Sq_1a and Sq_1b of the first case study. Absorption and
events by the overall amplitude envelope, the latteronecan be
scattering coefficients of façades of Largo Saluzzo,
seen as detect by a number of specific envelopes in
characterized by rendered masonry façades with balconies,
frequency bands, taking into account the influence of
are respectively equal to 0.02 and 0.30. In Leopold square,
changes in spectral content. Also, the former detects the
where there are stone façades without balconies, absorption
and scattering coefficients of façades are respectively equal
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to 0.03 and
In bothenergy
the case
has latter
been
positions
of 0.15.
maximum
of studies
events, ground
while the
assumedon
similar
to concrete.
focuses
the onsets
of events.

Periodicity of sound,which can be seen as responding to
tempo in music to some degree,can be estimated from the
characteristics of repetition of the events detected above, of
event detection curve, or of temporal variation of signal
directly, among whichthe method of beat spectrum [12]
based on signal directly is selected for this study through
comparison of the results.

Rhythm Statistics
A number of parameters are derived from the event detection
estimation, which are event interval (similar to inter-onset
interval (IOI) in music), event density (ED), attack slope
(AS)and spectral flux (SF) –both of which describe attack
sharpness of event, as well as periodicity (BS) from
periodicity estimation. Whereas rhythm in music involves
hierarchy, the periodicity analysis in the current study only
estimates whether events in signal exhibit periodicity,
regardless of the level or time scale at which it happens and
of repetition time (tempo) or strength of the periodicity. A
series of statistic indices are thus developed to describe the
parameters
time,Square
including
mean, with
median,
mode,
Figure 4:with
Leopold
configurations
different
amounts
and typesrange
of vegetation
(a: green wall,
b: Ivy).
standard
deviation,
and percentiles
(or part)
of each of
the parameters. It is noted,for both pitch and rhythm, that
Sets of analysis
differentand
groups
of receivers
represent: lower
ground
further
additional
parameterscould
be made,the
in the study
courtyard
(Group
mid anddiscussed
high floors
in the
current
focuses
on thea),
parameters
above.
courtyard (Group b), lower ground at entrances (Groups c
and e), mid and high floors
at entrance near traffic source
Characteristics
of Environmental
(Group d) and 1.5 m above the terrace in the courtyard
Sounds
in Pitch and Rhythm Features
(Group f).
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Results
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is
of
1.5
dB(A)
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and, if isadditional
comparedvariance
to the same
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for which Ivy
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previous psychoacoustic
of
0.6
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which
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that
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with
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doubled
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0.8), of
although
therefrom
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value, while,
if 0.6
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studied
with another
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10
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and
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attack
value
has an
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consideringand
Sq_1b
and Sq_3b
theSPL
IL or
slope
and fluctuation,
spectral
flux and
loudness.
increase equal to 0.3÷0.6 dB(A), although lower than the
For both pitch and rhythm, the PCAssuggest that the statistic
JND, (1 dB), namely the value for which increase or
indices of each parameter, such as average, stand deviation,
decrease can be perceived by the human ear. Sq_2a already
medium and percentiles, are mostly in one single dimension,
provides the same increase of IL , compared to Sq_3a, but it
or say contribute to one component. Thus, among the indices,
needs only a half of the amount of vegetation.
based on the PCAs and correlations between the indices, a
number
dB(A) of4.0 key indices are identified, which generally
17%
contribute 3.5
most to each of the PCs. For pitch,
they are pitch
49%
value and 3.0
pitch strength of the most distinct
pitch
over the
100%
2.5
whole duration
(PV1, PA1), averages of pitch values and
2.0
pitch strengths
over time (PV AVE, PA AVE), andPN. For
1.5
JNV
rhythm, they
are
average event interval, event density and
1.0
0.5
average attack
slope based on envelope method (IOI(E)
0.0
AVE, ED(E),
AS
AVE),
average
event einterval,
event
REC
a
b
c
d
-0.5
density and average spectral flux based on spectral flux
method
(IOI(SF)
AVE,
ED(SF),
and periodicity
Figure
6. Averaged
values
of IL gSFforAVE),
configurations
with
(BS). green wall in Largo Saluzzo (Sq_1a, Sq _2a, Sq _3a).
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from “in frequency bandwidth” IL evaluation resulted that
for the different simulated configurations, for both the cases
studied, IL trend is always the same. At low frequencies
(125-250Hz), involved in traffic noise, IL is higher, than at
high frequencies.
To complete the study a comparison between the three
software packages chosen for the research has been carried
out, considering, as term of paragon, IL values provided by
the three software simulations. Simulations have been
carried out considering configuration of Largo Saluzzo with
Figure amount
2: Characteristics
of the Figure
four types
of sound
maximum
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howinboth
terms of
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Figure 5. IL difference values between CATT and Odeon
and between CATT and CRR for each receiver position.

With regard to the second case study, the urban courtyard,
only configurations with green wall provide noticeable IL
values. Halving the amount of vegetation results in-halved
IL ; while considering similar amount of vegetation at a
horizontal placement, C_2a, provides higher values of IL
(1.4 dB(A)) compared to the vertical one, C_3a, (1.0 dB(A)).
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Noise pollution is recognised as a major environmental
problem in European cities. But with a recent change of
emphasis from measures simply to reduce noise to ones that
help create beneficial soundscapes, sound can be considered
as a feature that may be designed and planned. This paper
focuses on numerical simulations to investigate traffic noise
mitigation schemes in urban sites and takes part in the
European HOSANNA project, a collaborative project under
the Seventh Framework Programme, Theme 7, Sustainable
Surface Transport. The proposal makes use of vegetation on
different urban surfaces to abate traffic noise. Two actual
urban configurations have been analyzed; in situ
measurements and numerical simulations have been carried
out and different configurations with vegetated treatments
have been evaluated. Results show that green walls generally
provide about 1-2dB(A) higher averaged noise reduction
compared to climbing plants attached to the wall.

Introduction
Vegetation as a sustainable element in urban design is
getting an increased attention for the potential benefits in
enhancing the well-being of citizens, also for the resulting
soundscape, with sounds and aural visual interaction, useful
for biodiversity. The main aim of this paper is reduction of
road traffic noise in European city centres, characterized by
historically constrained buildings. Two typical European
case studies, a square and a courtyard, have been evaluated.
The first one, Largo Saluzzo, is an octagonal open square in
Torino, Italy, crossed through by two one-way
“neighbourhood streets”. Buildings height varies in a range
from 5 to 18 m and all façades are rendered masonry. The
second case study, Leopold Square, in Sheffield, UK, is a
trapezoidal semi-enclosed courtyard skirted by two streets
crossing on an external corner of the courtyard.

interest, they both present low façades, which means that
building height and square width lies in a range from 0.3 to
0.5, but they differ for size and geometry. In both the case
studies, the average traffic speed considered is 30 km/h. In
addition to traffic noise evaluation, it was decided to analyze
also two Room Acoustic parameters: reverberation time
(RT), and definition (D50), in order to take into account also
people’s chatting noise.

Methodology
Firstly, in-situ measures of reverberation time and
background noise spectrum were carried out and then, for
each case, different noise abatement schemes were proposed,
based on guidelines of the HOSANNA program.
The equipment used for the measurements in Torino was a
phonometer (Bruel & Kiear) with a recorder (Edirol
Roland), while in Sheffield it was 01dB Symphonie kit and
dBBATI32 Building Acoustic software of 01dB STELL and
two G.R.A.A.S. microphones. Balloon bursts provided the
impulsive sound source in both the spaces.
Acoustic simulations were performed with CATTAcoustic® software. Simulations were repeated with CRR
(Combined Ray-tracing and Radiosity, developed at the
University of Sheffield) and Odeon® software, in order to
verify the results and to study the applicability of the
software for dealing with outdoor sound field propagation.
The traffic model was developed using the HARMONOISE
[1] engineering method and Report 5.1 of the HOSANNA
program [2]; it defines the source power output of a vehicle
in terms of three sub-sources at 0.01 m, 0.30 m and 0.75 m
above the road surface and two different kinds of noise have
to be considered, namely tyre noise and engine noise. The
method suggests different percentages of tyre and engine
noise depending on the height of a sub-source. Road traffic
composed of 95% light vehicles, 5% heavy vehicles, and a
population of Q= 833 vehicles per hour (corresponding to
20,000 vehicles per day) is assumed. The sound power
radiated from the line source per unit length is now
computed, combining the three sources, as:

Lw = 10 log(

Figure 1: (Left) Largo Saluzzo configuration. (Right)
Leopold Square configuration.

The courtyard is significantly smaller than the square;
building height is about 12 m and façades are of stone. Only
the busier street, namely Leopold Street has been considered.
Comparing Largo Saluzzo to Leopold Square, both placed in
historical city centres, where buildings are of architectural
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(1)

Traffic can be considered as a linear sound source; Odeon
allows linear sources to be set directly, while CATTAcoustic does not, so that a linear source should be
reconstructed from a set of punctuated sources. To define a
linear source for CATT models, a parametric study was
carried out by following the rule that with the doubling of
distance between the source and receiver in free field, SPL
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of the linear source decreases by 3 dB. In this way the most
suitable distance of 1.2 m between point sources has been
evaluated. Effectiveness of various types of vegetation to
absorb and scatter sound has been previously evaluated in
the laboratory, according to ISO/FDIS 17497-1 [3]. Both
absorption and scattering coefficients of vegetation have
been evaluated in the reverberation chamber at the
University of Sheffield, using a circular turntable with a 3 m
diameter base plate [4].

and the changes related to different vegetation placements
have been evaluated. In Largo Saluzzo vegetation was
applied at the ground level on supporting systems in front of,
though not quite in contact with, the main façades. In Sq_1a
and Sq_1b vegetation covers 8% of façades (636 m2), in
Sq_2a and Sq_2b, 20% (1566 m2), and in Sq_3a and Sq_3b,
39% (3076 m2).

Figure 2: The 3m turntable with Ivy in the reverberation
chamber of the University of Sheffield.

Concerning a 10 cm thick layer of Ivy, in the range from
125Hz to 4KHz octave bands values of absorption and
scattering coefficients are respectively equal to 0.00, 0.00,
0.13, 0.14, 0.211 and 0.49 and 0.03, 0.08, 0.00, 0.09, 0.22
and 0.40. Concerning soil, only absorption coefficients have
been evaluated; in the range from 125Hz to 4KHz octave
bands values are 0.30, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 0.90 and 0.70.
The effectiveness of vegetation in reducing traffic noise is
investigated in terms of insertion loss ( IL ) values averaged
over all receiver positions and frequency bands and
expressed in dB(A), following the equation:

IL =

1 J K ref
¦¦ ( L j ,k − L j ,k )
J j =1 k =1

[dB(A)]

(2)

where k represents an octave band number, J indicates the
number of receiver positions and ref means the reference
configuration. A more precise analysis regards groups of
receiver positions, concerning insertion loss values in each
octave band as defined in the formula:

IL kg =

1 J ref
¦ ( L j ,k − L j ,k )
J j =1

[dB(A)]

(3)

where g indicates groups of receivers. On the other hand
quality of speech perception is evaluated by Room Acoustic
parameters, following ISO 3382-1 [5].

Configurations
Each case study evaluated a reference case and three
configurations with different amounts of vegetation.
Simulations were repeated twice: for green wall, namely
modular pre-vegetated panels attached to each other or
planted blankets fixed to a structural framework or to a wall,
(‘a’ configurations), and for living wall systems in which
climbing plants grow supported on designed structures, in
this study represented by Ivy, (‘b’ configurations); in this
way both the behaviour of case studies to properties of
different types of vegetation, related to size and geometry,

Figure 3: Largo Saluzzo configurations with different
amounts and types of vegetation (a: green wall, b: Ivy).
Groups of receivers are shown by multi coloured dots.

The different groups of receivers set at ground level in the
square (Group a), mid floors in the square (Group b), high
floors in the square (Group c), mid and high floors in the
street with traffic source (Group d) and ground level in the
street with the traffic sound source (Group e). In the case of
Ivy data of both absorption and scattering coefficients for 5,
10 and 15 cm thickness were available [4]. In this paper Ivy
10 cm thick and vegetated wall 20 cm thick have been
simulated.
Similar to the first case study, also for the second one,
Leopold Square, type and amount of vegetation have been
taken into account; but suppositions were slightly different.
Firstly the maximum amount of vegetation which was
possible to put in the courtyard has been defined; after that it
has been decided to halve that amount and, finally, a third
configuration has been assumed covering façades only at
entrances. The third configuration required similar amount
of vegetation as in the second one. The three different
amounts considered were respectively of 1121 m2 equal to
the 100% of quantity of vegetation taken into account, 560
m2, 50% of the maximum amount, and 601 m2, 54% of the
maximum amount. These two last quantities are also
comparable with the amount of vegetation assumed for
Sq_1a and Sq_1b of the first case study. Absorption and
scattering coefficients of façades of Largo Saluzzo,
characterized by rendered masonry façades with balconies,
are respectively equal to 0.02 and 0.30. In Leopold square,
where there are stone façades without balconies, absorption
and scattering coefficients of façades are respectively equal
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to 0.03 and 0.15. In both the case studies ground has been
assumed similar to concrete.

Figure 4: Leopold Square configurations with different
amounts and types of vegetation (a: green wall, b: Ivy).

Sets of different groups of receivers represent: lower ground
in the courtyard (Group a), mid and high floors in the
courtyard (Group b), lower ground at entrances (Groups c
and e), mid and high floors at entrance near traffic source
(Group d) and 1.5 m above the terrace in the courtyard
(Group f).

As demonstrated by analysis of groups of receivers, higher
values of IL g are achieved at ground level and at high floors
in the square (Groups a and c), 1.8÷2.1 dB(A).
Configurations with Ivy do not provide interesting IL g .
Concerning reverberation time, at mid frequencies, covering
500Hz-2kHz (T30,mid) higher decrements (about 1 s), are
obtained at mid floors in the square (Group b), by
configurations with different amounts of green wall which
was evaluated with simulations. Configurations with green
wall also provide an increment of D50 in a range from 5% to
10%, while configurations Sq_2b and Sq_3b provide a
decrement of about 5%. More affected receivers are those
located at mid and high floors in the square and in the street
with the traffic sound source (Groups c, d and e). At last,
from “in frequency bandwidth” IL evaluation resulted that
for the different simulated configurations, for both the cases
studied, IL trend is always the same. At low frequencies
(125-250Hz), involved in traffic noise, IL is higher, than at
high frequencies.
To complete the study a comparison between the three
software packages chosen for the research has been carried
out, considering, as term of paragon, IL values provided by
the three software simulations. Simulations have been
carried out considering configuration of Largo Saluzzo with
maximum amount of Ivy (Sq_3b). Figure 5 shows how both
software Odeon and CRR provide differences in IL which
fall, for most of receiver positions, into the negligible range
(yellow strip).
dB(A)

2.0
1.0

Concerning the octagonal square, the best averaged noise
reduction, provided by the configuration which involves the
maximum amount of green wall (Sq_3a), is of 1.5 dB(A)
and, if is compared to the same configuration for which Ivy
is used (Sq_3b), which gives an IL of 0.6 dB(A), it is clear
that reduction with the first one is more than doubled than
with the second one. Increasing amount of green wall from
20% to 100%, doubles IL value, while, if the same
increment is studied with another type of vegetation (Ivy 10
cm thick), considering Sq_1b and Sq_3b the IL value has an
increase equal to 0.3÷0.6 dB(A), although lower than the
JND, (1 dB), namely the value for which increase or
decrease can be perceived by the human ear. Sq_2a already
provides the same increase of IL , compared to Sq_3a, but it
needs only a half of the amount of vegetation.
4.0

0.0
-1.0

49%
100%
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-2.0
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Figure 5. IL difference values between CATT and Odeon
and between CATT and CRR for each receiver position.

With regard to the second case study, the urban courtyard,
only configurations with green wall provide noticeable IL
values. Halving the amount of vegetation results in-halved
IL ; while considering similar amount of vegetation at a
horizontal placement, C_2a, provides higher values of IL
(1.4 dB(A)) compared to the vertical one, C_3a, (1.0 dB(A)).
Higher IL values are achieved at entrances (Groups c, e) at
1.5 m above the ground (2.8÷3.7 dB(A)).
dB(A)

17%

3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
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Sq_3b_CRR
CATT-ODEON difference
CATT-CRR difference

3.0

Results
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3.0
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Figure 6. Averaged values of IL g for configurations with
green wall in Largo Saluzzo (Sq_1a, Sq _2a, Sq _3a).
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Figure 7. Averaged values of IL g for configurations with
green wall in Leopold Square (C_1a, C_2a, C_3a).
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At mid frequencies reverberation time decreases in the case
of configurations with vegetated wall, while increases if Ivy
is placed. An horizontal placement, more than a vertical one,
may provide a significant decrease, if green wall is adopted,
or an increase, of equal absolute value, if climbing wall is
chosen; but an increase is not useful to improve the
courtyard soundscape, since it is just high, especially at mid
frequencies. In terms of D50, higher increments are achieved
with C_3a and C_1a. Entrances (Groups c, d, e) are the most
affected in all the three configurations with an increment of
about 15%. Scenario C_1a provides higher IL (2.2 dB(A))
and higher increase of D50 (9%), but comparing benefits to
costs, configuration C_2a, may be more suitable, providing
an insertion loss of 1.4 dB(A) and an averaged increment of
D50 of about 7%.
IL
Amount
[m2] [%] [dB(A)]
636
17
0.6
1566 49
1.3

Config.

Placement

Sq_1a
Sq_2a

Only Square
Square +street angles

Sq_3a

Square +all streets

3076

100

1.5

Sq_1b
Sq_2b
Sq_3b
C_1a
C_2a
C_3a
C_1b
C_2b
C_3b

Only Square
Square +street angles
Square +all streets
Max. amount (vertical)
½ Max. amount (horiz.)
Only at entrances
Max. amount (vertical)
½ Max. amount (horiz.)
Only at entrances

636
1566
3076
1121
560
601
1121
560
601

17
49
100
100
50
54
100
50
54

0.3
0.5
0.6
2.2
1.4
1.0
0.3
0.2
0.1

Table 1: Summary of configurations and related IL results.

Conclusions
This paper has investigated effect of vegetation on noise
reduction and speech intelligibility in two historically
constrained urban spaces. Concerning the octagonal square,
placing 1121 m2 of green wall, considered as a maximum
possible amount, gives the highest insertion loss (1.9
dB(A)); but if noise reduction is needed only into the square,
a mid configuration with a half of maximum amount of
vegetation can be chosen ( IL = 1.7 dB(A)). If an increase of
D50 is required, configurations with green wall enable to
achieve remarkable increases (of about 10%), at the ground
level in the square and in the street where the traffic sound
source is. In contrast, if speech is perceived more disturbing
than traffic noise, configurations with Ivy can be chosen.
In terms of reverberation time, in the reference configuration
of Largo Saluzzo it has been found to be slightly high (2 s),
so better configurations are those with green wall, which
provide decreases in T30 (averaged values of 0.3÷0.4 s with
higher decreases, of about 1 s, at mid and high level floors in
the square and in the street with the traffic sound source).
Also for the courtyard, green wall provides1.2÷1.9 dB(A)
higher IL than Ivy. The most representative configurations
are those with maximum amount and with 50% of maximum
amount, which allow to achieve significant insertion losses
at entrances and at ground level in the courtyard (2.8÷3.7
dB(A)). For the same amount, to improve globally the

soundscape of the courtyard, a horizontal homogeneous
placement (50% of maximum amount), than a vertical one
(54% of maximum amount) has to be preferred.
Configurations with vertical placement enable the
improvement of D50 at entrances and in the courtyard, but
only at high floors; in this way speech may be perceived
clearly in the courtyard, becoming annoying for those people
who are in the buildings at high floors; so a horizontal
placement should be preferred. Size and geometry of urban
configurations give an important contribution in terms of
2
IL : by using the same amount of green wall (about 600 m )
in both the two case studies, in the courtyard, which is about
a half of the octagonal square wide, IL is doubled than in
the octagonal square. Treatment with vegetated wall and
soil, which provides doubled noise reduction compared to
climbing wall, is the most beneficial for receivers located at
the low level near the façades with vegetation. Simulations
have also demonstrated how absorption affects indexes
related to intelligibility also in the case of outdoors spaces.
While green wall, which has a higher absorption, enables to
obtain reverberation time reductions of about 0.5÷1 s, Ivy
does not give reductions higher than 0.2 s. Also considering
D50, green wall enables to obtain 5% higher improvements
compared to Ivy. A relation with the size is negligible, but
different zones of the octagonal square or of the courtyard
had a different response to vegetation treatments.
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Introduction
This research investigates the effectiveness of vegetated
façades in order to mitigate traffic noise in urban spaces.
Noise pollution, in fact, is a major environmental problem
within the EU and during the last years vegetation was
studied as a means of noise abatement [1, 2]. It has benefits
in increasing the health and well-being of citizens from
different viewpoints [3]. Moreover, the use of green walls
and green roofs in architecture has enhanced the interest of
landscape architects, designers and urban planners.
The focus of this investigation is the effectiveness of three
types of plants, namely ivy as a climber, vegetated wall as an
example with a deep soil substrate, and nephrolepis exaltata
as a plant that grows in pots, in terms of reduction of sound
pressure level (SPL) in two idealised urban squares. A
rectangular and an octagonal square were considered with all
their architectural features like height of buildings,
squares/streets dimensions, type of façade. Four aspects of
the use of vegetated coverages were evaluated: effect of the
amount of vegetation, effect of changing in the scattering
coefficient of vegetation, effect of vegetation at different
receiver positions and effect of vegetation on different
groups of receivers. Parametric studies on the determination
of a line source and on the definition of sound power levels
referred to traffic noise were also developed.
The dominance of traffic noise at low frequencies makes it
desirable to use wave-based simulation tools in order to
accurately predict noise reduction [2]. Since vegetation is
most effective at mid-high frequencies, though, the use of
wave-based methods may underestimate acoustic parameters
related to soundscape perception in urban spaces. For this
reason, variations in terms of IL were found with the use of
two energy-based simulation packages, namely CATTAcoustic® and Odeon®, achieving an agreement between the
results. Due to limitation of the length of this paper, next
paragraphs will only show the results obtained with CATTAcoustic®.

Methodology
Modelling and simulation approach
Even though energy-based models were developed mainly to
study room acoustics, using them to simulate open spaces
made it possible to model acoustic effects that occur due to
absorption and scattering of surfaces and also of vegetated
covers and taking into account a wide range of frequencies.
The recent implementation of those software, in fact, allows
to evaluate the outdoor sound propagation and to set traffic
noise using a line source instead of punctual sources.

Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

In the case of the two urban spaces evaluated, simulations
were run following the method explained below:
-

reference case simulations: evaluation of the state
of the art without any vegetation treatment. Three
calculations were run to obtain values of SPL in
relation to three heights of linear sources (0.01m,
0.30m, 0.75m over the ground), on the base of the
Harmonoise/Imagine road traffic source model [4].
In order to obey to the rule of 3dB, a parametric
study in free field was carried out to find the most
suitable distance between punctual sources so that a
line source could be simulated, consisting in 1.2m;

-

sound power of combined sources: combination of
the sound power of sources at the three heights
through a logarithmic sum of power levels per each
receiver and at each frequency from 125Hz to
4kHz, then increased by a value that takes into
account the statistic presence of traffic population
as demonstrated in equation (1)
LW

3

10 log ¦10
i 1

0.1LW , i

§ Q ·
 10 log¨
¸ [dB], (1)
© 1000v ¹

where Lw,1 is the sound power of the lowest point
source constructed from 80% of the rolling noise
and 20% of the engine noise for both light and
heavy vehicles; Lw,2 and Lw,3 are the sound powers
of the sources at 0.3m and 0.75m of heights that
assumed to be constructed from 20% of rolling
noise and 80% of engine noise for light and heavy
vehicles, respectively; Q = 833 is the number of
vehicles per hour assumed in the calculation; v is
the vehicles’ speed, hereby assumed as 50km/h.
-

running of simulations and analysis of the results
with different vegetation treatments, in terms of
insertion loss (IL), through a comparison of the
reference case SPL with the improved
configurations ones.

Idealised urban case studies
Choosing ideal squares allowed to release from architectural
constraints. The footprints of the idealised case studies were
taken from existing squares, aiming to consider the most
representative European squares so that the outcome of the
research would be more generic. The urban spaces
considered were one ideal closed rectangular square, where
sound propagates indirectly since two traffic lanes are placed
in a side street, and one ideal opened octagonal square,
where sound propagates directly since two perpendicular
traffic lines cross the entire square, were studied (Figure 1).
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Materials properties

Figure 1: Top views of the two theoretical urban spaces
studied, namely a rectangular square (left) and an octagonal
square (right), with the indication of the traffic lanes.

Ideal rectangular square: square dimensions of 30x50m,
traffic lane width of 10m and pedestrian side street width of
5m. Two heights of buildings are considered: 27m for
buildings in the square and 10m for buildings in the side
streets. The square buildings have balconies of 2.5x1.5m,
arcades of 6m height and depth at the lower level and double
glass windows randomly distributed all over the façades.
Standard brickwork is considered as façades finishing; rough
concrete is assumed for balconies and ground. Receivers are
placed at 1.5m from the ground in the square and also under
the arcades, in addition to the receivers placed at 1.5m on the
balconies at different levels of the façades (Figure 2).

The simulations outputs strongly depend on the acoustic
properties of materials. Data used in the simulations were
taken from [5] for the materials used to simulate ground,
buildings façades and windows; [1] was used to get the
coefficients related to ivy and vegetated wall; [6] was used
to get the absorption coefficients of nephrolepis exaltata.
Table 1 shows the absorption coefficients of the materials
used to simulate the two urban spaces. CATT-Acoustic® and
Odeon® needed the squares to be closed in a box in order to
run simulations, so an almost total absorption of the
boundary walls was considered.
Material
Ground and
balconies: rough
concrete
Buildings
façades: standard
brickwork
Windows: double
glazing 2-3mm +
10mm airgap
Roofs: concrete
unpainted
Box boundaries

125
Hz

Absorption coefficients [-]
250 500 1k
2k
4k
Hz Hz Hz Hz Hz

0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.07
0.05 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.05
0.15 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02
0.05 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.05
0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99

Ivy (depth:10cm) 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.14 0.21 0.49
Vegetated wall
Nephrolepis
exaltata

Figure 2: Receivers all over the rectangular square at 1.5m
from the ground and at 1.5m above the balconies.

Ideal octagonal square: distance between opposite square
buildings is of 50m, crossing streets width is of 21m.
Buildings heights are of 21m and 24m, double glass
windows are randomly distributed covering 35% of all
façades surfaces. No balconies or arcades are considered in
this case study. Standard brickwork is considered as façades
finishing again, and rough concrete is assumed for the
ground. Receivers are distributed at 1.5m from the ground
and also at different levels of the façades (Figure 3).

0.60 0.60 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70
0.09 0.23 0.49 0.48 0.49 0.47

Table 1: Absorption coefficients of the surfaces and
vegetated covers that describe both urban spaces studied.

The scattering coefficients of surfaces were obtained
following the method of the user-manual of the software
Odeon® [7]. This method suggests to build the scattering
curves knowing the scattering coefficient of a material at a
medium frequency averaging 500Hz-1kHz, namely at the
frequency of 707Hz, and then to adjust them on the base of
the closest tendency. Table 2 shows the result of this
adjustment, providing the adjusted dataset.
Surface and
scattering
coefficient at
707Hz [-]
Glass 0.00
Concrete 0.20
Standard
0.30
brickwork
Rooftop 0.50

Scattering coefficients [-]
125 250 500
Hz Hz Hz

1k
Hz

2k
Hz

4k
Hz

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.02 0.12 0.32 0.41 0.46
0.00 0.00 0.18 0.38 0.49 0.54
0.00 0.08 0.42 0.62 0.75 0.79

Table 2: Scattering curves: adjusted values referred to
square surfaces.
Figure 3: Receivers in the octagonal square placed at 1.5m
from the ground and at different levels of the buildings
façades.

The scattering coefficient of vegetation was taken from [8]
for what concerns the use of ivy. Vegetated wall and
nephrolepis exaltata had unknown scattering, so to make the
calculations coherent it was supposed that they had the same
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-

measured values decreased of a 50%, to take into
account that vegetation may have lower scattering
than the ones measured for ivy;

-

measured values increased of a 50%, to take into
account hypothetically higher scattering;

-

measured values increased of a 100%, to verify if
doubled values of scattering of the measured one
significantly affect results in SPL.

Vegetation
Ivy

Scattering coefficients [-]
250
500
1k
2k
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
0.08 0.00 0.08 0.21

125
Hz
0.03

4k
Hz
0.40

Table 3: Adjusted scattering coefficients used to verify if
significant changings in SPL are due to their variations.

Simulations were run for a rectangular square with 1200m2
of vegetation applied on angles, changing the values of the
scattering coefficients as in the previous description. Results
in terms of IL for various receivers, shown in Figure 4,
indicate that there is a slight influence of scattering on SPL.
2.5

IL [dB(A)]

2.0

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
-0.5

600 sq m

1200 sq m

2400 sq m

ivy on angles

vegetated wall on angles

ivy under arcades

vegetated wall under arcades

Figure 5: Effect of the amount of vegetation on IL in the
rectangular square.

Ideal octagonal square: ivy and nephrolepis exaltata were
examined distributing as follows: 840m2 on close square
buildings, 840m2 on opposite square buildings, 1680m2 on
all square façades, 3500m2 on lower parts of square and
streets façades, 4680m2 on lower streets façades and whole
square façades.

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
-0.5

Averaging the SPL over all receiver positions and all
frequency bands, the reference case without any vegetated
treatment shows a value of 55dB(A): comparing it to the
treated layouts, Figure 5 represents the ameliorement due to
the presence of vegetation on buildings façades. All values
are referred to IL averaged between all receiver positions
and over frequency bands of 125Hz to 4kHz. Higher
amounts of vegetation increase IL, though in the case of ivy
its low absorption coefficient does not give a doubled IL
when the amount of ivy doubles itself, so it is less costeffective. The use of vegetated walls under the arcades
provides IL averaged values that are higher by 0.5-1 dB(A)
compared to the same vegetation on angles.

IL [dB(A)]

scattering coefficients of ivy. This assumption followed a
parametric study that verified the influence of hypothetical
variations in the scattering coefficients of vegetation by
comparing the decreases of SPL adjusting the scattering
coefficients of ivy (Table 3) in the way that follows:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Receivers

referece scattering

minus 50% scattering

plus 50% scattering

plus 50% scattering

Figure 4: Vegetation placed on angles: effect of the
variation in the scattering coefficient on insertion losses.

Results

Averaged SPL gives a value of 55dB(A) for the reference
case without any vegetated treatment: Figure 6 represents the
ameliorement due to the presence of vegetation. Covering
two opposite square buildings façades is more effective than
covering the façades of two closed square buildings, even if
the amount of vegetation is the same. From an effectiveness
viewpoint, only the highest amount of absorbent vegetation
simulated gives acceptable values of IL, namely higher than
1dB(A).
2.5

Effect of the amount of vegetation

Ideal rectangular square: ivy and vegetated wall were
examined and distributed with different amounts (600m2,
1200m2, 2400m2) over buildings façades and in two
directions, namely a vertical one on angles and a horizontal
one under the arcades.
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2.0
IL [dB(A)]

This analysis investigates the influence of vegetation on the
attenuation of SPL in the receiver positions due to a
variation in the amount of vegetation used. A comparison
between two specimens per each case study was also carried
out. Guidelines and conclusions that derive from this
investigation can play an important role in the designing
process, being a real help for architects and urban designer.

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
-0.5

840 sq m
(close)

840 sq m
(opposite)

ivy

1680 sq m

3500 sq m

4680 sq m

nephrolepis exaltata

Figure 6: Effect of the amount of vegetation on IL in the
octagonal square.
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Conclusions

Effect of vegetation at different receiver
positions
The distance of a receiver from the traffic lanes defines if it
is most affected by the direct or by the reflected sound.
Furthermore, a receiver benefits more from the proximity to
a vegetated surface because a large part of the sound energy
can be absorbed by it before reaching the receiver itself. This
section investigates the effectiveness of the specimen used to
treat the urban space on the base of its spatial distribution.
Ideal rectangular square: 1200m2 of vegetation were
distributed in two positions. When it was placed under
arcades, ivy generally gave lower values of SPL by 3-5dB
than vegetated wall in correspondence of the farthest
receivers (rec.1 o rec.5), and lower by 1dB in
correspondence of the closest receivers. When vegetation
was placed on angles, vegetated wall gave a constant
mitigation of SPL better by 1.5dB than ivy in all receivers.
Ideal octagonal square: the five proposals of vegetated
layouts were simulated showing that nephrolepis exaltata
gives values of SPL attenuation that are higher by 0.51dB(A) for in comparison with ivy. The highest mitigation
obtained was of 2dB(A) when 4680m2 of nephrolepis
exaltata was considered. From a practical viewpoint, huge
amounts of absorbent vegetation are needed to reach
decreases of SPL higher by 1dB(A) in this type of urban
space.

Effect of vegetation on different groups of
receivers

IL [dB(A)]

Receivers were organised into groups for their spatial
distribution, leading to a study per octave bandwidths. In
both case studies it was observed that the three types of
vegetated coverages maintain evident differences at low and
mid frequencies, namely 125Hz-1kHz, showing differences
in IL higher by 2dB(A). At high frequencies, instead,
comparable values of IL were obtained, namely differing
below 0.5dB(A), whatsoever plant was considered. Figure 7
shows this effect considering a group of receivers placed at
1.5m from the ground and far from the traffic lanes in the
rectangular square, namely receivers from 1 to 5.
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0

Mitigation of traffic noise in two idealised urban squares
was evaluated using vegetation as noise abatement mean.
The effectiveness of three specimens, namely ivy (a
climber), vegetated wall (with a soil substrate) and
nephrolepis exaltata (a plant that grows in pots), was
investigated in terms of reduction of SPL. A study on the
effect of the variation in the scattering coefficient of
vegetation shown that scattering does not significantly affect
the reduction of SPL. An increase of the absorption
coefficient of vegetation, instead, is fundamental to obtain
high values of IL, especially in the farthest receivers where
SPL is reduced by 3-5dB(A) in the rectangular square. High
amounts of vegetation are necessary to increase IL,
particularly in the octagonal square where, because of its
dimensions, 4680m2 were distributed to reach 1.5-2dB(A) of
SPL attenuation. IL was evaluated per octave bands dividing
receivers into groups for their distribution in the squares: the
higher is the source-receivers distance, the higher the IL is
observed at all frequencies. Last, a strong dependency
between IL and the absorption coefficient at low frequencies
is evident, whereas at high frequencies the scattering
coefficient seems to influence the decrease of SPL more.
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Introduction
Documenting the sound world proved itself to be a
meaningful activity: ÒThe soundscape of the world is
changingÓ said R.M.Schafer, since 1977. [1] Understanding
and studying the nature of the sounds of the past, and of the
new sounds introduced in the environment requires the
existence of a sound archive. Then it is obviously useful
from a sound design and multimedia purposes.
The idea of documenting sound space beyond an ethnoanthropological perspective began in the early Seventies.
(See in this sense the experiences of World Soundscape
Project, of CRESSON, [2] of the various websites that deal
with acoustic mapping, acoustic biodiversity and so on.)
In any case the most obvious question for anyone who
approaches this problem today is: what criteria do I use in
choosing the sounds to record?
This paper attempts to provide an initial systematic answer
to the question.
Creating a sound archive means beginning a project of
exploration of a spatialÐtemporal context. If this exploration
intends to go beyond the aim of freely travelling across the
territory with a purely aesthetic purpose, it is necessary to
pursue criteria of completeness and systematicity that
nevertheless will not be Ð intrinsically, due to human and
research limits Ð truly comprehensive, however rich we may
hope the results will be. We will therefore attempt to define
a project that aspires to a Òrelative completenessÓ, seeking to
cover a complete set of cases of concrete possibility that the
very concept of soundscape implies. [3]
As we will see, this involves constructing a soundÐ
spatialÐtemporalÐactantial grid that we will call a Òstar
modelÓ with a meaning that will be specified below.[4] [5]
[6]
Thus we are inevitably faced with a problem of
classification.
The sound archive may not necessarily be created with an
exclusively topo-centric perspective; aiming at features
related to the space of the territory may not be the only
purpose. It could be possible, for example, to choose to
favour features linked prevalently to the timing of their
manifestations (unrelated therefore to the delimitation of a
precise place in which the sounds take place or the agents
that produce them). Or emphasis could be placed on
particular classes of sounds, excluding others beforehand. Or
the recording could be geared to documenting the poietic
feature of the real situation of the sound agents and their
relative effects. Or we could look mostly at what produces
the sounds and why and what this involves.
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Our model will therefore be based on an interrogative
system that is permutational in character. The questions it
contains will lead us to look for sounds to record in a given
direction rather than in another. Not every question will
necessarily allow for a possible, or concrete, or univocal
answer, but on the whole it will nevertheless be productive
for mapping the horizon of the real acoustic situation.

Identification of the Places
The places can be catalogued on the basis of various criteria,
which once applied should be cross-referenced and
superimposed in order to reveal any repetitions, but in such a
way as to maintain a multiple point of view of the type of
representativeness that the place provides as a field of
research. Here we propose seven criteria of definition:
1 Ð Geo-morphological criterion
2 Ð Climatic and microclimatic criterion
3 Ð Anthropization and built environment criterion
4 Ð Historical criterion
5 Ð Demographic criterion
6 Ð Functional criterion
7 Ð Human geography criterion
The application of these criteria will lead to the definition of
a list of places that will become the input elements of our
ÒstarÓ model.
1 Ð Geo-morphological criterion
Given that in many cases, and to a large extent, the
morphology determines the type of acoustic context and
situation that characterizes one place compared to another,
let us therefore distinguish the following sub-areas:
1 - Mountainous sub-areas:
1a - low mountains between 800 and 1500 mtr asl;
1b -medium mountains betw. 1500 and 2500 mtr asl;
1c - high mountains above 2500 mtr. asl;
2a - Hilly sub-areas: up to 800 metres in height;
3a - Plain and valley sub-areas;
4a - Fluvial sub-areas (rivers and torrents);
5a - Lakeland sub-areas;
6a - Wetland sub-areas Ð delta, estuary, swamps, etc;
7a - Coastal sub-areas;
8a - Desert sub-areas;
9a - Areas differentiated because of a border morphology:
clearcut border, unclear border.
Activity 1: identifying the sub-areas defined previously and
grouping the settlements that fall within the sub-area under
consideration.
2 Ð Microclimatic criterion
The climate can influence considerably the acoustic
manifestations of a given area of the territory.
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ÒIn climatology the term microclimate refers to the
climate of a local geographic area in which the average
atmospheric parameters differ significantly from those
of the surrounding areas because of topographic,
orographic and environmental features. Local
microclimates are therefore at the basis of the meteoatmospheric differences that can be recorded throughout
a wide stretch of territory. The term can also refer to the
set of climatic conditions found near the soil compared
to conditions in the higher vegetation. For example
there can be microclimates near pools of water (which
cool the surrounding atmosphere) or in cities (in which
the asphalt, concrete and bricks capture solar energy and
irradiate heat). A classic and evident example of
microclimatic difference is that of slopes of the same
valley or mountain or hill with an exposition either in
sun or in shade. The effects of microclimates, however,
are not constant, but are expressed in certain
atmospheric conditions while under other conditions the
differences are often completely reduced (for example,
strong wind).Ó [7]
2a In the designated area are there environments
characterized by clearly differentiated microclimates?
Activity 2: identifying and defining the places that respond
to the criteria of microclimatic differentiation.
3 Ð Anthropization and built environment criterion
ÒAnthropization is the process by which man modifies the
natural environment to render it more appropriate to his own
ends. Built environments are construction agglomerates and
infrastructure, urban and non-urban, rural areas and even
those areas in their natural state but through which run
communications structures such as roadways or railways
etc.Ó [8]
LetÕs distinguish 6 different degrees of anthropization:
3a - non-anthropized places: total absence of human
intervention involving environmental and ecological
modification; absence of
paths or other minimal
infrastructure for reaching the place;
3b - very low anthropization: presence of minimal
infrastructure, paths, signs;
3c - low anthropization: Presence of minimal infrastructure,
intense agriculture, rare buildings, farm buildings and
hunting and fishing hides, other documentable modifications
to the ecosystem carried out by man and with low levels of
impact;
3d - medium anthropization: presence of road infrastructure,
asphalted roads, small river ports, extensive agriculture,
rural constructions;
3e - high anthropization: presence of complete road
infrastructure, high levels of intervention in terms of built
environment;
3f - very high anthropization: presence of complete road
infrastructure, high levels of intervention in terms of built
environment, predominance of the artificial environment
over the natural environment;
Activity 3: identifying the places or the sub-areas that
eventually fit to the previous requirements.

4 Ð Historical criterion
Among the settlements we can distinguish:
4a - settlements of ancient origin (from pre-history to the
Roman era), today either inhabited or uninhabited.
4b - settlements of modern origin (from the Middle Ages to
the nineteenth century), today either inhabited or
uninhabited.
4c - settlements of contimerary origin (from the nineteenth
century to the present day), today either inhabited or
uninhabited.
Activity 4: identifying and grouping the places that
correspond to the defined historical parameters.
5 Ð Demographic criterion
This criterion regards the number and the density of the
human population:
We distinguish settlements with
5a - less than 1000 inhabitants;
5b - between 1000 and 10,000 inhabitants;
5c - more than 10,000 inhabitants;
Activity 5i: identifying and grouping the settlements
corresponding to the defined demographic parameters;
We distinguish the settlements with a density of habitation
of:
5d - less than one person/square kilometer
5e - less than 10 people/square kilometer
5f - less than 100 people/square kilometer
5g - less than 1000 people/square kilometer
5h - more than 1000 people/square kilometer
Activity 5ii: identifying and grouping the settlements with
the characteristics of the defined densities of habitation.
6 Ð Functional criterion
Within the city, the town and the village understood as the
built environment, the existence of places that correspond to
the criteria of a socio-functional network [9] leads us to
distinguish the following functions that give rise to a series
of corresponding places:
6a - practical activity, linked to subsistence and the
satisfaction of primary needs; (agricultural production,
crafts, industrial, services, community care and reproduction
(health sector) places);
6b - cognitive activity (learning, research, schools and
research centres places);
6c - magicÐsymbolic activity (places where some form of
worship or other forms of religiosity are practiced,
constantly, occasionally or sporadically);
6d - aesthetic activity (cultural and artistic places).
Activity 6: identifying and defining the places that
correspond to the functional criteria described above.
7 Ð Human geography criterion
In the designated area are there built environments
characterized by ethnic-social-professional make-ups that
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are markedly different?
7a - places with strong presence of immigration
7b - places with strong presence of semi-permanent
populations;
7c - neighborhoods with workers all involved in one single
productive activity or with one single cultural provenance
Activity 7: identify and define the places that correspond to
social-ethnic differentiation criteria.
Summary
Carrying out activities 1Ð7 will lead to the definition of a list
of places that will become the object of the research and the
sound documentation. Some places will surely fall into one
or more of the research categories, nevertheless the diversity
of the categories will produce a point of view on the place to
be documented that otherwise Ð adopting a smaller or
different number of criteria of topological choice Ð would
not emerge, neither as a multiplicity of places nor as a
multiplicity of points of view.

Definition and
research model

application

of

the

The model has the aim of generating questions, stimulating
and extending reflection on the sounds to be sought out
during a stay on the place for the purposes of sound
documentation. In this sense the documentation requires that
there should be a sufficiently long stay on the place and/or
several visits to it.
The model therefore has as its objective the realization of a
temporally diverse series of Òdocumentary actionsÓ within
the list of defined places. The actions will be repeated in
order to explain the temporal variation of the sound events
on the basis of various factors. At the input stage we require
a list of places to which the model will be applied, at output
an objective consisting of the sought sound to be recorded.
The centre or fulcrum of the model consists of one of the
four elements <sound> <place> <time> <agent> in rotation,
understood as the point of departure that is used to define the
objective, and around which the remaining elements orbit,
temporarily excluded from the centre.

A1- Star with the Place at its centre
Sound

Place

Agent

Time

Questions
1) What sounds are produced on this place? Diachronic
taxonomy: the sounds are analysed by their succeeding one
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another in time from the purely phenomenological point of
view. It is possible, indeed it is extremely probable, that if
the same sound occurs in different moments then it is
involved in a different total process and that it gives rise to
different sound effects and different significations. The ideal
approach in this case to be able to carry out recordings in
different moments as samples of the passing of the day, the
month, the year, or of other cyclic specifics.
2) What are the timings that articulate the life of this place?
Is there a relation between this temporal articulation and its
effect? Are there sounds particularly linked to this
articulation? The link can be direct (a sound signal, for
example a school bell Ð the sound announces the
organization of time, a change of state or of activity) or it
can be indirect (the sound as a consequence of or correlated
to the organization, for example the sounds of nature during
the night donÕt announce the night but they characterize it).
3) Which are, how many are, and what are the characteristics
of the sound agents of this place? Which sounds do they
produce? (We could in essence be pushed to investigate
what other types of sound the same agent produces in that
context or in differing contexts of the same place).

A2- Star with the Sound at its centre
Agent

Sound

Time

Place

Questions
4) Which are the places of this sound? (What characteristics
do they have, what do they have in common, how do they
differ? How many and how do these analogies and
differences manifest themselves in terms of sound?) How
do these places interfere with the production of a particular
sound effect (metabole, fracture, crŽneau, ubiquity,
permanence, etc.)? [10]
5) What is the timing of this sound? (How often does it
occur? Is it cyclical? Is it rhythmic? Is it irregular in
frequency? Does it have a single frequency? Is it predictable
or unpredictable?) How do the sounds change in the various
frequencies? How does this timing interfere with the
production of a particular sound effect (accelerating,
decelerating, staring up again, etc)?
6) Which and how many are the sound agents that
contribute to the production of this sound? What are their
characteristics and what other types of sound do these
agents produce? How do these sounds interfere with the
production of a particular sound effect (cocktail, metabole,
repulsion, synchronization, sudden burst, intrusion,
etc.).[10]
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A3- Star with Time at its centre

From here onwards the question is how to channel to the
result of this type of work into a system of more useable
categories. This aspect will be the subject of further
research.

Place
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Questions
10) Which are the places of the sound Agent? What
characteristics do they have from a general and acoustic
point of view?
11) What is the timing of the sound Agent? How is it
manifested acoustically and in general?
12) What other sounds are produced by the sound Agent?

Conclusion

As we have seen, the ÒmobilityÓ of the fulcrum of the model
generates new points of view, even though in some cases
they are repeated. These are points of view that allow for a
deepening or a widening of the perspective by which a sound
manifested in a given place in some way becomes
informative of that place. This model, which can function as
a structure for a project of sound documentation, does not
necessarily have to coincide with a model of presentation of
the sound documentation. Nevertheless, in exploring this
model we will have a possibility of meeting new sounds or
of finding ourselves in situations that provide a particular
sense of that particular acoustic manifestation.
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Introduction
Soundscape is a term that describes the interaction of
various sound sources which constitute the whole sound
picture of an area. People’s evaluation of soundscape is
widely investigated [1] [2] [3], but there also have been
studies of soundscape’s impact on population health [4].
The soundscape research area requires cooperation of
diﬀerent sciences besides acoustics. Therefore, experts
in psychology and sociology, alongside with those in
architecture and urban planning have a signiﬁcant role
in current soundscape research.
For most applications, people’s impression on soundscape
is an essential matter on which the researcher is focusing.
In order to extrapolate that impression, the researcher
uses diﬀerent techniques, one of which is to conduct the
psychoacoustic experiment, where people (subjects) rate
the presented sounds.
This research included the recording of urban soundscape which was then presented to the subjects in
the psychoacoustic experiment. Binaural technique for
recording and reproduction of sounds was used. The
psychoacoustic experiment provided data for statistical
analysis from which emerged some conclusions. The
focus of this work was on the soundscape of various
cities, determined with the sounds of urban public spaces
(squares, streets, parks). The soundscape in focus was
from three geographic urban locations – Zagreb and
Varaždin in Croatia and urban areas of Malta. Presented
research was the continuation of the project work [5]
done at the Department of Electronic Systems at Aalborg
University.

research the recording on real ears was used because it
provided more ﬂexibility of measurements. Recorded
binaural signals were reproduced through headphones
because of their favourable properties of separating the
two reproduction channels.
Proper representation of recorded binaural sounds requires calibration of the recording-to-reproduction chain.
The most important part is to equalise the headphones
transfer functions (HTFs). This is done with ﬁlters
that have inverse characteristics of HTFs and usually
minimum-phase properties. In this research the standard
AKG K55 Stereo Headphones were used, for which
the measured HTFs and correction ﬁlters are shown in
ﬁgures 1 and 2.

Figure 1: Measured headphones transfer functions of AKG
55 Stereo Headphones (six measurements taken on two
persons ears).

Method
Binaural recording and reproduction
Binaural technique is a method of sound recording,
synthesis and reproduction, in which the focus is on
the acoustic signals at the eardrums [6]. This technique
is considered to be superior to other stereo techniques
because both of the signals on the eardrums have a
complete acoustic information, which includes the spatial
information. Such recording and reproduction gives
the same auditory impression as the authentic listening
experience so it is widely used in laboratory experimental
procedures.
Binaural signals can be recorded in two ways: in the
ears of the listener or with the artiﬁcial head. In this
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Figure 2: Calculated minimum-phase equalisation ﬁlters for
the measured headphones transfer functions.
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Psychoacoustic experiment setup
The experiments associated with this research were set
up and carried out at the Department of Electroacoustics
at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing.
Experimental setup (ﬁgure 3) was placed in the listening
room with a reasonably low noise level equal to 29 dB(A).
The equipment consisted of computer with an on-screen
user interface where the subjects rated the recordings
they listened to via headphones.

the other had higher signal-to-noise ratio and the noise
could not be heard.
Experimental procedure was implemented as an automatised Matlab script and the participant was able to
listen and evaluate recordings at the same time. Prior
to the experiment, the participant was acquainted with
the procedure with one trial and also received verbal
instructions on how to properly set the headphones and
evaluate the scales. For the purpose of eliminating the
bias from the order of reproduced recordings the function
for random order was also implemented.

Subjects
Two groups of subjects participated in the experiments.
Each of the group evaluated one set of recordings.
The group which evaluated recordings with audible
background noise consisted of 21 people, whereas the
other control group counted 11 people. Important
statistical data for each of the subjects was gathered
before the experiment.

Figure 3: Experimental setup for the psychoacoustic
experiment in the listening room of the Department of
Electroacoustics.

The evaluation method for subjective ratings was chosen
to be the semantic diﬀerentials. This method uses a
pair of opposite meaning adjectives placed on both ends
of the rating scale. Values between the ends can be
represented either by an odd number of discrete values
or by a continuous line. Latter allows theoretically
inﬁnite number of possible ratings but discretisation is
required for the analysis. Referring to the previous
research [7], the scales used in this research had three
semantic diﬀerentials which represented three perceptual
dimensions of urban soundscape (table 1).
vrlo neugodan

vrlo ugodan

(very unpleasant)

(very pleasant)

dosadan, beživotan
(dull, lifeless)
stresan, uznemirujući
(stressfull, disturbing)

In the ﬁrst group there were 16 male and 5 female
subjects, and in the second group there were 7 and 4
respectively. Since the subjects came from Croatian
student population, the age range was small (from 18
to 31 years of age) so the conclusions obtained from the
experiment could only be valid for the young population.
Since the place of subjects growing up could inﬂuence
their adaptation to urban soundscape, the locations
population sizes for each group are shown on ﬁgure 4.

Figure 4: Number of inhabitants of places where the subjects
grew up.

živahan, energičan

(vibrant, energetic)
miran, relaksirajići
(calm, relaxing)

Table 1: Semantic diﬀerentials used on the scales 1, 2
and 3 in the psychoacoustic experiment (Croatian adjectives
together with the English translation).

From previous research [8] it was concluded that one
recording’s length of 30 seconds was enough to obtain
complete subject’s impression on a certain soundscape.
However, due to the number of recordings used (28 in
total), the duration of the single recording was chosen
to be 25 seconds. The quantity of the recordings was
selected on the basis of investigated soundscape diversity
(24 recordings) coupled with two recordings repeated two
times each, which were included to test the consistency
of subjects responses. For two experiments the two sets
of the same recordings were used. First one had the
recordings with induced audible background noise, while

Results and discussion
Results of the conducted psychoacoustic experiments
were analysed for the two groups of participants. The
values obtained from evaluation scales ranged from -0.100
to +1.100 linearly. Upper and lower scale boundaries
were marked with vertical lines on the points equal to 0
and 1.000. This was done in order to be easily noticeable
if the subjects had put their answer outside the marked
boundaries. Moreover, it should be noted that in all of
the results shown, the higher the parameter value, the
more positive connotation it represents.1

Statistical representation
Figures 5 and 6 show the statistical distribution of
subjects responses. They are represented with the
box-and-whisker diagrams for each of the soundscape
1 Soundscape positive characteristics are stated here as more
pleasant, calm and vibrant.
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recordings. This diagrams show the median of responses
together with their distribution. For example, more
dispersed distribution was calculated for recordings 21 on
the scale 2 (vibrancy) and recording 10 for all subjective
parameters (all scales) in both experiments.

In that case, consistency of subjects answers can be
evaluated. For instance, the median of ratings for scales
1 and 3 was around 0.9 and for scale 3 around 0.5-0.6
for the recording 23 in both of the experiments. Also,
the dispersions have a constant pattern for the repeated
recordings which is an indicator for the consistency of the
whole subjects group.
Furthermore, the analysis showed that the scale 1 and
3, i.e., pleasantness and calmness, evoked statistically
similar subjects answers. The correlation coeﬃcient
between the mean values of the two was above 0.95
for both of the experiments. This result points out
that the perceptual dimension investigated with the two
scales could be evaluated only with one in the conducted
experiments.

Figure 5: Statistical representation of subjects responses
in the ﬁrst experiment (box-and-whisker diagrams for each
recording on three evaluation scales).

In both of the experiments subjects were presented
with the same recordings of urban soundscape. The
analysis of the compared results from ﬁrst and second
(control) group pointed out that the noise induced in the
recordings did not substantially change the subjective
impression. Correlation between the mean values was
above 0.9 for scale 1 and 3 and around 0.7 for the scale 2
between the two experiments. Graphical representation
of that can be observed by comparing the ﬁgures 5 and 6.
While the median values diﬀer slightly, the distributions
of the answers follow the same pattern.

Relational representation
Furthermore, the representation of perceptual space [9]
for investigated soundscape is shown in ﬁgures 7 and 8.
They represent the relation of pleasantness and vibrancy
for each recording with the mean value of subjects
answers.

Figure 6: Statistical representation of subjects responses in
the second experiment (box-and-whisker diagrams for each
recording on three evaluation scales).

Moreover, the box-and-whisker diagrams can be the ﬁrst
indicator of the consistency of subjects answers. In
the experiment, there were two recordings (labelled as
recording 23 and 24 in ﬁgures 5 and 6) which were
presented three times to the subjects. Provided that the
subjects had no knowledge of two recordings that were
played multiple times, their answers were based mainly
on the subjective assessment of the recorded soundscape.
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

Figure 7: Graphical representation of the relation of
pleasantness and vibrancy for each soundscape recording in
the ﬁrst experiment.

Conclusion
This research investigated soundscape of three diﬀerent
geographic sites. Recorded sounds of urban environment
varied signiﬁcantly – from seaports to busy traﬃc roads.
Participants in the psychoacoustic experiment listened
to the binaural recordings and rated the presented
soundscape on three subjective scales of pleasantness,
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Abstract
In this paper we present a status report of the design and
development stages of an online social network system
based on Soundscapes. Additionally, a detailed description
of the auditory scene analysis module of the system is made.
The term Soundscape is used to describe the relation and
interaction between the acoustic environment of a place and
its inhabitants, namely on how these perceive and judge the
sound. From this premise we developed a mobile application
that senses and shares information regarding the
Soundscapes of the places inhabited by each user during
his/her daily life. Thus, each user acts as a terminal of a
sensor network linked through the use of sound.
The goal of this research is to assess the use of Soundscapes
in social network interactions and consequently promote
sound awareness among people.

Introduction
What turns Environmental Sound into Soundscape is
somehow a human interpretation of the first, comprised of
all the meaning(s) emerging from the interaction between the
listener, the place and the sound. From this definition, we
have designed a mobile application that senses the sound
environment where individual users are located and shares
this information within their social network, impregnating
the data with social significance, turning this analysis into a
Soundscape analysis.
Soundscape studies have shown [14] that Environmental
Sound is a rich resource for understanding the social context
of a place, its dynamics, problems and virtues, assuming
sound as a resource rather than waste. The Soundscape
approach to solve noise annoyance problems has proven to
be a valid solution [15], since it approaches sound from an
holistic perspective, which takes meaning and context in
consideration rather than focusing solely on sound level
measurements, as usually found in Community Noise
strategies [2]. Nonetheless, this approach is still confined to
geographic places, whether interior or exterior, private or
public, natural or artificial. In our system we propose a
redefinition of the concept place by shifting the point-ofaudition from a static geographical place to a dynamic place:
the user.

The User and the Added Value for
Social Interactions
During their daily life, people travel through a sea of sounds,
eventually without even changing their geographic location.
Passively or actively, Soundscapes vary along the hours,
days, months and years, characterizing in each moment the
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sonic context of a place. By extending the analysis time
span, sonic patterns about the place are unveiled,
contributing to the characterization of its sonic profile. This
data can then be extrapolated to other layers of significance,
mainly when correlated with data gathered through multimodal analysis (geolocation, time, weather conditions, etc.).
Shifting the place from static to dynamic, we are
characterizing not a geographical location but a node of a
social network, which drifts in space, time and network
position. With the proposed system, the user is able to keep
track of his/her personal sonic profile. If more data is
collected, more detailed and accurate is the profile. This
information when evaluated in context can be of great
relevance for daily social interactions, since the short-term
and long-term analyses show different (but complementary)
aspects of the social behaviour of the nodes of a network.

Why Sound
The auditory human system is a quite sophisticate sensor,
able of great accuracy when discriminating between
different sound events in the physical world. In familiar
situations, humans are able to identify who is talking,
walking or snoring just by listen to the resulting sounds from
these actions; and when trained, the human ear proves to be
a valuable tool in the work environment, both for prognostic
tasks (mechanical, medical applications) and artistic creation
(music). Unlike vision, audition captures omnidirectional
stimuli and operates even during sleep time. Such exquisite
properties have saved radio broadcast when TV arrived (by
pushing it into the automobile), and recently has granted an
increasing value to sonic interaction research, mainly in the
field of sonification [7]. Moreover, from a computational
perspective, sound is less demanding in terms of processing
power and disk space, being also easier to capture (due to its
omnidirectional nature). By approaching Environmental
Sound from the Soundscape perspective, we fill the
conceptual gap between the physical and social worlds.

Overview of the system
The system is comprised of a mobile application, a web
application and a webserver combined in a typical clientserver configuration (Error! Reference source not found.).
The mobile application is responsible for input and output
tasks, covering the visual and auditory display of real-time
information as well as the soundscape sensing. The web
application displays the sonic profile (corresponding to longterm information) and the webserver saves and retrieves
information based on forms/queries (represents a functional
piece of the system, potentially invisible for the user).
The mobile application includes four modules:
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Figure 2 - Client-Server Configuration

1) A soundscape-sensing module that performs a sound
level measurement of the acoustic environment and
classifies it according to three general categories: music,
speech or environmental sound (this module is described
later in further detail);
2) A client-server database module used to store and
distribute the captured information through the ÒfriendsÓ of
the userÕs social network. It is built with MySql open-source
database system and queried by PHP scripts bridging to
connect the mobile application and the database. The
application running on de mobile device (iOS)
communicates with the PHP script on the server through http
forms.
3) A visualization module that displays the current
soundscape information of userÕs ÒfriendsÓ. This
visualization presents the information to the user in a fast,
accurate and meaningful way. In the design of our
visualization, we have associated a representation of a sound
wave to each ÒfriendÓ on the social network. The colour and
waveform of the sound wave vary according to the current
soundscape of the ÒfriendÓ (Figure 2).
¥
¥
¥

Grey Sine Wave Ð Music
Black Noise Wave Ð Environmental Sound
Blue Sine Wave with AM Ð Speech

The amplitude of the sound waves represented in the GUI
varies according to the measured sound level. When the
sound is perceived as silence (below 5 dB) a pink line is
displayed. On the left end of the line is displayed the name
of the ÒfriendÓ in grey, while the name of the user appears in
green. When ÒfriendsÓ are offline, the colour of their sound
waves turn grey, so user know that the representation regards
the last captured/analysed soundscape and not the current
soundscape of his ÒfriendÓ. When user turns from online to
offline, all the sound waves turn grey, meaning that he/she is
no longer receiving real-time updates.
4) A sonification module with an auditory display intended
to convey information regarding the actual sonic status of
the social network. Passing two fingers on the screen from

Figure 1 - GUI of the application

top to bottom triggers this sound, which is the only afforded
active interaction between the user and the application.
This sonification process is called a model-based
sonification [6], since the produced sound is a result of the
system reaction to a physical interaction and is based on the
properties of sonified data.

The web-based application
The web-based application is meant to display the history of
users personal soundscapes. The main goal is to unveil
patterns on userÕ sonic activity. This module was not yet
implemented.

Soundscape Sensing Module
The Soundscape Sensing module runs in the mobile device
and is comprised of a two-step analysis: 1) sound level and
2) sound classification. Since a mobile device has limited
processing power when compared with high-end desktop
units, the analysis task required a compromise between
accuracy/precision and processing resources.
The analysis is always performed on ±2,79 seconds mono
audio samples (44.1kHz, 16bit), recorded every 3 minutes
using the built-in microphone of the mobile device. This
module was built using visual programming language Pure
Data and embedded in system using a wrapper called LibPD.
Sound Level Measurement
The sound level measurement of the recorded sound is
accomplished using LAeq (2,79 s), which is regarded as
standard metric for environmental sound level. Although
being tailored for more continuous sounds and derived from
the 40dB Equal Loudness Contour Curve, preliminary tests
proved that such metric was more convincing than a linear
Leq, which didn't respond well for quieter sounds. This
version of the application does not take in consideration the
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microphone frequency response, which varies from model to
model.
Sound Classification Module
The recorded sound is classified in three major classes:
musical sounds, speech sounds and environmental sounds.
This three major groups where chosen regarding the
differences on the production processes (sound sources /
activity) and underlying emotional potential.
Speech is a human activity and is usually associated with the
exchanged of information. When speech label is activated, it
means that the background noise is low. User is potentially
listening or talking in a quiet environment (at school, at
home watching TV/radio, at the office, having a
conversation, etc.)
Music is also resultant from human activity and is usually
related with leisure activities. Generally, music is found on
the acoustic environment when festive activities occur
(parties, celebrations), in artistic events (concerts), at private
places (car, home), in the workplace (musicians) and in
commercial places (shopping centres, stores, etc.). Music
classification is based mainly on the pitch content of the
audio material. When the music label is activated it means
that there is a low level of background noise and music with
a defined pitch content is playing.
Environmental Sounds can be described as audible
acoustic events which are caused by motions in the ordinary
human environment, have real events as their sources (and
thus are meaningful), are usually more ÒcomplexÓ than
laboratory sinusoids and are not part of a communication
system [16]. In the scope of our application, environmental
sounds are all the sounds that are not considered music nor
speech or, in some cases, when more then one category is
present.
The sound classification task occurs in two-steps:
1) Discrimination between speech and non-speech sounds
For this tasked we have used Spectral Irregularity, Sigmund~
(pitch) and Sigmund~ (envelope) as audio features and a kNN algorithm as classifier. The ±2,79 seconds sample
(122880 audio samples at 44.1kHz) is divided in three
smaller files with 40960 samples, which are analysed with a
Hann window size of 4096 samples and a hop size of the
same value. These proportions remain equal for all features.
Spectral Irregularity inspects a spectrum and assesses how
much each frequency bin compares to the immediate
neighbours. Spiky spectra will have higher Spectral
Irregularity then smooth spectra [8].
Sigmund~ is a Pure Data object created by Miller Puckette
which analyses an incoming sound into sinusoidal
components. The output is two-fold: pitch estimation and
envelope tracking, describing roughly the mean amplitude of
the sample.
2) Separation of non-speech sounds into musical sounds and
environmental sounds.
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The second stage of the classification task uses sigmund~
(pitch) SpecSpread, SpecKurtosis and SpecFlatness audio
features, and a k-NN classifier.
Spectral Spread is a measure of the concentration of a
spectrum's energy around its spectral centroid as defined in
MPEG-7 standard [9]. A single sine wave shows a
bandwidth of zero and white noise is close to infinite
bandwidth. It is extracted by taking the root-mean-square
(RMS) deviation of the spectrum from its centroid in each
frame. This same measure is named Bandwidth elsewhere
[11].
Spectral Kurtosis measures the flatness of a distribution
around its mean value, indicating the peakedness and
flatness of a distribution [13]. In other words, it is the
smoothness of the spectrum compared to a Gaussian
distribution (4th moment) [12]. The Spectral Kurtosis value
for a sinusoid will be much higher than for white noise.
Spectral Flatness is the ratio of the geometric mean of
magnitude spectrum to the arithmetic mean of magnitude
spectrum [13], it measures the similarity of the spectrum to a
white noise [12]. The spectrum of white noise should have a
high flatness value, close to 1.0.
The feature design used in the classification was based on
literature review [10] and trail and error tests. More then ten
audio features were tested, including: spectral brightness,
spectral flatness, spectral roll-off, spectral flux, spectral
centroid, zero crossing rate, mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients, bark-frequency cepstral coefficients, spectral
magnitude, spectral skewness and spectral kurtosis [3].
The first step of the classification task (speech and nonspeech) was accomplished using a 1st order k-nearest
neighbor (k-NN) machine-learning algorithm, which was
chosen regarding its easy implementation, low demand of
processing power and satisfactory results. Other more
complex algorithms (as Neural Networks, Support Vector
Machine or Hidden Markov Models) were not tested but are
regarded as an option for these type of task [1, 4, 5]. A set of
649 sound samples was analysed and clustered in two
groups: Speech (0-444) and Non-Speech (445-648). From
this analysis resulted a dataset, which was used as training
example on the feature space.
When the audio sample is analysed, a confidence value is
outputted by the k-NN (the tID Pd object [3]). If confidence
level is <=2 the sample is rejected and a new one is captured,
else it is classified as speech or non-speech.
The second stage of the classification separates non-speech
sounds into music or environmental sounds. The first step is
to extract the audio features into a feature vector, which is
routed to a k-NN classifier. This classifier was trained with
445 sound samples, clustered in two groups: Environmental
Sounds (0-223) and Music (224 - 445). If the confidence
level reported by the classifier is =>1 then the classification
is accepted, else a decision logic takes place, based on the
pitchness of the sound reported by sigmund~ object. If the
quantity of successfully recognized pitches is <= 8 then the
sound is classified as environmental sound, else, if the mean
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of the recognized pitches is >= 59, the sound is classified as
environmental, else it is classified as music.
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The classification task was successfully integrated in the iOS
application.
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Preliminary tests
Preliminary tests were conducted in laboratory in order to
assess the success of the classification algorithm. A database
of 106 sounds (not present in the training examples) was
used. The test was accomplished in a desktop unity and
inputted as digital signal (without using a microphone, nor a
iOS device). From the 106 samples, 10 were rejected (9%)
and 96 were accepted (91%), from which 92 (87%) were
classified correctly and 4 (4%) were misclassified.

Discussion
Preliminary tests in laboratory proved that the classification
algorithm was successfully implemented. When running on
the iOS device, the algorithm works but the overall sensation
is that some non-musical sounds are classified as such. This
suggests that more tests need to be accomplished, mimicking
real-life scenarios (capturing real-life sounds with the device
microphone). Energy resource tests show a considerable
increase on battery usage, which may refrain users from
running the application continuously.

Future Work
Future work includes the tuning of the classification
algorithm and conduction of long-term tests with multiusers, in order to access the underlying goals of the system.
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Aim of the research

This research gives an approach to which factors are
important to improve the sound quality of life related with
the so called quiet zones.
Besides, a deep study of the quality of the soundscape of two
parks in Berlin has been carried out.

Parks

The green urban areas under research have been chosen due
to their similarities related to the noise sources who affect
the parks, both are well-known in the city, and beloved for
the Berliners as well as for the tourists.
The noise maps of both parks are shown in the Figure 1 and
Figure2.
The Schlosspark in Charlottenburg, is a park in the
Charlottenburg district, surrounded by the ring train line, a
road with 4 lines, and located four kilometers far away from
Tegel International Airport. The park is enclosed in a
familiar atmosphere.

Figure 2: Noise map of Treptower Park (DEN dbA)

Procedure

Narrative interviews, Soundwalks and binaural recordings
have been carried out to collect the data for the research.
Narrative interviews
An open questionnaire has been developed to guide the
narrative interview. The questionnaire has three parts, one
where the interviewer ask about personal data, the second
part where it is asked about the park itself and the third part
where it is asked about presence of noise in the interviewee’s
life.
The interview is foreseen for 10 minutes, 15 interviews were
carried out in each park, people between 12 and 90 years old
were asked.
The interviewees were asked about their preference of
language at the beginning of the interview. English, German,
Spanish and Catalan were offered as possible languages for
the interview.

Figure 1: Noise map of Schloss Park (DEN dbA)

Treptower Park in Treptow is close to Kreuzberg and
Friedrichshein districts, which are well-known for their
multicultural and young atmosphere. This park is next to the
ring train line and divided by a busy road. The International
Airport, Schönefeld, is 12 kilometers far away from the park.
The park goes next to the river and has a pier where the
guided tourist boats start their tour.
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Soundwalks
Two soundwalks were carried out one in each park with five
measuring points. Five experts with soundscape knowledge
were involved in both soundwalks, all of them were users of
Treptower Park. After each measuring point a short
questionnaire was given to the experts. The questions were
based in the comments from the narrative interviews.
The questionnaire had three different parts: During the first
the experts had to answer questions like “wie laut ist es
hier?” (How loud is it here?) , “Wie unangenehm ist es
hier?” (How unpleasent is it here?) and a list of questions
with the same structure as before, but with other adjective
more related with feelings and visual incomes. The answer
to this questions was given in a scale as it’s shown below.
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Schlosspark. But contrary from what would be expected, the
noise annoyance is higher in Treptower Park than in
Schlosspark.
Nothing

Little

Moderate

Quite

Very

Figure 3: Answers to the question "how loud is here?"
in the Lake in Treptower Park

In the second part, an open narrative question was asked,
“Was mir jetzt gerade durch den Kopf geht…” (Going
through my mind…), and the experts were asked about the
sound sources they could recognize at each measuring point
during the third part of the questionnaire.
The questionnaire was presented in English, German and
Spanish, giving the possibility to the experts to use the
language they feel more comfortable with.
Other characteristics of the soundwalk as the view (watching
the lake or the path or both) and position (lying down on the
grass, standing up, etc.) were decided by an agreement by
the participants during the soundwalk.

Figure 6: Results of the soundwalk questionnaire

Similar answers were given due the loudness and
unpleasantness, as well as, chaoticness, relaxation, beauty
and safety.
Besides, several disagreements were found in what the
participants feel as quiet.
The sound sources recognized were classified in three
groups related with their procedure: Transport noise sources,
Human noise sources and Natural noise sources.

Figure 4: View and position of the participants in the
measuring point in front of the Lake in Schlosspark
during the Soundwalk

Figure 5: Panoramic view of the measuring point in
front of the lake in Treptower Park during the
Soundwalk, the black line shows where is the view
direction of the measuring point

Binaural recordings
Five binaural recordings in each park have been carried out
using the SQuadriga, and its binaural headphones. After
recording, the data have been analyzed with Artemis.
FFT, Sound Pressure Level, Roughness, Loudness and
Sharpness have been calculated.
In this paper, the results from the measuring point number 3
in Schlosspark (Figure 1and 4) and measuring point number
5 in Treptower Park (Figure 2 and 5) will be presented.

Results and discussion

A comparison between the measuring point in the lake of
Schlosspark and the measuring point in the lake of
Treptower park, both points classified with a SPL of 55 - 60
dBA (source: official noise map of the city of
Berlin(illustration 1 and 2)) has been made.
Soundwalk questionnaire
The figure below shows that the feeling of peaceful in the
lake in Treptower Park is higher than in the lake in

Figure 7: Percentages of recognized sounds distributed
in three categories depending of their origin

As it is shown in the figures above, more sounds coming
from natural sources were identified in Treptower park.
Besides, in the part of the soundwalk questionnaire called:
“Going through my mind”, deeper comments regarding the
past of the experts were collected in Treptower Park, and
comments with detailed description of the view and the
sound sources were collected in Schlosspark.
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Binaural recordings analysis
The psychoacoustic analysis of the binaural recordings
shows, that the SPL in Treptower Park in the moment of the
soundwalk was 53 dBA and in Schlosspark was 49dBA.
This four dBA of difference were supported by the loudness
and the roughness, both parameters higher in Treptower
Park.

Schulte-Fortkamp, B, Fiebig, B.: Soundscape analysis in a
residential area. An evaluation combining noise and people’s
mind,
Acta Acustica united with Acustica, Special Issue on
Soundscapes - Recent advances in Soundscape research,
Vol. 96 (2006), no. 6, Hirzel Verlag
Dubois, D., Gustavino, C. and Raimbault, M.: A cognitive
approach to urban soundscapes: Using verbal data to access
everyday life auditory categories.
Acta Acustica united with Acustica 92, 865-874, 2006

Figure 8: Results of the analysis of the binaural
recordings

Conclusion

In summary, this research has produced the following
conclusions:
-The Sound Pressure Level value shows to be a good tool to
give a first impression about the feeling of annoyance in a
park, but it does not show the complexity of a soundscape.
That is why a further research is needed to classify a place as
“quiet”.
-The background of the interviewees and the experts
involved in the study is very important to understand the
soundscape of the place.
-Other parameters as clearliness and matching of the sounds
with the view among others, must be taken in account for the
evaluation of the place.
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Introduction
The soundwalk is a tool of the soundscape approach to
investigate a place or an area with measuring devices as well
as people’s perception; it has been under permanent
development since its introduction by Schafer in the 70s of
the last century [1]. The initial explorer-centred focus shifted
in the progress to aspects of perception and understanding by
people living, working or using these places - the so-called
“local experts” (Schulte-Fortkamp [2]).
The on-site experience consists of the acoustical information
and also moderators like localized impressions (architecture,
climate, situation etc.). Furthermore, the individual
background can alter the perception of present sound
features of sensed stimuli. Soundwalks offers, based on its
multidisciplinary and adaptability, a rich data acquisition for
a better understanding of meaning and appropriateness of
sounds to places respectively, the search for qualities turning
sounds into noise. Different aspects on the object of
investigation allow an adjusted data triangulation, taking
local specificities in account (Voigt [3]).
On the contrary, laboratory tests lack field information,
where it is common to rate the same stimuli in both
situations to show the importance of contextual influences
(Fiebig et al. [4]).
The field of applications using the advantages of soundwalks
for analysing sounds on this broader approach opens up and
establishes new influences on the soundscape. Additionally,
inserted sounds may have an arbitrative effect on
pleasantness as they add just marginal volume to the overall
sound pressure level (Voigt, Schulte-Fortkamp [5]).
This soundscape research shows the benefit of gathering
information based on the additional discussion following a
soundwalk and the distinguishing rating influences between
the field and laboratory situations.

Procedure of investigation
The soundwalk took place on two public places and two
publicly available rooms in City West of Berlin in December
2012. The predominant mother tongue in the group of 18
students was German, foreign students used English ratings
sheets.
Indoor locations were the “Lichthof”, a representative room
of the Technische Universtität (Figure 2), and the foyer of
the main library of Technische Universität. The railway
underbridge at the “Hardenbergstraße” (Figure 5) and the
platform for regional trains at station “Zoologischer Garten”
(Figure 9) were the outdoor places to scrutinize. The subjects
had already made experiences on the places before, partially
using them regularly. Nevertheless these locations were
given to - not chosen by - the local experts. The temperature
laid around two degree Celsius, the wetness – especially for
measuring point 3 - was caused by melted snow, not rain. A
main observing direction was given on-site, the participants
were asked to perceive place and situation with all senses for
one minute, subsequently rating loudness and unpleasantness
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

on continuously scales (“not at all” to “extremely”), and
furthermore to write down thoughts and feelings of the
measuring time.
The situation was binaurally recorded, and also several
photos were taken. The size of the group, in some places
also the noise, precluded a detailed reflection with the
attendees on their notes on-site.
The recorded stimuli were later represented binaurally to the
group of students in a laboratory listening test. The subjects
had to appraise the sounds with the same procedure, now
without any context information: photos were not shown, the
sequence of stimuli was randomized.
The binaural recordings were analysed comprehensively on
acoustic and psycho-acoustic parameters on prevailing
methods (Genuit, K., Fiebig, A [6]). Notes of thoughts and
feelings were ordered by means of classification through
different layers of description (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Layers of descriptions [3]

As these layers exist non-hierarchically side-by-side,
detection of them gives first insight to the quality of
depth of characterisations. Green indicates noted
soundwalk, yellow shows identified on discourse
reflection, grey - never mentioned.
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Both evaluations were analysed and presented to the students
on a third session. The discourse on the previous appraisals
enabled to clarify plurivalent expressions and to immerse
deeper into the individual meaning and usage of words.
Also, the open discussion gave space to compile the
significant influence of personal and situational contexts,
showen in the non-common appraisal of acoustical
parameter for pleasantness.
The results for each of these three stages of research are
contiguously shown for three out of this four chosen
locations.
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Lichthof, Technische Universität Berlin
This representative room of three levels and a light-flooding
glass dome was without any business at the measuring time.
A few students were sitting at the walls, studying in quiet
behaviour.

Figure 2: Lichthof, Technische Universität Berlin

The sound pressure levels laid low at 45.9 dB(A) / 60.9
dB(lin), loudness at 5.2 soneGF. Only some footsteps and
closing doors were the mainly occurring sound sources, see
Figure 3. The psycho-acoustic parameters had also low
values: roughness 0.013 asper, fluctuation strength 0.006
vacil, tonality 0.011 tu. Just sharpness did not show such a
minimal measuring value (1.91 acum).

The “indistinguishability” of sounds and difficulties of
localisation of sounds were emphasized for the “pleasant”,
“non-disturbing” constant background noise, which was
disadvantaged the lack of communication. As the
reverberation was the main feature to understand people’s
perception of the room the following discourse was mainly
focusing on this issue. The discussion returned, apart from
acoustical and visual disorientation by difficulties of the
source, a localisation of deeper details in the socialisation of
the reverberation. The participants were referring to the
similar sound characteristics of churches, the association let
them change their behaviour at this place in order to not
raise their position above others by audible attention. As the
reverberation “prevented” short sounds, people became
subconsciously aware and reduced their sound generation
like footsteps and voice volume etc. for not being
individually identified.
Railway underbridge, Hardenbergstraße
The measuring point of the railway underbridge of the
station “Zoologischer Garten” was located in the street
Hardenbergstraße. Trains were passing on the top as well as
cars were present in traffic waves on several lanes in front of
the participants.

Figure 5: Railway underbridge, Hardenbergstraße
Figure 3: Spectrum Lichthof, FFT: 4096, 50% over-lapping,
Hanning [ArtemiS 12, HEAD acoustics]

The rating of loudness displayed a more common assessment
than the scaling of unpleasantness. The values of the
loudness laid mostly between “slightly” and “moderately”,
but four fifths of the scale of unpleasantness was used
(Figure 4, upper line). The participants were pointing out
low speech intelligibility as a result of the reverberation
[RT30,mid=4,27s], and the extension of audible lengths of any
sound. The possible personal utilization of this room differed
from “good atmosphere to concentrate” to “not suitable to
study”. With regards to the expectations and experiences of
similar rooms, the question “Are people automatically
quieter in reverberating surroundings?“ arose in people’s
mind.
This arbitrative influence of the room acoustic was later on
shown in the laboratory test. The scaling of the same stimuli
shifted for the range of loudness around one category down,
the average for loudness less (-0,38) than for unpleasantness
(-0,73). But the usage of the same range of unpleasantness
without any visual cue indicated also the diversity of
perception of this reverberated room (Figure 4, lower line).

Figure 4: Ratings of loudness & unpleasantness, Lichthof
[up: on-site, down: laboratory; red indicator: average]

The sound pressure level was measured at 79.3 dB(A)/88.7
dB(lin) and loudness at 44.1 soneGF. The spectral analysis
(Figure 6) showed multiple sound sources with different
characteristics like single events (compressed air of busbrakes, i.e. 8s, 13s, 18s) and continuous machine sounds
(bus-aggregate, i.e. 170Hz).

Figure 6: Spectrum railway underbridge at Hardenbergstraße, FFT:
4096, 50% over-lapping, Hanning [ArtemiS 12, HEAD acoustics]

Particularly, the low frequency emissions below 60Hz were
identified; roughness (3.37 asper) and sharpness (3.01 acum)
were raised by the characteristics of the present sound
sources and the wet surface, and followed the traffic waves
(Figure 7). Sounds that were generated by people walking by
or waiting for the bus and bicycle riders on the pedestrian
area were completely masked by the traffic noise.
The scaling of the soundwalk attendees on loudness varied
between “very” and “extremely”, with an average of 4.33 on
the five-point-scale, but the scaling on the unpleasantness
embraced values down to “slightly” (average 3.78, see
Figure 8). The description of the place included derogatory
assessed features like “complex of smell of gasoline and
fast-food” or “dirt on the streets”, but also safety issue like
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“crumbling concrete” and “quite dark illumination”. The
sensed vibrations of the trains passing the bridge were a
main reason for unpleasantness. While many participants
expressed their wish to leave the situation as soon as
possible because of the low acoustical comfort, some others
were pointing out they don’t have a need to cover their ears
from the noise as they were able to see the sound sources.
These arguments were referring to the appropriateness of
situation and noise impact.

Station „Zoologischer Garten“, platform regional trains
The last stop of the soundwalk was the measuring point at
the platform of the “Station Zoo”, where a situation of an
incoming and leaving regional train was captured.

Figure 9: Platform regional trains, Station Zoo

The acoustical situation consisted three phases (cf. Figure
10), so the averages of the sound pressure level and loudness
had less explanatory power on the noise exposure [SPL 78.7
dB(A) / 85.2dB(lin), loudness 29.1 soneGF] as the peaks of
the parameters in Figure 11.

I
Figure 7: Meas. values over time, Hardenbergstr.: SPL/dB(A)
(l.top), loudness (r.top), roughness (l.down), sharpness (r.down)

The comparison of the on-site and the laboratory situation
delivered almost identical scaling for loudness (4.33/4.30),
but the unpleasantness increased by 0.48 points and the
range of the used rating scale was halved.

Figure 10: Spectrum Station Zoo, FFT: 4096, 50% overlapping, Hanning [ArtemiS 12, HEAD acoustics]

The sound of the braking train created roughness above 5
asper, sharpness over 4 acum and loudness peaks of more
than 100 soneGF. It was followed by a phase of travellers
hopping on and off the train with more constant values for
the parameters and a slight acceleration sound while the train
leaving the station.

Figure 8: Ratings of loudness & unpleasantness, Hardenbergstr. [up: on-site, down: lab.; red indicator: average]

The comments in the laboratory situation identified the
increase of unpleasantness by the loss of any visual
information, so people’s mind created “a most unpleasant
place”. The participants were not able to get familiar with
the situation as arriving on-site, and did not have the
opportunity to protect their ears by covering with hands
while wearing headphones. The same sound sample caused
so a feeling of “helplessness”, especially the low-frequencynoise was “threatening” and participants felt a need to evade
the situation. Interestingly this soundscape - mostly
described as noise - was also perceived as art: the
background noise was perceived as continuous (bass-)tone
with single impulses, forming together a musical character.
The discourse elucidated the shift of the scaling: the missing
of the negative on-site features (smell, darkness, vibrations)
belonging to the soundscape changed the perception of the
sounds in the cleaner ambience of the laboratory. As the
“Passung” [7] between sound and situation was low, and the
common rating went consistently more negative. Participants
explained also the higher acceptance of loudness on exciting
places. Therefore, the change or absence of single features,
even with a negative connotation, didn´t lead necessarily to a
better rating of the soundscape. The assessment of the sound
went down in the context of the less appropriate laboratory
situation.
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

Figure 11: Meas. values over time, Station Zoo: SPL/dB(A)
(l.top), loudness (r.top), roughness (l.down), sharpness (r.down)

However, the attendees scaled loudness values between
“moderately” and “extremely”, the used range of the
unpleasantness even went down to “slightly”. A look to the
ratings from the laboratory situation displayed similar
averages and ranges.
From those measuring values arose two main questions:
which part of the overall soundscape was rated by the people
and what caused the difference of the unpleasantness in both
rating situations?
Focusing first the last issue, besides the descriptive on-site
comments (“brake-droning, fan-humming”, “escalator
rattling”) people’s expectation was leading the perception of
sound. The subjects were foreseeing high-frequency noise
while the trains stoped and were preparing themselves to the
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noise appearance. The release and relaxation of the attendees
due to the unexpected silent “whispering brake” showed the
long-term occupancy of some sound sources, as noisereduced train brakes were already - even if not
comprehensively - in service several years (“an astoundingly
quiet train”, “bad apprehension of high-frequency squeaking
of the brakes stayed away”).

Figure 12: Ratings of loudness & unpleasantness, Station
Zoo [up: on-site, down: lab.; red indicator: average]

The laboratory listening test displayed similar scaling values,
but here attendees paid more attention to the “unpleasant
fluctuation” of an aggregate of the train or nearby escalators´
sound, which were less mentioned on-site.
The combination of the following discourse revealed the
above-mentioned long term allocation of sources to noise
more in detail. In the further discussion on considered length
of rating the soundscape lead to the appropriateness of
sample size as well the rating scale tool itself. The
familiarisation to location, whilst on the arrival allowed a
measuring time of one minute, as the local experts accepted
the recent situation as a representative one for the place.
Participants recommended an extension of the sample size
for the laboratory tests to adapt better to locality due to
missing visual and situational features.
The issue of scaling single points for non-stationary
soundscapes with distinctive changes like operating states or
traffic waves were reflected discordantly. Whilst no main
tendency of rating (averaging, focusing maximal loud
sounds etc.) could have been determined, a new rating
manner should be developed. Aside from the known main
difficulties like mental integration time, understanding and
accepting the translated ICBEN scale labels or accounting
just last occurring sound events, the scaling single values for
complex situation showed its limits. Labelling a range on the
scale seems to be helpful for subsequent data triangulation,
as well as naming events on the scale.

Conclusions
The soundwalk procedure has proven to elicit the contextual
influence of moderators to people’s sound perception. The
on-site experiences combined with rating scales and open
evaluation tool followed by a laboratory test and a
subsequently discourse delivered comprehensive information
like acoustical socialisation, situational adaptation or the
shift of attention excluding soundscape cues. Even if up to
60 percent - depending of the place and situation - of the
comments were simple descriptions or ratings of sources or
situations, it showed that single notes enabled the process of
data mining in interaction with the soundwalk attendees.
High reverberation displayed social components and
different influencing qualities to human behaviour. On the
one hand it offered private areas without exclusion from
society in public places, as on the other hand it biased
subconsciously human behaviour and sound generation by

associations to religious places and appropriate humility.
Difficulties of source of visual or acoustical localisation
caused disorientation and emphasized the differences of
stimuli sample sizes for on-site evaluations and laboratory
listening tests scrutinizing the “same” soundscape. A simple
correlation between loudness and unpleasantness couldn´t be
established, as these concepts were highly moderated by
non-acoustical modifiers, like the acceptance of higher
loudness to exciting, lively places. In addition, the long-term
allocation of sources to noise (i.e. train brakes) showed the
influence and shift of expectations and experiences in the
personal noise evaluation. The advantages of adding of the
discourse as a third evaluation layer were display in the all
above mentioned examples.
The further development of the soundwalk is needed in the
challenges of evaluating same sound stimuli with different
phases of familiarisation on-site (“arrival onset”) and in the
laboratory (high imagination performance) as well as
progressive models for rating procedures on scales, beyond
single point labelling for rating complex soundscapes.
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Introduction
While annoying sounds force us to attend our sonic
environment and distract, pleasant sound allow us to engage
in self-selected activities. This entails that the sounds that
comprise our sonic environment motivate us to behave in
certain ways. This paper analyzes the relation between core
affect, appraisal of the sonic environment, and motivation. It
concludes that it make sense to analyze the sounds that
comprise the sonic environment in terms of pleasant foreand background sounds and unpleasant fore- and
background sounds.

Appraising sonic environments
Research addressing how we appraise sonic environments
has led to two main appraisal dimensions as depicted in
Figure 1b). These dimensions are either pleasure and
eventfulness [1] or, at a 45 degree angle, vibrancy Ð in
Figure 1 b) the axis monotonous-exciting Ð and calmness Ð
the axis calmÐchaotic Ð [2], [3]. These (combinations of)
dimensions are closely related to the concept of Ôcore affectÕ
in emotion theory. Core affect is an integral blend of the
dimensions displeasure-pleasure (valence) and passiveactive (arousal) as depicted in Figure 1a) [4]. Unlike
emotional episodes, which are relatively infrequent, core
affect is continually present to self-report. Recently, core
affect, appraisal, and motivation have shown to be intimately
coupled [5]. This short paper addresses the question how and
why these concepts appear in the context of soundscape.
Appraisals are "cognitive evaluations of events that are
considered to be the proximal psychological determinants of
emotional experience, with different combinations of
appraisals corresponding to different emotions" [5].
Appraisals typically refer to: motivational relevance ("Is it
important?"); motivational congruence ("Is it advantageous
or disadvantageous?"); agency ("Is it caused by others or
myself?"); problem and emotion focused coping potential
("Can I cope with the situation and with my emotions?");
future expectancy ("Is the expected outcome desired or
not?"). Appraising the environment therefore combines
motivation, coping capacity, and expectations of the future.
As such the appraisal process involves the evaluation of
possible (inter)actions with the environment.
Depending on the outcome of these evaluations, living
agents are motivated to initiate, continue, or discontinue
particular courses of action. It is possible to separate
exogenous and endogenous motivated activities [6].
Exogenously motivated activities are aimed at reactively
coping with acute or future problems and have fear as
associated basic emotion. Endogenously motivated activities
allow proactive (e.g., preventive) coping and the discovery
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a) core affect
Activation

Tense

Exited
Interested

Distressed
Upset

Happy

Unpleasant

Pleasant
Serene

Sad

Bored
Relaxed
Depressed
Lethargic
Calm
Deactivation
b) appraisal
Mobile

Eventful

Chaotic

Exciting
Living

Disharmonious
Obtrusive

Joyful

Unpleasant

Pleasant

Without
atmosphere
Monotonous
Lifeless
Empty

Lively

Harmonious
Tranquil
Calm
Unobtrusive
Uneventful

Figure 1: a) Core Affect (descriptive words taken from [4])
and b) Appraisal of soundscapes (words from [1].

of affordances [7], [8] and have interest as associated basic
emotion.
The term affordance is closely related to the appraisal
process. Affordances are perceived action possibilities,
provided by an environment [8] that might be used to satisfy
(immediate or future) needs. Interest driven interaction
extends the capacity to perceive affordances. For example
Silvia [9] concludes that "by motivating people to learn for
its own sake, interest ensures that people will develop a
broad set of knowledge, skills, and experience. One never
knows when some new piece of knowledge, new experience,
or new friendship may be helpful; interest is thus a
counterweight to feelings of uncertainty and anxiety."
Interesting environments provide discoverable affordances
to extend knowledge and skills through, typically, playful
interaction [10]. Boring environments are devoid of
discoverable affordances and do not provide appreciated
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High complexity
Chaotic: in a state of complete
confusion and disorder
Mobile: able to move or be
moved freely or easily
Disharmonious:
lack
of
harmony or agreement
Obtrusive:
noticeable
or
prominent in an unwelcome or
intrusive way
Low on affordances
Monotonous: dull, tedious, and
repetitious; lacking in variety and
interest
Without atmosphere: a place
or situation without a pervading
tone or mood
Empty: containing nothing; not
filled or occupied
Lifeless: lacking vigor, vitality,
or excitement

High on affordances
Exciting: causing intense and eager
enjoyment, interest, or approval to do
or to have something
Joyful: feeling, expressing, or causing
great pleasure and happiness
Living: have an exciting or fulfilling
life
Lively: (of a place) full of activity and
excitement, (of mental activities)
intellectually stimulating or perceptive
Low complexity
Calm: the absence of violent or
confrontational activity within a place
or group
Unobtrusive: not conspicuous or
attracting attention
Tranquil: free from disturbance
Harmonious: forming a pleasing or
consistent whole.

Table 1: Dictionary entries (New Oxford Dictionary) for
selected words used to appraise sonic environments [1]

novelty (e.g., because they are devoid of stimuli, or the
stimuli are ether too ordered or too complex).
The complexity of an environment is, in this context, a
reference to how difficult it is to cope with the challenges
and opportunities the environment provides. Complexity
therefore refers not to the environment per se, but to the
question of how difficult it is for an agent to decide on
situationally appropriate behavior. Low complexity
environments are highly redundant (each part ÒpredictsÓ the
whole, leading to an impression of harmony), which entails
that most perceptual evaluations of the environment lead to a
similar overall interpretation of pervasive safety. In low
complexity environments action outcomes are relatively
insensitive to the details of action selection and execution;
one is neither forced nor enticed to act overtly.
In contrast, highly complex environments are less redundant
(for example because of a lack of internal coherence due to a
multitude of uncorrelated processes, giving an impression of
chaos or confusion). This entails that the focus of attention
needs to be chosen well to ensure a proper selection and
execution of coping behavior. In contrast to low complexity
environments, complex situations may force one to act in a
highly controlled fashion and in response to particular
events. This entails that action outcomes are highly sensitive
to detail.
This interpretation is supported by an analysis of typical
words (taken from [1]) that are often used to describe the
four quadrants of appraisal. Dictionary lemmas (source: New
Oxford Dictionary) of the words in Figure 1b are provided in
Table 1. These support the key role of affordances and
complexity as defined above.

Activated
High
complexity

High on
affordances

High
exogenous
motivation

High
endogenous
motivation
Pleasant

Unpleasant

Low
endogenous
motivation

Low
exogenous
motivation

Low on
affordances

Low
complexity
Deactivated

Chaotic
The environment taxes realtime understanding, resists a
stable interpretation, or is
indicative of insecurity

Lively
The environment provides
many interesting or useful
affordances without indicators
of insecurity

Boring
The environment does not
provide interesting or useful
affordances and is not
indicative of safety

Calm
The environment forms a
stable, consistent, and
harmonious whole with ample
indications of safety

Figure 2: Four different qualitative domains of soundscape
appraisal. The upper panel interprets the environment in
terms of exo- and endogenous motivation. The lower panel
summarizes the properties of each quadrant in terms of
complexity and affordance content.

Four types of sonic environments
This analysis suggests four qualitatively different types of
sonic environments in terms of the complexity of action
selection and affordance content. The complexity depends
on the prevalence and reliability of indicators of safety.
Highly complex or chaotic environments are difficult to
interpret (e.g., due to a overabundance of sound producing
activities) or actively indicative of insecurity. A boring sonic
environment is low on useful audible affordances and is also
not indicative of safety. In contrast, a lively environment
represents many affordances that provide ample interesting
opportunities to attract attention and is not indicative of
insecurity. The fourth environment is a calm or relaxing one
because it provides ample indications of safety and allows as
such full freedom to relax and recuperate. Figure 2 provides
these four domains of soundscape appraisal.
These four types of environments can be connected to results
regarding noise sensitivity. Job [11] concludes that Òresults
consistently show that, despite ubiquitous reference to noise
sensitivity as a single entity in the literature, in fact noise
sensitivity is not a unitary concept. Rather, it generally
contains two distinct factors: sensitivity to loud noises
produced at a distance from the hearer (e.g., road traffic or
jackhammer noise), and sensitivity to situations of
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distraction or close but quieter noises (e.g., rustling paper at
the movies, people talking while watching television)Ó.
Sensitivity to noise therefore comprises both distal and
proximal situational awareness as distinct components.
Distal situational awareness is predominantly determined by
the loudest (foreground) sounds and proximal situational
awareness by the subtle (background) sounds. This suggests
a matching fourfold separation in pleasant and unpleasant
fore- and background. An unpleasant foreground is chaotic
and either difficult to understand in real-time or outright
indicative of danger. An unpleasant background is boring
and devoid of indicators of safety or positive affordances. A
pleasant foreground is lively and full of appreciated
affordances. Finally, a pleasant background is relaxing due
to the harmonious (and therefore redundant) nature of the
sonic environment that provides Ð for that reason Ð ample
indications of safety (conform [6]). This is depicted in
Figure 3.

Chaotic

Lively

[2]

[3]
[4]
[5]

[7]

Pleasant
foreground

Unpleasant

Pleasant
Unpleasant
background

[1]

[6]

Eventful

Unpleasant
foreground

References

Pleasant
background

Boring

[8]
[9]

Calm
Uneventful

Figure 3: Four different qualitative domains of signal
properties.
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This qualitative description of pleasant and unpleasant foreand background sound provides functional information that
can be used to build more versatile and intelligent back- and
foreground models.
All in all it can be concluded that core affect, appraisal,
motivation, and even signal processing can be integrated in a
single conceptual framework that may not only offer
theoretical simplicity and coherence, but also might become
a constructive tool for the development of novel soundscape
analysis tools.
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Sanitary Soundscapes: the noise effects from ultra-rapid ÒecologicalÓ hand dryers on
vulnerable subgroups in publicly accessible toilets
John Drever
Goldsmiths, University of London, UK, Email: j.drever@gold.ac.uk

Introduction

Good hand hygiene greatly helps reduce the transmission of
respiratory and gastrointestinal viral infections and
pathogenic bacteria. The Hygiene Council recommends that
hands should always be washed after using the toilet or
before handling food [1]. The epidemiological importance of
hand drying within hand hygiene should not be
underestimated, and is regarded as an important component
of the hand washing process, as this advice to parents from
Bog Standard, a campaign to promote better toilets for
pupils, warns:
ÒWarm, moist hands are a haven for bacteria. No sooner
have we washed away the germs, wet hands begin to collect
them again, beginning with the tap we turn off and the
handle on the door out of the toilets. Wet hands can pick up
and transfer much more bacteria than dry hands or even
hands not washed at all.Ó[2]
In accordance with the importance of hand hygiene, hand
drying provision is included in current British Standards that
covers sanitary installation, BS6465. Part 1 prescribes the
regulation for hand drying facilities:
ÒA hand-drying facility of any of the types described in BS
6465-3 [2006] should be provided. Hot-air dryers should be
provided one to every three basins, other hand dryer
facilities one for every four washbasins.Ó [3]

Hand Drying Options

There are ongoing disputes between the relative merits of
paper towels, the classic warm air hand dryer and the new
generation of ultra-rapid, cold air dryer. The dispute relates
to three themes: hygiene, carbon footprint and economics
and the weightings of each of these themes [4] [5] [6]. This
paper, however, highlights another equally pressing and yet
hitherto discussed theme with regards to the cold air dryer:
noise. It will present the methods and findings of a
preliminary study of the noise effects of ultra-rapid cold air
hand dryers in publicly accessible toilets, including schools
and restaurants, in particular looking at the Dyson airblade.

Cold Air Dryers

Lauded for their effectiveness and efficiency, the new
generation of hand dryers harness the force of air at
extraordinarily high speeds, stripping the hand and fingers of
moisture, a radically different method to the traditional
warm air dryer that evaporates the moisture.
This
generation of hand dryer first appeared on the market in
1993 with the MitsubishiÕs Jet Towel, and in the past 6 years
with the launch and rapid uptake of Excel DryerÕs Xlerator,
World DryerÕs Airforce and of greatest accreditation the
Dyson airblade.
The Dyson airblade hand dryer and more recently the
airblade tap (launched February, 2013) are the only
commercial hand dryers that comply with the NSF
InternationalÕs Protocal P335 on Hygienic Commercial Hand
Dryers.[7]

There are a number of hand drying options that the toilet
provider can consider split between two categories, towels
and electric dryers [1]:

An endorsement from a hospital that is equipped with the
airblade clearly demonstrates why it has become a preferable
hand drying method for many organizations that offer toilet
provision:

Towels:
¥ individual Cloth towels
¥ roller towels (one loop of towel)
¥ linen roller towels (clean section kept separate from used
section)
¥ disposable paper towels

"We chose the Dyson Airbladeª hand dryer because it
provides an environmentally-friendly, cost-efficient and
hygienic means of drying hands. It has proved to be just that,
especially when compared with traditional hand drying
methods. "[8]

Electric Dryers:
¥ traditional warm electric hand dryers
¥ the more modern warm air jet-air dryers
¥ ultra-rapid, cold air, hand dryers
All these methods can be found, and often providers offer a
choice of paper towel and electric dryer, or warm air dryer
and cold air dryer.

Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

On a personal note, I was initially drawn to the noise effects
of cold air dryers, from my perspective as a father. I was
shocked by a nappy changing facility in an amusement park
in Hong Kong, which was on the same height on a wall in
between a line of four Panasonic DenkoÕs Quick Power Dry
FJ-T13V1-W hand dryers. There were in constant use, and
my perception of the loudness was that it was akin to being
close up to a jet aircraft taking off. My infant, naturally, was
highly distressed, and as a result the facility was evidently
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not fit for purpose. As my children developed from infant to
school child, I have been continuously exasperated by the
distress that the noise of cold air dryers have provoked in a
wide range of context. Often the hand dryer has been
triggered by mistake by my children due to the cramped
placement of the dryer, which can be a particular shock for
the child in room with relatively low background noise. On
talking with the many parents, I became aware that this is a
general noise hazard for a whole generation of children.

The sound pressure of the Dyson airblade at 1 meter, if we
assume that it was tested on a reflecting plane is 77dB(A).
For this study a sound power test following ISO 3744 was
carried out of a Dyson airblade (AB01) that has had 2 years
of continuous use. The tes was carried out in anechoic
chamber at BRE, Watford (8th August 2011). The time
weighting for each test was 10 seconds, the stipulated hand
drying duration by Dyson [8]. To reflect the potentially wide
variation of sound in the hand drying cycle due to
turbulence, two tests were carried out:
Dy1.1 The measurement started once the hands were fully
inserted, and are stationary for the whole duration.
Dy1.2 The measurement started the moment the airblade
started to work as the hands went in and stopped once the
hands were fully out. This is more representative of a hand
drying cycle, with more spectral variation.
BGmd dB
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The same average male sized hands were used for both tests.
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Product makers are providing various data on product noise,
for example it is becoming more and more common to see a
reading stating ÒdB(A) at 1 meterÓ,. Product makers are not
making explicit the actual testing method that the number
they offer is derived from, i.e. ISO 3744. Moreover the use
of use of ambiguous terms such as Ònoise powerÓ is
contributing to the confusion. Notwithstanding the publicÕs
conflation of sound power and sound pressure and the
interchangeable use of dB and dB(A).

LwA D1.2

-30.20

-2.90

200

In ISO 3744:2010 [10] the standard frequency range studied
is 1/3 octave bands with mid-band frequencies from 100 Hz
to 10,000Hz, which gives the upper band limit of 11,300Hz.
There is a note in the guidance that states that, Òfor special
purposes, the frequency range can be extendedÓ [10],
however it is assumed that in the above Ònoise powerÓ
calculation, the upper band limit is 11,300Hz. As children
had been a particular concern for this study, a sound power
test that takes in the full spectrum would provide a more
representative measurement. It could be taken to the 1/3
octave band of 20,000Hz, with an upper limit of 22,500Hz.

LwA D1.1

A

-4.50

60.9

160

500
630
800

The results are:
Dy1.1 Lw dB: 93.2

Dy1.2 Lw dB: 92.4

LwA dB: 92.9 (Lp at 1 meter 84.9dB(A))
LwA dB: 92 (Lp at 1 meter 84dB(A))
81.8

There is a 7.9 dB(A) difference between the BRE
measurement of the sound power of this particular device in
Dy1.1 and DysonÕs rating. This difference may be due to the
wide variation in turbulence noise depending on the
movement and position of the hands or due to the deviceÕs
age and wear.
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BG= 23.3dB

Lw1 = 93.2dB

Lw2 = 92.4 dB

LwA1 = 92.9dB LwA2 = 92dB

LwC1 = 92.3dB LwC2 = 91.6dB

Sound Power Test
90

67.5

Lw

Dyson Airblade has a rated operating Ònoise powerÓ of 85
dB(A) by its product makers [8]. It is assumed that Ònoise
powerÓ refers to sound power, i.e. Lw = 10log (W/Wo) where
Wo = 1 x 10-12W. As the operational sound of a hand dryer is
very loud and has a lot of high frequency content, it can be
argued that A-weighting does not correlate well with what a
person may actually hear. C-weighting, which is used in
Control of Noise at Work Regulations with regards to
industry and aircraft, may be a more appropriate measure
here.

Lw D1.1 - Lw D1.2

60.3

58.0

80

Sound Power Test of Dyson Airblade

Lw D1.2

55.8

14.2

63

Figure 1: This photo of a Typhoon T2000 is emblematic
of this theme. The hand made sign attached to the dryer
by the proprietor of a small cafŽ, warns: ÒCAUTION
LOUD WHEN IN USE! KNOWN TO STARTLE
CHILDRENÓ. In contrast to this sign which represents
the in situ userÕs experience, the product details from the
manufacturer state, Òlow noise 70dBÓ [9].

Lw D1.1

16.1

50

45

22.5

0

50

80

125

200

315
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800

1,250

2,000

3,150
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Frequency (Hz) 1/3 Octaves

Lw D1.1
LwC D1.1

Lw D1.2
LwC D1.2

LwA D1.1

LwA D1.2

Figure 2: The sound power measurements of a Dyson
Airblade from the two tests, including un-weighted, Aweighted and C-weighted measurements.

What is most evident is that there is a lot of high frequency
content, staying about 80dB from 2,000Hz. It is unfortunate
that the test does not give us readings from above 10,000Hz
1/3 octave band.

Building Acoustics

The sound power test gives us a robust method of comparing
the levels of different makes of hand dryer, but what
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happens to these levels when you install a hand dryer with a
sound power of 85dB(A) / 92.9dB(A) into room which has
the following building acoustics issues?:

These levels are akin to the sound level of a road drill and
are exceptionally loud considering the sensitivity of the
context.

small rectangular room (e.g. 20m3) with parallel walls
(tendency for high frequency room modes/ standing
waves).
most surfaces in toilets (porcelain, marble, tiling, glazed
bricks, glass, painted concrete, water) have very low
absorption coefficients across the spectrum.
reverberation time (T60) high, e.g.>1.5 seconds.
need for sound insulation between rooms.
need for high levels of background noise for privacy.
egress of hand dryer noise through wall that it is
attached to, and via doors, windows and ceiling.

Other in situ tests of airblades had similar results. The results
of a test of Mitsubishi Jet Towel in a similar sized toilet (H:
2.48m, L: 2.38m, W: 3.66m, Volume: 21.60m3) were
significantly quieter, but still loud: LAeq 86.5dB and LCeq,
89.9dB.

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

There is surprisingly little guidance on the acoustic design of
toilets. In the UK the most detailed guidance is in the design
of toilets for schools, BB93 [11]. It recommends levels of
source room and receiving room, and impact sound pressure
level limit. It specifies an upper limit to ambient noise levels
of 50dB LAeq(30min). It also specifies the mid-frequency
reverberation time, Tmf1 (seconds), <1.5 [11]. The focus is
on noise egress.

In situ testing

In situ testing was done to ascertain the sound pressure
levels of the Dyson airblade once it is installed in the context
that it is used, the public toilet (not the anechoic chamber as
in ISO 3744). As well as the airblade, in situ measurements
were taken of the MitsubishiÕs Jet Towel, which has been
marketed for its quietness. Within their four bullet points,
the current version of MitsubishiÕs Jet Towel, quote a Òquiet
operationÓ of 59dB or 52dB in the low power mode,
Òmaking it one of the quietest high-speed hand dryers on the
marketÓ, and ensuring that, Òthat no one outside of the
restroom is disturbed when in use [12].Ó
As well as sound pressure levels, FFT and T60 (when
possible) were taken. The room dimensions were also
measured.
LAeq
100.00
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75.00
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108.43
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50.00
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100.51
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Figure 3: The LAeq(10sec) taken at 1 meter of a Dyson
Airblade in a typical single, small rectangular WC (H:
3.50, L: 2.16, W: 2.67, volume: 20.19m3) in a restaurant.
The background noise was LCeq
<42dB(A).

Vulnerable Subgroups

For the final part of the project an initial survey was made on
the vulnerable subgroups that are particularly affected by
hand dryer noise. The WHOÕs Community Noise (1999)
refers to vulnerable subgroups as, Òpeople with decreased
personal abilities (old, ill, or depressed people); people with
particular diseases or medical problems; people dealing with
complex cognitive tasks, such as reading acquisition; people
who are blind or who have hearing impairment; fetuses,
babies and young children; and the elderly in generalÓ [13].

List of Vulnerable Subgroups related to hand dryer noise:
¥ people who rely on effective speech intelligibility
¥ fetuses, infants and children
¥ pregnancy
¥ the elderly in general and Alzheimer's disease sufferers
¥ people with particular diseases or medical problems
(e.g. high blood pressure)
¥ people dealing with complex cognitive tasks
¥ visual
impairment:
Òanything
which
masks
environmental sound "information" is a problem, how
serious varies, but as hand dryers are often situated by
the door, not being able to hear the movement of the
door is likely to lead to head injuries. (Hugh Huddy,
RNIB Campaign Officer)
¥ hearing impairment (conductive, sensorineural & mixed
hearing loss)
¥ hearing aid users: ÒI have to remove my aids just to dry
my hands.Ó [14]
¥ hyperacusis, misophonia, phonophobia, recruitment
sufferers and hyperacute hearing
¥ autistic spectrum disorders with hyperacute hearing: ÒI
can't stand those hand dryers and it amazes me
whenever I see people nonchalantly using them like the
sound is nothing. It's very painful for me. I won't go in
restrooms that have them unless it's absolutely necessary
and if someone uses the dryer while I'm in there, I plug
my ears. I don't care if I look like an idiot.Ó (From an
ASD chat room)
Interestingly the research also came across people being
distressed by the new generation of high speed toilet flushes. !
!

LCeq

These measurements showed a LAeq of 98.3dB, a LCeq of
67.50
99.4dB,
and LAFmax of 105.4dB, and a LCFmax of 106dB.
Unlike the sound power test a fuller spectrum has been
included
in 1/3 octave bands from 12.5 Hz to 20,000Hz.
45.00

There is no published research on product makers testing
their hand dryers in the context of the toilet acoustic, and the
often quoted sound power measurements do not give a good
indication of the actual levels that may be encountered in the
ultra reflective and resonant toilet.
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Vulnerable subgroups for Acoustics
Privacy Issues
Silence in toilets is not an option however, as there are
vulnerable subgroups that demand a high live of acoustic
privacy:
¥
¥

paruresis - shy bladder/ stage fright
parcopresis - shy bowel

Role of Sound Art to Communicate
Noise Issues

To help communicate the themes and issues in this research
a number of innovative sound art works and installations
have been devised and presented:
¥

¥

Litany of the Hand Dryers by Drever
Comparative Sequence of near-field recordings of
different brands of hand dryers
sanitary tones: air #1 by Drever
A sonic study exploring the full range of audible
spectrum of sound energy of a Dyson Airblade

Conclusion

From this initial study it is evident that ultra rapid cold air
hand dryers are loud, and this loudness is vastly augmented
in the highly reverberant and reflective small toilet. A wide
range of vulnerable subgroups are been seriously affected by
hand dryer noise, resulting in unwelcome stress in this
sensitive space, and in extreme cases people are being
exclude from public spaces, the workplace and schools. The
following recommendations have been made:
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Urgent need for large-scale project assessing the noise
impact of high speed hand dryers, including survey from
FULL range of users (the experts).
Product testing in the field - not only free-field (i.e.
anechoic chamber).
Clear and standardized information given on loudness of
products and frequency content, e.g. sound pressure at
1m / sound power.
Review the adequacy of A weighting. D (aircraft noise)
may be more appropriate due to high frequency content
of hand dryers.
Include full frequency band up to 20kHz in sound power
test.
Installations guidance required derived from acoustic
know-how, which includes a limit on the number of
dyers and location.
WC building acoustics review, prioritizing needs for
vulnerable subgroups.
Psychoacoustic test should be used to garner a
subjective impression: roughness, sharpness, fluctuation
strength.
Engineers MUST work hand in hand with Sound
Designers.
The above points need to be dealt with holistically
including other accessibility and epidemiological issues
related to WCs and in accordance with sustainability.
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Silent Soundwalking: an urban pedestrian soundscape methodology
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Introduction
Acousticians have industriously devised and refined metrics
for measuring and predicting human responses to
environmental noise such as sons, phons, noys, NC, NR,
dB(A) dB(C), Leq, Ldn, and when rigorously applied in ISO
standards offer effective reproducibility and repeatability,
but they fall short when it comes to charting the
vicissitudes of everyday listening and the communication of
that experience from the perspective of the individual. The
explicitly heuristic method of soundwalking, in contrast can
elicit insights into the human interrelationship with everyday
soundscapes, be that affective, evaluative, strategic, habitual,
semantic, cultural, social or aesthetic.
The spatial-temporal pedestrian practice of soundwaking in
its classic form involves a group focusing on listening whilst
being lead in silence through an everyday environment, a
model developed by the World Soundscape Project in the
early 1970s, under the rubric of acoustic ecology. Today the
discipline of soundwalking inhabits artistic/ music
composition territory, and as such engenders themes of
participation,
social
context,
aesthetic
listening,
environmental sensitization, interpretation, pedagogy,
awareness raising, psychogeographic musings and even
catharsis. In addition, it is being employed more and more as
an active form of social science fieldwork: a method of insitu soundscape surveying/ data gathering (Adams 2008,
Chen 2006) . On occasion there is a purposeful ambiguity in
its motivation, leading to a catalytic convergence of arts and
science, resulting in interplay between the study of tacit
behavior and complicity in the transformation of said
behavior. This complex is manifest when participants are
invited to verbalize their experience at the summative
discussion, at the end of a walk when the silence is broken.
This paper reflects on the authorÕs soundwalking strategies
and feedback from participantsÕ experiences. Soundwalking
can be practiced at an unspecified time by anyone that is
unhindered by access and mobility issues, and like any
discipline it can be developed and harnessed. This paper will
focus on structured group soundwalking in silence within a
given timeframe and planned route in an urban situation
within the acoustic ecology tradition Ð a tradition that is
concerned with reprioritization of listening in urban design.
The bipedal patterned procedure of footfall, stride and gait is
a feature of almost everyoneÕs daily life. Even motorized
trips involve walking at one end [2]. For many it is an
immediate and primary mode of transport. Walking can be a
highly social, healthy, pleasurable and ostensibly carbon
neutral activity. Robert Macfarlane waxing lyrical on the
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peripatetic artist Richard Long, emphasizes the sensitivity of
the foot:
Òthey mark, measure, taste and interpret the worldÓ [6]
Foot (and hand via handrail) also form a variable
transmission path for vibration between surface (i.e. ground)
and body, albeit intermittently broken by the phase of the
gait.

Context
Despite the ubiquity and universality of walking, for the
pedestrian the experience of the urban situation can be
overwhelmingly hostile and alienating. Civilised Streets
(2008), a report by CABE written in response to the UK
GovernmentÕs Manual for Streets (2007), which emphasized
the value of streets in prioritizing urban design from car to
pedestrian, reiterates:
ÒThe fact remains that most of our streets are not civilised,
enjoyable places to be. They are mainly noisy, polluted,
hazardous and unpleasant Ð with serious social and
environmental problems the result.Ó [3]
Such is the context for the urban soundwalk, and it is on the
human scale of the pedestrian on the street, pathway,
cemetery, recreation ground, urban square, allotment,
shopping mall, brownfield site, that the soundwalk enters
and engages.

Methodology

Figure 1: a soundwalk in Leeds led by Drever
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Taking into account practical issues that tend to influence a
walk (timescale, starting and end points, abilities of the
walkers,
participantsÕ
agendas,
background
and
demographic, weather, etc.) there remains abiding effective
protocol that were established by the World Soundscape
Project led by R. Murray Schafer in the early 1970s (for a
detailed historical account of soundwalking see Drever 2009
[3]). Once the group has assembled, the walk leader prepares
the walkers. This could include a discussion on listening
methods, anticipation of what will be encountered
considering the geography and timing, and a reminder of
health and safety issues in particular related to traffic (the
walkers are encourage to reflect on tacit sensory behavior
but this can in turn make them vulnerable to the dangers of
the street). It is important to establish a trustworthy contract
between the group and the leader. Next, the group is invite to
adopt a number of rules: no talking for the duration of the
walk; mobiles phone turned off; no recording of the walk
(audio or visual); walk in a single line following the leader.
Whilst the first three rules are common practice for a
classical music concert going audience, the final rule
impedes the individual walker from adverse crowding
effects.
Schafer advices:
ÒÉ a good rule is to spread out the participants so that each
is just out of earshot of the footsteps of the person in front.
By listening constantly for the footsteps of the person ahead,
the ears are kept alert; but at the same time a privacy for
reflection is afforded.Ó [8]
There can be are moments of crowding at street crossings,
but the group can quickly spread out again, concertina-like.
Every time I lead a group I am acutely aware of the walker
immediately behind me Ð footsteps can provide an eloquent
building acoustics reference tool akin to a geologistÕs rock
hammer. During one walk, the walker behind me continually
tossed and caught his set of keys for the duration of the
walk, providing unparalleled acoustic illumination of the
space (of which he apparently was blissfully unaware).
Walking is kept at an unusually (for most) slow pace. For
example if a route traverses an escalator, the group would
travel at that given speed. The slow pace appears to help
shift habitual listening practices, and allows people to simply
take their time. Slow walking and contemplation come hand
in hand, and the walkers must remind themselves not to
become too introspective in their listening.
The nature of the attentive group (i.e. more than one)
experience again links back to a ritualistic music
performance experience, which can engender a heightened
listening experience. The group also provides support for
one another, helping maintain the discipline of focused
listening. The role of the leader here is fundamental, taking
on all the daily concerns of timekeeping and navigation,
leaving the walkers the erstwhile unprecedented luxury of
focusing on listening Ð a faculty that is on tap, but due to
everyday pressures is seldom exercised for any significant
duration. There is of course a strong performance aspect to a
group of silent people walking down a street slowly in a

crocodile pattern, which can be regarded as advantageous or
problematic Ð a transparent soundwalk is less likely to
transform its surroundings. Moreover in many inner-city
zones there are legal restrictions for group activities.
At carefully chosen points the group may stop momentarily
to regroup, rest and to listen stationary Ð a shift from moving
through the soundscape. I often choose locations that are
designed as public sites of relaxation provided with urban
furniture. The silence is broken at the end of the walk, whilst
the group is still in situ, and participants are encouraged to
openly share their experiences, thoughts and concerns.

The Route
The route, planned in advance, forms a veritable open
musical score, and may encompass public, domestic and
privatized space (i.e. shopping mall) accessible and
traversable by pedestrians without compromising the safety
of the participants, and adversely encroaching on residentsÕ
privacy.
Through movement the vicissitudes of the spatial-temporal
urban acoustic can be played with. A sound source such as a
building, initially encountered as a plane source can be
experienced from difference locations, alternating from
plane to line to point source and back again. A discrete point
source such as an alarm can be augmented as it rebounds
throughout the canyons of the city to produce a feeling of
envelopment. Erstwhile overlooked uncanny antiphonal
moments of auditory serendipity are brought to our
consciousness, through the convergence of spatially
differentiated points, lines and planes, cohering simultaneous
and successive relationships of rhythm, melody and
harmony. Transitions from narrow reverberant streets,
enclosed by parallel glass façades to free field open space,
may provide relative moments of tranquility and respite.
The route may seek out Òsound-conscious urban designÓ [5],
most infamously articulated by the mandatory water feature.
Equally, to be literally exposed to the imposition of
governmental standards on noise control, or stimulated by
the cognitively manipulative world of the corporate
soundscape. The walk may even probe at the role of sound in
the make up and dovetailing of genius loci Ð provoking
issues of identity and rootedness, as the group traverses
neighboring zones of otherness: ethnicity, class, religion, and
so on.

Some Responses
The concluding discussions, from over 15 years of
soundwalking, demonstrate the detailed listening that has
been practice. When participants have known the territory,
they have often found the walk has provided a new sense of
discovery and surprise:
¥

A euphoric participant talked from an hedonic
perspective of the perfect cinematic-like surround-sound
composition that had been opened up to him offering
infinite detail.

¥

Another bemoaned the onslaught of the noise of the
city, as the exercise had engendered a process of
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sensitization even hyperacusis. The city had got louder
and louder as the walk had progressed.
¥

A visually impaired walker felt excluded to some extent
from the aesthetic musings of the rest of the group. For
him the habitual task-in-hand was dedicated to
navigation- orientate information gathering.

Conclusion
The classic form of soundwalking, as described above, is a
subtle, transformative, personal, sensitive practice, whilst
simultaneously being a highly social analytical sound audit
and ritualistic auditory experience. It is a process that is best
not rushed and participants should be encouraged to have
some time-out following the walk. For the non-specialist in
sound, soundwalking acts as an ear-opener to the sonic
dimension of the city, and helps re-prioritize the auditory
within the rich mix of urban design and the evolving
paradigm of ecological urbanism. For the expert, to
maximize on the insights garnered, walks should be
repeated, multiple time talking in seasonal change. To sum
up its virtue in the words of Schafer:
ÒÉthese are the root of the acoustic design program. Yet
they require no expensive equipment and they do not
camouflage simple acoustic facts with pictures or statistical
displays which, being silent, are not acoustic information.Ó
[8]
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COST TD0804 – Working Group (WG) 2
The WG aims to gather soundscape data to be reanalysed from inter-disciplinary perspectives. A survey study was
carried out, along with STSM and workshops. A number of descriptors are proposed and parameters are recommended for reporting soundscape, and a taxonomy of sources is provided.
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Introduction
The original plans for the work in this group were to collect
and document methods and procedures that were being used
in soundscape studies as an emergent field within the
acoustic communities but enlarged to other scientific
domains. An initial questioning among the members of the
COST Action gave a first impulse and pointed to the
diversity of approaches, methods, objectives and called for
the WG2 to get at an overview that could identify main lines
of research and define new productive developments that
could be considered helpful for future soundscape studies.
However it appeared that such a reflexive positioning on the
studies being done was not usual. Most actions, such as
workshops, seminars, etc. were hold in specific sessions
dedicated to soundscape within Acoustic congresses, and are
concerned by empirical studies in recording and modeling
acoustic data or/and, when concerned with human appraisal,
reporting results from field surveys, questionnaires or
psychological experiments. Aside the efforts of COST
action, specific overviews such as the AAA special issue in
2006, the work of L. Brown [1] as well as the work of the
ISO group 41 on standardization [2] also contribute to some
synthetic view on soundscape research. However it remains
largely implicit on theoretical and methodological issues
preventing the comparison as well as replication of the
experiment or questioning.
The work reported here therefore relies on the attempt of the
COST WG2 to get at an (non exhaustive) inventory of both
the procedures and results aiming at the physical description
and the human evaluations of soundscape. It even
restrictively reports results from two surveys among
members of the scientific soundscape community and
contributed to a first publication [10] and on COST
workshops, one co-organized with WG1 on “measuring how
soundscape affects persons” hold in Gent (2010) and
another workshop dedicated to “Documenting perceptual
aspects of soundscapes– collecting and documenting
psychological and linguistic data” hold in Nantes, 2012 as a
satellite session to the congress of British and French
Acoustic societies.

Survey: Reporting physical parameters
of soundscape studies
Most reports on soundscapes suffer from a lack of a good
physical description of the soundscape that has been studied.
Environmental noise studies are usually accompanied by
detailed physical measurements of relevant acoustic
parameters such as level (instantaneous or accumulated),
frequency, temporal pattern, etc. Most noise researchers
know from experience which parameters should be reported,
and there are several "good practice guides" or
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

"recommendations" on how to report on environmental noise
studies.
A similar situation does not exist in the soundscape arena.
Up until now numerous soundscape studies concentrating on
perceptual aspects has been carried out by non-professional
acousticians or addressed to non-acousticians and therefore a
precise physical description of the situation is often lacking.
A key question when reporting a scientific experiment is:
can it be repeated? And when repeating an experiment it is
absolutely necessary to duplicate the original setting as
closely as possible. In order to do so, it is important that all
"relevant parameters" are described or quantified in a way
that is meaningful and that can be controlled not only on
acoustic parameters but also on instructions in questioning
humans as well.
A number of the members of this COST action were
approached and asked for their advice regarding how to
report the physical parameters of a soundscape.
There seems to be a consensus that soundscape assessments
rely upon the identification of the sounds, the prominence of
the sound, and potentially the ratio of certain sound types to
other sound types within the soundscape.
A soundscape is usually, but not always, associated with a
"place" (physical location), and it is possible to construct an
imaginary border around the area that represents the
soundscape. It is recommended to distinguish between sound
sources located within the "soundscape area" and sounds
coming from sources outside this area. The sound from
"local" sources, for instance a water fountain, will vary in
level and direction depending on the location of the observer
("within the soundscape"), whereas sounds from "external
sources", for instance distant road traffic, will appear more
stationary both in level and direction. The location of the
observer "within the soundscape" with respect to outside
sound sources is therefore less critical.
Spatial hearing, the ability to locate a specific source in a
wide sound field, improves the signal-to-noise ratio, and thus
reduces masking. In addition to a list of the sources, a map
with the location (direction) of each source is therefore
recommended.
Some soundscapes vary considerably over time and space.
Long-term average values have little or no meaning. It is
therefore necessary to report the situation for specific time
periods and, if necessary, also for different listening
locations.

Useful information
A report on a soundscape study should of course describe the
outcome of the study in relation to a specific activity. Note
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that the same physical soundscape can be experienced or
assessed very differently depending on the activity or
expectations of the user/observer.
In addition we would recommend that a report on a
soundscape study comprises the following information about
the acoustic properties of the soundscape. If deemed
appropriate this information should be provided for all
relevant listening positions (different locations "within" the
soundscape):
• Diurnal patterns of hourly sound level distribution (Lmin,
L90, L50, L10, Lmax, etc.).
• A list of the sound sources that can be identified (type and
location)
• Characteristics of
impulsiveness, etc.)

the

sound

source

(spectrum,

• For selected hours the level distribution for separate sound
sources (Lmin, L90, L50, L10, Lmax, etc.).
• For selected hours audibility times of the sources. For how
long periods is the sound audible?
• Which sounds act as maskers, and which sounds are
masked by other sounds?
• Which sources seem to be dominating, and which sources
contribute mostly to the background noise?
The present list of information that should be reported is not
comprehensive. Some researchers like to include binaural
recordings, sometimes in combination with video recordings.
Again, such recordings can only be used for in close
coupling with psychological data. There are so far no
systematic and theory based explicit methods or procedures
to achieve this goal, but only some attempts we are trying to
account for within this review.
As can be seen from the list above a number of the
parameters rely on a combination of physical measurements
and a psychological processing of what to measure. Several
attempts have been made to develop "intelligent" measuring
systems but has to rely on some explicit psychological
theory which is not yet developed and what does exist
presently in cognitive psychology is still largely unknown by
the soundscape community which remains massively
acousticians.

Survey: Naming and definitions and
characteristics of soundscape
To overcome these difficulties, one attempt was to clarify
the cooperation between different scientific approaches
involved in soundscape research, by identifying some
resulting ambiguities concerning the different conceptions of
soundscapes. We expected this survey would give a more
precise and shared definition of soundscape, as
metaknowledge of the different experts in the field. The first
part of the survey was dedicated to naming and definitions of
soundscape among COST participants themselves in order to
more precisely identify the semantic contours of the concept
of soundscape (from physical as well as human sciences,
from different European cultures and countries).

Soundscape and languages of Europe
One initial question was concerned with the translation for
the word soundscape in languages of Europe: we got
translations from 8 languages belonging to different
linguistic families. It witnesses the difficulties in translations
along with the properties and constraints specific of the
languages themselves. Norwegian, Swedish, Finish and
Dutch, as languages close to English, allow one direct
translation by copying the morphological construction of
English sound+scape, respectively Lydlandskap in
Norwegian, Ljudlandskap, in Swedish, äänimaisema in
Finish, geluidslandschap, in Dutch, or also in Greek,
allowing the form ηχοτοπίο when roman languages need a
syntactic construction imposing choices on both the
adjective and the noun. If there is a clear agreement on the
adjective sonore, sonoeo, sonore, along with acoustic, there
are noticeable differences in translating the –scape part of
the word: paysage, paisaje, τοπίο, krajobraz, pejzaż in
Polish ; scenario, clima, impronta, paesaggio, ambiance,
ambiente, environnement, as Περιβάλλον in Greek or
ympäristö (environment) in Finish or krajobraz, pejzaż
(landscape) przestrzeń (space) in Polish.
These differences may not be trivial and can be given a
systematic interpretation contrasting soundscape as
- either the acoustic correspondence to landscape, i.e.
shifting from the visual domain to the acoustic one as a 2D
conception of perception where humans are “observers”
facing a (common and shared) objective world (as identified
and measured by physical sciences).
- or as environment which refers to a 3D conceptualization
and even “worse”, as when worded as ambiance, referring to
a more immersive and global multisensory experience of the
world by humans, where the acoustic stimulations are just
part of the whole setting and which the “remaining” part
need to be identified more precisely than an undefined
“context”.

The semantic world of soundscape
When asked to answer the question: « Could you list the (as
many as you wish) English words that you (would) use to get
(bibliographic) information », the answers (worded in
English) confirm the previous comments on translations:
Beyond a large variability, (or a lack of consensual wording),
it can be noticed:
- a frequent reference to the environment through the noun
itself (N =15) (mainly acoustic environment, sound
environment, sonic environment…) or through an adjectival
form (environmental; N=11), qualifying sound as well as
noise, along with names such as urban, natural, referring to
more specific environments.
- regarding the two words sound and noise it is noticeable
that sound (13 as noun + 15 as a qualifier in a compound
noun) occurs more frequently that noise (4 + 3) (may be
because the neologism chosen is “soundscape” and not
*noisescape nor *noiscape)
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- even if acoustic and acoustical remain more frequent, some
mention of auditory, aural, perception can be noticed as well
as the word quality (sound quality & quality of life) [5].

Definitions
Here are some examples of the definitions collected so far
from the COST members:
« The soundscape is a physical phenomenon that exists
independently of a perceiver (In this approach we disregard any
cultural aspects of soundscapes including what is known as sound
marks (corresponding to land marks in a landscape) »
« The soundscape is the totality of all audible sounds from all
sound sources at a place integrating the variation over time and
distance. »
« Soundscape is about constructing and confirming the "mental
representation" / "cognitive representation" of the (sonic)
environment »
« Soundscape research considers all aspects of the acoustic
environment including wanted and unwanted sounds, (whereas
noise control engineering only considers unwanted sounds.) »

In short:
Besides some interesting differences, disagreements (if not
contradictions …), it can be noted quite regularly:
- the double sided property of soundscape is regularly
addressed
o as a sonic/acoustic/physical phenomenon,
o as a perceptual, experiential, cognitive, mental one,
as an effect, involving a judgment
- it refers to the environment, to (large scale) places, habitat;
involving time and people, inhabitants, passers, residents.
- It involves judgment or evaluation which is no longer
reducible to negative aspects of noise annoyance but
involves more qualitative aspects of sounds induced by
human activities that can be used in urban design.
- less frequently, it can be mentioned the contrast between a
holistic/gestaltist approach (as a totality of sounds, a
combination, collection of sounds, that works as one unit
(gestalt)

Types and categories of soundscapes
From the question: “What are the different types of
soundscape you can identify in the literature”, Here too a
large dispersion can be observed in the answers, with
however a consensus at the generic level of urban
soundscapes (may be in close relation to the wording of the
COST action 0804 itself “Soundscape of European cities and
Landscapes”?), but also, parks, recreational, natural, rural,
residential, quiet,… the dispersion relying at a more specific
level of categorization (beach, church, pub, school, train
station, etc. …).
From this enumeration it appears that the criteria of
categorization are so diverse that is may be problematic to
aim at a unique formal structure such as an expected
taxonomy, see [1], [11], [3] among others, as attempts to get
at a systematic classification of soundscapes research.
Actually each soundscape may belong to several categories a park can be classified as urban as well as rural, natural as
well as artificial, public or private, as recreational or/an quiet
area, and some categories appear to be highly cultural rather
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than universal (see for example “wilderness” which seems
fairly unexpected in an European context).
The cited criteria may be sorted according to the hybrid
nature of soundscape (physical and experiential); but even
then, if referring solely to the acoustic variables, it can refer
to abstract properties of the sound itself such as intensity,
temporal variables, spectrum (but from which it is difficult to
characterize and predict human appraisal), or to some global
sonic characteristics of types of events (markets), spaces
(beach, train station…) or along human centered activities
(industrial, recreational, residential, wilderness …). The
difficulty then is to map those human “natural” categories to
acoustic parameters.
As pointed out also by Brown [1] one main criterion as
candidate for soundscape classification remains the nature of
sound sources, but this “solution” just displace the problem:
the sources can be classified as natural, technical, human,
along physical characteristics (duration, repetition,
intermittent) but also along psychological characteristics such
as familiarity, previous experiences, pleasantness, stressful
with an emerging opposition between wanted and unwanted
sounds definitively involving human evaluation (but who? as
the type human, person, receiver , observer /actor?…).
When asked to mention the main characteristics of
soundscapes, the respondents massively report sonic,
acoustic, aural, audio as characterizations but also mention
the specificity of the soundscape approach in environmental
acoustics through words such as architecture, urban design,
identity of the place, cultural heritage, quality of life,
showing the enlargement of soundscape research to social
sciences.

Publications on soundscape
Finally from the references collected in the survey, it can be
noticed that most publications are in journals or proceedings
(few books dedicated) in acoustics:
- in acoustic journals mainly Acta Acustica united with
Acustica, and also Journal of Sound and Vibration, Applied
Acoustics, Journal of Acoustic Ecology, Acoustic Today,
- in proceedings from acoustic meetings (European and
national acoustic societies, and ASA, EuroNoise, Internoise,
ICA, and Forum Acusticum,
- but also Journal of Environmental Planning and
Management, Urban studies, Landscape and Urban
Planning, Landscape Research, Cities, Social and Cultural
Geography, Environmental Health Perspectives, Journal of
Urban History, Journal of Urban Design,
- Journal of Environmental Psychology, Canadian Journal of
Experimental Psychology, Memory and cognition, Food
Quality and Preference.
This list of publications (at least those mentioned by COST
members in our inquiry) points to the fact that research on
Soundscape clearly extends beyond the acoustic domain and
mainly to urban studies and psychology. It witnesses of the
institutionalization of the multifaceted concept of soundscape
which investigation requires expert knowledge from physical
(mainly acoustics) sciences as well as from human and social
sciences, concerned with applied issues in social practices
and demands.
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To summarize
Our inquiry leads to identify how the concept of soundscape
varies between (European) languages and countries, and
even within one language and one culture, between different
institutions or disciplines involved in soundscape research.
These results, completed by collecting and analyzing
publications on soundscape, lead to further define the
specificity of the conceptualizations underlying soundscape
research (as renewing the noise reduction approach) and we
expect it to contribute to developing a consensus on
standardization in naming and structuring the conceptual
domain of soundscape.
One main outcome of this inquiry is the inescapable
characteristic of soundscape to be a hybrid concept
integrating physical description (mainly acoustic) of the
environment but also its human appraisal each domain
requiring a specific expertise. Natural sciences aim at
providing a unique objective account of the “world as it is”
(through experimental procedures and contribution of highly
performing technical devices and tools that “measure” the
phenomenon). In contrast, human sciences have to account
for the diversity of modes of processing the “world as it can
be represented and assessed by humans”: people may hear or
listen, pay attention and or not, be active in producing noise,
contemplative or passive in undergoing the noise produced by
some „others“, any processing being „situated“ in time,
location, and goal oriented and motivated. The appraisal is
therefore an integrated part of the meanings given to the
stimulation. As such, when one stimulation is interpreted by
acousticians as a unique acoustic signal, ordinary people (and
even some acousticians themselves) hear (or listen to) a
sound, or a noise, voices …or speech, music or singing, or
more globally they could enjoy it or get annoyed by it, they
can identify the source, someone, a male voice, one singer, or
even if expert in lyrics, Caruso, when concerned with every
day listening, it was be worded as car, birds, aircraft,
children playing, someone snoring, etc. Human processing
cannot therefore be just considered as providing subjective
data within the too simple opposition with “objective” ones
(as scientific “true” data given by natural sciences): any
scientific domain is actually establishing the objectivity of
the observed phenomena, natural sciences and human
sciences being respectively concerned with physical realities
and with psychological realities (experiential subjectivity and
mental states) through specific procedures that have to be
explicitly reported in publications. The challenge is therefore
to relate those two domains of knowledge and to integrate
them within the concept of soundscape.
Consequently, for scientists involved in soundscape research
it is important to distinguish physical theories of acoustic
signals, measuring and collecting data as parameters for
further information processing (as new technologies are able
to proceed) (the case for natural scientists and engineers) and
theories of human cognition aiming at identifying and
collecting the different meanings and evaluations given to
the “same” stimulations through specific modes of
questioning (inquiries, interviews, field surveys and
experimental settings as well) (the case for psychologist,
sociologist, anthropologists, historians, … as far as academic
sciences are concerned). The main challenge will be to relate

those two sets of data, accounting to different knowledge
domains.

How to go further?
Enlarging collecting and documenting on
soundscape research
Even if the present investigation already shows the large
diversity of research on soundscape, it has, however,
deliberately limited its scope to the work from within the
Soundscape community defined within COST action
TD0804. It may be worth considering other groups existing
world wide, which rely on other cultural traditions, among
which we could (non-exclusively and here limited to our
present knowledge) mention:
- In Europe: the net „ambiances“ initiated (since 1990) by
CRESSON http://www.ambiances.net, the more recent
anthropological approach of MILSON (both initiated in
France) http://milson.fr, the project Soundscape and cultural
sustainability http://socsproject (Finland), the “Positive
soundscape
project”
(in
Great
Britain)
www.positivesoundscapes.org/
- and more largely over the world, the follow up of the
« World Soundscape Project » initiated by M. Shafer now
(http://www.sfu.ca/~truax/wsp.html) as coordinated by in
Canada B. Truax,[15] the program „Preserving 100
soundscapes“ by Keiko Torigoe (in Japan) [14] as well as
the recent NSF program on „Global sustainable Soundscape
network“ (http://soundscapenetwork.org/).
Enlarging the scope of soundscape studies may lead to
consider further the diversity of the cultural inscription of
human relation to sounds and question the relevance of some
standards methods of investigations directly inspired and
mimicking natural sciences in their query for universality.

Systematic description and standardization of
soundscape studies
The work initiated within the COST action TD0804 and the
ISO/TC43/SC/WG 54 in structuring this research domain
could lead to the elaboration of a consensual definition of
„soundscape“ as well as a terminology allowing
systematicity in describing and naming the research domain
through a common shared (meta)language. Classification of
sources may be a good candidate as principle of
categorization in as much it is the locus where physical
(acoustic) signature and human (psychological) symbolic
interpretation can meet, one condition being to account for
the situated essence of human cognition and for soundscape
research as an applied domain of research socially invested.

Pluridisciplinarity
One further challenge is therefore to operationally connect
physical and human sciences within an explicit
epistemology, either within the traditional psychophysical
paradigm considering human as information processing
systems or/and within the contemporary situated cognitive
approach concerned with meaning and knowledge
construction. As stated by W. Yost, the challenge may be
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developing soundscape research within “Ecological
Psychoacoustics” “Combining the rigor of psychoacoustics
with the relevance of ecological perception could improve
significantly the understanding of auditory perception in the
world of real sound sources” [12].
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Introduction
Some of us are interested in planning or design of urban
places, or in the management of areas of wilderness, nature
or heritage sites. The soundscape that users perceive in a
place can affect their experience of these places.
Interventions by the planner/designer/manager through
“soundscape planning” can modify these soundscapes, and
hence the user experiences (outcomes).
The tenet of this paper is that most human outcomes of
interest with respect to the soundscape will be shaped, by
and large, by the presence or absence of different sounds,
and by the relationship between the different types of sounds
(relative intensity, or signal to noise ratio, of the different
sounds/sound types). After clarifying some initial concepts,
and taxonomy of places and sounds, the paper arrives at this
tenet inductively.

The Soundscape
Central to the concept of soundscape is its interpretation as
the way the acoustic environment is perceived and
understood by the individual, or by a society [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
Thus a soundscape exists through human perception of the
acoustic environment.
This author has sat through too many discussions in which a
question goes round and round – “is soundscape a perception
or is soundscape the collection of sounds in a place”. It is not
a particularly profitable discussion, and it is suggested that
singular focus on this question has not assisted in increasing
either the understanding, or the application in practice, of
soundscape concepts.
This author accepts the definition that the soundscape exists
through human perception, but also suggests that we should
be relaxed about its use by those who find it convenient to
apply the term to the acoustic environment of a place – as
long as this does not introduce confusion or ambiguity. The
acoustic environment is all the sounds in a place that are
present, and “available”, to a user of the place to hear
(whether they do or not depends on “listening style”,
attention, and many contextual factors). Planners, designers,
lay persons, and even those who primarily have an interest in
environmental noise control, are most likely to think of the
soundscape as the collection of all sounds in a place.
Having clearly acknowledging that the soundscape is a
perceived entity, this paper very deliberately turns its
attention to the sounds themselves – the acoustic
environment. It does so because the most basic step of
identification of the sounds that are present in any particular
place of interest would benefit from more attention, and a
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more rigorous approach, on the part of soundscape
studies/specialist, than has generally been the case to date.
Rigorous identification and reporting of the sounds present
in any place can only improve the science and replicability
of soundscape studies by increasing the accumulation of
knowledge across different environments and different
contexts.

Outcomes and Context
There are prerequisites to analysing soundscapes, or
undertaking soundscape design or management. Firstly, one
must have a clear understanding of the human outcomes that
might be related to the soundscape – and all outcomes are
highly dependent on a range of contextual factors.
The literature shows the study of the soundscape to have a
variety of objectives. It may be studied intrinsically,
examining the systematic relationship between humans and
the acoustic environment (soundscape ecology [2]) but much
work has to do with soundscape quality, human preference
for different soundscapes, or human acoustic comfort. In
different places and in different contexts, a person’s
preferences, and preferred outcome with respect to the
acoustic environment, may differ markedly.
For example, the soundscape of a place might be preferred
on the basis that it is peaceful, or tranquil, or promotes wellbeing. Equally, in a different place or context, a soundscape
might be preferred because it is lively, or varied, or creates a
sense of excitement. Or preference may be for a soundscape
that provides information, clarity, and conveys safety. In yet
another place or context, preference for a soundscape may
relate to its unique cultural or natural characteristics (a place
with soundmarks [7]). Those working in particular fields
may have a very clear idea, or mandate, regarding particular
outcomes—say in national parks, recreation or wilderness
areas—but these may not be equally appropriate for those
working in other fields, say urban open spaces, or housing
complexes.
Soundscape studies must accommodate this diversity in
potential outcomes of interest. There is a lot more work
required in this dimension of soundscape studies:
identification of all outcomes of potential interest;
development of a typology of outcomes; intercorrelations
between outcomes of different types, and identification of
any underlying structure of outcomes (by factor analysis or
similar); and association of particular sets of outcomes with
particular places/contexts.
Many potential human outcomes arising from the experience
of a soundscape can be considered as direct outcomes comfort, enjoyment, excitement, peacefulness, place
attachment and similar. Assessment of these outcomes
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would be premised, to a large extent, on people being aware
of the sounds around them—and consciously attributing the
particular outcome directly to the soundscape.
However the soundscape of a place may also enable certain
outcomes/activities without people consciously dissecting
why it is that the environment of a place provides so well for
that activity. For example, people may know that a place is
a good one in which to play with children, or in which to
relax or meditate, or to meet with people, or communicate,
or undertake other activities. They seek to achieve these
outcomes in places—facilitated by the soundscape, along
with other dimensions of the place—but not necessarily with
conscious attention to the acoustic environment itself. This
poses a significant methodological problem for soundscape
assessment by introducing an “experimenter effect”,
amongst other things, where measurement of people’s
preference in these situations using questionnaire methods
requires first drawing their attention to something on which
they may have never consciously reflected. Assessment of
soundscapes should recognize the existence of both direct
outcomes (outcomes provided directly by the soundscape)
and enabled or indirect outcomes (outcomes that are enabled
or facilitated by the soundscape). There appears little work
to date in soundscape assessment that has canvassed this
distinction, and the latter may require study methodologies
other than questionnaire approaches—behavioral studies,
perhaps, where the locational choices of people undertaking
certain activities are correlated with the soundscape. There
is already some evidence that people’s choices in using an
urban square are related to soundscape elements [8].
It is also recognised that soundscape preferences, and human
outcomes of interest, will be context dependent. Context
includes, inter alia, who the users are, what they are doing,
what others are doing, the expectations of the users, their
experience, their mood, the weather, and so on.

A Taxonomy of Sounds
Much soundscape work has focused on particular acoustic
environments (natural areas or city squares, for example)
identifying and describing the sources of sounds present in
those places, and interpreting these as perceived
soundscapes. When one looks across all types of studies—
and even more broadly across both of the soundscape and
environmental noise literatures—labels, descriptors and
values have not been applied in a uniform way to the sources
of sound in different acoustic environments. For example,
the same sound source may be described quite differently—
background in one place but foreground in another—and
quite different values imputed to it—intrusive in one place
but acceptable in another. This variability in terminology is
a reflection, quite reasonably, of the role of context.
However, transportability of sound source information
across different studies is an important aspect of soundscape
reporting and assessment—and ambiguity across different
types of places its impediment. The problem is that the
presence and nature of sound sources, ambiguous acoustic
terminology such as “background”, and human values
associated with particular sounds in particular places, are
currently intertwined in much soundscape reporting.

To assist in source reporting, a classification for all sound
sources in any acoustic environment—a common
framework, or checklist, for broad identification of sources –
has been suggested by Brown, Kang and Gjestland [9]. Their
suggestion is reproduced here as Figure 1.
This taxonomy of the acoustic environment has been
constructed on three levels:


categories of place (bold font)



categories of sound sources (normal font)



sound sources (italics font)

Categories of places are, broadly, indoor and outdoor, and
within the outdoor environment: urban, rural, wilderness and
underwater. While human experience of the underwater
acoustic environment may be limited, its soundscape is
increasingly being revealed through underwater recordings,
or by the use of real-time transducers in, for example, whalewatching activities. One can thus refer, for example, to the
acoustic environment of a wilderness place, or the acoustic
environment of an urban place.
Having broadly
characterized type of place, the taxonomy then categorizes
all sources of sound that could be present.
The set of sound sources in the Figure is intended to be
universal. Most importantly, the nomenclature of sound
sources has been carefully chosen to avoid value judgments,
or connotations, regarding these sound sources, irrespective
of the type of place (for example, motorised transport is
preferred to intruding traffic noise, or the passage of
lorries). The taxonomy builds on previous categorizations,
such as that of the urban soundscape [3] but is designed to be
universal in its application.
For example, a wilderness acoustic environment will consist
largely of sounds not generated by human activity—the
sounds of nature—but there could also be some humangenerated sounds: aircraft, the speech or laughter of
recreationists, and perhaps the amplified speech from the
radios used by rangers. In the courtyard of a housing estate,
sounds generated by nature may be incidental, and those
generated by human activity will be present. In some places,
various sounds of human activity, say footsteps, may be
present, with only infrequent sound from roadway traffic,
but in another, roadway traffic may constitute the only sound
source. In each of these examples, the universal taxonomy
of sources is applicable, and encourages description of
sources using a common terminology.
Of course the distinctiveness of particular acoustic
environments lies, amongst other things, in the presence or
absence of these different sources and their relative
intensities. However, a universal framework for sound
source identification should assist in comparing the reporting
of sound sources across places, and make other labels, value
judgments, and definitions more transparent, and thus
portable,
across
different
studies.
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The Acoustic Environment
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Outdoor Acoustic
Environment
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Acoustic
Environment
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Acoustic
Environment
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Environment
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Acoustic
Environment
ditto5

ditto
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wind
Domesticated
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water
thunder

Motorised
transport

Human
movement
footsteps

Electromechanical:
-stationary
-mobile

non-motorized

construction
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ventilation
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agriculture

marine traffic

domestic

air traffic

recreation
electrical
installation

Voice &
instrument

earth/ice
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Other
human6

Social/communal
Amplified4

Non-amplified

music

voice
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singing
laughter

bells
clock chimes
fireworks
azan
alarms

industry

Figure 1: Adapted from Brown, Kang and Gjestland’s [9] taxonomy of the acoustic environment
for soundscape studies showing categories of places (bold boxes), categories of sound sources
(dashed boxes), and sound sources (italics).
1 The urban/rural distinction will not always be readily defined, but remains useful.
2 The wilderness category includes national parks, undeveloped natural and coastal zones, large
recreation areas etc, though the wilderness/rural divide too will not always be clear cut.
3 While “nature” and “domesticated animals” sources are shown as being “not generated by
human activity” there are many areas of overlap—for example the sounds of running water in
constructed water features or the sounds of wind on buildings. Domesticated animal sounds will
generally be from animals associated with a human activity/facility.
4 Recording, replay, and amplification may occur for any type of sound—as for example in
installations playing nature/wildlife sounds.
5 Because of the different acoustic impedances in air and water, many of the terrestrial sound
sources would not normally be observed under water, but overall the same classification system is
still applicable.
6 Coughing, for example.
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The taxonomy of Figure 1 is appropriate to describe the
sources present in an acoustic environment irrespective of
whether as part of a soundscape study or as part of an
environmental noise study. The primary distinction between
these types of studies is not the sources of sound, nor the
levels of the sounds (though these will often be quite
different) but the human outcomes that are to be studied.
Almost exclusively, the environmental noise field examines
the acoustic environment where the sounds present produce
adverse outcomes for people. By contrast, soundscape
studies examine the acoustic environment primarily where
the sounds present produce outcomes that enhance, enable,
or facilitate, human enjoyment, health, well-being or
activity.
It is this difference in outcomes of interest that is the real
distinction between the soundscape and noise fields – not, as
is sometimes suggested, that soundscape approaches are
different because they are based on human perception. Much
work in noise is also perceptually based as in, for example,
the measurement of annoyance.

Towards Understanding Soundscape
Preference
This author, and colleagues, have described, and summarised
the evidence available, that human preference and outcomes
in the soundscape field appear to depend less on the absolute
levels of the sounds, and more on the nature of the sounds
that are present (and in particular on the appropriateness of
the particular sounds in the particular place and context wanted and unwanted sounds), and on the relative levels of
those sounds. The concepts of masking of some sounds by
others, and that of emergence of particular sounds above
others, have been mentioned [4,10].

the start of attempts to analyses what was being experienced,
encouraging induction with respect to what may prove to be
a fundamental underpinning of human soundscape response.
The three places of the stories are shown in Figues 2 to 4:






A Hong Kong countryside example distant from
a transport noise dominated urban area, where
spatial variation in topographic shielding
provided the opportunity to explore the
emergence of natural sounds of birds, and wind
on vegetation, as the transport noise shielding
increased.
A “pre-industrial soundscape” where the sounds
of voice and human movements in a city could
be heard over large distances because of the
general absence of motorised transport and
electro-mechanical sounds – and with elevated
transmission paths reducing the ground-effect
attenuations normally experienced in the
transmission from human sources.
An example from the Greek Islands where a
very special set of circumstances (no sound of
motorised transport, no wind on vegetation
sounds) resulted in a delightful soundscape from
domesticated animal sources, propagated over
long distances because of the topography and
atmospheric conditions

Figure 3: A “pre-industrial soundscape”: the sounds of
voice and human movements, generally in the absence of
motorised transport and electro-mechanical sounds.

Figure 2: A Hong Kong countryside example including the
sounds of motorised transport and natural sounds of birds
and wind.

A different path towards the same end is taken in this paper.
The author examines his acoustic experience in three
different places in which he recognised something different
with respect to his own perception and appreciation of the
soundscape. These are stories, not objective scientific
enquiry, and of course highly contextual – as is all
soundscape experience. But it is part of a personal journey
over several decades in the experience of soundscapes, and

The following are amongst the observations arising from
these examples
 All acoustic environments of interest will have a
range of different sounds sources present
 The louder sources will dominate, in the limit,
masking less loud sources
 If the louder sources are reduced in level, the less
loud sounds will “emerge”
 In a large number of the places in which we are
interested in the soundscapes, the sounds of
motorised transport (or electromechanical sounds,
or amplified sounds) will be present, often the most
dominant (unwanted sounds?)
 In places where people report positively (or
differently) on the soundscape, it is most likely that
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unwanted sounds are less dominant, and other
sound sources “emerge”.

[3] Raimbault M, Dubois D. Urban soundscapes:
Experiences and knowledge. Cities 2005;22:339-350.
[4] Brown AL, Muhar A. An approach to the acoustic design
of outdoor space. Journal of Environmental Planning and
Management 2004;47:827-842.
[5] Dubois D, Guastavino C, Raimbault M. A cognitive
approach to urban soundscapes: using verbal data to access
everyday life auditory categories. Acta Acustica united with
Acustica 2006;92:865-874.
[6] Porteous JD, Mastin JF. Soundscape. Journal of
Architectural and Planning Research 1985;2:169-186.
[7] Schafer RM. The Tuning of the world. New York: Alfred
A. Knopf; 1977.

Figure4: A Greek Island example: sounds of domesticated
animals and of other sounds of nature and motorised
transport.

Conclusions
Some initial concepts regarding soundscapes, and human
outcomes related to soundscape preference, have been
touched upon. Soundscape preference and human outcomes
of interest are context dependent.

[8] Yang W, Kang J. Soundscape and sound preferences in
urban squares: A case study in Sheffield. Journal of Urban
Design 2005;10:61-80.
[9] Brown AL, Kang J, Gjestland T. Towards
standardization in soundscape preference assessment.
Applied Acoustics, 72, 2011, 387-392.
[10] Brown AL. A review of progress in soundscapes and an
approach to soundscape planning. International Journal of
Acoustics and Vibration, 2012, 17 (2) 73-81.

This author accepts the definition that the soundscape exists
through human perception, but also suggests that we should
be relaxed about its use by those who find it convenient to
apply the term to the acoustic environment of a place – as
long as this does not introduce confusion or ambiguity.
Having clearly acknowledging that the soundscape is a
perceived entity, this paper turned its attention to the sounds
themselves – the acoustic environment - because the most
basic step of identification of the sounds that are present in
any particular place of interest is a neglected area by many
soundscape studies/specialists. Rigorous identification and
reporting of the sounds present in any place can only
improve the science and replicability of soundscape studies
by increasing the accumulation of knowledge across
different environments and different contexts. Utilisation of
Brown, Kang and Gjestland’s [9] taxonomy of places and
sounds can contribute to better reporting of the acoustic
environmnet in any place.
Human preference/outcomes in the soundscape field depend
on the sounds present, and on the relationship between the
different sounds present. These principles have been
illustrated in three examples which formed part of this
author’s “journey” into the field of soundscape. While
anecdotal evidence and many survey results fit these
principles, they still need further rigorous testing.
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Introduction
This study is structured through the indoor soundscaping
perspective and concentrates on the equipment choice of
how to collect recorded sound sample data for the postprocessing and analysis parts of the related studies. Firstly,
two important questions should be answered to decide on
the equipment that will be used for the research; (1) which
sound environment the equipment will be used?, (2) what
is the recording conditions? After deciding on these
parameters, then the researcher would have the confidence
on the correct choice of the equipment.
The aim of the study is not to state which equipment is
better, but to present a comparison of three recording
setups showing the equipment decision procedure for
indoor soundscape studies.

Methodology
Three binaural recording systems were tested for the study

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Recorded
Environment*
Indoor:
Train station
Indoor:
Train platform
Indoor:
Museum foyer
Indoor:
Museum shop
Indoor:
Train station
concourse
Indoor:
Student food-court
Indoor:
Student shop
Indoor:
Winter garden
foyer
Indoor:
Student computer
study space
Indoor:
Student cafe
N/A
N/A

Sound Samples

regarding their acoustic and psychoacoustic performance
in a full-anechoic chamber. The size of the anechoic room
is 5 metres long, 5 metres wide, and 3.65 metres high. The
setup was kept the same for each system. An omnidirectional loudspeaker that was located on one corner,
100 centimetres away from the walls with a height of 155
centimetres from the ground level.

Sound Samples
A total of 12 sound samples (see Table 1) were used for
the study. Each sample was kept as homogeneous as
possible with a length of 10 seconds. The sound pressure
level of each sound source was kept between 45-55 dB.
The sound samples included internally generated test
sample sounds such as pink noise and white noise, in
addition with soundscape samples that were pre-recorded
by the researcher from indoor acoustic environments.

Train Approaching

Signal
Generation
External

Sound
Generation*
Human Activity

Train Breaking

External

Human Activity

Footsteps

External

Human Activity

Footsteps and talk

External

Human Activity

Public
Announcement

External

Human Activity

Talk and music

External

Human Activity

External

Human Activity

External

Human Activity

Quiet talk

External

Loud talk
Pink noise
White noise

Talk, music
beeping
Echoey talk

and

Category*

Type*

Motorised
Transport
Motorised
Transport
Human
movement
Human
movement
Voice
&
Instrument

Rail Traffic

Voice
&
Instrument
Voice
&
Instrument
Voice
&
Instrument

Amplified music

Human Activity

Voice
&
Instrument

Non-amplified
speech

External

Human Activity

Internal
Internal

N/A
N/A

Voice
&
Instrument
N/A
N/A

Non-amplified
speech
N/A
N/A

Rail Traffic
Footsteps
Footsteps
Amplified
speech

Amplified music
Non-amplified
speech

Table 1: Characteristics and taxonomy* [1] of 12 sound samples used in the recording tests.
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The third setup also used a binaural headset recording
system (BHS-2). The height of the microphones and
overall setup was kept the same with the previous two
setups. Calibrating the microphones was not necessary as
the system was internally calibrated.

Laboratory Test Setups
For the first setup, a dummy head recording system (DH)
was used. The head was installed on a tripod at the
opposite corner of the loudspeaker, 100 centimetres away
from the walls with a microphone height of 155
centimetres. The distance from the loudspeaker and the
dummy head was measured 250 centimetres. The
calibration signal for both ears; left and right were
recorded for manual calibration during the post-processing.
12 sound samples were reproduced through the omnidirectional loudspeaker. A portable recorder connected to
the dummy head was used to save the reproduced sound
samples by the loudspeaker.

Results of Three Recording Setups
Comparing All Samples Together
In the first analysis approach, the three recording set-ups,
abbreviated as DH, BHS-1, BHS-2, were evaluated by
comparing all 12 sound samples together in one graph
through chosen parameters among; frequency vs. SPL, and
SPL, N, R, S, FLS, TON vs. value percentages. Because of
the limited space of this paper, only most important and
differentiated results were reported.

The second setup was made by a portable binaural headset
recording system (BHS-1). The headset was put on the
dummy head and the height of both microphones; left and
right were set at 155 centimetres from the ground. The
calibration signal was also recorded by the headset for
both left and right channels for the manual calibration
during post-processing. The portable recorder was used for
saving the reproduced test sounds.

a)

b)

For the first evaluation, the results of DH, BHS-1, and
BHS-2 systems were analysed by SPL vs. 1/3 octave
center frequency graphs, and SPL vs. percentage value
graphs. Three graphs for each different system including
all 12 sound samples were presented (see Figure 1).

d)

e)
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c)

f)

Figure 1. Comparative graphs of 12 sound samples of 3 equipment setups for SPL vs. Frequency, and SPL vs. Value percentage.

It can be seen that for SPL vs. 1/3 octave center frequency
graphs (see Figure 1a, 1b, 1c), there is a major shift in
dummy head recording system graphs for mid frequency
range varying between 200-800 Hz. On the other hand the
lower frequency range between 12.5-100 Hz show a major
decrease when compared with the results of other two
binaural headset recording systems signifying lower
sensitivity for that frequency section. This difference
highlights the varied sensitivity difference between two
different popular soundscape recording equipment design,
dummy heads and binaural headsets. When the two
binaural headsets were compared, a slight difference could
be observed for the low frequency range between 12.5-100
Hz for BHS-2 (see Figure 1c), which show more
sensitivity over sound pressure level and differentiated
sound samples.
SPL vs. percentage value graphs (see Figure 1d, 1e, 1f)
gives important clues on the varied results of each three
recording system. The analysis of the dummy head system
results were found more sensitive to different sound
samples as they span a wider range of the graph area for

the SPL variances. The highest SPL values were achieved
for the Ôpink noiseÕ sounds sample. The two binaural
headset system results were similar with each other, only
with a small differentiation on the SPL5%-SPL20% range
that give the results for the highest SPL values achieved.
Although, BHS-1 system was most sensitive for SPL5%SPL20% range on Ôtrain breakingÕ sound (see Figure 1e),
BHS-2 showed the most sensitivity for same range on
Ôfootsteps and talkÕ and Ôquiet talkÕ sound samples (see
Figure 1f).

Analysing Individual Sound Samples
In the second analysis approach, all three recording set-ups,
abbreviated as DH, BHS-1, BHS-2, are evaluated by
focusing 12 sound samples individually in multiple graphs
through chosen parameters among; frequency vs. SPL, and
SPL, loudness, roughness, sharpness, fluctuation strength,
tonality vs. value percentages. Similar with the previous
section, because of the limited space of this paper, only
two most important and differentiated cases were reported,
which are train breaking sound and quiet group talk sound
samples.

Figure 2. Comparative graphs of 3 equipment setups of 6 parameters (SPL, N, R, S, FLS, Ton vs. Percentage value) for Ôtrain breakingÕ
sound.
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In the analysis of individual sound samples, each three
recording systems were evaluated considering all 6
parameters, and for Ôtrain breakingÕ sound sample, the
results highlighted that for SPL, S, R and Ton. BHS-1
showed the most sensitivity. For the parameter N, DH was
the most sensitive recording system, and for the parameter
FLS, BHS-2 signified the most sensitivity. These varied
results proves the fact that, depending on the equipment
choice, and the recorded sound sample, parametric results
may vary, so the content of the sound sample is crucial and
should be well considered before carrying comparative
multi-equipment study designs.
It is not only the parametric differences of the equipment,
but also the usage and technical specifications and
properties of the recording system and its procedure that
needs to be considered. According to such varied
properties, the equipment choice may vary. In Table 2,
Weight
Mobility
Noticeable
Need permission
Health/safety
Set-up time
Technically approved
Calibration
Output file
Post-processing
Contacting Manufacturer
Price

DH
≈15
NO
YES
YES
CABLES/TRIPOD
10-15 MIN
YES
WITH ADAPTER
WAV
ANY
EASY
X

properties of each recording system that were considered
for this study was presented. Dummy head system differs
majorly for sections such as weight, mobility, noticeability,
permission requirement, and set-up time. Binaural headset
systems were found to be more advantages if the study
design requires these properties for the recording system.
Yet, dummy head system leads to easier access to recorded
file and post-processing.
Real life examples are also important to consider before
finalising the study design. The weight and mobility
properties are crucial if the study design includes
Soundwalk method. Cables or tripod instalments would
not be suitable for very busy public spaces. Required
permissions should be approved for strategic spaces such
as transportation buildings (airport, train stations etc.) This
kind of careful examination is needed before selecting the
right equipment for the desired research.
BHS-1
≈1
YES
NO
DEPENDS
NO WORRY
5 MIN
YES
WITH ADAPTER
WAV
ANY
HARD
X

BHS-2
≈2
YES
NO
DEPENDS
NO WORRY
5 MIN
YES
NO NEED
SPECIAL
SPECIAL
EASY
X

Table 2. Characteristics of 3 different equipment setups considered for this study.

Conclusions
In this study it has been concluded that, variations
depending on equipment design and technical specification
c frequent errors that leads to bias in soundscape design, so
careful selection and planning the recording procedure are
crucial. The results of this comparative study has shown
that, each equipment setup used in the study was sensitive
for one parameter depending on sound category and/or
type, which leads to the conclusion; researchers should
first concentrate on the sound environment to acknowledge
it specific characteristics.
In addition, some technically specific conclusions were
also derived. It was observed in this study that, type of
sound and its frequency spectrum directly affects
sharpness, tonality and fluctuation strength parameters
more when compared to other considered parameters.
Sound pressure level and loudness results show similar
variations for all 12 sound samples, yet values vary
depending on the equipment whether it is the dummy head
or a binaural headset. Roughness analysis was the most

complicated parameter for the comparative analysis as
roughness parameter specifically focuses on the temporal
variations of sound and depends on bandwidths and
envelopment. For the indoor sound environments that were
studied in this study and pink-white noise, ÔroughnessÕ
parameter was not found to be an identifier.
Further research is planned to understand the correlations
between the recorded samples and subjective evaluations,
and how different would the recording results be compared
to subjective side.
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Introduction
Starting from the (consensual) assumption that the concept
of Soundscape can not be reduced to acoustic parameters,
but that it has to account for Òthe way it is perceived by
individuals or societiesÓ(Truax, 1978, ISO, 2009) we
would like to consider how to connect data acquired from
physical measurements and data as human responses to
their experience of soundscape. This involves making
explicit the cooperation of different scientific domains
(natural sciences as well as human and social sciences) in
collecting and documenting relevant data and connecting
the different data sets.
The long tradition of acoustics and the highly developed
technologies of recording lead one to suppose that what
should be measured as far as the acoustic aspects of
soundscapes are concerned is obvious: namely, the physical
reality Òper seÓ. However, the soundscape approach,
including the subjective experience of the environment,
already induces some questioning in finding out new
acoustic parameters aside from dBA and other conventional
parameters which are now clearly considered as being Ònot
enoughÓ (see Yang & Kang, Dela”tre et al., Brambilla et al.,
Botteldorren et al, during AIA/DAGA 2013 conference
among numerous others). On the human side the question
of collecting relevant data is even more open as far as it
concerns different scientific domains, psychology,
sociology or anthropology, urbanism, and so on. These
domains not being as unified in the same way that physics
is, and thus allowing different options or theoretical frames.
As far as psychology is our concern, the psychophysics
(psycho-acoustic) tradition, starting from an analytic
description of the stimuli in acoustics to evaluate their
effects on human processing and judgments, has reach
some limitations in making objective the ÒsubjectiveÓ
evaluation of soundscape, as a holistic, multimodal, situated
and diversely shared sensory experience.
Within this short presentation, we would just present some
data that would suggest a shift of paradigm in collecting
psychological data first, before checking their correlates in
a physical description. This approach is already highly
supported by the eco/ethologist tradition (von UexkŸll)
through the concept of Umwelt that we propose to further
develop within a contemporary situated cognitive approach.
(Dubois et al., 2006).

A reformulation:
One primary question to be tackled regards what is it that
can be said to be in the signal and the obviousness of
acoustic parameters as adequately accounting for the reality
of any soundscape. A challenging reformulation could be
ÒHow do (some) physical properties contribute to some
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soundscape as a cognitive representation? How cognitive
properties of soundscape be accounted for in the physical
description of the signal?Ó Within this frame, it is the
results from psychological investigations that would
address the way physics and acoustic measurements are
able to account for soundscape appraisal.

The data:
We restrict ourselves here to three examples from a larger
set of data collected from two experiments, including
identification tasks and free sorting tasks (Niessen, ReyesMuller, Tardieu, Gaillard submitted) for common
environmental sounds. The sounds were selected from sets
of sounds already used in different experimental settings
(Marcel et al., 2000; Gygi et al., 2007; Shaffiro, 2008;
Shaffiro & Gygi, 2004). The main issue was that instead of
scoring subjects answers as being ÒcorrectÓ (i.e. expected)
responses, we allowed subjects to freely name each
stimulus and proceeded to a linguistic analysis of the full
diversity of the answers, without any a priori expectation
about their adequacy, or ÒaccuracyÓ.
The answers given below were collected from an
identification task performed by 24 subjects. Here we
purposely leave, at least for the first example, the
exhaustive list of answers (raw data) in French as any
translation would already be part of solving the issue we
address, as for English speakers to be able to grasp the
diversity in wording. The parenthetical number that follows
a given response provides the number of times a strict
identical answer was given.

First example: planes
Airplane flying (Shaffiro, 2004)
¥ avion (5)
¥ avion a rŽacteur
¥ avion de ligne
¥ avion militaire
¥ avion au dŽcollage (2)
¥ avion qui dŽcolle (2)
¥ avion qui passe (2)
¥ avion, dŽcoller, aŽroport, voler, pollution
¥ bruit d'un avion qui dŽcolle... ou qui atterrit...
¥ dŽcollage d'avion
¥ Passage d'un avion de chasse
¥ avion en vol
¥ Avion qui passe dans le ciel , assez bas
¥ avion qui passe pas loin
¥ un avion passe au dessus de nous
¥ un gros avion qui passe au-dessus de moi
¥ bruit que l'on entend dans les films de guerre
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Airplane flying (Gygi, 2007)
¥ avion (6)
¥ avion (ˆ hŽlice on dirait)
¥ avion ou engin motorisŽ dans le ciel
¥ avion, vrombissement
¥ HŽlicoptère (2)
¥ petit avion, lŽger, en vol
¥ un avion passe
¥ un avion qui passe (ou un hŽlicoptère)
¥ un avion passe près du sol (petit avec une hŽlice
devant)
¥ un avion qui passe au-dessus de moi
¥ Petit avion qui passe proche du sol
¥ passage d'un avion proche de l'observateur
¥ bruit d'un avion en vol, qui passe près du sol,
comme j'en ai l'habitude ˆ Hendaye, au niveau de
la plage, ils passent très bas
¥
HŽlicoptère qui passe au dessus de nous
¥ hŽlicoptère, avion, mais pas un rŽcent, plut™t un
ancien comme dans les films genre Ç La mort aux
trousses È

How one can account in terms of physical parameters of the
discrimination people are obviously able to make between
avion ˆ rŽactionÓ (jet) and Òavion ˆ hŽliceÓ (propeller)?
How to relate them to some features represented on the
visual representations of the sounds such as spectrograms?
Or to formal representations? How to account in physical
parameters for the fact that people identify that it is a
ÒsmallÓ plane that it is Òclose to the groundÓ ? or that it is
launching, landing, or just passing? How can it be
objectively accounted that it is Òclose to meÓ as however an
important criteria for soundscape assessment! In short, if
some features may be more or less directly related to
physical parameters or to correlations of parameters, those
pointing to the relation between the acoustic event and the
experiencer will be more difficult to account for.

Second example: ÒbirdsÓ?
From a selection of stimuli a priori labeled as birds (in the
cited literature), we could obtain the following (condensed)
results, with the corresponding spectrograms:

To summarize:

mean
typicality
NA strict

airplane flying
Shaffiro
6
22,58

22,58

5

6

source name
basic level
basic with
specification

avion (5)

Sonic object

mean
typicality

bird calling

Shaffiro

ShafFiro

bird A Gygi

6,5

6,1

NA strict

25,81

38,71

16,13

Source name

oiseaux (6)

corbeau (5)

chouette

petits
oiseaux

corneille

hibou

mouette

oiseau
nocture
oiseau

basic level

avion (6)

birds
crows

hŽlicoptère
avion de ligne

avion ˆ hŽlice

avion militaire

petit avion

generic

avion qui passe

avion qui passe

avion au dŽcollage

DŽcollage

cuicui

bruit film de guerre

Vrombissement

cri du
corbeau (9)
cri oiseau

bruit
d'oiseau (3)
cri oiseau

bruit d'un
oiseau

chant
d'oiseau
cri animal

près du sol
Space

avion qui passe au
dessus de moi

proche
l'observateur

de

Some acoustic properties of the stimuli could be
represented visually on spectrograms representing
respectively such as:

The following questions warrant consideration:

4,4

animal (3)
chants
d'oiseaux(9)
cris

Sonic
objects

moteur d'avion

Part of
event
/motion

airplane flying
Gygi
6

BIRDS
chirping

oiseaux qui
chantent (7)
gazouillis
sifflement

corbeau qui
crie
corbeau qui
croasse
croassement

bruit de
foret
son d'un
animal
hulullement
(4)

piaillement

These examples highlight the following questions:
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Is ÒbirdÓ the relevant category of reference? And the name
bird as the ÒveridicalÓ label for this set of stimuli? (see
Dubois & Rouby, 2002). If people clearly agree on ÒbirdsÓ,
for the first example (100% of naming agreement NA and
6,5 for typicality rating Ð on a 7 point scale), as well as for
ÒcrowÓ for the second one (90 % of naming agreement, also
6,1 for typicality), that strictly means they do not categorize
those two ÒbirdsÓ at the same level of categorization and do
not consider crows as typical birds but as another category.
As for the owl, it is a less typical exemplar of birds but it is
difficult to clearly decide of its membership (animal?,
bird?, night bird?, owl? -- which in French can be further
differentiated, at least in naming, as chouette or hibou !).
Further more if there is no agreement on the name of
source for describing the stimulus, there is no more
agreement on what type of sound it is: ÒbirdsÓ produce
songs whereas the crow produces a cry and the owl some
noise? Further relying on naming, it would worth
questioning and identifying what acoustic features are cues
for human processing to be able to distinguish between
chirping, twitting, creeping, peeping, cawing and hooting?
In short what could be considered as the Òveridical labelÓ to
adequately account for these different ways of categorizing
sounds? And therefore what sets of (correlated) physical
parameters can be taken into consideration to account for
these meaningful differences that (ordinary) humans
process spontaneously?

Third example: horn? Horns? Traffic jam?

mean typi.
NA strict
sourcename

basic level

event
Sonic object
Global
evaluation

CAR HORN
Shaffiro
6,4
100
klaxon (11)
klaxon de
voiture (6)
un coup de
klaxon

carhonking
Gygi
6,3
93,55
klaxon (6)
klaxons 4)

carhonking
A. Gygi
5,9
54,84

embouteillag
(6)

embouteillage
(9)

circulation

circulation/
bouchon

klaxon bref

klaxonnent
bruits
Ville
pollution

klaxons de
voitures(6)

mariage (5)
son bruits
ville
amusant

When does a set of horn(s) become a traffic jam? Is the
whole just a summation of parts?
What physical parameters should be identified to account
that subjects agree in distinguishing an annoying traffic jam
from a pleasant ceremony such as a marriage?

Concluding remarks
If simple answers are not readily available, we thing it
could be a good challenge for soundscape research to try to
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give some partial
suggestions:

answers,

along

some

following

Even if environmental noises that contribute to soundscapes
may not be as systematically structured as speech or music,
it may be useful to develop concepts specific to soundscape
based on the model in phonology developing the concept of
phoneme to account for the specificity of acoustic
properties of the acoustics units relevant for the description
of one specific language system, and therefore
differentiated from a ÒpureÓ acoustic description of the
same signal Òper seÓ (phonetics). The same rational could
be also applied to occidental music that can also be
considered as a system with specific units such as notes.
Both domains have a longer history that allows them to
have produced knowledge and meta language of description
specifying the domain itself.
As far as soundscape research is concerned it may worth
considering to elaborate such a meta-language of
description for the specific units characterizing soundscapes
as a special type of sounding objects, similarly to what has
been done for music and speech. In other words, to define
the distinctive features accounting of the hybrid (physic and
cognitive) nature of soundscapes.
To achieve this goal the cognitive nature of soundscape has
to be fully recognized as such, grounded in a cognitive
theory of human perception and categorization as meaning
construction.
In a second step, I could be further connected to acoustics
properties of the signal through the current specific
knowledge domains of signal processing and information
processing in Artificial Intelligence modeling. That could
be indeed an actual pluridisciplinary challenge on the
horizon.
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Abstract
Within the framework of soundscape management in urban
environments, the competent authorities have to be provided
with tools that allow the successful accomplishment of such
task. Moreover, a subjective and acoustical categorization of
a soundscape is the rst step to evaluate it, providing a basis
for designing or adapting it to match people’s expectations
as well. For these reasons, in this work an automatic tool to
classify urban soundscapes is put forth. The development of
this tool is based on the knowledge acquired in a previous
work of the research group, where a methodology for the
categorization and differentiation of urban soundscapes
using acoustical descriptors and semantic-differential
attributes was introduced. In that previous work the main
relationships between a number of selected acoustical and
perceptual variables was analyzed. In this communication, a
classication model is proposed to be constructed using two
different machine learning techniques: (i) Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP) and (ii) Support Vector Machines (SVM)
with the aim of obtaining from this tool an automatic
classication of urban soundscapes based on the previously
developed underlying acoustical and perceptual criteria.

Introduction
It is widely known that noise is an annoyance and
contributor to stress that can have a strong impact on health
and well-being [1]. Despite this, urban agglomerations are
still characterized by a large sound degradation.
An urban agglomeration has a variety of different
soundscapes, which are dominated by traffic, leisure or
industry related sounds, but also by human or natural sounds
(e.g. water and birds).
However, nowadays urban
environments are highly impacted by road traffic, causing
masking and degradation of the different soundscapes [2].
Soundscape framework proposes a positive approach, which
claims to not only reduce sound exposure but also
preserving, conserving or even encouraging given sounds
that can be of great interest to the population. This can be
achieved through formulation of effective urban planning
[2].
In this sense, planners, architects or engineers need tools that
allow them to make decisions in line with the design and
management of sound spaces [3]. For this reason, in this
work a model for classification and evaluation of
soundscapes, using acoustical and perceptual criteria, is
developed and tested. This model has been built from the
knowledge acquired in a previous work [4], where a
methodology for the categorization and differentiation of
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soundscapes using acoustical descriptors and semanticdifferential attributes is proposed.

Methodology
Data Collection
From the results found in [4], where based on acoustical and
perceptual criteria a number of different types of
soundscapes were identified, an acoustical measurement
campaign was design.
Overall, 471 three minutes measurements were taken in the
city of Granada (Spain). To conduct the measurement a
binaural recorder (model SQuadriga HEAD Acoustics) was
used.
The measurements were taken in each of the previously
identified [4] kinds of soundscapes presents in the city of
Granada. A description of the diverse types of the sampled
soundscapes can be seen in Table 1.

Input Variables for the Model
In order to built the model for classification of measured
locations into the 11 types of soundscapes (Table 1) a set of
acoustics descriptors were used as input variables.
From each of the three-min measurement a set of 15
descriptors were calculated: (i) A-weighted energyequivalent sound-pressure level (LAeq); (ii) A-weighted
sound-pressure level exceed for 1% of the measurement data
(LAeq,1); (iii) minimum A-weighted sound-pressure level with
an impulse response (LAImin); (iv) crest factor (CF) [2]; (v)
sound level of the 25 Hz (L25), 31.5 Hz (L31.5), 125 Hz (L125),
500 Hz (L500), 630 Hz (L630), 800 Hz (L800), 5 kHz (L5000), 10
kHz (L10000), 16 kHz (L16000) and 20 kHz (L20000) 1/3-octave
bands.
The using of these descriptors is based on the results
obtained in [4], where these parameters were found as the
variables with the greatest impact on the differentiation of
the typologies of soundscapes characteristics of the city of
Granada.

Machine Learning Techniques for Model
Development
To develop a model for soundscape classification two
machine learning techniques were selected to be
implemented: (i) Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and Support
Vector Machines (SVM).
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Soundscape
Categories
1
2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11

Description
Urban locations with large road
traffic intensity.
Urban parks or natural locations
dominated by water-related
sounds.
Quiet natural locations.
Locations in the vicinity of
motorways.
Urban locations with medium
road traffic intensity (mixture of
traffic, human and birds
sounds).
Urban locations with a large
number of vehicles with sirens.
Urban locations with low road
traffic intensity (mixture of
traffic, human and birds
sounds).
Urban locations dominated
mainly by human-occupancy
sounds.
Urban parks situated close to a
main avenue with heavy road
traffic.
Urban parks relatively isolated
from road traffic.
Urban squares affected by road
traffic, but with the appearance
of fountains.

The MLP has been implemented as follows: (i) 25 (input
variables + classes) neurons in the hidden layer; (ii) learning
rate equal to 0.8; (iii) momentum equal to 0.3; (iv) MLP was
trained in 600 epochs.
A SVM is a machine learning technique able to approach a
non-probabilistic non-linear classification by using kernel
functions. A SVM builds a hyper-plane or a set of hyperplanes in a high- or infinite-dimensional space to achieve the
largest separation between different classes [6].
Using a SVM as classifier, the different classes of data are
separated by hyper-planes contained by the decision function
in eq. (2).
݂ሺݔሻ ൌ ݊݃݅ݏሺݓۃǡ  ݔᇱ  ۄ ܾሻ

In the training stage of SVM the solution of a quadratic
programming problem (QPP) is involved.
A QPP
reformulation (eq. (3)) was proposed by [8] in order to
constructs a set of optimal hyper-planes, i.e. those with the
maximal margin of separation between classes (multi-class
problem).

Minimise
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Where M is the number of training examples and N is the
number of neurons in the output layer.
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where  is the tolerance of the termination criterion, m is the
number of training patterns (called support vectors) and C is
the cost parameter. The cost parameter C controls how
significantly misclassifications should be treated, i.e. high C
values force the SVM to create a complex enough prediction
function to misclassify as few training points as possible,
while a lower C parameter will lead to a simpler prediction
function [7].
In this research, a Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF)
was used:

Table 1: Description of the different types of soundscapes
measured.

As for MLP, this is a feed-forward neural network, i.e. a
network with artificial neurons arranged in layers and with
no feedback [5]. Morphologically, the MLP implemented in
this work is composed of an input layer, a hidden layer and
an output layer. In this paper, a backpropagation algorithm
is used to train (supervised training) the MLP. Thus, during
training phase, a quadratic function of the errors (E) between
the expected outputs or target (T) and outputs calculated by
the MLP (Y) in each of the training examples (X) was
minimized:

(2)
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(4)

Moreover, the value of cost C parameter is 10.0,  is 10-3 and
Ȗ is 10.0.
The parameters used to evaluate the performance of the
models are: (i) True Positive (TP) rate and (ii) Relative
Absolute Error (RAE). The evaluation of the performance
of the models developed was approached by employing
standard 10-fold cross-validation technique.

Results
Model for Soundscape Classification
The results obtained with the implementation of MLP and
SVM in developing a soundscape classification model can
be seen in Table 2 and Figs. 1 and 2.
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Observing the outcomes for each soundscape category
(target), it is found that SVM-based model achieves bigger
TP rates in the majority of categories than MLP-based
model. Overall, the weighted average TP rate with SVM
implementation is higher than with MLP using. Moreover,
the RAE value is 22.87% for MLP and 14.44% for SVM.
These best results with the use of SVM are corroborated by
the outcomes showed in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

Soundscape
Category
(Target)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Weighted
Avg.

MLP

SVM

0.941
0.750
0.429
0.727
0.899
0.714
0.724
0.804
0.853
0.750
0.833
0.851

0.980
0.667
0.571
0.636
0.927
0.571
0.759
0.804
0.853
1.000
0.833
0.883

Table 2: TP rate (average value for the 10-fold used in
cross-validation) by class for both MLP- and SVM-based
models.

The results obtained here confirm that SVM achieves higher
generalization performance than MLP. This can be due to
SVM is principled and implements the structural risk
minimization (SRM) that minimized the upper bound of the
generalization error, meanwhile MLP aims at reducing
empirical risk [9].

Figure 1: Instances correctly (*) and incorrectly (Ƒ)
classified by the MLP-based model. (Target clusters are
showed in abscissa axis and predicted clusters is showed in
coordinate axis).
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Figure 2: Instances correctly (*) and incorrectly (Ƒ)
classified by the SVM-based model. (Target clusters are
showed in abscissa axis and predicted clusters is showed in
coordinate axis).

Evaluation of Soundscapes
In a previous work [4], where a series of surveys were
conducted on-site, a perceptual assessment of the different
types of soundscapes measured in this paper was carried out.
For this perceptual assessment a questionnaire with 15
semantic differential (SD) attributes was used. This SD
attributes are: (P1) Quiet (0) / Loud (10); (P2) Pleasant (0) /
Unpleasant (10); (P3) Not Annoying (0) / Very Annoying
(10); (P4) Relaxing (0) / Irritating (10); (P5) Quiet (0) /
Disturbing (10); (P6) Unbearable (0) / Bearable (10); (P7)
Little Attending (0) / Very Attending (10); (P8)
Disorganized (0) / Organized (10); (P9) Far (0) / Nearby
(10); (P10) Continuous (0) / Discontinuous (10); (P11)
Smooth (0) / Rough (10); (P12) Distinct (0) / Hubbub (10);
(P13) Monotonous (0) / Varied (10); (P14) Predictable (0) /
Chaotic (10); (P15) Calming (0) / Agitating (10). In Fig. 3 it
can be seen the value of the 15 SD attributes for each of the
11 types of soundscapes measured in this work.
For evaluating the soundscape of a given area, in this paper
is proposed to use both the SVM-based classification model
developed in this work and the perceptual assessment
conducted in [4]. The procedure is as follows:
i.

Sound measurement campaign in the area under
study.

ii.

Calculation of the 14 acoustical descriptors [4]
pointed out in section “Input Variables for the
Model”.

iii.

Application of the built SVM-based classification
model. With the using of this model, a given
measured location will be classified into one of the
typologies of soundscapes described in this paper.

iv.

Using the outcomes of the classification model and
the perceptual assessment (based on 15 SD
attributes) of each typology of soundscapes [4],
which is showed in Fig. 3, the area under study can
be evaluated on the basis of acoustical and
perceptual criteria.

Once this acoustical and perceptual evaluation is carried out,
relevant information will be obtained in order to make a
diagnosis and, whether deviations between expected and
estimated are found, implement appropriate corrective
measures.
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This classification model is developed to be used, together
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of soundscapes described, for evaluating a given area on the
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evaluation, relevant information could be obtained in order
to approach an appropriate management of soundscapes.
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Introduction
The soundscape has been defined in various ways. This
multiplicity reflects the diversity with which it is possible to
relate to the world of sounds and of listening.
Regarding institutional recognition, a very recent and
considerably important development is the “Careggi
Landscape Declaration on Soundscapes” [1] which derives
from the European Landscape Convention [2] and defines
the Soundscape as: “The acoustic property of every
landscape according to a species’ specific perception and is
the result of physical (geophonies), biological (biophonies)
and human (antrophonies) features and dynamics.”
The expression “soundscape” is an English neologism, used
for the first time by M. Southworth [3], and in an even more
foundational way by R. Murray Schafer [4], to define both
the totality of the world of sounds and the subsequent
recording of a portion of this. This in the same way in which
the visual landscape and a photograph depicting part of it are
defined. Indeed, it is from this latter concept that the
Province of Turin has decided to work towards the creation
of a database of the sounds that characterize its own
territory, also a testimony of all those sounds that can hold a
wider significance in the field of acoustic ecology and
beyond.
The Soundscape project is an initiative of the Department of
the Environment of the Province of Turin in collaboration
with SoundScape Research Group Onlus and ARPA
Piedmont.

Which sounds to record?
In the first phase of the project the most debated topic
among researchers proved to be: Which sounds to record?
Which sounds characterize our territory? Which sounds have
greatest semantic capacity? Asking these questions and not
finding easy and immediate answers denotes a fundamental
concept that the project itself seeks to emphasize and to deal
with: have we perhaps lost cognisance of the dimension of
the sound environment? Are we no longer able to perceive
what is useful or useless in the environment that surrounds
us? The twelve categories introduced below seek to provide,
in part, answers to these questions.

How do we record?
The audio recordings were made by means of a ZOOM H4n
portable recorder set at 48 kHz, 24 bit – higher than CD
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standard audio. The microphones used were chosen on the
basis of the circumstances of each audio recording. In Table
1 we have the list of the microphone equipment used and its
recommended application on the basis of acquired
experience.
Type

Brand

Model

Use

Binaural

Soundman

OKM IIClassic

For situations in which
discretion and
practicality are required

Stereo

Røde

NTA1
Matched
Pair

Situations with low
levels, not very practical

Stereo X-Y
built-in with
recorder

Zoom

H4n

For situations in which
practicality are required,
advisable to use a tripod
to limit vibrations

Shotgun

Røde

NTG-3

To focus on sounds,
used mainly for
interviews, not very
practical

Parabolic

Spectradrome

G50

To focus on sounds at
long distance, not very
practical

Hydrophone

Aquarian
Audio Products

H2aXLR

Recordings in a liquid
environment

Piezoelectric

-

Selfmade

Contact recordings

Table 1: Microphones used

Due to their extreme practicality and discreet nature, more
than 70% of the recordings were made with in-ear
microphones that simulate binaural recording Figure 1.
Stereo recordings with Røde microphones were made with
the ORTF technique, positioning the cardioid microphones
at 17cm with an angular opening of 110°. The hydrophone
and contact mikes represent an interesting approach in cases
where it is useful to provide an “evocation” for the future
listener of environments that are not usually explored, such
as the sound of a river, of a lake, of wine must, or the
vibrations felt under a snowboard, the cables of a tram and
so on.
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listening experience. Obviously the process of cataloguing is
not rigid, so that some sounds can fall within more than one
of these categories, but it is felt that the interpretative effort,
suggested to the user of the site by analogy, can stimulate a
greater scope in approach, awareness and understanding of
the soundscape.
The 90 audio tracks were geo-referenced using Google Maps
and catalogued in the twelve categories Figure 2. Each track
was also accompanied by further information: title; brief
description; place; date, time; duration of the track;
equipment used; author. The brief description summarizes
and justifies the interest in that particular “sound event”
Figure 3.
Figure 1: Binaural microphone

In all cases recording levels were set to avoid clipping
(distortion) phenomena. Note that the recordings carried out
are not reproducible with the identical sound pressure level
that was present when they were made.
The original recordings have a total duration of some 1.400
minutes. Later in the laboratory they were listened to again
and a selection was made of the tracks of interest on the
basis of quality and relevance to the project. Subsequently
they were carefully edited using Audacity freeware – version
2.0. [5].
Editing was limited to cutting the original tracks, varying the
gain and introducing fading on opening and closing; no other
type of effect was applied to the direct recording.
The tracks thus obtained were saved both in the original wav
format and in mp3, with a bit rate of 192 kbit/s. There are 90
final tracks, with a total of 98 minutes of recording.

How to present the sounds?

Figure 2: Soundmap

Together with the problem of which sound to record, the
problem of how to communicate those sounds and, more
generally, the entire project, was also addressed. The choice
made in the end was the creation of a website, currently
available but not yet in its definitive form. [6]. The heart of
the website consists of a soundmap that users can listen to.
This represents the point of departure for the presentation of
some information and documentation on the soundscape and
acoustic ecology.
There are numerous examples of soundmaps that have been
developed in recent years. On the Acoustical Ecology
Institute website [7] there are various links to institutional
soundmaps and soundmaps created through contributions
from users.
In our case we sought to contextualize each audio file, each
“sound event” presented – inserting it on the soundmap and
tagging it within a semantic category, which identifies a
possible interpretation of the sound itself. Therefore 12
interpretative categories were identified with both an
intentional and extensional description, but favouring
prevalently an intuitive form, in light of the project’s aims of
disseminating and sensitizing. The categories serve the
purpose of proving a key to reading the sound environment,
of attributing a particular meaning to each particular

Figure 3: example of a sound event

The twelve categories are listed and described below.
Living forms
Even though humankind presents a particularly wide range
of sound behaviour, we are not the only noisy beings. Here
we pay attention to the sound production of non-human
living beings, or to situations in which human sound is
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interwoven with other animal–vegetal manifestations. We
listen to living species that inhabit or pass through a given
site, more a soundwalk than a bioacoustic study.
Forms of the territory and of the city
Emphasis is placed on sound production detected in
particular sites where morphology plays an important role:
rivers, lakes, mountain rock faces, hollows, woods,
plantations, squares, buildings. The perception of sound on a
site, its atmosphere, meld with its particular form, with its
extension.
Universal quotidian
These are sounds that can be recorded more or less
anywhere, with nothing else in common apart from the
quotidian, ordinary dimension of experience. Sounds that
speak to us of how we live with them, sounds that surround
us without our choosing them … or which we choose to
have around us, stimulating in us and in others various
attitudes – pleasure, nostalgia, indifference, boredom,
amazement, joy, déjà vu, …
Anthropic activity
Work accompanied by sound, work in which sound is a
collateral, secondary effect but which characterizes that
work and is an integral part of it; possible models of
aestheticization of sound, from the rhythm of blacksmiths to
the sounds of chisels … models to be discovered.
Acoustic communities – Sound rituals
Which are the sounds that identify a social, professional,
cultural group? Certainly language in general, some
particular expressions, some particular sound behaviour. Tell
me the sounds you make and I’ll tell you who you are? And
moreover: the sound expressions of both religious and lay
rituality of the various cultures that inhabit the territory; the
sounds that are manifest at the moments of birth and death,
or on particular events that the community considers to be
important such as civil anniversaries and sporting events –
New Year, a match played by the national team, …
Times and rhythms
Sound as a marker of time, as a synchronizer. School bells,
french windows and shutters always opening and closing at
the usual times, the bus going by and making the panes of
glass in the windows vibrate a little, kids’ playtime in a
schoolyard, the weekly market, the street hawker who
reminds you that he passes by every Tuesday, the church
bell that tells you it’s Easter, it’s Sunday, that it’s seven o’
clock, or that someone has died. Hearing is one of the senses
that most strongly marks the passing of time.
Recently heard
Here we turn our attention to sounds recently introduced to
the environment by mankind: are these sounds interesting or
not? Do they tell us anything, and what do they tell us about
our relationship with sound? The synthesized voice of a man
or a woman at the motorway toll station, at the automatic
cash registers, the GPS navigating system, a new wind farm,
…
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On the way to extinction
“Vintage” sounds and rare sounds that are no longer heard,
sounds that in themselves may not be particularly beautiful
or carry special information but which are known and are
related to their history, especially if this is a history we have
lived through – almost always coloured by tenderness and
nostalgia. We tend, though not inevitably, to love these
sounds that recall time past, sometimes an item of
technology or a more fragile and more human expression of
some kind.
Musical odds and ends
What is music like when we listen to it outside of a concert
hall? What does whoever plays recorded music or a piano
with the window open tell us? Do we think that he or she is
worried or not about who’s listening? What does that music
tell us about who’s listening to it? Or: street musicians, the
street dancers’ ghetto blaster … depending on the situation
this can be somewhere between sound voyeurism
(ecoutérism!), exhibitionism, street art and simple
carelessness … musical sound goes beyond the confines of
the rooms, of the venues, of the interior of cars and of the
dancing halls, and sometimes these odds and ends surprise
and amaze us.
States of matter
Sound propagates not only in air, but also in matter. Not
only living forms have auditory capacity. In a “Zen”-like
vision objects too and matter have the capacity to hear. What
does a frozen lake hear in the winter? What does a tram
cable hear when the carriages pass? What does the wine
must hear as it ferments?
Words on sound
Spontaneous words on sound and on the experience of
listening. Sound has a cognitive, emotional value and we
grant it custody of many memories and sensations that
accompany our lives. Through this category we see the
variety of ways of listening, the variety of values that sound
can carry, people’s experience and the capacity to process
knowingly the influence of the hearing experience on our
existence.
Thaumazein
This ancient Greek work means amazement, wonder. The
sounds collected here can in truth belong to all the other
categories, but here stress is placed on the transitory nature
of this type of experience, on the amazement generated by a
chance meeting with sound, its ephemeral passage.
Nevertheless, sound has a certain capacity for capturing,
even if it is only for a short time, our attention. These are
experiences that can come to us daily while we move from
one place to another …

Conclusion
Through registration on the website, the user is invited to
send audio files and brief personal descriptions of his or her
chosen sound event, with the possibility of providing further
information on the recording choices and the techniques
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used. In this way the Province of Turin hopes to work
directly with its citizens in a long-term project, aimed at
identifying the most significant soundscapes in the territory.
Sounds to be safeguarded and valorized because of their
environmental, social and identitary significance or because
of their acoustic or aesthetic qualities.
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COST TD0804 – Working Group (WG) 3
The WG aims to review and harmonise the current methodology, develop a standard protocol, and lay the foundations
for future European/international standards. The WG proposed soundscape classification, classification of soundscape
indicators, and a framework on the health & QoL indicators in terms of soundscape. Another important outcome is the
use of triangulation techniques in soundscape, which has been explored systematically.
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Introduction
The majority of people in the European Union is exposed to
environmental sound between 50 and 60 dBA,Lden[1].
General reduction of sound levels in this intensity range is
difficult to achieve by classical acoustic means and nonacoustic factors play an important role in this exposure
range. Furthermore, the annoying properties of sounds with
the same intensity can vary widely and are not considered in
standard acoustic assessments[2]. One example of such a
mismatch between a level-based approach and human
response is aircraft noise[3][4]. Although the emission of
any single aircraft was reduced to about 12 dBA on average
the reported annoyance was not reduced. Instead, the 25%
highly annoyed criterion went down about 10 dBA (62.5>52.5) during the past 20 years– indicating higher
annoyance already at lower levels[5].
In environmental health impact assessments (airports, rail
tracks, roads) only the upper health limits of exposure are
addressed and led to an attitude in administration and policy
to "fill up" the noise exposure to the maximum allowed.
Therefore during the last 20 years noise exposure spread
from urban centers to suburban and rural areas and from day
to nighttime[6] - thereby reducing the options for restoration,
undisturbed communication and impairing health related and
environmental quality of life.
Due to this unfavourable development recent strategy
papers, guidelines and directives have stressed to change
noise policy and administration towards more perception
oriented and sustainable assessments including the
protection of quiet and sensitive areas and times[7][8].
It was the task of WG-3 of COST Action TD0804 to
reconcile and integrate classical and soundscape oriented
means (“harmonising”) and link those with quality of life
and health related outcomes in order to find appropriate
strategies at different scales of assessment and
implementation. The operational task of WG-3 was therefore
renamed to “Linking QoL and health to soundscape“. We
divided our task into 5 sub-tasks.

Tasks
WG-3.1: Soundscape definitions and types
At the COST-meeting in Edinburgh an agreement was found
across Working groups (WGs) with the following definition:
” Soundscape is a contextually derived delineation of a space
(place) - based on a perceived (sonic) environment.” Thus,
the key word is “perception” and the reference to it is the
“context”. Important to say that this definition implies that
the soundscape researcher does not know what the perfect
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soundscape is since it is derived from human needs in a
certain special acoustic, environmental and social context.
An illustration about the different tasks, questions and
Soundscape: Type I
Individually derived
by
-Personal experience
-Preferences
-Type of activity
-Matching with: intentions, life
style, expectations, purposes
-Place related aspects

Soundscape: Type II
Derived by group level
Based on aggregated judgements

Soundscape types
User
Artists
Scientists
(Psychologist, Physician, Linguist, Acoustic ecologist,
Landscape architect etc)
Epidemiologists, Public health and environmental health departments, EHIAs etc.

Soundscape: Type III
Derived by higher level concerns
Place related (conservation, heritage
etc.)
Planning derived (zoning, limits,
reshaping areas etc.)
Policy derived (quiet area by END)

Planning
&
Policy

Constraints
Derived by
-Costs
-Benefits
-Evidence

Figure 1: Soundscape types at different scales and
associated questions, persons and tasks

persons involved in soundscape research and practice is
derived from a general discussion in Edinburgh (Fehler!
Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.).
One of the conclusions that can be drawn by applying this
typology to the existing roster of studies is:
-

Type I studies are dominant

-

Type II studies are less common and mostly have
too small numbers to contribute significantly to
knowledge at this scale. The integration of
soundscape studies of type II in Environmental
health impact assessments EHIA) or action plans
triggered by the Environmental noise directive
(END) is not yet done.

-

Type III studies are rare in the European context
and a coordinated effort – like in Japan (“100
soundscape conservation project”) – is lacking.
Furthermore, the potential of soundscape studies to
support planning and reshaping or protecting quiet
areas is not yet sufficiently exploited.

Soundscape assessments could be fostered by funding Type I
and Type II or type III studies together as “tandem-studies”
to gain broader insight for judgements and decisions in
conservation, planning and reshaping residential and
restoration areas.
A classification of soundscapes based on sound sources and
places was proposed by Brown at the Edinburgh 2009 COST
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meeting and published later[9]. Other classification attempts
used linguistic analysis of wording[10] or cluster analysis of
370 recordings of sound walks based on 13 acoustical and
psychoacoustical parameters[11].

WG-3.2: Appropriate soundscape indicators
This subtask was done tightly related and interactive with
WG-1 efforts and guidance. While classical noise indicators
are known to show strong limitations under certain sound
conditions (low frequency noise, tonal components,
multisource environments) it is central to soundscape
research and implementation to fit the used indicators to the
perception and the appraisal of the concerned people. The fit
of indicators depends, however, also on the type of
investigated soundscape. Overarching main requirements
and some of the associated questions for indicators could be:
-

-

-

-

To support acoustical appraisal: Acoustic
distinction of the variety of soundscapes (How does
this place sound different? What is unique?)
To support psycho-physiological appraisal: Assess
the grade and type of neurophysiologic stimulation
(Is the soundscape stressing, supporting or
relaxing? Which emotions are linked to it)
To support context appraisal: Assess the personenvironment fit (Are there sounds or sound
components
which
interfere
with
intentions/expectations/meaning or support these?
Are there other sensory factors (visual, vibration,
odours) which interact with the sounds in a
supporting or distorting way? Is the meaning of this
place or the attachment to this place distorted,
undermined or supported?
To support design or remedial action: Assessing the
holistic potential of the place (Are control/coping
options available/implementable? Can new
meaning/emotions/attachment and social interaction
be created to support adaptation and meet
expectations)

The theoretical basis for this measuring task and the
practical implications are outlined in the WG-1-report.
In practice there is still a significant gap between soundscape
indicators which are used in some standardized way in TypeI studies (“measurement by persons”) and those applied in
Type-II and III studies (“measurement by instruments”).
Psychoacoustic techniques[2][12] and ecological and
landscape acoustics[13][14][15] need to be more tightly
integrated in Type-II and III studies to mediate between
personal experience and group-area-society requirements
and needs. At Internoise 2013 a key note will address this
issue in more detail[16]. Only through proper integration of
these techniques can the potential of the soundscape
approach be implemented in planning, EHIAs, action plans
and design of urban, suburban and rural space to ensure
efficient and sustainable solutions and to not wasting
valuable resources for life quality and restoration.

WG-3.3: Health and quality of life outcome
indicators – including moderators/mediators
The rationale and the main theoretical and practical basis of
what should be measured and how this can be done was
outlined in 7 papers at various COST-meetings. It will be
discussed in more detail in the COST Action TD0804 book.
A short graphical description of the interrelations is provided
in Figure 2.

Qu ality of life
W ell-being &
happiness

Political & social sec urity.
relationships, employment
activities, c ons umption etc

Local
environment

Health

livability

Perceived
health

Physical env ironment

housing
Personal
characteristics

Environmental
spatial
quality
characteristics
Life style

Social quality

Socia l e nvi ronment
Quality of the
local environment

Health stat us

Figure 2: Environmental, social and health related quality
of life aspects and their relationships (Source: RIVM 2002)

Limitations of the classical noise survey approach: In
classical noise surveys investigated health outcomes are
focused towards more severe adverse effects (CHD,
hypertension). At the lower end only annoyance and sleep
disturbance are in use. These outcomes are not sufficient to
address health policy requirements such as sustainability and
health promotion[17][18][19][20]. In soundscape research
we need to investigate the protective and promotive aspects
of the environment which decrease the probability of getting
ill later in life (by providing coping/control opportunities) or
enhance well-being and health through building up
resistance by ensuring opportunities for restoration.
Neglecting protective and promotive aspects in sound related
health research will hamper the ability to understand the
early signs of a degraded acoustic environment which
impairs quality of life. The protection of quiet areas in the
Environmental noise directive is such a policy perspective
that requires an approach which addresses both: to provide a
good quality environment which supports well-being and
health.
The underlying concepts which help to understand how
people respond to soundscapes and what soundscape studies
need to address are the stress perspective, the restoration
perspective and the coping perspective.
Applicable QoL-Instruments: There are established
instruments which are ready to be used in soundscape
studies[21–23][24–26][27]. Health is a multi-dimensional
concept. The facettes typically addressed by the various
instruments are physical, psychological and social health
(SF36, GHQ, CDC HRQOL-14). Some instruments go
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further and include environment and independence as
additional domains (e.g. WHOQoL)[28][29].
A special case is the assessment of health status by a single
item [31][32]: it can be collected by simply asking a person
if his or her health is been — very good, good, average, poor
or very poor (or: excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor).
Other formats set a reference frame to same age or earlier
own health (‘‘How is your health in general compared with
your age peers? or ‘‘How is your health in general compared
to your health 10 yrs ago? 1 much better … 5 much poorer).
These questions are widely used in large-scale national
(Microcensus, NHANES) or international surveys (OECD,
Eurobarometer) and a sufficiently large data base is available
for comparing with your survey area. The EEA has recently
added health status to their list of potential outcomes used in
health related noise research.
Self reported or perceived health (SRH) is an established
predictor of future mortality[27][30][33] after adjusting for
traditional risk factors, socio-demographics and objective
measures of health status. A recent meta-analysis poor vs
excellent health shows a RR of 1.92 (1.64-2.25). SRH
provides different and additional information, compared
with objective measures of health[34]. It is more reliable in
the short-term, in respondents with pre-existing circulatory
diseases.
Environmental QoL: In this field of inquiry the core
question is: Does the quality of the environment affect health
condition and well-being[35][36]. The utility can be:
Ranking the relative contribution of the environment on
health & well-being for planning and resource
allocation[18][37]. Standardized modules are available for
the assessment of the social and physical environment
including satisfaction with the environment, housing, and
safety[38][39][40][41][42][43]. Often, however, it is
necessary to build your own instrument to cover the relevant
features of your survey area. Typical items relate to housing,
safety, nature, health care, job opportunities, mobility, area
attachment, social relationships. In order to get sufficient
sensitivity - to distinguish among different areas - larger
scales are needed (typically visual analogue scales from 0 to
10). It does make sense to control for general satisfaction
with life (e.g. Diener scale) to better distinguish between
personal and environmental satisfaction – since latter is
amenable to prevention at the group level.It is established
that health status & QoL are distinct constructs, thus
additional and different information will be provided. This
additional layer of information will help to address
sustainability and health promotion.
Nature experience: Urbanized societies have a strong
preference for nature. A large body of studies has shown that
contact with nature can support restoration and thereby
promote health[44–48][45][49–51][52]. These studies have
used visual stimuli and scenes and sound has been neglected.
Soundscape studies need therefore to include the visual
components of nature to prove that restorative effects are
also produced by a good quality sound environment or by
sounds accompanied with nature experience. A recent
review has also called for an integration of the results of
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non-acoustic research on the amenity value of urban
greenery into soundscape design. Based on the Attention
Restoration Theory (ART) [46][53] a
Perceived
Restorativeness
Soundscape
Scale
(PRSS)
was
developed[54]. The PRSS was able to differentiate between
the restorativeness of soundscapes from different
environment types (urban, urban park and rural) and of the
same environment type (urban parks).

WG-3.4: Methodological issues: triangulation
The strategy: Triangulation is an established research
strategy in the social sciences[55–57]. It refers to the use of
different investigation techniques to approach a subject or
phenomenon to improve the validity of the research outcome
and avoid systematic errors by relying only on one approach.

Methodological triangulation

led by the users of the space,
the local experts

Narrative
interview,
workshop
Questionnaire
survey
led by the investigator

Sound
analysis
led by the instruments

Figure 3: Basic triangulation model in soundscape research
and practice (Source: D Botteldooren, Brighton 2012)

The soundscape approach relies by definition on this strategy
(Figure 3 + Figure 4) and in the strict sense it can be said:
any study which does not use triangulation cannot be
considered
a
complete
soundscape
study.
Societies
in parallel
by Generations

social
agreements
Acoustic
balance

Resources

utility
availability
depletion /
consumption

Soundscape
Quality of Life

Acoustic Ecology
environment

perception
understanding
education
expectation
experiences

Figure 4: Extended soundscape triangulation model
(Source: B Schulte-Fortkamp, Brighton 2012)
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The extended triangulation model was presented at the
Brighton meeting (Figure 4). By using the information from
the 3 approaches soundscape studies can counterbalance the
inherent weaknesses and strength the individual methods
have and thereby optimize the research outcome or the
implementation in practice since the prediction will be more
accurate.

WG-3.5: Towards soundscape methods
standardization and harmonization
Conceptual progress: At Internoise 2010 a group of authors
has proposed a graphical outline of the soundscape concept
to support standardization (Figure 5).

The full triangulation requires the availability and
integration of several layers of data from each triangle. This
is a Herculean task and therefore not often done and not
always necessary. However, a reduction of soundscape
studies to pure preference assessment (“noise = unwanted
sound”) is not compatible with a health related quality of life
approach and would impair the potential of the soundscape
approach in design and implementation.
Practice and selected examples: In Type-I studies most
commonly several layers of information are integrated from
sound analysis and subjective information from narrative
interviews. In a few papers an additional layer is added by
using general physiological (heart rate, galvanic skin
response) and neurophysiological (fMRI scans) information
[58][59][60]. What usually is missing are standardized
social, environmental and health information at the group
level (Type-2 studies) from larger samples to derive reliable
knowledge
for
administration
and
planning.
The remodelling of the Nauener Platz in Berlin is an
example which uses extensive social, environmental,
ecological and psychoacoustic information and has won the
European Soundscape Award in 2012 [61][62]. The
triangulation of this case study was presented at the Brighton
and other meetings. Several recent studies have investigated
the masking effect of water on road traffic noise either
experimentally or in natural settings. The Italian Sonic
Garden concept is an established example of using artificial
sound to improve degraded parks. Hitherto, most studies
conducted are at small scales such as parks, gardens, places
and triangulation is not yet fully exploited. Rarely, serious
attempts have been made to evaluate the observed positive
effects in a rigorous pre- and post-design – often due to lack
of funding.
Currently, only few good practice examples are available
from the architectural perspective. At the Stockholm meeting
we have seen interest from city planners and administrators
to adopt the soundscape approach[63] – but here the
implementation and not the evaluation is the first concern.
“Health care acoustics” is emerging as a new topic that
applies also psychoacoustic techniques within a soundscape
approach[64],
[65].
Soundscape approaches have recently been applied also on
larger scales (ecological level approach) and explored the
relation between urban structures and soundscape masking
taking aggregate information on socio-economic factors,
perception and cultural factors into account[66][67].
Beyond these selected examples over 30 studies are
published or accepted by calls for special issues edited by
COST-project members[68–70]. Another special issue
“Applied soundscapes“ was initiated by the positive
soundscape project group[71].

Figure 5: Basic box diagram describing the Soundscape
Process (Source: P Schomer et al., Internoise 2010)

At this conference another group proposed a conceptual
model of environmental experience as framework to study
the Soundscape from an environmental psychology
perspective[72]. At the Brighton meeting 2011 further
elaborations were made in reference to these attempts. A
WG-3 model with full inclusion of the Health and Quality of
Life perspective is outlined in Figure 6. Authors reported
conceptual
ideas
about
soundscapes
in
journals[73][13][74][75][15][76][9] and encyclopaedias[77].
Several content papers followed during the past years to
distinguish the soundscape from the noisescape
approach[78][79]. An important addition to the soundscape
perspective was outlined in a paper that asks for an
integration of inclusive design aspects into soundscape
research[80]. These papers will support the understanding of
the additional gain from using the soundscape approach in
administration and policy.
Practical progress:
Before the start of COST Action TD0804 in 2009, a
Working Group of ISO/TC 43/SC 1 was established to start
consideration of a standardized protocol for assessment of
soundscape quality outdoors. The progress is slow since
many different protocols are available and makes it difficult
to find ONE solution. It seems that NO protocol covers all
the needs which is not unusual in research devoted to quality
of life, where space, social and built environment and culture
are often so different. Nevertheless it is necessary to agree
on several basic soundscape protocols for Type I studies. For
Type-II and III studies it should be possible to recommend
standardized instruments for the different outcomes and
moderators and formulate minimal requirements for the
soundscape exposure assessment beyond the classical
indicators. In the UK, the Positive soundscape project has
made a first evaluation of a tranquillity prediction tool
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TRAPT for use in three green open spaces in a densely

populated area[81].
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Figure 6: Extended WG-3 box diagram to describe the full soundscape research process including quality of life and health.

From the same working group the Perceived Restorativeness
Soundscape Scale (PRSS) was developed to assess a
soundscape’s
potential
to
provide
psychological
restoration[54].

Conclusions
Through the past 4 years we were able to improve the
mutual understanding of the soundscape definition and the
process and the mechanics underlying soundscape research
and practice. The subject matter and content basis has
improved by the publication of papers in respected journals.
While before the start of COST action many soundscape
studies reported their results only in proceedings – during
the past 4 years this has changed substantially. Special issues
were initiated by WG-3 and led to over 30 articles already in
print or under review for publication. This availability of
peer reviewed articles from a variety of soundscape
applications will foster further standardization.
Less progress has been made at higher institutional levels.
There is still a lack of willingness and often ignorance to use
soundscape techniques in noise action plans and for the
protection of quiet areas. Funding agencies still hesitate to
fund soundscape projects. The situation differs, however,
broadly from country to country. Also the Working Group of
ISO/TC 43/SC 1 still struggles to reach consensus and to
provide the necessary stimulus for further worldwide
progress.
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Introduction
As a public health problem, noise has been regarded as weed
or poison in the society causing annoyance and the
psychological and even somatic effects on human beings.
That is basically in the cases of problems due to
comparatively high level noises, where the engineering most
effectively exhibits its powerful usefulness. The problems
due to comparatively low level noises, however, require
different perspectives. In the cases where problems are
caused by moderate noises, the meanings conveyed by
sounds emerge more lucidly than in the cases of high level
noises. The sonic environment with meaning-endowed
sounds must be understood and grasped in much broader
range of epistemological horizon from the natural and
physical sciences to the humanities and the social sciences.
The concept of soundscape was presented above all to give it
a holistic expression. In association with the noise control,
soundscape concept shows its best performance in design
and education. Noise control technique is a substantial part
of and a useful tool for soundscape design. Sound education,
which can also be regarded as a sort of design, is fruitful
when it is conducted on the basis of soundscape concept.

may be safe to say that the noise abatement made its drastic
start in 1920s in NY, which inevitably provided the concept
of noise in the industrialised societies as non-organic noises.
It should also be pointed out that noise was compared to
smoke in NY in the 1920s. Smoke was a sort of annoyance
and pollution to tackle at from the point of view of public
health. Industrialisation, urbanisation, democracy, public
health, mass society and acoustics lead them to abate nonorganic noises in the modern society, which the United
States, particularly New York City, was endowed in 1920s
probably first in the world.
What is noise in the industrialised societies is, however, in
most cases consistent. There can be found common
understanding about ‘noise’ and the majority of them are
mechanical sounds. However, what is good sound is far
diverse among the different societies and different
individuals. People tend to love organic sounds rather than
mechanical sounds in the environment. When asked, most of
Japanese people answer three favourite sounds; temple bell,
bird’s song and murmuring of a stream. Is really the sounds
they love, or is it the images of the scene risen by the sounds
they love? More anthropology studies are required on this
subject.

‘What is noise’ is a matter of
anthropology

Noise control engineering is
reductionism

The sounds regarded as noise in the industrialised society are
mostly noises generated by engines, such as traffic noise and
factory noise. Construction noise is usually added on them
which together with engine noises contains other noises
generated by collision of materials. But this applies in the
industrialised modern societies. In some, probably many,
societies, there is no noise. There are lots of loud sounds
including automobile noises in such societies, but they are
not noises which people living in the industrialised societies
might regard as. In those societies, it is likely people have no
concept of noise. Actually, Japan used to be so over one
hundred years ago, and the western world was not an
exception.

Noise control engineering and acoustics are, as is usually the
case with science, based on reductionism. The first thing
acousticians did in NY noise abatement was acoustical
measurements and as a matter of course, quantification of
noise. It was a ground breaking event in the history of
human experience about noise. It basically aimed at to make
rating of noise in one dimensional scale, decibel, and
eventually to find the way to reduce the level of noise. One
would never be able to exaggerate the efficiency of
reductionism as a methodology of science and engineering.
But a question was raised; has the noise control engineering
been successful? Yes, but just partly, because science and
technology are insatiably creating new sources of noise
every day. Perhaps noise control engineering was most
successful in sound-proofing of small spaces including the
use of noise barrier. But sound-proofing is no more than an
extension of ear plugs.

No doubt the concept of noise we have living in the
industrialised societies today was formed pretty recently. It
was when, of course with some exceptions, the mechanical
noises took over organic noises, i.e. animal noises, noises of
human activities etc., in the cities of the western world. It
was about 100 years ago when Mrs Rice actively
campaigned to stop unnecessary noises in New York, firstly
to target at the steam whistles generated by tugboats sailing
on the Hudson River. In 1929, coincidentally the same year
of the Acoustical Society of America’s foundation, the Noise
Abatement Commission was put into force in New York
City. But it might not be a coincidence, because as
Thompson [1] points out, “the problem of noise was further
amplified in the 1920s by the action of acoustical experts.” It
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

Why is noise pollution still rampant despite the development
of noise control engineering? “It thus seems more
appropriate to situate noise abatement in the cultural context
of efficiency, in order to convey best how the noise abaters
understood themselves and their actions.” [1] This is one of
the reasons why soundscape concept was presented by M. R.
Schafer in 1970s.
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Noise and soundscape: What’s the
difference?
It is often misunderstood, not by experts of course, that
soundscape is a good sound/sounds whereas noise is a bad
sound/sounds. Soundscape is NOT a good sound/sonic
environment. Soundscape is a holistic concept to express the
sonic environment putting emphasis on its subjective aspect.
In this context, noise is a component of soundscape.
In a sense the soundscape concept has similarity with the
global environment issue because as Schafer says we are the
audience, performers and composers of the world
soundscape, and by the same token, as to the global
environmental problems everyone in the planet is regarded a
polluter and a victim.

source × Sound level] Time-component Matrix Chart.
[Sound source × Sound level] Time-component Matrix
Chart, which is abbreviated as TM Chart, is a combination of
two measures of the sonic environment, i.e. percentage time
of the sound level range and percentage time of the sound
source audibility. The percentage time of the sound source
audibility is in other words the rate of a certain sound which
is heard predominantly during the observation. Comparison
of two sonic environments is shown in Figure 1 where TMcharts are illustrated before and after the reduction of the
vehicle sound in a site of Kyoto City.
TM-chart does not provide one dimensional scale for rating
sonic environment, but it indicates us a way to make visual
comparison of soundscapes.

Difference between poisoning and environmental pollution
is big. For example, to emit poison gas in the underground
carriages is terrorism whereas emission of SO2 gas from the
factory stack is an environmental pollution. Soundscape is a
sort of sonic environment and noise is a poison. There are
ample examples of noise disputes which soundscape concept
has nothing or little to do with.

Based on the concept of soundscape
As a matter of course of the fact that soundscape is a holistic
sonic environment putting emphasis on its subjective aspect,
it is impossible to make measurements of ‘soundscape’ itself
because there are as many soundscapes as the number of
individuals who perceive and understand them. Moreover,
soundscape changes every moment, every day, every season
and every year. Nonetheless, we have an image of
soundscape of Paris, for example, which is shared by other
people who have heard the sounds in Paris, know about Paris
or live in Paris. Yes, soundscape is an image and a concept.
This is that ‘holistic’ implies.
“Thinking globally, act locally” is a well known slogan of
global environment protection. So is the soundscape. What
can be done with soundscape measurement, soundscape
design etc. is to make measurements or do designing on the
basis of soundscape concept.
Followings are examples of measurements, design and
education where the concept of soundscape was applied.

Measurement
Then should we say there is no measuring soundscape? Yes,
but we can make measurements of soundscape components
on the basis of the soundscape concept. Sound pressure level
measurement is an important way to grasp and express the
physical aspect of soundscape. But as is generally noticed,
our auditory impression is not only dependent on the
physical intensity of sound but also on the time of the sound
audible in a certain time period.
TM-chart: TM-chart proposed by Matsui et al. [2] is one of
the cases where the sound level and audible time are
combined to express sonic environment. They developed a
tool to present a local sonic environment with the
information of the sound sources as well as the sound levels
using a two-dimensional graphic chart, named [Sound

Figure 1: Comparison of sonic environment before and
after the reduction of the level of the vehicle sound. (From
ref.[2])

Comparison: Comparison is a basis of rating. Sonic
environments recognised by the residents are multidimensional and cannot be fully rated by a single
quantitative measure. A method was proposed by Hiramatsu
et al. [3] for rating sonic environment in a manner taking all
sounds heard and perceived by the residents into account.
Figure 2 shows the comparison of sounds of contribution
rates in two different areas on acoustic power basis. In
Figure 3 is shown the comparison of response rates of sound
species in two different areas. The correlation coefficients
are calculated from the results shown in Figures 2 and 3 as
examples and tabulated in Table 1. The matrix of correlation
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coefficient leads us to carry out multivariate analysis which
will make it possible to do rating sonic environment.

various sounds heard in local people’s daily lives and
support the local efforts to preserve ‘superior’ sound
environment. The significance of the project was;
1) to present a method for excavating acoustic resources in
localities as well as the environmental resources from the
acoustical point of view,
2) to present a method for creating aural aims and action
plans for environmental conservation,
3) to present a strategy for understanding "Natural Sound" as
"Cultural Sound," i.e., people often hear sounds of natural
resources as their socio-cultural resources,
4) to present a strategy for expanding the concept of design,
the design by elimination, by preservation and by
conservation.
One of the fruits of this project was in that local authorities
got to realise the importance of sonic environment and found
that they had precious heritage auditory resources in their
local areas.

Figure 2: Comparison of contribution rates on acoustic power basis
for two different areas.(From ref.[3])

Figure 3: Comparison of response rates of sound species in two
different areas. (From ref.[3])

Table 1: correlation coefficients for ‘annoying noise’ and
all the sounds (From ref.[3])

Environmental resource
An example of the case where soundscape was regarded as
environmental resource is in Japan. In 1996, then
Environment Agency of Japan ran a project “One Hundred
Soundscapes of Japan: Preserving Our Heritage” and
selected 100 soundscapes to be preserved over the country.
The aim of the project was to promote and rediscover the
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Soundscape design
The design concept for soundscape design needs to be far
wider than that of sound design. It designs something that
supports the existence of sounds in a society on the basis of
the concept of soundscape. It is sometimes misunderstood
that it designs “soundscape” itself as the object of designing.
It is not a design of sound itself although sound itself could
be designed in some situation when necessary. Schafer wrote
about soundscape design in his book [4] as “a new interdiscipline combining the talents of scientists, social scientists
and artists (particularly musician). Soundscape design
attempts to discover principles and to develop techniques by
which the social, psychological and aesthetic quality of the
acoustic environment or soundscape may be improved.”
Thus soundscape design can be design of garden, town
planning, or design of whatever on the basis of soundscape
concept.
What soundscape design is like can be learned from
Torigoe’s work [5]. She joined a project of Rentaro Taki’s
Memorial House in Taketa City and designed the garden of
the house. Rentaro Taki was a Japanese composer active in
the early stage of the country’s modernisation and lived in
the house in his childhood. The mayor of Taketa decided to
preserve the house as Rentaro Taki’s memorial in 1992.
Prior to her design, Torigoe investigated the Taketa’s history
and life-history of Rentaro Taki, did fieldworks of
soundscape in the city, interviewed local people asking
about sonic environment, read books and documents to form
an image of the sounds Rentaro could have heard. Then she,
collaborating with a gardener, planted bamboos for birds to
visit, dug a ditch for water to flow and did the like to make
sounds suitable for the memorial house. What she designed
was the garden, not the sounds in the garden, from the point
of view of soundscape.

Sound education
Soundscape concept was welcomed by part of the
community of music education who were critical about the
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present state of music education in Japan, which might be
seen in the fact that Schafer’s book “Sound education” was
translated into Japanese[6] and published before the
publication of English version. Education with regard to
sonic environment based on noise abatement will be just a
negative campaign to reduce or delete unnecessary noises as
Mrs Rice did 100 years ago. This is no doubt one of the
ways to let people get aware of the value of sonic
environment, but education based on the soundscape concept
presents us gorgeous amount of ways for awareness of the
precious value of sonic environment.

Conclusion
Soundscape is a concept. It is an image of sonic environment.
Noise is a pollutant, if I may say so, in the sonic
environment. This distinction should be paid clear attention.
Noise is a target of noise abatement, whereas soundscape
can not be targetted. This may be compared to that global
environment can not be a target, but it is our energy
consumption, for example, that is targeted.
The soundscape concept, in my view, most powerfully
works in POETICS such as design and education rather than
in HERMENEUTICS such as measurement.
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Introduction
Laboratory and Reality
Test environments in sound quality research often
significantly differ from human’s everyday world. In this
case, it must be seriously doubted whether the results of
laboratory experiments tell us anything about reality (e.g.
Schulte-Fortkamp et al., 2006). The degree to which
experimental conditions and factors match with factors and
conditions which determine our psychological processes in
everyday life is called ecological validity (Wandmacher,
2002).
Following this definition, the objective of ecologically valid
research must be the representativity of psychological
processes, e.g. perception, action, or emotion. Aronson
(1994) therefore introduces the term “psychological realism”
which is defined as the extent to which psychological
processes evoked in experiments correspond with those in
everyday situations. This means that factors have to be
explored which have a decisive influence on psychological
realism. So the striking question is: “How much physical
reality do we need in a test environment?” in order to
achieve psychological realism and to ensure that people
perceive and judge sounds like they do in everyday life.

subject. In both cases the acoustical stimuli were composed
of representative sections from acoustical measurements of
the appliances. In the third part of the experiment the
participants were asked to judge the sounds of the real
devices (test 3). In order to explore the influence of attention
and action processes in everyday life, an “acoustical
laundrette” was established at Duesseldorf University of
Applied Sciences (test 4). In the course of the experiment
people were invited to wash and dry their clothes on their
own.
On the one hand, a seven-step semantic differential was used
as measuring method. On the other hand, narrative
interviews were performed with the participants to explore
associations, feelings and emotions concerning the sounds
according to the AISP technique (Muckel et. al, 1999). For a
detailed description of the test environments and the method
see Steffens (2011).

Sample
Table 1 shows an overview of the performed investigations
(marked in green):
Table 1: Performed investigations

Home environment
The home environment represents one of the most important
human habitats (Flade, 2006). Hence, a positively perceived
private acoustical environment can be regarded as an
essential aspect of quality of life. The acoustical image in a
domestic Soundscape is affected by the people living in it,
by environmental noise, and by technical devices in the
household. Since designers and engineers can systematically
influence the latter, investigations on the sound evaluation of
household appliances were selected as case studies for the
theory genesis of an ecological psychoacoustics.

Methodical approach
“Realities”
To determine factors that moderate the sound evaluation of
household appliances, the subjective sound quality of
different appliance categories (laundry dryers, washing
machines, refrigerators) was investigated within the
framework of nine Soundscape-oriented experiments
(Steffens, 2011). In these experiments the degree of reality
of the settings was increased in four steps. In the first part of
the experiment the sounds were presented purely
acoustically via headphones (test 1). In the second test the
same sounds were presented in a simulation environment
(test 2), where a mock-up was used as static visual stimulus,
without offering the possibility of interaction to the test
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

A refrigerator which was placed in the laundrette was not
perceived by any test person because of the general noisiness
in this room (marked in gray).

Results
Within this contribution, the results of the item Pleasantness
of the semantic differential in the headhone test and the
laundrette will be compared exemplary to show the effect of
the test environment on the sound evaluation of household
appliances.

Laundry dryers
The evaluation of the item Pleasantness in both settings is
illustrated in figure 1. The bright and dark red bars show the
mean judgements on the semantic differential of six devices
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with their confidence intervals (D=.05) in the headphone test
and the laundrette, respectively.

device (headphone test: 1.9; laundrette: 1.3). This is
associated with the low saliency of the sounds, and thus the
fact that the visitors of the laundrette did not pay attention to
the sounds in this operational state.
Spin cycle
Figure 3 illustrates the subjects’ judgments in the spin cycle.
According to the previous results, the sounds are again
evaluated as more pleasant in the everyday life-like
environment.

Figure 1: Evaluation of the item Pleasantness
(Laundry dryers, Test 1 & 4)

The comparison of both environments shows that, in
average, sounds are judged as more pleasant in the real lifelike environment. Furthermore, the range between the best
and the worst rated device is diminished in the course of the
increased reality degree (headphone test: 3.6 scale points;
laundrette: 1.6 scale points). The investigation in the
laundrette does not reveal any significant differences
between the devices D1 – D6. This leads to a low correlation
between the mean evaluations in both settings (r = .36).

Washing machines
Since the investigation on the sound evaluation of washing
machines was split into two parts (washing and spin cycle),
the results will be presented separately.
Washing cycle
The mean evaluation of the item Pleasantness in the
washing cycle of the machines is given in Figure 2.

Figure 3: Evaluation of the item Pleasantness
(Washing machines, spin cycle, Test 1 & 4)

In this case however, the range between the highest and the
lowest value is just barely decreased in the course of the test
setting variation (headphone test: 2.8 scale points;
laundrette: 2.7 scale points). Moreover, the high range
values generally indicate greater disparities of the devices
which also could be perceived by the participants in the
laundrette. It can be assumed that the high saliency of the
sounds in the spin cycle attracts the subjects’ attention and
“forces” them to listen. This leads to a perceptual situation
similar to the headphone test, and thus to similar evaluations
in both environments (r = .84).

Refrigerators
Since there are no empirical data with regard to the sound
evaluation of refrigerators in the laundrette, the headphone
test will instead be compared with the results of the
evaluation of the real devices under attention focusing
(test 3).

Figure 2: Evaluation of the item Pleasantness
(Washing machines, washing cycle, Test 1 & 4)

In this device category it also becomes evident that, except
for device W5, the sounds of the devices are judged better in
the laundrette. More precisely, an offset of more than one
scale point between both settings can be observed.
Moreover, there are just barely significant differences
between the devices in both environments which lead to a
low correlation between the settings (r = .47). This can be
explained by the low “acoustical variance” between the
devices. Additionally, the laundrette again leads to a
decrease of the range between the best and the worst rated

Figure 4: Evaluation of the item Pleasantness
(Refrigerators, Test 1 & 3)
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As depicted in Figure 4, also test 3 generally leads to higher
mean values of Pleasantness and to a decreased range (test
1: 3.0 scale points; test 3: 1.9 scale points). Notwithstanding,
the relative order of the devices R1 – R5 is not affected by
the test environment. Both settings bring about same
significant differences between the assessed devices. This is
manifested by a high correlation coefficient of r = .98.

Sound character and Sound Quality
In the course of regression analyses the coherence between
subjective evaluations in all tests and categories and
psychoacoustic metrics was calculated. The results show
that, widely independent from the test setting, the same
metrics can explain the variance in the subjective data for
each category, respectively (see Table 2).
Table 2: Explained variance by psychoacoustic metrics
(Item: Pleasantness)

It becomes obvious that no further psychoacoustic criteria
gain importance during the variation of the setting. This
indicates that experimental realism only has little influence
on sound character evaluations. In most cases the increase of
reality degree leads to a decrease of the coefficient of
determination R².
It is noticeable that rough temporal structures of sounds of
laundry dryers and washing machines playing a role in the
headphone test do not significantly contribute to the
explanation of variance in realistic settings like the
laundrette (D= .05). In the case of the evaluation of laundry
dryer sounds in the laundrette even loudness does no longer
significantly correlate with the subjective data (R² = .04,
p = .72). This can be related to the fact that the sounds of
these devices cannot be distinguished reliably without
attention focusing.
However, the influence of sharpness on judgments of
washing machine and refrigerator sounds turns out to be
constant across the range of tests, and thus barely contextsensitive.
It can therefore be maintained that all tests highlight relevant
aspects of the sound character of the devices, only in
different levels of detail. In contrast, the perceived sound
quality is highly context-dependent. The own empirical data
show that the sounds are judged better in the realistic
settings. Beyond that, certain sound events like the clacking
noise of the laundry can be misinterpreted in a purely
acoustical environment, and thus devaluated (Steffens et al.,
2011).

Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

Model
In addition to the comparison of different test environments,
the aim of the performed investigations was to explore
factors which have an influence on the sound evaluation of
household appliances in everyday life and integrate them
within a qualitative model. This model is predicated on
results from the empirical studies, especially from the
analysis of the narrative interviews, as well as on work of
other authors and shall allow an estimation of the ecological
validity of sound quality experiments (see Figure 4).
It is based on Lewin’s field theory (1939) which constitutes
behavior as function of person and environment.
Furthermore, human perception is conceptualized within a
dual-process model with the steps automatic and controlled
processing (Shiffrin et al., 1977). Precondition for a
controlled perception process is either a high saliency of the
sound source or a high processing motivation of the person
(e.g. Kayser et al., 2005). The saliency of a sound source
does not only depend on the sound and its physical
properties but also on other factors, e.g. non-acoustical
properties of the source and other competing sound sources.
The identification and thus the subjective meaning of a
sound event is one of the most decisive factors for its
evaluation (e.g. Ellermeier et al., 2004). In an everyday
situation or a realistic test setting, the identification of a
sound event is supported by the processing of non-acoustical
information. This information again can affect the judgments
(multimodal influences).
A crucial element of the model is that humans are considered
as acting characters. The present action of a person
significantly determines its cognitive focusing. Fagioli et al.
(2007) could show that action planning alone primes actionrelated stimulus dimensions. This fact is important especially
in the course of human-machine-interaction where sound can
function as feedback of a certain operation.

Conclusions
The results bring about empirical evidence that sounds are
judged as more pleasant in realistic environments. This can
be explained in various ways: First of all, the only focus on
sound in a purely acoustical test obviously leads to an
overestimation of loudness. In contrast, in a multimodal
setting the subjects’ attention is spread over all properties of
a stimulus. Secondly, in a real-life situation people are
distracted while performing a certain action. This can be
pointed out by an interview extract in which a subject
describes how realistic the laundrette is perceived: “You
don‘t pay attention to it, you‘re engaged with something
else. I think that‘s more realistic than sitting in front of a
computer and listening to the sounds. Then you maybe
overestimate it.” (Translated from German)
The increased reality degree of a setting does not only lead
to an increase of the perceived pleasantness but also to a
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1RLVHH[SRVXUHDQGKHDOWKHěHFWVLQFKLOGUHQ
5HVXOWVIURPDFRQWH[WXDOVRXQGVFDSHSHUVSHFWLYH



3HWHU/HUFKHU
$OH[(LVHQPDQQ/XF'HNRQLQFN'LFN%RWWHOGRRUHQ8OULFK:LGPDQQ*DU\(YDQV


0HGLFDO8QLYHUVLW\,QQVEUXFN,QQVEUXFN$XVWULD(PDLO3HWHU/HUFKHU#LPHGDFDW
$FRXVWLFV5HVHDUFK*URXS*KHQW8QLYHUVLW\6W3LHWHUVQLHXZVWUDDW%*KHQW%HOJLXP


$8',$*$EW,(.,QJROVWDGW*HUPDQ\

'HSDUWPHQWRI'HVLJQDQG(QYLURQPHQWDO$QDO\VLVDQGRI+XPDQ'HYHORSPHQW&RUQHOO8QLYHUVLW\86$









,QWURGXFWLRQ

(PSLULFDO UHVHDUFK RQ QRLVH KHDOWK LPSDFWV KDV IRFXVHG

PDLQO\ RQ GLUHFW HIIHFWV DQG RIWHQ UHSRUWHG LQFRQVLVWHQW
UHVXOWV
 ± HVSHFLDOO\ LQ VWXGLHV ZLWK FKLOGUHQ>@>@ ,W LV ZHOO
NQRZQWKDWFKLOGUHQDUHPRUHGHSHQGHQWRQWKHVXUURXQGLQJ

HQYLURQPHQW
VLQFH WKH\ DUH QRW DEOH WR PDNH WKHLU RZQ
FKRLFHV 6LQFH KXPDQ UHDFWLRQV WR SK\VLFDO HQYLURQPHQWDO

FRQGLWLRQVRFFXU
ZLWKLQDVRFLDODQGHFRORJLFDOFRQWH[WWKDW
VKDSHV
WKHLU
UHVSRQVHV
LW LV QHFHVVDU\ WR DGDSW WKH UHVHDUFK

IUDPH>@>@ ,Q D FRQWH[WXDOL]HG SHUVSHFWLYH WKH SRWHQWLDO
GLUHFW HIIHFWV RI QRLVH FDQ EH PRGHUDWHG E\ LQGLYLGXDO
VRFLDOKRXVLQJDQGQHLJKERXUKRRGIDFWRUVLQERWKGLUHFWLRQV
DWWHQXDWLRQDQGDJJUDYDWLRQ ,WVHHPVREYLRXVZKHQWKHVH
PRGHUDWLQJ IDFWRUV DUH QHJOHFWHG  HQYLURQPHQWDO KHDOWK
LPSDFW DVVHVVPHQWV PD\ EH ZURQJ RU ZH PLVV UHOHYDQW
IDFWRUVZKLFKDUHSRVVLEOHWDUJHWVIRUSUHYHQWLRQ>@>@
7KLV SDSHUSUHVHQWV GHHSHQHG DQDO\VHV IURP WZR VWXGLHV RQ
FKLOGUHQ LQ WZR DOSLQH YDOOH\V H[SRVHG WR WUDQVSRUWDWLRQ
QRLVHIURPDPDMRUWUDQVLWWUDIILFURXWH URDGDQGUDLOQRLVH 

0HWKRGV
6WXG\,
$UHD DQG VDPSOH ,Q D FURVVVHFWLRQDO VWXG\ 
VFKRROFKLOGUHQ UGWK JUDGH  IURP  VFKRROV LQ WKH
:LSSWDODURXQGWKH%UHQQHU3DVVZHUHDSSURDFKHG UHVSRQVH
   7KH FKLOGUHQ VXUYH\ XWLOL]HG DQ H[WHQGHG
HQYLURQPHQWDO OLVW  LWHPV  WR JDWKHU LQIRUPDWLRQ RQ
SHUFHSWLRQDQQR\DQFHGLVWXUEDQFH DQG SHUVRQDO OLYLQJ DUHD
DVVHVVPHQW ZLWK /LNHUWW\SH YHUEDO VFDOH  JUDGHV  ,Q
DGGLWLRQ FRJQLWLYH DQG SV\FKRORJLFDO IXQFWLRQLQJ 4R/
.,1'/  UHDGLQJ 6DO]EXUJHU /HVHWHVW  EORRG SUHVVXUH
%0, XULQH FRUWLVRO OXQJ IXQFWLRQV DQG VOHHS TXDOLW\ ZDV
DVVHVVHG ,QIRUPDWLRQ RQ VRFLRGHPRJUDSKLF GDWD KRXVLQJ
FKLOGUHQµV DFWLYLWLHV DQG HQYLURQPHQW FKLOGUHQµV
GLVSRVLWLRQV SHULQDWDO GDWD VOHHS FKLOGUHQµV KHDOWK DQG
PHGLFDWLRQV ZHUH REWDLQHG IURP HDFK FKLOG¶V PRWKHU
6RXQG H[SRVXUH 7KH PDLQ VRXQG H[SRVXUH UHVXOWHG IURP
URDG PRWRUZD\PDLQDQGORFDOURDGV DQGUDLOWUDIILF5RDG
HPLVVLRQV ZHUH FDOFXODWHG ZLWK DQ HDUO\ YHUVLRQ RI WKH
+DUPRQRLVH VRXUFH PRGHO>@ VXSSOHPHQWHG ZLWK DGGLWLRQDO
WUDIILF FRXQWLQJ DQG PLFURVLPXODWLRQV RI WKH WUDIILF IORZ
3DUDPLFV  5DLOZD\ QRLVH HPLVVLRQ ZDV H[WUDFWHG IURP D
W\SLFDO GD\ RXW RI VHYHUDO ORQJWHUP VRXQG LPPLVVLRQ
PHDVXUHPHQWVQHDUWKHVRXUFH P 6RXQGPRGHOOLQJZDV
FDUULHGRXWZLWK%DVVDQH[WHQGHGYHUVLRQRI,627KH
PRGHO LQFOXGHV XS WR IRXU UHIOHFWLRQV DQG WZR VLGHZD\
GLIIUDFWLRQV>@>@ 7KH YDOLGLW\ RI WKHVH VLPXODWLRQV ZDV
6RXQGVFDSHRI(XURSHDQ&LWLHVDQG/DQGVFDSHV

FDOLEUDWHGDJDLQVWPHDVXUHPHQWUHVXOWVIURPH[WHQVLYHVRXQG
PRQLWRULQJFDPSDLJQVGXULQJVXPPHUDQGZLQWHU,QGLFDWRUV
RI GD\ HYHQLQJ QLJKW H[SRVXUH DQG /GHQ ZHUH FDOFXODWHG
IRU HDFK VRXQG VRXUFH DQG WRWDO H[SRVXUH IRU DOO IDFDGHV RI
WKHSDUWLFLSDQW¶VKRPH/GHQDWWKHPRVWH[SRVHGIDoDGHZDV
XVHG LQ WKH SUHVHQW DQDO\VHV DQG DVVLJQHG E\ *,6OLQNLQJ
([SRVXUH UDQJH ZDV EHWZHHQ  WR  G%$/GHQ
RIWKHVDPSOHZDVH[SRVHGDERYHG%$/GHQDQG

EHWZHHQ

DQG

G%$/GHQ
6WDWLVWLFDO SURFHGXUHV 7KH YDULRXV RXWFRPH PRGHOV ZHUH
EDVHG RQ PXOWLSOH ORJLVWLF UHJUHVVLRQ WHFKQLTXHV>@ ZLWK
VXFFHVVLYHDGMXVWPHQWRISRWHQWLDOULVNRUSUHYHQWLYHIDFWRUV
EDVHGRQOLWHUDWXUHUHYLHZV

6WXG\,,
$UHDDQGVDPSOH$ODUJHFURVVVHFWLRQDOVWXG\ZDVFDUULHG
RXW LQ WKH ORZHU ,QQ YDOOH\ 7\URO  DPRQJ VFKRROFKLOGUHQ
IURPVFKRROV 1 UHVSRQVH  7KHFKLOGUHQ
DQVZHUHG DQ HQYLURQPHQWDO OLVW  LWHPV  ZKLFK JDWKHUHG
LQIRUPDWLRQ RQ SHUFHSWLRQDQQR\DQFHGLVWXUEDQFH DQG
SHUVRQDO OLYLQJ DUHD DVVHVVPHQW ZLWK D /LNHUWW\SH YHUEDO
VFDOH  JUDGHV  6RFLRGHPRJUDSKLFV DV ZHOO DV ELRORJLFDO
ULVN LQIRUPDWLRQ ZHUH FROOHFWHG IURP HDFK FKLOG¶V PRWKHU
3UHDQGSHULQDWDOGDWDZHUHDVVHVVHGIURPGRFWRU¶VHQWULHV
LQ WKH ³PRWKHUFKLOGSDVVSRUWV´ )XUWKHU ELRORJLFDO VRFLDO
DQG HQYLURQPHQWDO GDWD ZHUH FROOHFWHG ZLWK D VHOI
DGPLQLVWHUHG VWDQGDUGLVHG TXHVWLRQQDLUH IURP ERWK WKH
PRWKHU DQG WKH FKLOGUHQ $  LWHP VFDOH +HDOWK 5HODWHG
4XDOLW\ RI /LIH +54R/  ZDV FRQVWUXFHG IURP WZR VXE
VFDOHV RI WKH .,1'/>@ DQG IRXU LWHPV RQ D VOHHS
GLVWXUEDQFH VFDOH &URQEDFK¶V Į   WR FUHDWH DQ RYHUDOO
DVVHVVPHQW RI FKLOGUHQ¶V KHDOWK UHODWHG TXDOLW\ RI OLIH
6XEVDPSOH)URPWKLVUHSUHVHQWDWLYHVWXG\DVPDOOHUVDPSOH
RI FKLOGUHQ 1    ZDV FROOHFWHG IRU D PRUH GHWDLOHG
PXOWLPHWKRG VWXG\ ³WUDLOHU VWXG\´  7KURXJK D *,6OLQN D
WZRVWHSVWUDWLILHGVDPSOLQJ ZDVFRQGXFWHG,QWKH ILUVWVWHS
FKLOGUHQ ZHUH VDPSOHG IURP WKH H[WUHPHV RI WKH QRLVH
H[SRVXUHGLVWULEXWLRQ G%$/GQYHUVXV!G%$/GQ 
,Q WKH VHFRQG VWHS FKLOGUHQ ZHUH UDQGRPO\ VHOHFWHG DQG
DVVLJQHG WR WKH ORZ RU KLJK QRLVH JURXS E\ WKH HGXFDWLRQDO
VWDWXVRIWKHLUPRWKHUV3DUWLFLSDWLRQLQWKHWUDLOHUVWXG\ZDV
ORZHU   ± EXW WKH WUDLOHU VDPSOH GLG QRW GLIIHU
VLJQLILFDQWO\ RQ YDULRXV VRFLDO OLIHVW\OH DQG ELRORJLFDO
IDFWRUV IURP WKH ODUJHU VWXG\ ,Q WKLV VXEVDPSOH PRUH
H[WHQVLYH PHDVXUHPHQWV ZHUH FDUULHG RXW XQGHU KLJKO\
FRQWUROOHG FRQGLWLRQV 2YHUQLJKW XULQH K  ZDV FROOHFWHG
ZLWK WKH DVVLVWDQFH RI WKH FKLOG¶V PRWKHU &RUWLVRO DQG D
GLK\GURFRUWLVRO LQ XULQH ZHUH XVHG DV LQGLFDWRUV RI FKURQLF
VWUHVV>@ 5HVWLQJ EORRG SUHVVXUH ZDV PHDVXUHG E\ WZR
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5HVXOWV
6WXG\,
6RXQG H[SRVXUH DQG GLVWXUEDQFH ,Q WKLV VWXG\  RI
FKLOGUHQ ZHUH H[SRVHG WR WRWDO VRXQG OHYHOV KLJKHU WKDQ 
G%$/GHQ  RI WKHVH KDG H[SRVXUH DERYH 
G%$/GHQ 2Q WKH SHUFHSWLRQ VLGH FDUV ZHUH KHDUG PRVW
RIWHQ ± LQ WKH VRXWKHUQ :LSSYDOOH\ LW ZDV WUDLQ QRLVH
%HWZHHQ  DQG  RI FKLOGUHQ IHOW KLJKO\ DQQR\HG E\
QRLVH IURPFDUVDQGEHWZHHQ DQGE\WUXFNV QRLVH
7UDLQQRLVHZDVWKHVRXUFHRIKLJKDQQR\DQFHIRUWR
RI FKLOGUHQ ,Q WHUPV RI LQWHUIHUHQFH ZLWK DFWLYLWLHV
GLIILFXOWLHV WR IDOO DVOHHS GLG VKRZ WKH KLJKHVW SUHYDOHQFH
,QWHUHVWLQJO\ WKLV SHUFHQWDJH GLG QRW GLIIHU IURP WKH
SUHYDOHQFH IRXQG LQ WKH VLGH YDOOH\ ZKHUH VLJQLILFDQWO\
ORZHU
/GHQOHYHOV
ZHUH
REVHUYHG
,Q WKH VWDWLVWLFDO PRGHO WRWDO VRXQG H[SRVXUH ZDV
VLJQLILFDQWO\ DVVRFLDWHG ZLWK KLJK DQQR\DQFH DIWHU IXOO
DGMXVWPHQWRIFRIDFWRUV
6RXQGH[SRVXUHDQGFRJQLWLYHIXQFWLRQLQJ7KHGLJLWVSDQ
WHVWLQJ IRU VKRUWWHUP PHPRU\ GLG UHYHDO D VLJQLILFDQW
QHJDWLYHHIIHFWRIWRWDOVRXQGH[SRVXUHLQWKHIXOOPRGHO7KH
HIIHFW ZDV EDVHG PDLQO\ RQ URDG WUDIILF VRXQG H[SRVXUH
7UDLQ QRLVH ZDV QR ORQJHU VLJQLILFDQW LQ WKH IXOO\ DGMXVWHG
PRGHO 1RWH WKH HIIHFW RI WKH WRWDO VRXQG H[SRVXUH ZDV LQ
WKHVDPHRUGHURIWKHHIIHFWRIHGXFDWLRQDODWWDLQPHQWRIWKH
FKLOG¶V PRWKHU 7KH WUDIILF SHUFHSWLRQ LQGLFDWRU ZDV DOVR D
VLJQLILFDQWSDUDPHWHULQWKHILQDO PRGHODQGFKLOGUHQ ZLWK D
TXLHWURRPGLGVKRZEHWWHUUHVXOWV
6RXQGH[SRVXUHDQGUHDGLQJ

7KH UHVXOW RI WKH UHDGLQJ WHVW ZDV QRW VLJQLILFDQWO\ OLQNHG
ZLWK WRWDO VRXQG H[SRVXUH 7KH WUDIILF SHUFHSWLRQ LQGLFDWRU
GLGVKRZDVWDEOHVLJQLILFDQWUHODWLRQZLWKWKHUHDGLQJVFRUH
&KLOGUHQ KDYLQJ D TXLHW URRP DW WKHLU GLVSRVLWLRQ H[KLELWHG
KLJKHUUHDGLQJVFRUHVWKDQWKRVHZLWKRXW
6RXQGH[SRVXUHDQGVOHHSLQJ
7KH UHODWLRQ RI WKH WRWDO VRXQG H[SRVXUH ZLWK WKH VOHHS
TXDOLW\LQGLFDWRUZDVRQO\VLJQLILFDQWLQWKHEDVHPRGHO±EXW
QRWZKHQWUDIILFSHUFHSWLRQZDVDFFRXQWHGIRULQWKHPRGHO±
ZKLFK ZDV WKH VWURQJHVW FRQWULEXWLRQ RYHUDOO 7KH
DYDLODELOLW\RIDTXLHWURRPIRUWKHFKLOGKDGDSRVLWLYHHIIHFW
RQRYHUDOOVOHHSTXDOLW\
6RXQGH[SRVXUHDQGKHDOWKUHODWHGZHOOEHLQJ
7KH WRWDO VRXQG H[SRVXUH ZDV QRW VLJQLILFDQWO\ UHODWHG WR D
KHDOWKUHODWHGTXDOLW\RIOLIHLQGH[LQDIXOO\DGMXVWHGPRGHO
7KH LQGH[ RI VXEMHFWLYH SHUFHSWLRQ RI WKH WUDIILF KRZHYHU
VKRZVDVWDEOHDQGVLJQLILFDQWQHJDWLYHDVVRFLDWLRQZLWKERWK
WKHSK\VLFDODQGSV\FKRORJLFDOVXEVFDOHRIWKHKHDOWKUHODWHG
TXDOLW\ RI OLIH LQGH[ 7KH RSWLRQ WR UHWUHDW LQ D TXLHW URRP
VKRZV D SRVLWLYH DVVRFLDWLRQ ZLWK +54R/ ,PSDLUHG VOHHS
TXDOLW\LVWKHODUJHVWFRQWULEXWRULQWKHIXOO\DGMXVWHGPRGHO

6WXG\,,
6DPSOH DQG VRXQG H[SRVXUH GLVWULEXWLRQ WKH VWUDWLILHG
UDQGRPVDPSOLQJZDVTXLWHVXFFHVVIXO7KHWZRVDPSOHVGLG
QRW GLIIHU VLJQLILFDQWO\ LQ WKH PDLQ EDFNJURXQG YDULDEOHV
HGXFDWLRQ VH[ %0, KHLJKW IDPLO\ KLVWRU\ RI K\SHUWHQVLRQ
DQGKRXVLQJ7KHH[SRVXUHVDPSOLQJVWUDWHJ\WRVHSDUDWHWKH
FKLOGUHQRIWKHWZRVDPSOHVVXIILFLHQWO\IURPHDFKRWKHUZDV
DOVRDFKLHYHG )LJXUH 




 G%$/GQ
G%$/GQ



'HQVLW\

WUDLQHG LQYHVWLJDWRUV LQ D FOLPDWH FRQWUROOHG DQG VRXQG
DWWHQXDWHG /HT  G%$  PRELOH WUDLOHU )XUWKHU
DVVHVVPHQWV ZHUH GRQH RQ UHDGLQJ PHPRU\ WDVNV DQG
DQQR\DQFHUDWLQJVRIRULJLQDOO\UHFRUGHGVRXQGIURPUDLODQG
URDG
WUDIILF
RI
WKH
OLYLQJ
DUHDV
6RXQG H[SRVXUH 7KH PRWRUZD\ LQWHQVLYH QLJKWO\ UDLO
WUDIILF PDLQ DQG ORFDO URDGV ZHUH WKH VLJQLILFDQW VRXQG
VRXUFHV 0RGHOLQJ ZDV FRQGXFWHG ZLWK 6RXQGSODQ
DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH $XVWULDQ JXLGHOLQHV g$/ 1U  DQG
g1250 6  &DOLEUDWLRQ DQG FRUUHFWLRQ ZDV EDVHG RQ
GD\ DQG QLJKW UHFRUGLQJV IURP  PHDVXULQJ VLWHV /LQHDU
FRUUHFWLRQV ZHUH DSSOLHG WR WKH PRGHOHG GDWD ZKHQ WKH
GLIIHUHQFHWRWKHPHDVXUHGGDWDH[FHHGHGG%$SSUR[LPDWH
GD\QLJKWOHYHOV G%$/GQ ZHUHFDOFXODWHGIRUHDFKFKLOG V
KRPH
6WDWLVWLFDO SURFHGXUHV ,Q WKH PRGHOLQJ RI WKH H[SRVXUH
HIIHFW UHODWLRQVKLSV PXOWLSOH ORJLVWLF UHJUHVVLRQ WHFKQLTXHV
DQG UHVWULFWHG VSOLQHV ZHUH DSSOLHG WR DFFRXQW IRU QRQ
OLQHDULW\LQVHOHFWHGSUHGLFWRUV>@7KHPRGHOVZHUHEXLOWXS
LQVHYHUDOVWHSV)LUVWDPRGHOZLWKVWDQGDUGULVNIDFWRUVZDV
HVWDEOLVKHG (QYLURQPHQWDO DQG KRXVLQJ IDFWRUV DQG VRXQG
OHYHOV ZHUH HQWHUHG LQ D VHFRQG VWHS ,Q WKH WKLUG VWHS
SRWHQWLDOO\ HIIHFW PRGLI\LQJ IDFWRUV ZHUH HYDOXDWHG )LQDO
YDOLGDWLRQ DQG ZDV GRQH E\ ERRWVWUDSSLQJ HOLPLQDWLRQ RI
UHGXQGDQW IDFWRUV IROORZHG DJDLQVW PXOWLSOH GLVFULPLQDWLRQ
FULWHULD 7KH ILQDO PRGHO ZDV SHQDOL]HG WR DFFRXQW IRU WKH
SRWHQWLDOULVNRIRYHUILWWLQJLQUHODWLYHO\VPDOOGDWDVHWV>@



















6RXQGH[SRVXUH OHYHO LQG%$/GQ
)LJXUH7RWDOVRXQGH[SRVXUHOHYHOGLVWULEXWLRQLQWKHWZR
VXEVDPSOHV

6\VWROLF EORRG SUHVVXUH 6%3  7KH YDULDQFH H[SODLQHG RI
WKH ILQDO SHQDOL]HG 6%3PRGHO ZDV KLJK DGMXVWHG 5ð 
  7KH VWURQJHVW SUHGLFWRUV ZHUH LQ WKLV RUGHU IDPLO\
KLVWRU\RIK\SHUWHQVLRQOLYLQJLQDPXOWLSOHDSDUWPHQWYHUVXV
VLQJOHGHWDFKHGKRPHERG\PDVVLQGH[UDWLQJRIOLYLQJDUHD
DV TXLHW PDOH VH[ PDWHUQDO HGXFDWLRQ %RWK DQQR\DQFH
LQGLFDWRUV UDLO DQG URDG  ZHUH QR ORQJHU VLJQLILFDQW LQ WKH
SUHVHQFH RI WKH ³DUHD LV TXLHW´ UDWLQJ 1HLWKHU WKH VLJQ QRU
WKH FRHIILFLHQW VL]H FKDQJHG LQ WKH SUHVHQFH RI WKH WZR
DQQR\DQFH UDWLQJV ,QFOXVLRQ RI DLU SROOXWLRQ 12 DV
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LQGLFDWRU  GLG QRW FKDQJH WKH UHVXOW 6LQFH WKH VRXQG OHYHO
LQWHUDFWHG ZLWK VKRUW JHVWDWLRQDO DJH DQG ZLWK XULQH
RYHUQLJKW FRUWLVRO H[FUHWLRQ QR PDLQ HIIHFW VL]H LV UHSRUWHG
+RZHYHU \RX FDQ GHULYH WKH DSSUR[LPDWH PHDQ VL]H RI WKH
LQWHUDFWLRQ HIIHFW ZLWK VKRUW JHVWDWLRQ  ZHHNV  E\
FRPSDULQJ WKH GLIIHUHQFH LQ 6%3 LQ WKH ORZ DQG KLJK
H[SRVXUHJURXS


6\VWROLF EORRG SUHVVXUHPP+J









 ZHHNV

ZHHNV






0XOWLSOHGZHOOLQJ XQLW
6LQJOHGHWDFKHG KRPH







  

 

2YHUDOOVRXQG OHYHO/GQG%$



)LJXUH7KHHIIHFWRIKRXVLQJRQV\VWROLFEORRGSUHVVXUH
DGMXVWHGIRUVH[HGXFDWLRQIDPLO\KLVWRU\RIK\SHUWHQVLRQ
%0,DUHDTXLHWVRXQG JHVWDWLRQDQGVRXQG FRUWLVRO

1RWHWKHHIIHFWVL]HRIKRXVLQJLVLQWKHVDPHRUGHUOLNHDQ
LQWHUTXDUWLOHUDQJHRI%0,RUORZHUHGXFDWLRQDOVWDWXVRIWKH
FKLOG¶VPRWKHU


6\VWROLF EORRG SUHVVXUHPP+J











 ZHHNV

ZHHNV






$UHD TXLHWQRW DJUHH
$UHD TXLHWIXOO\ DJUHH





  

 

2YHUDOOVRXQG OHYHO/GQG%$

)LJXUH7KHHIIHFWRIUDWLQJWKHDUHDDVTXLHWRQV\VWROLF
EORRG SUHVVXUH DGMXVWHG IRU VH[ HGXFDWLRQ IDPLO\ KLVWRU\
RI K\SHUWHQVLRQ %0, KRXVLQJ VRXQG JHVWDWLRQ DQG
VRXQG FRUWLVRO

$OWKRXJKWKHHIIHFWVL]HRIUDWLQJWKHDUHDDVTXLHWLVVOLJKWO\
VPDOOHUWKDQWKHHIIHFWRIKRXVLQJWKHVWDELOLW\RIWKHSRVLWLYH
HIIHFW LQ WKH SUHVHQFH RI UHOHYDQW SK\VLFDO IDFWRUV VXFK DV
VH[%0,IDPLO\KLVWRU\DQGJHVWDWLRQOHQJWKLVUHPDUNDEOH
7KH HIIHFW RI DLU SROOXWLRQ 12  ZDV QHJDWLYH DQG GLG QRW
LQGLFDWHLQWKHH[SHFWHGGLUHFWLRQ±EXWWKHUHZDVQRFKDQJH
LQ WKH ILQDO PRGHO E\ WKH H[FOXVLRQ RI WKLV IDFWRU DIWHU
ERRWVWUDSSLQJ DQG SHQDOL]LQJ WKH ILQDO PRGHO 7KH GLDVWROLF
EORRG SUHVVXUH PRGHO ZDV FRPSOHWHO\ GRPLQDWHG E\ WKH
%0,7KLVZDVWKHRQO\VLJQLILFDQWDQGVWDEOHHIIHFW

6RXQGVFDSHRI(XURSHDQ&LWLHVDQG/DQGVFDSHV

6XPPDU\DQGGLVFXVVLRQ
6WXG\ , 7KH ODUJH UHSUHVHQWDWLYH VWXG\ UHYHDOHG WKUHH
LPSRUWDQW ILQGLQJV )LUVW VRXQG H[SRVXUH OHYHOV VKRZHG D
VLJQLILFDQW SRVLWLYH UHODWLRQ ZLWK DQQR\DQFH DQG D QHJDWLYH
RQHZLWKVKRUWWHUPPHPRU\6HFRQGO\DVXPPDU\LQGLFDWRU
RIWKHVXEMHFWLYHSHUFHSWLRQRIWUDIILFQRLVHLPSDLUPHQWVZDV
QHJDWLYHO\ DVVRFLDWHG ZLWK VOHHS TXDOLW\ UHDGLQJ
DFKLHYHPHQW VKRUWWHUP PHPRU\ DQG TXDOLW\ RI OLIH 7KHVH
ILQGLQJV UHPDLQHG XQFKDQJHG DIWHU DGMXVWPHQW IRU D KRVW RI
UHOHYDQWFRIDFWRUVLQFOXGLQJVRXQGH[SRVXUHOHYHOV7KLUGO\
LQWKHVDPHDGMXVWHGPRGHOWKHDYDLODELOLW\RIDTXLHWURRP
WR UHWUHDW IURP GLVWXUELQJ VRXQG H[SRVXUH  H[KLELWHG D
SRVLWLYHHIIHFWRQVOHHSTXDOLW\UHDGLQJDFKLHYHPHQWVKRUW
WHUP PHPRU\ DQQR\DQFH DQG TXDOLW\ RI OLIH $OWKRXJK LW LV
ZHOO NQRZQ WKDW PRVW FKLOGUHQ SURILW IURP TXLHW FRQGLWLRQV
LQ WKH FODVVURRP>@ LW LV QHZ WKDW D ZLGHU EHQHILW PD\ EH
JDLQHGE\KDYLQJDTXLHWURRPDWKRPHDWWKHLUGLVSRVLWLRQ
6WXG\ ,, 7KLV VPDOOHU VXEVWXG\ IRXQG WKDW DPELHQW
FRPPXQLW\ OHYHOV RI WUDQVSRUWDWLRQ QRLVH KDYH D VLJQLILFDQW
LPSDFW RQ FKLOGUHQ¶V V\VWROLF EORRG SUHVVXUH HVSHFLDOO\
ZKHQ WKHVH FKLOGUHQ VKRZ KLJKHU YXOQHUDELOLW\ DV LQGLFDWHG
E\ VKRUWHU JHVWDWLRQDO DJH DQG E\ KLJKHU FRUWLVRO H[FUHWLRQ
GXULQJ QLJKW %H\RQG WKHVH LQWHUDFWLRQV ZLWK QRLVH
HQYLURQPHQWDOIDFWRUVOLNHOLYLQJLQDPXOWLGZHOOLQJKRXVLQJ
XQLW VKRZHG D VLJQLILFDQW QHJDWLYH LPSDFW RQ 6%3 $SDUW
IURPWKHVRXQGOHYHOWKHUDWLQJRIWKHLPPHGLDWHOLYLQJDUHD
DV TXLHW UHPDLQHG DV LQGHSHQGHQW SRVLWLYH IDFWRU RQ 63%
UHDGLQJV :KLOH VKRUW JHVWDWLRQ ZDV QHJDWLYHO\ DVVRFLDWHG
ZLWK 6%3 LQ D 'XWFK FKLOGUHQ¶V VWXG\ ± WKH HIIHFW ZDV
VPDOOHU QRW VLJQLILFDQW DQG LQWHUDFWLRQ ZLWK QRLVH ZDV QRW
HYDOXDWHG>@ 7KH QHJDWLYH HIIHFW RI DSDUWPHQW KRXVLQJ RQ
EORRG SUHVVXUH KDV EHHQ REVHUYHG KLWKHUWR RQO\
LQFRQVLVWHQWO\ LQ DGXOW VWXGLHV>@>@ DQG LV GLIILFXOW WR
XQGHUVWDQG ± VLQFH HGXFDWLRQ ZDV DGMXVWHG IRU LQ RXU VWXG\
DQG GHQVLW\ QRW D VLJQLILFDQW IDFWRU LQ WKH ILQDO PRGHO
,Q DQ HDUOLHU VWXG\ ZH IRXQG FKLOGUHQ UHSRUWLQJ KLJKHU
DQQR\DQFH
LQ
DSDUWPHQW
KRPHV>@
7KH ILQGLQJ RI WKH ³DUHD LV TXLHW´ UDWLQJV RI FKLOGUHQ DV D
SRWHQWLDOEXIIHUHIIHFWDJDLQVWEORRGSUHVVXUHLQWKHSUHVHQFH
RI DQ LQWHUDFWLRQ EHWZHHQ QRLVH DQG VKRUW JHVWDWLRQ LV QHZ
6RXQGVFDSH LQGLFDWRUV ZHUH UHODWHG PRVWO\ WR VXEMHFWLYH
LQGLFDWRUV RI KHDOWK ,PSRUWDQWO\ WKH UHVXOW UHPDLQHG VWDEOH
ZKHQ ERWK DQQR\DQFH LQGLFDWRUV ZHUH LQ WKH PRGHO
7KH FURVVVHFWLRQDO GHVLJQ RI WKH VWXG\ SURKLELWV D FDXVDO
LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ DQG WKH VPDOO VDPSOH UHTXLUHV UHSOLFDWLRQ RI
WKH VWXG\ $ VWUHQJWK RI WKH VWXG\ ZDV WKH PHDVXUHPHQW RI
EORRG SUHVVXUH XQGHU FRQWUROOHG FRQGLWLRQV LQ D VRXQG
DWWHQXDWHGWUDLOHUE\RQO\WZR ZHOOWUDLQHGLQYHVWLJDWRUVDQG
WKH VWUDWLILHG UDQGRP VXEVDPSOLQJ IURP D ODUJH
UHSUHVHQWDWLYHVXUYH\

&RQFOXVLRQV
7KH WZR VWXGLHV GHPRQVWUDWH WKDW VRXQG H[SRVXUH LQGLFHV
DORQH DUH QRW VXIILFLHQW WR GHWHFW DOO DGYHUVH FRJQLWLYH
SV\FKRORJLFDO DQG KHDOWK HIIHFWV ,QVWHDG WKH VXEMHFWLYH
SHUFHSWLRQZDVPRUHFRQVLVWHQWO\UHODWHGZLWKWKHVHQHJDWLYH
KHDOWKLQGLFDWRUVWKDQWKHVRXQGOHYHO2QWKHRWKHUKDQGWKH
DYDLODELOLW\ RI D TXLHW URRP ZDV DVVRFLDWHG ZLWK D VPDOO
UHGXFWLRQ RI V\VWROLF EORRG SUHVVXUH ZKLOH OLYLQJ LQ DQ
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DSDUWPHQW ZDV DVVRFLDWHG ZLWK KLJKHU EORRG SUHVVXUH 7KLV
LQGLFDWHVWKDWDFRQWH[WXDOO\RULHQWHGVRXQGVFDSHSHUVSHFWLYH
DOORZV D EURDGHU DVVHVVPHQW DQG XQFRYHUV D ZLGHU
SUHYHQWLYHSHUVSHFWLYHWRDYHUWDGYHUVHHIIHFWVGXHWRQRLVH
,PSURYLQJ WKH HQYLURQPHQWDO TXDOLW\ RI WKH KRPH DQG QHDU
KRPHHQYLURQPHQWVHHPVDSURPLVLQJDSSURDFK>@>@

5HIHUHQFHV
>@

.3DXQRYLF1RLVHDQGFKLOGUHQ¶VKHDOWKUHVHDUFKLQ
&HQWUDO(DVWHUQDQG6RXWK(DVWHUQ(XURSHDQG
1HZO\,QGHSHQGHQW6WDWHV1RLVH KHDOWKYRO
QRSS±

>@

6$6WDQVIHOG&&ODUN50&DPHURQ7$OIUHG
-+HDG00+DLQHV,YDQ.DPS(YDQ
.HPSHQDQG,/RSH]%DUULR$LUFUDIWDQGURDG
WUDIILFQRLVHH[SRVXUHDQGFKLOGUHQ¶VPHQWDOKHDOWK
-RXUQDORI(QYLURQPHQWDO3V\FKRORJ\YROQR
SS±-XQ

>@

3/HUFKHU(QYLURQPHQWDOQRLVHDQGKHDOWK$Q
LQWHJUDWHGUHVHDUFKSHUVSHFWLYH(QYLURQPHQW
,QWHUQDWLRQDOYROQRSS±-DQ

>@

3/HUFKHU(QYLURQPHQWDOQRLVH$FRQWH[WXDO
SXEOLFKHDOWKSHUVSHFWLYHLQ1RLVHDQGLWVHIIHFWV'
/X[RQ/LQGD03UDVKHU(G/RQGRQ:LOH\
SS±

>@

$/%URZQ6RXQGVFDSHVDQGHQYLURQPHQWDOQRLVH
PDQDJHPHQW1RLVH&RQWURO(QJLQHHULQJ-RXUQDO
YROQRSS±6HS

>@

-.DQJ1RLVH0DQDJHPHQW6RXQGVFDSH$SSURDFK
(QF\FORSHGLDRI(QYLURQPHQWDO+HDOWK(OVHYLHUSS
±

>@

+-RQDVVRQ$FRXVWLFDOVRXUFHPRGHOOLQJRIURDG
YHKLFOHV$FWD$FXVWLFDXQLWHGZLWK$FXVWLFDYRO
SS±

>@

'GH*UHYH%GH0XHU7%RWWHOGRRUHQ2XWGRRU
EHDPWUDFLQJRYHUXQGXODWLQJWHUUDLQS
3URFHHGLQJVRI)RUXP$FXVWLFXP

>@

'GH*UHYH%YDQ5HQWHUJKHP7%RWWHOGRRUHQ
2XWGRRUVRXQGSURSDJDWLRQLQPRXWDLQRXVDUHDV
FRPSDULVRQRIUHIHUHQFHDQGHQJLQHHULQJPRGHOVLQ
3URFHHGLQJVRIWKHWK,QWHUQDWLRQDO&RQJUHVVRQ
$FRXVWLFV

>@

>@

)+DUUHOO5HJUHVVLRQPRGHOLQJVWUDWHJLHVZLWK
DSSOLFDWLRQVWROLQHDUPRGHOVORJLVWLFUHJUHVVLRQDQG
VXUYLYDODQDO\VLV1HZ<RUN6SULQJHU

.LQGHUQ=HLWVFKULIWIU*HVXQGKHLWVSV\FKRORJLH
YROQRSS±
>@

*:(YDQV3/HUFKHU00HLV+,VLQJDQG:
:.RIOHU&RPPXQLW\QRLVHH[SRVXUHDQGVWUHVVLQ
FKLOGUHQ7KH-RXUQDORIWKH$FRXVWLFDO6RFLHW\RI
$PHULFDYROQRSS±0DU

>@

.*00RRQV$57'RQGHUV(:
6WH\HUEHUJDQG)(+DUUHOO3HQDOL]HGPD[LPXP
OLNHOLKRRGHVWLPDWLRQWRGLUHFWO\DGMXVWGLDJQRVWLF
DQGSURJQRVWLFSUHGLFWLRQPRGHOVIRURYHURSWLPLVP
DFOLQLFDOH[DPSOH-RXUQDORIFOLQLFDOHSLGHPLRORJ\
YROQRSS±'HF

>@

6(YDQV*:+\JJH1RLVHDQGSHUIRUPDQFHLQ
FKLOGUHQDQGDGXOWVLQ1RLVHDQGLWV(IIHFWV'
/X[RQ/3UDVKHU(G/RQGRQ:LOH\SS


>@

(YDQ.HPSHQ,YDQ.DPS3)LVFKHU+'DYLHV
'+RXWKXLMV56WHOODWR&&ODUNDQG66WDQVIHOG
1RLVHH[SRVXUHDQGFKLOGUHQ¶VEORRGSUHVVXUHDQG
KHDUWUDWHWKH5$1&+SURMHFW2FFXSDWLRQDODQG
HQYLURQPHQWDOPHGLFLQHYROQRSS±
6HS

>@

*%OXKP1%HUJOLQG(1RUGOLQJDQG0
5RVHQOXQG5RDGWUDIILFQRLVHDQGK\SHUWHQVLRQ
2FFXSDWLRQDODQGHQYLURQPHQWDOPHGLFLQHYRO
QRSS±)HE

>@

/%DUUHJDUG(%RQGHDQG(2KUVWU|P5LVNRI
K\SHUWHQVLRQIURPH[SRVXUHWRURDGWUDIILFQRLVHLQD
SRSXODWLRQEDVHGVDPSOH2FFXSDWLRQDODQG
HQYLURQPHQWDOPHGLFLQHYROQRSS±
-XQ

>@

3/HUFKHU*%UDXFKOHDQG:.RIOHU7KH
DVVHVVPHQWRIQRLVHDQQR\DQFHLQVFKRROFKLOGUHQDQG
WKHLUPRWKHUVLQ3URFHHGLQJVRI,QWHUQRLVH
1LFH

>@

(2KUVWURP$6NDQEHUJ+6YHQVVRQDQG$
*LGORI*XQQDUVVRQ(IIHFWVRIURDGWUDIILFQRLVHDQG
WKHEHQHILWRIDFFHVVWRTXLHWQHVV-RXUQDORI6RXQG
DQG9LEUDWLRQYROQR±SS±

>@

$*LGO|I*XQQDUVVRQDQG(2KUVWU|P$WWUDFWLYH
µTXLHW¶FRXUW\DUGVDSRWHQWLDOPRGLILHURIXUEDQ
UHVLGHQWV¶UHVSRQVHVWRURDGWUDIILFQRLVH"
,QWHUQDWLRQDOMRXUQDORIHQYLURQPHQWDOUHVHDUFKDQG
SXEOLFKHDOWKYROQRSS±6HS



0%XOOLQJHU69RQ0DFNHQVHQDQG,
.LUFKEHUJHU.,1'/HLQ)UDJHERJHQ]XU(UIDVVXQJ
GHUJHVXQGKHLWVEH]RJHQHQ/HEHQVTXDOLWlWYRQ
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&KDUDFWHUL]DWLRQRITXLHWDUHDVZLWKDQHZLQGLFDWRURIFRQWUDVW



3DXOLQH'HODLWUH&DWKHULQH/DYDQGLHU'DPLHQ0DVVRQ





 057(8QLYHUVLW\RI&HUJ\3RQWRLVH&HUJ\3RQWRLVH)UDQFH(PDLOSDXOLQHGHODLWUH#XFHUJ\IU
FDWKHULQHODYDQGLHU#XFHUJ\IUGDPLHQPDVVRQ#XFHUJ\IU



,QWURGXFWLRQ
&LWLHV
 DUH FKDUDFWHUL]HG E\ GLIIHUHQW VRXQG HQYLURQPHQWV
$PRQJ WKHVH HQYLURQPHQWV TXLHW DUHDV DUH WR EH SUHVHUYHG

LQUHJDUGWRWKH(XURSHDQGLUHFWLYH
(&7RGHOLPLW
WKHPLWVXJJHVWVXVLQJ/'(1LQGLFDWRURUDQRWKHUDSSURSULDWH

QRLVH LQGLFDWRU >@ %XW YDULRXV VWXGLHV VKRZHG QRLVH OLPLW
LQGLFDWRULVQRWHQRXJKWRFKDUDFWHULVHTXLHWDUHDV,Q)UDQFH

D VWXG\ VWDUWHG WKUHH \HDUV DJR UHYHDOHG WKH LPSRUWDQFH RI

FRQWUDVWLQDGGLWLRQWRQRLVHOHYHO>@$FWXDOO\DTXLHWDUHDLV
QRW FKDUDFWHUL]HG E\ LWV DEVROXWH VRXQG OHYHO EXW E\ LWV

UHODWLYH VRXQG OHYHO FRPSDUHG WR WKH VXUURXQGLQJ RQH $
FRQWUDVW
LQGLFDWRU FRUUHVSRQGLQJ WR WKH QRLVH FKDQJH FRXOG

PDNH LW SRVVLEOH WR KLJKOLJKW VRPH DUHDV IRU WKHLU UHODWLYH
TXLHWQHVV
HYHQ LI WKH VRXQG OHYHO LV DERYH WKH OLPLW GHILQHG

E\FRPSHWHQWDXWKRULWLHV
7KH GHWHFWLRQRIFRQWUDVW FKDUDFWHUL]HVWKHVXGGHQ YDULDWLRQ
RI QRLVH OHYHOV DQG UHYHDOV D IHHOLQJ RI FKDQJLQJ LQ VRXQG
HQYLURQPHQW 7KH &UHVVRQ ODERUDWRU\ QDPHV WKLV HIIHFW
³HIIHW GH FRXSXUH´ WKH EUHDN HIIHFW  $FFRUGLQJ WR WKH
&UHVVRQ UHVHDUFKHV WKH VXGGHQ YDULDWLRQ RI QRLVH OHYHO
PDNHV LW SRVVLEOH WR VWUXFWXUH WKH SHUFHSWLRQ RI VSDFH DQG
WLPH ,W VWUHQJWKHQV DOVR WKH SHUFHSWLRQ RI WKH VRXQG
HQYLURQPHQWFKDQJLQJ>@

7KH OLVWHQLQJ WHVW ODVWHG DERXW IRUW\ ILYH PLQXWHV DQG WKLUW\
SHRSOH SDUWLFLSDWHG ,QLWLDOO\ HDFK SDUWLFLSDQW ILOOHG LQ D
SHUVRQDO TXHVWLRQQDLUH QDPH DGGUHVV DJH   7KHQ
H[SHULPHQWHULQWURGXFHGDQGH[SODLQHGWKHWHVWSURFHGXUH


)LJXUH  /RFDWLRQ RI UHFRUGLQJV LQ WKH WK GLVWULFW RI
3DULV

$VOLGHVKRZZDVSUHVHQWHGDWWKHEHJLQQLQJRIWKHWHVW VHH
)LJXUH 7KLVYLVXDOSUHVHQWDWLRQVKRZHGVRPHSLFWXUHVRI
VWUHHWV ZKHUH WKH PHDVXUHV ZHUH UHDOL]HG 7KH DLP RI WKLV
VKRZ ZDV WR KHOS DOO SDUWLFLSDQWV WR LPDJLQH WKHPVHOYHV LQ
WKHVDPHXUEDQFRQWH[W

6RFRQWUDVWSHUFHSWLRQVHHPVWREHDQLPSRUWDQWSDUDPHWHULQ
WKH HQYLURQPHQW DVVHVVPHQW +RZ WKLV FKDQJH LV SHUFHLYHG
E\SHRSOH"+RZWRFKDUDFWHUL]HWKLVFRQWUDVW"'RHVFRQWUDVW
FRUUHVSRQG WR WKH LQWHQVLW\ RI WKH FKDQJH" 'RHV LW
FRUUHVSRQGWRWKHTXLFNQHVVRIWKHFKDQJH"
7RDQVZHUWKHVHTXHVWLRQVWKLVSDSHUSURSRVHVWRVWXG\WKH
KXPDQSHUFHSWLRQRIFRQWUDVWDQGWRVWXG\WKHFDOFXODWLRQRI
D QHZ UHOHYDQW LQGLFDWRU ZKLFK VKRXOG FKDUDFWHUL]H WKH
SHUFHLYHGHIIHFW6ROLVWHQLQJWHVWVKDYHEHHQFDUULHGRXWLQD
ODERUDWRU\ FRQWH[W DQG DQDO\VHV RQ GDWD KDYH EHHQ
FRQGXFWHG,QRUGHUWRFDOFXODWHWKLVQHZLQGLFDWRUDPRGHO
EDVHGRQHGJHGHWHFWLRQKDVEHHQXVHG>@

0HWKRGRORJ\
7ZR KRXU UHFRUGLQJ ZDV FDUULHG RXW LQ VRPH VWUHHWV RI WKH
WK GLVWULFW RI 3DULV IURP $0 WR $0  7KLV UHFRUGLQJ
KDV EHHQ UHDOL]HG ZLWK DQ 257) V\VWHP WZR FDUGLRLG
PLFURSKRQHV 6FKRHSV  DQG D SRUWDEOH UHFRUGHU 7$6&$0
+'3 ,QDGGLWLRQWRWKHDXGLRUHFRUGLQJDYLGHRKDVEHHQ
VKRW 6RQ\+DQG\FDP'&5'9' 
)RU ODERUDWRU\ WHVW VL[ VRXQG WUDFNV RI DSSUR[LPDWHO\ RQH
PLQXWH HDFK KDYH EHHQ H[WUDFWHG IURP WKH WDSH UHFRUGLQJ
$PRQJWKHVHWUDFNVWZRFRUUHVSRQGWRWKHVPDOOVWUHHW³YLOOD
GHV (SLQHWWHV´ 7UDFNV  DQG   DQG IRXU WR WKH ³SDVVDJH
3RXFKHW´ 7UDFNVDQG  VHH)LJXUH 
7KH OLVWHQLQJ WHVW KDV EHHQ FRQGXFWHG LQ DQ DQHFKRLF URRP
ZLWK D VWHUHRSKRQLF UHVWLWXWLRQ WKRXJK WZR *(1(/(&
ORXGVSHDNHUV $ 

6RXQGVFDSHRI(XURSHDQ&LWLHVDQG/DQGVFDSHV


)LJXUH6OLGHVKRZSUHVHQWHGGXULQJWKHODERUDWRU\WHVWV
WRLOOXVWUDWHWKHVWXGLHGSODFHV

$IWHU WKLV LQWURGXFWLRQ WKH VKRZ ZDV WXUQHG RII DQG WKH
OLVWHQLQJWHVWVWDUWHG7KHILUVWOLVWHQHGWUDFNZDVDOZD\VWKH
VDPH WUDFN 7KHDQVZHUVDERXWWKLVWHVWLQJWUDFNZHUHQRW
WDNHQLQWRDFFRXQWLQWKHDQDO\VLV
$IWHU WKH ILUVW OLVWHQLQJ SDUWLFLSDQWV ZHUH DVNHG WR DQVZHU
WKHIROORZLQJTXHVWLRQV


:KDWGLG\RXKHDU"



'LG\RXKHDUDVRQLFHQYLURQPHQWFKDQJH"

$W WKH VHFRQG TXHVWLRQ LI SDUWLFLSDQW VDLG ³<HV´ WKH
H[SHULPHQWHU VXJJHVWHG WR OLVWHQ WR VDPH WUDFN DJDLQ DQG
DVNHGWKHSDUWLFLSDQWWRVKRZGXULQJWKHVHFRQGOLVWHQLQJ
 :KHQGRHVKHVKHWKLQNWKHFKDQJHVWDUW"
 :KHQLVKHVKHVXUHWKDWWKHFKDQJHLVUHDOLVHG"
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$IWHU WKH VHFRQG OLVWHQLQJ WKH SDUWLFLSDQW KDG WR HYDOXDWH
WKH GHJUHH RI FKDQJLQJ WKDW KHVKH KDV SHUFHLYHG $ VFDOH
ZLWKILYHGHJUHHVLVXVHGIURPYHU\ORZWRYHU\KLJK
$WWKHTXHVWLRQDERXWWKHFKDQJHLIDSDUWLFLSDQWDQVZHUHG
³1R´WKHH[SHULPHQWHUSURSRVHGWROLVWHQWRWKHWUDFNDJDLQ
WREHVXUH7KHH[SHULPHQWHUDVNHGWKHQWRWKHSDUWLFLSDQWLI
KHVKH KHDUG VRPHWKLQJ QHZ ,I WKH SDUWLFLSDQW VDLG ³1R´
DJDLQ WKH FKDQJH ZDV DVVHVVHG DV ³1RQH[LVWHQW´ %XW LI
KHVKH VDLG ³<HV´ WKH SUHYLRXV TXHVWLRQV ZHUH DVNHG 7KH
VDPH TXHVWLRQQDLUH ZDV UHSHDWHG IRU WKH VL[ WUDFNV 7KH
RUGHURIWUDFNVZDVUDQGRPL]HG

)LJXUHSUHVHQWVWKHGLVWULEXWLRQRIWKHSDUWLFLSDQWDQVZHUV
IRUWKHODVWTXHVWLRQ$PRQJWKHVL[WUDFNV ZKHQWKHVRXQG
HQYLURQPHQWFKDQJLQJLVQRWSHUFHLYHGLWLVPDUNHGDV³QRQ
H[LVWHQW´ ,W FDQ EH REVHUYHG WKDW WUDFNV   DQG  DUH
DVVHVVHG ZLWK ORZ RU YHU\ ORZ FKDQJHV ZKHUHDV WUDFNV  
DQGDUHDVVHVVHGZLWKKLJKRUYHU\KLJKFKDQJHV

5HVXOWV
'XULQJWKHILUVWTXHVWLRQWKHH[SHULPHQWHUWRRNVRPHQRWHV
,W ZDV MXVW WR FKHFN WKDW SDUWLFLSDQWV ZHUH DWWHQWLYH WR WKH
UHFRUGLQJV )RU WKH QH[W TXHVWLRQV LI D SDUWLFLSDQW KHDUG D
FKDQJHKHVKHJDYHWZRPRPHQWV7KHILUVWRQHLVOLQNHGWR
WKH PRPHQW ZKHQ WKH SDUWLFLSDQW WKLQNV WKDW WKH FKDQJH
EHJLQV ,W LV FDOOHG ³'HWHFWLRQ WLPH´ 7G  7KH VHFRQG RQH
FRUUHVSRQGVWRWKHPRPHQWZKHQWKHSDUWLFLSDQWLVVXUHWKDW
WKH VRXQG HQYLURQPHQW KDV FKDQJHG 7KLV WLPH LV FDOOHG
³&HUWDLQW\WLPH´ 7F 
7REHVXUHWKDWWKHWZR PRPHQWVDUHGLIIHUHQWD7WHVW KDV
EHHQ FDOFXODWHG 7KLV WHVW FKHFNV WKH VLJQLILFDQFH RI WKH
GLIIHUHQFH EHWZHHQ WZR GHSHQGHQW VDPSOHV 7KH QRUPDO
GLVWULEXWLRQRIWKHWZRPRPHQWGLIIHUHQFHKDVEHHQFKHFNHG
E\ FDOFXODWLRQ RI 6NHZQHVV DQG .XUWRVLV 7KH UHVXOWV RI 7
WHVWDUHSUHVHQWHGLQ7DEOH,I7 FDOFXODWHGLVQRWLQWKHUDQJHRI
7 IRXQG LQ WDEOHV >@  WKH 'HWHFWLRQ WLPH DQG WKH
&HUWDLQW\WLPHDUHVWDWLVWLFDOO\GLIIHUHQWDW

7UDFN
7UDFN
7UDFN
7UDFN
7UDFN
7UDFN

7FDOFXODWHG

7
















)LJXUH'LVWULEXWLRQRISHUFHLYHGFKDQJHVE\SDUWLFLSDQWV
IRUDOOWUDFNV

$QDO\VLV
&KDQJHSHUFHSWLRQDQGVRXQGOHYHOHYROXWLRQ
7R EHWWHU XQGHUVWDQG ZKHQ DQG KRZ SHRSOH SHUFHLYHG
FKDQJHVWKH'HWHFWLRQDQG&HUWDLQW\WLPHVDUHGUDZQRQWKH
WHPSRUDOVRXQGOHYHOHYROXWLRQV VHHILJXUH 



6WDWLVWLFDOO\
GLIIHUHQW
<HV
<HV
<HV
<HV
<HV
<HV



7DEOH5HVXOWVRI7WHVWIRUDOOWUDFNV



$VWKHWZRWLPHVDUHVWDWLVWLFDOO\GLIIHUHQWIRUDOOWUDFNVWKH
'HWHFWLRQ DQG WKH &HUWDLQW\ WLPHV FDQ EH FDOFXODWHG E\
DYHUDJLQJWKHWLPHVJLYHQE\SDUWLFLSDQWV VHHWDEOH 

7UDFN
7UDFN
7UDFN
7UDFN
7UDFN
7UDFN

'HWHFWLRQ
WLPH
V
V
V
V
V
V

&HUWDLQW\
WLPH
V
V
V
V
V
V

UGWLPH



V



V




7DEOH7KHGHWHFWLRQWLPHVFHUWDLQW\WLPHVDQGWKLUG
WLPHVIRUDOOWUDFNV

)RUWKHWUDFNSHUVRQVJDYHDWKLUGWLPH UHVSHFWLYHO\
SHUVRQVIRUWKHWUDFN 'XHWRWKHVHVPDOOQXPEHUVWKHWKLUG
WLPH KDV QRW EH VWDWLVWLFDOO\ DQDO\]HG 6R WKH FRUUHVSRQGHQW
PHDQYDOXHLVMXVWJLYHQDVLQIRUPDWLRQ


)LJXUH7KHVL[WHPSRUDOVRXQGOHYHOHYROXWLRQV7KHUHG
OLQHV UHSUHVHQW UHVSHFWLYHO\ WKH 'HWHFWLRQ WLPH WKH
&HUWDLQW\WLPHDQGZKHQLWH[LWVWKHWKLUGWLPH
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7KUHH VLWXDWLRQV DUH REVHUYHG 7KH ILUVW RQH JDWKHUV WKH
UHFRUGLQJVZKHUHWKHQRLVHOHYHOGHFUHDVHV WUDFNVDQG 
)RUWKHVHWUDFNVWKH FKDQJHLVQRWLFHGDIWHUWKH GHFUHDVHRI
WKH VRXQG OHYHO ZKHQ LW EHFRPHV VWDELOL]HG 7KH VHFRQG
VLWXDWLRQLVREVHUYHGRQWUDFNVDQGZKHUHWKHQRLVHOHYHO
LQFUHDVHV 7KH SHULRG EHWZHHQ WKH 'HWHFWLRQ DQG WKH
&HUWDLQW\ WLPHV FRUUHVSRQGV WR WKH LQFUHDVH RI WKH VRXQG
OHYHO)LQDOO\WKHWKLUGVLWXDWLRQLQFOXGHVWKHWUDFNVDQG
ZKHUHWKHFKDQJHFRUUHVSRQGVWRPDQ\VRXQGHYHQWV'XULQJ
WKH WHVWV H[SHULPHQWHU KDV UHPDUNHG WKDW WKH SUHVHQFH RI
VRXQGHYHQWVGLVWXUEVWKHFKDQJHSHUFHSWLRQ,WLVQRWLFHDEOH
WKDWIRUWKHVHWZRWUDFNVWKHGHJUHHRIFKDQJHZDVHYDOXDWHG
DV³YHU\ORZ´RUHYHQ³QRQH[LVWHQW´

7UDFN

7UDFN

)RU WKH ILUVW WZR JURXSV RI WUDFNV WKH VORSHV RI WKH VRXQG
OHYHOHYROXWLRQVKDYHEHHQFDOFXODWHGZLWKOLQHDUUHJUHVVLRQV
VHH ILJXUH   7KLV ILJXUH FRUUHVSRQGV WR WKH ILJXUH 
]RRPLQJ RQ WKH SHULRG LQ EHWZHHQ WKH 'HWHFWLRQ DQG WKH
&HUWDLQW\WLPHVZLWKDSSUR[LPDWHO\ILIWHHQVHFRQGVEHIRUH,W
FDQ EH REVHUYHG WKDW WKH 'HWHFWLRQ WLPH FRUUHVSRQGV WR WKH
EUHDN RI WKH VORSH ,W VHHPV WKDW SHRSOH DUH VHQVLWLYH WR D
FRQYH[FXUYDWXUHIRUWKHGHWHFWLRQRIWKHVRXQGHQYLURQPHQW
FKDQJH

7UDFN


)LJXUH6ORSHVEHIRUHDQGDIWHUGHWHFWLRQWLPHV

&KDQJHSHUFHSWLRQDQGQRLVHPDSSLQJ
:LWK WKH YLGHR UHFRUGLQJV WKH 'HWHFWLRQ DQG WKH &HUWDLQW\
WLPHV FDQ EH JHRWDJJHG 7KHVH SHUFHLYHG WLPHV FDQ EH
FRPSDUHG ZLWK FRQWRXU RI FRQWUDVW LQGLFDWRU 7KLV FRQWUDVW
LQGLFDWRUKDVEHHQGHYHORSHGIURPQRLVHPDSSLQJLQRUGHUWR
UHYHDO WKH VXGGHQ YDULDWLRQV RI SUHGLFWHG VRXQG OHYHOV >@
7KLVLQGLFDWRULVLQVSLUHGE\HGJHGHWHFWLRQLQLPDJHDQDO\VLV
>@>@,WLVEDVHGRQWKHJUDGLHQWFDOFXODWLRQ  

7UDFN




,WDSSHDUHGWKDWWKHPHWHUVL]HILOWHU Q  LVDGDSWHGWR
UHYHDO WKH SHUFHLYHG FKDQJH 'HWHFWLRQ DQG &HUWDLQW\ WLPHV
DUHUHSUHVHQWHGRQWKHPDSRIJUDGLHQWV VHHILJXUH 
,Q WKLV ILJXUH WKH FRQWRXUV RI WKH FDOFXODWHG JUDGLHQWV DUH
UHSUHVHQWHGE\JUHHQDQGUHGDUHDV$JUHHQDUHDPHDQVWKDW
WKH VRXQG OHYHO LQFUHDVHV RU EHFRPHV VWDELOL]HG DIWHU D
GHFUHDVH FRQYH[ FXUYDWXUH  $ UHG DUHD PHDQV WKDW WKH
VRXQGOHYHOGHFUHDVHVRUEHFRPHVVWDELOL]HGDIWHUDQLQFUHDVH
FRQFDYHFXUYDWXUH 

6RXQGVFDSHRI(XURSHDQ&LWLHVDQG/DQGVFDSHV



)LJXUH7KHSRVLWLRQVRI7G \HOORZGRWV 7F EOXHGRWV 
DQGWKLUGWLPH ZKLWHGRWV GXULQJDXGLRUHFRUGLQJV RUDQJH
OLQH RQPDSVRIJUDGLHQWV


)RU WKH ILUVW WUDFN WKH 7F DQG UG WLPH FRUUHVSRQG WR JUHHQ
DQG UHG DUHDV ,W PHDQV WKDW WKH VRXQG OHYHO LQFUHDVHV DQG
EHFRPHV VWDELOL]HG RU WKDW WKH VRXQG OHYHO ZDV VWDELOL]HG
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DIWHUDGHFUHDVHDQGWKHQGHFUHDVHVDJDLQ:LWKWKHKHOSRI
WKHQRLVHOHYHOVUHSUHVHQWHGZLWKDJUH\JUDGDWLRQRQILJXUH
 LW LV QRWLFHDEOH WKDW WKH QRLVH OHYHO GHFUHDVHV LQ WKH
HQWUDQFH LQWR WKH VPDOO VWUHHW ³YLOOD GHV (SLQHWWHV´ 6R WKH
JUHHQ DUHD IROORZHG E\ WKH UHG RQH PHDQV WKDW WKH QRLVH
OHYHO EHFRPHV VWDELOL]HG EHWZHHQ WKH 7F DQG WKH UG WLPH
7KLV REVHUYDWLRQ FRUUHVSRQGV WR WKH WHPSRUDO HYROXWLRQ RI
WKHVRXQGOHYHOUHFRUGHG LQVLWX ILJXUH  ,QWKLVFDVHWKH
FDOFXODWHG JUDGLHQW PDNHV LW SRVVLEOH WR SUHGLFW WKH
SHUFHLYHGFKDQJHLQWKH³YLOODGHV(SLQHWWHV´
7KH LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ LV WKH VDPH IRU WKH WUDFN  7KH QRLVH
OHYHO EHFRPHV VWDELOL]HG EHWZHHQ WKH 7G DQG 7F 7KLV
VWDELOL]DWLRQ FRUUHVSRQGV DOVR WR WKH WHPSRUDO HYROXWLRQ RI
WKH VRXQG OHYHO UHFRUGHG LQ VLWX ILJXUH   7KXV WKH
FDOFXODWHG JUDGLHQW DQG WKH OLVWHQLQJ WHVW UHYHDO WKH VDPH
W\SHRIFKDQJH
)RUWUDFNWKH7GDQG7FFRUUHVSRQGWRJUHHQDQGUHGDUHDV
$JDLQ ZLWK WKH KHOS RI WKH QRLVH OHYHOV WKHVH WZR DUHDV
FRUUHVSRQG WR DQ LQFUHDVH RI VRXQG OHYHO IROORZHG E\
VWDELOL]DWLRQ 7KLV REVHUYDWLRQ LV LQ OLQH ZLWK WKH WHPSRUDO
HYROXWLRQRIWKHVRXQGOHYHOUHFRUGHGLQVLWX ILJXUH 7KH
FRQWRXUV RI FDOFXODWHG JUDGLHQWV JUHHQ DQG UHG DUHDV 
FRUUHVSRQG WR WKH DUHDV ZKHUH WKH VRXQG HQYLURQPHQW
FKDQJHLVSHUFHLYHG
)RUWUDFN FRQVLVWHQF\ LVQRWYHU\ JRRGEHWZHHQ JUDGLHQW
FDOFXODWLRQDQGSHUFHLYHGFKDQJH7KHWLPHV WKH\HOORZDQG
EOXHGRWV RQWKH PDSFRUUHVSRQGWRDVWDELOL]HGDUHDZKLOH
LQWHPSRUDOVRXQGOHYHOHYROXWLRQWKHFKDQJHSHULRGPDWFK
WRDQLQFUHDVHRIWKHQRLVHOHYHO%\WKHZD\IRUWKLVWUDFN
WKH SHUFHLYHG FKDQJH LV HYDOXDWHG DV ³YHU\ ORZ´ RU ³QRQ
H[LVWHQW´

HQYLURQPHQWDOQRLVH
(XURSHDQ&RPPLVVLRQ
>@'HODLWUH3/DYDQGLHU&%DVLOH03DUWLFLSDWLYH
ZRUNVKRSVLQWKHSURFHVVIRUWKHFUHDWLRQRIDTXHVWLRQQDLUH
DERXWWKHGHILQLWLRQRITXLHWDUHDVLQ)UHQFKFLWLHV
3URF)RUXP$FXVWLFXP$DOERUJ
>@$XJR\DUG-)7RUJXH+$O¶pFRXWHGH
O¶HQYLURQQHPHQWUpSHUWRLUHGHVHIIHWVVRQRUHV
(GLWLRQV3DUHQWKqVHV
>@'HODLWUH3/DYDQGLHU&5HSUHVHQWDWLRQRIWKH
DFRXVWLFFRQWUDVWLQXUEDQFRQWH[WWKURXJKQRLVHPDSSLQJ
3URF,QWHU1RLVH1HZ<RUN
>@+RZHOO'&0pWKRGHVVWDWLVWLTXHVHQVFLHQFHV
KXPDLQHV
'H%RHFN8QLYHUVLWp
>@0DUU'+LOGUHWK(7KHRU\RI(GJH'HWHFWLRQ 
6HULHV%%LRPRJLFDO6FLHQFHYRO1R
>@0DLQL5$JJDUZDO+6WXG\DQGFRPSDULVRQRI
YDULRXVLPDJHHGJHGHWHFWLRQWHFKQLTXHV
&6&MRXUQDOVYRO1R





&RQFOXVLRQV
7KLV VWXG\ PDNHV LW SRVVLEOH WR XQGHUVWDQG KRZ SHRSOH
SHUFHLYHFKDQJHVLQXUEDQVRXQGHQYLURQPHQW
  7KH SHULRG ZKHQ WKH FKDQJH LV SHUFHLYHG GLIIHUV
DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH W\SH RI VRXQG OHYHO HYROXWLRQ LQFUHDVH RU
GHFUHDVH  1HYHUWKHOHVV LW DOZD\V FRUUHVSRQGV WR D FRQYH[
YDULDWLRQ
 6RXQGHYHQWVGLVWXUEWKHSHUFHSWLRQRIDFKDQJH
7KH FRPSDULVRQ EHWZHHQ VXEMHFWLYH WHVW GDWD DQG JUDGLHQW
LQGLFDWRUVVKRZVWKDWLWLVSRVVLEOHWRSUHGLFWWKHDUHDVZKHUH
WKHFKDQJHLVSHUFHLYHG6RLWLVSRVVLEOHZLWKWKLVLQGLFDWRU
WR NQRZ WKH SDWKZD\V ZKLFK UHLQIRUFH WKH LPSUHVVLRQ RI
TXLHWQHVVLQXUEDQFRQWH[W

$FNQRZOHGJHPHQWV
7KLV UHVHDUFK ZDV VXSSRUWHG E\ 5'6 ,OH GH )UDQFH
3URJUDPRIVXVWDLQDEOHGHYHORSPHQWDQGE\WKH³&KDLUHpFR
TXDUWLHUHWYLOOHVGXUDEOHV´RIWKH&HUJ\3RQWRLVH8QLYHUVLW\
DQGZHZRXOGOLNHWRWKDQNWKHPIRUWKHLUDVVLVWDQFH
7KH DXWKRUV ZRXOG OLNH DOVR WR WKDQN WKH FLW\ RI 3DULV IRU
KDYLQJPDGHLWVQRLVHPDSVDYDLODEOHIRUWKHVWXG\

5HIHUHQFHV
>@&RPPLVVLRQRIWKH(XURSHDQ'LUHFWLYH'LUHFWLYH
(&UHODWLQJWRWKHDVVHVVPHQWDQGPDQDJHPHQWRI
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COST TD0804 – Working Group (WG) 4
The WG aims to provide practical guidance and tools for the design of soundscapes, and provide guidelines for preserving architectural heritage sites. The WG bridges the gap between theory and practice, examines the effectiveness
of design changes, in terms of planning, landscape, architectural elements, and sound components, on the creation
and improvement of soundscape, considering not only the acoustic changes but also people’s perception. In terms of
soundscape for policy and decision making, guidance outlines have also been proposed.
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Introduction
The world economic and social development of the last
decades has led to generally higher degrees of requirements
for quality of life and wellbeing from people. The aging of
the population may also help explain these higher
expectations, as tradition tells us that older people are wiser
and more capable of perceiving the complexity of the overall
environment.
Our understanding of the outside reality results from a
complex cognitive process where not just all our senses but
history, culture and context play relevant roles. We perceive
the quality of our environment from an information
processing procedure where all senses and cultural factors
intervene. The perception of the acoustic quality is then part
of the whole process. Noise here will be the result of a
negative interpretation of the sound contents (too much
energy, awkward frequency spectra or time history, or
meaning) or of its context, where coherence between the
different components is found to be unpleasant. Sounds from
mechanical sources (such as traffic), usually described as
noise, may not necessarily or always be perceived as
unpleasant or undesirable.
Understanding the acoustic environment becomes more
relevant in urban settings, where the complexity of human
activities and urban mobility may create aggressive sonic
climates. Cities are lively and dynamic fabrics that develop
from the assemblage of people for social and economic
reasons [1]. This development should be made as
harmonious and sustainable as possible in all aspects,
requiring planning procedures finely tuned with the people’s
needs and expectations.
In 2008, for the first time in human history, the majority of
people in the world lived in cities. The United Nations
predict that in 2050 the number has grown to two thirds of
the world population [2]. In Europe, roughly four out of five
citizens live in towns of different sizes. Globally, cities have
assumed a central role in the economic and social world of
the 21st century.
The urban architecture is a major factor that contributes to
the perception and sense of place, not just by the aesthetics
of the buildings but also by the urban structure it determines
and by the confrontation between buildings and public open
spaces. In fact, the visual sense was made prevalent in the
development of our civilization in detriment of sound
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tradition [3-5]. However, the sound component is still a
relevant parameter in the human perception of the outside
world, though this is not usually recognised by many
professionals involved, such as architects, urban technicians
and planners [6]. That may certainly contribute to explain
the feeling of discomfort or nuisance in many urban areas [78].
Acousticians, as well as architects and urban planners, have
a crucial role in defining and establishing pleasant urban
sound climates. It is absolutely necessary to reduce sound
from mechanical origins to levels that are not detrimental to
human health and to the wellbeing. However, reducing
sound levels do not necessarily lead to improved quality of
life in urban/rural areas, and a new multidisciplinary
approach is essential. Noise reduction is not always feasible
or cost-effective, and more importantly, will not necessarily
lead to improved living conditions and to people’s
satisfaction.
New projects, either at a design or assessment stage, need to
be approached from a different angle when compared to the
classic noise control methodology, by considering not only
the highly relevant health effects but also the important
feeling of comfort and wellbeing that people expect in their
integrated concept of quality of life.
The soundscape approach embodies this paradigm shift as it
involves not only physical measurements but also the
cooperation of human/social sciences to account for the
diversity of soundscapes across countries and cultures. An
alternative approach or complement to noise control
engineering, it is about relationships between the ear, human
beings, sound environments and society. This can actually be
more powerful than the classic level-based approach which
is only suitable for providing primary needs such as sleep
and hearing protection, becoming more prominent when a
society reaches the highest needs: respect for others and
creativity and spontaneity.
Environmental sounds should then be considered as a
“resource” rather than a “waste” [9-11] making up the
acoustic wealth of a space, its soundscape. Sound
management becomes important, understanding our feeling
of different cities, where sounds from recreational or social
activities, or even traffic, may contribute to a sense of
liveliness as part of the city’s sound signature.
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COST Action Working Group 4 –
Creating and Designing
Soundscape research is a very inter- and trans-disciplinary
field involving professionals from physical science,
engineering, social science, humanity, medicine, and art. It
has been mainly developed within the academic disciplines
of anthropology, architecture, ecology, design, human
geography, linguistics, medicine, noise control engineering,
psychology, sociology, and more recently artificial
intelligence. Soundscape studies are not only for the
improvement of the current sound environment but also for
the conservation of our sound environments, especially
where they are pleasant, which can be classified as acoustic
heritages.
The COST Action TD0804, Soundscape of European Cities
and Landscapes, programme, which started early 2009, was
structured around five working groups, according to the
major objectives of the programme: (1) understanding and
exchanging, aimed at investigating how the soundscape
within its proper context affects its users; (2) collecting and
documenting, aimed at organising soundscape data and the
number of case studies using the soundscape concept for
improving the living environment; (3) harmonising, aimed at
the harmonisation of the soundscape methods of research
and the relevant indicators; (4) creating and designing,
aimed at the development of tools for practical use and
implementation of the soundscape concept; and (5)
outreaching and training, aimed at the dissemination of
results and transfer the state-of-the-art knowledge in terms of
application of soundscape approach to urban environment
and quiet areas.
The activities of Working Group 4, Creating and Designing,
were mostly focussed on practical implementation, on
bridging the gap between theory and practice. The
effectiveness of design changes, in terms of planning,
landscape, architectural elements, and sound components, on
the creation and improvement of soundscape, considering
not only the acoustic changes but also people’s perception,
were examined. The study of good practices for the
implementation of soundscape research were pursued and
discussed.
Although most of the soundscape research has been directed
to outdoor spaces, the methods may also be applicable for
enclosed spaces having a function similar to urban spaces.
That is the case of commercial and entertainment areas,
shopping malls, airports and train stations, where the
acoustic comfort and sound quality cannot be dealt
adequately by noise parameters only as is the current
practice.
The activities were directed to provide practical guidance
and indicate possible ways for the implementation of
soundscapes to support designers and policy makers in
planning and reshaping urban/rural spaces. The group also
supported the activities within the ISO/TC43/SC1/WG54
"Perceptual assessment of soundscape quality" which
seemed essential for a common language and understanding
of the soundscape concept.

This report briefly describes the work developed under the
scope of COST Working Group 4, Creating and Designing.

ISO/TC43/SC1/WG54
One of the objectives of the COST Action TD0804 was to
harmonise the current vocabulary and methodology in
soundscape studies, including laying the foundations for
future European/international standards. This work has been
carried out in collaboration with the working group ISO/TC
43/SC 1/WG 54 “Perceptual assessment of soundscape
quality”
of
the
International
Organization
for
Standardization (ISO). Several members of the Management
Committee of the COST Action are also members of this
ISO Working Group 54. Joint workshops have been
organised throughout the duration of the COST Action in
support of the objective.
ISO/TC 43/SC 1/WG 54 was founded in September 2008
[12-13]. The first meeting was held in Berlin, Germany, at
the end of January 2009. In this meeting the working group
decided that the first task must be to define the term
“Soundscape” and to develop a conceptual framework. The
work that followed from this meeting is currently taking
shape into the first part of the international series of
standards on soundscape, ISO 12913. The first part ISO
12913-1 “Acoustics – Soundscape – Part 1: Definition and
conceptual framework” [14] is expected to be published in
2015, by the latest.
After many and long discussions the working group has
agreed that “Soundscape” denotes the “acoustic environment
as perceived or experienced and/or understood by people, in
context” [14]. This definition is well in line with the
tradition in soundscape studies [3-4], as well as with the
definition of “Landscape” in the European Landscape
Convention [15].
Early on, the ISO working group recognised that it is
necessary to distinguish between the acoustic environment,
as a physical phenomenon, and soundscape, as a perceptual
construct [16]. The term “Acoustic environment” denotes the
“sound from all sound sources as modified by the
environment” [14]. The discussion has then concerned what
terms to use to describe soundscape as a perceptual
construct.
In addition to the separation of environment and soundscape,
earlier 1980s studies have shown that a large part of the
phenomenon is not framed by the environment nor by the
soundscape being the sum of gestures, actions, and attitudes
that focus in establishing a sound comfort without judging
the aesthetic quality of the soundscape like closing a door,
opening a window or avoiding a noisy place. This has been
defined as sound “milieu” [17-18], a place of interactions of
the user with its environment, where perception and action
occur.
Because the Handbook for Acoustic Ecology [19-20],
defined “Soundscape” as “[a]n environment of sound (or
sonic environment) with emphasis on the way it is perceived
and understood by the individual, or by a society” many
members of the working group thought that the descriptors
must include “perceive” and “understand”. Others argued
that “experience” would cover all aspects of a perceptual
construct, and that “experience” should be the only term
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needed. Yet others thought that “perceive”, “experience” and
“understand” signifies slightly different but overlapping
aspects of a perceptual construct. For example, “experience”
may not adequately cover the cognitive aspects that
“understand” would include, and which has been proven
important in soundscape studies [21].
The ISO working group 54 has decided that all three
descriptors “perceive”, “experience” and “understand” must
be included in the definition of “Soundscape”. Because the
three descriptors represent three slightly different but
overlapping aspects, the term “or” in the defection must be
understood as an inclusive disjunction, hence “and/or”. That
is, any combination of the three descriptors – “perceive” or
“experience” and/or “understand” – would be a true
argument.
Just like the wording of the definition of “Soundscape” has
been thoroughly debated in meetings and workshops, so
there have been long discussions on what soundscape is.
Would a soundscape be equal to an individual’s percept, like
a mental “image” in the individual’s mind? How is it then
possible for a place to have a soundscape, or to talk about
planning or designing or improving a soundscape? However,
the latter way of reasoning ignores the fact that for human
beings everything is perception. Humans do not have access
to the physical reality by any other means. The definition of
“Soundscape” recognises this.
Designers do not worry about the fact that colour is a purely
perceptual phenomenon, which only exists as a mental
“image” in the mind. The physical correspondence to colour
is rays of light of given wave lengths. However, they are not
equal to colour.
Neither do designers worry about the fact that it is
impossible to know whether someone’s blue is someone
else’s, yellow, red, green, orange, or violet. Rather, they are
happy to design a yellow car, or green dress or a red sofa,
assuming that everyone would perceive them in a fairly
similar way. Nevertheless, it is true that no objects have
colour. It is wrong to say: “What a lovely blue shirt you
have”. The correct expression would be: “What a lovely shirt
you seem to have, which reflections of light create such a
wonderful perception of blue in my mind”.
The working group has reached the conclusion that
soundscape is a process – of perceiving an acoustic
environment [22]. This process encompasses: (1) context,
(2) sound sources, (3) acoustic environment, (4) auditory
sensation, (5) interpretation of auditory sensation, (6)
responses, and (7) outcomes, which constitutes a conceptual
framework of soundscape.
Soundscape originates in sound sources and their
distribution in space and time. The sound from all sound
sources, as modified by the environment, makes up the
acoustic environment, which create auditory sensations
when it reaches the receptors of the ears. The brain interprets
the auditory signal to create useful information, which may
lead to a response, which in turn may change the context
through a feed-back loop. The context includes all factors
that may influence the process and which are not included in
the other concepts of the framework. For example, context
includes meteorological conditions, attitudes, previous
experience and expectations, as well as psychological and
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physiological resources to deal with the situation.
Soundscape may result in long-term outcomes such as nature
appreciation or psychological restoration, or health, wellbeing and quality of life.
The working group has now turned its focus to developing
the second part of the ISO 12913 series of standards. It will
concern minimum requirements for reporting the results of a
soundscape study. This has also, partially or in full, been the
topic of a number of workshops of the COST Action
TD0804. The first working group meeting with a focus on
this issue is held in conjunction with the final conference of
the COST Action in Merano, Italy, in March 2013.

Workshops
A number of workshops have been organised since 2010,
which gathered a diversity of professionals from both
technical and non-technical areas, either working on
soundscapes or non-familiar with the field.
The presence of urban planners and technicians, engineers,
architects, acousticians, composers, or psychologists was
mostly encouraged and contributed to the lively and active
discussions. Technical presentations by renowned scientists
and the discussions that followed were aimed at exploring
the ways to transfer research knowledge into practical tools
and methods for direct applications to improve the sonic
environment in all possible situations.

Stockholm 2010
The first workshop was organised in Stockholm in
September/October 2010. The two day event, Designing
Soundscape for Sustainable Urban Development, was
included in the official Stockholm programme of activities
within the scope of the European Green Capital that the city
was awarded in 2010.
This event included visits to sites where soundscape
interventions had been carried out, technical presentations by
researchers from all over the world, and group discussions
on different topics. For example, the workshop explored
opportunities and best practices in (i) urban recreational
areas, (ii) urban open spaces, (iii) urban and regional
planning, (iv) mobility management, and (v) residential
areas and housing [23].
In the discussions, a number of central themes emerged:


The soundscape is an environmental resource that must
be creatively planned and designed, not considered in
retrospect. It concerns the meaning of sounds, which is
fundamental in establishing a sense of place.



Soundscape is not a question of how loud sounds are,
but what sounds are appropriate to a place. It is an
important aspect of quality of life and may promote or
impede psychological restoration, as well as daily
activities, like speech, sleep, and recreation.



There is no one ideal soundscape. In order to decide
which soundscapes are good, one must consider which
activities the soundscape may enable at a place.
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Soundscape practice must develop through both smallscale and large-scale case studies. Architects and urban
planners requested concrete cases that may inspire and
provide a basis for new approaches.

do about the soundscape heritage?”, “what conflicts to
expect?”, or “what good practices can be identified?”. The
active discussions led to a number of interesting conclusions,
namely:



Soundscape planning must not be implemented through
legislation and directives. Rather, the path to
implementation is via applied research in urban
planning, in close cooperation with municipalities and
other stakeholders, and with the support of basic
research and other scientific disciplines such as
acoustics, human geography, psychology, and
sociology.



“Heritage” should be taken as a broad concept – almost
all areas can be considered as human/cultural heritage;



Soundscape will help provide a sense of place, since it
relates with the social territory and contributes to our
overall perception of the outside;



The soundscape should be considered in its ecological
composition – natural, human;

The strategy is further international and interdisciplinary
research collaboration, and exchange of experiences at
conferences in urban planning and architecture.



Soundscape must be related to “quality of life” – the
soundscape should be “valued”, rather than “preserved”,
and linked to the territory;

Included in the programme was also a visit to the exhibition
Architecture for the Senses at Swedish Museum of
Architecture. Using contemporary examples from Stockholm
City, the exhibition aimed to discuss the visual dominance in
urban planning and design. The workshop was very well
attended with very lively discussions that helped bring the
soundscape concept into perspectives of practical
application.



People must always be involved, bringing soundscape
into the discussion of the citizens’ expectations and
improving communication between the different
stakeholders;



Stereotypes about “noisy” and “quiet” should be
avoided: diversify, appreciate the liveliness of areas that
are not under threat;



Awareness about soundscape must be raised on citizens,
town planners and decision makers (existing networks
should be used);



Guidelines for soundscape cannot be thought globally:
the specific place must always be taken into
consideration. A number of paths for designing the
soundscape of historic places can be followed: (i)
preserve existing soundscapes, (ii) improve existing
one, or (iii) design a new one to be coherent with the
context;



Local authorities should be encouraged to develop
guidelines or recommendations for the soundscape in
urban areas to be used as tools for urban design and
management purposes.



Brighton 2011
A second two day workshop, Exploring Practical
Approaches Towards Better Soundscapes, took place in
Brighton, United Kingdom on April 2011, in a joint
organisation with the Noise Abatement Society and the
ISO/TC 43/SC 1/WG 54. The stated aims of this event
included to raise awareness and promote communication on
soundscapes among the general public, stakeholders and
policymakers, including encouraging exploration of new
ways of listening in local soundscapes, and new ways of
tackling noise and improving soundscape quality, and to
explore how a soundscape approach might contribute to
local development planning and to the resolution of local
issues.
The event included technical presentations, discussion of
case studies, and group discussions on different topics such
as (i) health outcomes and related context, (ii) physical and
socio-psychological context, (iii) social surveys and
soundscape mapping, (iv) local soundscape issues and
potential, (v) general policy approaches in soundscape
implementation, and (vi) local approaches in soundscape
implementation. A joint meeting with ISO WG54 was also
held.

Capri 2011
A think tank with the general title Soundscape, a part of the
Cultural Heritage was organised in October 2011 in Capri,
Italy, focussed on the preservation of soundscapes of
architectural/landscape heritages and in historic cities and
landscapes around the world (Figure 1).
The two day workshop aimed to address a number of hot
topics, namely “why to preserve the soundscape in
historic/cultural areas (buildings or open areas)?”, “what to

Brighton 2012
In June 2012, another workshop took place in Brighton,
United Kingdom, in a joint organisation with the Noise
Abatement Society and the Brighton & Hove City Council.
This workshop was dedicated to discuss creating and
designing applications for implementing soundscape
approaches to promote wellbeing and amenity, encouraging
exploration of new ways of listening in local soundscapes,
and new ways of tackling noise and improving local
soundscape quality.
The active presence of city council officials in this event
proved very stimulating by showing both their active
engagement in the municipal soundscape management and
their interest on the resulting benefits.
The event was an opportunity to show some cases studies
and to discuss economic aspects of the soundscape approach.
The need and the means to include it in policies at all levels
were highly debated.
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Figure 1: Keynote presentation at the Capri workshop in October 2011.

It was concluded that all efforts should be endeavoured to
pass information to different institutions from local
authorities up to the European stances so that the soundscape
issues related to health, quality of life and restorative
functions of the environment can be integrated in current and
future policies.
The active presence of city council officials in this event
proved very stimulating by showing both their active
engagement in the municipal soundscape management and
their interest on the resulting benefits.
The event was an opportunity to show some cases studies
and to discuss economic aspects of the soundscape approach.
The need and the means to include it in policies at all levels
were highly debated. It was concluded that all efforts should
be endeavoured to pass information to different institutions
from local authorities up to the European stances so that the
soundscape issues related to health, quality of life and
restorative functions of the environment can be integrated in
current and future policies.

Vitoria-Gasteiz 2012
A two day workshop Soundscape, heritage for the urban
futures, from noise control to the Soundscape, was organised
in the 2012 European Green Capital, Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain,
in November 2012. The workshop was dedicated to
implementation issues and to examples of good practices.
Following earlier discussions and conclusions, the event
featured keynote talks by recognised representatives of the
European Commission, of the European Environmental
Agency, and of local communities, who lectured and
participated in the discussions focussed on practical items,
such as: “Fields of soundscape approach application:
limitations and opportunities”, “Why to pay for soundscape?
Is soundscape an efficient investment?”, “How to pass the
soundscape message to policy makers?”.
A few major conclusions came out of the very lively
discussions, such as:


Although a soundscape approach can be adopted at all
levels, it should be used mostly at a local level, where
the particular environment is regulated, rather than at
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national level, where sound excesses are eliminated by
legislation.


It is usually more economical to ensure a sound quality
of living spaces by the soundscape approach upstream
in the urban projects than addressing them downstream
with more expensive solutions.



It is important to set all the information necessary for
decision-making, case by case, in the conception/urbandesign process and to avoid definitely condemning
sounds as being “good” or “bad”. Soundscape is not
only a matter of sounds. In other words, the soundscape
should be incorporated in the urban design process that
already exists as knowledge and science. Otherwise,
there might be a conflict of jurisdiction between the
urban project engineering and the engineering of the
sound signal.



Soundscape analysis should be used in environmental
impact assessment of large projects and understood as
leading to added value for their users.



Soundscape can lead to an increase in the value of the
land; therefore it can be seen as an investment.



People’s expectations should always be taken aboard.



Promotion of the soundscape should accompany the
promotion of health and wellbeing (recovery from
stress); the keyword should be “health”.



Quiet areas, considered as zones where one may find
pleasant soundscapes, and not just quiet, are
opportunities to preserve the natural and cultural
contents of the places and to provide restoration.



In applications, coherence should be sought between all
senses, correlating landscape with soundscape and with
others.



“Soundscape” must integrate common day language and
communication so it becomes part of usual requirements
and desirable.
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During most of these events, soundwalks were carried out
through different parts of the host city with the soundscape
being assessed and later discussed by all participants (see
Figure 2).

Figure 2: Soundwalk during the Vitoria-Gasteiz
workshop in November 2012.

Another key feature of this type of events was to include an
exhibition that could be shown to a wide audience both from
within and from outside the soundscape fields and that could
be repeated, albeit with local adjustments, in different
locations, especially in European cities. This provided the
opportunity to raise awareness and disseminate information
on soundscape issues related to health, quality of life and
restorative functions of the environment among the general
public and various types of professionals, both technical and
political.
The exhibition case studies could also show practical
examples of implementation of the soundscape approach and
how the results could contribute to the wellbeing of the local
populations. This was important not only for the
dissemination of the concept but also to demonstrate that it
could be used with advantage over classic approaches
showing procedures and steps that could be replicated in
other situations.
Some of these workshops were organised together with
Working Group 5, Outreaching and training, given the
synergies between the two groups in terms of transfer of
knowledge to the society, and also with the support and
contribution of other working groups in the Action, since all
activities are intertwined in a coordinated fashion with each
working group providing input for the other groups.

Concluding remarks
Discussions on practical implementation of the soundscape
concept were faced with a number of complex challenges. Is
the message that soundscape can definitely contribute to
people’s health and wellbeing sufficiently clear and being
adequately passed to engineers, architects, town planners,
and other professionals? Are we making clear enough that
the noise control and the soundscape approaches are not
alternative or conflicting but rather complementary methods,
being different layers of the same study or analysis? Are we
all learning enough from successful case studies and
disseminating results for replication?

It has become apparent that soundscape management is the
key in most new projects. Of course, when sound levels are
too high and potentially detrimental to health, noise
abatement measures should be designed and adopted. The
fruitful World Health Organization efforts have led to
recommendations for continuously more stringent noise
limits for outdoor noise and for many noisy activities [24].
These limits have been generally adopted in Europe and
increasingly in many other countries all over the world.
Silence, however, is not a desirable limit aim, as anyone who
has been inside an anechoic chamber has found out. If too
much light is unpleasant, we don’t aim for darkness. We are
born and live in a wealth of sounds and it is the management
of the pleasant and of the unpleasant or disturbing sounds
that matter.
Although legislation at European and national levels focus
primarily on reduction of sound levels for basic protection
and reduction of the exposure of the population to noise, it is
mostly at the local level where municipal ordinances must
cater for the citizens’ wellbeing and the satisfaction of their
expectations, managing the soundscape for a sustainable
development, especially in urban settings. Local authorities
should be encouraged to adopt soundscape strategies and
guidelines in accordance and in parallel with their municipal
land use plans or urban design and planning guidelines [25].
The provision and maintenance of improved sound quality
areas, such as quiet areas, is an important strategy in
municipal policies. This is encouraged by the European
Environmental Directive 2002/49/EC (END) [26] and by
some national legislation, but it has been increasingly
implemented by municipalities all over Europe. City
councils have been defining or designing new quiet areas
and improved existing urban parks by managing and
planning their soundscape. Urban parks provide quiet,
leisure, and restoration from everyday stress, being sought
by many citizens for their more pleasant environment
especially the “comfortable” sound climate they can find
inside. Although in some cases, “quieter” is not so
remarkable, this does not seem to be always the key factor.
Surveys seem to show that it is the diversity of sounds with
pleasant components in the soundscape composition that
makes it appreciated.
A successful design of urban parks has to include
soundscape planning, by distinguishing the sounds that are
perceived as pleasant and are in context with the place and
with the human activities inside and by defining the limits of
audibility of the different components [27]. Soundscape
mapping may play an important role here, by establishing
the extension of the area of perception of the different
soundscape components. Specific sounds may be enhanced,
naturally or artificially, or undesirable sounds may be
masked by superimposing other more interesting sounds [9,
28-30].
The consideration of the different sound components and the
analysis of their correlation with people’s perception and
understanding are crucial in any large scale project. Its
mandatory environmental impact assessment must consider
not only implications on the overall sound levels, regulated
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by the applicable legislation, but also (which is rarely the
case) alterations on soundscape composition and on people’s
perception of the sound environment that may lead to real
impacts on people’s lives and wellbeing. This will take
aboard a number of criteria that includes analysis of context
(coherence with the landscape, for example), of people’s
expectations of the place, and of uses and liveliness of the
specific area.
Soundscape management must follow a multi-criteria
approach, considering a number of different aspects that lead
to a perceived high quality sound environment. Location in
the urban structure, landscape, lightning, use of the place,
and above all the coherence among them all will determine
the soundscape composition that will mostly appeal to the
users. It must be recognised that citizens are active [31 - 32]
in the management of every day’s soundscape. When the
soundscape is familiar in its composition, its rhythms [33]
and its changes, the citizen adapts its uses, prevents himself
from being annoyed and makes the best use it. Perception
[34], which is inseparable of intention, of attention, and of
immediate action and pro-action, is the guarantor of the
individual’s comfort. When an accident happens to this
complex chain of sound perception (like for example loss of
attention, an unusual event, and a deficit of the built device
to respond to changes in the environment) then the sense of
annoyance moves and mobilises the user in the process of
defence and conflict [35]. Strangely, the sound comfort is
perceptible only when it is absent!
Designing and creating good spaces for better soundscapes is
finally the same as giving the citizens the instruments for
building their own soundscapes. It all depends on the quality
of the instrument (the built device), the sounds to be played,
the place where to play and the moment to do it. The more
choices the citizen has the more the soundscape is
successful! The diversity of soundscape conditions becomes
a criterion of quality of public spaces.
In a design and creative process, the user’s perceptions are
unlimited. Even if the citizens are integrated in the process
of decision making during the project, the soundscape is still
in the mental representations of all the stakeholders.
Therefore, a representation of the soundscape becomes
crucial to manage the sounds that are embedded in the
soundscape before it is perceived. Three kinds of
representations can then be considered in the management
and creative process:


the mind representations, expressed in words [36],



the spatial representations, expressed in sound
topologies of the potentially perceived sounds,
differentiated from one another, and limited in space
[37],



the sound representations, using a sonic composition or
simulation of the forthcoming soundscape composition
that could be heard beforehand [29].

Conventional acoustic analysis will not provide sufficient or
adequate information and will simply lead to conformity
with legally established noise limits. It may even
erroneously point to higher quality levels of the project
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

directly depending on lowering the sound levels, during the
day. However, cities live of the balance between quiet and
vivacious areas and some mechanical sounds (transport,
equipment) will be perceived by citizens as a reflection of
activity and of the cultural or economic dynamics of the city
(during daytime). These sounds will not necessarily be
understood as “noise” but as part of the normal urban
soundscape, which, on the other hand, may not be acceptable
in the countryside.
A place with an interesting soundscape has an increased
value for the user, in a similar way when it features a good
landscape (architecture, landscape design), and is usually
more frequented and desirable.
Property value can be increased by adequate soundscape
design, and thus the approach can be considered as an
investment. Therefore, soundscape cost-benefit can be found
to be quite interesting, given the added value in property, in
human health, and generally and foremost in wellbeing and
quality of life.
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Introduction
A case study of the Kimball Art Museum in Fort Worth,
Texas by the noted American Architect Louis Kahn will be
used to illustrate five points in the design process that
soundscape theories can inform the design of architectural,
urban, landscape and natural areas. These are inspiration;
planning; conceptual structure; tectonics; and detail (Siebein,
2011).
Kahn writes about the design for the art museum as a
sanctuary of art. He develops the inspiration for his project
before any design actually begins. The inspiration and
underlying philosophy guide the design and help to set the
framework within which design occurs.
-

Silence to Light
Light to Silence
The threshold of their crossing
Is the Singularity
Is Inspiration
Where the desire to express meets the
possible
Is the Sanctuary of Art
Is the Treasury of the Shadows
(Material casts shadows. Shadows belong
to Light) (Kahn, 1975)

The building is planned so that one does not enter the usual
way from the street. The building faces a large park and one
approaches via the Avenue of the Trees. Kahn writes:
“The entrance of the trees is the entrance on foot which links
Camp Bowie Boulevard and West Lancaster Avenue. Two
open porticos mark the entrance court of terraces. In front of
each portico is a reflecting pool which drops its water in a
continuous sheet about 70 feet long in a basin 2 feet below.
The sound would be quite gentle” (Kahn, 1975).

Kahn is thinking about the experience of the building as he
begins the site plan for the project. He contemplates in detail
the sounds and textures one experiences as s/he walks along
the grass walk, then moves onto the gravel walk by the
reflecting pool. S/he has to slow down a bit to walk on the
gravel, feel the stones moving beneath his feet, hear the
sounds as the stones move about and then hears the soft spill
of the water over the edge of the upper pool into the lower
pool.
A conceptual structure is the underlying set of principles and
ultimately geometries that form the basis for the intellectual
and formal aspects of the project. A conceptual structure is
often derived from transformational mapping studies of a
site and localized contextual influences such as sounds,
weather, climate, social forces, circulation systems,
traditions, historical influences, spatial systems, etc. This
conceptual structure is ultimately the shaper or giver of
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sound and the “coloration” it receives from the environment
whether it is indoors or out. Kahn states:
Because of the open porches how the building is made is
made completely clear before you enter the building
A realization of what is architecture
Concrete does the work of structure, of holding things up.
The columns are apart from each other The space between
must be filled. Therefore the travertine. Louis I. Kahn

Tectonics are the elements that form the natural, landscape,
urban or architectural system that the soundscape occurs
within. The tectonic elements are arranged in a conceptual
structure derived from the local ecology or interrelationships
between elements in a pattern or system that can be mapped
in its literal, physical or metaphysical dimensions. The
tectonics are those elements that give a unique identity and
form to a place. The notion of place as Norburg Shultz
defines it is at once physical but also metaphysical in the
way it is understood by people.
A great American poet once asked the Architect, “What light
(sound) enters your room? – as if to say the light (sound)
never knew how great it was until it struck the side of a
building” (Kahn, 1975).

Details are the local connections among the tectonic
elements that support and express the inspiration and the
conceptual structure of the project. The details are also the
elements that often provide weather protection, connections
among structural elements and enclosural systems and
elements that allow for environmental flows to occur in
indoor and outdoor environments.
I put the glass between the members which are structure and
the members which are not of structure Because the joint is
the beginning of ornament. Ornament is the adoration of the
joint (Kahn, 1975).

Each of these five levels of soundscape design will be
illustrated with a case study project.

Inspiration
In the case of Kahn, the inspiration was perhaps Martin
Heidegger’s essay Building, Dwelling, Thinking where
Heidegger states that natural space extends on the earth and
below the sky; the threshold where people dwell.
Scientifically one can explore questions of what is the sky?
How high is the sky? What is the sky made of? Where does
the sky begin? On the one hand everyone knows the answers
to these questions, but on the other hand, no one can really
provide concrete answers to the questions. Heidegger states:
We all know what the sky is
The vaulting path of the sun, the course of the moon
The glitter of the stars,
Light and dusk of day
Gloom and glow of night
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Weather – clemency and inclemency
Drifting clouds
Blue depth of ether (Heidegger, 1993).

These poetic descriptions give a designer latitude to develop
images that a design can spring from. The architectural
theorist Christian Norburg-Shultz took Heidegger ideas and
expanded on them in his innovative analysis of the attributes
of interior and exterior space that allows people to “dwell” in
his book Genius Loci: The Spirit of Place.
The boundary is where the place begins
Inside gathers what is known and gives it focus
Only an inside can have openings
Openings relate to the place at thresholds
The thresholds are between and as such form places with
character where one can “be” or dwell at home (NorbergSchulz, 1980).

subject of applied architectural, urban planning
soundscape research where:

Research explores theories
Theories describe possibilities
Design makes possibilities as space for inhabitants
Design and inhabitation pose questions for research
(Siebein, 1992)

The goal is to arrive at an integrated design process where
architectural, urban and sonic design merge to result in
sustainable, healthful environments in the broadest sense of
the term. The proposed theory summarized in Siebein (2010)
has seven elements.
1.

Identify
the
acoustical
communities
in
the
soundscape. Acoustical communities are groups within a
soundscape who share common values or work,
socialize or play together. In the planning process, the
communities may be stakeholders to a given transaction.
In the wilderness, the communities may be groups of
wildlife or flora engaged in ecological functions to sustain
the community. The values and meanings of the
communities must be understood through multiple
methods including narrative interviews, questionnaires,
responses to simulation studies, soundwalks, and other
interventional exercises aimed at evoking responses
from groups of people with potentially divergent views.

2.

Develop taxonomies of the specific acoustic events that
compose the ambient sound at specific localities within
the soundscape. The ambient sound in a soundscape is
produced by some number of specific acoustic events
that result from some form of human, animal, weather, or
technical device that arrive at different times at different
levels with different meanings at different spaces. These
must be identified, recorded and documented to the
extent practical with adequate resolution to support
analysis of physical acoustical and psychoacoustical
metrics as well as to allow use in aural simulations and
potentially to use as calibrated sound source data in
computer models of existing and future situations or
design alternatives.

3.

Map the acoustic itineraries of the participants in the
soundscape through each locality. Sound does not occur
in a stationary place. Sound sources and receivers move
through space from place to place. Sounds with
meanings do not have average values that can be
related to the meanings of the sound transaction.
Listeners do not stay in one place very often, either,
except perhaps in a concert hall. Therefore new
techniques are required to evaluate and model moving
sound sources heard by moving listeners whose
interpretations of the same sound may vary due to the
different activities they may be engaged in at different
times along their itinerary.

4.

Identify the acoustic rooms that compose the
soundscape and the unique colorations of sound they
contribute. This is done in indoor and outdoor spaces by
using impulse response measurements to identify the
reflected and reverberant sounds that the environment
overlays on the original sound signal as a result of the
interaction between source, sound and the environment.
There are also multiple locations where people may
listen to the soundscape voluntarily or involuntarily.

5.

Identify the acoustic calendar that determines the rhythm
of the specific acoustic events at each locality within the

This builds on Heidegger’s notion that
By dwelling people are initiated to their divine presence –
their being
Building is of dwelling when it reveals or brings forth from
concealment
The place is not its boundaries – the boundaries are only that
from which the place begins
One does not build the “thing”, the boundaries; one builds the
place for dwelling (Heidegger, 1993).

The essence of a soundscape as defined by Schaefer is
inherent of the concept of dwelling as described by
Heidegger: a place that allows a person to be. Examining
the role of space as a place for being gives the designer a
possible point of departure for aesthetic exploration of form
and program through the medium of sound and space. When
one designs a natural area or the spaces around a natural
area, an urban park or plaza or a building of any type, one
designs a character for the space that did not exist before.
This character is not the same thing as the physical form of
the design. It is the sum of the tangible and intangible
aspects of the environment that result from the designed
intervention. Soundscape is part of this character of place in
addition to the materialities, spatial forms and sequences,
activities, colors, textures, smells and other attributes that
define character.
The point of inspiration for the designer to define an
acoustical identity for the project rooted in its culture,
context, program and location that gives sonic meaning to
the acoustical interactions that occur in the space. While this
may begin with a poetic or philosophical inspiration,
technically it must be achieved using advanced acoustical
measurement systems that evaluate sounds and their
meanings as they are heard and understood by people and as
they are influenced by the designed intervention. This
implies that there will be differences, not errors, in the data
because of the variety of meanings that can be brought to a
given project by different people. The nature of these
variances in meaning and perception as well as the
measurement, modeling and simulation methods used to
evaluate the meanings and the designs are embedded in
aesthetic judgments. This system of investigation is the

and
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soundscape. Sonic cycles follow rhythms associated
with ecological, solar, work, school, climate, seasonal
and other cycles. These cycles must be identified
because changes can occur due to the cycles at the
same place for the same event that might otherwise be
viewed as an uncertainty or an error.
6.

Design sonic interventions to fit within ecological niches
within the soundscape. Niches for potential designed
sonic interventions can occur in time, in place, in space,
in frequency (pitch), in loudness, in time attributes, in
fluctuation strength, sharpness, and roughness, in
binaural composition/coherence, in coloration, in context,
in complexity, in the balance of foreground and
background and many other attributes of sound fields.
Identifying the niches gives rise to opportunities for
design.

7.

Transform analytical information into aesthetic,
architectural, urban or natural designed interventions
with aural components. An artist or a designer can not
necessarily use data to inform a design. The artist or
designer must transform the objective information
provided by the acoustical analysis into an aesthetic
system to provide a conceptual structure for the design.
The transformational process is usually unique to a given
architect, urban planner or sound artist. The uniquely
interpretive systems used by different architects, urban
designers, landscape architects and sound artists are
what gives a unique character or identity and
corresponding meaning to their designs. This is perhaps
the most fundamental aspect of the creating and
designing process of soundscapes.

Planning
Planning is the foundational process that lays the
groundwork for the intervention whether inside, outside or in
a deep, natural setting. Planning involves bringing the
acoustical communities together to discuss, evaluate and
offer potential insights into successful resolution of the
design project. Planning seeks the identity of a project
through the engaged communities and through an intimate
knowledge of the locale gained by the designer. Soundwalks
at multiple times of the day, multiple days of the week and if
the project allows, multiple times of the year are helpful in
gaining a firsthand understanding of the taxonomies of
sounds, the itineraries of the participants in the soundscape,
the acoustical rooms or zones in the environs and the
calendar of the activities and sounds that give meaning to the
community. Focus group meetings with all stakeholders
individually, in small, groups with common purposes and
collectively as a whole allow issues, meanings and values to
be revealed. Acoustical documentation including long and
short term measurements of the specific acoustical events
that compose the ambient sound are essential elements.
Calibrated audio and video or photographic recordings of
these sounds for later playback or for use in simulations is
also necessary. Asking participants to evaluate the existing
and proposed environments through aural simulations with
visual images and through engaging the stakeholders in
expressing their values and the meanings they associate with
project elements help to focus design efforts.
An important part of the planning process is to provide
acoustical models and simulations for calibrated playback so
that participants can evaluate the sonic consequences of
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

planning actions prior to construction. In a participatory
design process, this should be done by a non-partisan group
to facilitate value neutral presentation of alternative
intervention plans. A broad range of criteria should be used
for the evaluation so healthful, sustainable projects are built
that enhance the character of the locale and deepen the
meaning and relationships among people and places through
the designed soundscape. Siebein (2006) has presented case
studies where the simulations for large planning projects
have been accomplished through headphone listening,
through calibrated playback through loudspeakers and via
full size, full scale playback of computer modeled sounds
through entire neighborhoods over several days so
participants can actually live their normal lives and
experience the soundscape associated with the new project
before it has been built. It is essential that a post
construction evaluation be made to verify conformance of
the project with its initial criteria and character. Sometimes
this may mean that the verification measurements and/or
evaluation must occur very late at night or early in the
morning when the sounds from the project can be isolated or
extracted from the ambient sound.

Conceptual Structure
The conceptual structure is the underlying organization of
the sound sources and receivers in a complex soundscape
that communicate with each other. Siebein (2012) developed
a case study for soundscape evaluation of open plan,
collaborative learning environments that showed when the
actual communication systems used in the school were
evaluated much higher STI values were achieved compared
to when the acoustical measurements were made for generic
classrooms with a teacher standing at the front of the room
speaking to children seated in rows of seats spaced evenly
from the front of the room to the back, especially given the
relatively high ambient sound levels in these open, active
learning environments. The team spent over one week
observing and mapping the communication paths and
teaching methods used by teachers before any acoustical
documentation was undertaken. It was observed that sounds
from students actively engaged in conversations with each
other and teachers was relatively high at many times in the
building, especially when observed from outside the
localized communication and learning groups. However,
when one measured sounds at the locations of specific
listeners, much lower levels of ambient noise were found
and much higher levels of the teacher’s voice were found.
This was due to the creation of acoustical rooms within the
larger space by the learning groups of students and teacher
sitting in a small cluster no more than 2 to 3 meters from
each other with their heads and bodies forming an acoustical
enclosure that separated them from the other sounds and
activities in the room.
Nickchen (2012) found similar results in his study of 12
court rooms. When acoustical evaluations were made for the
overall room using either room average or one set of
measurements, many of the acoustical criteria for the court
rooms were met. However, when the evaluations were based
on specific source-path-receiver communication channels,
over 33% of the individual communication paths did not
meet the criteria. Tsaih (2011) found similar results in her
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investigation of acoustical qualities of band rehearsal rooms
as did Park (2012) in his study of worship spaces and natural
areas. If one can discern the conceptual structure of the
soundscape, one can design interventions to enhance those
elements determined to be desired and reduce, buffer or
mitigate those elements that are not desired. Furthermore,
this structure should be recognized in measurement and
evaluation protocols.

communication in the room: natural acoustic propagation of
sounds and sounds propagated through the sound
reinforcement system in the room. He found statistically
significant differences among data for each group of
listeners in the rooms as well as between natural acoustic
and reinforced sound propagation methods and also between
subtle processing functions of the reinforcement system
indicating the relative subtlety that can be addressed with
this method.

Tectonics
Tectonics are the methods and elements that give form and
identity to a soundscape. They are physical enclosural,
structural, textural pieces that give visual and sonic character
to a space. They are the elements that the artist, naturalist or
ecologist, landscape architect, urban designer and architect
use to form and hold up the design. Tsaih (2011) related
qualitative discussions and narrative documentation of the
musical qualities that music directors of university
performance groups think are important to listen for during
rehearsals with the judgments of student performers about
what they listen for during rehearsals with the physical
design of the rehearsal room to determine architectural and
acoustical elements that are related to their ability to hear
each other, play in time, intonation, dynamics and
articulation. The study identified architectural features of
rooms that assist in achieving preferred levels of these
qualities as well as acoustical metrics that were related to
them. The initial set of questions to discuss with the music
instructors and students was determined by focus groups
discussions with small groups of instructors and students as
well as by observing and recording multiple rehearsal
sessions in different rooms with very different architectural
and acoustical attributes. It was found that the acoustical
qualities associated with hearing each other and the other
more subtle musical attributes varied not only among rooms,
but also within rooms at different locations. Therefore,
individual communication paths between individual
performers were studied as well as paths between each
student and the instructor. Different qualities could be
identified at high degrees of certainty between those seated
near the source where the direct sound and diffracted paths
are important in the communication path and those seated
farther away from the source where diffuse reflected sounds
from the room are important constituents of the
communication path. The research demonstrated the need
for an architectural tectonic system of diffuse reflectors to
provide sound reflections across the room to allow musicians
to hear each other and to allow the instructor to hear the
musicians.
Park (2012) found similar results in a soundscape study of
worship spaces. He gave questionnaires to 5 groups of
participants in the worship services: the minister or priest,
the music director, the choir, the congregation and the sound
system operator. These groups all have different roles in the
service and are in different locations in the room. He found
that there were distinct differences in the questionnaire
results from each group within each space and that the
differences in the questionnaire data were related to
differences in the composition of the sound field that each
group heard. Interestingly, he conducted both the acoustical
measurements and the questionnaire study for 2 modes of

Kwon (2006) found similar results in a study investigating
the use of an electronic sound source simulating an entire
orchestra with multiple loudspeakers placed on the stage of a
large performance hall to simulate each group of instruments
in the orchestra compared to an omnidirectional
dodecahedral loudspeaker typically used for conducting
acoustical tests in these rooms. Evaluations by listeners to
the simulated sounds during playback in the actual
performing arts hall, listening tests conducted over
headphones in the laboratory and acoustical measurements
of the impulse responses from the different sound sources
showed significant differences for the 2 sound sources. All
three studies show the importance of the tectonic features of
the room enclosure related to the individual source-pathreceiver communication networks that form the tectonic
structure of the soundscape in an environment.

Details
Details address the subtle textures, tones, diffuse, scattered
sounds that add coloration to sounds. Many think that these
subtleties are the distinguishing qualities among the most
pleasing acoustical spaces regardless of function. The study
of these subtle qualities of sound are elusive at best and are
often only in the domain of the professional musician,
musical instrument maker or concert hall designer.
However, recent advances in technology has allowed
investigations into these areas to inform soundscape design.
For example, Smitthakorn (2012) conducted experiments to
identify the character of acoustical texture in a virtual model
of a sonic space composed only of a sound source, a receiver
and strategically located panels that directed combinations of
specular and diffuse reflections to the listener at different
arrival times. Orchestral music, a trumpet piece and a piano
piece were used as musical samples that were played into
soundscapes with 9 combinations of specular reflections and
9 combinations of diffuse reflections. Smitthakorn found
that the quality of texture was the primary distinguishing
feature among the sound samples. Pieces that were most
preferred by the listeners had specular reflections arriving in
the first 40 ms. after the direct sound with diffuse reflections
arriving between 40 and 80 ms. and up to 160 ms. after the
direct sound. Once one knows the arrival times of the
reflections that are most preferred, the physical locations of
diffusing panels in a sound field can be located to provide
these reflections. This allows one to determine the locations
and amounts of diffusing surfaces in soundscapes to provide
preferred levels of texture for musical sounds.

Conclusions
A theory is intended to be a proposition to be investigated or
a set of questions to be explored. A soundscape theory with
5 levels in the design process and 7 elements is presented as
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a method to structure the process for creating and designing
soundscapes in natural, landscape, urban and architectural
environments. The 5 levels in the process are inspiration;
planning; conceptual structure; tectonics; and detail. The 7
elements of the theory are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

[10]Tsaih, Lucky Shin Jyun. Soundscape of music rehearsal
in band room. Dissertation, University of Florida.
Gainesville, FL. 2011 (Publication No. UFE0043223). 2011.

Identify the acoustical communities
Develop taxonomies of the specific acoustic events that
compose the ambient sound at specific localities
Map the acoustic itineraries
Identify the acoustic rooms
Identify the acoustic calendar
Design sonic interventions to fit within ecological
niches
Transform analytical information into aesthetic,
architectural, urban or natural designed interventions
with aural components

This theory provides a working model for sound artists,
ecologists, landscape architects, urban planners and
architects to create and design soundscapes as part of an
integrated, participatory design process for natural spaces,
landscapes, urban parks or plazas and buildings.
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Introduction
In urbanised areas, noise is one of the most frequently
mentioned stressors in the investigation of what people like
and dislike in their neighbourhood and community [1].
Among various urban noise sources, traffic noise attracts
most attention because of its two characteristics: one is that
it is usually loud, and the other is that it is very widespread
[1]. Among various urban environments, residential areas
are usually most easily annoyed by traffic noise because of
its function for people to relax, sleep and restore from stress
[2][3].
To reduce the nuisance of urban traffic noise, solutions have
been suggested from a variety of aspects, among which
urban morphology has also been referred [4]. Urban
morphology, which concerns not only the spatial structure
and character of a metropolitan area, city, town or village,
but also social and cultural factors, is at the root of urbanism
and urban design [5][6]. It has been widely studied for the
different aspects of urban environment, e.g. urban
microclimate, solar potential, atmospheric environment and
traffic noise, where the factors of building density, building
pattern, street layout and coverage, landscaping, and land
use are frequently examined and quantitatively indicated by
urban morphological parameters [7][8][9][10]. However,
regarding how to improve the traffic noise resistance of
residential areas by controlling urban morphological
parameters, research has been rather limited.
This study therefore mainly aims to explore whether and
how urban morphology influences the residential areas’
capabilities of attenuating spatial traffic noise level both on
façades and in open areas. A set of quantitative urban
morphological parameters that are commonly used or
accessible in urban design and planning are investigated.

Methods
GIS database and site sampling
The study sites were selected in Assen, the capital of the
province of Drenthe, which is the fastest-growing city in the
north of Netherlands with an increase of approximate 5,000
dwellings per ten years from 1960 to 2009 [11], which
brings about very diverse residential zoning plans. By 2011,
the district population density had varied from about 500 to
over 4,400 persons/km2 [11]. To the west of the city, a
motorway goes through and a hierarchical traffic network
that connects the motorway covers the whole city, inducing
widespread traffic noise. Generally speaking, Assen can be
regarded as a typical European low-density city which has
different urban morphological and traffic characteristics.
A GIS database of 763 grids (each 250m*250m) of the builtup areas of Assen with unique ID each was firstly
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

established. Those grids, which have land use type of
residence and mixed use (i.e. residence and commercial
purpose) as well as main roads defined by Assen local
zoning plan, were then randomly sampled from the database,
given that the main aim of this study is to compare traffic
noise resistance of different urban morphologies. In total, 20
sites were sampled.

Selection and calculation of urban
morphological parameters
The urban morphological parameters which might be related
to the traffic noise resistance have been considered from the
perspective of possible effects of urban morphology on
outdoor sound propagation, such as distance and ground
effects, barrier effect and canyon effect, which are
influenced by plot and street pattern, ground and building
surface condition, and building (barrier) geometry [4][7].
Accordingly, seven quantitative parameters were finally
determined and defined, including Building Plan Area
Fraction, Road Area Fraction, Distance of First-row
Building to Road, Complete Aspect Ratio, Building Surface
Area to Plan Area Ratio, Building Frontal Area Index, and
Height-to-Width Ratio. The first three parameters are for the
2D characteristics of urban morphology and the last four
parameters are for the 3D characteristics.
Because in Assen the residential area is mostly covered by
low-rise terraced and detached buildings, by more than 70%
in total residential buildings [11], in the simulation the
building height was assumed as 8 meters (2-2.5 floors), for
the sake of convenience [4]. Building Plan Area Fraction of
the study sites varies from 0.13 to 0.38; Road Area Fraction
from 0.03 to 0.12; Distance of First-row Building to Road
from 10.3m to 84.3m; Complete Aspect Ratio from 1.17 to
1.53; Building Surface Area to Plan Area Ratio from 0.36 to
0.88; Building Frontal Area Index from 0.04 to 0.14; and
Height-to-Width Ratio from 0.12 to 0.60. It is noted that the
Floor Area Ratio of the sampled sites is from 0.26 to 0.95,
which is lower than some other low-density sites in high
density cities, such as Ju'er Hutong, Beijing, China (1.3) and
Cite des Fleurs, Paris, France (1.5) [12]. Overall, the ranges
of coverage of all the indices for such typical urban areas are
relatively wide, for low density urban areas.

Noise mapping
To simulate the spatial traffic noise distribution in the sites,
noise maps were calculated with a commonly used noisemapping package, Cadna/A [13] [14]. The 2D polygon maps
of the Assen City that can be converted into 2D vector maps
in AutoCAD were obtained from the web of Zoning Plan
[15]. The conditions of building façades and ground were
obtained from the in-situ investigation and Google Map.
Since this study is more a parameter study, to make the
analysis results comparable, in the calculation the ‘L 10 dBA’
of all the road emissions was set as 70 dBA for day, 65 dBA
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for evening and 55 dBA for night, corresponding to noise
levels of main roads in a large-scale noise map of Assen
[16]. According to Kang and Huang’s study [17], the
reflection was set as 1. The noise maps were generated with
grid calculation, and the height of receiver was set as 4
meters. The calculation was based on ISO 9613 and CRTN
for road.

Matlab data processing

happens on the relatively noisy façades, and the quieter
façades have less level changes. Among the 20 sites, the
maximum difference occurs at L 30 , varying from 67 dBA to
51 dBA, whereas L max , L 70 , L 80 and L 90 have the minimum
difference , at 6 dBA. This is further demonstrated in Figure
3-a, where the variance of spatial L n is shown. It can be seen
that the attenuation on façades is most sensitive with L 20 and
L 30 , and much less sensitive with L 70 , L 80 and L 90 .
In open areas, the mean L n of 20 sites attenuates more from
L max to L 30 than from L 30 to L 90 , as can be seen in Figure 2b. The difference between the mean values of L 60 and L 90 is
also very small, less than 4 dBA. The maximum difference
among the 20 sites is 24 dBA, at L 20 , followed by L 30 , 22
dBA, and L 40 , 20 dBA, whereas L max and L 80 have the
minimum differences, with 4 dBA. Again, L 30 has the
highest variance, followed by L 20 and L 40 , whereas L 70 ,
L max , L 80 , L 90 and L min have very low variance, as shown in
Figure 3-b.
In summary, to indicate the sound level variation both on
façades and in open areas, L 10 , L 20 , L 30 , L 40 , L 50 , and L 60
can be used.

Figure 1: Representation of spatial noise level values in a noise
map. (a) Initial arrays obtained by the Matlab data processing
program, including points representing noise levels and buildings;
(b) Noise map of one site as an example.

A Matlab program was developed for the transformation of
the RGB raster noise maps into the matrices of spatial noise
level values in dBA. Figure 1 shows how the 2D grids of the
sound indices represent the noise map for the overall area,
with 0 representing buildings (white in the noise map) and
100 representing roads (black in the noise map). The sound
level values on building façades and in open areas are
separately processed. In each case, all the spatial noise level
values in each site are arranged in a descending order to
obtain the indices of L n , including L max , L 10 , L 20 , L 30 , L 40 ,
L 50 , L 60 , L 70 , L 80 , L 90 and L min , where for example, L max
means the highest value in the ranking, L min means the
lowest value, and L 10 is the top 10% value [18]. L avg is used
to indicate the mean of all the spatial noise levels of a given
site.

It is also important to point out that the spatial noise levels
distribution on façades and in open areas shows different
characteristics. The spatial noise level variations are
generally greater in open areas than those on façades as
shown in Figure 3. A correlation study, using Bivariate
Analysis and Linear Regression, shows that the sound levels
of L n on façades and in open areas are only positively
correlated at L 70 (p<0.01, R2=0.51) and L 80 (p<0.01,
R2=0.63), while they are not correlated at any other indices.
Accordingly, this study will further investigate traffic noise
resistance from the viewpoints of both façades and open
areas.

Data analysis
Bivariate analysis and 2-order Polynomial have been
employed for the correlation studies on relations of traffic
noise level attenuation and quiet area enlargement to
individual urban morphological parameters. Linear
Regression has been conducted to explore their relations to
multiple parameters.

(a)

Results
Spatial traffic noise attenuation on façades and
in open areas
Figure 2 shows the spatial noise level values on façades and
in open areas of the 20 sites. The mean L n of the 20 sites on
façade attenuates sharply from L max to L 50 and relatively
slowly from L 50 to L 90 , with a mean difference between L 60
and L 90 of less than 4 dBA, as can be seen in Figure 2-a.
This suggests that the traffic noise attenuation mainly

(b)
Figure 2: Spatial noise level indices of the 20 sites, with the mean,
maximum, and minimum shown for each index. (a) Façades; (b)
Open areas.
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CAR, BSAPAR and BFAI also have correlations with the
spatial noise level indices, while HWR has no correlation
with any of the indices, which suggests that the canyon
effect is not significant for traffic noise attenuation on
façades with such an urban texture. Surprisingly, RAF has
no significant correlation either, suggesting that road
coverage has little influence on traffic noise level on façades
at such mesoscale.
Figure 3: Variance of the spatial noise level indices of the 20 sites.
(a) Façades; (b) Open areas.

Relation between spatial traffic noise levels on
façades and urban morphological parameters
Table 1 shows the relationships between spatial noise level
indices on façades and urban morphological parameters. It is
important to note that there are significant correlations
between them. L 10 and L 20 on façades are both highly
related to BPAF (p<0.01), with R2=0.638 and 0.623,
respectively. Figure 4 further shows the 2-order polynomial
regressions between L10 on façades and BPAF. It is
interesting that L 10 on façades increase with increasing
BPAF (see Figure 4), which means that the sites with a
higher building coverage are prone to have more noisy
façades and potential noisy indoor spaces in terms of L 10 . A
possible reason is that a high building coverage may result in
more buildings closer to traffic and thus more noisy façades.

Indices
L 10
L 20
L 30
L 40
L 50
L 60
L avg

BPAF

RAF
-

.638**
.623**
.324**
.419**

Relation between spatial traffic noise levels in
open areas and urban morphological
parameters
Table 2 shows relationships between traffic noise levels in
open areas and urban morphological parameters. As shown
in the table, L 60 in open areas has significant relationships
with both CAR and BFAI. From Figure 5 it can be seen that
when CAR increases, the sound levels of open areas
decrease and then increase slightly in terms of L 60 , which
means that a site with a greater total building and ground
surface area would not necessarily result in quieter open
spaces in terms of L 60 . This is probably caused by certain
specific building geometries and layouts, but in general,
according to the regressions, when CAR is 1.42, the lowest
L 60 in open areas is achieved (see Figure 5). However, none
of the spatial noise level indices in open areas is related to
BPAF, which means that merely increasing building
coverage cannot enhance spatial noise level attenuation in
open areas.

Urban Morphological Parameters
DFBR
CAR
BSAPAR
-

.374*
.405*
.459**
-

.373**
-

BFAI

HWR

.281*
.281*
-

-

Table 1: Relationships between spatial noise level indices on façades and urban morphological parameters in terms of the R-squared values
of 2-order polynomial regression, where * indicates p<0.05 level (2-tailed), and ** indicates p<0.01 level (2-tailed) in Bivariate Correlation.

Indices
L 10
L 20
L 30
L 40
L 50
L 60
L avg

BPAF
-

RAF
.372**
.345*
.315*
.325*

Urban Morphological Parameters
DFBR
CAR
BSAPAR
.226*
.326*
.448*
.529*
.405*
-

BFAI
.267*
.359*
.450**
.536**
.297*

HWR
-

Table 2: Relationships between traffic noise level indices in open areas and urban morphological parameters in terms of R-squared values of
2-order polynomial regression, where * indicates p<0.05 level (2-tailed), and ** indicates p<0.01 level (2-tailed) in Bivariate Correlation.
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Figure 5: Relationship between L 60 in open areas and Complete
Aspect Ratio

Conclusions
The results show that to indicate the spatial noise level
variations both on façades and in open areas, L 10 , L 20 , L 30 ,
L 40 , L 50 , and L 60 can be used. The spatial noise level
attenuation mainly occurs on noisy façades and noisy open
areas. Also, the spatial noise level attenuation is more
sensitive in open areas than on façades, and the attenuation
on façades and in open areas are generally not correlated in
terms of spatial noise level.
Building Plan Area Fraction has a significant positive
relation to the spatial noise levels on noisy façades, which
indicates that a site with a higher building coverage will
probably have more noisy indoor spaces by traffic. Street
pattern (i.e. HWR), namely canyon effect, hardly plays a
role on noise attenuation in such an urban texture.
For the spatial noise levels in open areas, a site with a higher
spatial noise level difference is noisier in general. The total
building and ground surface area (i.e. CAR) and façade areas
parallel to roads (i.e. BFAI) influence the sound levels of
quiet open areas.
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Introduction
The researches on soundscape have clearly addressed the
need to transfer their outcomes into the practice of
soundscape design. In this process, the models of
soundscape are useful tools to assist urban planners and
designers in predicting the potential users’ appraisals of a
designed soundscape and to tune it in order to match the
subjective expectations and experiences. Several models
have been developed and proposed so far, from the
conceptual (for instance see [1-4]) to the numerical ones (for
instance see [5-7]). The aim of the latter is to find a
relationship between a specific soundscape attribute (the
dependent variable) and variables explaining such attribute
(the indipendent variables). Thus, to develop such models,
data on both descriptors of the sonic environment and
subjective ratings on the perceived soundscape are
necessary, hopefully including data on other factors that may
affect the perception of the environment, such as its visual
aspect [8].
The experimental studies carried out by IDASC and RiAS in
the framework of the COST Action TD0804 “Soundscape of
European Cities and Landscapes” [9] have provided acoustic
and perceptual data suitable to develop numerical models. In
particular, descriptors of the sonic environments binaurally
recorded during soundwalks in 12 urban squares with
different use, lay-out and sonic environment were available
together with subjective ratings of these environments
reproduced in laboratory by playback of audio-video stimuli.
The paper describes the models obtained by multiple linear
regression applied to the physical and perceptual data. These
preliminary models should be validated in other urban open
spaces with similar physical and social environments.

Experimental
Twelve urban squares in Italy and Great Britain were
considered: 6 in Rome, 2 in Manchester, 2 in Sheffield and 2
in York. All were in the city center and selected for their
different architectural, urban and functional features: from
very large to small areas, bounded by tall or low buildings,
pedestrian or with road traffic areas; furthermore, some of
them are tourist attractions. Details on the sites have been
already described in [10, 11]. The ratio between the area S of
the square and the average height H of the buildings facing
the square itself was taken as indicator of the square lay-out.

Physical data
The data on the sonic enviroment have been collected at
daylight period by means of binaural recordings taken during
two soundwalks performed along the square’s perimeter at
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

same time by two operators walking in opposite directions
(clockwise and counter clockwise). Continuous video
recordings and spot measurements of the illuminance at
spatial sampling of 30 m were taken simultaneously with the
sound recordings. Table 1 reports the length of the recording
for each square.
City

Rome

Manchester
Sheffield
York

Square
Esquilino (E)
Farnese (F)
Minerva (M)
Navona (N)
Repubblica (R)
Trevi (T)
Cathedral (C)
S. Peter (SP)
Leopold (L)
Peace Garden (P)
King (K)
S. Helen (SH)

Length of
recording [s]
475
263
198
631
452
277
285
287
130
175
150
153

Table 1: Selected squares and length of recordings

The length of the recordings taken in the English squares are
those resulting after purging them from overloads produced
by strong gusts of wind blews.
The sound sources determining the sonic environments were
often road traffic and voices, but also music and road works
were observed.
The resulting 24 monaural recordings have been analyzed by
the ArtemiS software to determine several acoustic
descriptors, among which: the overall equivalent level Leq in
dB and dBA, the percentile sound pressure levels LA5, LA10,
LA50, LA90, LA95, the difference between LAeq values of the
binaural channels [12], the unweighted spectrum centre of
gravity G calculated from the 1/3 octave band spectrum
between 80 and 8000 Hz [13], the mean values and the 5th,
10th, 50th, 90th and 95th percentile values of loudness N in
sone, sharpness S in acum, fluctuation strength F in vacil and
roughness R in asper.
Human hearing adapts to steady signals, but remains very
sensitive to fluctuations as well as to prominent, salient noise
events, clearly detected above the background level. These
events, either wanted or unwanted together with the type of
producing source [14], play an important role in the
annoyance [15] and in the perceived soundscape quality.
Noticing depends on the characteristics of the sound (the
most important being the signal-to-noise ratio) and on the
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Perceptual data

The binaural recordings have been played back in the
listening rooms at IDASC-Rome and RiAS-Naples together
with visual stimuli. These were formed by a sequence of
frames, each lasting few seconds before blowing over the
following one at an approximate rate of 9 images per minute,
extracted from the video recording taken in the field. The
sequence was displayed on a screen simultaneously with the
playback of binaural recordings. The frames were chosen
taking into account the sound sources occurring in the
corresponding binaural audio recording.
The main characteristics of the two groups of subjects
participating to the laboratory tests are reported in Table 2.

Roman
English

N. of subjects
IDASC
RiAS
Total
16
16
32
9
17
26

1.5
1.0

95% confidence bands

0.5
0.0
-0.5

Adj.R 2 = 0.815

-1.0
-1.5

Roman squares
English squares

-2.0

Subjective ratings on different aspects of the squares have
been collected in laboratory in two separate sessions, one
dealing with the squares in Rome and in Great Britain,
respectively. The same experimental protocol was applied
for both.

Square

Fig. 1 shows the LAeq levels versus the mean values of
ratings given by the two groups of subjects on the
“chaotic/calm” attribute of the soundscape for the Roman
and English squares. The plot reports also the fitted
regression line (red) and the 95% confidence bands (grey).
The neutral rating lies in the range 65-68 dBA for LAeq.
Calm

To detect these sound events within the binaural recordings,
a criterion based on the exceedance of a threshold and a
minimum duration above this threshold was applied. In
particular the minimum duration was set at 5 s and two
thresholds have been considered, namely LA50 + 3 dB (well
correlated with the number of sound events produced by
vehicles heard at close distance [17]) and LA90 + 5 dB
according to the French standards [18]. The resulting sound
events were played back to recognize the corresponding
source. For each of these events the acoustic descriptors
determined for the entire recording have been also measured,
except the spectrum centre of gravity G.

Results and discussion

Chaotic

observer listening and paying attention to the sound [15]. To
grasp these fluctuations and variations the calculation of
percentiles (i.e. of loudness), as well as their differences or
ratios, can be a simple solution (for instance the relative
change of N5 to N50) [16].

Male
%
53
50

Average
age
33
29

Table 2: Groups of subjects participating in the audio-visual
laboratory tests

The audio-visual test lasted about 40 minutes, including the
instructions provided by the experimenter at the beginning.
The presentation of the audio-video stimuli was randomised
according to the balanced Latin Square design. After the
reproduction of the audio-video stimulus of each square the
subjects were asked to fill in a questionnaire formed by nine
questions. During the filling in phase, the audio-video
stimulus was played again until all the subjects filled in the
questionnaire. Details on the nine questions have been
already described in [19], as well as on the four additional
questions asked at the end of the session, after the appraisal
of the squares.

-2.5

60

65

70

75

Leq [dBA]

Figure 1: Chaotic/calm attribute of soundscape versus LAeq

In order to assist future soundscape design in urban spaces, a
numerical model to predict the perceived quality of such
soundscape would be helpful. For this purpose multiple
linear regression (MLR) has been performed.
The mean value of subjective ratings given on the attribute
“chaotic/calm” of each soundscape was considered as
dependent variable in the MLR. This attribute was also the
feature associated to one of the two components extracted by
the principal component analysis (PCA) carried out on the
acoustic descriptors measured in the Roman squares [20].
The correlation matrix of all the attributes of soundscape
rated by the subjects showed that “chaotic/calm” (C) was
strongly positively correlated with stressful (S), noisy (N)
and unpleasant (Up) attributes (Table 3).
C
S
N
Up
B
A
M
Ue

C
1
0.73
0.66
0.62
0.17
0.00
-0.02
-0.11

S

N

Up

B

A

M

Ue

1
0.64
0.75
0.33
0.13
0.01
-0.10

1
0.59
0.19
0.16
0.04
-0.11

1
0.46
0.17
0.17
-0.07

1
0.28
0.45
-0.01

1
0.22
0.18

1
0.00

1

Table 3: Correlation matrix of the soundscape’s attributes rated by
the subjects: chaotic/calm (C), stressful/restful (S), noisy/quiet (N),
unpleasant/pleasant (Up), boring/exciting (B),
anonymous/characteristic (A), monotonuos/eventful (M),
unexpected/expected (Ue)

From the PCA performed on the 348 × 8 matrix formed by
the ratings given on the above attributes two components
were extracted (Figure 2), explaining 60.1% of the data
variance.
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selection and backward elimination. By this method, to
predict the dependent variable a subset of the available ID
variables is selected entirely by statistical criteria. At each
step, the best remaining variable is added, provided it passes
the p value 0.05 significance criterion, then all variables
currently in the regression are checked to see if any can be
removed, using the significance criterion of p value greater
than 0.10. The process continues until no more variables are
added or removed.

1.0

Component 2 (19.6%)

Monotonuos/Eventful
Bori ng/Exciti ng

0.5

Anonymous/Characteristic

Unpleasant/Pleasant
Stressful/Restful
Noisy/Quiet
Chaotic/Calm

0.0
Unexpected/Expected

-0.5

-1.0
-1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

Component 1 (40.5%)
Figure 2: Rotated (varimax) factor loadings of
soundscape’s attributes on the two components extracted by
PCA.

These components can be associated to either “pleasantness”
and “eventfulness” features, as proposed in [21], or
“calmness” and “vibrancy" as addressed in [22].
The inspection of the correlation matrix for all the acoustic
descriptors, together with the illuminance I and the ratio
S/H, assisted in selecting those to take in the MLR as
potential predictors (indipendent variables ID) of the
dependent variable “chaotic/calm”. In particular, the 14
variables listed in Table 4 were considered.
N.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Indipendent variables ID
Equivalent continuous level Leq [dBA]
5th percentile of loudness N5 [sone]
Relative change of N5 to N50 [%]
Sound variability in terms of the difference
LA10 – LA90 [dBA]
Binaural difference LAeq,left – LAeq,right [dBA]
Background level LA95 [dBA]
Unweighted spectrum centre of gravity lg(G)
calculated from the 1/3 octave band spectrum
between 80 and 8000 Hz
Mean value of fluctuation strength F [vacil]
Mean value of roughness R [asper]
Mean value of sharpness S [acum]
Number of sound events exceeding LA90 + 5 dB
Overall SEL of the above sound events [dBA]
Median value of the illuminance I [klux]
Ratio between the area S of the square and the
average height H of the buildings facing the
square S/H [m]

Table 4: Indipendent variables considered in the MLR as potential
predictors of the dependent variable “chaotic/calm”

The MLR was firstly performed separately for the Roman
and English squares, as they were rather different in the
traffic flow (much more intense for the former). Among the
procedures available for MLR in the SPSS software, the
stepwise method was applied, which combines forward
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For the Roman and English squares the obtained MLR
models are reported in Tables 5 and 6 respectively. The
proportion of the variance of “chaotic/calm” explained by
the model for the Roman squares is higher (0.994) than that
for the English ones (0.884). The former includes 4 ID, one
of these being non acoustic (illuminance I), whereas the
latter is formed by only two ID, both describing the sonic
environments.
ID

MLR coefficients Standardized
MLR
Standard
coefficients
Value b
error b

R2

R2
adjusted

0.994*

0.990

E

R (ID 9) -3.845
I (ID 13) 0.126
lgG (ID 7) 1.032
N5 (ID 2) 0.043
Intercept 4.347

0.385
0.014
0.234
0.018
0.479

-1.246
0.302
0.147
0.299

* p-value < 0.01 (2 tails)
Table 5: Stepwise MLR model obtained for the Roman squares

ID

MLR coefficients Standardized
MLR
Standard
coefficients
Value b
error b

R2

R2
adjusted

0.884*

0.859

E

N5 (ID 2)
S (ID 10)
Intercept

-0.083
1.893
-2.608

0.012
0.489
1.368

-0.790
0.441

* p-value < 0.01 (2 tails)
Table 6: Stepwise MLR model obtained for the English squares

The further step was to perform the stepwise MLR on the
data of all the 12 squares pooled all together. The resulting
model, reported in Table 7, is formed by 3 ID, all dealing
with the sonic environment.
ID

MLR coefficients Standardized
MLR
Standard
coefficients
Value b
error b

R2

R2
adjusted

0.907*

0.893

E

N5 (ID 2)
R (ID 9)
LA10 – LA90
(ID 4)
Intercept

-0.019
-2.520

0.025
0.566

-0.146
-0.781

-0.209

0.067

-0.342

8.227

1.167

* p-value < 0.01 (2 tails)
Table 7: Stepwise MLR model obtained for all the 12 squares
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In Tables 5-7 the predicting ID variables are listed in
descending order of entrance in the model. The results show
the important role played by the psychoacoustic parameters
in predicting the perceived quality of soundscape. As already
addressed, their use and the detection of temporal and
spectral patterns will considerably improve perceptuallyrelated assessments of the environmental sound quality [23].

network approach, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 126(3), 1163-1174,
2009.

Conclusions

[10] Di Gabriele, M.; Maffei, L.; Brambilla, G.; Gallo, V.:
Towards a soundscape classification of urban space,
Proceedings Forum Acusticum 2011, Aalborg, Denmark,
2011.

The results are obviously valid only for the limited sample of
squares and the observed good association between the
“chaotic/calm” attribute of soundscape and some acoustic
parameters does not imply causation straightforwardly. In
addition the subjective appraisals were given in laboratory,
where the audio-video reproduction of the environment is
unavoidably not the same as in the field.
Notwithstanding these limitations, the data collected are
useful for further investigations aimed to develop predictive
models of perceived soundscape quality based on the
physical and the perceptual dimensions concurring in the
subjective appraisal.
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Introduction
Soundscape as a concept was coined from the very
beginning in close relationship with landscape [1]. Visual
aspects of landscape in particular are thought to be closely
related with soundscape perception in terms of experience of
the surrounding spaces [2-5]. Soundscape perception could
be affected by many factors as studied previously [6, 7].
Specifically, in urban open spaces the effects of social,
demographical and behavioural factors on soundscape
perception have been widely analysed in terms of preference
for sounds, subjective sound level evaluation and acoustic
comfort evaluation [8-11].
However, it seems that these factors are not universally
effective in explaining differences in soundscape perception
[8, 10, 12-14]. One reason may be that people in different
types of urban open spaces may have different expectations
and sensitivities of soundscapes, and use correspondingly
different evaluation criteria, i.e., the effects of landscape
characteristics were neglected.
City parks with designed landscape and necessary functions
are important recreation places for citizens. The visiting
experience of the park users could also be affected by
soundscape quality. However, soundscape qualities in city
parks have not been comprehensively studied, neither the
effects of landscape factors, which to some extent are
intrinsic to soundscape quality [1].
Therefore, based on information gathered in five city parks
with general public, the aim of this study is to analyse the
effect of landscape factors on soundscape perception based
on experience in terms of perceived occurrence of and
preference for individual sounds, as well as overall
soundscape preference. The effects of social, demographical
and behavioural factors are also considered.

Method
Field survey
The survey was carried out in five public city parks with
similar properties (location, size, function, etc.) during
summer time in 2012 in Xiamen, China: Bailuzhou (west),
Huli, Haiwan, Nanhu and Zhongshan, as shown in Figure 1.
The survey was introduced not as a soundscape survey, but
as a general satisfaction survey of city parks, in order to
avoid possible bias. In total, 580 interviews were completed
with similar number and properties of interviewees in each
park [15]. A database was then established in SPSS for the
interviewees with age (≤24, 25-30, 31-40, 41-50, 51-59, and
≥60 years), education level (primary, secondary, and higher),
occupation (students, working persons, and others),
residential status (local resident, city resident, and visitor),
visit frequency (low: once in one or several months,
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

Name: Bailuzhou (west)
Location:
24˚ 28′ 32.94″ N,
118˚ 05′ 06.30″ E
Scale: E-W: 530 m,
S-N: 250 m
Name: Haiwan
Location:
24˚ 28′ 33.15″ N,
118˚ 04′18.30″ E
Scale: E-W: 320 m,
S-N: 570 m
Name: Huli
Location:
24˚ 30′ 23.36″ N,
118˚ 06′ 04.48″ E
Scale: E-W: 400 m,
S-N: 500 m
Name: Nanhu
Location:
24˚ 28′ 53.09″ N,
118˚ 06′ 05.24″ E
Scale: E-W: 450 m,
S-N: 550 m
Name: Zhongshan
Location:
24˚ 27′ 40.63″ N,
118˚ 05′ 06.40″ E
Scale: E-W: 250 m,
S-N: 550 m
Figure 1: The five studied city parks from Google Earth,
shown with the areas with broken line, and general
information of the parks

medium: once a week, and high: several times a week) and
length of stay (short: less than one hour, medium: 1-3 hour,
and long: more than 3 hours).

Soundscape and landscape data
Through pilot investigations before the main survey 17
different sounds regularly appearing in the parks were
identified, including natural and artificial sounds, as shown
in Table 1. These sounds were introduced into the main
questionnaire to represent the general soundscapes in the
parks. Based on the hypothesises that 1) only limited sounds
might appear during the short time interview; 2) inevitable
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disturbance from the interviewers could affect the judgments
of interviewees against actual stimuli; and 3) long term
environmental experience (memory and preference) could
reflect soundscape perception, the sounds evaluated by the
interviewees were not necessarily heard at the time of
interview [9], and answers could be based on their previous
experience in the parks. The interviewees were asked to
indicate the perceived occurrences of the sounds listed in the
questionnaire using a three-point rating scale: 1, never; 2,
occasionally; 3, frequently, and their preference for each
sound using: 1, annoying; 2, neither annoying nor
favourable; 3, favourable. Besides, the overall soundscape
preference in terms of tranquillity, visual landscape in terms
of scenic beauty, functional landscape in terms of the status
of infrastructures and facilities in the parks, as well as
overall satisfaction of visit experience were all evaluated
using a five-point scale: 1, very unsatisfied; 2, unsatisfied; 3,
neither satisfied nor unsatisfied; 4, satisfied; 5, very satisfied.
Sound type

Identified sound
Traffic sound, Surrounding speech,
Children shouting, Footsteps, Music,

Artificial sound

Bicycle riding, Roller skating,
Lawn mowing, Road cleaning,
Construction sound, Aeroplanes

Natural sound

Wind, Leaves rustling, Water sound,
Birds, Frogs, Insects

Table 1: Identified sounds regularly appearing in the parks

Results
Landscape effects on sound (soundscape)
perception
Landscape, soundscape and overall satisfaction of visit
experience
Though the interviewees’ motivations to come to different
parks are diverse and slightly different according to each
park, the expectation could be generalised into three
categories, i.e. visual, aural and functional (in terms of
infrastructures and facilities). The result of the stepwise
multiple regression analysis between the interviewees’
overall satisfaction of the visiting experience and the three
categories of satisfaction level, i.e., the visual and functional
landscape satisfaction levels and the overall soundscape
preference, showed their relative importance in achieving a
satisfactory visit experience. The regression coefficients
indicate that visual aspect is the most important factor, with
standardized coefficient of 0.478, followed by aural and
functional aspects with standardized coefficients of 0.264
and 0.115, respectively. Among the three main aspects of
general satisfaction of park experience, visual and functional
landscape satisfaction levels are both significantly correlated
with overall soundscape preference, with coefficient values
of 0.383 (p<0.01) and 0.262 (p<0.01), tested by the

Spearman's rho correlation analysis, respectively. Thus,
landscape effects on perception of individual sounds should
be examined in detail in terms of effects from the visual and
functional aspects, as well as the overall soundscape
preference, respectively.
Effects of visual landscape on perception of individual
sounds
Kruskal-Wallis independent samples non-parametric tests
results of the significance of differences in individual sound
perception among the five levels of visual landscape
satisfaction showed that, visual landscape could significantly
affect the perceived occurrence of most natural sounds (5 out
of 6 sounds, i.e., wind, leaves rustling, water sound, birds
and insects). This may be because better visual landscape
usually contains more natural elements, such as trees, bushes,
grasses, flowers and water, thus more natural sounds may be
introduced. On the other hand, as also reported by other
researches, natural sounds may promote the enjoyment of
visual perception [3]. However, visual landscape seems to
have no considerable effect on preference for sounds, with
only four sounds (music, road cleaning, wind and frogs)
showing significant differences. This is perhaps because
people’s preference for certain sounds is formed in their life
experience, and could not be changed just by short term
visual satisfaction.
Spearman's rho correlation analysis between perceptions of
individual sounds and features of the visual landscape could
further indicate their relationships. The results showed that
the 5 natural sounds whose perceived occurrences change
significantly between different visual landscape satisfaction
levels are also highly correlated with visual landscape.
Besides, 6 out of 11 artificial sounds also show close
relationships with visual landscape, though the coefficient
values are rather low, around 0.1 (traffic sound, surrounding
speech, children shouting, footsteps, bicycle riding, roller
skating). It seems that people in a high visual quality
landscape may be more sensitive to intrusive or disturbing
sounds. As for preference for individual sounds, 3 out of 4
sounds whose preference change significantly between
different visual landscape satisfaction levels show high
correlation with the different levels. Highly valued visual
landscape seems to be closely related to natural especially
geophysical sounds (wind and water sound), and also with
road cleaning, an activity which has a positive effect on the
visual landscape.
In conclusion, visual landscape has more effects on
perceived occurrences of natural sounds.
Effects of functional landscape on perception of
individual sounds
Kruskal-Wallis independent samples non-parametric tests
results of the significance of differences in individual sound
perception in terms of functional landscape satisfaction
difference showed that, functional landscape seems to be
equally influential on natural and artificial sounds in terms
of perceived occurrence (both 3 sounds, i.e., wind, leaves
rustling, frogs, bicycle riding, lawn mowing and road
cleaning). As for the effects on preference for individual
sounds, functional landscape only show close relationships
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with artificial sounds, though significant differences are only
seen in 4 out of 11 (traffic sound, music, bicycle riding and
roller skating).
Spearman's rho correlation results between perception of
individual sounds and functional landscape showed that
functional landscape shows limited correlations with
perceived occurrences, with only 3 (also the total number)
out of the 6 kinds of sound with significant difference in
terms of functional landscape satisfaction difference (wind,
leaves rustling and lawn mowing), much less than the visual
landscape. Effect of functional landscape are more
significantly related to preference for the four artificial
sounds that also show significant difference in terms of
functional landscape difference. A possible reason is that
people who are more satisfied with the facilities and/or
infrastructures could also tolerate more artificial sounds even
though they are annoying to most people. In other words,
improving the condition of infrastructure and facilities could
offset the adverse influence of annoying sounds. Sounds,
whose perceived occurrences or preferences show significant
difference among different visual or functional satisfaction
levels but no significant correlation relationships with visual
or functional landscape, may not be related with landscape
factors.
In conclusion, functional landscape has more effects on
preferences for artificial sounds.
Landscape effects on overall soundscape preference
Kruskal-Wallis independent samples non-parametric tests
results of the significance of differences in individual sound
perception in terms of overall soundscape satisfaction
difference showed that, satisfaction with the overall
soundscape seems to be equally related to natural and
artificial sounds in terms of perceived occurrence (traffic
sound, bicycle riding, construction sound, wind, leaves
rustling and insects). As for relationships with preference for
individual sounds, the overall soundscape preference shows
close relationships with 9 different sounds, including 7 (out
of 11) artificial sounds (traffic sound, surrounding speech,
footsteps, music, bicycle riding, road cleaning and
aeroplanes) construction sound, children shouting, bicycle
riding, roller skating and 2 (out of 6) natural sounds (wind
and leaves rustling).
Spearman's rho correlation results between perception of
individual sounds and overall soundscape preference showed
that, only two sounds whose perceived occurrences change
significantly between different overall soundscape
preference levels are also highly correlated with the overall
soundscape preference (wind and leaves rustling). However,
preference for all the 9 individual sounds that show
significant difference among different overall soundscape
preference levels are also highly correlated with the overall
soundscape preference. It is obvious that preference for or
tolerance of artificial sounds is decisive in the overall
soundscape perception. As natural sounds usually contribute
positively to soundscape preference, the more tolerant the
user to artificial sounds, the more satisfied they are with
soundscapes in the parks.

Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

Thus, landscape could affect overall soundscape preference
via effects on perception of individual sounds. The results
also showed that in terms of perceived occurrence of
individual sounds, only wind and leaves rustling show
significant relationships with both visual and functional
landscapes, while in terms of preference for individual
sounds, the rate is 5 out of 9, with either visual or functional
landscape or both. It indicates that landscape has limited
effects on overall soundscape preference, but the effects
could be more related to preference for individual sounds. A
possible reason is that the overall soundscape preference
involves more aspects than a simple accumulation effect of
perceived occurrence of and preference for individual
sounds.
In summary, landscape effects on overall soundscape
preference are more reflected by preference for artificial
sounds.

Landscape effects considering social,
demographical and behavioural factors
As pointed out by some researchers [10], strong correlations
between social, demographical and behavioural factors
usually exist. Correlations are also show in this research
between this kind of factors, i.e., age, education, occupation,
residential status, visit frequency and length of stay. And all
of these factors considered show effects on soundscape
perception to some extent. Thus, there is a concern about
which factors matter more in this process. Results of
stepwise multiple regressions between soundscape
perception and each of the landscape, social, demographical
and behavioural variables in terms of perceived occurrence
of and preference for individual sounds (as well as overall
soundscape preference) could further reveal this point.
The results show that length of stay is the dominating factor
in the explanation of the perceived occurrences of 12 out of
the 17 sounds. Visual landscape is the second important
factor, especially for natural sounds (5 out of 6 natural
sounds, except frogs). Age could be another factor
influencing perceived occurrence of 6 different sounds
(surrounding speech, bicycle riding, lawn mowing, road
cleaning, aeroplanes, water sound), and could indicate
sound sensitivity difference of different age groups. The
other factors including functional landscape show relatively
less explanatory ability and could not be key factors.
Several factors show similar explanatory ability in
preference for individual sounds, including visual landscape,
functional landscape, age and education, but with only five
to six kinds of sound. It indicates that preference for
individual sounds is a complex process which may involve
more factors, besides the tested ones. As for the overall
soundscape preference, both visual and functional landscape
show significant explanatory ability, with standardized
coefficients of 0.352 and 0.204, respectively, and are the
only two variables selected, indicating the importance of
landscape effects on soundscape perception. It is noted that,
although the regression models show the ability to explain
the variations in soundscape perception, the strength of their
relationships are rather weak. Thus more factors should be
considered in relation to soundscape perception.
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In summary, considering the effects from social,
demographical and behavioural factors, landscape effects on
soundscape perception are still considerable. In particular,
visual landscape shows significant effects on perceived
occurrence of natural sounds, and is more effective than
functional landscape. The two landscape factors show equal
effects on preference for individual sounds, and are also
considerable compared with other factors. Their effects on
the overall soundscape preference are more significant, as
the only two variables entered into the regression model.

Conclusions
This study focuses on the effects of landscape factors on
soundscape perception, at the same time considering other
social, demographical and behavioural factors, based on
field surveys in five city parks in China. The results suggest
that effects of visual landscape on perception of individual
sounds could be more reflected in perceived occurrence of
natural sounds, while functional landscape has more effects
on preferences for artificial sounds. In general, landscape
effects on perception of individual sounds are more
significant in terms of perceived occurrence of individual
sounds than preference for individual sounds. Landscape
effects on overall soundscape preference are more reflected
by preference for artificial sounds.
Taking effects of social, demographical and behavioural
factors into consideration, landscape effects on soundscape
perception are still significant. Specifically, visual landscape
shows significant effects on perceived occurrence of
individual sounds, and this is more effective than functional
landscape. Both landscape factors show equal effects on
preference for individual sounds, and they are highly related
with the overall soundscape preference.
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Introduction
Wind turbines are increasingly developed in the global
process of producing renewable energy. The UK government
targeted the installation of 13GW of onshore wind power by
2020, which equates to an annual growth rate of 13% [1].
However, wind turbines generate significant noise, especially
at low frequencies. Onshore wind turbines that are located
close to local communities have an impact on the soundscape
and have been suggested to cause adverse impacts on human
well-being [2]. Since in a built-up area the noise immission
across the neighbourhood is largely affected by the district
layouts, research concerning the effects of spatial
configuration on the distribution of wind turbine noise is of
significant interest. Although in the UK wind farm noise is
regulated by ETSU-R-97 [3] to protect neighbourhood
amenity, the noise limits are reported to be ineffective [4].
Comparative studies should be drawn between distributions
of wind turbine noise and other environmental sounds, both
positive and negative in terms of soundscape, to fully evaluate
human perception of wind turbine noise in specific kinds of
sub-urban areas. This will also contribute to further studies
linking the parameters of wind turbines with levels of
exposure relating to impact on human well-being in
sub-urban areas.

software [5], the noise exposure on every location of a
horizontal plan or vertical building façade can be obtained by
reading off the value calculated for each grid. These values
are further described by statistical measures.

Results
Wind turbine noise propagation in built-up
environments
When wind turbines in sub-urban areas are modelled, the
complex reflecting and barrier effects of buildings will be
integrated with the existing distance-dependent models.
Figure 1a shows the noise distribution in two built-up areas
and Figure 1b shows the SPL distribution along the central
lines of the two areas (see Figure 1a). Due to the screening
effects of the buildings, sound propagation through the area
on the left is restrained and redistributed while the area on the
right spreads the radiation with fewer “shadows” generated.
To the left of the wind turbine, receivers in the shadows of
buildings in front of them are exposed to about 3dBA less
noise than those at the same distance from source on the right
hand side.

This paper explores how wind turbine noise (WTN)
propagates in generic built-up environments, by modeling its
spatial distributions based on noise mapping techniques. The
results will be compared with road traffic noise (TRF)
regarding the contribution of spatial configuration to the
differences in noise exposure of these two sources. Various
spatial factors of sub-urban environments are taken into
account, including buildings of different size, height, density,
orientations and their distances from the source.

Method
The noise mapping technique used in this study is a way of
presenting geographical distribution of noise in a form of
interpolated iso-contours. According to IEC 61400-11, noise
propagation calculations could be performed using the turbine
as a point source equal to the rotor center sound power. In this
study, for the sake of convenience, wind turbine is simulated
as a point source at 100m height with a sound power level of
100dB(A) at wind velocity 8 m/s at 10m height, which can
represent to a 2MW modern wind turbine. The ground
absorption is assigned as G=1 representing “porous ground”.
Surfaces of the buildings are assumed as alpha=0.37 and the
calculated reflection order is 3.
To examine how parameters of building configuration affect
noise exposures, 9 typical configurations are hypothetically
created to address variables including orientation, density,
width, openness, and relative distance. Using the Cadna/A
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

Figure 1: Wind turbine noise propagation through different building
layouts.

Effects of building configuration on noise
exposures
To examine how configurational factors affect noise exposure,
noise mappings are conducted with 9 typical building layouts
as shown in Figure 2. A wind turbine source is set up at 39 m
on the north of the boundary of the generic site of 66*66 m2.
It should be noted that assuming such short source-receiver
distance is to examine the tendency of change in an extreme
situation, which is independent on distance. Distributions of
wind turbine and traffic noises are examined separately and
the SPL values in every 6*6 m2 grid are exported and
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statistically described in Table 1 and 2 respectively.

barrier effect and at the same time limit the area influenced by
diffraction, and hence creates high variance between noisy
and quiet areas.
Density: Comparing the noise exposure in the “original” and
“dense” configurations, a higher density enables a slightly
lower mean and higher deviation for both noises. The generic
dense layout reduces the space between buildings in line,
which minimises the “break outs” allowed for incident
radiation and diffractions. Such effects are more significant
on traffic noise exposure. When the space between buildings
decreases from large in the “original” to small in the “dense”
layout, and disappears in the “long” layout, the mean value
decreases in a notable scale (from 49.3 to 48.0dBA), partially
due to the fact that semi-connected buildings with less linear
discontinuous gaps give a strong first-layer barrier to the road
traffic source.

Figure 2: Generic building configurations.

Orientation: As shown in the previous section, the
orientation of building layout has a fundamental effect on
noise exposures. The layout entitled “original 90o” has the
largest mean value of exposure both in terms of wind turbine
noise (56dBA) and traffic noise (53dBA), due to its lowest
level of barrier effects. Its standard deviation (1.4dBA) is also
the lowest, indicating the least relatively quiet areas created,
associated with the fact that the minimum noise level in this
area are 2dBA higher than others.
Width: The mean values of both wind turbine noise and
traffic noise distributed in “long” building layout are lower
than in the “original” one. This long width configuration also
generates considerable high variance levels (3.8 & 52.6dBA).
It can be inferred that a long width will ensure a high level of

Openness: As expected, building layouts with less openness
will to some extent protect the enclosed area from high
exposure. This is also confirmed in this study by generally
small mean values and high deviations of noise for the 5
categories of court layouts. “court2” with openness to the
source has higher means of both noises than “court”. In terms
of wind turbine noise, court layouts with partition buildings
have further lower means than “court2”, which is attribute to
the low noise exposure at a further depth space of enclosure.
Relative distance: When traffic noise distributions in 3
categories of court with partitions are compared, “partition1”
has the lowest mean relative to “partition2” and “complex”,
indicating that the relative distance of each obstructing
building to the road source is an important factor of traffic
noise distribution. The denser layout of obstructers in close
distance to the road, the quieter noise level ensured behind the
obstructers and at the overall scale (48.7 v.s. 48.9, 49.2dBA).

Mean

Original
55.6

Dense
55.6

Long
55.5

Orig90
56.0

Court
55.4

Court2
55.5

Partitn1
55.4

Partitn2
55.4

Cplx
55.4

Std. Dev

1.8

2.0

1.9

1.4

2.1

2.0

2.1

2.1

2.1

Variance

3.3

4.0

3.8

2.0

4.3

4.1

4.3

4.2

4.3

Range

8

8

8

6

8

8

8

8

8

Minimum

50

50

50

52

50

50

50

50

50

Maximum

58

58

58

58

58

58

58

58

58

Partitn2
48.9

Cplx
49.2

Table 1: Wind turbine noise exposure on different building layouts (dBA).
Mean

Original
49.3

Dense
48.8

Long
48.0

Orig90
52.8

Court
48.5

Court2
48.9

Partitn1
48.7

Std. Dev

6.6

7.2

7.3

4.2

7.5

7.1

7.6

7.5

7.6

Variance

43.9

51.9

52.6

17.3

56.1

50.8

57.1

55.7

52.7

Range

23

23

23

21

23

23

23

23

23

Minimum

37

37

37

39

37

37

37

37

37

Maximum

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

Table 2: Traffic noise exposure on different building layouts (dBA).
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Original
WTN
TRF

54.4

43.6

Dense
54.4

41.6

Court
53.2

40.0

Orig90
54.4

46.9

Long
53.2

40.0

Court2
53.2

39.9

Partitn1

Partitn1

53.2

53.2

40.0

40.0

Table 3: Noise propagation through different building layouts (SPLs in dBA at receivers 12 m away)

Effect of different source type on noise
propagation

Cplx
53.2

40.0

suffer wind turbine noise among low background noise.

Compare Table 1 and 2, traffic noise exposure in each site
contains a large range of sound levels and deviations from
place to place. It has 2dBA higher maximum level than
turbine source but generates minimum noise levels up to
15dBA lower than wind turbine noise. This is likely because
each configuration has higher barrier effects on traffic noise
in terms of reflecting back the noise and creating relatively

Street

Building

much quiet area at the other side. When further compare the
receiver levels of the noise propagated through each site, as
shown in Table 3, it is found that wind turbine noise
propagation through area is less influenced by the building
layouts but by the attenuation based on source-receiver
distance; whilst traffic noise through built-up area is

Figure 3: Distribution of wind turbine and traffic noises along

influenced by the barrier effect of the buildings - especially

distance through adjacent streets.

the layout of buildings close to the road. This can result in up
to 13dBA lower of traffic noise than wind turbine noise
reaching the receiver through the layout of buildings.

Effects of height on noise exposures at the quiet
side

To examine the differences at a street scale, a typical layout in
the UK is created for noise mapping, shown in Figure 3,
where the buildings are located on both sides of the road and
the backyard gardens are confined between parallel buildings
on adjacent streets. The road is classified as a local one
(DTV=1000). Figure 3a presents the distribution of wind
turbine and traffic noises along distance. In terms of wind
turbine noise, the effects of obstruction result in the noise
increase of about 3dBA in front of the building and a shadow
zone of decrease of up to 10dBA at the back. As for road
traffic noise, high levels of exposure are confined in street
canyons leaving the back area much less influenced with
23dBA lower than the road. Figure 3b shows the SPL
differences between wind turbine and traffic noises through
streets. As an enhanced level of wind turbine noise is
distributed along the far-end of the garden where the rear wall
of the building reflects the sound, in such area the wind
turbine noise is highly possible to reach the background noise
threshold or go above, as much as 19dBA. Therefore the
residents in such areas have more potential to notice and
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

Figure 4: Changes of noise exposure at the back of the
building with increases of building height

Figure 4 shows how the noise level of a calculating grid of
3*3 m2 at 3 meters behind the building changes with the
increase of building’s height. When the height of the building
increases from 5 to 20 meters, the average SPL of wind
turbine noise in this grid decreases from 50 to 42dBA. The
traffic noise radiation decreases more quickly shaping a
reduction from 45 to 26dBA. It implies that increase of
building height might lead to larger difference between wind
turbine noise and traffic noise at the quiet side of the building,
which can make wind turbine noise more potential to be
noticed in a quieter atmosphere.
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Levels of wind turbine noise exposure at
different frequencies

which might have an adverse impact on the goal of making
wind turbine noise less prominent among the background
noise. The rear rooms and backyard gardens worth more

Wind turbine

attention to their possibility of negative perceptions, deriving
from more prominent wind turbine noise and a large
component at low-frequencies.
As the noise exposure at a receptor is much depending on its

Buildings

location within a unique building layout, the acoustic
assessment of wind turbine noise is suggested to be specified
by different locations and requirements for quietivity, and

Figure 5: Maximum wind turbine noise exposure at front

also consider its interaction with traffic noise, as well as other

and back façade of building in different frequencies

kinds of sound sources considering the whole soundscape.

Figure 5 is based on the values from building evaluation on
the “original” layout shown in Figure 2. The maximum SPL
values of exposure on front and back façade of the buildings
are calculated in different frequencies of the source. It can be
seen that high levels of noise appear at low frequencies with a
tendency of decrease at higher frequencies. Such tendency is
more obvious for exposures on back façade, showing that the
exposure on back façade is dominated by low-frequency
noise. The maximum values of noise on back façade decrease
quickly with frequency than those on front façade, which
indicates an increase difference between noise level at high
frequencies on front and back side of the building, due to

This paper can be read as an approach to guide the
soundscape assessments and design solutions of wind farms.
Further study will link the integrated noise exposure at
neighbours with human perception and well-being, to allow
prediction of soundscape in the light of analysis on
parameters of the source and spatial configuration of the site.
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Introduction
At the Interaction Design field of the Design Department
of the Zurich University of the Arts, sound has been an
important element in the curriculum for years. This is
motivated by the advantages of multimodal interfaces,
and the fact that many everyday commodities have small
or no screens, or even disappear in our environment.
Electroacoustic sound can be a powerful way of shaping
the aesthetic and functional aspects of such artifacts,
beyond the modification of material and mechanical
properties.
From a pedagogic standpoint, several challenges are
associated with integrating sound in the design practice.
First, we need to enable our students to make informed
decisions about when and how to use sound in potential
future applications. We also need to take into account
that sound is but one of many aspects they need to
consider, with varying relevance for their professional
future. And finally, there is a need for design methods
suitable for the specific demands of interaction scenarios
employing sound.
Instead of aiming at mastering certain tools and typical
production tasks, our strategy focuses on the development of the understanding of sound as material for
creative expression in the context of interaction design sound thinking for sound design. Based on this strategy
we have devised a series of exercises and project tasks,
which also constitute a prototypical design process which
is integrated with our general interaction design process.
Parts of this educational framework have been described
in [7, 9, 11]. In this paper we will present a comprehensive
overview over our approach to sound education in the
field of interaction design1 .

Speaking about Sound
A spectre is haunting the community of sound designers,
the spectre of the myth of the sound designer as a kind
of magician who receives an assignment, sits down in his
windowless basement studio and does some obscure work
with a result that nobody really understands. The sound
designer’s reality, however, is much more earthly and
requires the ability to formulate and communicate ideas,
concepts and experiences in a systematic way to fellow
designers, clients, and other stakeholders [12]. Thus, the
first pillar of our sound design curriculum is focused at
the ability to listen and understand sonic phenomena
1 Two example courses are documented at:
http://blogs.iad.zhdk.ch/sounddesign-hs12/
http://blogs.iad.zhdk.ch/sid-hs12/
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from all possible perspectives, and also to get acquainted
with the various vocabularies and conceptual frameworks
that can be used in order to describe sonic experiences.
It all starts with sensitizing towards listening and then
builds on methodical modules which broach all dimensions of sound, from acoustics to sound phenomenology
and sound semiotics.
In addition, an understanding of objects (and their
sounds) as meaningful elements in socio-cultural processes and in meaning making is conveyed. This knowledge forms the basis for designing ”object-sound reconfigurations”, i.e. a sound design, which is aware of the
fact that it deals with the dialectic relationship between
sounds, objects and actions, and the ”schizophonic”
condition that emerges from combining electroacoustic
sounds with actual physical objects (see [8] for details).

Beyond Des(eye)gn: Sensitizing for Sound
and Listening
The majority of our students (and designers in general)
have a predominantly visual understanding of design. To
think about the sonic dimension of our world, and the
artifacts we design for it, is unfamiliar to many of them.
Thus we have to sensitize their hearing and stimulate
”critical listening”. For this purpose, we perform a socalled ”ear cleaning”, inspired by Schafer’s didactical
suggestions [17], but extending Schafer’s approach by
the close, analytic listening to works of experimental
electronic music, in particular of musique concrète.These
works not only challenge our abilities to describe sounds,
but also convey an idea of what ”sound design” can
mean. Also a short overview over the history of sensory
culture and the various shifts of the paradigms and
ideologies associated with hearing and vision, from the
greek antique via the area of enlightenment up to the
current revival of the auditive and oral [21], is provided.

Acoustics and Hearing
In this module the students are familiarized with the
fundamentals of sound generation and perception. The
key is not so much in a comprehensive understanding
of acoustics and psychoacoustics, but rather in understanding key concepts and being able to differentiate
between acoustic and perceptual dimensions of sound.
This improves precision in communication about sound
and provides links to design solutions2 .

2 For instance, the shepard-risset tone can be used as example
of a means of blending sounds based on their overtones.
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Sound Object/Event, Sounding Objects
In this episode, two fundamental phenomenological understandings of sounds are discussed. One perspective
emphasizes sound as ”object” of perception. For their
investigation the ”écoute reduite” [16], the reduced
listening, which focuses at the analysis of the ”sound
object” as such, independent from its source and possible
meaning, is employed. The other, seemingly opposing,
understanding emphasizes that sonic phenomena often
are strongly linked to the (physical) event that caused
them, and that they can be best understood through a
causal listening [5]. Both understandings have their value
and thus are used in a pragmatic way in our educational
framework.
In the context of interaction design, another dimension
of meaning emerges from the basic action-sound relationship in the physical world, of an enactive understanding
of how our perception and interpretation of objects and
processes are influenced by sound. This includes also
the area of product sound design and ”product sound
quality” [1, 3].
In order to acquire competences in this area, everyday
objects are analyzed in terms of their identity and
character, the reasons for why they sound the way they
sound and how sound contributes to their perceived
quality. Using the typology of sound objects proposed
by Schafer [17], the sounds are visualized as abstract
”sonic objects”. Sketching a visual representation of a
sound’s essential characteristics contributes to both the
descriptive and prescriptive understanding of sound in
the context of objects and actions.

in the context of interaction are the fields of Auditory
Display and Sonification, ranging from basic alarms,
status informations etc. to the concepts of Auditory
Icons and Earcons and the complex sonifications of
multidimensional data (see, e.g. [6]).
Building on the understanding of sound as semiotic
device, its use in building narratives is scrutinized. Not
conventional storytelling is of interest here, but rather
the use of sound to tell something about a specific
interaction with an artifact. For this the framework of
”narrative metatopics”3 is used [9]. A selection of clips
and associated metatopics are discussed, to familiarize
participants with elaborated sound design strategies.

Contextualized
scape Studies

Relationships:

Sound-

An important precondition for the creation of sounds,
that can enter a meaningful functional and aesthetic
relationship with other sounds in a given setting, is
sensitizing designers for the ”acoustic ecology” [18]. For
this purpose, the concept of the soundscape as a system,
constituted by interacting sounding objects and agents in
a specific environment, is introduced. An emphasis lies
on the understanding of sound in the context of acoustic
communication and acoustic community [18, 19]. This
is complemented by suitable visualization frameworks,
such as those proposed in [14], which can serve students
to develop their own visualization of soundscapes (see
Figure 2).

Designing Sounds
While in our process many of the necessary processes
and tools for actually producing sounds are quite conventional the task of designing sounds for interaction
scenarios requires a different approach than ”usual”
sound design. Signal paths, or details of post-processing
and mastering are less relevant, more relevant are methods that allow to convey a possible experience in a
plausible, dynamic and improvisational way, in order to
support the design for inherently dynamic interactions.
In our courses, the actual production of sound is always
approached in the context of larger application design
scenarios such as Service Design or Physical Computing
projects. This also requires introductions to related
fields, such as Sonic Branding. In the following we
describe the specific steps and didactical elements used
for sound creation.

Everyday Fiction
Figure 1: Visualisation of a sound event/object according
to Schafer [17].

Sound as Sign and Sonic Narratives
After investigating the fundamentals of sound, more
complex ways of creating meaning through sound are
looked at. This involves semiotic codes and second order
semantics. A central source here comes from the analysis
of film sounds [4] and from sound semiotics in general
[13, 20]. Another relevant area for meaningful sound

Building on the narrative analysis of film clips described
above, this activity introduces a quick and dirty method
of prototyping sound experiences audiovisually. Participants are asked to document everyday interactions and
objects using video recordings. Then they are asked
3 Narrative metatopics are recurring high-level narratives which
emerged from the analysis of a large set of clips from fictional
media such as film and games, in which sound played a central
interpretive role. They provide a powerful means to navigate a
semantic space associated with interactions, and help to ground
sound design decisions [9].
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ing soundscapes as a whole. Thiis is achieved by
investigating a specific soundscape, e.g. of a shop,
or a children playground, and then recreating sounds
of interactions and products found in this space by
”transplanting” desired properties from another domain.
For instance the soundscape of a shop may be re-modeled
by sonic characteristics found in the living room.

Performance-Oriented Mockup Strategy
The previous methods and exercises are focusing on the
elaboration of sonic details and modeling their sonic context. They are also ideal to get acquainted with the more
traditional tools for sound design, such as recording, wave
editing and multitrack sequencing. To move towards
prototyping and evaluating interactive experience an
additional step, which is called ”experience prototyping”
[2], is added. , For this method, which is common in
interaction design, techniques from performative arts can
be used. A prominent example is ”bodystorming”, a
method of generating ideas by acting out scenarios [15].
As consequence, live performance and improvisation of
sounds is a necessary element when using such methods.
In the following we outline the methods and related
exercises (for details please refer to [10]).
Figure 2: A visualisation of soundscape elements designed
by students.

to find narrative links between the fictional metatopics
identified and the everyday experiences documented, and
to redesign the sounds of the everyday experiences, using
the available sound designs identified in the fictional
scenarios of the clips. This allows the rapid prototyping
of design ideas, relying on the elaboration and quality of
professional sound design, without having to go through
an elaborate sound design process. It also allows a preliminary verification of the usefulness and transferability
of the fictional metatopics to everyday artifacts. The
same method can be used to create early draft video
prototypes of interactions.

Sonic Transplantation
This activity familiarizes the participants with the fundamental process of modeling sound using another sound as
”material”. This is also one of the core strategies used in
sound design to create sounds that are familiar and novel
at the same time. For this activity, the participants are
also required to create their own sound library. Thus they
do not only gather experiences with recording, but they
can also activate their knowledge about describing and
categorizing sounds. Simultaneously, this activity serves
to teach the minimal skills required for using multitrack
sequencing and digital signal processing (via plugins and
automatization). This reflects our philosophy regarding
”teaching” tools, which is always embedded in a overall
design method and application context.

Semantic Foley and Live-Foley Exercises: As
prerequisite for creating performance-oriented mockups
we need to practice the ability to ”sketch” with sound
”on the fly” by using soundmaking tools which are
readily available, such as objects, the voice and the
body. This is inspired by common techniques used in
film Foley. We employ two activities: In the ”Semantic
Foley” activity, the participants express combinations of
a process (e.g. charging, activation, connection) and
an attribute (e.g. dangerous, weak, significant), using
only the sound sketching methods described above. The
audience is asked to interpret the sounds. This way, both
Foley techniques and critical listening are trained.
An additional step for training live sound making skills
is a live Foley exercise using one of the film clips which
have been discussed earlier in relation to ”narrative
metatopics” (see Figure 3). This exercise creates a
transition between the understanding of filmic sound
narratives and the performative quality of Foley sound
making.

Soundscape Redesign
Building on a combination of soundscape analysis and
sonic transplantation, the participants employ another
method of sonic prototyping, which focuses on redesignSoundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

Figure 3: A group performing realtime-foley to a film clip.

A Two-Stage Experience Mockup Process: The
final step of the educational framework and the related
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design process is the actual experience prototype. This
is developed in two subsequent steps, which both employ
a variation of the ”Wizard of Oz” mockup technique.
The first prototype only uses Foley techniques. The
sound is picked up by a microphone and transported
to the location of the performance using loudspeakers,
achieving a ventriloquist effect. In the second iteration,
the sounds are designed using electroacoustic tools and
DSP, and then played live to participants interacting with
the prototypes, using real-time MIDI controls. Further
details can be found in [10]

Conclusion
In this paper, we have outlined an educational framework
for teaching sound design to interaction designers. The
methods and exercises are not meant to be for ”classroom
use” only, but are intended for the use in real-life
design and research practice. One main concern is the
appropriate sensitization of designers for issues related
to sound, both as aesthetic experience and functional
element in the interaction process, and to understand
the relevant contextual factors. The other focus lies
on enabling interaction designers, who usually are not
particularly trained in music or sound design, to create
convincing experience prototypes of interaction scenarios
with sound. This strategy enables interaction designers
to approach sound not as an obscure and rather unsettling aspect of design, but to integrate it as an equivalent
element of a holistic, multisensory design strategy.
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Introduction
We can wonder with Ros Bandt: "Is the audible polyphony
becoming so loud that we cannot hear ourselves? Are we
losing touch with our identity?"[1]. The steadily increasing
noise levels in our cities result in a shrinking auditory
horizon, and in a significant reduction of places where one
can experience silence. Almost all research concerning quiet
spaces in urban areas is centered on natural places: green
space, parks and riversides. However, semi-public spaces in
a historic city centre are multi-layered urban areas that create
breathing space in the dense hectic city and just as blue and
green spaces they can act as quiet places. Our research is
motivated by the increasing interest in semi-public spaces
within urban planning. Semi-public spaces are experienced
as intimate and familiar outdoor rooms with restorative
qualities and offering attractive sense-scapes, such as
tranquility. The ‘amplified silence’ research project explores
the possibilities that semi-public space and cultural heritage
offer regarding tranquility in the urban environment.
Tranquility is regarded as an extra dimension arising from
the multi-sensorial experience of the environment.
As tranquility is a significant aspect in urban public space it
should influence city planning and design. Sensitizing the
designer to the soundscape of a place is important because as
Mavash argued this will “culminate in an awareness of all
the sensory and supra-sensory perceptual aspects of the site not only as a source of inspiration and tool for design but
also as a means of creating spaces that fully engage the
perceptual capacities of the user.”[2].
The objective of the ‘amplified silence’ research is twofold.
The first goal is to develop a qualitative view on dealing
with semi-public places and is aimed at converting
sound/silence into a manageable environmental quality.
Secondly the research seeks to create a descriptive
framework of concepts and tools that can be applied within
the design process and that assists the implementation of
soundscape in adaptive urban planning and heritage
management.
The context of the quiet places under investigation is very
specific: the field of study consists of semi-public urban
places, with little or no motorized traffic and with people
present. The visitor is looking for quietness and
psychological restoration in an environment within walking
distance of his home or workplace, an oasis of calm in an
inner urban area.
The investigated places are treated as landscapes [3]. Three
principles are being applied throughout the whole process.
First of all, the multi-sensory nature of environmental
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experiences calls for an interpretation of quiet places in a
holistic manner. Secondly, each experience of a place is
relative: experience is personal, temporal and contextual.
Finally the places described and assessed are dynamic
places. They are part of the urban landscape, a living
environment that is constantly changing.

Four dimensions of performance
Four dimensions of performance for tranquil semi- public
spaces can be distinguished: character, comfort, congruence
and control. These dimensions of performance stress the
importance of approaching tranquil places in a holistic way
and formulate the conditions a design decision has to meet.
Together they determine the atmosphere of a place.
‘Character’ refers to visual and aural characteristics
supporting the identity of the place and giving the place its
meaning. Places where people want to stay for restorative
experiences are mostly places that figure in place identity
[4]. Given their character, tranquil semi-public places are
such places, acting as a visual and auditory landmark within
the urban network. Familiar and historical elements,
vegetation, open space, the presence of typical sounds and
building style enhance the character of a setting, the ‘sense
of place’ [5]. ‘Comfort’ is explicitly related to perception and
preference. The physical surroundings of a place play an
important role in people’s choice using urban semi-public
places and influence their affective response to these places.
A comfortable microclimate, amenities, visual aesthetics and
a high quality soundscape ensure the comfort of a place.
The third dimension of performance is ‘congruence’.
Congruence means that the sounds in a place must correlate
with what is visible and that they must be the ones people
expect or prefer in that particular setting [6]. In addition they
also need to be in relation with the use of the place.
Understanding the mutually supportive relationship between
the soundscape and the visual composition of a place is
crucial in safeguarding as well as developing tranquil places
[7]. The ‘control’ dimension focuses on the preservation of
the specific character of these places and addresses the visual
and acoustic pollution as well as the management and safety
of the site.

Aural concepts for urban tranquil places
The data gathered during the research resulted in the design
of a framework consisting of tools and concepts enabling
architects, urban planners and heritage managers to preserve
and design quiet urban places. The concepts and tools thus
created are intelligible and of use across the boundaries of
these disciplines.
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Western culture is strongly visually oriented. People seem to
have forgotten about the close relationship between space
and sound. The domination of the visual sense suppresses
the importance of considering other senses in the perceptive
attitudes. The soundscape, however, helps to confer the
quality of an urban space and is also a striking indication of
the 'genius loci', the 'spirit of place'. That's why sound needs
to be incorporated in urban planning. Planners and designers
need conceptual tools not only to grasp the meaning of
environmental sound, but also to establish communication
beyond the boundaries of their own disciplines. The
designer, an expert with 'vision', becomes a conductor when
he masters the skill of understanding the sounds of the
reverberant city. His acquaintance with available
'instruments' (tools) and 'repertoires' (concepts) turns the
noisy city and its busy visitors into a manageable orchestra.
People admire the accomplishment of animals using
echolocation to navigate, such as dolphins or bats.
Subconsciously we too listen to the echoes of emitted calls
out of our environment. Information is perceived by all our
senses. Besides visual content, our environment also has an
aural content. Sounds transmit information about the
surroundings: the distance between walls, the height of the
walls, the texture of the pavements, the location of different
uses of land, the location of functional surfaces, the amount
of vegetation, the height of trees, water flows, etc. These are
all part of architecture and effect the acoustic environment of
any location.
Christopher Alexander's pattern language is an
acknowledged design tool to depict urban spaces. The scale
of adaptability to personal preferences makes it a living
language fit for daily practice. “Each pattern describes a
problem which occurs over and over again in our
environment, and then describes the core of the solution to
that problem, in such a way that you can use this solution a
million times over, without ever doing it the same way
twice” [8]. Our research aims at developing adaptive
concepts through merging the visual and aural aspects of the
environment, thereby expanding the traditional toolkit. The
concepts are used to recode the analyses of the soundscape.
They form the main idea of a design, against which all other
decisions are evaluated. It is an element of guidance in
making design decisions. The concepts express the spatial
and aural quality in a metaphorical way. A metaphor can act
as a catalyst to reveal the complex data. Metaphors can
explore and transfer the aural meaning and evoke an image
and emotions corresponding with the soundscape. We
successively give an account of the concepts 'enclosure',
'thresholds to treasures', 'setting the stage', 'fingerprints' and
'sacred'.
“Space constantly encompasses our being. Through the
volume of space, we move, see forms and objects, hear
sounds, feel breezes, and smell the fragrances of a flower
garden in bloom. It is a material substance like wood or
stone, yet it is inherently formless. Its form, quality of light,
dimensions and scale, depend totally on its boundaries as
defined by the elements of form. As space begins to be
captured, enclosed, moulded and organized by the elements
of form, architecture comes into being” [9].

While analysing the environment, designers frequently set
limits to the physical boundaries as defined by their tangible
and static construction. However, it is necessary not to
narrow down the interpretation of the term enclosure. It has
to be seen into a wider perspective. Only by doing so will
experience be a quintessence. The basic units of ‘an enclosed
entity’ can be defined as elements that set limits to sensual
perception. These elements can be both static and dynamic,
both tangible and intangible. Perception of a place does not
necessarily happen consciously, but it is always multisensorial. The physical enclosure helps to focus on the
immediate area and is useful in removing distractions.
“Every physical context has its own ambience” [10]. “To
enter a place is to pass from one atmosphere to another.
'Thresholds' or in-between spaces mediate between inside
and outside, between buzzy and quiet, between loud and
silent” [11]. They introduce a transition between different
places, between several enclosures: each passage assumes
the presence of a transformation. Beyond a threshold an
unexpected treasure might await you, making the
environment a pleasant place of opposites and new
discoveries, thereby giving the city its richness of
articulation.
“A 'gateway' becomes more effective when it marks
boundaries in peoples' minds as well as presented
physically” [12]. The configuration and materialization of
these transition zones offers a frame of significance on a
visual as well as on an acoustic level. Therefore it is crucial
not to treat these areas as coincidental or leftover space.
They most definitely need to be incorporated in city
planning.

Figure 1: The Flandria Jetty is a transition zone between the inner
city of Antwerp and the river Scheldt. The two bridges leading to
the platform are the 'gates' to the transition zone. While descending
a new soundscape is introduced to the user of this environment.

Planning the environment or 'townscaping' can be seen as
'setting the stage'. People on the street are characters
performing in a play. For instance, to stroll along a
boulevard resembles moving about on a catwalk. Originally
these avenues were intended to show off, to flaunt oneself
and to observe others. In fact, the equation of a stage
matches the whole city. Due to its public features a
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continuous interaction is guaranteed. Probably nothing
remains unseen or unheard. A designer resembles a stage
director. He is able to define the setting of that play. He
defines the ambience of the context by appointing a theme to
it. Every detail introduced to the scenery might cause a
modification of the plot and must be chosen with care.
Surely, setting the stage “is not seen as a decoration, not as a
style or a device for filling up empty spaces with cobbles: it
is seen as the art of using raw materials – houses, trees and
roads – to create a lively and human scene” [13].
Aspects such as the setting, the scenery and the ambience
define the 'fingerprints' of an environment. The difference
between a 'space' and a 'place' is 'significance'. A place is
loaded with meaning. Every fingerprint is unique and
therefore a means of identification. Defining 'essence' as
encoded information that directly represents the actual
message, capturing the essence of an environment is crucial
for a respectful approach of the site. When public places lack
identity, they are in danger of becoming obsolete. Only by
recognizing the vital features of the place can we safeguard
its core. Therefore the 'genius loci' depends on an upright
designer.
Again, identity is inseparably bound up with our past.
“People cannot maintain their spiritual roots and their
connections to the past if the physical world they live in does
not also sustain these roots” [14]. Such places are inherently
bound to everyday life. They can be considered a gateway, a
transition of the mind. Because of the implementation of a
place with meaning, it often becomes 'sacred'. Sacredness
takes many forms. It can be “nature, god, a special place, a
spirit, holy relics, the earth itself, or an idea” [15]. Because
of their importance, people will protect and maintain places
that hold such sacred assets. They take care of the
consecrated ground through assigning a serene atmosphere
to it. Silence itself, in sacred and secret places has its own
music: the sound of an inner sanctum.

These five concepts highlight different strategies that can be
applied to tackle the soundscape of tranquil semi-public
places. Every one of them can be realised by an unrestrained
list of tools. These instruments translate every general
concept into a range of practical solutions matching a
specific local situation. They are fit to be used both on site
and as an analytical tool which can provide a design
solution.
The position of a solitary tree, for instance, is often merely a
refurbishment of an outdoor room. However, a conscious site
layout might attribute so much more to the environment.
One of our enlisted tools is called 'whispering tree tops'. The
tree in this example is more than just decoration or a focal
point. Its crown acts as a ceiling and marks out a place
within a place. A small enclosure is made to measure. Its
emotive boundaries aren't materialised, but present without
any doubt. The place is defined, but not too defined. There is
some room left for the users input. The canopy provides
shade while the leaves themselves play with the sunlight,
offering a restorative view. Moreover, the rustling leaves
introduce a soothed sound typical for this area. The tree acts
as a natural sound source, changing in time and depending
on seasons. People naturally tend to stop here because the
place invites them to stay and listen to its particular
soundscape. Here the mood is slow and reflective, a strong
emotion resulting from one single 'design element'.

Figure 3: A solitary tree in the garden of Saint-Pauls' Church marks
a place of contemplation. The tree acts as a soundmark of silence.

Conclusion

Figure 2: The 16th century Vlayekensgang is a maze of picturesque
alleys, well hidden inside a build enclosure. Axel Vervoordt
safeguarded it in 1969 because he recognized its importance to the
city. The place has a very typical soundscape. This makes the
environment a popular place to stroll and to enjoy silence. Even the
carillon concerts of the Cathedral are experienced differently inside
this secret area.
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The designer becomes a conductor when he masters the skill
of understanding the sounds of the reverberant city. His
competence to work with the available repertoire of concepts
and 'instruments' or tools will turn the noisy city and its
busy visitors into a manageable orchestra.
The traditional toolkit of designers is insufficient to cope
with the many sensitivities facing the modern environment.
The city has become a complicated ball of string that needs
unwinding through interdisciplinary cooperation. By
developing a language spoken by every stakeholder a high-
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quality dialogue about the semi-public environment can be
conducted.

[14] Alexander, C.: A pattern language: towns, buildings,
construction, Oxford, 1977.

Discussion

[15] Alexander, C.: A pattern language: towns, buildings,
construction, Oxford, 1977.

The process-oriented approach used in this research
recognizes that a single study does not prove or disprove
anything. One of the most important outcomes of the
experiment is guidance as how to manage and protect urban
quiet places and how to design change that preserves or
promotes tranquility.
Our research led to concepts and tools that still need to be
evaluated in a large-scale investigation. Only then they
become a manageable instrument in the everyday practice of
architects, urban planners and heritage managers.
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Policy adopted at Bilbao: Sound Islands
Bilbao City Council has committed to improve the comfort
of the spaces, so that citizens those areas as an extension of
their residence, contributing to their sense of identity and
belonging to the city. Therefore, the planning of city projects
will integrate new urban design vectors to increase the
quality of life of citizens.
In fact, improving comfort to increase the use and enjoyment
of public spaces has meant incorporating different
environmental aspects, especially the sound, and requires the
integration of the public perception of the spaces and of their
expectations. Municipality of Bilbao already has a long
tradition of applying participatory processes in the decision
made in the changes of the city.
The commitment of the municipality is to ensure that every
intervention at public space includes the acoustic comfort as
one of the design criteria. The commitment also implies the
definition, in partnership with Tecnalia, of the concept of
Sound Island, and the adoption of a strategy for their
development in Bilbao.
A Sound Island is an urban public space in which the
soundscape invites you to relax. Therefore, in the Sound
Island specific activities, or uses of the space, are promoted:
rest, relaxation, contemplation, reading, listening to music
with headphones, relaxed conversation, babysitting of
babyes with one year or less. Finally, the Sound Island is an
eminently urban space and readily accessible by walking.
Therefore, Sound Island has a more restrictive definition
than a quiet area, at least in terms of the activities to be
carried on those places. Not every quiet area is a Sound
Island, since a quiet area could content noisy activities,
referred to social meeting and the expectation of people in
quiet areas could be different than those related to a Sound
Island.
The strategy that develops this concept seeks to create, to
value and preserve spaces in Bilbao that provide benefits to
the citizenship: allow sound restoration, stress recovery
through the stay in public spaces, facilitates social
interaction, by means of offering comfortable urban
facilities, presence of plant elements and calm sound
atmosphere.
The challenge is to create in Bilbao a network of Sound
Islands that invite the development of activities that require
calm soundscapes. The network is intended to have a
balanced distribution in the city: the initial goal is to identify
a Sound Island per district.
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Methodology to assess acoustic comfort
The soundscape approach, defined by Tecnalia and applied
in the deployment of this strategy, combines three mains
issues:
-

Acoustic analysis: development of acoustics
measurements to quantify the Environmental Sound
Experience Indicator (ESEI).

-

Psychosocial analysis: application of questionnaires
to give valuable information about the perceived
particular soundscape and the general perception of
the place.

-

Inventory of elements of urban design and activities
developed by citizen at the place.

Acoustic measurements and questionnaires are made
simultaneously, in the moments of use of the areas, to give
higher value to the crossed analysis of results from both
approaches.
The psychosocial analysis collects data about:
-

The answer to the soundscape semantic differential
scale and it includes the identification and valuation
of (global) sound atmosphere in the area;

-

Analysis also considers the experience and
perception that people have at the place: frequency
of visit, activity developed, time of staying,
descriptors of the place, best and worst rated items.

-

Finally it also collects emotions and perceived
stress of people, linked to the experience of being at
the place.

The acoustic analysis applies the Environmental Sound
Experience Indicator (ESEI), developed by Tecnalia. This
indicator takes into account the following inputs:
-

Intensity of sound level: the amount of acoustic
energy that is received in the area.

-

Sound Sources that are dominant in the generation
of the acoustical atmosphere.

-

Number of acoustical events that are relevant with
respect to the background noise level. The indicator
treats differently those events if they are evaluated
by people as positive or negative events.

-

Subjective evaluation of sound sources that
characterizes the sound atmosphere and/or cause
acoustical events helps. This evaluation relates to
whether the sources are perceived as "pleasant" or
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"unpleasant" and if they are congruent (expected to
be listened) in the specific place.
The ESEI indicator degrees from 0 to 12. A high value of the
indicator means a positive soundscape (perception of the
sound atmosphere). In fact, a value above 10 means
excellence. On the contrary, a value below 5 means that
everything is masked by noise and it is difficult to work on
its soundscape. In the middle values is where innovative
actions could be applied to improve the soundscape.
Combining information from both the psychosocial and
acoustical analysis allows a good understanding of the
reasons of particular soundscape perception. This
understanding will be a solid base to define actions to
improve the soundscape.

Label of Sound Islands in Bilbao
The strategy of creating a network of Sound Islands in
Bilbao requires the definition of a label "Bilbao Sound
Island," based on measurable criteria. Therefore, the label set
the requirements that an area must met to be Sound Island
and they integrate acoustic and psychosocial parameters.
This label will have two different application ways,
depending on the process used to add each area to the
network Sound Islands:
-

-

They could be areas that currently have a good acoustic
quality for the development of activities that require
calm. Those areas will be analysed and judged by
applying the absolute label.
The relative label will be applied on the areas that
currently have not so good quality, but areas that, as
result of an intervention in them, can improve
significantly their comfort quality.

Requirements to Sound Island
ESEI Value.
LAeq, pollution.
LAeq, global.
Interviewed people who would
use the space to relax.
Interviewed people who perceive
the place as pleasant (value 3 on
the scale pleasant).

Absolute
label

Relative
label

>6

△≥1

< 60 dBA
< 63 dBA

▽ ≥ 3 dB
▽ ≥ 2 dB

> 80%

△ ≥ 50%

> 70%

Table 1: Relative and absolute requirements.

△ ≥ 50%

Strategy to launch the concept of Sound
Islands
Two parallel lines of action have started: identifying areas in
Bilbao with potential to become Sound Islands, and the
selection of areas where works are planned and resulting
improvements could become those areas Sound Islands.

Identification of existing Sound Islands
A very first analysis of the public spaces of the city of
Bilbao is being developed. The goal is to know the current
basis to build a Network of Sound Islands.
The following criteria were adopted for the initial selection
of candidate zones:
-

Public spaces used for activities compatible with calm
atmosphere: stay, reading, resting.

-

And where the noise pollution is less than 60 dBA at
the Noise Map of the day period.

-

Or spaces that do not currently meet one or more of the
above requirements, but they will be renovated and a
relevant improvement is expected. Those spaces
probably will become Sound Islands via the application
of the relative label.

Results of the analysis allow us to conclude that there are
now a number of public spaces which, due to the quality of
their sound environment, could become Sound Islands,
without requiring major rehabilitation of their urban design.
A very first analysis identifies a core of 16 situations with
diverse possibilities and needs to be part of the network. In
all these areas is necessary to make the diagnosis of acoustic
comfort to assess the degree of compliance with the label of
Sound Island.
The analysis confirms and emphasizes that it is not intended
that all public spaces in Bilbao would be Sound Islands.
Sound Islands are specific areas selected in larger spaces.
Since large parks and public places are multifunctional, in
them it could be areas that would enhance the uses
associated with the concept of Sound Island.
Despite this, in some of the areas is necessary, in addition, a
collection of more information about existing uses,
especially during the periods of highest use of the public
spaces (for example, the evenings from 17 to 19 hours).

Practical applications of the label
The first example is the Levante Square. The perception of
the soundscape is analysed creating groups in the answers to
the semantic scale. The square is perceived as pleasant,
calm, relaxing and natural; and also as familiar and common,
but it is neither informative nor vibrant.

Levante Square
facilitetes
conversation
informative

pleasant

100
80

quiet

60

relaxing

40
20

clear

natural

0

family

vibrant

common

funny
continuous

Figure 1: Perception of Soundscape at Levante square.
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The assessment of soundscape includes the inventory of
activities developed by users of the place and of preferred
routes to walk on it.

The second example, San Pedro Square, is more complex,
because traffic noise is dominant. This is clear in the
perception of the soundscape, which is described as familiar,
common and continuous, and all the variables related to
calmness, to vibrancy and to informative are valued in a
negative way.

San Pedro Square
pleasant

facilitetes
conversat…
informative

100

quiet

80
60

relaxing

40
20

clear

natural

0

family

Figure 2: Analysis of walking routes at Levante square.

common

It is also analysed the global perception of the place, giving
hints to define proposal of interventions that could improve
the place in a holistic approach.
Levante Square

pleasant

100

natural

60

quiet

wide

40

0

safe

windless

clean
warm

light

Figure 3: Holistic perception of Levante square.

Regarding the potentiality of the place to become a Sound
Island, table 2 shows that it nearly complies with all the
requirements of the absolute label to become a Sound Island.
Requirements to
Sound Island
ESEI Value.
LAeq, pollution.
LAeq, global.
People who would
use the space to
relax.
People who perceive
the place as pleasant.

continuous

Figure 4: Perception of Soundscape at San Pedro square.

The soundscape is so polluted that none of the requirements
of the absolute value of Sound Island is complied.

Nevertheless, if the municipality wants this square to
become a Sound Island it can apply the relative label. Next
table shows the relative requirements in this particular case.

20

dry

funny

This result is consistent with the definition of the label, since
the square is in one of the acoustically most polluted streets
in Bilbao, so any other result would be incredible.

beautiful

80

vibrant

Absolute
label
>6
< 60dBA
< 63dBA

Levante
square

Assessment

7,3
< 60 dB
< 60 dB

YES
YES
YES

> 80%

79 %

NO

> 70%

67 %

NO

Table 2: Degree of compliance with the absolute label to
Levante square.

In fact this area was already identified as a candidate in the
previous analysis. And the municipality is preparing an
intervention on it, so possibly Levante Square will be a
Sound Island.
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

>6
< 60dBA
< 63dBA

San
Pedro
square
4,8
67 dB
66 dB

Relative
label at
S.Pedro
5,8
64 dB
64 dB

> 80%

53 %

78 %

> 70%

47 %

70 %

Requirements to
Sound Island

Absolute
label

ESEI Value.
LAeq, pollution.
LAeq, global.
People who would
use the space to
relax.
People who perceive
the place as pleasant.

Table 3: Application of relative label to San Pedro square.

It is clear that to comply this requirements the traffic noise
should be reduced. Looking to the values required for each
indicator, we see that they are not so far from the absolute
label, especially in the values related to perception and to
soundscape. It can be concluded that the two approaches of
Sound Island creation leads to a consistent framework in the
definition of Sound Island.
The last example is the General Latorre square. It is one of
the case studies of Bilbao in the Life QUADMAP project.
QUADMAP is intended to define a methodology to select,
assess and manage urban quiet areas. The square will be
renovated. The sound quality of the existing square was
assessed and Tecnalia, proposed some contributions to the
design of the project. The ESEI indicator was used to
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quantify the possible improvements with each of the actions
studied. The result of the analysis of soundscape, once the
works were finished, will be presented in next publications
and in the outputs of the QUADMAP project.

Conclusions
-

It is necessary to combine the results of applying
the physical and psychosocial approaches, and it
does not necessarily result in increased complexity
of the study.

-

It is important to create a simple, comprehensive
and clear framework that serves to address and
monitor the strategy of the municipalities to
improve the acoustic comfort throughout a city.

-

-

-

-

Architects consider interesting the ESEI indicator,
since it helps on making decision on the projects of
renovating or designing public places. Different
alternatives could be analysed and the indicator can
estimate the benefits provided by each of them in
terms of improvement in the acoustic comfort.
The full analysis, which includes the description of
urban elements and the overall evaluation of the
perceived environment, offers many clues to
optimize improvement proposals, tailored to each
particular situation.
Grouped analysis of the variables used to describe
the perception of the soundscape allows qualifying
it in four distinct poles (quiet, activator,
informative, familiar) and it may also serve to focus
the design of soundscapes accentuating the weight
of one of these qualities, according the objective
sought in each case.
The concept of Sound Island, and the strategy
adopted by Bilbao municipality to integrate
acoustic comfort and soundscape approach in the
improvement of the quality of public places, was
very well welcomed by mass media. This
experience could encourage other administrations to
define and adopt similar strategies.
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COST TD0804 – Working Group (WG) 5
The WG aims to create awareness among general public, stakeholders and policy makers, and to provide training for
early-stage researchers. Five Training Schools were organised, with two categories: (1) Training Schools with wide
audience (mainly young researchers) and topic faced with a general approach; (2) Training Schools reserved to a restricted number of young researchers on specific techniques related to the topic. Moreover, 14 STSM were supported,
and a number of special sessions have been organised. The Travelling Exhibition was one of the great features of this
Action, and great impact on policy and practice was also produced.
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Introduction
The mission of COST is to strengthen Europe in scientific
and technical research through the support of European
cooperation and interaction between European researchers. It
aims to maximize European synergy and added value in noncompetitive and pre-normative research [1].
To reach the aim any COST Actions should implement
several activities.
“Missions or exchange visits” (Short-term scientific
missions STSMs) are aimed at strengthening the existing
networks by allowing scientists to visit an institution or
laboratory in another COST country to foster collaboration,
to learn a new technique or to make measurements using
instruments and/or methods not available in their own
institution/laboratory. They are particularly intended for
young scientists.
“Training Schools” within the context of the Action topic are
aimed at providing dissemination of the Action activities and
intensive training in a new emerging subject in one of the
laboratories of the Action with unique equipment or
knowhow. The participants are basically but not exclusively
young researchers from across Europe, but these schools
also cover appropriate re-training as part of ‘life-long
learning’.
The dissemination of the scientific results of the COST
activities is a key value of COST. Therefore, the aim of the
dissemination and communication policy is to inform the
members of the networks, the scientific community, the
potential beneficiaries and policy makers about the outcome
of the Actions and their planned programmes and activities.
The Working Group 5 “Outreaching and Training” of the
Cost Action TD0804 - Soundscape of European Cities and
Landscapes was completely devoted to implement the above
activities in particular to:
- Create awareness and promote communication concerning
urban soundscapes and quiet areas amongst the general
public, stakeholders and policy makers.
- Provide training for early-stage researchers, and strengthen
the links between them and established experts in the field.

Training
Training Schools
Several Training Schools were organized during the four
year project. The Training Schools can be divided in two
categories:
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a)

Training Schools with wide audience (mainly
young researchers) and topic faced with a general
approach;

b) Training Schools reserved to a restricted number of
young researchers on specific techniques related to
the topic.
For the first category of the Training Schools the COST
Action TD0804 had a strong synergy with the EAA
European Acoustics Association.
In September 2010, in concomitance with the EAA
EuroRegio Conference in Ljubljana (Slovenia), a “Summer
School for Young Acousticians” was held [2]. The aim of
the summer school, integrating in a common platform
several activities and competences, was to increase the
interest and to get the full involvement of Early Stage
Researchers, PhD Students and Master Students in the
development of the “hot topics” in acoustics .
The “Summer School on Acoustics” was co-organized by
the European Acoustics Association and by the European
Cooperation in Science and Technology through 3 COST
Projects TD-0804 (Soundscape of European Cities and
Landscapes), TU-0901 (Integrating and Harmonizing Sound
Insulation Aspects in Sustainable Urban Housing
Constructions) and 2103 (Advanced Voice Function
Assessment), joining the mutual interest of wide spreading
“acoustics” and for the COST Projects to widen the
knowledge of their specific Action activities not only to
already involved young acousticians but also to a larger
auditoria of potentially interested young acousticians.
Trainees were involved in half day courses (3-4 lectures) or
full day courses (5-6 lectures) with frontal lectures, round
tables, discussion groups, participation at the specific
structured sessions and plenary lectures of the Congress.
The 30 lecturers were internationally recognized and
distinguished professors and experts in acoustics. The EAA
board, the EAA technical committees and MC’s Cost
Projects have invited them.
132 Young Acousticians coming from 22 European
countries participated to the “Summer School” and were
supported by the co-organizers. In particular 69 were present
at the didactic module dedicated specifically to
“Soundscape”, 59 of them passed the final exams (fig.1).
A similar experience has been organized in concomitance
with the AIA/DAGA and EAA EuroRegio Conference in
Merano (Italy) and with the final conference of the Cost
Action (16-22 March 2013). One of the five parallel Hot
Topic Courses chosen by EAA for the Winter School 2013
on Acoustics is dedicated to Soundscape and organized by
the MC of COST TD0804. More than 40 PhD students and
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young researcher have participated. The title of the Training
School is: Synergies between Environmental Noise Control
and Soundscape Approach and lectures move from basic
concepts to practical examples:
-

Basic concepts in environmental noise control and
soundscapes

-

Soundscape framework

-

Auditory cognition and soundscape

-

Standards applicable to soundscape studies

-

Health inclusive - why?

-

The soundscape approach as a tool for the
environmental assessment of new large scale
projects

-

Figure 2: First Training School in Aachen (year 2010)

Practical soundscape examples

A peculiarity of these two training schools, both coordinated
by Luigi Maffei, Brigitte Schulte-Fortkamp and Jian Kang,
was that they were connected to a Conference in Acoustics
and young researches had the opportunity to attend, in the
same week, also the structured sessions dedicated to
Soundscape inside the Conference.

Figure 3: Field Measurements in Aachen

Considering both categories, more than 150 young people
had the opportunity to receive training in the topic of
Soundscape
Figure 1: Final exams at the Training School in Ljubljana
(Slovenia)

For the second category of Training Schools, the COST
TD0804 organized a one-week course on “Soundscape –
Measurement, Analysis, Evaluation” that had 3 editions in
Aachen (22-26 March 2010, 11-15 July 2011, 16-20 July
2012) (fig.2). 37 young researchers were introduced in
binaural measurement technology, enhanced sound analysis,
evaluation techniques, procedures and had the opportunity to
perform field and laboratory tests (fig.3). Measurement
technologies and workstations were available and a team of
experienced researchers trained and supported the young
researchers. In collaboration with qualified soundscape
researchers short case studies including measurement,
analysis, evaluation, and classification of defined
environmental areas were carried out. Coordinators of these
training schools were Brigitte Schulte-Fortkamp, Klaus
Genuit and André Fiebig [3-4].

Short Term Scientific Missions (STSMs)
The COST TD0804 project supported the scientific missions
of 14 young researchers. The average period abroad was 1
month/researcher. Well distributed in Europe were the
geographical origin of the young researchers (U.K. (4), Italy
(3), Finland (1), Spain (1), Germany (2), Croatia (1),
Slovakia (1)) and the position of the hosting institutions:
Univ. Sheffield-UK (4 applications), Ghent UniversityBelgium (4 applications), Zagreb University- Croatia (1
application), Second University of Naples-Italy
(1
application),
Gothenburg
UniversitySweden
(1
application), York University-UK (1 application) CNRSFrance (2 applications).
All local tutors expressed positive judgements on the
scientific activities of the young researchers during their
mission. New scientific collaborations have been developed
in the meantime thanks to the opportunities offered by
COST.
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Outreaching
The Outreaching Activity of the COST TD0804 has been
mainly implemented with the organization and support of
specific and/or widespread workshops, with the set up of a
travelling exhibition, with the organization of specific
structured session at international conferences, with the
publication of a specific book and of special issues on
international journals.

Workshops and Think tanks
Most of the dissemination of the results among stakeholders
including policy makers, urban planners, architects,
transportation engineers and consultants has been done
during several workshops and think tanks organized in
several European countries. The workshops were organized
in a such way to merge classical discussion among experts of
the topic (from WG1 to WG4) with a more wide discussion
at the presence of experts or representatives of other fields.

Figure 4: Soundwalk during the workshop in Vitoria, Spain

In many cases these workshops could be identified as
“Awareness days on Soundscape”. The transfer of the stateof-the-art knowledge to stakeholders was done in terms of
possible application of the Soundscape approach to urban
environment, quiet areas, cultural heritage, transport
underlining significant points such as simplicity, reduction
of social costs, people acceptance. The “Awareness
days/Workshops” have been preceded by advertisement
through mass media.
Table 1 reports a list of these events. The column
WG/Synergies indicates competences and stakeholders
invited and involved in the workshops.
Venue
Edinburgh UK

Date
29-30 October 2009

Berlin, Germany

16 March 2010

Ghent, Belgium

27-28 April 2010

Stockholm, Sweden

30 Sept.-1 Oct. 2010

Brighton, UK

6-7 April 2011

Capri, Italy

10-11 October 2011

Brighton, UK

18-19 June 2012

Vitoria, Spain

19-20 November 2012

Information
Title
Hot topics in soundscapes

WG/Synergies
WG 1-2-3, Acoustical
Associations (EAA)
Soundscape and Community
WG 4, Acoustical
Noise
Associations (DEGA)
Understanding, Modelling and
WG 1, Acoustical
Measuring Soundscapes
Associations (IoA, ABAV)
Designing Soundscape for
WG 1-2-3-4
Sustainable Urban
Architects, Planners, City
Development
Council, Policy makers
General Policy Approaches in
WG 1-2-3-4, City Council,
Soundscape Implementation
Psychologists, Policy makers
Soundscape – A part of
WG4 , Architects, Cultural
the cultural heritage
Heritage experts, Unesco
representatives
Exploring practical methods for WG 1-2-3-4, City Council,
assessing and improving
Psychologists, Policy makers,
soundscapes
Designers
Soundscape, heritage for the
WG 1-2-3-4, Architects,
urban futures
Ecologists, City Council,
Policy makers

Table 1: List of Workshops and relative information
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Travel Exhibition
City communities have been involved with a travelling
exhibition fully organized by the COST project TD0804.
The exhibition named “Exploring Practical Approaches
Towards Better Soundscapes“ is formed by posters with
information on the soundscape of cities and landscapes,
binaural recordings, audio and video examples. With over 20
posters and audio-video installations, the exhibition
explores practical approaches towards better soundscapes
focusing on soundscape issues related to health, quality of
life and restorative functions of the environment.
The projects within the exhibitions provide opportunities to
discuss how soundscape concepts might, alongside tackling
conventional noise problems, contribute to local planning
and environmental improvement; and new ways of listening
to local soundscapes, and improving local soundscape
quality.
The exhibition has been hosted so far in the cities of
Brighton United Kingdom, June 2012; Vitoria-Gasteiz,
Spain, November, 2012; and Merano, Italy, March 2013.
As far as COST project TD0804 has the property right, the
exhibition can be offered also to other city communities into
the next months and years and it can be further developed
with other technical and scientific installations.

MC members have been also involved in the organization of
sessions and invited as speakers in other International
Conferences in topics not directly connected with acoustics
(eg. Planning, Landscape, Cognitive Sciences, Semantics)
but that, through the Soundscape Approach, strong synergies
and correlations could be found. This has enhanced the
interdisciplinary cross-breeding of innovative and emerging
scientific ideas, and the dissemination of the results into a
wider range of audience.

Special Issues on International Journal and
books
A special issue was planned in one of the top journals in the
field, the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, on
the topic of soundscape, with major contribution from the
COST members, and edited by Brigitte Schulte-Fortkamp
and Jian Kang, the Vice Chair and Chair of the Action. Over
20 papers have been received. It is planned that special issue
will be published in the mid-2013.
A book proposal has been submitted to the publisher Taylor
& Francis, entitled ‘Soundscape and the Built Environment’.
Based on this COST project, the book would be more than a
collection of different views but presents consensus within
the current state of the art. It will be a useful book for
practitioners (urban planners, designers, policy makers) as
well as researchers. We will have several authors from the
COST members collaborating on each of the chapters.

References
[1] COST Website http://www.cost.esf.org/
[2] L.Maffei , M. Vorländer, P. Svensson, K Jambrošić:
EAA Summer School Proc. ICA2010, Sydney, 23-27 August
2010.
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M.Horvat, M. Masullo, R. Pieren ,K. S. Voigt, M. Yang, K.
Genuit, B. Schulte-Fortkamp: Education in Soundscape - A
seminar with young scientists in the COST Short Term
Scientific Mission, Soundscape - Measurement, Analysis,
Evaluation“, Proc. ICA2010, Sydney, 23-27 August 2010.

Figure 5: Part of the exhibition in Vitoria-Gasteiz

Structured sessions

[4] P.N. Dokmeci, F. Aletta, M. Frost, I. Garcia, M.
Galuszka, J. Kocinski, H. Lin, A. Mundt, A. Tomas, K.
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Members of the MC have been involved in the organization
of several structured sessions on topics related to
Soundscape in the most important international conferences
on Acoustics (eg. Internoise 2009, 2010, 2011, 2013; ICA
2010, 2013; Euronoise 2009, 2012; Forum Acusticum 2011;
EuroRegio 2010, 2013; ASA Meetings from 2009 to 2013,
and so on). In the period 2009-2013 it has been registered an
increasing number of attendees and papers in the sessions
with topics on Soundscape.
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about measured, considered and responsible use of sound.

Introduction
“Sounding Brighton” is a collaborative project exploring
practical approaches towards better soundscapes. The project
provides the opportunity to raise awareness and promote
communication on soundscapes among the general public,
stakeholders and those involved in policy, including
encouraging exploration of new ways of listening in local
soundscapes, and new ways of tackling noise and improving
local soundscape quality. The project is working to provide
opportunities to discuss how soundscape concepts might,
alongside tackling conventional noise problems, contribute
to local planning and environmental improvement as part of
a citywide engagement process in Brighton & Hove in the
United Kingdom, other UK cities, and abroad. A range of
environments: for example city centre, entertainment venues,
seafront, foreshore, historic terraces, squares, lanes, parks
and gardens are being considered. A soundscape map of the
city is being developed, public outreach exhibitions have
taken place, and a night noise intervention pilot study has
been trialled. The work is being further developed to embed
soundscape concepts in the city’s future planning policy; the
goal being to encourage wider acceptance for soundscape
concepts everywhere to provide new approaches to
addressing difficult noise issues.

Practical
approaches
soundscape quality

to

better

Engagement with the public is essential in order to increase
understanding of what the soundscape concept actually
means to citizens, and how it can be practically applied for
universal benefit.

The NAS operates the only free 24/7 national noise helpline,
in the UK, to advise the public on noise issues. This provides
a valuable conduit through which the Society can gage and
respond to current public concerns, and forms the basis from
which its campaigns grow. These include, Love Your
Ears™, to inform young people about the dangers of
listening to long and too loud to their MP3 players; Silent
Approach™ to address noisy delivery practices, and Quiet
Mark™ a programme to reduce noise from home appliances,
small devices and other forms of equipment.
The NAS is also a member of the British Standards Institute,
ISO TC43/SC1/WG54 on Soundscape, and COST Action
TD0804 on Soundscapes of European Cities and
Landscapes.
In the UK, noise law is enforced by local authority
Environmental Health Practitioners who have the unenviable
task of making a judgment call on noise disputes based on
decibel levels and common sense. They don’t receive much
recognition for the difficult task they undertake, so for the
past 12 years the NAS has held the John Connell Awards
[2], named after the Society’s founder, at the Palace of
Westminster in London, UK to encourage and reward local
authority noise teams, and disseminate their innovative ideas
to help other local communities.
The other important function of the John Connell Awards is
to reward industry for innovation in quiet design. The
audience is a multidisciplinary mix from government, local
government, industry and academia; thus encouraging the
informal exchange of ideas between different sectors and
disciplines.

As an independent Non Governmental Organisation (NGO),
the UK Noise Abatement Society (NAS) [1], established in
1959 and based in the City of Brighton & Hove in the United
Kingdom, is well placed to disseminate information to the
general public, to industry, to local authorities, to national
and international governments, and to policy makers to
harness political support.

European Soundscape Award

As members of the COST Action TD0804, NAS have
worked extensively over the course of the Action to achieve
knowledge sharing across a wide group of stakeholders, and
the practical implementation of soundscape concepts in often
difficult ‘real world’ applications.

It is worth noting that the original title for these awards was
the European Noise Award, and that the NAS campaigned
vigorously to call it the European 'Soundscape' Award, to
help introduce this concept to wider audiences in the
European Commission and among researchers.

The Noise Abatement Society

This award has been presented at the John Connell Awards
in London in 2010 and 2011. The winners were,
respectively, a sustainable and integrated traffic noise
reduction solution in Alverna village in the Netherlands, and
the soundscape remodeling of the Nauener Platz, Berlin, for
the young and the elderly.

The Noise Abatement Society’s remit is to “abate excessive
and unnecessary noise, from whatever source, to protect the
general public and improve the aural environment for all
life”. Working with government and industry over the last
fifty years it has achieved a reputation for collaborative
partnerships to find practical solutions to noise problems
underscored by programmes to raise awareness and educate
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

In 2011, the NAS developed and established the European
Soundscape Award at the request and in partnership with the
European Environment Agency [3], which covers 39
European countries, to gather and disseminate innovative
ideas addressing noise disturbance.

SoundScape ezine
To continue to introduce the soundscape concept to new
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audiences, the NAS launched the innovative ezine
“SoundScape, where life sounds good” [4]. Published in
electronic format and available on iTunes, these attractive
publications are visually appealing and contain articles
covering all aspects of sound, written by academics,
acousticians, political writers and journalists. The object: to
make what otherwise might be seen as a dry and complex
subject more acceptable, more universally applicable, more
appreciated, and better understood between disciplines
within the sound world and by the public.

Influence on new noise standards
In 2009 the NAS was invited to become members of the
British Standards Institute (BSI) noise technical committee,
and appointed as one of its experts to ISO TC43/SC1/WG54
“Perceptual assessment of soundscape quality”.
As a result, the NAS has introduced proposals for new work
items proposing combined environmental, behavioral and
technical approaches for the measurement of noise and
soundscape quality at delivery sites and airports, and new
parameters for warning devices on vehicles.

Influence on national government policy
The UK government did not originally acknowledge the
applicability of a soundscape management approach within
the Noise Policy Statement for England [5] but, after
lobbying by the NAS and liaison with the COST Action
TD0804 network at the two Sounding Brighton conferences
[6] in the UK in 2011 and 2012, the UK government now
recognizes and advocates the soundscape approach as an
important tool for use in helping to solve noise problems.

Quiet Deliveries Demonstration Scheme
Complaints were received on the NAS helpline concerning
continual noise disturbance from early morning deliveries.
At the same time the UK government put forward a proposal
that in order to reduce urban congestion and emissions, out
of hours and night time deliveries might be allowed - a
combination that could only bring confrontation.
The NAS was consulted as guardian of the public interest
and our response was: if you delivered at night, how would
you like it to be? Answer: efficient, and so quiet that no one
would realise it was happening – possible, but a tall order.
To address this problem, the Society devised a collaborative
formula bringing all stakeholders together, including
residents, into a fully monitored quiet night time delivery
scheme called Silent Approach™, which not only includes
the use of PIEK [7] certificated low noise equipment but also
reduces the noise disturbance caused by the ‘human element’
during deliveries through driver and staff awareness training.
The monitoring ensures that these quiet standards are met
and sustained to protect residents from potential noise
nuisance, and gives them redress should disturbance reoccur.
Previous trials led by industry had failed because they did
not include a holistic view of the problem and did not
include all these necessary elements.
The first successful night time trial of this type took place in
the London Borough of Wandsworth with Sainsbury’s, the

NAS, and the Freight Transport Association (FTA).
As a result of that successful trial, the UK Department for
Transport formed a consortium with the NAS and the FTA
to carry out further trials around the UK. The resulting
project, the Quiet Deliveries Demonstration Scheme
(QDDS) [8], produced a best practice guide for local
authorities and retailers for quiet out of hours deliveries for
the first time in the UK. The NAS produced advice,
guidance and assessments for each delivery site, using a
soundscape based approach and methodology to engage
stakeholders and holistically assess noise disturbances and
recommend solutions.
The project was named as a key programme to help
stimulate the economy in the government’s subsequent
Logistics Growth Review 2011 [9].

London 2012
Lessons learnt from the QDDS trials were taken forward as a
basis for the summer of London 2012 for use during the
Olympics when major roads throughout London were closed
during the day for the Games.
Leading retailer and consumer brands were represented in
these next set of trials - commissioned by Transport for
London and produced by the NAS and FTA with our
consortium partners - including Marks & Spencer,
McDonald’s and Coca Cola. [10] As before, a guidance
document was produced and used to help manage deliveries
during the Games, and the work is now being developed to
help manage future traffic flow demands in and around the
UK’s capital city and nationally.
Slowly there has been a seismic shift in thinking within
industry to embrace investing in quieter vehicles and
equipment (as demonstrated at the NAS led Quiet Delivery
Depot at the Commercial Motor Live 2012 tradeshow in the
UK [19]), and look at better staff management to enable out
of hours deliveries to become a reality; reaping the dual
rewards of reduced logistics costs and higher turnover as a
result. Within local authorities attitudes have changed
radically, moving from the default ‘no’ response to retailers’
requests for extending delivery hours, to being able to set a
gold standard for those deliveries that has to be met in return
for the relaxing in protocol. The public’s view has also
become less polarised because they are being consulted and
have a sense of being part of the decisions made, while
maintaining adequate redress if things go wrong.
Six years into NAS’ programme, the pattern is emerging of a
new delivery culture in the UK. Investment in hybrid
vehicles and quieter equipment is proving that the industry
believes that quiet deliveries are the future, not only in the
UK and Europe, but also in the USA [11].

Influence on local policy makers
New York Noise Code
The City of New York has been in contact with the NAS and
has been watching the UK quiet delivery trials with interest,
and is now introducing a preferred list of low noise vehicles
and equipment that local precinct authorities can specify if
retailers wish to deliver out of hours. Once again, holistic
engagement with stakeholders has enabled an outcome -
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based on the NAS’ model and acting as an honest broker
between them - which could not have been achieved without
understanding the vested interests of all parties through an
applied soundscape management approach.

Sounding Brighton
When Brighton & Hove City Council approached the NAS
for ideas to address long standing night noise disturbance
from its many clubs and pubs, many of which are in the
centre of the city surrounded by residents, NAS
recommended a soundscape approach to look at fresh ways
of addressing the issues.
The city has a thriving nightime economy on which it
depends, and attracts thousands of young people from across
the UK and Europe who come simply to have a great time.
There are numerous pubs, bars and clubs that literally play
music all through the night. This is great for the City’s
economy, but not so good for the residents who dwell within
the centre. Brighton & Hove is also a university town so
there are many students living amongst the residents.
The clash of conflicting interests had been a problem for
years and angry residents accused the Council of ignoring
their plight of sleepless nights and streets full of aggression.
The first stage of the Sounding Brighton programme, with
support from members of the COST Action TD0804 and
Brighton & Hove City Council, was to develop a soundscape
map of the city, through interviews with residents from
different areas to ascertain the specifics of the problems, and
to consult with them as the experts.
These exchanges were a useful tool to open channels of
ongoing communication. In many cases there was a palpable
sense of relief expressed, a feeling that at last residents were
being listened to and understood, and that something might
be done to help them. Interviews were also made with club
and pub owners who wanted to be proactive in solving some
of the problems of antisocial behaviour and late night noise.
But most were at a loss as to what to do about the situation
and felt that the blame was always being laid, unfairly, at
their door.
One of the most important findings of the Sounding
Brighton Survey [12] was that residents in Brighton & Hove,
regardless of where they lived in the city, valued diversity
and creativity in their sonic environment. These values can
be considered indicators of the ‘soundscape identity’ of the
local environment.

West Street Story
The second most important finding from the survey was
residents concerns about the culture of late night drinking
and night noise (‘diversity’ turned to chaos). To address
these concerns using a soundscape approach, a pioneering
experiment designed and co-commissioned by the Noise
Abatement Society and Brighton & Hove City Council was
carried out during White Night, an all night arts and cultural
festival held in the city, in October 2012. The experiment,
named West Street Story [13], focused on West Street, the
most dangerous street in Brighton, located in the main
clubbing district where thousands of young visitors come to
party all night.
The innovative experiment included an outdoor 3D ambient
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

soundscape installation, through which people walked,
played into the main street to see if clubbers behaviour
would change. A control was set up on a previous busy
Saturday night and videoed. The behaviour recorded showed
aggression, tension and the police on ‘full alert’ all night.
On the night of the experiment body language analysis
revealed the crowd to be happy, harmonious and friendly
[14] - so much so that some of the police were deployed
elsewhere in the city as there were so few incidents to deal
with. The residents and Council representatives said that the
calmer atmosphere was a dramatic contrast to the usual
raucous aggression so frequently experienced in the area;
with all those present feeling a calming connection: clubbers
and onlookers alike.

COST Action conferences and exhibitions
Signifying the success of this project, Brighton & Hove City
Council co-hosted, with the NAS, two COST TD0804
conferences [6] and two exhibitions of practical soundscape
examples in 2011 and 2012. These public outreach
exhibitions were further developed to become a larger
travelling exhibition that has subsequently visited several
European cities [15].
The NAS is continuing to work with Brighton & Hove City
Council to include soundscape concepts within many aspects
of its town planning, including in several areas of
regeneration in and around the city.

Quiet Mark
Demonstrating the flexibility of a soundscape approach moving from late night drinking to dominating sounds of
appliance noise in the home, NAS launched the Quiet
Mark™ [16] of approval in 2012 to address consumers
desire for more peace and quiet in their homes.
Ever since the industrial revolution, it has been assumed that
noise is the price we must pay for technological progress. So
much so, that we rarely question the irritating sound outputs
of the machines that form the cacophonous backdrop to our
lives. Loud, unexpected noise, or low continual vibration,
triggers strong physical and emotional responses, depending
on the volume, the length of time and the sound quality and
context in which we hear them. We all know the sounds we
love and those we hate.
For this reason Quiet Mark, the international mark of
approval for quiet design from the Noise Abatement Society,
was launched to reach consumers and help them consider the
positive sounds, as well as noise, that they are surrounded by
every day of their lives.
Quiet Mark’s distinctive purple logo has been embraced by
global leading brands to help consumers make more
informed choices about the appliances they buy and share
their homes with, empowering them to retune the sounds
around them and de-stress their personal space. This
message was heralded at the Ideal Home Show in April 2013
with the world’s first ‘Quiet House’, [17] a concept
pioneered by Quiet Mark and developed with award winning
architects.
Year one of Quiet Mark’s launch was designed to reach
manufacturers to encourage a vested interest in showcasing
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their quiet products. Its appearance at the Ideal Home Show,
in its second year of operation, was part of the strategy to
reach out to the general public to raise awareness about the
importance of sound and to demonstrate that consumers
often do have a choice to choose quiet(er) products when
they buy.
Commenting on the importance of the initiative, Lord de
Mauley, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State at the UK
government’s Department for Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs (Defra) commented: “Since its launch, the Noise
Abatement Society’s Quiet Mark of approval has proved a
great success. Noise related disturbance and consequential
stress can be an unwelcome product of today’s busy society,
and reducing the noise we live with, both at home and at
work, can make a real difference to our health, quality of life
and wellbeing. In addition, initiatives such as Quiet Mark
encourage companies to innovate, and show not only the
value consumers put on quieter products but also that growth
and managing noise are not incompatible.”

Future work
Because Quiet Mark is an NGO initiative, with the ultimate
aim of making the lives of citizens healthier and less
stressed, it is working with NAS and HEAD acoustics
GmbH to develop an acoustic pleasantness protocol for
household appliances and small machines to further improve
soundscape quality in the built environment. [18]
In this way, as before, NAS continues to aim to pioneer new
solutions and practical applications to engage the public and
policy makers to embrace the rich diversity and innovation
offered by an applied soundscape approach.
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Introduction
The COST TD0804 Exhibition at the final conference in
Merano, Italy brings together a range of projects that explore
new ways of listening to local soundscapes and new ways of
tackling noise and improving local soundscape quality. In
modern life, we are continually bombarded by noises, and
listening has, for many of us, become of secondary
importance to the visual sense.
The term ÔsoundscapeÕ refers to the acoustic environment of
a place, like a residential area or a city park, as experienced
and/or understood by its users. It is the acoustic equivalent to
ÔlandscapeÕ, and includes all sound sources, wanted as well
as unwanted. Managing the sounds of places can, therefore,
be referred to as Ôsoundscape planningÕ. Unlike the current
approach to managing the acoustic environment, soundscape
planning is not primarily about reducing sound levels.
Soundscape planning is not even necessarily a question of
how loud sounds are, but rather what sounds are appropriate
to, or belong to a place. There is no one ideal soundscape;
and what is deemed an appropriate soundscape can change
over time to reflect the evolving needs and/or uses of an
area.
The recent management of the acoustic environment has
predominantly been concerned with reducing or masking
sound levels. Noise researchers have started to realise that
the current approach to the acoustic environment needs to
acknowledge positive aspects of sound.
Soundscape studies cover a very broad and rapidly evolving
field. The examples in this paper represent a range of
practical soundscape applications recently engaged in by
practitioners associated with COST Action TD0804, having
a focus on landscape and the built environment. They
illustrate how the approach offers the opportunity for
interdisciplinary working, including bringing together
science, medicine, social studies and the arts, to find creative
and responsive solutions for the acoustic design of places.

Soundscapes of Waterscapes and
Squares on the Sheffield Gold Route
Jian Kang, j.kang@sheffield.ac.uk
Yiying Hao, haoyiying@hotmail.com
Waterways play an important role in the development of
urban morphology of Sheffield in the last several hundred
years. The city centre regeneration from 1990s has been
reconnected with the rivers and ensured the historical role of
the rivers in the city celebrated. Waterscapes and squares
have been embedded into the city for its vibrancy with the
respect of the history of Sheffield.
This paper examines the soundscape of waterscape and
square on the Gold Route generated in the city centre
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regeneration project. The changes of waterscape at different
locations of the Gold Route are analysed with multi
approaches, i.e. sound levels with frequency and time,
psychoacoustic parameters including loudness, roughness,
sharpness, and fluctuation strength, and questionnaire
survey.
Diversity of waterscape sounds has been proved in terms of
spectrum and dynamic range. A series of field questionnaire
surveys in selected locations along the Gold Route have
shown that water sounds are the most preferred and
noticeable sounds in the soundscape.

Nauener Platz: Soundscape Approaches
for Public Space Perception and
Enhancement Drawing on Experience in
Berlin
Brigitte Schulte-Fortkamp, b.schulte-fortkamp@tuberlin.de
The development of Nauener Platz in Berlin is one of the
ground breaking examples how to collaborate in a
Soundscape approach integrating all relevant parties. The
Project ÔNauener Platz - Remodeling for Young and OldÕ
belongs the framework of the research program
ÔExperimental Housing and Urban Development (ExWoSt)Õ
of the ÔFederal Ministry of Transport, Building, and Urban
Affairs (BMVBS)Õ by the ÔFederal Office for Building and
Regional Planning (BBR)Õ. It is related to the fields of
research (ExWoSt) concerned with ÔInnovation of Urban
Neighborhoods for Families and the ElderlyÕ. The project
executing organization was the Regional Office BerlinMitte.
The concept of development of the open space relies on the
understanding that people living in the chosen area are the
ÔrealÕ experts concerning the evaluation of this place
according to their expectations and experiences in the
respective area. The intention of scientific research here is to
learn about the meaning of the noise with respect to peopleÕs
living situation. The concept of the development of the place
was to rebuild it into one with social freedom and, from the
very beginning, to involve people who live in the area as the
most relevant experts.
This project is the winner of the European Environment
Agency and Noise Abatement SocietyÕs European
Soundscape Award 2012.

The Soundscape Approach for Early
Stage Urban Planning
Dick Botteldooren, dick.botteldooren@intec.ugent.be
Bert De Coensel, bert.decoensel@intec.ugent.be
In order to create tranquil outdoor spaces in urban areas, a
good placement of buildings is much more efficient than
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remediating measures such as noise barriers. Indeed, longterm sound measurements show that secluded backyards and
courtyards often have a much better soundscape than urban
parks, which are all too often located in areas vulnerable to
the intrusion of traffic noise. Therefore, it is essential that
aspects of acoustic design be taken into account at an early
stage of the urban planning process. This project illustrates a
possible two-stage approach for an ongoing redevelopment
project in the city of Antwerp, Belgium.
In the first stage, the arrangement of building blocks, new
roads inside the area, squares and the foreseen urban park
was optimized. In the second stage, areas of opportunity for
soundscape design within the urban park are identified, and
design measures are worked out in detail. Computational
models of auditory attention can at this stage be used to
delimit the areas for which design elements are effective in
drawing away attention from unwanted sound.

The Cultural Value of Soundscape of
Folk Festivals
Luigi Maffei, luigi.maffei@unina2.it
Maria Di Gabriele, maria.digabriele@unina2.it
With the international convention for the Safeguarding of the
Intangible Cultural Heritage, UNESCO recognizes the
ÔIntangibleÕ as Ôcultural heritageÕ. So far, the nomination and
selection of an intangible asset for the inclusion in the list
does not require any acoustic criteria and the ÔsoundÕ is not
considered as an intrinsic value of cultural heritage,
contributing to its perceptual experience.
Recently, many studies have been carried out on the
soundscape of tangible assets, whilst no specific research has
been performed on the soundscape of folk festivals, although
they involve a strong participation of population. The
soundscape of folk festivals, in fact, can also be considered
as a part of intangible cultural heritage, if it is unique or it
possesses qualities which make it especially recognizable by
the people and makes these events tourist attractive.
The present project concerns the study of two folk festivals
of Italian tradition. A methodology based on the
triangulation of: i) in situ audio binaural and video
recordings, ii) historical analysis and iii) in situ interview to
involved people was applied, in order to recognize if the
rhythms imposed by the music or the voice represent the
sound marks of these events.

Evaluating Indoor
Questionnaires

Soundscapes

by

Papatya Nur Dškmeci, p.dokmeci@sheffield.ac.uk
Jian Kang, j.kang@sheffield.ac.uk
The aim of this study is to present an example of subjective
acoustic assessment tools that can be integrated with
soundscape studies, especially for indoor environments. The
key part of designing indoor soundscape questionnaires is to
understand how the users perceive the soundscape in an
identified context within an enclosure.
Indoor soundscaping approaches were used to evaluate 3
different libraries in Sheffield, United Kingdom. Noise
measurement and recordings as well as questionnaire
surveys of indoor soundscapes of public spaces were carried

out in different functional areas of each library. Usage, time
spent, evaluation of physical conditions, demographics,
sound perception, noise annoyance, and sound preferences
were included within the questionnaire. Objective
parameters including; sound pressure level, frequency
spectrum, loudness, roughness, and sharpness, were analysed
using ArtemiS software.
The survey results show that subjective evaluations differ
significantly with different gender, academic level, and
usage. The correlation analysis shows that sound pressure
level and loudness were significantly related with subjective
evaluation.

Dublin City Acoustic Planning and
Urban Sound Design Programme
Sven Anderson, www.svenanderson.net
Dublin City Council (DCC) has commissioned artist and
designer Sven Anderson to work as the Dublin City Acoustic
Planner/Urban Sound Designer between March 2013
through March 2014. By implementing this new role within
DCC, and by working with both the planning and public art
departments, this project draws attention to the creative
potential of the urban sound environment as a medium for
design and intervention.
Referencing existing noise maps and more traditional noise
mitigation techniques that have been implemented in the city
as a starting point, this project will focus on considering the
introduction of urban sound installations and on promoting
discursive design theory stemming from contemporary arts
and alternative urban spatial practices within local planning
policy.
The work carried out in this project seeks to highlight the
richness and complexity of Dublin's urban soundscape as a
positive characteristic, which serves to condition the city's
unique ambiance and urban experience. The project's
methodology is based on a rapid synthesis of observation,
discourse, fieldwork, and project prototyping that will form
the basis of a Draft Dublin City Acoustic Plan and a public
exhibition, to be produced as the project approaches its
conclusion in 2014.

Developing an Applied Soundscape
Strategy for the City of Brighton &
Hove, United Kingdom
Lisa Lavia, lisa.lavia@noise-abatement.org
…sten Axelsson, o.axelsson@sheffield.ac.uk
Max Dixon, maxdixon1@hotmail.co.uk
In order to help develop an applied soundscape strategy for
the City of Brighton & Hove, a social survey was conducted
via a questionnaire study. Members of the public were
invited to provide information about their favourite outdoor
location in Brighton & Hove and the social and recreational
activities it entails, as well as what sounds are appropriate to
the favourite location.
Statistical analyses revealed that there is a statistically
significant and meaningful relationship between the social
and recreational activities that people find suitable in their
favourite outdoor location and the degree to which they find
that specific sound sources (i.e. the elements comprising the
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ÔsoundscapeÕ) appropriate there. The survey results show
that soundscapes may Ð and probably should Ð vary,
depending on what social and recreational activities are
deemed suitable for a space by the users of the place. Below
we report the 5 main categories of favourite locations,
including their recreational soundscapes. In the future, urban
planners in Brighton & Hove may use this information for
planning and designing the acoustic environment to promote
sustainable development, quality of life, health and well
being.

Urban Redesign and Sustainable
Mobility,
An
Opportunity
for
Soundscape in the Urban Future in
Vitoria-Gasteiz
Jose Luis Bento Coelho, bcoelho@ist.utl.pt
Alberto Ba–uelos, abi@aacacustica.com
The future of cities depends on sustainability. This needs
new urban structures promoting lower energy consumption,
respect for the environment and health. Urban mobility must
be transformed from over-reliance on private vehicles
towards public transport and non-motorized mobility,
allowing more pedestrian areas and more enjoyment of
public space.
Reducing traffic noise gives the opportunity to incorporate
soundscape quality in urban design, creating more attractive
public spaces and encouraging more use of cycle and
walking routes.
The example of Vitoria-Gasteiz, European Green Capital
2012, includes the creation of a new mobility structure based
on the 'super-block' concept, creating a new kind of public
space with greater livability, where the pedestrian regains
prominence in the city. Moving from conventional urban
noise control to creative soundscape design will improve
health and quality of life.

Urban Green Growth to Modify the
Urban Soundscape in Vitoria-Gasteiz
Jose Luis Bento Coelho, bcoelho@ist.utl.pt
Alberto Ba–uelos, abi@aacacustica.com
Promoting green spaces in the city to increase biodiversity
helps
change
the
sound
environment.
Urban
transformation both reduces traffic noise and encourages
natural sounds. Changing the city soundscape, including new
urban sounds, will transform people's sound perception of
the modified spaces.
The green belt of Vitoria-Gasteiz has been incorporating
natural spaces into suburban areas, bringing natural sounds
closer to the population. A new phase of increasing
biodiversity in the city is underway with the creation of an
inner green belt. This aims to transform the urban landscape
and soundscape. Less motorized traffic will reduce ambient
noise levels in streets in the inner belt, and more natural
sounds will be encouraged due to more wildlife, especially
birds. The soundscape will also be improved by other
sources such as water, for example, in recovery of the River
Batan at Avenida Gasteiz, the first stage of this project.
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This process is part of the Sound Environment Enhancement
Action Plan of the municipality of Vitoria-Gasteiz. The
plan's preliminary stages have already taken account of
soundscape, with characterization plans giving a reference to
assess the changes that initial actions will make.

Soundscape-based Criteria Used in
Territorial Planning: A Case in the
Region of the ÔAlpujarraÕ, Granada,
Spain
Antonio Torija, ajtorija@ugr.es
Diego P. Ruiz, druiz@ugr.es
The University of Granada has developed a methodology for
evaluating the quality of soundscapes to inform territorial
planning and land management, which has been applied in
the County of Valle de Lecr’n, in the province of Granada.
This involved assessing soundscape quality, to determine
which soundscapes need some protection, which should be
recovered, or which could host an activity with a potential
significant impact on the sound environment.
Acoustical assessment included use of descriptors to
characterize loudness, temporal structure and spectral
composition. Before field measurement, analysis of the
study area included grouping into different sub-areas
according to the type of predominant sound source,
including noise sources, water features, vegetation type and
density, birdlife, topography and land use. Measurement was
carried out at a random selection of points within each area.
Surveys of peopleÕs perceptions of each soundscape were
also carried out.
The indicator SQI (Soundscape Quality Index) was
developed, to assess the quality of a soundscape on the basis
of its degree of naturalness, absence of human-generated
sources of noise, and in terms of peopleÕs perception. Five
soundscape categories were defined, ranging from 'degraded
sound environment' to 'environment with special sound
importance'.
The methodology enabled diagnosis of the quality of a given
soundscape, giving information relevant for management. It
also informed action planning oriented towards
conservation, protection or restoration of a given
soundscape, including identification of less-sound-impacting
alternatives for hosting certain activities and prioritising
noise source control.

Soundwalks for the Urban Development
of Natural Spaces in the Alachua
County, Florida
Jose A. Garrido, jagarrido@ugr.es
Gary W. Siebein, gsiebein@siebeinacoustic.com
Diego P. Ruiz, druiz@ugr.es
Compared with static observations at predetermined
locations, the soundwalk method used in Alachua County,
Florida aimed to enable detection of gradual acoustic
changes over time and space within large environments,
allowing the route to be readjusted on the basis of attentiongrabbing elements, facilitating more accurate definition of
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'acoustic rooms' and other soundscape elements. It also
aimed to be accessible to architects and urban planners
lacking advanced knowledge of acoustics.
An 8-hour 8-mile individual soundwalk was performed in a
natural area including woodlands, cattle farms and a wetland
corridor. Audio and video recordings of characteristic sonic
events, panoramic pictures of 'acoustic rooms', and brief
informative notes of interesting facts were taken. Sound
sources detectable to the human ear at selected locations
were listed and further information on temporal patterns of
occurrence and spatial distribution were collected. Initial
assessment of sonic events in terms of key perceptual
properties such as pitch was attempted. These data were
gathered, processed, and broken down into schematic
taxonomies referred to specific time periods for every
stopping point on the route.
The study identified the well-rounded canopy structure of
the natural wetland corridor as one of the area's most
outstanding acoustic features which was considered a
priority for designers of any new development. However, it
appeared that conservation of the special sonic environment
created by the canopy did not necessarily require absolutely
unspoiled nature. Habitation strategies used by the local
rural community, such as single story, open-plan houses with
low-pitched roofs, and recycled shipping containers and
railroad cars, did not seem to have unduly disrupted the
canopy soundscape of birdsong.

An Approach on the Evaluation of
Urban Acoustical Comfort with the
Soundscape Concept
Asli Ozcevik, asliozcevik@hotmail.com
Zerhan Yuksel Can, karabi@yildiz.edu.tr
The doctoral thesis 'An Approach on the Evaluation of
Urban Acoustical Comfort with the Soundscape Concept'
tested the hypothesis that 'soundscape quality can objectively
be evaluated through the perceptibility of soundmark'. The
methodology used was:
1. Area selection, at least three areas because of two
unknown quantities in listed equations; and analysis of the
sound environments (i.e. description of soundscapes,
determination of soundmarks and prevision of acoustical
satisfaction, realized by the acoustic expert).
2. In-situ measurements using soundwalks - sound
measurements and binaural sound recordings, lasting 15
minutes.
3. Preparation and analyses of the recordings - calculation of
sound quality metrics, obtaining edited 5 minute periods
having only the predicted soundmarks and nine sound
segments each of 3 minutes.
4. Use of listed equations for pairs of adjectives suitable for
describing the sound environment (obtained by semantic
differential test).
5. Interpretation of the results in a holistic way, overall and
detailed evaluations of the sound environments using radar
graphics.
The study noted there was a direct relationship between the
satisfaction from soundmark and the sound environment, and

that trying to fight noise disregarding soundmarks might
harm acoustic identity or heritage. The soundscape could be
manipulated by influencing perception of desirable and
undesirable soundmarks.

Sound Islands: Sounds in Natural Parks
of Bizkaia: Soundscapes of Urkiola Park
Igone Garcia Perez, igone.garcia@tecnalia.com
Itziar Aspuru Soloaga, itziar.aspuru@tecnalia.com
Pilar Fernandez Alcala, pilar.fernandez@tecnalia.com
The project 'Preservation of Soundscape Protection Areas in
Natural Parks of Bizkaia', developed by the Biscay County
Council Department for the Environment, aimed to identify
areas within the Natural Parks that were reserves of
soundscapes with a natural or cultural value. Preservation
plans were to be prepared to protect these soundscapes from
noise pollution and to recognise their heritage value.
Preserving the audibility of natural sounds was valued both
for protecting biodiversity, and improving the health of
visitors attracted to the park.
The Urkiola Park pilot study collected information on the
composition of sound atmospheres in different areas,
including height, photo, level and time presence for each
type of source, conventional descriptors like LAeq, with
frequency spectrum and temporal evolution over 1 minute.
Twenty-one points were selected by council staff led by
natural park rangers, with information stored in a GIS. As
well as areas worthy of preservation for cultural or natural
value attracting people and biodiversity value, the analysis
identified areas with soundscapes that did not match people's
expectations for that location. In such areas, actions were to
be defined to improve soundscape. This pilot inventory was
presented as an initial approach to be completed with further
analysis, but giving preliminary information without
excessive use of resources.

Sound Islands: Bilbao Municipality
Policy to Improve Citizens Quality of
Life through Soundscape
Igone Garcia Perez, igone.garcia@tecnalia.com
Itziar Aspuru Soloaga, itziar.aspuru@tecnalia.com
Karmele Herranz Pascual,
karmele.herranz@tecnalia.com
A network of 'Sound Islands' has been proposed by Bilbao
Municipality, in the context of LIFE10/ENV/IT/407:
QUADMAP (Quiet Areas Definition and Management in
Action Plans) http://www.quadmap.eu/. Bilbao defined a
'Sound Island' as an urban public space with a soundscape
that invites citizens to relax, with a goal to create at least one
Island for each of 8 districts. This network will integrate
ÔSound IslandsÕ that already exist with others that can meet
the criteria following intervention.
The first to be declared under this second approach was to be
General Latorre Square. The square underwent
comprehensive renovation with its designers actively
considering ideas for soundscape improvement. To integrate
soundscape in the design, a specific indicator (ESEI) was
developed by consultants Tecnalia to assess environmental
sound experience quality. ESEI considers not only sound
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levels, but also the number of events (relevant with respect
to the background level) and the composition of the sound
sources in the area. Calculation includes psychosocial
analysis (with questionnaires) to include the subjective
evaluation of sound sources, whether perceived as 'pleasant'
or 'unpleasant' and if matching expectations of a specific
place. Certain 'Sonic Challenges' were identified, including
traffic noise (not only the level but also events).
Improvements included reducing traffic noise and a water
feature with time-varying sound.

COST Short Term Scientific Mission:
Training
Course
on
Soundscape
Analysis:
Soundwalk,
Recordings,
Analysis and Listening Tests
Papatya Nur Dškmeci, p.dokmeci@sheffield.ac.uk
Francesco Aletta, francesco.aletta@unina2.it
Manuel Frost, manu.frost@gmx.de
Igone Garcia, igarciap711@gmail.com
Michal Galuszka, migaluszka@gmail.com
Jedrzej Kocinski, jen@amu.edu.pl
Helen Lin, smilinglinhui@gmail.com
Andre Mundt, andre.mundt@hotmail.de
Monica Tomas, nyka77@hotmail.com
Klaus Genuit, Klaus.Genuit@head-acoustics.de
Brigitte Schulte-Fortkamp, schulte@mach.ut.tuberlin.de
The collaborative and comprehensive work of Group-1, who
have attended the Short Term Scientific Mission (STSM) in
Aachen, Germany, initiated through COST: Action TD0804,
for the training on soundscape recording and analysis
techniques is presented. Group-1 was composed of 9 young
researchers who were trained by experienced researchers.
The theoretical part of the training school included firstly,
introduction to measurement technology, its theory and
practical use and secondly, the basic analysis of sound by the
conventional indicators and psychoacoustic parameters.
Practice on field study was accomplished through semistructured interview techniques, and evaluation of the
recorded dialogue by grounded theory. All these theoretical
and practical exercises were followed by a case study.
The case study was designed as a sound walk on a
predefined route, which was accompanied with binaural
recordings and soundscape evaluation survey. The STSM for
training on the soundscape recording and analysis was
accomplished through the presentations and discussions of
the results for the case studies of the groups. The results of
the recordings and surveys as well as the results of the
comparative lab-listening tests of the recorded sound
samples of Group-1 are presented and discussed as the major
parts of this study

Sanitary Soundscapes: The Impacts of
Ultra-Rapid Hand Dryers on Vulnerable
Subgroups in Publicly Accessible Toilets
John Drever, J.Drever@gold.ac.uk
A review of the issues arising from a preliminary study of
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

the noise effects of ultra-rapid ÔecologicalÕ hand dryers in
publicly accessible toilets. They are very popular due to
impressive data on efficiency, effectiveness, hygiene and
speed; the corollary is an increase in noise levels in this
socially sensitive environment. The study comprised of a
sound power test, followed up by in situ sound pressure tests
in a range of different sized toilets.
The most extreme example showed for one dryer in situ the
equivalent Leq of 19 dryers in a free field environment.
From communication on discussion lists and interviews it
appears that the noise effects are impacting on a wide range
of vulnerable subgroups: breast-feeding mothers, infants and
children, dementia sufferers, the visually impaired, hearing
aid users and most seriously the discomfort on those with
hyperacusis Ð a condition that is common for those on the
autistic spectrum.
This study functions as a microcosm for soundscape issues
in the urban environment resulting in social exclusion for
vulnerable subgroups. To communicate these issues to
designers, policy makers and the pubic at large the project
was followed up by the devising and presenting a number of
sound art works.

White Sound Reversing Alarms
Brigade Electronics plc, www.brigade-electronics.com
White sound reversing alarms (bbs-tek¨) are a revolutionary
new generation of warning alarm. They offer a safer
alternative to conventional beeping tonal alarms and are less
disruptive to the soundscape. White sound alarms use a
broad range of frequencies to create a Ôshh shhÕ sound, in
contrast to the narrow frequency of shrill Ôbeep beepÕ alarms.
White sound dissipates quickly meaning the alarm can only
be heard in the hazard zone, unlike beeping tonal alarms
which can be heard up to thirty times the distance of the
hazard zone causing irritation, noise complaints and stress.
White sound also creates a sound which is gentler on the ear.
This means that the listener can instantly locate the direction
in which the sound source is coming from, unlike single tone
frequencies which cause the head-spinning effect - confusion
and disorientation. Due to the wide frequency range, white
sound alarms can operate quieter than tonal alarms, yet still
provide a more accurate alerting effect.

Organ of Corti by Liminal
Frances Crow, Frances@Liminal.org.UK,
www.liminal.org.uk
Organ of Corti by Liminal, is an experimental instrument
that recycles sounds within the environment. It does not
make any sound of its own, but rather it attempts to draw
our attention to the sounds already present by framing them
in a new way. Named after the organ of hearing in the inner
ear, it uses the acoustic technology of sonic crystals to
accentuate and attenuate frequencies within the broad range
of sound present in, for example, road traffic or falling
water.
By recycling surplus sounds from our environment, Organ of
Corti challenges expectations of what might constitute a
piece of music by adding nothing to the existing soundscape
but rather offering new ways of listening to what is already
there. This instrument is a device that rematerializes our
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experience of sound, inviting us to Òlisten to ourselves
listenÓ.
Organ of Corti won the PRS for music New Music Award
2010 and toured England in the summer 2011. Subsequently
it won the Noise Abatement SocietyÕs John Connell
Innovation Award, 2011. It received an Honorary Mention in
the internationally acclaimed media arts competition, Prix
Arts Electronica, 2012 and also featured in the shortlist for
the Phonurgia Nova Awards, Paris, 2012.

Sea Organ, Zadar, Croatia
Hrvoje Domitrovic, hrvoje.domitrovic@fer.hr
Kristian Jambrosic, kristian.jambrosic@fer.hr
Marko Horvat, marko.horvat@fer.hr
The Sea Organ in Zadar, Croatia, is an award winning urban
architectural installation that uses the kinetic energy of sea
waves to produce music-like sounds. Each pipe in the organ
is powered by a column of air pushed by water moving
inside the respective tube immersed in the sea. The series of
produced tones is a statistical function of time- and spacedistributed wave energy.
A series of acoustic measurements and on-site surveys were
done at the Sea Organ and several other typical places in the
old town of Zadar where people stay in order to evaluate the
difference in peopleÕs impression of the Sea Organ
soundscape compared to other soundscapes found in walking
distance proximity.
As opposed to other investigated locations, the uniqueness of
the Sea Organ defies the influence of context, previous
experience and expectations that people have, as the main
criteria for subjective evaluation of a sound environment.
Furthermore, the values of the usual objective parameters
used for describing soundscapes contradict the subjective
impressions collected from the interviewees, all of whom
spoke about the Sea Organ in positive superlatives,
suggesting that soundscape design should perhaps be
oriented towards achieving auditory uniqueness of the
installation in question.

West Street Story: A Night Noise
Intervention Pilot Using a Soundscape
Approach
Lisa Lavia, lisa.lavia@noise-abatement.org
Harry Witchel, witcheloffice@googlemail.com
Martyn Ware, martyn.ware@virgin.net
Donna Close, donna.close@brighton-hove.gov.uk
Max Dixon, maxdixon1@hotmail.co.uk
ÔWest Street Story, a soundscape intervention pilot, sought
to provide an antidote to the late night drinking culture and
raucous atmosphere in the most dangerous street in
Brighton, UK. The hypothesis proposed that playing varying
ambient sounds into the street could help reduce anti-social
behaviour.
The experiment took place during White Night, an all night
arts festival, in October 2011 during Halloween weekend. Its
scientific principle was based on research compiled by Dr
Harry Witchel proffering that music can rouse different
territorial behaviour and emotional responses according to

whether the listeners like what they hear; and utilised an
original soundscape created by musician Martyn Ware.
The two main indicators of the success of the pilot were the
effects on body language and the deployment of police
resources. Overall behaviour observed showed that the
crowd exhibited happier, friendlier, more open behaviour as
well as walking at a slower pace and appearing more relaxed
and at ease.
The police found the area quieter the normal and were able
to redeploy police resource elsewhere in the city. 96% of the
audience surveyed on the night of the event felt safe that
night compared to 50% on a usual night.

Brighton Remixed, Re-imagining the
Soundscape with Young People
Esther Springett, e.springett@gmail.com,
Lisa Lavia, lisa.lavia@noise-abatement.org
Brighton Remixed was a soundscape engagement project to
empower young people previously not in education,
employment or training. It created a temporary audio-visual
installation where young people re-imagined the sonic
landscapes around them and created their own personal
soundtracks to the city. The compositions represent the city
through the ears of young people and project ideas for future
soundscapes.
The study of sound design and sound effects in popular film
and video games acted as a route into exploring the
emotional impact of sound on the individual from feelings of
fear and alienation to euphoria and excitement. Through
participation in practical workshops in field recording, foley
artistry, sound manipulation and editing, young people
began to re-imagine sonic landscapes for the physical
environment around them.
As a case study the project encourages others to explore
participation and promote engagement with city space users
of all ages to positively address the soundscape.

Conclusion
Sound affects us, emotionally and psychologically and each
of us has our own experience of the sounds of the city. These
are remixed through our cultural backgrounds, our age,
social relationships, values and self-identity and help us to
feel welcome or alienated in the places we live.
As Gernot Bšhme said, Òcity planning can no longer be
content with noise control and abatement, but must pay
attention to the character of the acoustic atmosphere of
squares, pedestrian zones, of whole citiesÓ.[1]
As these wide ranging examples illustrate, the soundscape
approach, which has collaboration at its core, can effectively
complement traditional noise mitigation strategies.
According to R. Murray Schafer, ÒThe home territory of
soundscape studies will be the middle ground between
science, society and the arts.Ó[2]
These projects mark the beginning of engagement with the
next generation of scientists, artists, filmmakers, sound
engineers and acoustic practitioners. They are first steps in
demonstrating practical ways in which practitioners can
apply soundscape principles to achieve tangible
improvements in people's experiences.
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Visualising soundscapes
Gergo Hevesi
DCMR Milieudienst Rijnmond, 3112NA Schiedam, Netherlands,
Email: gergohevesi@mindmapgroup.com

Introduction
In this project my aim is to visualise aural dimensions, to
find visual expressions of soundscape. The meaning of
soundscape changes thinking over our environment,
especially when aural qualities often limited to noise levels
of the policies.
The study of urban soundscape concentrates on the daily
quality of the aural environment in cities. The thinking of
sounds and noise as soundscape is an important view in
environment issues since we are concerned with levels of
indoor and outdoor air and noise pollution. Not simply noise
levels are important to people in an urban area context, but
source, distance, temporariness and control over noise, are
all relevant especially if we want to have a particular sound
eliminated from soundscape.
Improvements in environmental issues it is important to
communicate with stakeholders, and the public in an
effective way. Motion, online video is an effective material
to reach people. Most of our fields of our lives based on
visual features, so probably this is the clearest sense to show
or introduce soundscape with.

Concept
All our technology is focused on visual guidelines; they
show the way everywhere, from virtual places, to the streets.
But what are the sound characteristics of an area? And how
can we evaluate that sound experience? As cities worldwide
famous for their landmarks and landscape, they also possible
to be known for their soundscape, in this way they should be
aware of their own aural qualities and also should protect
them.
Soundscape is not a question of how loud sounds and areas
are, but what sounds are appropriate to a place. Following
the method of R. Murray Schafer, [1] I used the keynote
sounds; sounds heard by a particular society continuously or
frequently enough to form a background against other
perceived sounds.
Soundmarks derived from landmarks, where sound signals
stands out from background of keynote sounds. The nature
of the sounds gives the complexity of a soundscape. Not all
noises unwanted, many add to the sense of vitality of living
in an urban area.
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Noise can often be used to; also it can cause annoyance as
well. A permanent sound of low moaning can be often
acceptable, rather than a sudden and harsh motorbike roar.
Soundscape can be relative for the listeners. For a harbour,
the sounds of the port are like aural gratifies. Sometimes the
uniqueness of an event makes a sound pleasant, even if it is
loud and thrilling. One key for understanding soundscape is
to not to consider sounding environments separately like
traffic noise, aircraft noise; they all part of the system where
altogether creating cacophony, or even harmony of the city.
Employing SchaferÕs terminology enables us to categorise
the various sounds heard within the city and to get a sense of
how residents of the city hear their world, what they like and
dislike, and the contexts they have when responding to the
soundscape.
Before recording the video material, I performed the
evaluation of the areas, what I chose for the subject.
Involving local people could be also possible to determine
whether there are aspects of sound that people wish to
maintain locally or globally, which can be done with
soundwalks, and interviews with participants.
The aim of these soundwalks or any questionnaire is to
identify the quality of the audible urban environment. But
for these pieces I chose to experience the qualities myself.

The videos
The idea was to make a series of videos. Short videos, all
connect to each other. Finally, I created three relatively short
videos, three different perceptions, and three different
approaches to perceive soundscapes.
For the locations I used mixed scenes as the seaside at Hoek
van Holland, Rotterdam, and Amsterdam city moments, also
some indoor pictures. The technical what I used was a
Canon 5D camera, and used Adobe Premiere Pro and After
Effects for the after work.
The video material can be embed on any website, also can be
spread on social networks. In the relation of length and
content, the shorter it gets assures more people to watch it
but also have enough content.
This is the reason I chose to make series of short videos. In
this series of three I would like to show and remind viewers
to the importance of our environmentÕs soundscape, by
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showing different ways of perception of the sounds: In this
way encouraging to ÒseeÓ ÒfeelÓ and ÒthinkÓ with our ears.

To see
As audible perception uses sounds, visual uses colours and
forms. This way, qualities of visuals can match to the
qualities of aural environment.
This part is emphasizing the variety of the sounds, and
comparing it to colours. Each sound is a colour what you
hear. Audible perception uses sounds, as the colours of the
aural environment.
The diversity of colours show, how rich our aural
environment can be, also to remind to improve it, because
the quality of a soundscape can improve the life of the
environment

To feel
Soundscapes reflects the harmony and cacophony of an area.
In waterside area the combination and complexity of sounds
and noises give a character to the area. It reminds us how
easily man can modify soundscapes.
For this recording I chose the location of the gate of the Port
of Rotterdam, at Hoek van Holland.
In this environment I could find different ways of usage of
the waterside. The combination of the used areas results
various types of sounds. Between these
The low buzzing of container ships as they pass by, the
seagulls or the smashing of the waves to the rocks, they all
soundmarks and keynotes, and signals. The combination and
complexity of these gives the area a feeling. This feeling is
the soundscape.

To think
In urban environment the variety of sounds can be extremely
dense. Everyone can decide whether this density creates a
harmony or a cacophony. The biggest surprise to explore
sounds what we are listening to every day. Living in an
environment of sounds what we are use to, give a structure
for our everyday, but do we pay attention to them.
Also interesting to notice our environmentÕs soundscape.
What are the sounds we generate, and what are the sounds
we hear.
Do we make any changes in our own soundscape?
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Soundscape of waterscape and square on the Sheffield Gold Route
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Introduction
Sheffield’s first settlement developed at the confluence of
the Rivers Don and Sheaf, around the 12th century. With the
role as a market town at this time, Sheffield had continued to
be shaped by waterways. Sheffield’s access to abundant
natural resources made it an ideal centre for iron and steel
industry, and the rivers contributed considerably to the
production and industry of the city development. By the late
14th century Sheffield was famous for its metal knives and
its role in this industry. Along with the industrial
development in the 18th century, a large number of water
powered mills along river banks and dams were developed.
In the 18th century the Tinsley Canal was developed for
connections for large steelworks. By the late 18th century all
available sites on the rivers were developed. In the 19th
century, Sheffield became the principal location in Britain
for large steel works. In the 1980s of the last century, with
the decline of the Sheffield steel industry, rivers lost their
traditional function and became a forgotten part of the city.
The character of the city in terms of the urban landscape was
also changed by leaving redundant industrial buildings and
vacant sites. In the recent city centre regeneration, starting in
the 1990s, great efforts have been made to ensure that the
reconnection with the rivers continues to be fostered and
their role in the history of the city celebrated [1][2].
Under the regeneration of the Sheffield City Centre,
waterscapes and squares were embedded into the city for its
vibrancy with the respect of the history of Sheffield. Along
the Gold Route, a diversity of waterscapes has been
developed. This paper presents case studies on the
soundscape of waterscape of Sheffield Gold Route formed in
the city centre regeneration, through acoustic analysis of a
series of water features, psychoacoustic factors as well as the
results of field questionnaire surveys [1].

Acoustic analysis

Figure 1: Changes of waterscape sound levels with frequency and
time at different locations of the Gold Route, measured at 1m from
each water feature: 1. Sheaf Square; 2. Howard Street and Hallam
Garden; 3. Millennium Galleries and Winter Garden; 4. Millennium
Square; 5. Peace Gardens; 6. Town Hall Square and Surrey Street;
7. Barkers Pool.

Barkers Pool
Figure 2 shows the change of soundscape when moving
away from the water feature in the Barkers Pool, in terms of
spectrum and dynamic range. It is interesting to see the
richness of soundscape within a relatively short distance,
giving a considering scope of soundscape design.

Figure 2: Change of spectrum when moving away from the water
feature in the Barkers Pool [Plan from googlemap].

Peace Gardens
Similar to Barkers pool, the change of soundscape is shown
in Figure 3 when moving away from the main fountain in the
Peace Gardens. To further analyse energetic masking effects
of water sounds on traffic noise, comparisons on spectrum
would be useful, as demonstrated in Figure 4.

Figure 1 is a big picture that shows the changes of
waterscape sound levels with frequency and time at different
locations of the Gold Route, which indicates rather a
diversity of the water features in terms of spectrum.

Figure 3: Change of soundscape when moving away from the main
fountain in the Peace Gardens [Plan from googlemap].
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points: 1, Steel barrier; 2, Medium cascade; 3-6, Big fountain
(1,3,5,10m); 7, Small cascade L1; 8, Small cascade L3.

Figure 4: Spectrum comparison between different sounds in the
soundscape of the Peace Gardens.

Millennium Square and Howard Street
While sound of water features are normally pleasant and will
attract people’s attention from unwanted sounds such as
traffic, silent water features in the Millennium Square, as
shown in Figure 5, with their significant visual effect, could
also play a similar role. Because of the low sound level,
people often turn their attention to such water features to try
to hear the sound and thus, the attention could be attracted,
leading to effective attention masking.

Figure 5: Silent water features in the Millennium Square.

The water features in Howard Street as shown in Figure 6
have relatively large dynamic ranges and the spectra are also
rather different from other water features along the Gold
Route. Together with the visual effects, the water features
great enhanced the richness and diversity of the waterscapes
and soundscapes of the Gold Route.

Figure 8: Changes of sound levels with frequency and time at
different locations of the Sheaf Square, measured at 1m from each
water feature.

Figure 9: Change of soundscape when moving away from the main
fountain in the Sheaf Square.

It is very interesting to note that the steel barrier reduces
noise from the busy road efficiently as shown in Figure 10
and also, generate pleasant water sounds. It is a very
successful soundscape element.

Figure 6: Water features in the Howard Street.

Sheaf Square
Sheaf Square provides interesting and enjoyable
soundscapes. There is a number of water features and the
measurements (see Figure 7) show that they vary
considerably in terms of spectrum and dynamic process, as
can be seen in Figures 8 and 9.

Figure 10: Comparison between sound levels on the road side and
behind the barrier, Sheaf Square [Plan from googlemap].

Psychoacoustic factors
Figure 7: Plan [based on googlemap] and picture of the Sheaf
Square, showing a range of water features, and the measurement

Comparisons have also been made between different water
features along the Gold Route in terms of loudness,
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roughness, sharpness, and fluctuation strength (Table 1). The
results in Figure 11 show again the diversity of soundscape
in terms of FFT vs. Time. The data of traffic noise measured
in the Sheaf Square are also shown, and there are generally
considerable differences compared to those of the water
features.

Figure 12: Notice-ability of different sounds in the soundscape of
the Peace Gardens.

It is important to note that the first noticed sound, i.e.
fountain sounds here, may not be the loudest one, as can be
seen in Figure 12 from the results of a large scale field
survey.

Table 1. Comparison of psychoacoustic factors between different
water features on the Gold Route.

Figure 13: Sound preference evaluation based on surveys in
Barkers Pool and Peace Gardens.

Conclusion
The Gold Route in Sheffiled brings about a diversity of
water soundscapes. The interaction between waterscape and
soundscape adds richness of spaces and city environment.
They act the soundmarks with high cultural values and
enhance the quality of soundscape by the function of
reducing noise annoyance.
Figure 11: FFT analysis of different water features on the Gold
Route.

Questionnaire Survey
Besides the diversity of waterscape shown in the acoustic
analysis and psychoacoustic factors, a series of field
questionnaire surveys in selected locations along the Gold
Route have shown that water sounds are also the most
noticeable and preferred sounds in the soundscape, as shown
in Figure 12&13 [3].
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Introduction

Method

The soundscape concept advocates treating “noise” in cities
objectively and emphasises human experience [1]. In the
area of urban acoustics, combining soundscape concept into
planning process is thought to be a most effective and
practical way to realise a better acoustic environment [2, 3].
Thus, to reveal the relationship between soudnscape and
landscape may play a decisive role in this process. However,
though there are many research findings from a number of
disciplines [4-13], soundscape information was most
collected from certain urban functional areas, such as
residential areas [14], streets [15], urban parks and squares
[16, 17], etc. Soundscape research at a larger scale, which
will be useful to characterise overall urban soundscapes and
to examine the relationships between soundscape and
landscape, is limited [18].

Study area

Thus, urban soundscapes data in a daily period in a multiple
functional urban area were collected by a group of observers.
The aims of the present study are: 1) to analyse spatial and
temporal patterns of major soundscape elements; 2) to reveal
the possible relationships between urban soundscape and
landscape spatial pattern.

The study was conducted in a coastal area of the Baltic Sea
named Warnemünde, in Rostock, Germany (see Figure 1).
There are totally 17 different types of landscape according to
the land use data from Germany authority, as also shown in
Figure 1. As a leisure resort, Warnemünde attracts a lot of
local citizens and tourists, especially in summer. Therefore,
good ecological conditions and different urban functions
generate diverse soundscapes in this area.
Soundscape element
Human sound
(HS)
Mechanical sound
(MS)

Traffic sound
(TS)
Geophysical sound
(GS)

Biological sound
(BS)

Sound
Children voice
Adult voice
Footstep
Airplane flying
Bicycle riding
Bell ringing
Construction
Emergency
Grass mowing
Music
Ship moving
Other mechanical sounds
Train moving
Traffic sound (foreground)
Traffic sound (background)
Motorcycle rumbling
Grass rustling
Raining
Sea wave
Tree rustling
Wind blowing
Water sound
Bird song
Chicken clucking
Dog barking
Frog
Insects

Code
CS
AS
FS
AF
BC
BR
CT
ES
GM
MS
SM
OA
TM
TSF
TSB
MR
GR
RS
SW
TR
WF
WS
BS
CC
DB
FR
IS

Table 1: Sounds appearing in the study area

Soundscape data

Figure 1: Location of the study area and the 23 sampled
sites (W01-W23) and landscape composition of the study
area
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Soundscape data were collected by observers in terms of onsite observation and evaluation. Firstly, based on 350*350m
fishnet cells created in ArcMap 9.1, 23 sites were randomly
sampled in the study area (see Figure 1). Soundscape data on
each sampled site during each sampled period were recorded
into investigation tables on-site by a pre-trained group of 12
observers (with an average inter-user reliability of 0.91 of
major soundscape elements). A list of sounds regularly
appearing in the study area was recognised during pilot
studies as a reference for the observers (see Table 1).
Soundscape data were recorded in eight two-hour successive
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sampled periods from 06:00 to 20:00 consecutively on 3rd
and 4th August, 2011. Within each sampled period, a
random 10 min was chosen to carry out the observationevaluation, which was further divided into twenty sequential
time-steps (30s). The observers filled in a form with code
names of the recognised sounds, evaluated their perceived
loudness by using a five-point linear scale (1=very quiet,
2=quiet, 3=normal, 4=loud, 5=very loud). All the recognised
major sounds were reclassified into five independent
soundscape elements, i.e., human, mechanical, traffic,
geophysical and biological sounds, as shown in Table 1, for
further analysis.

Landscape data
A series of spatial metrics that quantitatively measure
landscape structure have been developed in landscape
ecology researches [19]. Landscape metrics from two
aspects were considered, i.e., landscape composition and
landscape conﬁguration. For landscape composition, metrics
used include largest patch index (LPI), patch density (PD)
and evenness (SIEI). Landscape conﬁguration was measured
according to landscape shape index (LSI), contagion
(CONT), and fractal dimension (FRAC). The meaning and
calculation of these indices could refer to [20]. Considering
that sound generation is more related to the activities in a
certain area with particular functions, calculation of
landscape metrics were mainly based on land use map of the
study area. Another three indices retrieved from land cover
maps were also included, i.e., construction density (CD),
road density (RD) and vegetation density. For vegetation
density, normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI) was
chosen as the indicator, and the calculation was based on the
Landsat TM image (30 m) on July 27, 2011 from U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS). All the other indices were
calculated based on a 175m radius buffer area centred on
each sampled site, using Fragstats software and ArcMap 9.1
[21].

Results
Spatial pattern of major soundscape elements
Thematic soundscape maps were generated for the five
major soundscape elements using regularised spline with
tension interpolation method in GRASS software [22, 23].
The interpolations were based on their overall accumulated
loudness at each sampled site during all sampled periods.
Figure 2 (a-e) shows the mapping results of human,
mechanical, traffic, geophysical and biological sounds,
respectively. It can be seen that, more human sounds
appeared across the beach area, as a lot of local people and
tourist concentrated in this area. More mechanical sounds
concentrated along the southeastern and eastern boundary of
the study area, where the rail way passes through and
construction work was carried out at site W16. It is
obviously that traffic sounds concentrated almost along the
direction of W09-W15, where the widest traffic road in the
study area is passing through. Geophysical sounds were
mainly perceived along the beach area, especially on the two
ends, because the sea wave and wind were stronger. More
biological sounds appeared in the central and south-eastern

parts of the study area, mainly because dense constructions
of the residential area form a quiet environment thus prevent
fragile biological sounds from masking by other sounds, and
dense vegetation of the urban park is ecologically good
habitats for vocalising organisms such as birds and insects.

a

b

c

d

e

Figure 2: Daily accumulated
perceived loudness of human
(a), mechanical (b), traffic (c),
geophysical (d) and biological
(e) sounds sound across the
study area

These maps indicate that anthropogenic sounds, i.e., human,
mechanical and traffic sounds permeated a larger part of the
study area and were louder than natural sounds, i.e.,
geophysical and biological sounds, which show the
dominating reality of anthropogenic sounds in the area.
Dominating areas of each soundscape element were usually
not overlapping, with an exception of biological and traffic
sound, which indicates that biological organisms survived in
urban areas may get used to the chronic traffic sound [24].
From these maps, some useful information could be obtained,
such as necessity of controlling of certain sounds in specific
areas.

Temporal pattern of major soundscape
elements
Figure 3 shows the temporal change of the five soundscape
elements in terms of percentage of accumulated perceived
loudness in overall soundscape loudness at all sampled sites
during each sampled periods. It can be seen that, temporal
change of human sounds and mechanical sounds are similar,
increasing from the 1st period, getting stable during the 3rd
to the 7th or 6th periods, and then an obvious decreasing
during the last one or two periods. Traffic sounds had a
reversed temporal trend as these two sounds, decreasing
from the highest 1st period to the 4th period, then slightly
increasing until the 7th period, and after that a decreasing
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trend was shown in the 8th period. The trend reflects the
usual traffic peak times in the urban area. Temporal trend of
biological sounds is similar with that of traffic sound, with
the highest one appeared in the 1st period and the lowest one
in the 5th period. This trend reflects the rhythm of biological
activities, especially the dawn and dusk chorus of songbirds
[25]. Geophysical sounds in the study area were unstable
with no clear temporal trend, and the high value in the 8th
period was resulted from raining. What is more, during most
of the sampling periods especially from the 3rd to 6th
periods, the three anthropogenic sounds were overwhelming
the two natural sounds. It is concluded that, temporal pattern
of urban soundscapes were driven by different urban
activities either from human beings or from nature, and
human activities were the main driving force.
40
35

Soundscape element
Human sound
Mechanical sound
Traffic sound

Positive
LPI, CONT

Geophysical sound

LPI
CD, NDVI, SIEI,
RD, FRAC, LSI,
LPI

Biological sound

CD, NDVI, LSI, SIEI

Negative
NDVI, LSI,
FRAC, SIEI
LSI, NDVI
LPI, CONT
CD, NDVI,
LSI, FRAC
LPI, CONT

Table 2: Relationships between the five soundscape elements and
the landscape indices (see Method for full names of the acronyms)

30
Percentage (%)

composition status (SIEI) of different land use. Thus, it
could be judged from such landscape characteristics about
which kind of sound may be perceived more than the others
in a specific area. At the same time, landscape metrics have
several attributes, such as efficient, accessible, easily
acquired, fully documented, and applicable to digital data,
which make them attractive for planners and designers to
apply to several alternative plans [26-28].
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Conclusions
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Sampled period
Human sound
Mechinical sound
Traffic sound
Geophysical sound
Biological sound
Figure 3: Percentage of accumulated perceived loudness of
each major soundscape element in overall soundscape
loudness at all sampled sites during each sampled periods

Soundscape perception and landscape spatial
pattern
Given to the dynamic nature of urban soundscapes,
correlation analysis between perceived loudness of each of
the five soundscape elements and each of the landscape
indices were conducted by non-parametric Spearman rank
test by time-step for each sampled period in SPSS 16.0. Only
indices with relatively stable significant correlation
relationships, i.e., mainly positively or negatively related
with certain sounds in most periods, are thought to be truly
effective soundscape indicators. The results are generalised
in Table 2.
The correlation results showed that nearly all the landscape
indices are correlated with at least one of the soundscape
elements, except for patch density. Especially, NDVI, LSI
and LPI are significantly correlated with all the five
soundscape components, making them the most effective
soundscape indicators. The relevance of the landscape
features indicated by these indices are rather understandable
i.e., vegetation density (NDVI), construction density (CD),
size (LPI), shape (LSI, FRAC), distribution (CONT) and
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

This work shows the spatiotemporal patterns of major urban
soundscape elements, and how urban soundscapes might be
related to landscape spatial pattern. From the thematic
soundscape maps, spatial patterns of these soundscape
elements showed the dominating roles of anthropogenic
sounds in urban area. The dominating areas of each
soundscape element were usually not overlapping, with an
exception of biological sound and traffic sound. Similar
temporal patterns were shown for human and mechanical
sounds, as well as traffic and biological sounds. Temporal
pattern of urban soundscapes were driven by different urban
activities either from human beings or from nature, and
human activities were the main driving force. Significant
correlations have been revealed between perception of the
five soundscape elements and landscape spatial pattern
indicated by a series of indices, among which vegetation
density (NDVI), landscape shape index (LSI) and largest
patch index (LPI) are the most effective ones. The research
results show that landscape indices may be effective tools
for planners to incorporate soundscape concept into planning
process.
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Introduction
With the development of high quality audio recordings,
simulations and reproduction systems, laboratory listening
tests turned out to be an excellent tool in building and room
acoustic research. Nowadays, they are widely used in the
conception, verification and selection of objective acoustical
parameters and in development of single number ratings in
building and room acoustics (Vargova. 2010; Chmelik 2012;
Antunes, 2012; Rychtarikova, 2012).
Besides the room and building acoustic qualifiers, also the
overall pleasantness or annoyance of perceived soundscape
indoors or outdoors is often matter of interest. In this
respect, the meaning of sound, its content and context and
the neurological processes of interpretation, expectation and
preference, should be carefully taken into account to judge
an acoustical scenario. High quality sound playback is in the
assessment of soundscapes of a strong importance.
Many different systems exist for presentation of acoustical
situations. Well known are binaural techniques that use
headphones (Vorlander, 2009) and cross-talk cancellation
methods when presenting stimuli via loudspeakers. Other
ways of audio playback are different 3D techniques such as
ambisonics or vector-base amplitude panning (Horvat,
2012).
Each of the systems has its own advantages and
disadvantages, which need to be considered when choosing a
proper method for certain research task.
In soundscape research, ambisonic systems become more
and more popular thanks to its a little number of channels
(four) for encoding the complete information and
straightforward mathematical solutions (Farina, 1998).
Although the precision of sound localization of horizontal
angles in ambisonic systems is less precise than in
headphones, in ambisonics there is no problem with source
localization of elevation angles, as there is no problem due
to non-individualized HRTFs.

eight microphones and W is a non-directional mono
component, corresponding to a constant function on the
sphere.
B-format is in general based on a decomposition of spherical
harmonics on a point in a given sound field and corresponds
to a pressure gradient X, Y and Z. In measurements, X, Y and
Z (first-order terms) correspond to a response of figure-ofeight microphones and W is a non-directional mono
component, corresponding to a constant function on the
sphere.
B-format impulse responses can be measured or simulated
and relatively easily convolved by required sound signals,
resulting in a B-format sound track, which imitates the
space. For listening at such B-format signals, a proper
decoder is necessary.
The main challenge in this STSM stay was therefore to
perform a simulation of multisource environment in Odeon
software to a B-format followed by a proper decoding and
listening.

Description of the Hardware
In all experiments, we’ve been dealing with the 1st order
Ambisonics system that consisted of 8 loudspeakers Yamaha
HS50M and the 2D surround sound supplied by 8
loudspeakers (also Yamaha HS50M) placed around a
listener. The Figure 1 shows the loudspeaker setup as placed
in the acoustic laboratory at the Department of
Electroacoustics (University of Zagreb)

8

7

5

6

Ambisonics
Ambisonics can be described as a loudspeaker-based 3D
sound reproduction system based on utilization of spherical
harmonics. The very basic version is so-called 1st order
ambisonics, in which sound signal information for 4
channels X, Y, Z, W is collected in so called B-Format
(Farina, 1998).
B-format is in general based on a decomposition of spherical
harmonics on a point in a given sound field and corresponds
to a pressure gradient X, Y and Z. In measurements, X, Y and
Z (first-order terms) correspond to a response of figure-ofSoundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

1
4

2
3

Figure 1: Interior of the laboratory at the University of
Zagreb (Croatia) with a loudspeaker setup for ambisonics
and 2D surround sound reproduction. Loudspeakers 1-8 are
arranged at the edges of a virtual cube.
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Simulations
The B-format
format impulse responses have been simulated in
Odeon® software v.11.0. Odeon is typically used in for
acoustical consultancy and research task when prediction of
the room impulse response is required. Its algorithm
combines two geometrical methods and in principle is
performed in two steps.. The first part, which contains
information about early reflections, is calculated by
combining the image source method and early scattered rays.
The duration of the early part can be chosen by the user via
the so-called
number
called transition order. This is the maximum
maxi

of image sources taken into account per initial ray. The late
reflections are calculated by a modified ray-tracing
ray
algorithm that also takes into account the sound scattering of
the involved surfaces. At every reflection event, local diffuse
secondary
ondary sources are generated, which radiate sound with a
directivity according to Lambert’s cosine law. This
combined approach is quite popular because the image
source method captures early reflections very accurately, but
it is too computationally intensive
intens to calculate all of them for
later reflections, so statistical ray tracing is good enough to
capture the tail (Rindel, 2000).

Figure 2: Spatial Odeon model of concert hall used for experiments with the indication of the sound sources and receivers in
simulated alternatives
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In our experiments a spatial model of a concert hall have
been used (Fig.2). Two alternatives of orchestra simulations
were performed: (i) orchestra simulated as an
omnidirectional point source and (ii) realistic orchestra,
simulated by placing each instrument on its typical position
at stage. However directivity of musical instruments was not
taken into account.
The absorption properties of the interior
ior surfaces were
simulated in 3 variants: (A) anechoic situation, where sound
absorption of 100% was applied to all surfaces, (B) realistic
materials and (C) extremely reverberant situation. For
auralisations, two receiver positions were chosen: (1)
Conductors
uctors place, e.g. position very close to all musical
instruments on stage and (2) Position in the audience area,
typical for a visitor of the concert (Fig.2 lower pictures).
pictures

Surround sound
A 2D surround sound was tested by exporting the sound
signals from Odeon as a home cinema format for 8
loudspeakers distributed regularly (each 45 degrees) on a
circle around the position of a future listening subject.
Sounds in the laboratory system were played by means of
Adobe Audition 3, which allows for multichannel playback.
Sound stimuli were compared in listening tests, by 3 people
and differences between the above described alternatives
(Tab.1) were well recognizable.
Picture
cture of a listening person is shown in the Figure 3.

Table 1: Summary of all simulated alternatives

Anechoic
Realistic
Reverberant

omnidirectional point
source
conducreceiver
tors
place in
place
the
audience
area
1
2
5
6
9
10

orchestra
onducconduc
tors
place

3
7
11

receiver
place in
the
audience
area
4
8
12

In all tests one of the Beethoven symphonies was used for
auralisation. In cases where the orchestra was simulated as
omnidirectional point source, anechoic sample of orchestra
sound was used in convolution. In the alternatives, in which
the musical instruments of orchestra were simulated on their
correct position simulation became very time consuming,
since impulse response between each instrument and
receiver position needed to be simulated first, then
convolved by anechoic sample of the particular musical
instrument.
Finally, in order to hear the virtual orchestra playing, all
sound signals from individual instruments were mixed
together and exported to B-format
format or surround sound file.

Figure 4: Printscreens from the Adobe audition setup.
setup

In total 12 acoustical scenarios were simulated (Table 1)

Figure 3: Listening person during a test
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Figure 5: Printscreen from the decoding in Harpex-B
Harpex ®
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First order Ambisonics
First order ambisonics was tested on 8 loudspeakers
distributed in the 3D space of the laboratory in a way to
create a cube. For decoding of the B-format a trial version
of Harpex-B® software was installed (Fig.5).
First, system has been validated by creating a sound sample
in which sound stimuli were suppose to sound from
loudspeakers No. 1 to 8 respectively (Fig.1). Later, the
experiment with the orchestra was repeated and tested on 3
people. It has been confirmed that the sound localisation in
1st order ambisonics is very difficult task. Nevertheless, the
spatial feeling (illusion) of the played sound(scape) was of a
good quality.

Conclusions
The 1st order Ambisonic system (8 loudspeakers) and the 2D
surround system (8 loudspeakers) have been setup and tested
for single and multisource Soundscape simulation in Odeon
software and are stand by for future Soundscape listening
test experiments.
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Introduction
The current research on soundscape is still at the stage of
describing and identifying the problems. It might be stated
that a soundscape exists through human perception of the
acoustic environment [1]. There is currently a lack of
standardization and measurement procedures. Nevertheless,
it is worth stressing that the EU Environmental Noise
Directive recognized the importance of ‘quiet areas’ but
there is no definition and method by which such ‘good’
sound environments can be measured [2]. There has also
been a broadening focus within studies of human perception
of environmental sound; from a long-standing emphasis on
annoyance and disturbance only, towards more
understanding of human interpretation and preference for
different sound environments [3]. There is little evidence to
date that objective parameters explain human preference in
outdoor sound environments. It was shown that whilst a low
level of sound may be a characteristic of some areas that are
of high acoustic quality, quiet is not the antithesis of noisy
[4]. Thus, many areas that people might judge to be of high
acoustic quality are not quiet. Listening is part of a multi
sensory experience. Visual information – and to a lesser
extent other sensory information – may trigger the
expectation for a sound to occur and therefore facilitate
attention being drawn to it. This means that it is worthwhile
to study in much more detailed how a sonic environment
within a complete sensory context interacts with persons.
Listening can be in search of the positive or negative sounds
within the sonic environment. Moreover, different senses
can give different information and thus different meaning for
the same event.
In this study we aimed to understand such audio-visual
relation through field and lab studies as a case study
designed with a sound walk on a pre-defined route, which
was accompanied with binaural recordings and soundscape
evaluation survey in Aachen, Germany.

Methodology
Soundwalk and Subjective Assessment on Field
Soundwalk technique was used on a route with eight
measurement points (P1-P8) with different characteristics
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(urban soundscapes and landscapes) in the city center of
Aachen during the afternoon on Tuesday, 12th July 2011. At
each point, 3 min. signals were recorded using HEAD
Acoustics SQuadriga binaural set used by one of the
participants. The measurements were carried out with fixed
orientation of headset and position. During the recordings,
soundscape features as; loudness and unpleasantness were
assessed using 5 point continuous scale (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Scale used in the assessment of loudness
(question: “How loud is it here?”) and unpleasantness
(question: “How unpleasant is it here?”) used during
soundwalk. Similar scale and questions were used in the
laboratory assessment.

Listening Tests in Lab
Simultaneously during the recordings of the soundwalk,
some pictures were taken at each point which were used in
laboratory part where the previously recorded signals were
again assessed in a special enclosure using headphones in
two conditions, namely without any visual stimuli and with a
picture of the point projected on the screen.
In the first session, the audio recordings of the 8 sites were
reproduced by loudspeakers and the group was asked to
answer the same questions of the soundwalk about perceived
loudness and unpleasantness (Figure 1) through specially
designed touch screens.
Secondly, a more immersive session of the test was
arranged. 5 of the 8 points of the soundwalk were selected
and their audio recordings were reproduced while the
corresponding photos were projected onto a white screen, in
order to get a visual association with the audio signals. The
group was asked again to answer the two questions on
perceived loudness and unpleasantness.

Results and Discussion
Recordings were evaluated over time by focusing on the
following parameters; sound pressure level (Lp(dB(A)),
FFT, loudness (DIN 45631), sharpness (DIN 45692),
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roughness (Hearing-Model), fluctuation strength (Table 1).
As an example, the analysis of the first measuring point
(Ponttor: nearby a noisy crossroad) is shown (Figure 2). The
temporal average level ascertained (in course of the 180
seconds mentioned) was 73.8 dB (A) to the left ear, and 75.6
dB (A) to the right ear. By using the averaged level,
significant information on; ‘which emission source is
relevant for the perception?’ was lost. For this reason other
parameters for further investigation of the perception were
used.
The next method used was the 3D Fourier analysis (see
Figure 2, FFT vs. Time), which offers an insight into the
composition of the signal's frequencies. Thus we were able
to say that low frequencies are in the orange area throughout
almost the entire 180 seconds, which results into a higher
sound pressure, also showing that these low frequencies
were more present than medium (pink), or high frequencies
(blue to black). However, this analysis does not give any
close insight into the perception of point 1.
Level dB(A)
Loudness
Sharpness
Fluctuation
Roughness

P1
73,8
27,5
2,51
0,00771
0,0573

P2
67,9
21,5
2,37
0,00951
0,0345

P3
62,8
15,8
2,52
0,01180
0,0275

P4
69,5
24,0
2,80
0,00792
0,0310

Level dB(A)
Loudness
Sharpness
Fluctuation
Roughness

P5
54,4
12,7
2,07
0,01720
0,0290

P6
37,7
5,6
1,54
0,00485
0,0190

P7
57,2
11,9
1,25
0,00593
0,0247

P8
76,3
25,2
1,35
0,01020
0,0379

Figure 2: Result of the measurement on Location-1: Ponttor

The final method used was the ‘relative approach (see figure
2). This method 'unmasks' a cluster of signals. These clusters
can also influence human perception. The signal in our
example shows no cluster, except within the time frame
mentioned before (150th sec).

Perception of the Soundscapes
Without the on-site experts (subjective evaluation of
frequent users of the space), their perceptions, and the
context, the concluding interpretation of the data is
impossible. Only a combination of the analysis of the
semantic differential, with the measurement-based
investigation and its comments can provide for proximate
and complete representation of the human perception on-site.
Firstly, a comparison between the psychoacoustic
parameters and the perception of participants in 8 points, is
accomplished. For this type of analysis, a relative scale was
designed (Figure 3).

Table 1: Averaged value of measured acoustic and psychoacoustic
parameters of 8 points.

Therefore, loudness parameter was considered for in depth
analysis of sound pressure level perception developed by
Zwicker [5]. The peak at 155th second of the measurement
at point 1 is found to be significantly higher than the
amplitude of the level measurement: it is roughly 85
SoneGF. Since the unit ‘sone’ represents a linear perception,
this has to be read as the peak being perceived thrice as loud
as the average loudness (27.5 SoneGF to the left ear).
According to Zwicker this must be interpreted as
symbolising an event, which attracts substantial attention
[5].
The other parameter, sharpness concentrates on the fact that
signals with a significant portion of highs are perceived as
highly annoying. The part that stood out within the
measurement of loudness, stands out again similarly for
sharpness values.
Further crucial parameters for psychoacoustic analysis are;
roughness and fluctuation strength (see Figure 2, Hearing
Model Roughness vs. Time; Fluctuation Strength vs. Time).
Once again these illustrations emphasise a certain time
frame, confirming its significance at the 150th second.

Figure 3: Results of the sonic environment evaluations at 8
measurement locations.

This result leads the interest of deepening in the possibility
of using the psychoacoustic loudness as an index to estimate
the unpleasantness in the different locations of a soundwalk.
In the correlation graph of the perceived unpleasantness and
loudness (Figure 4) there are some locations that do not fit
perfectly with the graph.
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compare the perception results obtained in the field and in
the laboratory, regarding the sound experience of the 8
soundwalk points. It is important to mention that the
laboratory analysis was developed after the field study and
the participants in both approaches are the same.

Relation between Lab and Field Results

Figure 4: Correlation of Perceived unpleasantness and
loudness in the Field, p = 0.67.

The reason for such a result may be the presence of other
acoustical parameters and their contribution for the
subjective evaluation of the locations. Apart from loudness,
that influences the perceived unpleasantness, roughness can
also be seen as another important psychoacoustic indicator
(Figure 5). In addition, there are other non-acoustical factors
that can affect the environmental experience regarding the
sonic environment. The context that is the characteristics of
the place and also the cultural and personal dimension of the
participants are found to be effective on the evaluation of
perceived unpleasantness.

The results of both the laboratory tests (with pictures and
without pictures) were compared with the field results of the
soundwalk. The comparison between the visual lab tests and
the non- visual lab tests show a strong relation of the results;
this doesn’t necessarily mean that the visual component has
no influence on the subject’s assessment, but rather that
there could be a recall from the previous experience due to
the short time interval between the two test sessions and the
subjects tend to assess the scenarios in the same way
(memory effect).

Figure 6: Perceived loudness results of 8 locations in; 1Lab with pictures, 2- Lab without pictures, 3- Field.

Figure 5: Contribution of psychoacoustics indicators to
unpleasantness.

The perception of the environmental sound of a specific
place (soundscape) is defined, not only considering the
acoustical aspects, but also the aesthetics, climatic factors
etc. and the interactions among them [6]. Nevertheless, the
community characteristics regarding cultural, social and
personal aspects have influence in this acoustical perception
and in the related environmental experience [7, 8].
However, laboratory analysis regarding the perception of
sound environment is an approach for the soundscape study
that can be useful to obtain a larger sample of data than the
field studies, since it provides an exposure to a sound
environment in a regular and under control situation [7, 9].
Taking into account this context, the aim of this section is to
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Figure 7: Perceived unpleasantness results of 8 locations
in; 1-Lab with pictures, 2- Lab without pictures, 3- Field.

If we consider the lab and the field results we can notice
some differences; these are possibly generated by the lack of
the complex environmental stimuli present in the real world.
“The individual experiences, the environment around the
participant in a complex and holistic way, and the sum of all
these inputs produce on the participant a psychological and
physiological effect” [10]. This multisensory interaction is
almost impossible to reproduce in a non-immersive test, and
for this reason some parts of the environmental information
for the individual is lost. For example, if we look at the
unpleasantness assessment in Point 8 (ElisenbrunNen), we
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can see a higher value for the field test: this was probably
influenced by the bad smell of a manhole cover that could
not be reproduced in the test sessions.

be influenced not only by acoustical properties but also by
the inputs through other senses like vision or olfactory.
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Introduction
The study of soundscapes has been evolved through different
approaches since 1970s when it was first being studied as an
accepted field [1]. From then on, human perception of the
sonic environments has been an important topic for many
architectural acoustics and soundscape studies. Different
measurement and recording techniques have been used in the
literature and they are still evolving with the integration of
new equipment and software designs [2, 3, 4, 5]. In addition,
the investigations on the questionnaire/survey designs [6, 7],
tools and application techniques [4, 8, 9], which can be used
for the soundscape research, and ways to standardize this
new research field [10, 11] are still being evolved. While
there has not been a widely accepted standard on survey
design, which would be applicable to related soundscape
studies, ‘ISO/TS 15666:2003(E)’ document that entitles,
‘assessment of noise annoyance by means of social and
socio-acoustic surveys’ is one of the most widely used
technical specification for subjective acoustic evaluation
[12]. This ISO standard, can be seen as the starting point for
standardization of related, subjective evaluation criteria,
although this standard and the rating scales are produced for
noise annoyance ‘at home’, a similar method and rating scale
was used in the questionnaires of this study to gather
information on the noise annoyance in public spaces.
Relevant soundscape studies concentrate mainly on, the
urban/open soundscapes, and city scales. The indoor
soundscape approach on the other hand has emerged into the
literature lately; and concentrates on the enclosed sound
environment, with a distinct focus on the architectural and
functional characteristics of the space, the perceived
subjective evaluation, and the physical, acoustic and
psychoacoustic characteristics of the sound environment.
Analysis of architectural totality and characteristics of an
indoor space is crucial for an indoor soundscape study. This
built-entity assessment of the case spaces can be studied
through certain dissolution, analysis techniques, and
architectural theories, which were previously reviewed and
presented [13]. Function and usage of a space, its physical
conditions and spatial characteristics are as important as the
objective analysis, the subjective evaluation of the sound,
and the overall environment. Spatial characteristics in
particular play a key role for the sound and its formation in
an enclosure. Architectural/room acoustics research consider
the theories that have been stated through previous studies,
yet indoor soundscaping combines these previous findings
and reveals a new understanding through the soundscape
approach, in which space, context and users can be
considered as important as the sound itself. The
classification of enclosed built entities [13] and the
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methodological aspects to study indoor soundscapes [14], as
well as the acoustic and psychoacoustic parameters that
should be used to gather detailed information were presented.
In addition, for the pilot study of this paper, the architectural
dissolution and sound environment of two different enclosed
public spaces (enclosed recreational garden and student
union building) have been characterised through
architectural analysis techniques and space usage [15]. The
sound environments in the different functional areas were
also evaluated by different parameters (e.g. sound pressure
level, loudness, roughness and sharpness) and presented as
the initial phase of this study. In this paper, the research was
advanced with the use of questionnaire evaluations,
statistical tests and post-signal sound analysis.
The main purpose of this study is to understand the recorded
objective sound environment through the acoustic and
psychoacoustic parameters and correlate the objective
measures with the perceived evaluation. In addition,
correlations regarding the subjective evaluation of the
soundscapes and the overall environment, usage and
demographics were considered to understand the users’
mind-set and how the different factors would be affecting
their soundscape perception. Architectural analysis and
usage were also addressed as the most distinctive concepts
for indoor soundscaping.

Methodology
In order to carry out a comparable study, two different
methods were used in the research; objective measurements,
and subjective evaluation. The sound measurements and
questionnaires were performed simultaneously in order to
achieve reliable comparisons and correlations with the two
different types and sets of data. In addition, other factors
including physical comfort requirements, architectural
characteristics and usage were linked with the objective and
subjective evaluation of the study.

Site Selection and Architectural Characteristics
Three different libraries; Western Bank library (abbreviated
as WB), Information Commons library (abbreviated as IC),
and St. George’s library (abbreviated as SG) were chosen for
this study. Each library is used mainly by university students
in the city of Sheffield, UK. The main foyer areas in each
library were used for the measurements and synchronized
questionnaires.
In Western Bank library, the main foyer area is located on
the first floor and is an open plan rectangular space directly
related with the circulation stairs from the lower ground by a
2-level atrium and situated on the second level of the atrium
void. The walls are covered by book and CD shelves and the
space contains the reception area, photocopy and print
station, 2 catalogue search computers, 2 book return/barrow
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machines and one elevator. The architecture section and
silent study room are also through the main foyer space. The
materials are; wooden/glass walls, vinyl flooring, and hard
plastic suspended ceiling, leather sofas. The materials
present in the space can be classified as low/medium
absorbers for the frequency range within the space.
Information Commons is a relatively new building in
comparison to the other two libraries. The main foyer area is
located on the first floor and is larger than the two library
foyers with an L-shaped floor plan that is directly linked by
the circulation stairs and a 4-level atrium and situated on the
first level of the atrium. The space contains, the reception
area, book shelves, 45 computer stations, photocopy and
print station, catalogue search computers, 2 book
return/barrow machines and 2 elevators. The finishing
materials in the space are plaster/wooden walls (designed as
acoustic panels), carpet flooring, very high ceiling on the
atrium void and suspended ceiling on the lower parts, in
addition with soft padded sofas. In this space the absorption
qualities of the finishing materials especially on floors and
sofas are noted to be higher.
St. George’s library is the oldest building (brick facade)
compared with the other two. The interior has been
refurbished to be a modern library for students. Similar to
other two libraries, the reception area welcomes on the side,
yet the stairs located in front of the entrance dominate the
space. The ground floor foyer area is located beneath the 2level atrium. The space contains the reception area, book
shelves, group work desks, 5 computers, photocopy and print
station, catalogue search computers, 2 book return/barrow
machines and 1 elevator. The materials in the space are
plastered/glass walls, suspended plaster ceilings and carpeted
floor. The wooden tables and padded chairs are the
dominating furniture.

Questionnaires
The socio-acoustic questionnaire was designed for the
research especially concentrating on the libraries. The
questionnaires were applied to participants of the 3 different
libraries simultaneously with the sound measurements only
in the foyer areas. A total of 90 participants were considered
for the study. They were divided into three groups being
n=30 for each different library foyer area. The data
collection procedure was the non-experimental sample
survey sampling [16]. The survey sampling was
accomplished by simple random sampling technique, which
was classified as a probability sampling method.
The questionnaire is designed with 4 different parts; (1)
open-ended questions on usage of the space, (2) time spent,
like/dislike, basic demographics, (3) 5-point rating scale for
the evaluation of different factors in the space, (4) 5-point
rating scale for the subjective evaluation of sound sources.

Measurements
Objective measurements were carried out by binaural
recording system. The equipment used for the objective part
was Neumann KU100 Dummy head and Edirol R-44
portable recorder. The sound environment was recorded

binaurally by the dummy head. The dummy head was
situated on a tripod approximately 165cm high and at least
150cm away from any reflecting surfaces or boundaries.
The total measurements of the 3 foyer points, each sample
15 minutes long, in the 3 different libraries were carried out
in one day. The sound and visual notes at each measurement
point as well as the usage and the number of people passing
through the space were noted for further assessment of the
sound environment at each location. The audio samples were
then analysed by ArtemiS psychoacoustic analysis software.
Physical factors (sound event variation, duration, time,
intensity level, fluctuation, spectral distribution), acoustic
parameters sound pressure level (a-weighted, un-weighted),
and psychoacoustic acoustic parameters (loudness,
roughness, sharpness) were considered for this study and
their relation with subjective evaluation of the sound
environment was assessed.

Results of the Questionnaires
The results show that, 93.3% of the questionnaire
participants have used that particular library before. In
addition, 82.2% of the participants noted that they liked
spending time in the library, where they had taken the
questionnaire. Lastly, 71.1% of them noted that they prefer
the library space that they were in to other similar library or
spaces. These results showed that there were no highly or
negatively biased participants regarding presence, usage and
like/dislike of the library space.
In addition, 14 different factors related with, indoor physical
comfort (acoustics, air quality, humidity, temperature, light);
acoustics (sound level, sound types, sound intelligibility,
reverberation level, noise from other spaces, locating by
sound); and architecture (way finding, spaciousness, level of
crowd) were asked regarding their importance and quality
for the case spaces. The ratings for the quality of the factors
for all three libraries have been presented. Way finding,
thermal comfort and air quality were rated to have higher
qualities than other factors. The least qualities were noted for
the factors; spaciousness and crowd.
The 19 different sound sources were identified by initial
pilot studies and were included in the questionnaire for
evaluation. The most and least annoying sound sources were
identified for further investigation. Mobile phones, personal
music players, and construction noise were rated highest for
annoyance. On the other hand, walking/footsteps and page
turning were rated as least annoying and even for some
participants preferable in a library environment.

Comparison of the Libraries
The three different libraries were compared with each other
to find statistically significant differences, regarding the
factors and sound sources in the environment. The
participants from St. George’s (SG) library found the
importance of ‘acoustic comfort level’ (p=0.078) and
‘diversity of different sounds’ (p<0.05) being more
important than the participants from the other two libraries.
The annoyance ratings were highest from the sound sources
of ‘printers/copiers’ (p<0.05), ‘book trolleys’ (p<0.05),
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‘mobile phones’ (p<0.05), ‘elevators’ (p<0.05), and
‘personal music players’ (p<0.05) in the Western Bank (WB)
library. On the other hand, annoyance rate from
‘printers/copiers’ (p<0.05) in the Information Commons (IC)
was rated lowest. When the quality of factors were
considered, ‘level of sound’ (p<0.05), ‘level of acoustic
comfort’ (p<0.05), ‘level of crowd’ (p<0.05), and ‘level of
noise from neighbouring spaces’ (p<0.05) were all rated to
have the highest quality in the WB. The ‘way-finding factor’
(p<0.05) was rated to be the easiest in the IC, and the ‘level
of brightness’ (p<0.05) to be the brightest in the SG library
when compared to the other two libraries. These results
show the significant differences between 3 libraries
regarding the subjective evaluation of different factors. The
reasons for these variances are presented in detail later.

Correlations among Different Factors
Spearman’s Rho non-parametric test was used to examine
correlations between two ordinal variables. Correlations
between two different questions on the overall noise; ‘how
disturbing or preferable is the overall noise?’ and ‘how much
does overall noise annoy you?’ were investigated. Five
factors; ‘level of sounds’ (p<0.05), ‘level of acoustic
comfort’ (p<0.01), ‘intelligibility of sounds’ (p<0.01),
‘ability to locate via sounds’ (p<0.01), and ‘way-finding’
(p<0.05) were found to be significantly correlated with the
answers given to these two questions. It can be concluded
that these five factors were found to highly effect the
auditory perception of overall noise within a library
soundscape.
In addition, the 14 different factors on, indoor physical
comfort, acoustics, and architecture and their relation with
each other are also analysed. The results show that quality
assessments of the factors were indeed significantly related
with each other. That means the quality of one physical
and/or architectural factor was always or somehow related
with some other factor for the users in the given case space.
The factor indicated as ‘level of acoustic comfort’ and its
correlation with the factors; ‘level of indoor air quality’
(p<0.05), ‘level of thermal comfort’ (p<0.01), ‘level of
sounds’ (p<0.01), ‘intelligibility of sounds’ (p<0.01), ‘level
of reverberation’ (p<0.01), ‘ability to locate via sounds’
(p<0.05), ‘level of crowd’ (p<0.01), and ‘noise from
neighbouring spaces’ (p<0.01) were archived by statistical
analysis.

Correlations among Gender, Academic Level,
and Usage
Non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test was used to
understand the statistical significance between a nominal
variable with only 2-categories (ex. gender, yes/no) and an
ordinal variable. Another non-parametric test, KruskallWallis was used to understand the statistical significance
between a nominal variable with more categories (i.e. time
spent, usage) and an ordinal variable. The two different tests
were used to analyse the correlations of gender, academic
level and usage with the 14 different factors (related to
indoor physical comfort, acoustics, and architecture) and the
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annoyance from the sound sources that were present in each
case space.
Gender differences were analysed in relation to the different
factors and the annoyance from different sound sources. All
three library foyer spaces were evaluated together for these
analyses. The female participants found the quality for the
‘level of reverberation’ to be more echoey than that of male
participants (p<0.05). They also found the importance of the
‘level of thermal comfort’ (p<0.05) to be more important
than that of male participants. The male participants on the
other hand, found the importance of the ‘ability to locate via
sounds’ (p<0.05); and the importance of the ‘noise from
neighbouring spaces’ (p<0.05) to be more important than
that of female participants. Furthermore, the male
participants found the sound source ‘laughter’ to be more
preferable/less disturbing when compared to the answers of
female participants (p<0.05). For the evaluation of different
sound sources, the female participants found the sound from
‘mobile phones’ (p=0.078) and ‘personal music players’
(p=0.075) to be more annoying than the male participants.
Secondly, academic level was considered for the analyses.
The undergraduate participants in all 3 foyer areas found the
quality for the ‘level of acoustic comfort’ to be more
comfortable than the graduate/post-doc/staff participants
(p<0.05). Similarly, the undergraduate participants perceived
the ‘quality for the level of crowd’ (user density) space to be
less crowded when compared to other participants (p<0.05).
When the importance of factors are analysed, ‘level of
indoor humidity’ (p=0.058), ‘level of acoustic comfort’
(p=0.078), and ‘different types of sounds’ (p=0.051) were all
rated as more important by the graduate/post-doc/staff
participants. Only the importance of ‘noise from the
neighbouring spaces’ (p<0.05) was rated more important by
the undergraduate participants. In addition, the
undergraduate participants perceived the sound from
‘printers/copiers’ to be more preferable (p<0.05) than the
graduate/post-doc/staff participants. Conversily, they found
the same sound source to be more annoying (p=0.086).
When the usage frequency was analysed, participants who
use the library space 2-3 times per week perceived the sound
of ‘book trolleys’ (p<0.05) more annoying when compared
to rare users (1-2 times/month) and very frequent users (4-5
times/week). This might be explained by the adaptation of
ear or by the expectation of frequent user to change to subconsciously lower the annoyance level.
Finally, the number of people passing through during the
evaluation of the sound environment was also considered.
The most crowded library was the IC, followed by SG and
lastly, WB. Annoyance from specific sounds such as ‘book
trolleys’ (p<0.05), ‘mobile phones’ (p<0.05), ‘elevator’
(p<0.05), and ‘personal music players’ (p<0.05) were rated
more annoying in the WB with the lowest number of people
who were passing through. Possible reasons for this may be
due to the visual distraction (people passing through) and the
masking effect of combined footsteps to be low, so that
participants were highly aware of the sound sources
identified above. In terms of the quality of factors and how
their evaluation was affected by the numbers of people; in
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WB, ‘level of sounds’ (p<0.05) was rated very quiet, ‘level
of acoustic comfort’ (p<0.05) was rated very comfortable,
‘level of crowd’ (p<0.05) was rated very empty, and ‘level
of noise from neighbouring spaces’ (p<0.05) was rated very
inaudible. These four acoustic factors were rated most
positively in WB, where least number of people passed
through during the evaluation. One other significant finding
is that, the IC with the highest number of people passing
through, it was found to be statistically significant regarding
the ‘way-finding’ (p<0.05) factor. This is possibly because
the dynamic space gives clues on the circulation of the
interior space while it is used by several people.

Results of the Objective Measurements
The acoustic parameter; sound pressure level (SPL-dBA),
and the psychoaouctic parameters; loudness (N-soneGF),
roughness (R-asper), sharpness (S-acum), fluctuation
strength (FS-vacil), tonality (Ton.-tu) values were analysed.
The highest values for all parameters occur in the foyer of
the IC. SG have the second highest values and WB the
lowest values, however, SPL and N show noticeable
variances, and R and S should be analysed in more detail.
Furthermore, the fluctuation strength shows noticeable
differences for each library. There are many variances on the
signal plots that highlight the different sound events. It can
be noted that the highest vacil values for fluctuation strength
was noted in the IC library where, more sound events and
number of people passing through were present. The second
highest vacil values were found in WB and the lowest in SG.
Regarding tonality, considerable differences are also shown
in among the three spaces. In depth analysis is necessary to
further investigate the fluctuation strength and tonality
characteristics of the indoor soundscapes.

Correlations on Objective Measures
Two objective measures, sound pressure level (dBA) and
loudness (soneGF) were considered for the correlation
analysis with quality evaluation of the factors and subjective
evaluation of annoyance from the different sound sources.
There are statistically significant differences between three
libraries. For example, in WB the library with the lowest
SPL and N values, annoyance from ‘printer-copiers’, ‘book
trolleys’, ‘personal music players’ and ‘elevator’ was rated
the highest. These findings indicate the fact that, these four
sound sources were perceived dominantly in the space and
may not be masked by other sound sources. Five factors
including ‘level of sounds’, ‘level of acoustic comfort’,
‘way-finding’, ‘level of crowd’, and ‘noise from
neighbouring spaces’ were rated highest in WB, also with a
statistically significant correlation between SPL and the
rating of these 5 factors. Similar to the relation between
number of pass by people (crowd) and the quality of way
finding, IC was found to be significantly different from the
other two libraries, as the quality of way finding was rated
highest.
More detailed analysis on objective measures and their
relationships with perceived indoor soundscape will be
discussed in further paper due to the space limit of this paper.

Conclusions
Firstly, the concepts that have been pointed out previously
for indoor soundscape studies were researched in this study.
the architectural analysis on the formal organisation of the
plans and the materials in the case spaces are discussed.
Secondly, the specially designed indoor soundscaping that
concentrates on the subjective evaluation of the sound
environment, the perceived factors, and sound sources were
described and the results were presented. The synchronised
measurements were considered to understand the
quantitative attributes of the sound environment.
The results of questionnaires and objective measurements
reveal the importance of considering variances on the
methodology and analysis of the soundscape, regarding the
context, function, architecture, and subjective/objective
evaluations. It has been shown that (1) architectural factors
play an important role in soundscape evaluation; (2) When
the libraries were compared, in all three libraries, the factors;
‘way-finding’, ‘thermal comfort’, and ‘air quality’ were
found to have the highest qualities, and the least quality was
rated for ‘spaciousness’ and ‘crowd’, (3) in all three libraries,
sound sources including ‘mobile phones’, ‘personal music
players’, and ‘construction noise’ were found to be the most
annoying, and the least annoying sound sources were noted
as ‘walking/footsteps’ and ‘page turning’, (4) Correlations
among factors have been analysed to understand crosseffects of different factors, especially with acoustic comfort
factor; (5) Significant effects have been detected when
correlations among gender, academic level and usage
variances were analysed for factor ratings and annoyance
from sound sources; (6) There are considerable difference in
objective parameters among the survey sites; (7)
Correlations on objective measures showed that there are
significant differences between libraries regarding SPL and
N values considering quality ratings of factors and
annoyance from sound sources.
Further assessment should be carried out by detailed
architectural and objective post-signal analysis. Architecture
and function related correlations could be achieved by larger
sample sizes. In addition, evaluations should involve
questionnaires that are designed for specific purposes. A
multi-dimensional and holistic approach should be carried
out for the design of indoor soundscape studies that could
include different field and methodologies that were
explained by this study.
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Introduction
When it comes to designing an urban soundscape, starting to
plan from scratch at an early stage of the project might be
preferred. However, in most cases, urban planners and
decision makers have to deal with already existing situations
that have a predefined architecture and that contain certain
pleasant and unpleasant sounds. Thus, their task consist in
trying to improve as much as possible the soundscape
quality within the given location and context. In these cases,
knowing which are the typical neighbourhood sounds and
the rare sound events that could attract attention is useful
information for the soundscape designer.
In this framework, the role of environmental sound
recognition may become especially relevant. This research
field aims at creating automated systems able to recognize
the sound events occurring in a sonic environment. For this
purpose, two different approaches might be considered:
supervised and unsupervised learning techniques. The
selection of one or another will mainly depend on the
available site information, as described in the next
paragraphs.
We first consider a scenario in which we know beforehand
the sounds that we want to identify and label at a given
location. In those cases, it is feasible to employ supervised
learning based on sound samples that are collected and
labelled manually. In the related literature, several
algorithms have been successfully employed, such as Hidden
Markov Models [1], Fisher Linear Discriminant [2], KNearest Neighbour [3] or Artificial Neural Networks [4], [5].
However, if we consider a scenario in which we do not have
sufficient prior knowledge about the occurring sound events,
or the sounds we might want to label, the first task is to
separate out the sounds from the acoustic scene. For this, it
is required to turn to unsupervised learning techniques,
which group the data into similarity clusters that provide a
representation of the typical sound events occurring.
Different clustering algorithms have been used in the
environmental sound domain: Markov-Model based
clustering [6], non-negative matrix factorization and spectral
clustering [7] or co-clustering [8]. Oldoni et al. [9] proposed
a specific model for environmental sounds that mapped the
acoustical features based on co-occurrence using an
extension of the Self-Organizing Map [10]. This
methodology allows collecting prototypical samples of the
most typical sounds to describe the soundscape at a given
location. Verbally labelling the collection of recordings of
typical sounds is an important next step because it gives
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

meaning to the sounds and thus allows creating logical
families (e.g. road vehicle sounds) and deriving statistics on
occurrence.
This work presents a twofold contribution. Firstly,
considering a scenario where we know beforehand the most
typical sound sources, we test the sound event recognition
performance of the supervised Support Vector Machines
(SVM), a well-known technique in general pattern
recognition problems which has also shown a good
performance in audio classification tasks [11], [12].
Secondly, considering a scenario without previous sound
information, a SOM is trained (following the work in Oldoni
et al. [9]) and a new automated method for subsequent
labelling, based on SVM, is proposed. Finally, by means of a
listening test, we validate the proposed method by
comparing the output sound labels to those given by human
listeners.

Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machines (SVM) is a supervised learning
method largely used for classification problems [11]-[13].
Considering a binary separation problem, the basis of the
SVM is mapping the input samples into a high dimensional
space and finding the hyperplane that optimally separates the
two classes. The optimal separating hyperplane is chosen
following the criteria of maximizing the distance to the
closest training instance. Hereafter the basis of SVM theory
is briefly presented. For a deeper discussion, we refer the
reader to Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor [13].
Let xi ∈ X ⊆ Rn be the input feature vector and yi ∈ Y = {1, 1} the target of a binary classification, where Rn denotes the
n-dimensional real space. Suppose a training set S = {(x1,
y1), (x2, y2), …. (xl, yl)} ⊆ (X x Y)L , where L is the number
of examples. Considering a linear classification case, the
separating hyperplane can be written as:
(1)

f ( x) = w· x + b

where w is the weight vector orthogonal to the hyperplane
and b is the bias. The decision rule given by sgn( f(x))
divides the input space into two parts. Several hyperplanes
might be able to perform the input space division matching
the training set S. However, the SVM theory seeks the
hyperplane that maximizes the separation to the closest
sample (i.e., margin). The optimal hyperplanes are set in
such a way that the margin is to 1 (see Figure 1).
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Quite often, non-linearly separable problems will be faced.
Then, non-linear kernel functions should be used. These
functions map the input feature space X to another highdimensional feature space F. This process can greatly
simplify the classification task, since the samples nonlinearly
separable in X may be linearly separated in F. The most
common kernel functions are the following:
•

Polynomial:

(

)

K ( x, y ) = x, y + 1
•

d

(2)

Gaussian Radial Basis Function:

 − (x − y )
K ( x, y ) = exp
 2σ 2







2

(3)

due to experience or specific traumatic events [20].
Moreover, postnatal self-organizing processes occur in other
more abstract maps in several area of the brain [10].
In this paper the most used structure of SOM is employed: a
two dimensional grid of units or nodes mi = (mx;my) ∈ R2,
each of which representing a reference vector si in the ndimensional input space Rn. In this paper such space
corresponds to a high-dimensional space of acoustical
features as in Oldoni et al. [9], [21]. These features are
measures for intensity, spectral and temporal modulation
using a centre-surround mechanism in order to mimic the
receptive fields in the auditory cortex at a low computational
cost. At each time step t an input sound feature vector r(t) ∈
Rn is calculated and the best matching unit (BMU) mc(t) of
the SOM is found, defined as the unit mc whose reference
vector sc is the nearest to r(t):

Where d is the polynomial degree and σ2 is the variance of
the Gaussian function.

c(t ) = arg min i r (t ) − si (t )

Another important issue to adapt SVM to real-world
problems is the need to generalize the binary separation
problems (i.e., recognition of two different classes, sound
events in this work) to a multiclass separation (recognition
of n different classes or sound categories). Several strategies
can be followed, such as the one vs. all or the one vs. one
[12].

The training step is then performed, defined as follows:

Figure 1: Optimal separation hyperplane obtained with
Support Vector Machine algorithm.

Self-Organizing Maps and acoustic
summaries
The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is an unsupervised trained
neural network, typically described as a tool for visualizing
high-dimensional data. Based on topographic mapping
principles, SOM takes inspiration from the observation in
the human sensory cortex of many topologically organized
regions (see Kohonen [10] for a detailed overview and
references), fundamental for sensory processing [14].
Tonotopic maps have been found in the auditory sensory
cortex of primates [15], [16] and humans [17]-[19].
Retinotopic and somatotopic maps have been discovered in
primates and human cortex. Although these topologically
organized structures are mainly genetically determined,
some sensory projections show a certain degree of plasticity
and are able to modify their dimensions and their structure

(4)

si (t + 1) = si (t ) + hc (t ),i (r (t ) − s (t ) )

(5)

The reference vectors of the BMU and of its neighbors are
adapted at each time step. The definition and the degree of
neighborhood is defined by a so-called neighborhood
function hc(t)i, a smoothing kernel defined on the twodimensional lattice of units. For convergence, the function
hc(t)i→0, for t→∞. After vastly iterating the training
algorithm as formulated in Eqn. (4) and (5), the reference
vectors of the SOM are a discrete non-linear and
topographically ordered 2D projection of the frequency
distribution of the input data. After training, the number of
SOM units encoding, by means of their reference vectors, a
certain region of the feature space depends on the frequency
distribution of the input feature vectors.
This training, purely based on frequency of occurrence, is
followed by a specific training called continuous selective
learning [9]. Human learning is, in fact, not based only on
frequency of occurrence of given sensory stimuli; contrarily,
factors as attention play an important role. This second
training phase promotes the learning of sounds that could
potentially attract attention due to their saliency and novelty,
while disregarding the other sounds (details on saliency
calculation can be found in De Coensel and Botteldooren [22]).
The reference vectors of the SOM units can be seen as
representative abstract sound prototypes, which can be
translated into hearable sound samples by means of a sound
recording session (details in Oldoni et al. [9]). The set of
collected sound excerpts is called the “acoustic summary” of
the given soundscape [9].

Automated SOM labelling
In previous works [9], an acoustic summary was collected
finding sounds whose sound feature vectors were as similar
as possible to the reference vectors of the SOM units (see
Figure 2). Each sound sample of the acoustic summary is
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linked to one and only one SOM unit. Each sound sample
could be manually labelled by an expert listener, thus
involving listening one by one to every sound fragment.
This process has many drawbacks: it is complex, it requires
a lot of time and attention from the expert listener and it is
certainly unfeasible for being implemented in a soundscape
analyser tool.
This paper presents an alternative method which notably
simplifies the process and does not require the constant
participation of an expert listener. The method is based on
SVM to automatically label the SOM nodes (see Figure 3).
The SVM is formerly trained using the SOM node vectors
which inherit the labels given by an expert listener to the
correspondent sound sample. The use of the SOM node
vectors as input data is based on the assumption that the
SOM nodes preserve the original signal feature space10 (in
this case, the features related to loudness, amplitude
modulation and frequency modulation of the sound signal as
in Section 3). Thus, the process of collecting, parameterizing
and listening to short sound samples is avoided: the only
required data are one or more formerly labelled SOMs (from
other time periods or other locations) in order to train the
SVM.

Experimental Work
Sound database and labelled corpus
Two acoustic summaries, related to the units of two trained
SOMs, have been extracted from two different recording
sessions of approximately 10 hours long each. The two
SOMs have been trained on sound feature vectors calculated
from continuous input data collected during three weeks in
October and November 2011 respectively from the same
location. The recording sessions followed the SOM training
periods. The acoustic summaries were composed of 2369
and 2892 samples respectively, i.e. 68% and 83% of the total
3500 SOM nodes.
An expert listener (a researcher specialized on
environmental acoustics) listened to the 5seconds long sound
samples composing the acoustic summaries and observed
that the most common sound events could be referred to the
following classes: bird, chatting people, car, truck,
motorbike/scooter, tram and background noise a).
The same listener selected the sounds belonging to these
classes and classified them. Two sets were then created: the
first one was composed of 1046 sound fragments whilst the
second set was composed of 1206 sound fragments, i.e. 44%
and 42% of the total number of samples composing the
acoustic summaries.

Supervised learning

Figure 1: After a SOM has been trained on the soundscape
from a given location, its units are manually labelled by an
human listener based on sounds recorded from the same
location.

Figure 3: Proposed automated SOM labelling method
using SVM. The units of the trained SOM are labelled by
means of SVM, which has been trained using (one or more)
formerly labelled SOMs.

First, we consider the scenario in which sound labelled data
is available and, thus, supervised learning techniques can be
applied. Specifically, it was aimed to test SVM performance
on environmental sound event recognition. Sound feature
vectors related to the sound samples were calculated, as
explained in Section 3. A subsequent Principal Component
Analysis was applied to reduce their dimensionality5 and
make it suitable for SVM training. The SVM employed a
Radial Basis Function Kernel, which was empirically
selected among other kernels. A one vs. all strategy was
followed to face the multiclass problem, given its lower
complexity when compared to other strategies [12].
With those settings, the SVM was trained using the corpus
collected in October 2011 and labelled by the expert listener
and tested using the set collected in November 2011. From
the 1206 test sound files labelled by the expert listener, 983
(81.5%) were correctly recognized by the SVM. The
confusion matrix among the different classes was calculated
so as to understand in which cases the SVM failed to
recognize the sound events. As detailed in Table 1,
background noise, birds and cars were the sounds attaining
the highest accuracy, with rates beyond the 90% of correctly
recognized sound events. The accuracy decreased (around
60%) when it came to recognize truck and motorbike/scooter
events. The confusions between the three road vehicle
sounds were the cause for that decrease, as also noticed in
Valero and Alías [5]. Finally, it could be observed that
a)

The term “background noise” refers to low sound events
where no specific sound source can be clearly recognized.
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98.3

1.7

Bird
People talking

8.9

33.9

0.3

1.0

0.3

1.0

0.3

1.0

1.5

1.3

Tram

16.9

Truck

1.7

Moto/
Scooter

91.1

Car

Back. noise

People
talking

Output

Bird

Target

Back.
noise

people talking presented the lowest accuracy. That sound
category was confused either with background noise (in
sound samples where the people where far away from the
microphone) or with cars (in sound samples where those
were far away but also simultaneously present).

Car

32.2 94.7 10.7 20.1 2.5

Moto/Scooter

13.6

Truck
Tram

1.8 60.2 11.4 7.1
1.0 26.2 61.1 4.6

1.7

1.0

7.4 83.7

Table 1: Confusion matrix (in %) obtained with Support
Vector Machines. The most frequent confusions are
coloured in red.

Self-Organizing Maps labelling
A SOM was constructed based on sound information
collected during November 2011. As shown in Figure 4a,
several clusters can be observed. The SOM labelled by the
expert listener, taken as the reference in this work, is shown
in Figure 4b. It can be noticed that not all the SOM nodes
have a label (i.e., nodes not coloured): some less frequent
sound categories were not considered (church bells, different
kind of alarming sounds as horns etc.), neither the mixtures
of co-occurring sounds.
The proposed automated SOM labelling method, as
explained in Section 4, was next tested. To train the SVM,
another SOM labelled by the expert listener was taken. This
trained SOM contained sound information collected from the
same location but in a different period, specifically October
2011. As observed in Fig. 4b-c, the proposed SVM
automated method provides a SOM labelling quite similar to
the one given by the expert (917 matching labelled SOM
units, 76% of the1206 units labelled by the expert
listener).Thus, the results suggest that the proposed SVM
labelling method is able to reproduce with a high degree of
accuracy the human SOM labelling when sufficient data are
available

14 participants is 78.3%, which is slightly lower than the
81.5% obtained by the system. This result is important
because it means that the SVM algorithm is comparable to
human labelling capabilities.
The second test consisted on labelling the whole SOM used
for testing by one of the previous 14 participants, hereafter
referred as the non-expert listener. This test was much more
demanding: 2892 sound events had to be labelled, in front of
the 60 of the previous test. Observing the labelling provided
by the non-expert listener (see Figure 4d), some differences
may be found when compared to the SOM labelled by the
expert (Figure 4b). The labels belonging to road vehicle
categories (car, truck and motorbike/scooter) seem to be
slightly more mixed in the case of the non-expert listener.
Also its perception of background noise is different,
reflected on the bigger cluster of labels referred to that sound
category. Summing up all the categories, the non-expert
gave a higher amount of labels than the expert (1543 and
1206, respectively). All these results confirm a natural
human variability in distinguishing and tagging sounds. It is
observed that the labelling deviation between human
listeners is slightly larger than the deviation between an
expert human listener and the proposed automated method,
making it an interesting solution for automating the labelling
without losing precision.

Conclusions
This paper has gathered two different approaches to tackle
the recognition of environmental sound events, a key issue to
understand urban soundscapes composition. Firstly, SVM (a
supervised learning algorithm) has been tested. Despite
facing the recognition of noisy data, the performance of
SVM is noticeable, achieving an accuracy rate higher than
80%, which is comparable to the human performance shown
in the listening tests.

Listening tests – Non expert labelling

Secondly, a SOM has been constructed with sound data from
the same location. After a specific unsupervised training
phase, the SOM has learned both the typical sounds and the
sounds that stand out composing the given soundscape. This
way a set of sounds can be selected for labelling. In order to
understand the obtained clusters, a SOM labelling method
based on SVM classification has been proposed. The
method, which is totally automatic, could be implemented in
future real time applications and advanced soundscape
analyser tools. By means of listening tests, it has been shown
that the labelling deviation of the system compared to the
expert listener labelling is slightly smaller than the deviation
found between human listeners.

Two different tests were carried out to refer the accuracy
obtained by the two approaches (i.e., supervised learning and
SOM labelling) to human ability. The first set of listening
tests was conducted to compare human performance to that
obtained by the supervised learning approach (using SVM).
A total of 14 persons, including both experts and non-experts
on acoustics, were asked to classify 60 sound events
randomly selected from the testing set (see Section 5.1). The
tests were carried out under multimedia testing platform
TRUE [23]. The averaged recognition rate obtained by the

Several opportunities for future work still exist. Firstly,
enhancing sound signal parameterization by calculating
features with narrower windows to make the system more
sensitive to sound events typically short and highly
frequency modulated, like speech. Secondly, testing the
proposed labelling method with sound data collected in
different locations and comparing it to labels given by more
listeners. Finally and most importantly, improving the way
in which vagueness in labelling by human listeners is
handled.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure. 4: a) U-matrix [24] representation of the trained SOM: the colour shows the reciprocal distance among the nearest units of
the SOM. In the other figures, SOM labelled by: b) an expert listener; c) the SVM automated method; d) a non-expert listener.
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Introduction
The researches on soundscape have clearly shown the need
for a classification of urban spaces taking into account not
only their acoustic environment, but also other non acoustic
factors, which perceived by the individual, influence the
human perception and evaluation of the environmental
quality [1- 5].
A first step [6] of a previous, more complex study [7] carried
out on 20 squares of historic centre of Rome dealt with their
classification on the basis of physical parameters, not only
acoustic, collected during soundwalks performed in the
squares themselves.
In the present study a further application of the experimental
methodology used in the previous work is presented.

a

The new experimental investigation dealt with the case
studies of some English historical urban city centres.
The in field measurements and their processing were carried
out by the authors during a STSM (Short term Scientific
Mission) at the Acoustic Group at the University of
Sheffield, under the supervision of prof. Jiang Kang and
supported by COST Action TD0804 "Soundscape of
European Cities and Landscapes".
The aim of this study is to verify if this methodology is
appropriate to describe specific environments with different
urban and physical features and if it identifies the same
variables as discriminating factors of the clusterings, so to be
generalized.

Experimental

b

As described in an earlier work [8], the experimental
methodology applied on 20 Italian squares has been used
again for an investigation carried out in the squares of three
English cities (Sheffield Manchester and York), selected for
their different architectural, urban and using features: from
very large to small areas, bounded by tall or low buildings,
pedestrian or with road traffic areas and mainly frequented
by tourists spaces (see Figure 1).
In particular, the experimental methodology involved three
different steps:
-

“a priori classification” of the squares;

-

soundwalks aimed at collecting environmental
parameters useful for the classification of the
squares;

-

statistical analysis of the collected physical data in
order to classify the squares according to their
environmental and using characteristics.

Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

c
Figure 1: Maps of a) Sheffield, b) Manchester, c) York
with indication of investigated squares.
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“A priori” classification
Once selected, an “a priori” classification of the squares was
performed on the basis of some their characteristics: the
predominant sound source (S) and geometry (S/H), the latter
determined by the ratio between the area of the square S (m2)
and the average height of buildings H (m) facing the square
itself.
The predominant sound sources were divided into voices
(S1) and road traffic (S2), whilst the geometry S/H grouped
the squares into open (G1, S/H > 215 m) and closed (G2,
S/H ≤ 215), as shown in Table 1.
This classification provided four groups (S1G1, S1G2 and
S2G2), listed in Table 2.

Group

Predominant
Sound source (S)

1

VOICES

2

ROAD TRAFFIC

Geometry
(G)
OPEN
S/H > 215M
ENCLOSED
S/H ≤ 215M

Table 1: Criteria of the “a-priori” classification.

S1G1
Tudors
Sq. S.
(#4)
Sheaf
Sq. S.
(#2)
Cathedral
Sq. M.
(#2)

S1G2
Leopold
Sq. S.
(#2)
Winter
Gard. S.
(#4)
Crown
Sq. M.
(#2)
Cathedral
Sq. Y.
(#2)
King's
Sq. Y.
(#2)
St.Helen
Sq. Y.
(#2)

S2G1
Barker's
Pool S.
(#6)
Castle
Sq. S.
(#6)
City
Hall S.
(#4)
Peace
Gard. S.
(#4)
Piccadilly
Gard. M.
(#2)

S2G2
Station
Sq. S.
(#2)
St.Peters
Sq. M.
(#2)

Table 2: A priori classification of the squares based on the
predominant sound source (S) and their geometry (G)
together with the name of the city (S.= Sheffield; M.=
Manchester; Y.= York) and the number of soundwalks (#).

Soundwalks
Along the perimeter of each square, two soundwalks were
performed at same time by two operators, walking in the two
opposite directions (clockwise and counter clockwise). Each
soundwalks started and finished on an road access to the
square.

The in field survey was carried out in winter time (late
November and the first week of December 2011) during
daylight period and sunny or cloudy weather, on weekdays
and Saturday, when typical events of urban environments
mostly take place.
In Sheffiled recordings were taken in 9 squares. In 6 squares
they were made both in the morning and in the afternoon of
different weekdays, whilst in 3 squares, the recordings were
made only in the morning or in the afternoon of a weekday.
In Manchester and York the measurements of
environmental parameters were taken in the morning or
afternoon of a weekday.
During the soundwalks, the operators took audio binaural
and video recordings and other environmental, non-acoustic
parameters, such as illuminance, humidity and temperature.
The binaural audio recordings were taken by means of
microphones placed on an headphones put on the
experimenter’s head and connected to a mobile two-channels
system.
The humidity and temperature were measured in a fixed
position in the centre of the square through a
thermoigrometer, whilst the measurements of illuminance
were taken along the perimeter of square at spatial sampling
of 30 m with a luxmeter.

Statistical analysis
As already described in [2], the 96 monaural recordings
collected in the 48 soundwalks were played back by the
operator in order to cut off the parts affected by strong gusts
of wind causing overloaded signals. Once purged from
overloaded signals, only the recordings lasting more than 60
seconds were considered.
Therefore only 80 monaural recordings were analyzed by the
ArtemiS software to determine the following acoustic
parameters: continuous equivalent level Leq [dB], [dBA];
sound pressure level percentiles L5, L10, L50, L90, L95 [dBA];
LAeq difference between left and right channels [dBA];
loudness N [sone] mean value and percentile N5, N10, N50,
N90, N95; fluctuation strength F [vacil] mean value and
percentile F5, F10, F50, F90, F95; sharpness S [acum] mean
value and percentile S5, S10, S50, S90, S95; roughness R
[asper] mean value and percentile R5, R10, R50, R90, R95;
noise climate L10-L90 [dBA]; centre of gravity G of the 1/3
octave band spectrum between 80 and 8000 Hz.
Therefore, the above acoustic data, together with the ratio
S/H values and the median of the illuminance measured
values in each square were considered as input variables for
the statistical analysis. The temperature and humidity values
were not used because of their similarity in all the squares.
In order to classify the squares on the basis of their sonic
environment and other non-acoustic parameters, a
hierarchical cluster analysis was performed by means of the
SPSS software, applying a range of solution between 6 and 2
clusters.
Since all the data have different measurements units, their
normalization was required in order to proceed to the cluster
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analysis. In particular the Min-Max algorithm was applied (0
-1 interval scale).
In order to evaluate the agreement between the “a priori”
classification of the squares and the binaural recordings
cluster membership, a comparison was made choosing the
solution corresponding to 4 clusters.
To determine the significativity of the input variables in the
clustering agglomeration, the ANOVA analysis was
performed.
To check the robustness the output clustering, the K-means
procedure was applied taking the same number of clusters
and as initial centroids the output of the previous
hierarchical cluster analysis.
In addition, to evaluate the correspondence between the “a
priori “ classification and the statistical categorization, the
sensibility and the specificity tests were also applied.
The sensitivity of a test is defined as its ability to correctly
identify sick subjects, namely suffering from the disease or
condition to be identified and is expressed as:
sensitivity

number of true positives
number of true positives  number of false negatives

probability of a positive test given that the patient is ill.

The specificity of a test is defined as its ability to correctly
identify healthy subjects, namely not suffering from the
disease or condition to be identified and is expressed as:
specificit y

number of true negatives
number of true negatives  number of false positives

probability of a negative test given that the patient is well.

Results and discussion
The large variety of sound sources present in the squares
determined a variation of LAeq values from 53 up to 83
dB(A). A large variability was also observed for illuminance
and S/H values, ranging from 0.2 to 8,5 klux and from 35 to
397 meter respectively, depending on both day’s time when
recordings were carried out and on the spatial lay out of the
squares.
Regarding the categorization of the squares on the basis of
the environmental physical parameters collected during the
48 soundwalks, the analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed
that all the 11 input variables were significant for the
clustering, except the LAeq level difference between left and
right channels. So, this variable was kept out in the further
analysis.
The correspondence between the a priori classification
groups and the outcomes from cluster analysis was
evaluated, choosing the 4 clusters solution of the cluster
analysis.
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The results are summarized in Table 3 in terms of agreement
between the clustering and the “a-priori” classification: is
clear that the correspondence between the cluster analysis
and a priori classification outcomes is not complete.

Cluster 1
Barker's
Pool S.
(75%)
Cathedral
Sq. M.
(100%)

Cluster 2
Leopold
Sq. S.
(100%)
Winter
Gard. S.
(100%)

Cluster 3
Castle
Sq. S.
(60%)
Peace
Gard. S.
(17%)

Cluster 4
Barker's
Pool S.
(25%)
Castle
Sq. S.
(40%)

City
Hall S.
(50%)
Peace
Gard. S.
(83%)
Station
Sq. S.
(75%)
Tudors
Sq. S.
(100%)

Crown
Sq. M.
(100%)
Cathedral
Sq. Y.
(100%)
King's
Sq. Y.
(100%)
St.Helen
Sq. Y.
(100%)

Sheaf
Sq. S.
(100%)
Station
Sq. S.
(25%)

City
Hall S.
(50%)
Piccadilly
Gard. M.
(100%)
St.Peters
Sq. M.
(100%)

Table 3: Statistical categorization of the squares based on
their objective parameters (agreement between cluster
analysis and “a priori” classification).

All of the squares of the group S1G2 of the “a priori“
classification are included in the cluster 2, showing the
highest percentages of Sensitivity (100%) and Specificity
(100%). For the other clusters, instead, Specificity
percentages are higher than sensitivity values, as shown in
Table 4.

Statistical “a priori” Sensitivity Specificity
clusters
groups
(%)
(%)
Cluster 1
S1G1
66.7
85.7
Cluster 2
S1G2
100
100
Cluster 3
S2G1
37.5
90
Cluster 4
S2G2
12.5
82.8
Table 4: Percentage of Sensibility and specificity between
the statistical clusters with the “a priori” classification.

The scatter plot in Figure 2 shows the distribution of the
soundwalks into the four clusters obtained by statistical
analysis, in terms of percentile N5 of loudness versus S/H
ratio. These parameters cause a clear discrimination of the
first three clusters whilst the cluster 4 overlaps with others.
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The statistical categorization was not in full agreement with
the a priori classification and shows the percentile N5 of
loudness, S/H ratio and illuminance as discriminating factors
for the clusters.
The percentile N5 of loudness and S/H ratio were
discriminating factors also for the clusters of the experiment
in Rome, whilst illuminance was not significant [7].
This difference could be due both to the different days
periods in which measurements were made and to the
different spatial conformations of the squares.
Figure 2: Distribution of soundwalks recordings plotted in
terms of their N5 loudness versus S/H ratio.

The scatter plot of Figure 3, in which the distribution of the
soundwalks in terms of percentile N5 of loudness versus
illuminance is reported, shows how the latter parameter
allows a better discrimination of the group 4.
This cluster includes the squares in which the soundwalks
were carried out in very sunny days and with high
illuminance values.

A next step of the research will deal with audio video tests in
laboratory in order to investigate the correlations between
the subjective perception of urban environmental quality and
the obtained classification on the basis of objective
parameters.
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Introduction
Initialized by the international workgroup HIDS (German
acronym for "Problems of listening in society, city and
school") the educational action intends to increase the competence in listening mainly of young people. Essential part is
a guided sound exploration that invites the listeners to discover the acoustic characteristics of a city. In different European cities (Vienna, Stuttgart, Zürich, Berlin) soundwalks
will be arranged including similar urban spaces in each city,
public places like park areas, traffic zones, power grounds
and sacral areas. Fields of interest are whether the listeners
notice the differences of the urban spaces and how they
describe these differences. Furthermore whether the soundscapes of these spaces are described in a similar way in all
participating cities. In the paper the design of the project is
outlined and first results from the conducted soundwalks in
Vienna will be presented.

Motivation and basic ideas
The project was a consequence of discussions in the interdisciplinary workgroup HIDS. HIDS was founded 2009 in
Stuttgart as a reaction of more and more problems concerning listening and auditory defects within the young generation. In HIDS the following disciplines and institutions work
together:
-

Sociology
Acoustics
Medicine
Health Care
Musikwirkungsforschung
Politics
Education
Science
Architecture

Figure 1: Poster of the project “Voice of the City” Vienna
2012.

e.g. about the hearing process, auditory defects or noise
pollution. Since the project is planned in different cities a
special concept for the design of the soundwalks was discussed, to be able to compare the “Voices” of the different
cities. The basic ideas for this “Concept of urban spaces” are
shown in figure 2, some ideas can be found in [1].

Cultur prospectiv - Switzerland;
ITA Berlin, HFT Stuttgart – Germany;
University Freiburg – Germany;
IB Hochschule Berlin – Germany;
University of Music and Performing
Arts Vienna – Austria;
Acoustic City (Hörstadt) Linz – Austria;
PH Ludwigsburg – Germany;
University Stuttgart – Germany.

At the beginning the discussions in HIDS focused on the
situation in schools, e.g. classroom acoustics and educational
issues. But the topics soon expanded towards the importance
of hearing itself in the society and the interaction between
hearing and communication. The project “Voice of the city”
arose from these discussions. Its main intention is to increase
the awareness of listening in society especially among young
people.

Concept of urban spaces
Main part of the project is a guided soundwalk with a questionnaire and an exhibition with different information
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Figure 2: Interaction between “Voice of the City”, individuals hearing and “the culture of hearing” in society.

Walking through urban spaces and hearing the sounds is an
interaction between people and spaces but also between
individuals hearing and “the culture of hearing” in society.
This influences the expected sounds and the quality aspects
perceived at the places. Therefore a questionnaire was developed, which every participant of the soundwalks was
asked to complete. The answers might give some hints about
the acoustic characteristics of each city as well as about
differences in (the culture of) hearing of the participants.
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Different urban spaces
The design of the soundwalks in the participating cities includes the following different urban spaces with typical
sounds and their characteristics associated with these spaces:
-

Park area;
sounds: animals, nature, silence, water
character: slow, designed, formed

-

Flat ground;
sounds: traffic, work, people
character: fast, flat, standardized

-

Grounds of power;
sounds: order, protest, commands, sirens
character: monolithic, closed

-

Sacred grounds;
sounds: bells, silence, devotion
character: mystic, elevated

Realization in Vienna
First realization of the project was in September 2012 in
Vienna at the University of Music and Performing Arts.
Main parts were the guided soundwalks with a questionnaire
through the city of Vienna, a small exhibition and a first
study about effects of the different sounds on the heart rate
variability (HRV) and other vital parameters of humans
(smardwatch system).

Figure 4: A-weighted SPL over time at the different urban
spaces.

Questionnaire
In two weeks in total 564 persons participated at the soundwalks in Vienna. Among them were only 18 adults, but 546
pupils. Questions to answer addressed the loudness at the
spaces and the quality of sound. Ratings were given at a
scale of five values. The results for the loudness are shown
in figure 5 for the quality of sound in figure 6.

Soundwalk

Figure 5: Result of the questionnaires for the perceived
loudness at each space.

Figure 3: Design of the soundwalk in Vienna.

The design of the soundwalk is shown in figure 3. Start was
at the University of Music and Performing Arts (marked
with "A"). The first urban space was the railway station
“Wien Mitte” (flat ground). Crossing the city park (park
area), the soundwalk went to “Schwarzenbergplatz”, a big
square with traffic (cars and trams; flat ground) and a monument with fountain nearby (ground of power) at the end of
the square. Last space was the russian church (sacred
ground). Figure 4 shows the A-weighted SPL over a small
time, recorded at the different spaces. The SPL show a clear
ranking, except for the flat grounds with traffic. The church
and the park were the quietest places. The sound of the fountain is stationary and in the same range as the flat grounds
when the traffic noise decreased.

The results for the loudness show a very high correlation to
the A-weighted sound pressure levels in figure 4. In the
results for the quality of sound (figure 6) the ranking of the
park area and the sacred ground (church) changed. The first
ranked quiet place (church) was not rated also as the most
pleasant. In addition park, sacred ground and ground of
power (fountain) were within the same range between the
values 1 and 2. So the differences were not the same as for
the loudness.

Figure 6: Result of the questionnaires for the quality of
sound at each space.
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This might be due to the fact, that the spaces were not only
the most quiet ones, but in the park and near the fountain
natural sounds (water) were dominating. Natural sounds,
especially fountains [2], are often rated as more pleasant
than expected in regard to their level of loudness.

can be reached by the further development and enrichment
of the pilot project.

Exhibition and HRV

Acknowledgements

At the end of the soundwalk, the participants had the opportunity to visit a small exhibition in a hall of the university.
They could discuss the experiences during the soundwalk
and hear again the sounds of the different spaces. Also some
experimental installations were arranged, where the participants could feel (vibrastation) and see (visualization) the
sounds.
Part of the project was also a small study about the reaction
of the heart rate variability (HRV) of student test persons
making the soundwalk. Some explanations about the method
can be found in [3]. The results showed that the natural
sounds of the park area impacted an increasing HRV and
therefore formed a more relaxed situation for the test person
than on the flat grounds (figure 7).

-

getting in touch with the sound around, hearing it,
describing it, thinking about it,
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Summary and Outlook
Voice of the city is a work in progress, with a pilot realized
in Vienna 2012. The next projects are planned 2014 in
Stuttgart and Zürich. The focus of the projects lies on a
guided soundwalk, designed in every participating city in a
similar way with questionnaire and comparable types of
urban spaces. In Vienna mainly groups of pupils circulated
on the soundwalk. The results of the questionnaire were
significant and interesting, but the questionnaire will be
redesigned in order to get more precise and qualitative results. The exhibition targets an interactive style and communication addressing the acoustic experiences and quality of
urban life among participants.
The main objectives of the project like
-

increasing the importance of hearing in society,

-

training of conscious listening, especially for young
people,
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Introduction
COST Action TD 0804 on Soundscape of European
Cities and Landscapes focuses on a series of actions like
considering environmental sounds as a ’resource’ rather
than a ’waste’, promoting health and sustainability,
enhancing the quality of life. Between 16th and 20th of
July 2012, the Training School named ”Measurement,
Analysis and Evaluation of Soundscapes” was carried
out as a theoretical and practical course in the company
HEAD acoustics and in the city of Aachen, Germany.
The lecturers were distinguished
researchers in the soundscape field:

professors

and

- Prof. Dr. B. Schulte-Fortkamp
- Prof. Dr.-Ing. K. Genuit
- A. Fiebig M.A.
The participants were 17 young researchers from different
European universities. During the lectures the students
were introduced to the theoretical concepts of soundscape, after which they performed in-situ and laboratory
measurements and analysis of their results.
This paper describes the soundscape case study which
included soundwalks, psychoacoustic measurements and
laboratory listening tests. The aim was to evaluate the
investigated urban soundscape by collecting, analysing,
correlating and interpreting the obtained data, and the
results are presented and discussed here.

Soundscape and soundwalks
The term soundscape represents the acoustic environment that is evoked by physical sound sources and
perceived by human listeners. It is important that
it is context dependent, i.e., dependent on the input
of other sensory modalities, the purpose of the space,
the individual sonic and cultural background and the
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activities and motivations of people. The soundscape is
mainly used in the context of outdoor spaces but is not
limited to this [1].
Furthermore, the soundscape means a concept of evaluating and designing acoustic environments. This concept has been formed in the 1970s when a group of
researchers in Vancouver started the ”World Soundscape
Project” [2]. The leading researcher in this project, R.
Murray Schafer, and his book [3] established the line of
thinking that forms the basis of a paradigm shift in the
way that environmental acoustics and noise are evaluated
nowadays.
The soundscape demands a holistic approach for the
analysis of environments. In the analysis process, not
only physical parameters (sound levels) but also psychoacoustic parameters (loudness, roughness, sharpness, etc.)
and qualitative data (interviews, questionnaires) play a
major role. Psychoacoustic parameters allow for a human
hearing related analysis that reflects better on how people
perceive a soundscape [4]. However, especially interviews
and questionnaires make the difference because the context and information content aspects of a soundscape can
then be assessed [5] [6].
A technique that has found a wide acceptance in the
soundspace research is the soundwalk method. It is
an in-situ listening of an environment while making
ratings and comments and thus gathering impressions
on the soundscape. With this method the change in the
soundscape and its relationship to the architecture and
the activities of people can be evaluated [7].
During the Training School two groups of participants
carried out a soundwalk throughout the city of Aachen
(figure 1). Eight places, chosen for the measurements and
evaluation, represented the urban diversity of the city,
and were the same as in the previous years of the Training
School. Short description of the evaluated places is as
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follows:
1. Intersection of busy streets close to the historical city
gate

Occurrence of audible sound sources differs for each of
the place as it is shown in the examples on the figure 2.

2. Intersection between a pedestrian area with many
restaurants and a street with road traffic
3. Pedestrian area with shops and restaurants with
terraces on the street
4. Intersection point with traffic lights between a
pedestrian area and a busy street

Figure 2: Difference in audible sound sources on the third
and sixth evaluation place.

5. Square near Rathaus with a fountain and some
cafeterias

Psychoacoustic measurements

6. Rectangular square surrounded by historic buildings
with no commercial activity
7. Extensive green area full of people and surrounded
by shops
8. Square in front of a street used only for public
transportation

Further soundscape understanding is provided by psychoacoustic analysis. Parameters related to psychoacoustics tend to model the certain processes of human hearing
to extract the single value from acoustical data.
The equipment consisted of binaural headset (fitted on
different persons at each of eight measurement places)
and SQuadriga II recorder. The binaural microphones
were used to capture the spatial properties of soundscape
which was important for reproduction in further laboratory testing. The measurement duration was about three
minutes at each location.
Analysis of the obtained recordings was made using the
ArtemiS software provided by HEAD acoustics. With
it, the participants had been given the opportunity to
calculate different psychoacoustic values. Also, all of
the recordings were cut to the same length so that the
calculations were made on same portions of audio data
for each place.

Figure 1: Eight places of Aachen urban area where the
soundwalk was conducted.

Perceptual ratings analysis
The participants understanding and perception of the
soundscape in focus was obtained by gathering of the
perceptual data. The nine participants of group 2 in
the Training School evaluated the perceived loudness and
unpleasantness on the subjective rating scales. Additionally, participants were asked to note the audible sound
sources as well as their feelings and thoughts evoked by
the environment.
The presence of the sound sources from the participants
notations was later described by categorising the sources
into the following three categories:
1. Natural sounds – birdsong, barks, water
2. Human non-mechanical sounds – voices, footsteps,
music, bells
3. Mechanical sounds – road traffic, construction noise,
aircraft

Moreover, it should be noted that the analysis of the
recordings was carried out for both ears signals. The
results here are presented separately so the difference
between the two ears can be observed. However, the
comparison of these values with the subjective ratings
of soundscape required the metric for combining the left
and right ear microphone value into one1 .
Additionally, the percentile values, which represent the
values exceeded in certain percentage of duration of the
recorded sound, were also obtained. The acoustical
analysis was focused on the following parameters:
- Equivalent continuous sound pressure level (LAeq )
- Loudness (DIN 45631/A1) (N )
- Sharpness (DIN 45631/A1, Aures model) (S)
- Hearing model roughness (HM R)
- Relative Approach (RA)
Graphical representation for the calculated percentile
loudness for each of eight measurement places2 is shown
in the figure 3. There it can be seen that 50- and 90percentile values have a lower variation among places
1 Selected metrics were either average or maximum values
between the left and right ear.
2 First and second place were recorded twice for additional
analysis of soundscape change over short time.
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Figure 3: Representation of calculated loudness percentile
values for all measurement places.

than the 5-percentile values. Also, the left and right
microphone values differ slightly in this figure, whereas
for Relative Approach (figure 4) the difference between
channels is relatively high. The results from the analysis
of the RA parameter show that the strength of noise
patterns can vary considerably between the two ears at
different locations almost independent from loudness or
level, which did not show great interaural differences.

Figure 5: Regression model of the measured 5-percentile
loudness and the perceived loudness.

Figure 6: Regression model of the measured 50-percentile
loudness and the perceived loudness.

Laboratory tests and comparison
with soundwalks

Figure 4: Representation of calculated Relative Approach
values for all measurement places.

Comparison of psychoacoustic and
perceptual measures

The laboratory test was performed for eight locations
evaluated in the soundwalk. Nine participants of the
soundwalk also participated in the laboratory test. Binaural soundscape recording from every location was
reproduced over headphones, in duration of 90 seconds
(starting at 30 seconds from the full 3 minute recording)
and participants were asked to evaluate the perceived
subjective loudness and unpleasantness. Also, the process was repeated for three selected locations (audio
duration of 70 seconds, starting at 30 seconds in the

The obtained values from acoustical data provided the
possibility of comparison with the perceptual data. The
comparison was done by correlation of the psychoacoustic
and perceptual parameters. Correspondingly, comparisons can be shown by regression graphs with plotting
of the calculated measures on the x-axis versus their
correspondent perceptual parameters on the y-axis.
Figures 5 and 6 show comparison between measured
loudness percentiles and perceived loudness, and better
correlation has been found with 50-percentile loudness.
Therefore, a better loudness predictor, with respect to
the data of this case study, seems to consider a median
loudness value instead of high values that are found in
the 5 percent of the sound duration.
Additionally, the second order polynomial regression
models are shown in figures 7 and 8. From the obtained
data and graphs shown, it can be seen that the increase
of intensity oriented parameter, such as equivalent continuous sound pressure level, could indicate a higher unpleasantness and loudness perceptual ratings. However,
that parameter alone cannot explain the differences in
perceived loudness and unpleasantness.
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

Figure 7: Regression model of the measured equivalent
continuous sound pressure level and the perceived loudness.

Figure 8: Regression model of the measured equivalent
continuous sound pressure level and the perceived unpleasantness.
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original recording), but with the reproduction of the
corresponding location picture on the projection screen.
Recordings were reproduced in the original level, due
to the calibrated measurement and reproduction chain.
While a continuous five point scale was used for the field
evaluation, in the laboratory test a discrete nine point
scale was presented to the participants. The average
results of perceived loudness and unpleasantness from
soundwalk field evaluation are compared with the average
results from the laboratory test (figures 9 and 10).

significance. Nevertheless, they alone could not explain
the different layers of people’s perception evoked by
the sound sources, context and emotions towards
soundscape.
Consequently, evaluation with the psychoacoustic measures, as well as the perceptual data, is of significance for
soundscape description and determination of soundscape
impact on people. Moreover, only one analysis method
would not be sufficient for obtaining the detailed results
for a soundscape study and for drawing valid conclusions.
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Figure 9: Average subjective grades for loudness in field and
laboratory evaluation.
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In conclusion from the obtained results, laboratory
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“Sounding Brighton” is a collaborative project exploring
practical approaches towards better soundscapes focusing on
soundscape issues related to health, quality of life and
restorative functions of the environment. The project is part
of a citywide engagement process working to provide
opportunities to demonstrate how an applied soundscape
approach might: tackle conventional noise problems,
contribute to local planning and improve the environment in
areas including urban green spaces, the built environment
and traffic noise. So far, a soundscape map of the city has
been developed, and a public outreach exhibition and
conferences have taken place.
One preliminary,
experimental soundscape intervention in night noise has
been analysed.
This paper reports on further work to develop a better
understanding of the effects of soundscapes on individual
and community responses to soundscape through the use of
body language indicators. Twominute excerpts of aversive
and preferred music were presented to 11 healthy volunteers
in a motioncapture laboratory setting. Their responses were
quantified computationally using motioncapturederived
parameters for position, absolute movement speed, and
stillness. The prevalence of stillness of the head height
(based on a 2 cm cutoff during 2second sectors) was
significantly lower when volunteers were exposed to
unpleasant music compared to preferred music. This
experiment provides proof in principle that changes in
soundscape can be associated with subsequent, objective and
statistically significant changes in body language that can be
detected computationally.


Sounding Brighton is a multidisciplinary approach to using a
soundscape approach to approach noise and other problems
on a large scale in the City of Brighton and Hove [1]. It
involves a successful collaboration between the Noise
Abatement Society (NAS, a UKwide registered charity
campaigning for improvements in the soundscape), the city
council, and a range of scientists, acousticians and sound
experts. The NAS along with Brighton & Hove City
Council, Brighton & Hove Arts Commission and the EU
COST Action TD0804 on the “Soundscapes of European
Cities and Landscapes” cocommissioned an artwork, which
was in effect a night noise intervention pilot based on a
soundscape approach. On 29th October 2011, the project,
known as ‘West Street Story’, created a 3dimensional
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

soundscape with ambient sounds mixed with relaxing music
that was played live onto the main street (West Street) of the
city’s busiest clubbing and entertainment district, to see if
the change in soundscape could improve crowd behavior and
decrease antisocial behavior and violence. The preliminary
results, based on comparing body language surrogate
measures from a control night to the soundscape intervention
night, were promising. The soundscape intervention was
assocated with a statisically significant decrease in the
percentage of territorial (quasiaggressive) gestures and
behaviours compared to nonterritorial (open and friendly)
behaviours [1]. The interpretation of the data is not without
issue because body language metrics, while wellestablished
when performed with investigatorinterpreted scoring, is
open to criticisms of potential bias; the use of
computationallybased body language metrics would answer
these criticisms, but such metrics are not currently available,
especially when applied to outdoor crowds.
Research "in the wild" is the attempt to situate research in
contexts where the conclusions are meant to be applied, and
it involves cooperation of different stakeholder groups (e.g.
campaigning NGOs) and aligning social identities [2].
However, "in the wild" contexts often interfere with
experimenter control of complicating variables, making
validation of the methods difficult.
Soundscape is
fundamentally situated in context, and one key issue with
music is that it is central to social identity and territory [3].
The use of postural changes to assay for engagement of
seated, healthy volunteers with computerbased stimuli has
been validated previously [46]; however, these studies did
not involve music (without video) as a stimulus, nor did they
derive postural measurements that could be used with filmed
data.



Eleven healthy, Englishspeaking volunteers were recruited
for a study on psychobiology and nonverbal behaviour. The
study was approved by the local ethics committee. The
volunteers were 9 males and two females. The age range
was 19 to 62.


After being briefed as to the nature of the study, participants
were seated in a standard armless “reception room” chair at a
desk with a 21 inch (diagonal) monitor. The monitor was
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raised such that the centre of the screen was at the eye level
of the volunteer. Volunteers were allowed to adjust the seat
position for comfort. After completing initial background
questionnaires, participants experienced audiovisual stimuli,
each lasting 180 seconds, and then rated the experience via a
set of 10cm visual analogue scales (VAS). All experimental
stimuli were presented in a counterbalanced order. All
members of the scientific team left the room before each
stimulus, such that the volunteer was alone in the room as
they experienced the stimulus. Before the two experimental
stimuli, each volunteer was habituated to the protocol with
two stimuli that were never part of the analysis (the training
stimuli); participants were not informed that the training
stimuli were not part of the analysis, so to the participants
there was no difference in protocol between the training
stimuli and the experimental stimuli. At the beginning of the
experiment, each participant was allowed to adjust the
volume control of the sound system to a level they found
comfortable, and they were encouraged to pick a level that
was slightly quieter just for safety; participants were told
that they could adjust the volume at any time if they found
the sounds too loud.


The experimental stimuli were 180 seconds of two musical
excerpts. The aversive excerpt was a piece of solo violin
music played incompetently (VIO). The preferred excerpt
was userselected; we asked each volunteer to select a piece
of music that they liked (FAV, e.g. their favourite piece of
music), preferably a piece that was uptempo and that they
might want to dance to. The training stimuli were structured
as follows: 45 seconds of white noise and “television snow”
to establish a baseline, 5 second timing signal (black screen
with a green flash and clicking sound), and then the main
stimulus (lasting 130 seconds). The positive training
stimulus was a webclassic videolecture from the Royal
Society of Art in which a hand moving in fast motion draws
a cartoon illustrating a lecture by neuroscientist Dan Pink,
who is explaining how financial rewards paradoxically
diminish performance of healthy volunteers on any task
requiring rudimentary mental skill (RSA) [7]. The aversive
stimulus was that after the timing signal, the screen went
blank and there was no sound for 130 seconds (i.e. without
explanation, so volunteers were left alone staring at a blank
screen  BSc).



Before all the VAS measurements, after each stimulus the
volunteer was asked for a few words to describe how they
felt. The adjectives for the VAS were: “I felt interested”, “I
felt bored”, “I wanted to see/hear it more”, “I wanted it to
end earlier”, “I was engrossed by the experience”, “I put up
with it”. The anchors for the VAS were 0 = not at all, and
100 = extremely.
The University of Florida’s Self
Assessment Manikin (SAM) was also used.

Motion capture was performed by video analysis (Kinovea)
of video from a lateral aspect (BSMS) or by a Vicon opto

electronic 8 cameramocap system (Staffordshire). We have
previously shown that these two technologies produce
comparable results for head attitude and for small
translational movements in the sagittal plane [8]. Passive
reflective markers were positioned on the head, badge of the
deltoid, and middle of the outer thigh. Head markers were
placed on the outer canthus of the eye and on the ear behind
the tragus (Kinovea) or on a head band as a set of four (left
front head, right front head, left back head, right back head);
the Vicon movements were corrected for position and angle
based on a frame at the beginning of the experiment for each
volunteer.
The outcome parameters were head pitch
(relative to floor), front head marker from screen, front head
marker from floor, deltoid marker from screen, deltoid
marker from floor, thigh marker from screen, thigh marker
from floor. The videos were made by a Canon 850 miniDV
recorder and captured by Kinovea at 25 Hz. Vicon captured
data at 50 Hz, which was downsampled by Matlab to 25 Hz.


All statistics reported here are paired T tests calculated in
Matlab. For motion capture 80 seconds of each stimulus was
used: from the 75th second to the 155th second. This period
was chosen to allow participants to settle in to each stimulus
and to habituate to being alone; it also avoided any potential
artefacts arising from the reentry of the experimenters into
the room. Positions were calculated as the mean of each uni
dimensional parameter.

For all motion parameters, the time series data was lowpass
filtered through a mean filter with a width of 7 time points
(i.e. 28 milliseconds). A “speed” parameter was derived by
adding up the absolute value of the differences between each
successive time point and normalising by total time. In
addition a set of “stillness” parameters were calculated to
estimate large movements. The rationale for two different
calculations is that there is fundamental difference between a
person making tiny rocking movements throughout the
stimulus compared to a person sitting absolutely still
throughout the stimulus except for one second when the
person stands up and sits down again – although these two
behaviours could potentially result in identical speed
measurements. Furthermore, we have previously shown that
Kinovea measurements are subject to small “jittery”
movements that add to the speed calculation (even with the
lowpass filter), while these artefacts are screened out in the
stillness calculations.
The stillness calculation units are in the percentage of time
that the volunteer’s total positional change exceeded an
arbitrary cutoff point. These calculations were made in a
method analogous to the successful calculation of human
motion energy analysis (MEA) used to estimate movement
on videoanalysis of humans without markers. In brief, the
analysis region was divided into twosecond sectors, and the
absolute value of the range (i.e. the maximum minus the
minimum position) for each sector was compared to the
arbitrary cutoff (e.g. 2 cm). The stillness (i.e. lack of large
motion) calculation was the percentage of sectors where the
volunteer’s movement exceeded the cutoff value. A
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number of cutoff values were selected (in cm 0.5, 1, 2, 5,
10, 15; in angle degrees: 0.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25).



obviously different, the one parameter that reached a
statistically significant difference was front of head height
from the floor. A representative pair of time series for one
volunteer comparing VIO vs. FAV is shown in figure 2.



Two training stimuli were presented at the beginning of the
protocol, both to habituate the volunteer to the process, and
also to give the volunteer a sense of the range of how
interested or how bored they might feel when presented with
this kind of audiovisual stimulus. The VAS “interested”
response to the interesting lecture from the Royal Society of
Art’s animate series (RSA) was 58.8 ± 6.6 (mean ± standard
error of the mean) and to 2 minutes of watching a black
screen (BSc) was 3.5 ± 2.4; the difference was statistically
significant (paired T test, P < 0.001). The VAS “bored”
response to RSA was 37.1 ± 7.6, and to BSc it was 93.8 ±
2.9 (P < 0.001).

A comparison between the participants’ subjective responses
to their favourite music (FAV) compared to the
incompetently played violin music (VIO) is shown in Figure
1.

  Two representative time series from the same
volunteer (Y019) showing the height of the front of head
marker from the floor during FAV (dark) and VIO (light).
Vertical gridlines show sectors (lasting 2 seconds) for
analysis of stillness. Sampling artefacts occur at 40
seconds.

Representative summary parameters derived from these two
time series in Figure 2 are shown in Table 1.

Stimulus
FAV
VIO

Parameter (Front of Head Height)
Mean
Speed
Stillness 2
127.4
96.1
2.4
130.5
214.8
11.9


 : Parameters describing the representative data in
Figure 2. The mean height is the distance of the marker at
the front of the head from the floor in cm. The average
speed is the sum of the absolute values of all movements (in
micrometers) per second. The stillness (measured in
percent) is the number of sectors where the total range of
positions is ≥ 2 cm, divided by the number of sectors.
  Mean results of subjective Visual Analogue
Scale (VAS) in response to the participants’ favourite
music (FAV – dark) compared to the aversive violin music
(VIO  light). Centre is 0 = “not at all”, and outermost
hexagon is 100 = “extremely”. *** P < 0.001; * P < 0.05

The differences in VAS ratings between the two stimuli
were all statistically significant; the differences (as expected)
were extreme – the P value for the paired T test for “I
wanted to see/hear more” was 1.58 x 1010.


Although nonverbal cues given off during aversive vs.
pleasurable stimuli may seem obvious to casual observers
(especially when viewing facial expressions), objective
measurements based on computational analysis of postural
cues is nontrivial because some individuals make many
spontaneous movements with no obvious trigger while other
individuals make almost no movements at all while being
filmed. Although the mean of many parameters were
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

In this example there is a difference in mean height (which is
idiosyncratic, i.e. not generally true for all volunteers), a
large difference in absolute speed (which is true for most
volunteers, but does not reach statistical significance), and a
difference in stillness with a sector cutoff of 2 cm. The
large movements that the stillness parameter detects (e.g. the
large upward movement of the head marker seen in Figure 2
in the VIO time series at 28 ≤ time ≤ 30) differ significantly
in their prevalence for all volunteers (P < 0.05). A summary
of the difference in this stillness parameter is shown in
Figure 3; note that for a number of volunteers the percent of
timesectors above the cutoff is zero for both music
excerpts (i.e. the volunteers were always sitting quite still).


This data provides proof in principle that changes in
soundscape can be associated with objective changes in body
language parameters. This observation in the laboratory is a
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Stimulus
FAV
VIO

Mean Rating SAM (19)
Dependence
Valence
Arousal
1.6 ± 0.3
8.3 ± 0.3 6.3 ± 0.7
4.4 ± 1.0
3.0 ± 0.7 4.1 ± 0.8

: Mean results of the subjective responses using the
selfassessment manikin (SAM). Dependence represents
the independencedependence continuum (independent is
low). Valence represents the sadcontent axis (sadness is
low). Arousal represents the quietactive continuum.

Unlike this experiment, the soundscape interventions for
calming crowds are not meant to elicit high states of arousal;
they would be geared toward eliciting relaxed or curious
states.
 Comparison of mean prevalence of stillness (cut
off 2 cm per 2second sector) for each volunteer during
their favourite music (FAV – left) vs. the aversive violin
music (VIO – right), shown by volunteer.

useful first step in validating the use of body language
surrogates for assessing soundscape interventions “in the
wild”.


There are many limitations to applying the results of this
laboratory experiment to the target situation of making
soundscape interventions “in the wild”. The experimental
volunteers in this study were recruited and paid to take part
in a laboratory experiment. The musical excerpts were
discrete 180second stimuli punctuated by interventions with
the experimental team (as opposed to a continuous music
stimulus such as a playlist). The volunteers were seated.
The volunteers willingly subjected themselves to all the
stimuli, despite some of the stimuli being incredibly boring
or even aversive; none of the volunteers ever left their chair,
despite being alone and in a position to get up. The
volunteers were facing a blank computer screen while
listening to music. The volunteers were alone.
None of the above features of the experiment would be true
(or desirable) for people walking through a space with a
soundscape intervention. However, this highly controlled
experiment shows that even people who know they are being
filmed make small (possibly subconscious) postural
movements in response to a musical intervention, and that
these changes can be detected at a level of statistical
significance when testing only a small sample of people.


This experiment has a range of limitations. Only two
musical interventions were tested, and these were at the
extreme end of valence Both stimuli were relatively
arousing (VIO being irritating), and the selfassessment
manikin (SAM) ratings of arousal were not different (P >
0.05). However, SAM was sensitve, as both the differences
for the mean results for SAM were statistically significant
for the indepedence ratings (P < 0.001) and for valence
ratings ( P < 0.001).

 This experiment provides proof in principle
that changes in soundscape can be associated with
subsequent, objective and statistically significant changes in
body language that can be detected computationally. Still,
much laboratory work needs to be done to validate
methodologically that changes in body language surrogates
can be used to assess the effects of “in the wild” soundscape
interventions.
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Introduction
At present, the only way in which the sounds
made by household appliances and small machines
are
objectively
assessed
is
through
the measurement of sound power (or related
parameters). While such measurements (if Aweighted) are useful, they cannot capture the user
reaction to the device. Ideally, what a prospective
purchaser or user of a device wants to know is not
what
its sound power
is,
but
how
annoying/pleasant that device sounds. There are a
number of objective, measurable "sound quality"
parameters which have been defined to capture
acoustic features of machines which are
selected to be well correlated with certain
subjective qualities. The work reported here is the
determination of a range of sound quality
parameters for a single domestic appliance (a
food processor), and the correlation of the
values of those parameters with relative Òacoustic
pleasantnessÓ.
The ÒQuiet MarkÓ Idea
Quiet Markª is the international mark of approval
award programme from the UK Noise Abatement
Society charity/NGO. It was launched to
encourage companies to develop better noise
reduction within the design of everyday machines
and appliances, driven by increased consumer
demand. The main aim is to work together with
industry to transform living and working aural
environments to increase health, well-being,
productivity and creativity.
Pilot Study Concerning the Sound Quality of
Food Processors
To study the sound quality of household
appliances and to determine the appreciation of
pleasant product sound by customers in general, a
pilot study was performed investigating the
perceived sound quality of food processor sounds.
Eight different food processor products were
binaurally measured in two conditions. In the first
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

condition crushed nuts were crushed by the food
processors leading to stationary sounds, and in the
second condition whole nuts were crushed causing
more
impulsive,
unsteady
noises.
The
measurement duration was about 15 to 20 seconds.

Figure 1: Listening tests in laboratory. Visual and
acoustical stimuli were simultaneously presented. In
addition, acoustical stimuli were subject to jury testing
without additional data (visual or brand information).

In total, 16 product sounds were judged by means
of different measurement scales (ranking, category
scaling and semantic differential method) with
respect to different evaluation criteria in the
laboratory. The test sample was a heterogeneous
group with respect to acoustic background
knowledge, age, gender and noise sensitivity.
Table 1 and 2 summarizes the self-reported data
with respect to noise sensitivity and acoustic
background knowledge of household appliances.
Category
not at all
moderately
very

Answer in %
0
42.8
57.2

Table 1: How sensitive to noise are you?
Category
not at all
few
partially
a lot

Answer in %
0
42.8
28.6
28.6

Table 2: How much experience you have with noises of
household appliances?

In total, 14 test subjects took part in the pilot study
and they reported no difficulties in performing the
different test tasks.
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Listening Test Results regarding the Sound
Quality of Food Processors
First of all, although the product sounds possess a
relatively high loudness level in general, the test
subjects were able to consistently distinguish the
sound quality of the different product sounds and
they appreciated the pleasant product sounds. This
observation was additionally confirmed in
interviews. This statement makes clear that a quiet
(pleasant) mark labeling can correspond to
customersÕ perception of sound quality and thus,
can provide helpful information for purchase
decisions. In order to determine stable and robust
results based on convergent validity with respect
to sound quality of the different food processor
products, different measurement methods were
applied. After a short training sequence, where the
test subjects were made familiar with the range of
food processor sounds, a ranking test of the
anonymized product sounds was done, where the
sounds were sorted from best to worst with respect
to overall sound quality. The advantage of this
method is that scaling or sequence effects can be
negated [1]. Each condition was considered
separately in the ranking test.

on an ordinal scale, further tests were required to
determine the perceived sound quality of the
different product sounds in more detail. Thus, the
product sounds were also judged with respect to
the overall sound quality on an 11-point scale
ranging from ÒexcellentÒ (10) to ÒunbearableÒ (0).
This scale is comparable to the scale defined in
VDI 2563, only extended by adding the category
ÒunbearableÓ to the negative extreme of the scale
(below Òvery badÓ). In order to avoid sequence
effects the anonymized sounds were presented
randomly. It can be seen that the same order was
found as in the ranking test with respect to the
condition Òcrushed nutsÓ, which can be interpreted
as convergent validity (see figure 3). Products 2
and 4 got ratings in the range of Ò8Ó standing for
ÒgoodÓ sound quality. Slight differences can be
observed with respect to the order regarding the
condition Òwhole nutsÓ. This is due to the fact that
the sounds are very unsteady, which is difficult to
handle in direct comparisons (which is
permanently done in the ranking method). Thus,
the data quality of the rating test can be interpreted
as higher due to the fact that here a judgment can
only be given after listening to the whole signal.
This is not required in the ranking method and the
beginning of a product sound sequence has an
emphasized importance. However, the best
product sounds were again 2, 5 and 6.
Interestingly, product 4 is closer to the best ones,
which could not be observed in the ranking
method due to the disadvantageous first seconds of
the measurement. As expected, the general level of
sound quality decreases for the condition Òwhole
nutsÓ due to the resulting more aggressive and
impulsive sounds.

Figure 2: Results of ranking test, where 8 product sounds
were ranked from best to worst (left to right) with respect to
overall sound quality. Top: Ranking test result with respect
to condition Òcrushed nutsÓ, bottom: Ranking test result
with respect to condition Òwhole nutsÓ.

Figure 2 shows the experimental data of the
ranking tests. It can be clearly seen that product 2
was ranked best independent from the condition.
Products 5 and 6 were ranked in both conditions as
relatively good. Product 4 possesses obviously
only in the crushed nuts condition a good sound
quality. Since the ranking test provides only data
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Figure 3: Results of rating test, where 8 products were
rated with respect to overall sound quality on an 11-pt scale
ranging from ÒexcellentÓ (10) to ÒunbearableÓ (0). Top:
Rating test result with respect to condition Òcrushed nutsÓ,
bottom: Rating test result with respect to condition Òwhole
nutsÓ.

In order to collect more data about relevant
acoustic and perceptual criteria concerning the
investigated product sounds a semantic differential
was used in the listening experiment. In general, a
semantic differential is often used in the context of
determining the semantic features and criteria,
which are of importance with respect to the object
of investigation. Figure 4 illustrates the results of a
semantic differential test for the Òcrushed nutsÓ
condition, where seven bipolar scales were
offered. It can be seen that product 2 is convincing
regarding different semantic dimensions more or
less related to sound quality. The only fair rating
of product 2 concerns the dimension ÒpowerfulÓ.
However, this criterion must be interpreted with
care, since in a laboratory experiment without
providing information (visual or tactile) about the
performance of the product the ÒpowerfulnessÓ of
the sound alone is difficult to judge and is mostly
related to loudness sensation. Besides product 2,
product 4 received many positive judgments on
the different scales as well, which shows the
general acceptability of this product sound. Other
product sounds show a considerable distance to
these two product sounds already.

Link between Sound Quality Ratings and
Psychoacoustic Parameters
For the psychoacoustic analysis of the food
processor product sounds basic psychoacoustic
parameters as well as further hearing-related
quantities (such as impulsiveness or Relative
Approach [2]) were calculated. Figure 5 shows the
link between loudness and sound quality rating
with respect to the condition Òcrushed nutsÓ. The
different product sounds with a length of 10 s are
sorted from left to right according to the sound
quality test results. As expected, it can be seen that
the quieter the product sound, the more likely a
good sound quality rating is achieved (r=0.8).
However, a few exceptions occur, where the
analysis of psychoacoustic loudness alone is not
sufficient (see product 8, which is clearly the
loudest
product).
Of
course,
further
psychoacoustic properties play a role explaining
such deviations from the trend. Figure 6 illustrates
that product sound 8 contains less high frequency
components [indicated by the sharpness
calculation method according to DIN 45692 (top)],
which obviously leads to a kind of compensation
of the high loudness of this product. The sharpness
determined according to Aures considers besides
the spectral content also the total loudness
following the assumption that louder sounds tend
to be perceived as more sharp [3]. The lower
diagram displays the psychoacoustic parameter
sharpness according to Aures, which clearly
correlates well with the obtained sound quality
ratings (r=0.95). A high sharpness means low
sound quality ratings. These examples with respect
to steady product sounds show that by means of
some basic psychoacoustic parameters, like
loudness and sharpness, the different sound quality
ratings can be already understood.

Figure 4: Results of semantic differential test of 8 food
processor sounds for the condition Òcrushed nutsÓ

All in all, the results of the different tests have
shown that only products 2 (best) and 4 were
perceived as acceptable consistently over different
measurement procedures. Only products 5 and 6
achieved fair sound quality ratings for both
conditions, but on a lower level compared to
products 2 and 4.

Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

Figure 5: Loudness vs. time of 8 food processor product
sounds with duration of 10 s for the condition Òcrushed
nutsÓ [sorted according to listening test results from left to
right (best to worst)].
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statistically significant with r=0.8 considering the
entire data set (crushed nuts and whole nuts).

Figure 6: Sharpness vs. time of 8 food processor product
sounds with duration of 10 s for the condition Òcrushed
nutsÓ [sorted according to listening test results from left to
right (best to worst)]. Top: Sharpness vs. time according to
DIN 45692, bottom: Sharpness vs. time according to Aures
method [3].

With respect to the second condition Òcrushing
whole nutsÓ besides the psychoacoustic loudness
and sharpness further psychoacoustic motivated
parameters were applied. Here, the analysis of
tonality and loudness variation (for example
expressed by the ratio of N5 to N90) was relevant
to consider. A high loudness variation as well as
the occurrence of very prominent tones led to a
degradation of the products sound quality. Based
on loudness, sharpness and tonality a good
correlation to sound quality ratings and acoustic
values is already achieved (r=0.8). However, due
to the unsteady character of the noises with a
varying sound character changing from loud,
impulsive, and aggressive during the first seconds
to a more smooth noise, the test subjects used
different strategies to evaluate the sound quality,
which was established in subsequent interviews.
Some subjects considered mostly the first seconds
of noise, whereas others concentrated more on the
steady part of the product noise. Therefore, a
greater spread in the data was observed and the
correlation was lower compared to the other
condition (crushed nuts). However a sound quality
metric considering all food processor sounds was
developed, where loudness, sharpness, tonality
and Relative Approach [2] was included, which
predicts the judgments over the whole data set
well. These weighted indicators correlate as

Conclusions
Although all food processor sounds are relatively
loud in general, great sound quality differences
exist. One major objective of the presented pilot
study was to determine, whether sound quality
differences are recognized and appreciated by
potential customers and can be proven to be
statistically significant. This was achieved. Firstly,
it was found that most of the test subjects accepted
the fact that a certain noise level is inevitable.
Secondly, based on rigorous jury test results, it
was concluded that only one product out of 8,
considering both test conditions, possessed a good
sound quality (product 2); and only one other
product showed an acceptable sound quality
(product 4). Further studies will be performed to
refine the test design and to determine the sound
quality parameters for other household appliances
as well.
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Aspuru Soloaga, Itziar
itziar.aspuru@tecnalia.com
BSc in Physics in 1989 by the University of the Basque Country (Spain). Work
experience for 20 years within the field of Environmental Acoustics upon the
knowledge of theoretical and practical principals and methodology for its
evaluation and management. Her work is related to Noise Quality in
Agglomerations and to noise caused by Transport infrastructures. She collaborates
with Administration bodies for the implementation of the Noise Directive, the
design of Systems to Manage Environmental noise, and the integration of
Soundscapes in the design of public spaces. She has being active in giving advice to
policies to respond to national and European legislation. The main participation in
European projects is about noise computation methods for the purpose of strategic
noise mapping, participating in the Technical Committee to define CNOSSOS. She
is also in the Spanish Society of Acoustics. Nowadays she is Head of
Environmental Quality and Comfort at Energy and Environment Division in
TECNALIA.

Andringa, Tjeerd
tjeerd@ai.rug.nl
Tjeerd Andringa is Associate Professor Sensory Cognition, at the Institute for
Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive Engineering (ALICE) of the University of
Groningen. As cognitive scientist he is interested in the relation between agents and
their environment. In particularly he is interested in what constitutes a healthy
environment and how agents (people, animals, or robots) can determine this from
the signals they receive. His recent work focuses on the development of automatic
systems that are able to determine soundscape qualities, like whether the sonic
environment is boring, chaotic, lively, or relaxing. This system is intended to be
used in arbitrary sonic environments and should provide "objective" measures that
approach subjective measures closely.

Axelsson, Östen
osten@decorumcommunications.se
During 2013 and 2014 Axelsson is a Newton International Fellow at School of
Architecture, University of Sheffield, England, sponsored by Royal Society and
British Academy. Axelsson obtained his PhD degree from Department of
Psychology, Stockholm University, Sweden, on his doctoral thesis “Aesthetic
Appreciation Explicated” in 2011. Presently, Axelsson’s research is dedicated to
soundscape, including soundscape quality, measurement, method development, as
well as urban planning and design. Since 2008 Axelsson is the convenor of the
working group ISO/TC 43/SC 1/WG 54 “Perceptual Assessment of Soundscape
Quality” within the International Organization for Standardization (ISO).
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Bañuelos-Irusta, Alberto
abi@aacacustica.com
Dr Alberto Bañuelos-Irusta is an industrial engineer, General Manager at AAC
Acústica + Lumínica, AAC Centro de Acústica Aplicada S.L., a private engineering
& consulting company. He is working on acoustics for more than 25 years, mainly
on environmental acoustics and in the last 10 years also on light pollution. From
1993 to 1995 he worked at the Danish Acoustical Institute / DELTA
Acoustics&Vibration and from 1984 to 1993 he was the Head of the Acoustics
Unit at the Labein Technological Research Centre. His main fields of activity are
environmental, urban, industrial and transportation noise, soundscape and quiet
areas, outdoor lighting, light pollution, starry skies,urban and regional action plans
and indicators for noise and outdoor lighting management.

Bento Coelho, J. Luis
bcoelho@ist.utl.pt
J. Luis Bento Coelho is an Electrical Engineer by Instituto Superior Técnico (IST),
Lisbon Technical University, Portugal, MSc. and PhD in Acoustics by ISVR,
Southampton University, UK. He is a Chartered Acoustical Engineer by the
Portuguese Engineering Council and IIAV Fellow. He is Professor at IST, Head of
the CAPS-IST Group of Acoustics, and Director of the IST post-graduate course on
Acoustical Engineering. He is a Member of EPoN (EEA), of CNOSSOS-EU
Technical Committee, of the Expert Panel of the European Green Capital City
Award, and IIAV Immediate Past President. His main research fields are
transportation noise and urban acoustics.

Berglund, Birgitta
birgitta.berglund@ki.se
Professor at the Department of Psychology, Stockholm University, and Institute of
Environmental Medicine Karolinska Institute and Stockholm, Sweden. Received
her Ph.D. in psychology in 1971 from Stockholm University. After her Sloan
Foundation post-doc at Smith College in USA, she has held full Professor chairs in
Environmental Psychology and in Perception and Psychophysics and is the founder
of the Gösta Ekman Laboratory for Sensory Research. She is also affiliated to the
Institute of Environmental Medicine at the Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm.
Berglund is former Chairman of the International Commision on Biological Effects
of Noise, founder and former President of the International Society for
Psychophysics and WHO advisor on noise, indoor air and odors. She has organized
20 international conferences or symposia and published more than 400 scientific
articles or monographs.
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Bite Pálffy, Mária
bite@vibrocomp.hu
Dr Mária Bite Pálffy has studied MSc Electrical Engineer programme in Budapest
Technical University. She is Special Engineer for Environment Protection and a DrTech in Acoustics in Budapest Technical University. Eur-Ing. in European
Federation of National Engineering Association and a member of the Hungarian
Public-road Society and the European Acoustics Association. For the past 21 years
she is CEO, senior project manager at VIBROCOMP Ltd. She has over 35 years
experience in environmental planning, in large environmental noise mapping and
action planning projects. Her publications include international conferences, like
Euronoise, ICSV and Inter Noise.

Botteldooren, Dick
dick.botteldooren@intec.ugent.be
Dick Botteldooren is a research professor at Ghent University. He teaches courses
on Acoustics, Noise pollution, and computational methods. Current research
interests include environmental noise, numerical modelling, and applied acoustics.
Research on environmental noise includes outdoor sound propagation in urban and
rural area, noise mapping, and modelling noise effects including soundscape and
quiet areas. Numerical modelling research has mainly focussed on time domain
methods and their use in outdoor atmosphere. Other professional activities: Editorin-Chief of Acta Acustica united with Acustica, Vice-President of the Belgian
Acoustical Society, Fellow of the Acoustical Society of America, member of
European Acoustical Association, member of IEEE.

Boubezari, Mohammed
mboubezari@parqueexpo.pt
Mohammed Boubezari is an Algerian and Portuguese Architect, PhD. in
architecture, « ambiances architecturales et urbaines », at CRESSON laboratory in
France. Currently lives in the Portugal and works at Parque EXPO on the
Development Plan of Algiers (PDAU). He is also researcher at CAPS - IST since
2002 and consultant in soundscaping. He collaborated to several research including
on social media skills at the beginning of internet practices. He published a book on
the inhabitants’ sound comfort. After depositing a patent, he devoted several years
to
develop
a
predictive
method
of
soundscape
representation
(www.boubezari.com).
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Brambilla, Giovanni
giovanni.brambilla@idasc.cnr.it
Graduated in mechanical engineering and from 1971 to 2011 worked at the Institute
of Acoustics “O.M. Corbino” of the National Research Council of Italy in Rome
where he is associated senior researcher from 2012. His fields of activity include:
community noise, human responses to environmental noise, soundscape, machinery
noise emission, noise control, noise impact from transport systems, outdoor noise
monitoring, room acoustics. In the above fields he published chapters in books,
papers in international and national periodicals, invited papers and communications
at international and national congresses, technical reports. Full member of the
Acoustical Society of Italy, of the Acoustical Society of America and of the Audio
Engineering Society-Italian Section.

Brown, Lex
Lex.Brown@griffith.edu.au
Lex Brown is Professor of Environmental Planning in Griffith University, Brisbane,
Australia. His major research interests lie in tools that interface between the
environmental scientist and the planning and design professions. He began his
research career as a transport engineer examining human response to road traffic
noise, and continues this acoustics work across diverse areas of human perception
of noise, effects on human health, prediction and modeling of transport noise,
effects on wildlife and, more recently in soundscapes. He is a Board member of the
International Commission on the Biological Effects of Noise.

Chmelik, Vojtech
vojtech.chmelik@stuba.sk
Vojtech Chmelik is doing his doctoral study in a program of Theory and Structures
of Buildings at the Faculty of Civil Engineering STU BA. His thesis aims at the
adaptation of acoustical criteria in building interior towards universal design
principles. In years 2011-2013 he completed 1 year of study stay at K.U. Leuven,
Belgium with a topic "Simulations in acoustics" and was a part of research team in
European project COST. In years 2012-2013 he attended on important international
conferences on acoustics - EURONOISE 2012, INTERNOISE 2012, AIA-DAGA
2013. Vojtech is author of 7 papers and co-author in 4 papers in the field of
building and room acoustics.
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Chourmouziadou, Kalliopi
k.chourmouziadou@windowslive.com
Kalliopi Chourmouziadou is an architect engineer, A.U.Th, with a MArch and a
Doctor of Philosophy in Architectural Acoustics from the University of Sheffield,
U.K. Since 1998 she has participated in a large number of projects in architecture
and acoustics, with four awards in architectural competitions, and research
publications in scientific journals, books and international conference proceedings.
She has been a lecturer at the Schools of Architecture of the University of Sheffield
and Democritus University of Thrace. Currently she is the co-leader of ‘WG4 –
Creating and Designing’ of the European COST Action ‘Soundscape of European
Cities and Landscapes’, TD0408, 2009-2013.

Čudina, Mirko
Mirko.Cudina@fs.uni-lj.si
Mirko Čudina was born in 1946. He received BS (1971), MS (1976) and PhD
(1983) from the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, University of Ljubljana. At the
moment he is Full Professor for Technical Acoustics, Pumps, Compressors and
Fans at the same Faculty, and for Room Acoustics at the Faculty for Architecture,
University of Ljubljana, Slovenia. He is founder and head of the Chair for
Technical acoustics, pumps, compressors and fans with corresponding
Laboratories. His major field of interest is in the field of technical acoustics, first of
all in machinery noise control, noise source identification and prediction (mostly in
the field of pumps, compressors, fans and IC engines), environmental noise, room
acoustics and speech intelligibility. He is author or co-author of more than 200
scientific papers, more than 40 of them in international journals with IF, and
monographies (books and handbooks). He is founder and current President of the
Slovenian Acoustical Society and co-founder of the AAAA (Alps-Adria Acoustical
Association). He is also a member of EAA, I-INCE, IIAV, JAS and SAE.

De Coensel, Bert
bert.decoensel@intec.ugent.be
Bert De Coensel is a part-time professor at Ghent University, and a postdoctoral
fellow of the Research Foundation-Flanders (FWO-Vlaanderen). He received the
Ph.D. degree in engineering physics from Ghent University in 2007. He has been a
visiting scholar at Stockholm University (2004), at UC Berkeley (2008-2009) and
at Griffith University (2010, 2011). His research is mainly directed towards urban
acoustic design, computational models of human perception of environmental
sound and the effects of intelligent traffic management on the urban soundscape.
He is a member of the Belgian Acoustical Society, ASA, AES, IEEE, and
ISO/TC43/SC1/WG54.
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Di Gabriele, Maria
maria.digabriele@unina2.it
Maria Di Gabriele is an architect. In 2004 she graduated from the Faculty of
Architecture "L. Vanvitelli" of Second University of Naples. In 2006 she awarded
the Master in Acoustics and Noise Control at Second University of Naples and in
January 2013 the Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in “Environment and Structure,
Representation, Protection and Safety and Government of Territory” with a final
thesis on "Soundscape as a part of cultural heritage" (tutor: prof. Luigi Maffei).
Since 2007 she is involved in research projects on “Soundscape evaluation and new
methodologies for control of noise in urban spaces” under the supervision of Prof.
Luigi Maffei. She is co-author of about 25 papers published in international journal
and conference proceedings.

Dixon, Max
maxdixon1@hotmail.co.uk
Max Dixon is an independent consultant noise and soundscape specialist
experienced in regeneration, urban design, environmental analysis and policy
development. Until October 2009, he was responsible at the Greater London
Authority for preparing and implementing the first citywide noise strategy in the
UK, the Mayor of London’s ‘Sounder City’. This was widely welcomed for its
pioneering role in supporting moves from conventional, reactive noise abatement to
positive soundscape design and management. Other innovations included
promoting development of popular soundscape indicators, and sustainable acoustic
design, linking acoustics with minimising climate change impacts.

Dökmeci, Papatya Nur
p.dokmeci@sheffield.ac.uk
Papatya Nur Dökmeci has graduated as an interior architect and environmental
designer from Bilkent University in Ankara, Turkey. She had finalised her Master
of Fine Arts degree in architectural acoustics under the field, building sciences at
the same institute. At present, she is working on her PhD research that specify on
‘indoor soundscaping’ at the School of Architecture supervised by Prof. Jian Kang
at the University of Sheffield in Sheffield, UK.
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Domitrović, Hrvoje
hrvoje.domitrovic@fer.hr
Hrvoje Domitrović is a full professor in the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Computing, University of Zagreb, where he is currently vice-dean. He received
B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. degrees from University of Zagreb in the field of
electroacoustics. His research and professional interests include audio technique,
sound reinforcement, acoustical design, noise control and prediction and from 2007
he leads national scientific and research project "Estimation, monitoring and noise
control ". He is an active member of several professional societies: AES, ASA and
EAA and was one of founders of AES Croatian Section.

Dubois, Danièle
daniele.dubois@upmc.fr
PhD in Psychology (1973) and Doctorat d'Etat (1986) on Sentence understanding :
semantic representations and processes. She trained in cognitive sciences (UCSD
1971-1972). She was a researcher at C.N.R.S (National Center for Scientific
Research) 1969 -2011, a Director of the research group LCPE "Languages,
Cognitions, Practices & ergonomy» (1992-2011) and a Senior researcher Emeritus
since 2011 at University of Paris 6, Laboratory of Musical Acoustics. A research
fellow at INCAS3 (NL) her research topics are language comprehension, cognitive
representations of semantic categories (prototype theory), linguistic expressions of
sense modalities (vision, olfaction, audition), common sense and expert knowledge,
with applied fields the sensory sciences, and thje environmental studies
(soundscapes, pollution).

Elliott, Gloria
info@noise-abatement.org
Gloria Elliott is Chief Executive of Noise Abatement Society, a UK NGO, and
Quiet Mark, its trading arm. Both organisations are working to find practical
solutions to difficult noise issues. Her positive attitude she attributes to her father,
John Connell OBE, who founded the Society in 1959. A man before his time, he
identified noise as ‘the forgotten pollutant’ long before its dangers were generally
acknowledged. Gloria was UK work package leader for the European Call FP7
2008 on Quiet, Clean, Safe Sustainable Delivery in partnership with Transport for
London and is a member of the British Standards Institute, sitting on their technical
committee EH1/2.
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Gallo, Veronica
verogal@hotmail.it
Veronica Gallo was born in Rome, Italy, in 1982. She received the Master in
Physiography Land and Landscape Ecology (110 and honors/110) from the
University of Rome, La Sapienza. At present time she is a researcher at the CNR
Institute of Acoustics under the supervision of Giovanni Brambilla where she is
involved in the following research activities: Soundscape as an intangible cultural
property, human responses to environmental noise, outdoor noise monitoring and
propagation. She is co-author of more than 10 papers in journal and conference
proceedings.

Genuit, Klaus
klaus.genuit@head-acoustics.de
Klaus Genuit received his PhD in 1984. He led the psychoacoustic working group
at the institute "Elektrische Nachrichtentechnik" at the RWTH Aachen. In 1986 he
founded the company HEAD acoustics GmbH, produced several patents as well as
on over 200 scientific publications. He is a member of various associations, such as
AES, JAS, JSAE, SAE, DEGA and ASA where he was elected as a fellow in 2004
and participates in several working groups (DIN, ISO). He has participated in EUsupported research projects like SVEN, Q-CITY and CITYHUSH, focusing on
improved sound quality of vehicle exterior noise. More than 10 years ago he started
his investigations with respect to soundscape. Klaus Genuit is honorary professor at
the RWTH Aachen University. He has established the HEAD-Genuit-Foundation in
2008.

Gjestland, Truls
Truls.Gjestland@sintef.no
Senior researcher at SINTEF specializing in environmental noise. More than 40
years of experience. Former secretary of Federation of Acoustical Societies of
Europe, and vice president of European Acoustics Association. Member at large on
International Commission of Biological Effects of Noise. Honorary member of
Acoustical Society of Norway and East European Acoustical Association.
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Hao, Yiying
haoyiying@hotmail.com
Yiying Hao has obtained her bachelor degree on architecture design from the
Beijing Jiaotong University, China and a master degree on sustainable architectural
design from the University of Sheffield, the UK, with a particular interest on design
for the minimisation of construction waste. She is currently in a joint PhD project
by the INCAS3 and the University of Sheffield on the topic of Urban
Design/planning in Soundscape Approaches with Masking Effects. Her major
research interests lie in urban morphology, noise resistance of urbanised area,
enhancement of positive sounds, human auditory perception and auditory masking,
which are all involved in the domain of soundscape study.

Hevesi, Gergo
gergohevesi@mindmapgroup.com
Gergo Hevesi is a student working on environmental psychology and freelance
graphic and motion designer. He studied landscape architecture at Corvinus
University of Budapest. He is attending art and design theory at Moholy- Nagy
University of Art and Design. In 2010 he joined Art Vader Motion since he works
on motion design projects. In 2011 he launched Mindmapgroup environmental
psychology team. In 2012 he spent an internship at DCMR Milieudienst Rijnmond
working on DRIVE project on video and online communication and on
QUADMAP soundscape project visualising soundscapes. Also 2012 he joined
S!MPL Environmental Psychology and Architecture participating in project
Visualizing hybrid zones.

Hiramatsu, Kozo
hiramatsukozo@gmail.com
Professor Emeritus, Kyoto University, Japan. Director of the London Office of
Japan Society for the Promotion of Science. Member of the Japanese Association
for Sound Ecology and Soundscape Association of Japan. His works are on the
field works of acoustic ecology in Kyoto and some other places and on the
epidemiology studies of the aircraft noise effects in Okinawa and Narita in Japan.
He has recently been involved in the epidemiology study in Thailand and the
soundscape study in Laos.
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Jambrošić, Kristian
kristian.jambrosic@fer.hr
Kristian Jambrošić is an associate professor at the University of Zagreb, employed
at the Department of Electroacoustics, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Computing. He received his B.Sc. (1996), M.Sc. (2000) and Ph.D. (2004) degrees
in Electrical Engineering from the University of Zagreb. His primary professional
interests are in noise control, building acoustics, psychoacoustics and acoustical
measurements. He participates in the COST project „Soundscape of European
Cities and Landscapes" as Managing Committee member and he is an active
member of several professional societies: AES, ASA and EAA, where he is
currently serving in the Board as General Secretary.

Kang, Jian
j.kang@sheffield.ac.uk
Professor Jian Kang, BEng MSc (Tsinghua University, Beijing), PhD (University
of Cambridge), has been Professor of Acoustics at the University of Sheffield, UK,
since 2003. Previously he worked at the University of Cambridge and the
Fraunhofer Institute of Building Physics in Germany (Humboldt Fellow). He is a
Fellow of the UK Institute of Acoustics (IOA), a Fellow of the Acoustical Society
of America (ASA), a UK chartered Engineer, and the Editor in Environmental
Noise for Acta Acustica united with Acustica (European Journal of Acoustics). He
chairs the Technical Committee for Noise of the European Acoustics Association;
the WUN (Worldwide Universities Network) Environmental Acoustics Network;
and EU COST Action on Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes.

Kaymaz, Isil (Cakci)
cakci@agri.ankara.edu.tr
Isil (Cakci) Kaymaz holds a PhD degree in Landscape Architecture with a
specialization in landscape perception. Her research interests include peopleenvironment relationship, user perception of and preferences for visual landscapes
and soundscapes, especially in urban environments. She currently works as an
Assistant Professor at the Department of Landscape Architecture, Ankara
University, Turkey, where she lectures several courses on landscape design,
landscape planning and landscape management.
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Klæboe, Philos. Ronny
Ronny.Klaeboe@toi.no
Dr. Philos. Ronny Klæboe, Institute of Transport Economics, Oslo is a Norwegian
expert on social and environmental transport impacts He established national
exposure—response relationships linking air pollution, road traffic, rail and aircraft
noise to their welfare and health impacts. He pioneered research into combined
impacts from vehicular emissions of noise and air pollutants. With Statistics
Norway, he developed an innovative methodology for mapping soundscapes, other
environmental impacts, contextual and social factors. He is in charge of the
economic analyses of novel measures for a quieter and greener city in the 7th
framework program HOSANNA.

Kotzen, Benz
b.kotzen@gre.ac.uk
Dr, Chartered Landscape Architect, Senior Lecturer and Post Graduate Course
Coordinator in the School of Architecture Design and Construction, the University
of Greenwich, London. Benz is an expert in Environmental Impact Assessment and
particularly Landscape and Visual Impact Asssessment and the landscape impact of
noise. Benz co-authored ‘Environmental Noise Barriers – A Guide to their Acoustic
and Visual Design’, 2nd Edition, Routledge/Spon Press, 2009 which provides
comprehensive guidelines on environmental noise barrier design. This work on
noise and sound in rural as well urban environments forms part of research with
regard to the ‘green cities’ agenda and the creation of more sustainable cities.

Kreutzfeldt, Jacob
jacobk@hum.ku.dk
Jacob Kreutzfeldt is a Danish researcher working in the fields of soundscape,
auditory culture and urban studies at The Department of Arts and Cultural Studies,
The University of Copenhagen. He finished his PhD on Acoustic Territoriality:
Spatial Perspectives in the Analyses of Urban Sonic Environments in December
2009 and is now a postdoctoral researcher and co-manager at the LARM Audio
Research Archive, a national Danish research-infrastructure project developing an
archive for auditory cultural heritage. His main research interests has been the
methodological challenges of framing the relationships between soundscape and
sounding practice, and more recently, the possibilities of enquiring into historical
soundscapes through sound archives. Jacob Kreutzfeldt has done extensive
fieldwork in Copenhagen and in Japan combined with cri tical studies of R. Murray
Schafer and J.F. Augoyard.
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Lavandier, Catherine
catherine.lavandier@u-cergy.fr
Catherine Lavandier is a teacher at the Civil Engineering Department of the
Technological Institute, Cergy Pontoise University, France. She is an Engineer in
Building Science and obtained her M.Sc. in Acoustics and her PhD in Le Maine
University, France. She is habilitated to supervise doctoral work. As a researcher,
she is the leader of the "Perception" group in the laboratory MRTE. In this group,
field surveys and laboratory tests are carried out on multi modal (audition and
vision) perception and on multi exposure to aircraft, road traffic and railway noise.
Her expertise concerns soundscape, acoustic environment, annoyance and
disturbance due to traffic noise, sound quality, building acoustics and room
acoustics.

Lavia, Lisa
lisa.lavia@noise-abatement.org
Lisa Lavia is managing director of UK NGO the Noise Abatement Society.
Joining the Society in 2009 after 20 years in the technology, financial services and
packaging industries in communications and crisis management roles, she is
passionate about finding and promoting innovative solutions to solve noise
problems affecting health and wellbeing. She is a member of the EU funded
COST Action TD0804 on “Soundscapes of European Cities and Landscapes” and
ISO/TC43/SC1/WG54 on “Perceptual Assessment of Soundscape Quality”. She is
Editor in Chief of the ezine “SoundScape, Where Life Sounds Good”. A native
Californian she now resides in Brighton, UK.

Lazzarini, Victor
victor.lazzarini@nuim.ie
Victor Lazzarini was born in Londrina, southern Brazil. Senior Lecturer in Music
at the NUI Maynooth, and composer, he graduated from the Universidade
Estadual de Campinas (UNICAMP), Brazil, with a Bachelor’s degree in Music,
and completed his doctorate at the University of Nottingham. Awards received
include an Honour Mention for his orchestral piece Anima Mea, in Brazil (1995);
the Heyman Research Scholarship, the Hallward Composition Prize, the NUI New
Researcher Award (2000) and the IMRO/AIC International Composition Prize.
Among his recent publications, we have The Audio Programming Book (with R.
Boulanger, MIT Press, 2010) and the CD Voices Inside (FarPoint Recordings,
2009). Currently, he coordinates PG and Research activities at the Department of
Music and leads the Sound and Digital Music Technology Research Group at NUI
Maynooth, working mainly in the area of Computer Music research.
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Lercher, Peter
Peter.Lercher@i-med.ac.at
Prof Peter Lercher, MD, MPH has a background in hygiene, social medicine and
environmental health and works as director of the Division of Social Medicine at
the Medical University Innsbruck. He served as chair (1993-2003) of Team 3 (non
auditory health effects) for the International Commission on the Biological Effects
of Noise (ICBEN) and as Co-Chair of ICBEN (2003-2008). Prof Peter Lercher is
on the editorial boards of Noise & Health and the Journal of Environmental
Research and Public Health, where he recently edited two special issues ("noise
and quality of life", "quiet areas"). He is Section editor "Noise & Health" for the
Encyclopedia of Environmental Health.

Leus, Maria
maria.leus@artesis.be
Maria Leus is a professor at the department of architecture, PHL & University of
Hasselt, Belgium, since 1989. In 1998 she accepted a position as professor in the
department of conservation and restoration of monuments and sites at the
department of Design Sciences, Artesis & University of Antwerp, Belgium, where
she currently holds a professorship in ‘historic city center studies’. Her working
experience involves projects relating both to architectural design and the
conservation and restoration of monuments and sites, with research interests
around the themes of cultural identity and sustainable development of cultural
heritage. She supervises master and doctoral theses in cultural heritage.

Lokki, Tapio
tapio.lokki@tkk.fi
Associate Professor Tapio Lokki (D.Sc.) works at the Department of Media
Technology at Aalto University. He has studied acoustics, audio signal processing,
and computer science. Currently he leads the virtual acoustics team jointly with
Prof. Lauri Savioja. The research aims to create novel objective and subjective
ways to evaluate concert hall acoustics. In addition, the team develops physicallybased room acoustics modeling methods to obtain authentic auralization. Prof.
Lokki has published 36 journal article and over 100 conference papers. He is in
the editorial board of Acta Acustica united with Acustica and the president of the
Acoustical Society of Finland.
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Maffei, Luigi
luigi.maffei@unina2.it
Luigi Maffei is full professor of Acoustics & Environmental control at the Second
University of Napoli SUN, Department of Architecture and Industrial Design.
M.Sc. in Mechanical Engineering, year 1980, with final thesis in Acoustics and
Vibration Control. Ph.D. in year 1986. Director of the Center on Built
Environment Control at the SUN. Coordinator of international didactic projects.
General Secretary (2004-2007) and President (2008-2010) of the European
Acoustics Association, EAA. Vice President of the I-INCE International Institute
of Noise Control Engineering (2010-2016). Chair of the WG5 (Outreaching and
Training) of the COST Action TD0804 “Soundscape of European cities and
Landscape”.

Preis, Anna
apraton@amu.edu.pl
PhD, professor UAM, has 35 years of experience in R&D in acoustics,
particularly in the area of noise annoyance perception. She has been participant in
EU-funded projects (SILENCE, ENNAH) and in COST Action. She was also one
of the leader the recently completed Polish-Norwegian project: Quality of Life
determined by good hearing and speech communication. She is interested in
models of hearing, perception of moving sound sources, environmental noise
annoyance model, and communication interference rating. Preis is author or coauthor of more than 30 scientific publications and more than 30 invited scientific
conference papers.

Rindel, Jens Holger
jhr@odeon.dk
Jens Holger Rindel, b. 1947 in Copenhagen, Denmark. M.Sc. 1971 (civil
engineering), Ph.D. 1977, both from the Technical University of Denmark. Senior
researcher in Odeon A/S, Denmark and senior consultant in Multiconsult,
Norway. Until 2008 Professor in acoustics at the Technical University of
Denmark. Senior researcher at the Norwegian Building Research Institute (199899). Visiting professor at the University of Sydney, the Nihon University, Japan,
and the University of Auckland, New Zealand. Research in architectural acoustics.
Coordinator of European research projects (CAHRISMA, ERATO, DOREMI)
and convenor of several ISO and CEN working groups. Fellow of IOA and ASA.
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Ristovska, Gordana
drgordana@sonet.com.mk
MD, PhD. I am researcher in Department for environmental health, Institute of
public health of Republic of Macedonia and Ass. Prof. at Medical Faculty in
Skopje, Macedonia. I have done extensive research work on environmental noise
in capital Skopje and risk assessment for adverse health effects in children and
adult population. Research work was presented in my master and doctoral thesis,
defended at Medical Faculty Skopje. I participated in ENNAH (European network
on noise and health) project funded by EC FP7 framework. Due to research work I
have published more than 30 papers in journals and conference proceedings and I
was working on harmonization of national legislation with European legislation
regarding environmental noise.
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Monika Rycháriková was born in Bratislava in 1975. She studied architecture and
building constructions at the Faculty of Civil Engineering at STU Bratislava,
where she graduated and received her Ph.D. degree and become an associated
professor in the filed of acoustics. During her research stays, she has visited TU
Wien, TU Delft, RWTH Aachen and TU Zagreb. Since 2005 she has been a
researcher at the Laboratory of Acoustics and Thermal Physics, KU Leuven. Her
research is related to room and building acoustics, psychoacoustics and
soundscape. Recently, she is also a chair of the Technical-Committee “Room and
Building Acoustics”.

Sakantamis, Konstantinos
k.sakantamis@live.com
Konstantinos Sakantamis is an architect engineer (AUTH) with a Master Degree
in Advanced Architectural Studies and a Doctoral Degree from the School of
Architecture, The University of Sheffield. He is a practicing architect, having
received awards and commendations for his professional work, a lecturer of
architectural and urban design at the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki and an
adjunct lecturer at Democritus University of Thrace. He is a substitute MC
member of the European COST Action ‘Soundscape of European Cities and
Landscapes’, TD0408, 2008-2013.
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Professor of Psychoacoustics and Noise Effects at the Institute of Fluid Mechanics
and Engineering Acoustics, Technische Universität Berlin, Germany. She has
been a research professor at MIT Boston, Osaka University, and Université Pierre
et Marie Curie, Paris. She is a Fellow of ASA and an Associate Editor of JASA.
Her research activities include Psychoacoustics, Acoustic Ecology, and
Soundscapes. Among others, she is co-chair of the European Committee COST
Action TD 0804 “Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes”, member of
ISO/TC 43/SC 1/WG 54 - Perceptual assessment of soundscape quality” and chair
of the WG3 in the BMBF Project DyNASS- Dynamic Arrangements of Urban
Safety Culture. She is a Distinguished International Member of INCE USA. In
2011-2012 she was serving as Vice President of ASA and in 2012 she received the
European Soundscape Award.

Shepherd, Daniel
daniel.shepherd@aut.ac.nz
Dr Daniel Shepherd received a PhD in psychoacoustics from the University of
Auckland, New Zealand, in 2005. The central theme of Daniel’s research is the
human response to sound, both from an experimental and health perspective. He
embraces both qualitative and quantitative approaches, conducting laboratory and
epidemiological investigations into the value of quiet and the costs of noise. Dr
Shepherd has represented and consulted with a number of community groups
faced with intrusive noise, and argues that soundscapes in the community must be
managed with care and respect.

Uimonen, Heikki
heikki.uimonen@uta.fi
Dr. Heikki Uimonen is a professor of popular music research at the Sibelius
Academy, University of the Arts Helsinki. He is an ethnomusicologist and an
adjunct professor in Acoustic Communication at the University of Tampere,
Finland and adjunct professor in Soundscape Studies at the University of Eastern
Finland.
He has published and edited several articles and books on changing sonic
environments and on mediated music. His contemporary research interests include
change of live music scene, compact cassettes and their social use, radio music
and how these issues interrelate and interact within sonic environment. He is a
chair of Finnish Society for Acoustic Ecology.
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Dr. Xavier Valero has recently obtained the PhD degree by La Salle - Universitat
Ramon Llull, (Barcelona, February 2013). He also holds a BSc and a MSc in
Telecommunications Engineering (with a major in Image and Sound) by the same
University (2006 and 2009, respectively). His research deals with the automatic
recognition of environmental sounds, specifically focusing on perceptual signal
feature extraction techniques that enable an optimum sound modelling. His
publication record includes 2 journal papers and 10 conference papers. He has
been research visitor at the EU Joint Research Centre (Ispra, 2007-2008), at Ghent
University (Ghent, 20011) and at IRIT (Toulouse, 2012). He is also an active
member of the Acoustical community, chairing the Young Acousticians Network
from the European Acoustics Association.
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Dr. Irene van Kamp was educated at the University of Groningen and the Erasmus
University in Rotterdam (Netherlands) and has a background in sociology (Bsc),
psychology (PhD) and epidemiology. Since 2000 she is working as a senior
researcher at the Netherlands Institute of Public Health and the Environment, with
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Bo Wang has graduated from the Wuhan University, China with the master degree
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distribution, in the School of Architecture, University of Sheffield, UK. His
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TD0804 and the UK Noisefutures Network.
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Miriam Weber is manager of the noise department of DCMR Environmental
Protection Agency in the Netherlands, and managing a team of 25 experts on
environmental noise. Her main topics of interest are capacity building on noise
policy and EU Environmental Noise Directive, and soundscape research. In her
function she has been involved in several institutional strengthening projects in
Eastern European countries, as well as in international academic research and
implementation projects regarding soundscape and quiet (urban) areas. In addition
to her professional governmental career Miriam is researcher at the University of
Utrecht, and writing a PhD dissertation on noise governance.
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Charles Darwin Award Lecture by the British Science Association. He has
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writings include pieces in the Financial Times and the Times Higher Educational
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You Hear, was released in January 2011.
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Dr. Mei Zhang obtained her first degree in sociology from the Peking University,
and her PhD at the University of Cambridge. She is currently a lecturer at the
University of Sheffield. Having worked in a number of multidisciplinary research
environments in Beijing, Cambridge, Stuttgart and Sheffield, Dr Zhang’s research
interests lie mainly in two themes: cultural, environmental and sustainable
development, in particular, soundscape; and globalisation and its impact on ruralurban migration, and rural development and urbanisation in China. Through a
number of research projects, funded by the European Commission and the British
Academy, Dr Zhang has studied cross-cultural differences in urban acoustic
comfort and sustainable development between China and UK, from social,
economical and psychological viewpoints. Based on a series of large scale
surveys, quantitative and qualitative analyses have been made, including semantic
differential analysis of soundscape.
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Hot topics in soundscapes
COST action TD0804: “Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes” workshop
Edinburgh UK, Novotel, 80 Lauriston Place
Thursday 29th – Friday 30th 2009
Topic and target audience:
At the start of this new COST action on “Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes” the
COST action intents to interact with a wide and multidisciplinary group of researchers that
could contribute to the advancement of the shaping and applying the soundscape concept.
This workshop therefore invites Euronoise attendents and others to discuss hot topics in
soundscapes. The workshop is free and open to everybody <do we want participants to
register?>.
Agenda:
Thursday 29th
9:00 Welcome and introduction of the COST action
Prof. Jian Kang, University of Sheffield, Action Chair
9:30 Introduction of working groups of the COST action organising this workshop
Prof. Dick Botteldooren, Ghent University, Chair of WG1
Prof. Truls Gjestlund, Tronheim University, Chair of WG2
Prof. Peter Lercher, Innsbruck Medical University, Chair of WG3
10:00 Soundscape framework and definitions; ISO working group progress
Prof. Brigitte Schulte-Fortkamp, Technical University of Berlin, Action vice-Chair
Östen Axelsson, Stockholm University, Convenor ISO/TC 43/WG54
10:45 Coffee and Tea
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11:15 Plenary discussion on ISO working group progress (working document provided on
site)
12:00 Lunch
13:15 Taxonomy for discussing and cataloguing sources in soundscapes
Prof. Lex Brown, Griffith University
13:45 Understanding the soundscape concept: The role of sound recognition and source
identification
Dr. David Chesmore, University of York
14:15 Break
14:30-16:30 Break out in 3 parallel discussion panels
Each panel is to address the following themes to be prepared and introduced by the
moderators:
- What are we talking about when we are talking about soundscapes? And what aren’t we
talking about.
- Soundscapes from different perspective: for the user, for the city planner, for the scientist
- How can we bring soundscapes into practice? Valorisation of concepts.
16:30 report from discussion panels
Friday 30th
9:00 -11:30 Break out in 3 paralell discussion panels
Each panel is to address the following themes to be prepared and introduced by the
moderators:
- How to measure, categorize, discribe soundscapes
- The relationship between physics and soundscapes, how to study it
- What tools are needed for designing soundscapes, auralisation?
11:30 report from discussion panels
12:00 closure and upcoming COST events followed by lunch
Prof. Jian Kang
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Moderators and rapporteurs
Thursday

Friday

Tjeerd Adringa

M1

R3

Danièle Dubois

M2

R1

Brigitte Schulte-Fortkamp

M3

R2

Dick Botteldooren

R3

M1

Truls Gjestlund

R1

M2

Peter Lercher

R2

M3

Moderators should provide some starting remarks some proposals to start from. A few
keywords or a few statements on slide should help to shape the discussion. One slide per
topic, thus 3 slides per session, for example.
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DAGA 2010 Programm
Vorkolloquium: Soundscape and Community Noise
Mo. 13:00 – 17.00
Room Gauß B 501
A Framework of Soundscape Design Potentials
J. Kang
University of Sheffield, School of Architecture
Whilst much work has been carried out in terms of soundscape description
and evaluation, it is important to put soundscape into the intentional
design process comparable to landscape, and to introduce the theories
of soundscape into the design process. In this paper a framework of soundscape
design potentials is explored by considering four key factors,
namely sound sources, space, environment and people, with a particular
attention to urban open public spaces. In terms of sound sources, both
active and passive sounds are discussed, relating to the sounds from
the activities of users such as group dancing, and the sounds from the
landscape elements such as fountains, respectively. Designable factors
include sound level, spectrum, as well as temporal and spatial dynamic
process. In terms of spaces, effects of architectural changes and urban
design options on the sound field are studied based on parametric
studies using a series of computer simulation. In terms of environment,
multi-sensory interactions are discussed. In terms of people, since different
users may have rather different soundscape preferences, a space
should be designed accordingly.
Soundscape Approach in Urban Renewal: Parks and Areas of
Acoustic Quality
L. Maffei
Sec. Universita di Napoli, Facolta di Architettura
Although considerable efforts in the application of noise control policies
and techniques, the noise in urban sites is not decreasing and, in some
cases, a resignation feeling towards noise annoyance is growing among
population and city management. The Soundscape approach, which emphasis
the role of sound in the perceived environment and involves more
actors and disciplines, can overturn this tendency complementing the
noise control engineering and acting more effectively in the urban space
design processes. In this paper is presented a new interdisciplinary approach
applied to the historical centre of the city of Naples (Italy) which,
as Unesco Patrimony, will be during the next years under a complex
urban renewal project. The approach, connecting cultural heritage disciplines,
visual and audio perceptions and studies on local population’s
and tourists’ attitude and expectations , has permitted the identification
of urban areas which already have the potentiality of ”restoration parks”
and/or ”areas of acoustic quality” or that can achieve easily this classification.
Immersive audio-visual virtual reality tools have been used to
validate new projects of urban design in these areas.
What we need for SoundScape and where do we need SoundScape
HEAD acoustics GmbH
K. Genuit
The investigations of the attributes describing a soundscape have become
more and more important during the last years. Since one year a
new ISO standardization working group (ISO/TC 43/SC 1/WG 54) has
started to standardize tools and methods related to the description of
soundscapes. The objective is to provide definitions, methods, measurement
and reporting requirements and to develop a common basis for
questionnaire studies.
For a technical description of a soundscape new, additional technologies
are needed such as binaural recording, psycho-acoustical analyses, simulation
and auralisation tools allowing for the prediction of perceived
sound quality. The application of adequate tools is not only considered
to analyze existing soundscapes, but also to regard these methods for
improving soundscapes of planned new places right from the beginning.
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Transitions in Soundscape from Theory to Practice
G.W. Siebein
Siebein Associates, Inc. (USA)
Case studies of analysis and design interventions in urban and natural
areas are used to illustrate a practical method to implement soundscape
theories in actual planning and design projects. The ambient sound
is conceptualized as a combination of specific acoustic events that can
be measured, modeled, designed and simulated in a given environment.
The specific acoustic events are used to form a taxonomy of sounds
and programs along acoustical itineraries between acoustic ”rooms” in
indoor and outdoor situations. Soundwalks are taken at multiple times of
day and night to gain a qualitative and quantitative understanding of the
rhythm and tempi of the environment. Combinations of short term detailed
acoustical measurements and calibrated recordings are made of the
specific acoustic events that comprise the ambient. Long term acoustical
measurements at fixed locations are used to define an acoustic calendar
of sounds and events. Focus group meetings with stakeholders in each
situation are used to identify specific acoustical concerns and interests.
Acoustical design palettes for urban and natural settings have been developed
to prioritize environmental intervention strategies. Sophisticated
acoustical modeling and simulations are used to present the results of
the design process to the focus groups for review and development.
New Directions in Soundscape Management
M. Dixon
Independent consultant, London
Soundscape research raises both the need and the opportunity for new
management approaches. This presentation will review some of the
challenges and gaps in regulation and urban management, and explore
possible ways forward. Traditional noise standards and guidelines generally
assume that each source can be considered independently. However,
if one target noise is lowered, a different, possibly more annoying,
sound can become more audible. It is typically cheaper in engineering
terms to reduce high frequency noise than low, so, over time, simple
dB(A)-based vehicle noise certification testing can increase the proportion
of low frequency noise in an environment. What approaches might
minimise this risk, e.g. ’differential sound frequency charging’? The addition
of sound to electric and hybrid vehicles may be mandated on pedestrian
safety grounds, but how might residents cope if anonymous hums
are replaced by more variable mixes of new warning and/or ’trademark’
sounds? How can links with other environmental issues, particularly climate
change, be reinforced? How can new regulatory mechanisms and
incentives drawing on how natural systems behave be developed? What
role can social networking tools and new mapping interfaces play in
enabling greater public participation in soundscape management?
Modelling Perception of the Sonic Environment as a Tool for Soundscapes
D. Botteldoren
Ghent University, Dep. Information Technology
In soundscape research and design, not only the outer physical environment
but also the inner state of the observer is of importance. This
materializes in strong context dependence of the perception of and meaning
associated to the sonic environment. In order to better understand
this interaction between mental image and physical environment, computational
models are very useful. Over the past couple of years we have
developed ever increasing complex models and tested them against observed
trends. Important aspects of the model such as feature extraction,
sound identification, object formation, sound recognition and attachment
of meaning will be discussed in relationship to soundscape during
the talk. One of the final goals of this modeling effort is also the implementation
of more advanced evaluation and prediction tools that could
be incorporated in measurement equipment or noise mapping efforts.
Illustrations will be given.
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Standardization in Soundscape Research - Current and Future Perspectives
Ö. Axelsson
Stockholm University, Department of Psychology
In 2008 the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) decided
to put together a new expert working group ISO/TC 43/SC 1/WG 54 named
”Perceptual assessment of soundscape quality”. The scope of the
working group is to provide minimum specifications for soundscape studies,
by proposing (a) new international standard(s) on how to measure
the perceived quality of soundscapes. This work is chiefly motivated by
a need to harmonise methods in soundscape research internationally
in order to improve the comparability of research results across countries
and over time. The standard(s) developed by this working group will
primarily be intended for researchers assessing perceived soundscape
quality and for public users evaluating sounds cape quality in different
areas. The standard(s) will include definitions, methods, measurements
and reporting requirements. Examples of applications may include visitor
questionnaire studies in outdoor areas intended for recreation (e.g.,
city parks or open green spaces), or resident questionnaire studies in
residential areas, including areas with designated places of high sound
quality. In the ISO terminology this is a preliminary working item, which
means that there are no time restrictions until the group has put forward
its first formal proposal. The working group plan to do this in 2011.
The Restoration Perspective in Soundscape Research
T. Hartig
Uppsala University, Inst. Housing and Urban Research
The restoration perspective complements the stress and coping perspectives
as a source of theoretical and practical insights into relations
among sociophysical environments, effective functioning, and health.
The stress perspective focuses on conditions in the environment
that can undermine adaptation; it guides a search for ways to eliminate
or mitigate such stressful conditions. The coping perspective focuses
on the availability of resources with which a person can meet adaptational
demands; it guides a search for ways to enhance the availability
of resources. In contrast to these other perspectives on adaptation,
the restoration perspective assumes the inevitability of some restoration
needs, and it guides the provision and protection of environments that
can support restoration. In this presentation, I will outline the restoration
perspective and discuss some ways in which it has or might be applied
in soundscape research. In doing this, I will discuss how some aspects
of the soundscape might work to promote restoration, while others might
work to hinder restoration. In this latter regard, I wish to distinguish noise
as a constraint on restoration from noise as an environmental stressor.

Tuesday: 14:30 Room Gauß B 501 Soundscape
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscape - COST TD0804
B. Schulte-Fortkampa, K.C. Lam b, P. Lercherc, M. Dixond, L. Maffeie, D.
Botteldoorenf , B. Brooks g und K. Genuith
aTU Berlin, Institut für Strömungsmechanik und Techn. Akustik; bThe
Chinese University of Hong Kong; cMedical University of Insbruck;
dIndependent consultant, London; eSec. Universita di Napoli, Facolta di
Architettura; fGhent University, Dep. Information Technology; g Brooks
Acoustics Corp; hHEAD acoustics GmbH
Open Workshop for all interested in Soundscape.
WG-1: Research and planning strategies for different types of soundscapes
Inner-city living areas, urban shopping areas, parks, playgrounds,
suburban and rural residential areas need different assessment tools
and implementation strategies. About soundscape typologies (beyond
the source concept) and fit-to-place strategies.
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animators: K.C. Lam, Peter Lercher
WG-2: Policy oriented links to the soundscape perspective Sustainability
and quiet areas are established but still weakly linked policy goals. How
should these and other links be strengthened and followed up ?
animators: Max Dixon, Luigi Maffei
WG-3: Integrated assessment strategies for the sonic environment Different
types of soundscapes need appropriate use of sonic assessment
tools. A discussion about fit-to-place questionnaires, use of psychoacoustics ,
auralisation and implementation of multi-modality in soundscape
studies (beyond sound recognition)
animators: Dick Botteldooren, Bennett Brooks, Klaus Genuit, Brigitte
Schulte-Fortkamp
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Cost TD0804: Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes, WG1
presents

Workshop on understanding, modelling and measuring soundscapes
Date and time:
and

Tuesday April 27th 2010, 14:00 till 18:00
Wednesday April 28th, 9:00 till 17:00

Venue: Ghent University, “Het Pand” Onderbergen 1, 9000 Gent, Belgium
Registration: The workshop is open to all interested parties and participation in the workshop
is free. However, please register at http://soundscape-cost.org/
Goal:
The goal of this workshop is to bring experts from different areas related to human –
environment interaction together in order for the soundscape community to learn how to better
understand, model and measure how soundscape works. The workshop will approach
methodologies in assessing soundscapes of European Cities and Landscapes in a more
theoretical way. It will lead to the definition of new fundamental areas of research that should
be explored in future for giving more weight to the soundscape scene.
This workshop is not about applications, case studies, guidelines, nor definitions. These topics
will be addressed at other occasions.
Target audience
The main target audience is the scientific community involved in soundscape research or more
general the research into assessment of the living environment. However, also a wider
audience interested in soundscapes of cities and landscapes may find food for thought in this
meeting.
Agenda
Tuesday April 27th: 14:00 – 18:00 (joint with ENNAH) Understanding
Opening of the workshop
Prof. Dr. Jian Kang, chairman of the COST TD0804 action, Sheffield University
Introduction to the COST initiative, the working group and the workshop,
Prof. Dr. Dick Botteldooren, WG1 leader, Ghent University
COST Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes meets other disciplines.
Prof. Dr. Boris Velichkovsky, TU Dresden
Prof. Velichkovsky is an authority in combining psychology and technology. His recent
interest in the visual system and in particular the role of attention could be a great source of
inspiration for understanding the perception of our sonic environment. Moreover, our senses
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are strongly coupled and therefore we cannot ignore the visual system while studying
soundscapes. This talk will introduce soundscape researchers to the knowledge available in
other fields and will give some food for thought in trying to understand soundscapes.
Prof. Dr. Beatrice De Gelder (http://www.beatricedegelder.com/), University of Tilburg
Prof. De Gelder has a main interest in multisensory (audiovisual) perception and is well
known for her work on emotion. Her talk will introduce the newest findings in these areas and
allow soundscape researchers to contemplate bringing more “emotion” into their work.
Prof. Dr. Marc Leman, Ghent University
Prof. Leman is a specialist in music perception, soundscapes could be regarded as the music
of the city and as such it is quite fascinating to explore how soundscape research could learn
from music. His talk will focus on an embodied approach to sound and music perception.
The afternoon is closed by a plenary discussion on what we can learn from these disciplines
for future soundscape research.
Wednesday 28th: 9:00 – 13:00 (joint with ENNAH) Measuring
Different aspects of measuring soundscapes will be introduced by members of the COST WG1
giving plenty of opportunity for the participants to express their views.
Measuring how the soundscape affects persons
The person enjoying the urban environment, living in it, or just visiting will be influenced by
the soundscape. Aesthetic emotions may arise, stress levels may change, etc. How can we
measure the effect the sonic environment has on this person while experiencing or on the long
run?
Topic introduced by
Prof. Dr. Catherine Lavandier, Université de Cergy-Pontoise
Dr. Sarah Payne, McGill University
Prof. Dr. Danièle Dubois, Institut Jean le Rond d'Alembert
Measuring soundscapes with persons
The person can also be used as a measurement instrument. Bringing persons into a sonic
environment with the purpose of assessing its quality has been suggested in the way of “sound
walks”, but one can also bring the sonic environment to the lab in order to assess it provided
this can be done in an ecologically valid way. But how can one be sure that the narrative the
person uses to describe the soundscape fulfills the requirements of a good measurement? How
can personal factors and other context be eliminated?
Topic introduced by
Dr. Mats Nilsson, Stockholm University
Prof. Dr. Anna Preis, Adam Mickiewicz University
Measuring the sonic environment in a human mimicking way
From the very start of physical noise measurement, attempts were made to include knowledge
on the human auditory system. A-weighting can be seen as the early 20th century approach.
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The availability of computational power today allows going far beyond. Both a more holistic
approach and an analytic approach are possible. The holistic approach tries to model the
human as a system reacting to the sonic environment as a whole and come up with measures
like pleasantness and other more abstract concepts. The analytic approach attempts to
approximate all steps in the human perception process like spatial unmasking, stream
segregation, sound recognition in computational methods. An important question is of course
what is feasible.
Topic introduced by
Dr. André Fiebig, Head Acoustics
Prof. Dr. Tjeerd Adringa, Groningen University
Prof. Dr. Dick Botteldooren, Ghent University
13:00- 14:00 Sandwich lunch on site
Wednesday 28th: 14:00 – 17:00 Bringing our knowledge into practice
Practical experience with soundscape presented by any of the participants (please contact the
D. Botteldooren if you want to take five minutes to present your project).
Future applications in measurement equipment, modeling, etc. are also of interest for this
discussion.

Joint events
On Tuesday afternoon and Wednesday morning the workshop will be joined with the
ENNAH project workshop on indicators.
This workshop is co-sponsored by the IDEA-project (Intelligent Distributed Environmental
Assessment) www.idea-project.be
The workshop precedes the joint IoA – ABAV spring meeting, an EAA symposium on noise
in the built environment which will be held at the same venue on Thursday 29th and Friday
30th of April 2010. Sessions on soundscapes will be organised on the first day of this meeting.
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STO C K H O L M

Winner 2010

WELCOME TO JOIN A

European Green Capital Seminar
DESIGNING SOUNDSCAPE FOR
SUSTAINABLE URBAN DEVELOPMENT
A conference on soundscape and urban planning
The City of Stockholm and partners have the great pleasure in welcoming you to the hands-on conference Designing Soundscape for Sustainable Urban Development in promotion of soundscapes of
high acoustic quality in urban planning and design. The two-day program includes plenary lectures,
workshops on successful soundscape cases, and field trips to experience locations in Stockholm.
Environments of high acoustic quality are an increasingly scarce resource that needs to be carefully
planned and designed. Current requirements to increase the density of urban areas in order to reduce the need for long distance transport threaten the urban soundscape that is a precondition for
psychological restoration, health and well-being among citizens.
Nearly 80% of the European population live in urban areas, and deterioration of the urban soundscape is no option. In order to promote sustainable urban development it is necessary to integrate
soundscape into urban planning and design. Designing Soundscape for Sustainable Urban Development brings together professionals in architecture, urban planning, soundscape, noise policy, and
bordering disciplines to share ideas and experiences, in order to face this new challenge.
Please forward this invitation to others who may be interested!
Time: September 30 - October 1, 2010
Place: Scandic Ariadne hotel, Stockholm
Number of participants: 150 (register your interest in good time)
Participation fee: 500 SEK (approximately €50)
For further information, visit: www.soundscape-conference.eu
PARTNERS: COST Action TD0804 “Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes”, EUROCITIES, Swedish Association of Architects, Swedish
Society for Town and Country Planning, the Swedish Research Council for Environment, Agricultural Sciences and Spatial Planning (Formas), and the
Swedish Research Council (VR).

www.international.stockholm.se
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Thursday 30 September

09:00 – 13:30

Registration

12:00 – 13:30

Lunch
Room: Lidingö 1+2+3

13:30 – 13:40

Welcome and general information

13:40 – 14:00

The City of Stockholm opens the conference

14:00 – 14:20

Professor Jian Kang, Shefﬁeld University, UK, introduces the COST Action on
soundscape and the Soundscape concept

14:20 – 15:00

Professor Lex Brown, Grifﬁth University, Brisbane, Australia: “The soundscape
approach from a planner’s perspective”
Experience Locations

15:00 – 18:00

Moving to experience locations, such as the Swedish Museum of Architecture, for
guided tours (see pp. 4-7)
Stockholm City Hall

19:30 – 21:30

PROGRAMME

Reception

2
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Friday 1 October

Conference Reception Area
09:00 – 09:30

Information about the workshops
Meeting Rooms (Lidingö, Granholmen, Ramsö)

09:30 – 10:30

Parallel workshops (Workshop 1-5), Session 1

10:30 – 11:00

Coffee break

11:00 – 12:00

Parallel workshops (Workshop 1-5), Session 2

12:00 – 13:30

Lunch

13:30 – 14:30

Parallel workshops (Workshop 1-5), Session 3

14:30 – 15:00

Coffee break
Room: Lidingö 1+2+3

15:00 – 16:50

Summing up the results of the workshops, and panel discussion among experts
regarding implementation of the results.
Panel of Experts:
•
•
•
•

16:50 – 17:00

Prof. Lex Brown, Grifﬁth School of Environment, Grifﬁth University, Brisbane,
Australia
Prof. Björn Hellström, Urban Sound Design Research Group, University
College of Arts, Crafts and Design, Stockholm, Sweden
Prof. Jian Kang, School of Architecture, University of Shefﬁeld, UK
Prof. Kristina L. Nilsson, Department of Architecture and Infrastructure,
Luleå University of Technology, Sweden

Closing

3
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With the international convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible
Cultural Heritage, adopted by General Conference of UNESCO on October 2003
in Paris, UNESCO extends the concept of cultural heritage, already introduced in
1972 by Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural
Heritage, recognizing as Intangible Cultural Heritage “practices, representations,
expressions, knowledge skills - as well as the instruments, objects, artifacts and
cultural spaces associated therewith - that communities, groups and, in some cases, individuals recognize as part of their cultural heritage”.
This intangible cultural heritage, transmitted from generation to generation, is
constantly recreated by communities and groups […] and provides them with a
sense of identity and continuity, thus promoting respect for cultural diversity and
human creativity. It represents the main factor of cultural diversity e human creativity in a historical moment in which the processes of globalization on the one
side encourage the growth of relations and exchanges between people, while on
the other side cause the loss of historical memory and cultural identity by which
the communities recognize themselves.
In order to ensure the transmission to future generations of the intangible heritage UNESCO promotes preservation and enhancement actions.
In last years there is an increase nomination by States for inclusion of (intangible) cultural properties in the World Heritage List. This inclusion must be supported, among other, by a Management Plan programming all interventions to be
implemented for the integrity preservation of the outstanding universal values.
Soundscape of a site can also be considered an intangible cultural property,
as it is unique or possess qualities which make it specially noticed by the people
of that community and makes some cities recognizable and tourist attractive for
its particular sounds.
Think tank Soundscape s a part of the cultural heritage | 1
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So far, Management Plans do not clearly contemplate the preservation and valorisation of Soundscape. A Knowledge Project which takes into account multisensory perception of the site is the ﬁrst step of a valorisation process.
The aims of this Think Tank are to collect experiences on the speciﬁc ﬁeld to
understand “why preserve the soundscape in historical/cultural areas?”, involving experts, stake holders, policy makers…
Issues to be addressed:
01. Why preserve the soundscape in historical/cultural areas (buildings or open
areas)?
02. Soundscape heritage – what to do?
03. First experiences and Best practices.

2
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Capri, Italy, October 10-11, 2011

:: monday 10 October
morning
9.00-12.00
:: monday 10 October
afternoon
14h00

Soundwalk through Capri

Opening and presentation of
scope of workshop
JIAN KANG
COST Action “Soundscape of European
Cities and Landscapes”
LUIS BENTO-COELHO
Soundscape - Creating and Designing (WG4)
LUIGI MAFFEI
Soundscape, a part of the cultural heritage

14h45-16h00

Short presentations
JOLANDA CAPRIGLIONE (Club UNESCO Caserta,
Campania, Italy)
MARIELLE RICHON (UNESCO World Heritage Centre)
HARRY WITCHEL (Brighton and Sussex Medical School)
SARAH MAY (English Heritage)

16h00-16h30
16h30-18h00

coffee break
Why preserve the soundscape in historical/cultural areas (buildings or open areas)?
Discussion - all

18h00-18h15
20h00

Conclusions
Dinner
Think tank Soundscape s a part of the cultural heritage | 3
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:: tuesday 11 October
morning
9h00-11h00

Soundscape heritage: what to do?
First experiences and Best practices
Short presentations:
BRIGITTE SCHULTE-FORTKAMP
Soundscapes in open spaces
MOHAMMED BOUBEZARI
Soundscape related issues on rehabilitation
projects of historic centers - Meknès case study
CIPRIANO MARÍN / ALBERTO BANUELOS
Soundscape and Starlight:
heritage for the urban futures
GIOVANNI BRAMBILLA
Soundscape heritage: an objective for protection
and renewal
KALLIOPI CHOURMOUZIADOU
Soundscape and the performance of drama in
ancient theatres
Discussion

11h00-11h30

coffee break

11h30-13h00

Design guide lines / Good Practice Guide
Discussion - all
Conclusions

13h00-13h30

4
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Forum Acusticum 2011

000230

000136
000333

000165

000084
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000310

An impedance model for estimating the complex pressure reﬂection factor
J.H. Rindel (IO)
RAVEN: A real-time framework for the auralization of interactive virtual environments
D. Schröder and M. Vorländer (IO)
Acoustic rehabilitation of the former Royal Tobacco Factory, headquarters of the University of Seville: A global assessment
J. J. Sendra, T. Zamarreño, M. Galindo, Á. L. León, C. Ramı́rez and A. Alonso (O)
The perceptual eﬀects of dispersion error on room acoustic model auralization
A. Southern, D. T. Murphy, T. Lokki and L. Savioja (IO)
Introduction of diﬀraction into ray tracing based on the uncertainty relation - some new
results concerning reciprocity
U. Stephenson and A. Pohl (IO)
Formulation and analysis of frequency-dependent boundaries in ﬁnite-diﬀerence simulation with compact explicit schemes
M. Van Walstijn and K. Kowalczyk (IO)
Comparison of room-acoustical parameters predicted using diﬀerent surface-reaction
models
B. Yousefzadeh and M. Hodgson (O)
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Design and implementation in COST Action TD0804 - Soundscape of European Cities
and Landscapes
L. Bento Coelho and K. Chourmouziadou (IO)
Understanding urban and natural soundscapes
D. Botteldooren, C. Lavandier, A. Preis, D. Dubois, I. Aspuru, C. Guastavino, L. Brown, M. E.
Nilsson and T. C. Andringa (IO)
COST Action TD0804 WP2 - Collecting and Documenting
T. Gjestland and D. Dubois (IO)
Towards science and practice of soundscape: COST Action TD0804 - Soundscape of
European Cities and Landscapes
J. Kang and B. Schulte-Fortkamp (IO)
Outreaching and training strategies for COST Action TD0804 - Soundscape of European
Cities and Landscapes
L. Maﬀei and M. Dixon (IO)
Predictive soundscape mapping
M. Boubezari, E. Carnuccio, D. Alarcão and L. Bento Coelho (O)
Participative workshops in the process for the creation of a questionnaire about the
deﬁnition of quiet areas in French cities
P. Delaitre, M. Basile and C. Lavandier (O)

m

000537

Pr

Soundscape: Cost Action TD0804 - Soundscape in European Cities and
Landscape (S)

Pr
eli

Spatial Sound: Spatial Sound Techniques and Applications (S)
000076
000148
000268
000045
000308
000176
000072
000173

Recording spatial audio signals for interactive broadcast systems
J.-M. Batke, S. Abeling, H. Kropp, S. Kordon, J. Spille, R. G. Oldﬁeld and B. G. Shirley (IO)
HRTF measurements with pressure-velocity sensor
M. T. Hiipakka, T. J. Kinnari and V. Pulkki (IO)
Evaluation of a mixed-order planar and periphonic Ambisonics playback implementation
J. Käsbach, S. Favrot and J. M. Buchholz (IO)
Design of a fast broadband individual head-related transfer function measurement system
B. Masiero, M. Pollow and J. Fels (IO)
High frequency extension for spherical microphone arrays
J. Meyer and G. Elko (IO)
Objective and subjective assessment of various headphones for spatial audio rendering
R. Nicol, H. Shaiek and P. Rueﬀ (IO)
Parametric non-linear techniques for spatial sound reproduction
V. Pulkki (IO)
Eﬃcient dual-sphere microphone array design based on generalized sampling theory
I. Ben Hagai, F. Fazi and B. Rafaely (O)
8
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COST ACTION TD 0804

Workshop WG 2 : Collecting and documenting soundscape : Documenting perceptual aspects of soundscapes:
Collecting and processing psychological and linguistic data
Nantes (France) 26 - 27 April 2012
Ecole d’Architecture de Nantes, 6 quai François Mitterand (Tram station Médiatèque)
Organization:
D. Dubois (COST + LAM Paris 6) , C. Lavandier (COST + University Cergy) & P. Joanne (Nantes)
This workshop aims contributing to WG2 “Collecting and documenting soundscape” of COST Action TD0804
focusing on "the ways as it is perceived by a person or a community " (Truax, 1978) joined to the SFA & the British
annual IOA meeting in Nantes. The goal is to focus on methodological issues, to and methods and tools are used within
the soundscape community to get at perceptual evaluation of soundscapes by laypeople as well as by experts.
26 April : 9 h 30 – 12 h 30
Introduction : Pascal Joanne
Overall presentation : D. Dubois & C. Lavandier
Session 1 : Methods & tools for soundscape “as it is perceived by individual and society”
Convener / Catherine Lavandier
It could mainly concern psychological behavioral/ sociological/ anthropological measurements focusing on overall
evaluation as well as on more analytic ones (enabling to correlate with physical measurements) : from field surveys to
lab experiments.
Olivier Feraud (LAU/IIAC/EHESS/CNRS & University Aix-Marseille2).
Napoli : sensorial porosity of public and private places
Christine Guillebaud (CNRS, Research Centre for Ethnomusicology (CREM-LESC), Univ. of Paris Ouest Nanterre).
For an anthropology of sound milieux: an Indian example
Maria Niessen ((INCAS3), Ana-Maria Reyes (LAM), & Julien Tardieu (OCTOGONE/PETRA, Toulouse)
Descriptions in an identification task and categorization for isolated sounds : information or meanings?
Julien Morel (DGPR/SPNQE/MBAP- Paris) Why free sorting tasks on sound recordings?
Catherine Sémidor & Aline Barlet (GRECAU-Bordeaux, Ecole Nationale Supérieure d'architecture et de paysage de
Bordeaux) : How to assess young children’s (under 6) behaviour in relation with nursery schools sound quality.
26 April : 14 h – 17 h
Session 2 : Special focus on linguistic methods & tools
Convener / Danièle Dubois
Language is frequently used to investigate the perception soundscape; These next two sessions would concern:
- identifying the “tools” or “linguistic instruments” commonly used mainly questionnaires but also interviews, naming,
annotating procedures as well as reports, complains, official documentation,
- questioning how to analyze (and quantify ?) linguistic data
Truls Gjestland & Danièle Dubois (COST/ WG 2) Investigation among some COST members
Ana-maria Reyes (COST/ STMS) On questionnaires in different countries
Matt Coler& Mijke Hartendorp (INCAS3 Assen NL) Questionnaires as part of investigations on soundscapes
Pauline Delaître (Univ. Cergy Pontoise) & Caroline Cance (Univ. Orléans) Questionnaire on “calm” or “quiet”
places
27 April : 9 h 30 – 12 h 30
Session 3: Challenges : from collecting to documenting and … modeling
Convener / Truls Gjestland
Processing the different types of data and more generally, how to connect the different scientific fields involved within
pluridisciplinary research and applied purposes such as Standardization (coupling with the work of ISO Group 54).
Barry Truax & Miles Thorogood (Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, Canada) Soundscape Documentation by the
World Soundscape Project
Jian Kang (Univ. Sheffield, GB) & Osten Axelsson (Univ. Stockholm) Standardization : reports from ISO group
Dirkjan Krijnders (INCAS3 Assen NL) From recording to human and automatic annotating
Dick Botteldoren (Ghent University, Department of Information technology, Acoustics Research Group)
Sounds creating the soundscape: automatic detection of the sounds that attract attention and will be noticed.
Concluding remarks : Danièle Dubois & Catherine Lavandier
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Workshop programme

Brighton Town Hall
Bartholomew Square
off East Street
Brighton BN1 1JA
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Monday 18th June
programme may be subject to last minute changes

09.00 Ð 09.30

Formal opening and welcome
Bill Randall, Chief Executive, Brighton & Hove City Council; Matthew Easteal, Community Safety Team, Brighton & Hove City Council; Gloria Elliott, Chief Executive,
!oise Abatement Society; Stephen Turner, Head of the Technical & Evidence Team,
Defra; Jian Kang, Chair of COST Action TD0804 ÒSoundscapes of European Cities
and LandscapesÓ

09.30 Ð 10.30

Introduction to the workshop
Brigitte Schulte-Fortkamp (Harmonising), Dick Botteldooren (Understanding & Exchanging) and J. Luis Bento Coelho (Creating and Designing)

10.30 Ð 11.00

Coffee break

11.00 Ð 13.00

Triangulation methods in soundscape research
Brigitte Schulte-Fortkamp (Chair), Luigi Maffei, Dick Botteldooren and Jian Kang

13.00 Ð 14.00

Lunch
Opportunity for informal discussion of local issues in Brighton & Hove (e.g. soundscape improvements in open spaces and planned developments)

14.00 Ð 15.30

Working groups (parallel sessions)
Group 1: Knowledge exchange Ð     cials & stakeholders [by invitation only]
Jian Kang (Chair), Brigitte Schulte-Fortkamp, Luigi Maffei, Dick Botteldooren,
 !!% !# ##! "!$'
Group 2: Context indicators of soundscape Ð applying a multidisciplinary approach and quantifying the effects on humans
Harry Witchel (Chair), Martyn Ware, Frances Crow, John Drever, Mike Goldsmith,
Christopher Hanson-Abbott, and Gloria Elliott

15.00 Ð 15.30

Coffee and teas (no formal break)

15.30 Ð 16.00

Soundscape and urban morphology
Jian Kang and Yiying Hao

16.00 Ð 16.40

Summary & conclusions of discussion groups
Presentation by WG-representatives

16.40 Ð 18.00

Soundwalk/Visit science outreach exhibition
Soundwalk lead by Max Dixon, John Drever, Esther Springett, and …sten Axelsson

19.00

Dinner
Plateau, Bartholomews, Brighton (opposite Brighton Town Hall)
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Tuesday 19th June
09.00 Ð 09.40

Using body language metrics to analyse the behavioural
effects of soundscape quality
Harry Witchel, Matthew Easteal and Lisa Lavia

09.40 Ð 10.10

Soundscape and sociotope mapping to survey Brighton
residents
…sten Axelsson, introduction by Matthew Easteal

10.10 Ð 10.30

Quiet areas research Ð general discussion

10.30 Ð 11.00

Joining together Ð noise policy & soundscape policy
Jian Kang and Miriam Weber

10.30 Ð 11.00

Coffee and teas (no formal break)

11.00 Ð 11.30

The economic side of urban green for soundscape design
Ronny Klaeboe

11.30 Ð 12.30

Working groups (parallel sessions)
Group 1: Soundscape application in policy Ð external environment
led by J. Luis Bento Coelho, Alberto Ba–uelos-Irusta, and Max Dixon
Group 2: Soundscape application in policy Ð internal built environment
led by Jian Kang, Luigi Maffei and Dick Botteldooren

12.30 Ð 13.00

Sandwiches

13.00 Ð 13.30

Summary & conclusions of discussion groups
Presentation by WG-representatives

13.30 Ð 14.00

Final comments
Jian Kang, Lisa Lavia, Matthew Easteal
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The theme of the workshop is: Creating and designing applications for implementing
soundscape approaches to promote wellbeing and amenity. It facilitates exchange
between international soundscape experts involved in COST (European Cooperation
in Science and Technology) network and City of Brighton & Hove. The primary focus
is on soundscape issues related to health, quality of life and restorative functions of
the environment. The event provides the opportunity to raise awareness and promote
communication on soundscapes among the general public, stakeholders and those
involved in policy, including encouraging exploration of new ways of listening in
local soundscapes, and new ways of tackling noise and improving local soundscape
quality.

Soundwalk
Separate sheets will be available summarising a proposed route.

Contributors
…sten Axelsson

Stockholm University

Sweden

Alberto Ba–uelos-Irusta

AAC Centro de Acœstica Aplicada S.L.

Spain

J. Luis Bento Coelho

Instituto Superior Tecnico, TU Lisbon

Portugal

Dick Botteldooren

Ghent University

Belgium

Frances Crow

Liminal

UK

Max Dixon

Independent consultant

UK

John Drever

Goldsmiths, University of London

UK

Matthew Easteal

Brighton & Hove City Council

UK

Gloria Elliott

Noise Abatement Society and Quiet Mark

UK

Mike Goldsmith

Science writer, formerly of the National
Physical Laboratory

UK

Christopher Hanson-Abbott

Brigade Electronics

UK

Yiying Hao

" !$' 



" !$'



Ronny Klaeboe

Institute of Transport Economics

Norway

Lisa Lavia

Noise Abatement Society

UK

Luigi Maffei

Seconda Universitˆ di Napoli

Italy

Bill Randall

Brighton & Hove City Council

UK

Brigitte Schulte-Fortkamp

Technische UniversitŠt Berlin

Germany

Esther Springett

Dv8 Training Brighton and soundartist

UK

Stephen Turner

Defra Ð Department for Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs

UK

Martyn Ware

The Illustrious Company, founder of
The Human League and Heaven 17

UK

Miriam Weber

DCMR Environmental Protection Agency Rijnmond

Netherlands

Harry Witchel

Brighton & Sussex Medical School

UK
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COST ACTION SOUNDSCAPE OF EUROPEAN CITIES AND LANDSCAPES
WORKSHOP IN VITORIA-GASTEIZ
Dates: 19-20. November.2012

Soundscape: Heritage for the Urban Futures
From Noise Control to Soundscape

Day 1: 19.11.2012
9:00- 10:00




Javier Maroto
Jian Kiang
Marco Paviotti

10:00 – 11:00




Opening Session

st

1 Session:

Soundscape in the urban design and the noise action plans

Cipriano Marín ; Unesco-MAB: Urban Futures Program
Luis Bento Coelho; COST WG4 - Soundscape: Creating and Designing
Alberto Bañuelos Irusta; AAC Acústica + Lumínica: the Vitoria-Gasteiz Experience

11:00 -11:30

Coffee

11:30-12:50

2 Session:






Major of Vitoria-Gasteiz
Soundscape COST Action Chairman
European Commission

nd

From Natural to Planned Soundscape

Almo Farina; Urbino University (Italy): Soundscape Ecology
Martin van der Berg; Dutch Ministry of Environment: The Green Paper on Quiet Areas
Truls Gjestland; SINTEF (Norway): Soundscape in noisy areas
Vitoria-Gasteiz Planning Dpt.: Thought on Soundscape at the planning process

12:50-13:30

Discussion

WS Activities:
15:00-16:30

Soundwalk

16:30-19:00

MC Meeting

19:30

Town Hall reception

Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

Final Draft Agenda V8 - 121009
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2nd Day: 20.11.2012
9:00-10:30

Debate: Soundscape in the European framework

European Framework: regulations, programs, initiatives as: END, Quiet Areas Green paper,
Landscape Convention and Unesco-MAB Programs, Nature protection programs, …
Chairman: Luis Bento Coelho
Marco Paviotti, Martin Van den Berg, Almo Farina and Cipriano Marín
Interesting References for Soundscape
10:30 – 11:30 Presentations





Igone García: LIFE-QUADMAP Project
Mohammed Boubezari.: Is a Soundscape Guidance possible to preserve the
quality of soundscapes
Pepi Chourmouziadou: Peace Camp, UK: When soundscape meets poetry
Monica Tomás: Soundscape in Vitoria-Gasteiz. Results of soundwalk

11:30 – 12:00 Coffee
WG Discussion and conclusions
12:00-13:30




Parallel sessions. WG discussions
WG 1: Nature, Health and quiet areas
WG 2: Planning and urban renew
WG 3: Soundscape as solution

Pepi Chourmouziadou / Osten Axelsson
Luis Bento Coelho / Jian Kiang
Truls Gjestland / Dick Botteldooren

13:30 – 14:00 WG conclusions and Debate
14:00

Closing

Others related meetings :
Sunday 18:
ISO WG Meeting
Wednesday 21: Steering Committee Meeting (continued) 09:00- 12:00
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FINAL CONFERENCE ON
SOUNDSCAPE OF EUROPEAN CITIES AND LANDSCAPES
Friday 22 March 2013
Sala Civica, Via Ottone Huber 8, 39012, MERANO
Conference Programme
9:00- 9:15

Opening speech

– Jian Kang, University of Sheffield, COST Action TD0804 Chair

9:15-10:10
9:15- 9.40
9:40-10:05
10:05-10:10
10:10-11:05
10:10-10:35
10:35-11:00
11:00-11:05
11:05-11:30
11:30-12:25
11:30-11:55
11:55-12:20
12:20-12:25
12:25-13:30
13:30-14:25
13:30-13:55
13:55-14:20
14:20-14:25
14:25-15:20
14:25-14:50
14:50-15:15
15:15-15:20
15:20-15:45
15:45-16:45
15:45-16:30
16:30-16:45

Session 1: Understanding and Exchanging
Invited speech
– Matt Nudds, Department of Philosophy, University of Warwick
Working Group 1 – Dick Botteldooren
Discussion
Session 2: Collecting and Documenting
Invited speech
– Lex Brown, Griffith School of Environment/Urban Research Program
Working Group 2 – Truls Gjestland
Discussion
Coffee break
– Soundscape Exhibition, Poster Session
Session 3: Harmonising
Invited speech
– Kozo Hiramatsu, London Office of Japan Society for the Promotion of Science
Working Group 3 – Peter Lercher
Discussion
Lunch
Session 4: Creating and Designing
Invited speech
– Gary Siebein, University of Florida, Siebein Associates
Working Group 4 – Luis Bento Coelho
Discussion
Session 5: Outreaching and Training
Invited speech
– Gloria Elliott, Noise Abatement Society, Quiet Mark
Working Group 5 – Luigi Maffei
Discussion
Coffee break
– Soundscape Exhibition, Poster Session
Applied Soundscape Practices
Invited speeches – selection of authors, Soundscape Exhibition (see conference CD)
Panel session

16:45-17:00

Closing speech

k2 archiTechs

– Thierry Goger, Science Officer for Transport and Urban Development (TUD)
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EAA SUMMER SCHOOL
An idea which was on the agenda of European Acoustics Association (EAA) since a long
time was realized and integrated in the concept of Euroregio: the so-called “EAA Summer
school”. Discussion on activities in acoustics education (“EAA Tutoria”) was started in the
founding phase of the EAA in the 1990s, but only now the financial and organizational basis
become sufficiently stable to start this project.
The EAA Summer School is conceptualized as an event where Master and PhD students of
acoustics, as well as other young acousticians, can learn about a variety of new
accomplishments in the field of acoustics in half day courses (3-4 lectures) or full day
courses (5-6 lectures). The courses mainly consist of classical lectures, but round tables and
discussion groups in order to help in understanding and clarifying the lecturing materials are
integrated as well.
The EAA Summer School for young researchers will be a special feature of this year’s EAA
Euroregio.
It is entitled
"First Forum
Young Researchers in Acoustics” and will be held
EAA
Summer
School
2010 of- Programme
prior to the congress in Ljubljana, Slovenia, from 13 to 15 September 2010 in the same
venue as the congress. It is organized jointly by EAA and COST (European Cooperation in
Science and Technology) projects.

EAA Summer School 2010 - Programme
Course 1 - Soundscape
- Monday, September 13, 2010, full day course
- organized by Brigitte Schulte Fortkamp and Luigi Maffei
-The
sponsored
by COST
programme
of the TD0804
summer school includes seven courses with different topics, namely:
• Course 1: Soundscape (full day course)
9:00
Brigitte
Schulte-Fortkamp
Course
1 - Soundscape
• - 10:00
Course
2: Voice/Musical
Acoustics (full day course)
Introduction
to thefull
course.
Howcourse)
soundscape came into Community Noise
- Monday,
September
13, 2010,
day
• Course
3: Building
Acoustics
(fullcourse
day
10:00
11:30
Klæboe
- organized
by Ronny
Brigitte
Schulte Fortkamp
and
Luigi Maffei
• - Course
4: Hydroacoustics
(half day
course)
Noise
annoyance
evaluation
- sponsored
by
COST
TD0804
• Course 5: Numerical Acoustics (half day course)
11:30
13:00 Volker
Irmer
• - Course
6: Psychoacoustics
(half day course)
Noise
control
techniques
9:00• - 10:00
Brigitte
Schulte-Fortkamp
Course 7: Ultrasound
(half day course)
14:30 - 16:00 Dick
Botteldooren
Introduction
to the course. How soundscape came into Community Noise
Engineering
Methodologies
for the Soundscape
approach
10:00
- 11:30 to
Ronny
Klæboe
It is important
mention
that
course 1 is organized
and financed
by COST projects TD-0804
16:00
- 17:30 of
Jian
Kang
Noise
annoyance
(Soundscape
European
Cities evaluation
and Landscapes), course 2 by COST project 2103
Soundscape
approach for and
architecture
urban planning
11:30
- 13:00
Volker
Irmer Assessment)
(Advanced
Voice
Function
course 3and
by COST
project TU-0901 (Integrating
17:30
19:00
Luigi
Maffei
Noise
control
techniques
and Harmonizing Sound Insulation Aspects in Sustainable Urban Housing Constructions).
Round
Table - and
Summary
- Discussion
14:30
16:00 Dick
Botteldooren
Other -courses
are organized
financed
by the EAA itself.
Engineering Methodologies for the Soundscape approach
16:00
- 17:30 will
JianbeKang
The lecturers
internationally recognized and distinguished professors and experts in
Soundscape
for board
architecture
and
urban
planning
acoustics. They
were invitedapproach
by the EAA
and the
EAA
technical
committees.
Course
2 - Voice/Musical
17:30
- 19:00
Luigi Maffei Acoustics
- Monday, September
13, 2010,
full day -course
Round Table
- Summary
Discussion
- organized by Malte Kob and Wilfried Kausel
- sponsored
by COST
2103Landscapes
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of European
Cities and
9:00 - 10:30
Wilfried Kausel
and Malte Kob
Course
2 - Voice/Musical
Acoustics

Saturday, 16 March 2013
8:30-10:00

Perspectives of acoustical FEM and BEM hotSoundscape
topics
of European Cities and Landscapes
Andrew
Peplow
EAA Winter School 2013
page 1
10:30-12:00
Waveguide finite elements
Elisabetta Manconi
14:00-15:30
Non-matching
grid techniques for acoustical FEM
EAA Winter School 2013
Manfred Kaltenbacher
Coordinators: Kristian Jambrosic, Luigi Maffei, Michael Vorländer
Sunday, 17 March 2013
A “Winter School” for young acousticians will be organized and sponsored
8:30-10:00
New
Green's
for BEM
by
EAA during the
days
beforefunctions
the AIA-DAGA
2013 Conference on Acoustics.
Martin
Ochmann
The Winter School will be held at the Kurhaus (venue of the Conference).
10:30-12:00
Special
applications
of BEM in flow acoustics
AIA
and DEGA will
cosponsor
the event.
Rafael
Piscoya
Included is also a sponsored social program with get-togethers, evening
13:30-15:00
events
and a lotExams
of opportunities of “student meets expert”.
Course C*. Synergies between Environmental Noise Control and Soundscape Approach
Courses
Room: Kurhaus conference room
1. “Approaching Acoustics” course
Didactic
JiannoKang,
Brigitte fee,
Schulte-Fortkamp
(max
100organizers:
participants,
registration
free hotel accommodation for 3 nights: Thurs. 15/3 in,
Sunday 17/3 out).
This course
exploreatthe
development
conventional
environmental noise control to
Start
Friday will
15.3.2013
8.30;
end Sundayfrom
17.3.2013
at 15.00.
soundscape approaches. Based on the EU COST Action on ‘Soundscapes of European Cities and
Landscapes’,
course
will
cover basic concepts
understanding
Control
EAA
Winter
2013 for
The
courseSchool
is the
reserved
undergraduate
studentsand
in the
third year orofforNoise
students
in aand
Master page 6
Soundscapes,
and
health
impacts
trough
acoustic
environments
but
also
standards
andrelated
guidelines,
program. Acoustic fundamentals are briefly illustrated, and various fields of applications
to
and
practical
examples
concerning
soundscapes.
job profiles are introduced (Hearing, Measurements, Acoustic materials, Noise control, Room
The multidimensional Soundscape approach is emphasizing on the way the acoustic environment is
acoustics, Sound Design, Underwater Sound, Ultrasound, Musical Acoustics).
perceived, experienced and understood by the individual and by society (ISO/TC 43/SC 1/WG 54).
Moreover, it accounts for people’s concerns and integrates the exposed people as experts. The
2. Five parallel courses on “Hot Topics in Acoustics”
process of tuning of noise pollution or sound design with respect to the expertise of people’s mind is
(max 50 participants/course, participants must register at the Conference
related to the strategy of triangulation of interdisciplinary data. Moreover, the Soundscape approach
at the specific registration fees).
provides the frame work to integrate contextual and subjective variables to improve the respective
Start: Saturday 16.3.2013 at 8.30; end: Sunday 17.3.2013 at 15.00.
Soundscape with regard to quality of life.
The courses are reserved to PhD students and young researchers (under 40 years old) that are
The course will be taught by both researchers and practitioners. The course will be assessed by
already involved in acoustics studies.
written exams, with 18 questions. It is expected that students will come from various disciplines, with
some basic knowledge in acoustics.
Saturday, 16 March 2013
8:30-9:15
9:15-10:00
10:15-11:00
11:00-12.00
14:00-14.45

14:45-15:30

15.45-16:30
16.30-17.30

Basic concepts in environmental noise control and soundscapes
Brigitte Schulte-Fortkamp
Soundscape framework
Jian Kang
Auditory cognition and soundscape
Dick Botteldooren
Health inclusive - why?
Peter Lercher
The soundscape approach as a tool for the environmental assessment of new large
scale projects Part 1
Luigi Maffei
The soundscape approach as a tool for the environmental assessment of new large
scale projects Part 2
Luis Bento Coelho
Standards applicable to soundscape studies
Truls Gjestland
Panel

Sunday, 17 March 2013
8:30-09:15

Practical soundscape examples
Lisa Lavia
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14:45-15:30

15.45-16:30
16.30-17.30

The soundscape approach as a tool for the environmental assessment of new large
scale projects Part 2
Luis Bento Coelho
Standards applicable to soundscape studies
Truls Gjestland
Panel

Sunday, 17 March 2013
8:30-09:15
9.15-10:00
10.15-11.00
11.00-12.00
13:30-15:00

Practical soundscape examples
Lisa Lavia
Practical soundscape examples
Max Dixon
Practical soundscape examples
Dick Botteldooren
Practical soundscape examples
Brigitte Schulte-Fortkamp, Jian Kang
Exams

*This course is sponsored by COST TD-0804 “Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes”

Course D. Understanding Musical Instruments in Theory and Praxis
Room: Kurhaus meeting room 1
Didactic organizer: Malte Kob
This course will cover the generation, propagation and perception of sounds created by musical
instruments. Lectures layout the basic principles of sound generation in wind instruments, string
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Cost Action TD 0804 on Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes

Training School “Measurement, Analysis and Evaluation of
Soundscapes” in 2010, 2011 and 2012
Name and address of affiliation of host:
Prof. Dr. Klaus Genuit
HEAD acoustics GmbH
Ebertstr. 30a
52134 Herzogenrath
Germany
Teaching Team:
Prof. Dr. Klaus Genuit
Prof. Dr. Brigitte Schulte-Fortkamp, TU Berlin, Germany
André Fiebig MA, HEAD acoustics GmbH

Short Description:
A short practical course of 5 days is planned, where young researchers make
experiences with binaural measurement technology, enhanced sound analysis
software and with the performance of field and laboratory experiments in the context
of soundscape research.
In lectures the soundscape approach and psychoacoustics will be introduced and
their advantages will be extensively discussed.
For the entire training school period measurement technology and workstations will
be available and a team of experienced researchers will train and support the young
researchers.
In collaboration with qualified researchers short soundscape case studies including
the measurement, analysis, evaluation, and classification of defined environmental
areas in Aachen will be carried out. The collected data will be discussed and
analyzed in teamwork.
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Soundscape Travelling
Exhibition
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Exploring Practical Applications of
Soundscapes for the Public Realm
To play or download the video and audio files on-line, please visit:
http://soundscape-cost.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=49&Itemid=60

Audio-visual soundscape perception research
Monika Rychtáriková, monika.rychtarikova@stuba.sk; Marko Horvat, marko.horvat@fer.hr,; Kristian Jambrošić, kristian.jambrosic@fer.hr;
Hrvoje Domitrović, hrvoje.domitrovic@fer.hr

An approach on the evaluation of urban acoustical comfort with the soundscape concept
Asli Ozcevik, asliozcevik@hotmail.com; Zerhan Yuksel Can, karabi@yildiz.edu.tr

Brighton Remixed, re-imagining the soundscape with young people
Esther Springett, e.springett@gmail.com; Lisa Lavia, lisa.lavia@noise-abatement.org

COST Short Term Scientific Mission: Training Course on Soundscape Analysis:
soundwalk, recordings, analysis and listening tests
Papatya Nur Dökmeci, p.dokmeci@sheffield.ac.uk; Francesco Aletta, francesco.aletta@unina2.it; Manuel Frost, manu.frost@gmx.de; Igone Garcia,
igone.garcia@tecnalia.com; Michal Galuszka, migaluszka@gmail.com; Jedrzej Kocinski, jen@amu.edu.pl; Helen Lin, smilinglinhui@gmail.com;
Andre Mundt, andre.mundt@hotmail.de; Monica Tomas, nyka77@hotmail.com; Klaus Genuit, klaus.genuit@head-acoustics.de; Brigitte Schulte-Fortkamp,
schulte@mach.ut.tu-berlin.de

Developing an applied soundscape strategy for the City of Brighton & Hove,
United Kingdom
Lisa Lavia, lisa.lavia@noise-abatement.org; Östen Axelsson, o.axelsson@sheffield.ac.uk; Max Dixon, maxdixon1@hotmail.co.uk

Dublin City acoustic planning and urban sound design programme
Sven Anderson, www.svenanderson.net

Education in Soundscape – a seminar with young scientists in Short Term Scientific Mission:
Soundscape - measurement, analysis, evaluation
André Fiebig, HEAD Acoustics GmbH; Viviane Acloque, Ecole Central de Nantes; Seckin Basturk, Second University of Naples; Maria Di Gabriele,
Second University of Naples; Marko Horvat, University of Zagreb; Massimiliano Masullo, Second University of Naples; Reto Pieren, Empa, Swiss Federal
Laboratories for Materials Science and Technology; Kay S. Voigt, Technical University of Berlin; Ming Yang, University of Sheffield; Klaus Genuit,
HEAD Acoustics GmbH; Brigitte Schulte-Fortkamp, Technical University of Berlin

Evaluating indoor soundscapes by questionnaires
Papatya Nur Dökmeci, p.dokmeci@shef.ac.uk; Jian Kang, j.kang@shef.ac.uk

Nauener Platz: soundscape approaches for public space perception and enhancement drawing on
experience in Berlin
Brigitte Schulte-Fortkamp, b.schulte-fortkamp@tu-berlin.de

Organ of Corti by Liminal
Frances Crow, Frances@Liminal.org.uk

Relationship between soundscape and landscape
Jiang Liu, jiang.liu@uni-rostock.de; Jian Kang, j.kang@sheffield.ac.uk; Holger Behm

Sanitary Soundscapes: the impacts of ultra-rapid hand dryers on vulnerable subgroups in publicly
accessible toilets
John Drever, J.Drever@gold.ac.uk

Sea Organ, Zadar, Croatia
Hrvoje Domitrovic, hrvoje.domitrovic@fer.hr; Kristian Jambrosic, kristian.jambrosic@fer.hr; Marko Horvat, marko.horvat@fer.hr

Sound event recognition in urban soundscapes with self-organizing maps and support
vector machines
Xavier Valero, xvalero@salleurl.edu; Damiano Oldoni, damiano.oldoni@intec.ugent.be; Dick Botteldooren, dick.botteldooren@intec.ugent.be;
Francesc Alías, falias@salleurl.edu

Sound Islands: Bilbao Municipality policy to improve citizens quality of life through soundscape
Igone Garcia Perez, igone.garcia@tecnalia.com; Itziar Aspuru Soloaga, itziar.aspuru@tecnalia.com; Karmele Herranz Pascual, karmele.herranz@tecnalia.com

Sound Islands: sounds in natural parks of Bizkaia: soundscapes of Urkiola Park
Igone Garcia Perez, igone.garcia@tecnalia.com; Itziar Aspuru Soloaga, itziar.aspuru@tecnalia.com; Pilar Fernandez Alcala, pilar.fernandez@tecnalia

Soundscape Assessment: the case studies of some European historical urban centers
Maria Di Gabriele, maria.digabriele@unina2.it; Veronica Gallo, veronica.gallo@idasc.cnr.it

Soundscape-based criteria used in territorial planning: a case in the Region of the ‘Alpujarra’,
Granada, Spain
Antonio Torija, ajtorija@ugr.es; Diego P. Ruiz, druiz@ugr.es

Soundscapes of waterscapes and squares on the Sheffield Gold Route
Jian Kang, j.kang@sheffield.ac.uk; Yiying Hao, haoyiying@hotmail.com

Soundwalks for the urban development of natural spaces in the Alachua County, Florida
Jose A. Garrido, jagarrido@ugr.es; Gary W. Siebein, gsiebein@siebeinacoustic.com; Diego P. Ruiz, druiz@ugr.es

The cultural value of the soundscapes of folk festivals
Luigi Maffei, luigi.maffei@unina2.it; Maria Di Gabriele, maria.digabriele@unina2.it

The soundscape approach for early stage urban planning
Dick Botteldooren, dick.botteldooren@intec.ugent.be; Bert De Coensel, bert.decoensel@intec.ugent

Visualising soundscapes
Gergo Hevesi, gergohevesi@mindmapgroup.com

Urban green growth to modify the urban soundscape in Vitoria-Gasteiz
Jose Luis Bento Coelho, bcoelho@ist.utl.pt; Alberto Bañuelos, abi@aacacustica.com

Urban redesign and sustainable mobility, an opportunity for soundscape in the urban future in
Vitoria-Gasteiz
Jose Luis Bento Coelho, bcoelho@ist.utl.pt; Alberto Bañuelos, abi@aacacustica.com

West Street Story: a night noise intervention pilot using a soundscape approach
Lisa Lavia, lisa.lavia@noise-abatement.org; Harry Witchel, witcheloffice@googlemail.com; Martyn Ware, martyn.ware@virgin.net;
Donna Close, donna.close@brighton-hove.gov.uk; Max Dixon, maxdixon1@hotmail.co.uk

White sound reversing alarms
Brigade Electronics plc, www.brigade-electronics

Exhibition Organisers - Lisa Lavia, Max Dixon, Kostas Sakantamis, Kalliopi Chourmouziadou, Östen Axelsson, Maria Di Gabriele, Kristian Jambrošić,
Vojtech Chmelik, Yiying Hao, Bo Wang
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An Approach on the Evaluation of Urban
Acoustical Comfort with the Soundscape Concept
Rsch. Ass. PhD. Asli Ozcevik, asliozcevik@hotmail.com
Prof. Dr. Zerhan Yuksel Can, karabi@yildiz.edu.tr
Yildiz Technical University, Faculty of Architecture, İstanbul, Turkey
About
A doctoral thesis titled as “An Approach on the Evaluation of Urban Acoustical Comfort with the Soundscape Concept”
is realized in order to develop an applied soundscape approach for the evaluation, conservation and rehabilitation of
acoustical comfort in urban areas by the data held from field and laboratory studies allowing the correlation of subjective
and objective information’s. The hypothesis of the study is 'soundscape quality can objectively be evaluated through the
perceptibility of soundmark'.
Schafer defined the word soundscape as an environment created by sound, and categorized the main themes of a
soundscape as keynotes, signals and soundmarks. Soundscape, as is used for urban noise, is basically a qualitative
approach aiming to reach clues to improve the “sonic environment”. The aim of soundscape studies is to describe the
global acoustic ambiences. Derivations of objective and subjective data from field and laboratory studies, and attempts of
correlating these data, are the common features of the soundscape studies.
The assessment of the conceptual model and the accuracy of the hypothesis are developed depending on the field studies.
In this model, in-situ measurements (sound level measurements, binaural sound recordings) and sound quality metrics
are defined as the objective data, and pairs of adjectives suitable for describing the sound environment (obtained by
semantic differential test), surveys (questionnaire, semantic differential test), jury and listening tests are obtained as the
subjective data.
The approach proposal is developed by the steps of; deriving the objective and subjective evaluations of the sound
environment via the field and the laboratory studies, statistically analyzing the data (individually and comparatively), and
correlating the results. The proposal is revised after being tested at first theoretically by using the first fields (Beşiktaş
Pier Square, Ortaköy Pier Square, Bağdat Street and Barbaros Boulevard) then practically by using new fields (Yıldız
Park, Bebek Park, Meclis-i Mebusan Street & Findikli Park and Serencebey Park).
The methodology of the applied soundscape approach are:
1st step - Area selection, at least three areas because of two unknown quantities in the listed equations; and analysis of
the sound environments (i.e. descriptions of the soundscapes, determinations of the soundmarks and previsions of the
acoustical satisfaction, realized by the acoustical expert).
2nd step – In-situ measurements with soundwalk method -sound measurements and binaural sound recordings,
which last app. 15 min. and realized by considering the proper conditions for quantity and quality of the recordings.
3rd step – Preparation and analyses of the recordings -calculation of the sound quality metrics, obtaining edited 5
minutes’ period having only the predicted soundmarks and nine sound segments each having 3 minutes’ period,
calculating statistical values of the sound quality metrics for the quantitative confirmation of the edited period.
4th step – Utilization of the listed equations for pairs of adjectives
5th step – Interpretations of the results in a holistic way, overall and detailed evaluations of the sound environments
via radar graphics.
Applied soundscape approach
This applied soundscape approach allows judging the soundscape of an environment by the usage of equations related to
the pairs of adjectives, via sound quality metrics derived from the sound recordings. It is also documented that there is a
direct relationship between the satisfaction from soundmark and the sound environment; therefore sound environment
can be assessed depending on the soundmark.
Traditional noise mitigation approach does not consider “sound” unless it is above some limit levels and then names it
“noise”. As many other studies clearly showed, all of the “so called noise” is not disturbing. The applied soundscape
approach that we propose, allow distinguishing unpleasant sounds from preferred sounds (sounds above and below limit
levels) peculiar to the area worked on, thus facilitates the decisions to ameliorate the sound environment. The visual
presentation using the radar graphics provides a holistic image of the acoustical comfort degree as well as the comparison
of the different areas.
Soundmarks are the sounds that create the acoustical identity of an environment. The culture, society, city and zone, all
together shape the soundmarks. Trying to fight the noise disregarding the soundmarks may harm acoustical identity and
in some cases acoustical heritage.
Once the desirable and undesirable soundmarks are discriminated, it becomes possible to manipulate the sound
environment; by strengthening the perception of desirable soundmarks, by using acoustical perfume effect masking the
undesirable soundmarks, etc. Furthermore the visual comparison of functionally similar but acoustically different city
zones may be used to set the local authorities as well as the citizens into action. Local soundscape quality of cultural
heritage zones may also be conserved and/or rehabilitated depending on the specific soundmarks.
This applied soundscape approach may help to explain especially to the authorities but also to the citizens, that “noise
mitigation” and “acoustical quality of a city zone” are different issues thus require different approaches.
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Brighton Remixed

View the video showreel on-line

Dv8 Training
A Sounding Brighton project

For more video and audio files lease visit: http://soundscape-cost.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=49&Itemid=60

About
Brighton Remixed is the culmination of a Sounding
Brighton engagement project with young people from Dv8
Training, a creative training provider specialising in music
production and multimedia arts based in London and the
South East of England. Dv8 Training aim to empower young
people previously not in education, employment or training.
Young people taking part in the project explored the rich
sounds of the city of Brighton and Hove and created a
temporary audio-visual installation which was showcased
in a central shopping arcade as part of Brighton and Hove’s
all night arts festival, White Night, 29th October, 2011.
Inspired by the overarching theme of the festival, ‘Utopias’,
young people re-imagined the sonic landscapes around
them and created their own personal soundtracks to the city.
These compositions represent the city through the ears of
young people and project ideas for future soundscapes.

Engagement and creation
Facilitated by artists and lead media tutor at Dv8 Training
Esther Springett, young people began to uncover and
investigate how sound shapes their emotional and mental
well-being as individuals in an urban environment.
The journey to exploring sound in the urban landscape
began with a series of audio scavenger walks through
Brighton and Hove especially devised by young people.
Field recordings were made at landmark locations such as
Brighton Pier, shopping centres, skate parks, green spaces,
roadways and the sea front area. Young people were
encouraged to slow down their listening and document how
these locations made them feel.
The study of sound design and sound effects in popular
film and video games acted as a route into exploring the
emotional impact of sound on the individual from feelings
of fear and alienation to euphoria and excitement. Through
participation in practical workshops in field recording, foley
artistry, sound manipulation and editing, young people
began to re-imagine sonic landscapes for the physical
environment around them.

Applied Soundscape vs Noise Mitigation
Brighton Remixed addresses the conflict of sound in the urban
environment as perceived by young people. It challenges
negative perceptions of noise and makes use of the limitless
sounds that surround us 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Some
pieces peak in a musical cacophony of carousels and drum
samples whilst others take a more meditative stance. As a case
study this project encourages others to explore participation
and promote engagement with city space users of all ages to
positively address the soundscape.

Improving local soundscape quality
Sound affects us, emotionally and psychologically and each
of us has our own experience of the sounds of the city. These
are remixed through our cultural backgrounds, our age, social
relationships, values and self-identity and help us to feel
welcome or alienated in the places we live. This project marks the
beginning of engagement with the next generation of scientists,
artists, filmmakers, sound engineers and acoustic practitioners.
It is the first step in collaborating with young people to raise
awareness of the contribution they can make in the creation of
applied soundscapes.
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COST Short Term Scientific Mission: Training Course
on Soundscape Analysis: Soundwalk, Recordings,
Analysis and Listening Tests
Papatya Nur Dökmeci1, Francesco Aletta2, Manuel Frost3, Igone Garcia4, Michal
Galuszka5, Jedrzej Kocinski5, Helen Lin6, Andre Mundt3, Monica Tomas7, Klaus
Genuit8 and Brigitte Schulte-Fortkamp3
1. University of Sheffield,United Kingdom, p.dokmeci@sheffield.ac.uk
2. University of Naples, Italy, francesco.aletta@unina2.it
3. Technical University of Berlin, Germany, andre.mundt@hotmail.de, manu.frost@gmx.de,
schulte@mach.ut.tu-berlin.de
4. Tecnalia, Spain, igone.garcia@tecnalia.com
5. Adam Mickiewicz University, Poland, migaluszka@gmail.com, jen@amu.edu.pl
6. Foreign Economic Cooperation Office, China, smilinglinhui@gmail.com
7. AAC Ac´ustica + Lum´ınica, Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain, nyka77@hotmail.com
8. HEAD Acoustics, Herzogenrath, Germany, Klaus.Genuit@head-acoustics.de

About
The project aims to discover the audio-visual relations through field and laboratory studies as a case study
designed with a sound walk on a pre-defined route, which was accompanied with binaural recordings and
soundscape evaluation survey in Aachen, Germany.
The scientific approach of this study includes on-site field recordings, perception analysis by a survey and also
lab listening tests. In order to carry out a fulfilled soundscape study, it is important firstly to fully analyse the
sound environment, then to understand the user’s perception. The integration of the lab listening tests with
different conditions are used to delve into the details of the audio-visual perceptions and their relation with
each other.
Field recordings were accomplished through soundwalk technique that was used on a route with eight
measurement points (P1-P8) with different characteristics (urban soundscapes and landscapes) in the city
center of Aachen. At each point, 3 min. signals were recorded using HEAD Acoustics SQuadriga binaural
headset. During the recordings, soundscape features as; loudness and unpleasantness were assessed using
5-point continuous scale.
Two different lab sessions were also created for a more detailed approach. In the first session, the audio
recordings of the 8 sites were reproduced by loudspeakers, and the group was asked to answer the same
questions of the soundwalk about perceived loudness and unpleasantness through specially designed touch
screens. Secondly, 5 of the 8 points of the soundwalk were selected and their audio recordings were
reproduced while the corresponding photos were projected onto a white screen, in order to get a visual
association with the audio signals. The group was asked again to answer the two questions on perceived
loudness and unpleasantness.
Applied soundscape approach
Soundscape analysis uses a wide range of different approaches including, physical and psychological
measures, and their combinations. A variety of acoustic and psychoacoustic parameters, and analysis methods
are also included for the evaluation of sound environment. For this study, the post-signal analysis of the
recorded data was done by 4 different methods; 3D Fourier analysis (FFT), acoustic parameters (SPL),
psychoacoustic parameters (N, R, S, FS), and relative approach.
In addition to objective analysis, subjective evaluations were also considered in this study. Without the on-site
experts (subjective evaluation of frequent users of the space), their perceptions, and the context, the
concluding interpretation of the data is impossible. Only a combination of the analysis of the semantic
differential, with the measurement-based investigation and its comments can provide for proximate and
complete representation of the human perception on-site. Firstly, a comparison between the psychoacoustic
parameters and the perception of participants in 8 points, is accomplished. For this type of analysis, a relative
scale was designed. This result leads the interest of deepening in the possibility of using the psychoacoustic
loudness as an index to estimate the unpleasantness in the different locations of a soundwalk.
In this study, several important outcomes were achieved in order to design a soundscape study and to
understand possible theoretical ways to improve soundscapes. It has been concluded that only one analysis
method would not be sufficient for obtaining detailed results for a soundscape study, as by using only
averaged SPL values, important data on the sound environment may be lost. For that reason, loudness as well
as roughness are good psychoacoustic indicators that relate well with perceived unpleasantness. Additional
results point out that, the subjective ratings of perceived loudness and unpleasantness in the field, in the lab
with visual input and in the lab without visual input are found to be strongly related with each other. The
relatively scaled result of psychoacoustic loudness (measured in the field) was found to be strongly related
with perceived loudness in the field and in the lab. It has also been noted that, visual recall might affect the lab
tests. In addition, it is observed that soundscape evaluation of a physical environment may be influenced not
only by acoustical properties but also by the inputs through other senses like vision or olfactory.
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In order to help develop an applied soundscape strategy for the City of Brighton & Hove, we conducted a social survey via a
questionnaire study. Members of the public were invited to provide information about their favourite outdoor location in Brighton &
Hove and the social and recreational activities it entails, as well as what sounds are appropriate to the favourite location. Statistical
analysis revealed that there is a significant and meaningful relationship between the social and recreational activities that people
find suitable in their favourite outdoor location and the degree to which they find that specific sound sources (i.e. the elements
comprising the “soundscape”) appropriate there.
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The survey results show that soundscapes may – and probably should – vary, depending on what social and recreational activities
are deemed suitable for a space by the users of the place. This study presents the five main categories of favourite locations,
including their recreational soundscapes. In the future, urban planners in Brighton & Hove may use this information for planning
and designing the acoustic environment to promote sustainable development, quality of life, health and well being.
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Beach & Seaside

Downtown City

The Brighton & Hove beach and seaside is long-stretched
and suitable for diverse social and recreational activities. It
includes appreciating the sea and the scenery, walking or
jogging, surfing, bathing, watching people go by, informal
games, playing with one’s children, etc. Predominantly
people prefer a seaside soundscape, including the surf and
seagulls. Sounds from other people are acceptable, as well
as the sounds of chips and boats. People who prefer the
beach area close to the city find moderately loud sounds
acceptable, including road traffic, people, pubs and music.

In Brighton & Hove, The Lanes and North Laine is a popular
downtown area. It is found suitable for diverse urban, social and
recreational activities, like watching people go by, experiencing
active street life or outdoor events, eating or drinking outdoors,
walking or jogging, shopping, etc. Daytime, a vibrant soundscape
is acceptable, including moderately loud sounds of people, music
and road traffic. Typical for Brighton & Hove is that the sound of
seagulls is the most preferred.

“My Space” is a place where individuals may relax and ‘be
themselves’. This includes one’s own garden, a local city park, the
beach and seaside, or the local pub. “My Space” is not associated
with any particular social or recreational activity, but with nature
appreciation as well as peace and quiet. This includes the soundscape,
where natural sounds are acceptable at a distance.
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Dublin City Acoustic Planning and
Urban Sound Design Programme
Sven Anderson, www.svenanderson.net
1

About
Dublin City Council (DCC) has commissioned artist and designer Sven
Anderson to work as the Dublin City Acoustic Planner / Urban Sound
Designer between March 2013 through March 2014. This project was
initiated as part of Interacting With the City, the second strand of the
Dublin City Public Art Programme, and is funded from the percent for art
scheme through the Department of the Environment, Community and
Local Government.
The notion of establishing the role of the urban acoustic planner emerged
from the work of R. Murray Schafer in the 1970s. Several decades later,
this idea has developed not only through the continual evolution of the
soundscape concept and approach, but also in reaction to fundamental
changes of how urban space is planned, mediated, and represented. This
project will serve as an interface between a mid-sized, contemporary
urban region (Dublin, Ireland) and a series of research practices and
design strategies that place an emphasis on the acoustic dimension of
public spaces, civic architectures, and urban experiences.
The project's core methodologies are influenced by the concept of sonic
effects emanating from CRESSON (Centre de recherché sur l'espace
sonore et l'environnement urbain) and by diverse projects discussed on the
International Ambiances Network (www.ambiances.net), as well as by
research outputs emerging from the Soundscape of European Cities and
Landscapes (COST TUD0804) project that is ending this year. These
methods will be extended by observations filtered from contemporary
praxis focused on sensory urbanism, experiential architecture, and related
technologies. The project will also emphasize the sound installation
practices of a select set of sound artists, demonstrating how the methods
illustrated through these projects' design and implementation might cross
over from the context of contemporary art into the fields of architecture
and urban design.
While the project seeks to extend such longer-term research strategies, it
is simultaneously focused on developing a concise means of addressing
disparate issues in Dublin's urban sound environment without becoming
focused on any single issue or project. The project's rapid synthesis of
observation, discourse, fieldwork, and prototyping will form the basis of a
Draft Dublin City Acoustic Plan which will inform future project work in
Dublin and abroad.
By creating this new role within Dublin City Council, and by working
with both the planning and public art departments, this project draws
attention to the creative potential of the urban sound environment as a
medium for design and intervention. Referencing existing noise maps
and more traditional noise mitigation techniques that have been
implemented in the city (following from The European Environmental
Noise Directive 2002/49/EC) as a starting point, this project will focus on
considering the introduction of urban sound installations and on
promoting discursive design theory stemming from contemporary arts and
alternative urban spatial practices within local planning policy.

2

3

4

5

Applied soundscape approach
The work carried out in this project seeks to highlight the richness and
complexity of Dublin's urban soundscape as a positive characteristic,
which serves to condition the city's unique ambiance and urban
experience. The identification of distinct aural typologies within the city
combined with the resources produced through the project's
documentation and the construction of a Draft Dublin City Acoustic Plan
will provide guidelines for protecting, maintaining, and improving local
soundscapes that will be integrated in future planning strategies.
6

Project outputs
1.Developing an active project website that serves as a portal for
documentation and outreach
2.Launching a mobile application that provides location-based
information related to the project
3.Reviewing existing noise control infrastructure in the Dublin region
4.Capturing and cataloguing field recordings of key sonic features in
contemporary Dublin
5.Interviewing both local and international project stakeholders and
publishing discourse to the project website
6.Working alongside the planning department to define active
research regions within the city
7.Prototyping sound installations in selected sites
8.Reviewing these outputs within Dublin City Council in order to
provide a reference for similar initiatives in other cities

7
1. The Santiago Calatrava-designed Samuel Beckett
Bridge crossing over the Liﬀey
2. Cycling along the southern edge of Trinity College, Dublin
3. Looking out over new parks in Grand Canal Square
4. Passing along the northern edge of Merrion Square
5. Busy pedestrian traﬃc on Grafton Street
6. Light traﬃc behind the Daniel Libeskind-designed Bord
Gais Energy Theatre
7. A DART train leaving Pearse Street Station

Comhshaol, Pobal agus Rialtas Áitiúil
Environment, Community and Local Government
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Evaluating Indoor Soundscapes by Questionnaires
Papatya Nur Dökmeci, p.dokmeci@sheffield.ac.uk
Jian Kang, j.kang@sheffield.ac.uk
About
The main purpose of this study is to understand the recorded objective sound environment through the
acoustic and psychoacoustic parameters and correlate the objective measures with the perceived evaluation. In
addition, correlations regarding the subjective evaluation of the soundscapes and the overall environment,
usage and demographics were considered to understand the users’ mind-set and how the different factors
would be affecting their soundscape perception. Architectural analysis and usage were also addressed as the
most distinctive concepts for indoor soundscaping.
Relevant soundscape studies concentrate mainly on, the urban/open soundscapes, and city scales. The indoor
soundscape approach on the other hand has emerged into the literature lately; and concentrates on the enclosed
sound environment, with a distinct focus on the architectural and functional characteristics of the space, the
perceived subjective evaluation, and the physical, acoustic and psychoacoustic characteristics of the sound
environment. Analysis of architectural totality and characteristics of an indoor space is crucial for an indoor
soundscape study. This built-entity assessment of the case spaces can be studied through certain dissolution,
analysis techniques, and architectural theories.
Function and usage of a space, its physical conditions and spatial characteristics are as important as the
objective analysis, the subjective evaluation of the sound, and the overall environment. Spatial characteristics
in particular play a key role for the sound and its formation in an enclosure. Architectural/room acoustics
research consider the theories that have been stated through previous studies, yet indoor soundscaping
combines these previous findings and reveals a new understanding through the soundscape approach, in which
space, context and users can be considered as important as the sound itself.
In this specific study that concentrated on library spaces, firstly, a socio-acoustic questionnaire was designed
with 4 different parts; (1) open-ended questions on usage of the space, (2) time spent, like/dislike, basic
demographics, (3) 5-point rating scale for the evaluation of different factors in the space, (4) 5-point rating
scale for the subjective evaluation of sound sources. 14 different factors related with, indoor physical comfort
(acoustics, air quality, humidity, temperature, light); acoustics (sound level, sound types, sound intelligibility,
reverberation level, noise from other spaces, locating by sound); and architecture (way finding, spaciousness,
level of crowd) were asked regarding their importance and quality for the case spaces. The ratings for the
quality of the factors for all three libraries have been presented. The 19 different sound sources were identified
by initial pilot studies and were included in the questionnaire for evaluation. The most and least annoying
sound sources were identified for further investigation.
Simultaneous objective measurements were carried out by binaural recording system. The total measurements
of the 3 foyer points, each sample 15 minutes long, in the 3 different libraries were carried out in one day.
Physical factors (sound event variation, duration, time, intensity level, fluctuation, spectral distribution),
acoustic parameters sound pressure level (a-weighted, un-weighted), and psychoacoustic acoustic parameters
(loudness, roughness, sharpness) were considered for this study and their relation with subjective evaluation of
the sound environment was assessed.
Applied soundscape approach
Firstly, the concepts that have been pointed out previously for indoor soundscape studies were researched in
this study. The architectural analysis on the formal organisation of the plans and the materials in the case
spaces are discussed. Secondly, the specially designed indoor soundscaping that concentrates on the subjective
evaluation of the sound environment, the perceived factors, and sound sources were described and the results
were presented. The synchronised measurements were considered to understand the quantitative attributes of
the sound environment.
The results of questionnaires and objective measurements reveal the importance of considering variances on
the methodology and analysis of the soundscape, regarding the context, function, architecture, and
subjective/objective evaluations. It has been shown that (1) architectural factors play an important role in
soundscape evaluation; (2) When the libraries were compared, in all three libraries, the factors; ‘way-finding’,
‘thermal comfort’, and ‘air quality’ were found to have the highest qualities, and the least quality was rated for
‘spaciousness’ and ‘crowd’, (3) in all three libraries, sound sources including ‘mobile phones’, ‘personal
music players’, and ‘construction noise’ were found to be the most annoying, and the least annoying sound
sources were noted as ‘walking/footsteps’ and ‘page turning’, (4) Correlations among factors have been
analysed to understand cross-effects of different factors, especially with acoustic comfort factor; (5)
Significant effects have been detected when correlations among gender, academic level and usage variances
were analysed for factor ratings and annoyance from sound sources; (6) There are considerable difference in
objective parameters among the survey sites; (7) Correlations on objective measures showed that there are
significant differences between libraries regarding SPL and N values considering quality ratings of factors and
annoyance from sound sources.
Further assessment should be carried out by detailed architectural and objective post-signal analysis.
Architecture and function related correlations could be achieved by larger sample sizes. In addition,
evaluations should involve questionnaires that are designed for specific purposes. A multi-dimensional and
holistic approach should be carried out for the design of indoor soundscape studies that could include different
field and methodologies that were explained by this study.
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Soundscape Concept
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Perception
Drawing on Experience in Berlin
Rsch. Ass. PhD. Asli Ozcevik, asliozcevik@hotmail.com
Prof. Dr. Zerhan Yuksel Can, karabi@yildiz.edu.tr
BrigitteTechnical
Schulte-Fortkamp,
Yildiz
University,b.schulte-fortkamp@tu-berlin.de
Faculty of Architecture, İstanbul, Turkey
About

About
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Organ of Corti

View the video showreel on-line

Liminal
For more video and audio files lease visit: http://soundscape-cost.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=49&Itemid=60

About
Organ of Corti is an experimental instrument that recycles
noise from the environment. It does not make any sound of
its own, but rather it attempts to draw our attention to the
sounds already present by framing them in a new way. Named
after the organ of hearing in the inner ear, it uses the acoustic
technology of sonic crystals to accentuate and attenuate
frequencies within the broad range of sound present in, for
example, road traffic or falling water. By recycling surplus
sounds from our environment, Organ of Corti challenges
expectations of what might constitute a piece of music
by adding nothing to the existing soundscape but rather
offering new ways of listening to what is already there. This
instrument is a device that rematerializes our experience of
sound, inviting us to “listen to ourselves listen”.
Organ of Corti won the PRS for music New Music Award
2010 and toured England in the summer 2011. Subsequently it
won the Noise Abatement Society’s John Connell Innovation
Award 2011 and received an Honorary Mention in the
internationally acclaimed media arts competition, Prix Ars
Electronica 2012.

How it works
Organ of Corti is a partial lattice sonic crystal array
consisting of ninety-six 4m high acrylic cylinders. A sonic
crystal works by trapping sound frequencies in a similar
way as light is trapped by crystalline structures.
When sound waves encounter this cylinder array, every
cylinder deflects part of each sound wave (like sea waves
‘bending’ around the cylindrical supports of a pier). The
spacing of the cylinders has the effect of trapping certain
sound waves and deflecting other waves to combine and
remix them, thereby recycling the sounds.
The lowest frequency trapped is 570 Hz. This is just over
an octave above ‘middle C’ on a piano. The transmission of
sound through the array is reduced at two, three and four
times this frequency i.e. 1140 Hz, 1710 Hz, 2850 Hz (and so
on), through the frequency range where the human ear is
particularly sensitive. However, wavelengths between these
frequencies are not trapped by the array and produce the
effect of higher sound levels on the opposite side of the
array to the sound source creating unique resonance.

Creation
The proposal for the Organ of Corti came out of a
period of research into the relationship between sound,
health and wellbeing funded by the Wellcome Trust and
developed in partnership with Sustrans, the sustainable
transport charity. During this time, Liminal came across
the technology of sonic crystals and were introduced
to Keith Attenborough, Professor of Acoustics at the
Open University and a pioneer in the development of
this area of acoustical understanding. Liminal became
interested in the physiology, as well as the neuroscience
of hearing, and in particular, the process by which sound
is physically mapped according to its frequency content
along the length of the basilar membrane in the inner
ear. Liminal began to explore ways of representing the
physical separation of sound in the auditory system on an
architectural scale.

Applied Soundscape vs Noise Mitigation
Architect Frances Crow and sound artist and composer
David Prior, who combined make up Liminal, use sound
as their material resource. They embrace often negatively
perceived soundscapes and encourage us to question
whether it is the way we listen or what we listen to, that
affects our perception of sound in the environment.
Using sonic crystal array technology for noise masking
purposes raises both conceptual and practical questions.
Whilst it is successful in reducing certain noise frequencies,
a resonance is often created as a consequence of deflected
and combined sound waves within the lattice. This can be
compared to a tinnitus sufferer who hears sounds caused
by the over stimulation of hair cells either side of an
area of damage to the basilar membrane. Organ of Corti
explores this interesting conundrum and turns the very
concept of traditional noise mitigation on its head by
utilizing the unwanted sound source to ‘retune’ and create
unique and resonant soundscapes.

Improving local soundscape quality
Sonic crystal technology is being researched as a potential
alternative to conventional noise barrier design to
attenuate road traffic noise.
BBC1’s popular science programme Bang Goes the Theory
featured Organ of Corti in their programme ‘Is Life too
loud?’ and suggested that in the future it might be possible
to see structures like this along our motorways. Research
is at a very early stage in the development, but commercial
applications for the technology are currently being sought
by researchers.

www.liminal.org.uk
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Sanitary Ambiance:
the noise effects of
ultra-fast hand dryers
Dr John Levack Drever
Testing of a high speed hand dryer in an anechoic chamber

About
Publicly accessible toilets have been populated by a new
variety of hand dryers – the ultrafast hand dryer, using cold
air at tremendous speeds to strip moisture off hands. Designed
for speed and efficiency they chime with current agendas of
“ecology” and “austerity”, whilst their marketing pulls on notions
of dynamism and muscularity, with tags such as air force, jet,
blade, hurricane, typhoon and turbor. While dryer makers claim
engineering success, this ongoing project probes at the ‘sonic
footprint’ of the hand dryer and its consequent noise effects on
everyday users.
Led by Dr John Levack Drever, Senior Lecturer in Composition
and Head of the Unit for Sound Practice Research, Goldsmiths,
University of London, this project consists of a range of studies
including product acoustic testing, environmental acoustics and
noise assessment, and sociological discourse.

Listening post
Audio 1 presents a series of field recordings of hand
dryers in operation. To provide a contrast with how the
soundscape of the toilet has evolved, traditional warm air
hand dryers are interspersed with the ultrafast dryers.
Audio 2 presents an hour long creative exploration of the
full audio spectrum of a high speed hand dryer which is
contained within the densely compacted burst of the 10
second cycle.

Testing the sound
Field studies indicate that acoustic readings of high speed hand
dryers can be akin to the noise of a road drill at close range. The
results produced during studies conducted on location and in
spaces resembling the typical box-like public toilet, are in stark
contrast to the advertised sound levels of the hand dryers. This
discrepancy can be explained by the statutory testing of such
hand dryers conducted in the ultra-absorbent acoustic laboratory
of the anechoic chamber. It is suggested that the decibels reached
by hand dryers within the highly reflective environs of the public
toilet can reach 11 times that recorded in the product testing lab.
With these results in mind, it is no surprise the high speed hand
dryer is increasingly perceived as an annoyance and invasive
within such personal and sensitive spaces. The World Health
Organisation regards annoyance as generally relating to, “the
direct effects of noise on various activities, such as interference
with conversation, mental concentration, rest, or recreation”.
(‘Guidelines for Community Noise’, WHO, Geneva, 1999)

The sound of exclusion
Beyond the immediate annoyance of these devices, Dr John
Levack Drever has recorded stories of exclusion: that of elderly
dementia sufferers; of visually impaired people struggling with
navigation; of hearing aid users who may have to turn off
their auditory devices as they enter the toilet; and the pain and
discomfort of those with hyperacusis – a condition characterised
by an over sensitivity to certain frequency ranges of sound
and common for those on the autistic spectrum. And mothers
have reported a reluctance to use dedicated breast feeding or
baby changing provisions due to the loud noise affecting both
themselves and their infants.
“It’s not totally just volume per se that I’m hypersensitive
to, but certain frequencies, types of sound and some other
issues I can’t quite explain.”
“It’s very painful for me. I won’t go in restrooms that
have them (high speed hand dryers) unless it’s absolutely
necessary and if someone uses the dryer while I’m in there,
I plug my ears.”
(People speaking about high speed hand dryers and hypersensitive
hearing from an autism and hyperacusis forum)

Children, one of the vulnerable groups affected, can be particularly
disturbed and scared by these powerful hand dryers as children’s
hearing is more acute than adults’ particularly at the higher region
of the audible spectrum.

Improving the local soundscape
In the long-term, this project proposes an interdisciplinary approach,

whereby innovative engineering engages with the acoustic treatment of
space and the subjective experience of its users. Such engagement should
be creative and involve sound artists to enhance the listening experience.
Products need to be acutely tuned, beckoning a new breed of designer who is
also a listener.
The next phase of this project will see the commissioning of a wide range of
users to compose and thus propose new favorable sound design possibilities.

Testing of a high speed hand dryer in an anechoic chamber
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For more the audio and video on-line, please visit:
http://soundscape-cost.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=49&Itemid=60

Sea Organ
Zadar, Croatia
Hrvoje Domitrovi, hrvoje.domitrovic@fer.hr
Kristian Jambroši, Kristian.Jambrosic@fer.hr
Marko Horvat, marko.horvat@fer.hr
About
The Sea Organ in Zadar is an architectural installation aided by
acousticians, musicians and organ builders. It represents an
example of soundscape design, in which a new and quite
unexpected sound was introduced into the existing
environment - organ pipes buried underneath the steps of a
boardwalk are powered by waves and tidal changes.
The device was created by the architect Nikola Baši as part of
the project to redesign the new city coast, and the site was
opened to the public on 15 April 2005. Co-authors of the
project were Ivica Stama (acoustics), dr. prof. Vladimir
Androec (hydraulics) and the organ atelier Heferer. The
concept is to introduce a new sound to an existing location
rather than masking noise which is not significantly present at
this site.
Applied soundscape approach
The idea is to improve an existing soundscape with introducing
musical sounds. We have a scientific paper pending sent to
JASA with a more in-deep discussion on this matter.

For more information visit,
http://www.croatia.org/crown/articles/9359/1/Nikola-Baiae-authorof-the-Zadar-Sea-Organ.html
http://www.tzzadar.hr/en/city-guide/attractions/20-04-2007/sea-organ
http://www.sonicwonders.org/?p=1099
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Sound Islands: Bilbao municipality policy to
improve citizens quality of life through soundscape
Igone, Garcia Perez, igone.garcia@tecnalia.com
Itziar Aspuru Soloaga, itziar.aspuru@tecnalia.com
About
The aim of the project - Municipality resources and considering the framework of: LIFE10/ENV/IT/407: QUADMAP (QUiet
Areas Definition and Management in Action Plans) http://www.quadmap.eu/ - is to create a network of Sound Island in Bilbao
municipality. Bilbao has defined the concept of Sound Island as an urban public space with a soundscape that invites citizens to
relax. The Bilbao municipality goal is to create, at least, one Sound island per district (8 in total).
This network will integrate Sound Islands that already exist in Bilbao and other places that will become Sound Island with some
interventions. Considering this second approach the first Sound Island in Bilbao that will be declared is General Latorre square.
This square underwent comprehensive renovation with an urban design that includes soundscape as a variable to define the
interventions.
To integrate soundscape approach in the urban design criteria in General Latorre a specific indicator (ESEI) was applied (García
Pérez, Igone, Aspuru Soloaga, Itziar, Herranz-Pascual, Karmele, García- Borreguero, Ibone, “Validation of an indicator for the
assessment of the environmental sound in urban places” Euronoise 2012, Prague). This indicator was developed by Tecnalia and
it assess the environmental sound experience quality. ESIE indicator considers not only sound levels, but also the number of
events (that are relevant with respect to the background level) and the composition of the sounds sources in the area.
To calculate this indicator not only sound measurements must be developed but also a psychosocial analysis (with
questionnaires) is required to include the subjective evaluation of sound sources: it relates to whether the sources that
characterize the sound atmosphere are perceived as "pleasant" or "unpleasant" and if they are congruent (expected to be listened)
in the specific place.
In General Latorre square sound measurement and questionnaires were developed simultaneously in the moments of the day
when the area is used by citizens.
The results of the study shows a value of ESEI of 5,2 in a 0 to 12 scale. To improve the soundscape (increase the value of ESEI)
some actions must be addressed to reduce noise levels (related with traffic) as a minimum requirement and actions to improve
soundscape (in connection with the results of the perception analysis).
Bilbao municipality considers that soundscape is one of the principal variable to increase the acoustic comfort in urban public
spaces. There are some experiences [K. Herranz-Pascual, I. Iraurgi, I. García-Pérez, I. Aspuru, I. García-Borreguero, D. HerreroFernández (2011) “Disruptive effect of urban environmental noise on the physiological recovery response after stress testing”,
International Congress on Noise as a Public Health Problem (ICBEN) 2, London, UK] that show some evidences of the
restorative capacity from stress of positive soundscapes in urban areas. These concerns of the city council were the starting point
of the Sound Island policy.
A Sound Island of Bilbao must meet certain requirements of: ESEI indicator, sound level, citizens satisfaction with the area and
its soundscape and the uses and function of the spaces (an area for relax activities). After the intervention in General Latorre, it is
expected that the area will improve its soundscape and will meet this requirements (in comparison with the previous scenario).
Applied soundscape approach
To integrate soundscape approach in the design of the general Latorre intervention some Sonic Challeges were defined to give
answer to the different variables that must be addressed to increase the ESEI results (and the acoustic comfort). The first
challenges was referred to traffic noise pollution (considering not only the level but also the events), as it was reported by
citizens as one of the principal factor for acoustics discomfort in the area. The second challenge was in connection with
increasing the presence of children (less than 3 years old) and other natural sounds and the related events.
To give answer to these challenges, all the results of the perception analysis were considered. This analysis gives information
about what actions will be better perceived by citizens considering a holistic approach.

In the General Latorre example the following specific actions were include:
- To reduce traffic noise: actions to reduce speed and to deter the private cars passage through the square (elevate
crosswalks in all the pedestrian access to the square will becreated).
- To increase the surface for resting and being the pass-by area will be included in the square.
- To modify the acoustic atmosphere a water fountain was designed This fountain will be also a noise barrier that protect
the square from the principal traffic source in the area (the most used street with traffic jam in rush hour). This fountain
will have a rumor of water fall (with rolling stones) and, it will have also, sound events created with water jets
adjustable in intensity and duration.
- To modify the acoustic atmosphere more greenery will be also put in the area (using trees, shrubs and grass) with small
hills to create new diffraction borders.
The experience in General Latorre to integrate soundscape as a criteria for urban public spaces design will be applied in
other public places renovation processes in Bilbao. It can also be considered and applied in other European cases. This
experience can be resume in 4 steps:
Step 1: Assesment of the acoustic comfort or Soundscape approach in the preoperational scenario.
Step 2: Conclusions of the analysis and definition of Sonic Challenges in the area
Step 3: Ideas for the intervention (to give answer to the sonic challenges): in this step the active participation of the
architects of the area is totally required.
Step 4: Integratation of the specific ideas in the project and improvement of the actions from soundscape point of view.
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Sound Islands: Sounds in Natural Parks of Bizkaia:
Soundscapes of Urkiola park
Igone, Garcia Perez, igone.garcia@tecnalia.com
Itziar Aspuru Soloaga, itziar.aspuru@tecnalia.com
About
The aim of the project - Preservation of Soundscapes reservation areas in Natural Parks of Bizkaia” developed by the
Department for the Environment of the County Council of Biscay (Bizkaia) - is to identify the areas in the Natural Parks of
Bizkaia that are reserves of soundscapes with a natural or cultural value. In these areas preservation plans will be addressed to
protect their soundscape from noise pollution and to remark them as a heritage value.
The interest of this project can be resume in two points:
1. The preservation of natural soundscape is connected with the protection of areas with potential for biodiversity. The presence
of natural sounds is an indicator of this biodiversity, and another approach is that areas without noise pollution (and with natural
sounds) can be interesting habitats for wildlife (as their survival depend on the capacity of the perception of sound signals) [(1).
A.N. Barrass. The effects of Highway traffic Noise on the phonotactic and associated reproductive behaviour of selected
anurans. PhD Thesis, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, 119pp. 1986 (2). L. Wollerman, and R.H .Wiley. Possibilities for error
during communication by neotropical frogs in a complex acoustic environment. Behavioural ecol. And sociobiol., 52 (6): 465473. 2002 (3). Wooyeong Jooa, Stuart H. Gageb, Eric P. Kastenc. Analysis and interpretation of variability in soundscapes along
an urban–rural gradient.]
2. The presence of natural sounds is a value of Natural Parks that makes them more attractive to visitors. Creating these reserves
and managing the presence and behavior of visitors in them can contribute to a better and more natural sensorial experience in
these natural parks. This aspect can have positive impact in the health of the Bizkaia citizens who visit Natural Parks. [(4).
M.M.H.E. van der Berg, G.P. van der Berg. Quiet areas: health issues and criteria. Proceedings Euronoise, Tampere 2006. (5). K.
Herranz-Pascual, I. Iraurgi, I. García-Pérez, I. Aspuru, I. García-Borreguero, D. Herrero- Fernández. Disruptive effect of urban
environmental noise on the physiological recovery response after stress testing. 11th International Congress on Noise as a Public
Health Problem (ICBEN), London, UK, 2011.]
In order to identify the actions that will have to be address in all the natural Parks of Bizkaia, one pilot case was selected. The
main objective of this pilot cas, Urkiola Park, is to developed and inventory of soundscapes that are interesting from a natural or
cultural point of view. Urkiola Park was selected because its landscape is one of the most interesting natural values of this park.
In this concept of landscape just visual dimension is considered and Bizkaia city council considers that is a good opportunity to
integrate sounds to have a more holistic approach of landscape or scene.
Applied soundscape approach
The main aim of this pilot study is to have preliminary information regarding the composition of sound atmosphere in different
areas of the park, in order to identify soundscapes that are interesting to be preserved. The selection of areas to be studied was
made based on two main reasons: the number of visitors and the presence of wildlife that must be protected from noise
pollution. The information obtained in each studied area is the following:
[(6) Special issue: Soundscapes research and management: Understanding, protecting, and enjoying the acoustic environment of
our national parks -Park Science- • Volume 26 • Number 3, National Park Service U.S. Department of the Interior, Winter 2009–
2010.]
A. General data of the area: interest of the analysis in this point, location, height, and photos.
B. Presence of sounds in the area: for each type of source, it is shown its level and its presence in time.
C. Sound level descriptors: LAeq, LAFmin, LAFmax, L10, L50, L90, the frequency spectrum and temporary evolution of
sound levels. All these sound descriptors are referred to a signal of one minute. The selected time is estimated to be
representative of the sound atmosphere in the area.
The points to be visited were selected by the Bizkaia city council staff with a leadership of the natural parks rangers. In each
points visits were developed to obtain the information that was mentioned in the previous paragraph. A total of 21 points were
visited. All the information and the post processing data that were obtained were included in a GIS – tool that makes information
more accessible for consultation. [(7)Itziar Aspuru, Igone García Pérez, Iosu Madariaga ,María Uribe Soundscapes of Urkiola:
Sounds in Natural Parks of Bizkaia, INTERNOISE 2012, City of New York.]

The main objective of this analysis is to indentify in the Urkiola parks:
• Areas with a soundscape that have to be preserved: because has a cultural or natural value that is a reason for visits or
because is an indicator of biodiversity (or of a habitat that is suitable for wildlife because is not noise polluted).
• Areas with a soundscape that is not congruent with the expectations in the area according with their natural values or
landscape. In this areas actions will be defined to improve soundscape.
The soundscape analysis that was developed provides some clues to identify the inputs that must be considered to
preserve or improve soundscape in each points
In the analysis of each area three acoustical aspects were considered. To present this information the example of the point
number 3 (Asuntze) is detailed
This approach to make an inventory of soundscapes in natural parks offers data to compare different locations and to
make decisions about the sources that configure the sonic atmosphere in order to define actions for preservation or
improvement.This example is a first approach that must be completed with further analysis but provides some
preliminary information with a reduce investment of resources.
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Soundscape-based criteria used in territorial
planning: a case in the region of the “Alpujarra”
(Granada, Spain)
Antonio Torija, ajtorija@ugr.es
Diego P. Ruiz, druiz@ugr.es
About
Traditionally, evaluation and management of outdoor sound environments has been approached following the guidelines set by
noise control. Under this approach, sound environments, either natural or urban, are more or less polluted, which imply that
efforts should be aimed at reducing the sound pressure level perceived by the listener at the lowest possible level, or at least to
level below those specified by the current legislation.
However, exposure to sound may induce positive effects on the human well-being. Positive sounds may provide a stimulus for
relaxation and recovery, both cognitively and physiologically, or evoke specific emotions, aspects which sound is considered as an
integral part of the living environment. Thus, a new approach has gained interest among those responsible for the management of
outdoor environments. This approach is based on the consideration of the sound as a resource, which could be used like other
natural resources, being its degradation and elimination aspects to avoid.
Within this framework, the University of Granada has developed a methodology for evaluating the quality of soundscapes, with
the final objective of including the sound criteria in territorial planning and land management. This work is framed in the
collaboration agreement between the University of Granada, “Fundación Universidad Empresa” of the University of Granada and
the “Excma. Diputación Provincial de Granada”. The developed methodology has been applied in the county of Valle de Lecrín
(http://www.mancomunidadvalledelecrin.com/), province of Granada (Spain).
Need for the incorporation of soundscape criteria in territorial planning
The design, evaluation and management of soundscapes should be included in the development of land management and
territorial planning. This statement is based on the strong impact of the soundscape on the welfare of the population who interact
with it. Moreover, this could allow us the protection and conservation of soundscapes with a special interest as well as meet the
needs and requirements of the people interacting with them.
Incorporating the soundscape criteria in the territorial planning involves assessing soundscape quality, so that it could be weighed
and determined which soundscapes require some protection and / or conservation, because of its high sound importance (sound
characteristics, importance to the population, cultural and historical richness, etc.); or which soundscapes should be recovered,
since there is a source of noise pollution, which generates a strong impact on them; or which soundscapes could host a given type
of activity, infrastructure or facility that could cause a significant impact on the sound environment.
Methodology for soundscape quality evaluation
To evaluate the quality of the soundscapes of the county of Valle de Lecrín, an acoustical assessment was conducted. To
accomplish this, a set of descriptors to characterize the loudness, temporal structure and spectral composition were calculated.
Before undertaking the field measurement campaign an analysis of the whole area under study was carried out. With this analysis,
the county of Valle de Lecrín was grouped into different sub-areas according to the type of predominant sound source, presence of
noisy sources (urban, roads, industry, etc), presence of water fountains or watercourses, presence of vegetation (type, density),
presence of birdlife, topography and land use. Having identified these heterogeneous areas, a random selection of measurement
points within each of the previous areas was carried out, so all the typology of soundscapes in Valle de Lecrín was covered.
On the other hand, besides an acoustical assessment, a subjective evaluation was conducted, i.e. the people’s perception of each of
the soundscapes within the area under study was obtained. For this, in each of the different previously identified soundscapes, a
series of surveys were carried out.
For evaluating and characterizing soundscape quality the indicator SQI (Soundscape Quality Index) has been developed. This
indicator assess the quality of a given soundscape on the basis of its degree of naturalness (presence of natural sound sources such
as birds, vegetation, watercourses) and, absence of anthropoid sources of noise (traffic, industrial activities,
commercial/recreational activities, etc), but also in terms of the people’s perception.
A set of sound descriptors is developed with the goal to identify and quantify the impact of traffic-related and mechanical sounds,
but also the presence of natural sound sources (birdlife and watercourses). The value of the SQI indicator is given by the value of
each of the sound descriptors weighted a series of correction coefficients obtained from perceptual assessment done by the
surveyed population.
Cartography of soundscapes according to their soundscape quality.
Depending on the value of the SQI indicator, five soundscapes classes or categories are defined according to their level of quality:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Category C1: Degraded sound environment.
Category C2: Environment with low sound importance.
Category C3: Environment with sound importance.
Category C4: Environment with high sound importance.
Category C5: Environment with special sound importance.

Action plan to protect local soundscape quality
Firstly, the methodology described in this work allows us to make a diagnosis of the quality of a given soundscape, thus providing
relevant information for the management of this sound environment.
Secondly from the information obtained with this methodology, an action plan oriented towards the conservation, protection or
restoration of a given soundscape is approached. The action plan includes the identification of less sound-impacting alternatives
for finding a host area for a certain activity, facility of infrastructures and the noise source control in areas of C5 and C4 categories.
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Soundscapes of Waterscape
and Squares on the
Sheffield Gold Route
Jian Kang, j.kang@sheffield.ac.uk
Yiying Hao, haoyiying@hotmail.com
About
Under the regeneration of the Sheffield City Centre, waterscapes and
squares were embedded into the city for its vibrancy with the respect of
the history of river in Sheffield. To understand the diversity of waterscape,
a set of investigations were conducted on the soundscapes caused by
different waterscapes and squares on the Gold Route of Sheffield in City
Centre.
In-situ recording, spectrum analysis and psychoacoustic analysis were
carried out to compare acoustic attributes and psychoacoustic factors of
the different waterscapes. Questionnaire surveys were also conducted to
assess the soundscapes in different squares psychologically, e.g. sound
preference.
Waterscape plays a vital historical and social role in Sheffield and diverse
waterscapes have been created in the city. So what is the diversity of
waterscapes in terms of soundscape? The investigations were proposed to
answer the questions whether the diversity of the waterscapes can bring
about different soundscapes in the city squares, how the soundscapes
differ (e.g. frequency, loudness, sharpness, etc.) and what is the
psychological influence of the diversity.
The study concerns not only the frequency and sound level of water
sounds, but also the design of water features, psychoacoustic factors and
psychological issues (e.g. sound preference and noticeability). Moreover,
not only the water sounds of each waterscape were analysed, but also
different sounds in one square and their interaction with water sounds
were interested in the study (e.g. masking effects).
Applied soundscape approach
Water sound has been considered as one of the most important nature
sounds in urban open space, which can be used to improve the tranquility
of noisy environment. The analysis on soundscapes of waterscape can
bridge the practical design of water features and soundscape quality, and
the diversity of waterscapes can provide the opportunities to create tailormade water sounds for the improvement of urban noisy environments
with different sound sources and sound properties.
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Soundwalks for the Urban Development of Natural
Spaces in the Alachua County, Florida
Jose A. Garrido, jagarrido@ugr.es
Gary W. Siebein, gsiebein@siebeinacoustic.com
Diego P. Ruiz, druiz@ugr.es
Revising the concept of soundwalk
As opposed to static observations at predetermined, specific locations, the soundwalk, intended as an exploratory tool for the
detection of gradual acoustic changes both over time and space within large environments, allows to readjust the route on the basis
of attention-grabbing elements spotted on the way, thus yielding a more accurate definition of acoustic rooms and a number of key
elements of the soundscape.
Since most changes witnessed in nature occur gradually, driving to the next location along a preset itinerary leaves out core acoustic
information. The emphasis in this kind of soundwalk is on the subtle variations of acoustic conditions, which can only be properly
appreciated when all displacements involved are completed by means other than motorized vehicles. At the same time, the
disturbance and the unintended bias that would be caused by a number of intrusive elements or individuals alien to this soundscape
–i.e. engines, conversations… - are minimized.
Understood as a way to actively participate in the soundscape, these individual soundwalks promote an immersive and more
discriminative listening experience, as well as the production of critical judgments on the perceived sounds and their effective
contribution to the balance (or imbalance) of any given sonic environment in a way that is affordable to architects and urban
planners lacking advanced knowledge in Acoustics.
In this work, an eight-hour individual soundwalk was performed on Thursday February 2, 2012 from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. in a natural
area of the Alachua County, Florida (United States of America). Audio and video recordings of characteristic sonic events,
panoramic pictures of acquainted acoustic rooms, and brief informative notes of interesting facts were thoroughly taken. The
diagram in figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of the route of the soundwalk, winding along narrow county roads through the
municipalities of Hawthorne, Campville, and Windsor. The total distance traveled was approximately 8 miles.
The area under examination extends over more than 22,500 acres in the north of the U.S. state of Florida. Hawthorne Road, Sid
Martin Highway, State Road 26, major traffic arteries serving the city of Gainesville, as well as Newnans Lake, featuring a popular
conservation area for wildlife viewing, define the limits of this territory in which the only noticeably populated place is the
unincorporated community of Windsor. The landscape is mainly composed of former and currently exploited timberlands, cattle
farms and scattered and low profile residential yards. However, the wetland corridor that runs south to north is the most valuable
environmental asset of the area. Plum Creek Timber, owner of a majority of the lands, is to undertake a project for an
environmentally-aware urban development expected to bring around ten thousand new inhabitants to this area within the next few
years.
Methodology:
1)

Defining acoustic rooms and building dedicated taxonomies

An acoustic room is a finite space whose physical features create a characteristic sound field in accordance with the theory of sound
propagation. Although the soundwalk performed linked some of the properties owned by the Plum Creek Timber Company in the
Alachua County, several acoustic rooms were spotted and consequently analyzed in line with the principles of the soundscape
method.
Based on both dynamic and static observations, the sound sources detectable to the human ear at each selected location have been
listed and further information on temporal patterns of occurrence and spatial distribution has been collected. Moreover an initial
assessment of individual sonic events in terms of key perceptual properties such as pitch has been attempted. All these data have
been gathered, processed, and systematically broken down into schematic taxonomies referred to specific time periods for every
stopping point on the sound walk route. In addition to this, commonalities and differences, balances and imbalances resulting from
competing sources, and other interesting particularities regarding the relationships among the members of the community could be
unveiled from the information collected in the field.
2)

Determining the ecological niche

In the soundscape theory, the concept of niche stands for the creation of a unique sound field. The distinctive sound reflection
patterns that occur within the limits of such a privileged environment convey a listening experience that could not be replicated
elsewhere. It is precisely this uniqueness, which lays both on the spatial distribution of the physical elements participating in the
sonic exchanges that take place in any given acoustic room and the absorptive, diffusive, and diffractive properties of their surfaces,
that requires the utmost collaborative preservation efforts of the stakeholders involved in future urban developments.
One of the most outstanding acoustic features found here is the remarkable degree of listener’s envelopment associated to the
existence of a well-rounded canopy structure throughout the natural wetland corridor that runs south to north across the study area.
The canopy, defined as the uppermost spreading branchy layer of a forest formed by mature tree crowns, provides shelter from
predators and unfavorable weather conditions for a wide range of arboreal animals and other biological organisms. The appraisal
and safeguarding of the acoustic qualities should be a priority for the designers of any prospective intervention to take place in this
environment.
Actions derived: Toward new urban developments
Contrary to the popular belief, the conservation of the remarkable sonic environment created by the canopy does not have to be
necessarily linked to the idea of absolutely unspoiled nature. In fact, the population of the rural community of Windsor, Florida has
already developed habitation strategies from the respect to these acoustic qualities. One-story, open-plan houses with a low-pitched
roof, or even green alternatives such as the use of recycled cargo and shipping containers, as well as railroad cars, vans, and other
enclosed vehicles, are the most common habitation units in the area.
In this case, the combination of old Spanish live oaks and oversized hanging structures of Spanish moss offers both building
material and a safe location for the nesting of numerous bird species. It is for this reason that bird calls and songs – widely deemed
melodious and pleasant acoustic stimuli to the human ear – coming from the upper part of the trees show up as keynotes of this
sonic environment. As a result, a highly enhanced spatial impression is achieved under these specific conditions.
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The cultural value of the
Soundscape of Folk Festivals
Luigi Maffei, Luigi.maffei@unina2.it
Maria Di Gabriele, Maria.digabriele@unina2.it

1

About
With the international convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, UNESCO recognizes
the “Intangible” as “cultural heritage”. The main criteria for inscription of these properties on the UNESCO
Representative List are their representativeness of human diversity and creativity. So far, the nomination and
selection of an intangible property for the inclusion in the List do not require any acoustic criteria and the "sound"
is not considered as an intrinsic value of cultural heritage that contributes to perceptual experience of the event.
Up to now, although some studies aimed at identifying songs and dances as sound marks for local people were
made by the Japanese scientific community [1], no specific research has been conducted on the soundscape of
folk festivals, although they involve a strong participation of population.
The soundscape of folk festivals, in fact, can also be considered as a part of intangible cultural heritage, if it is
unique or possesses qualities which make them recognizable by the people and tourist attractive.
Applied soundscape approach

2

The aim of the present project is to recognize if the rhythms imposed by the music or the voice represent the
sound marks of some folk festivals, so to identify their soundscape as part of intangible to protect, enhance and
transmit to future generations, as 'sign' of cultural identity and human creativity, not transferable but able to be
handed down because continuously recreated by the local population.
For this purpose, two folk festivals of Italian tradition were investigated: the “Gigli di Nola” and the “Trasporto
della Macchina di Santa Rosa di Viterbo”. They belong to the “Network of big festival machine carried on men’s
shoulder” (Fig.1), currently candidated for inclusion in the UNESCO Representative List of the Intangible.
The experimental methodology applied in this project is based on the triangulation of (Fig.2):

3

- historical analysis, based on a bibliographic research and interviews with local experts in order to identify
invariant aspects of folk festivals tradition;
- in situ audio binaural and video recordings (Fig. 3) aimed at recognizing the key role of the music or the voice as
sound marks of the folkloristic event;

4

- in field questionnaires (Fig. 4), in order to assess the influence of the sensory stimuli on the subjective
perception of the event and how the soundscape of the latter affect its overall perception.
About the Festa dei Gigli in Nola (Fig. 5), a bibliographic survey shows the evolution of the obelisks, the birth of
more and more new equipments and the change of the whole atmosphere during the years. Music is the crucial
element of the fest: it not only entertains, but also brings all the movements about, as well as the original and
fascinating obelisks’ shows.
Musicians and singers, at least from the mid sixteenth century are located on the Giglio. This is a feature of this
folk festival not observable in other folk events, in which giant obelisks are carried on the mens' shoulders and the
music is placed in front of or under the obelisk.
As in Nola, still now the huge towers are carried on the men's shoulders under the command of capoparanza, each
one with its band of musicians placed on the lowest floor, in the same way even now in Viterbo, the Macchina di
Santa Rosa is carried on the facchini' shoulders along the traditional path.

5

Unlike the Gigli, the Macchina di Santa Rosa is not designed to accommodate people (singers and musicians).
The fanfare is intact located in front of the Macchina, so distant to be not perceived by marching porters, that
carry it on their shoulders following the rhythm of the capofacchino’s voice (Fig. 6).
Binaural audio recordings were processed to characterize both the sound environment of the folk festivals and the
Giglis’performances in order to identify if the music rhythm plays a key role in their recognizing and marks the
performances of the Macchina and the march of the porters (e.g. Fig. 7).
For this purpose, a careful comparison with the video recordings allowed to identify the correspondence between
the rhythm of the melody and the porters’ movements (Fig. 8).
Actually, the melodies allow the identification of the performances, but interviews with local experts showed that
the pace of the porters' pitch is beaten only by the bass and bass drum.
Therefore, band pass filters were applied to the audio files recorded in field, in order to isolate the sound and find
the rhythmic of the bass drum.

6

The time history of the sound pressure level of the bass drum was analyzed, in order to identify the number of
beats (peaks), corresponding to porters' steps and, for music affinity, their pace, corresponding always to an
'andante' (Fig. 9).
This analysis cannot be performed for the Festa della Macchina di Santa Rosa, where the porters' march is
rhythmed by the voice of capofacchino and not by the fanfare.
The questionnaires were given during the events so that the atmosphere of the latter would have had a strong
influence on the interviewees' answers.
As ensues from the questionnaires, 'by love' and 'by tradition' were the mainly indicated reasons for participation
in both folk festivals, especially from porters and local people (Fig. 10).
In the Festa dei Gigli, all respondents categories considered the ''sense of hearing" as the most involved in the
perception of the event, confirming the important role played by the music (Fig. 11), while in Viterbo were
recognized as dominant: the 'sense of sight' by locals and tourists and the ''sense of hearing" by porters (Fig. 12).

7

In the contest of these experiences strongly connoted by a combination of different sensory stimuli, the highest
percentages of respondents stated that they 'accept the events' in all their aspects, 'just to enjoy it' and to be happy
even if they would prefer it lasted longer (Fig. 13).
These responses confirm the multisensory nature of the investigated events and the influence of the different
aspects involved in the overall perception of the folk festivals.
Especially in Nola, in fact, despite the high sound levels achieved, which from an objective point of view could be
the negative 'note' of the event, the people involvement is always very high, because they are not annoyed by the
deafening atmosphere as they are in tune with the music rhythm and the event.

8

In conclusion, the identification of the music and its rhythm as invariants of the historical tradition of the Festa dei
Gigli, of its role as a key element for distinguishing the performances of the obelisks and disciplining the pitch of
carriers, make it the sound mark that allows to recognize the cultural value of the soundscape of this folk festival
as part of the intangible heritage.
At Viterbo, instead, the elements of the historical tradition are more identifiable in the visual stimuli, while the
music of the fanfare does not rhythm the motion of the Macchina which is transported without special
performances following the rhythm given by the "voice" of the capofacchino, fundamental to the porters, but not
involving the community.
[1] Hiramatsu K., “A Review of Soundscape Studies in Japan”, Acta Acustica united with Acustica 92(6), 857866, (2006).

Figure 1 – Network of big festival machine carried on men’s shoulder: a_ Candelieri di Sassari; b_ Gigli di Nola; c_
Macchina di Santa Rosa di Viterbo; d_ Varia di Palmi.
Figure 2 – Triangulation methodology applied for the identication of cultural value of Soundscape of Folk Festivals
Figure 3 – Operators involved in: a) audio binaural and b) video recordings during the Festa dei Gigli in Nola (2011
edition).
Figure 4 – Operators involved in interviews during: a, b_ Festa del Trasporto della Macchina di Santa Rosa in Viterbo
(2012); c, d_ Festa dei Gigli in Nola (2012).
Figure 5 – Historical pictures of Festa dei Gigli di Nola: a, b, c_ year 1950; d, e, f_ 2008-2010.
Figure 6 – Pictures of the Trasporto della Macchina di Santa Rosa: a, b, c_ Placement of the Facchini under the
Macchina; d, e, f_ the Trasporto.
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Figure 7 – SPL time history (125 ms) recorded during a special exhibition (girata For’’e carcere) with the identication of
the various performances carried out by a Giglio (Ortolano 2011).
Figure 8 – Marching carriers during the dierent performances of Gigli.
Figure 9 – 1/3 octave band spectrum and SPL Time history (20 ms) concerning the special performance called ‘marcia’
at characteristic frequencies of the bass drum and identication of beats per minute (btm).
Figure 10 – Comparison between the responses of the two interviewed groups about the reasons of participation in the
folk festivals.
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Figure 11 – Senses mainly aecting the overall perception of the Festa dei Gigli.
Figure 12 – Senses mainly aecting the overall perception of the Festa del Trasporto della macchina di Santa Rosa
Figure 13 – Comparison between the responses of the two interviewed groups about their aitudes towards the folk
festivals.
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The soundscape approach for
early stage urban planning
Dick Botteldooren, dick.botteldooren@intec.ugent.be
Bert De Coensel, bert.decoensel@intec.ugent.be

About
Tranquil spaces allow urban residents to take respite from periods of sustained directed attention, which
characterize modern urban living. There is growing evidence that having access to quietness close to one’s dwelling
may reduce noise annoyance and health effects related to noise.
Long-term measurements (>1 year) in the cities of Antwerp and Ghent clearly show that inner city secluded
backyards and courtyards provide a tranquil soundscape, much more than urban parks which are all too often
located in open areas vulnerable to the intrusion of traffic noise. Therefore, a good placement of buildings is much
more efficient than remediating measures such as placing noise barriers or absorbing materials.

Above Left: Diurnal pattern of LA50 (averages for each 15-minute time period of the day, over the complete measurement period) for a
number of measurement locations in the cities of Antwerp and Ghent.
Above Right: Aerial photograph of the case study area in Antwerp.

Applied soundscape approach
In order to maximize the potential effect of detailed soundscaping measures in urban public spaces, aspects of
acoustic design should already be taken into account at an early stage of the urban planning process. A possible twostage approach is illustrated here for an ongoing urban redevelopment project in the city of Antwerp. The area
mainly consists of an abandoned gasworks site and parking lots, and will be redeveloped into a residential area with
room for a coherent public green space. The area is enclosed by a railway to the north, a residential area to the south,
and major roads to the east.
In the first stage, the arrangement of building blocks, new roads inside the area, squares and the foreseen urban
park was optimized, balancing economical considerations with acoustical objectives, such as limited façade
exposure and satisfactory sound levels in the park and courtyards. The figure shows noise maps for a particular
building placement scenario that was considered.

Above Left: Noise maps (LAeq,day) for road traffic (left) and railway traffic (right), for a particular building placement scenario.
The blue dot represents a particular listener location inside the urban park.
Above Right: Fraction of time that fountain or bird sound is hearable (left) and attracts attention (right), for different sound levels.
The dashed line marks the sound level of the traffic sound at the considered location.

In the second stage, areas of opportunity for soundscape design within the urban park are identified, and design
measures can be worked out in detail. Popular examples are installing water features or adding greenery that
attracts songbirds. Detailed propagation simulations combined with virtual listening tests that use models of
auditory perception can be used at this stage. As an illustration, the figure shows the potential of introducing the
sound of a fountain or birds at a particular listener location (see blue dot in other figure) inside the park in one of
the case study scenarios. This approach can be used to draw “masking maps”, delimiting the area for which design
elements are effective in masking unwanted sound.
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West Street Story:
Come Together

View the video showreel on-line

A Sounding Brighton
project
About
The West Street Story:Come Together soundscape
intervention pilot marks an important chapter in Sounding
Brighton, an ongoing collaborative project exploring
practical approaches towards better soundscapes. The
project focuses on soundscape issues related to restorative
functions of the environment, health, and quality of life.
West Street Story: Come Together set out to provide
an antidote to the Saturday night drinking culture and
raucous atmosphere of West Street, labelled the ‘worst
street in Brighton’ by many locals. The pilot began with the
hypothesis that playing varying ambient sounds into the
street could help reduce anti-social behaviour.
The experiment took place during a citywide all night
arts festival, White Night, on 29th October 2011 and also
coincided with Halloween weekend. The festival’s central
theme of ‘Utopias’ enabled the pilot to focus on how sound
could create a place of togetherness, harmony and peace.

The experiment

The results

The scientific principle of the experiment was based on
research compiled by Dr Harry Witchel, Discipline Leader
in Physiology at Brighton and Sussex Medical School, in
his book You Are What you Hear: How Music and Territory
Make Us Who We Are which proffers that music can rouse
different territorial behaviour and emotional responses
according to whether the listeners like what they hear. In
this way music makes a space to be a place.

The two main indicators of the success of the pilot were
the effects on body language and the deployment of
police resources. Six weeks prior to the event, footage
was recorded of West Street on a typical Saturday night.
Analysis of body language behaviour revealed differences
between the original footage six weeks previous and the
night of the event.

West Street Story:Come Together consisted of two parts
conducted simultaneously in different locations in the
city. Martyn Ware of The Illustrious Company and founder
member of bands The Human League and Heaven 17
created the first part, ‘West Street Story’. Martyn Ware
devised an installation in the heart of Brighton’s night
life consisting of two rows of speakers placed on opposite
sides of the roadway to create an immersive 3D ambient
soundscape cube through which people walked. From an
unmarked kiosk at the side of the street he anonymously
presented original compositions of both recorded and live
sounds in contrast to the raucous disharmony so frequently
heard in lively areas at night. The second event, ‘Come
Together’, took place at Brighton University’s Sallis Benney
Theatre. There, live video footage, filmed and broadcast by
Driftwood Productions, of the crowds in the West Street
area became the focus of analysis during master classes
about Body Language, Music and Social Territory led
by psychobiologist and body language expert Dr Harry
Witchel.
As subtle changes in emotional and behavioural activity
occurred, the immersive soundscape gradually took on
a more responsive role in heightening desired positive
emotional and behavioural characteristics.

Overall behaviour observed during the live event showed
that the crowd exhibited happier, friendlier, more open
behaviour as well as walking at a slower pace and
appearing more relaxed and at ease. Periods of soft
ambient soundscapes, when mid to higher frequency
sounds were more perceptible, were associated with
calmer, more relaxed crowd behaviour. This also applied
to periods when higher frequency sounds such as
birdsong and bells were included in the composition.
In contrast, periods of more active music, with distinct
tempo, and more energy in the lower sound frequencies
were associated with more active and expressive crowd
behaviour. Soundscapes dominated by the intermittent
roar of waves crashing, with most energy in the mid to
low sound frequencies, were neither calming nor arousing
in effect.
Providing feedback on the event, police commented on
how much quieter the West Street area was, so much
so that they were confident enough to redeploy police
resource elsewhere in the city. 96% of the audience
surveyed on the night of the event, by researchers
positioned at representative points around the town, felt
safe that night as compared to 50% on a usual night.

Applied Soundscape vs Noise Mitigation

Improving local soundscape quality

The soundscape approach, which has collaboration at
its core, can complement traditional noise mitigation
strategies and help mitigate anti-social behaviour. The key
is to take into account the opinions and experiences of the
users of city spaces and acknowledge the positive aspects
of the acoustic environment.

With continued support from the City Council, police, residents
and club owners, the city’s noise issues can be addressed in
interdisciplinary and innovative ways.
Sounding Brighton is working to provide opportunities to discuss
how soundscape concepts might, alongside tackling conventional
noise problems, contribute to local planning and environmental
improvement as part of a citywide engagement process in the
City of Brighton & Hove in England in the United Kingdom.
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For more audio and video files on-line, please visit:
http://soundscape-cost.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=49&Itemid=60

White sound reversing
alarms (bbs-tek®)

View the video showree on-line

Brigade Electronics Plc
About
White sound reversing alarms (bbs-tek®) are a
revolutionary new generation of warning device. They offer
a safer alternative to conventional ‘beep beep’ tonal alarms
and are not associated with noise nuisance. White sound
alarms use a broad range of frequencies to create a ‘shh
shh’ sound, in contrast to the narrow band frequency of
shrill ‘beep beep’ alarms.
White sound is gentler on the ear and doesn’t frighten the
listener. It dissipates quickly in the environment meaning
the alarm can only be heard primarily in the hazard zone;
unlike tonal alarms which can be heard up to thirty times
the distance of the hazard zone causing irritation, noise
complaints and stress.

How it works
White sound alarms use broadband sound frequencies
which occur naturally in examples such as waves lapping
against the seashore or twigs breaking in the woods.
The listener can instantly locate the direction in which
the sound source is coming from, unlike single tone
frequencies which cause confusion and disorientation. Due
to their wide frequency range, white sound alarms can
operate quieter than tonal alarms, yet still provide a more
accurate alerting effect.

Creation
Christopher Hanson-Abbott, Chairman and founder of
Brigade Electronics discovered the idea when visiting
the audiology department at the University of Leeds. The
department was demonstrating the problem of locating
the source of a sound by filling a room with smoke and
then setting off a conventional tonal alarm at the fire
exit. Participants in the demonstration could not identify
the origin of the alarm and were unable to locate the fire
exit. A multi frequency alarm (white sound) was then set
off and participants immediately knew which direction to
move towards.

Applied Soundscape vs Noise Mitigation
White sound alarms have the environmental benefit
of helping to eliminate noise complaints, especially in
quiet areas and during the early hours of the morning.
Whereas a traditional approach to solving noise
nuisance might focus on its immediate eradication, the
development of white sound technology challenges the
effectiveness of conventional solutions and questions
whether they are fit for purpose at the outset; providing
a more effective alternative based on sound quality and
the physics of sound.

Improving local soundscape quality
The technology signifies an important step towards
providing safer working environments as well as offering
better protection for the general public. Vehicle reversing
accidents involving pedestrians and cyclists are frequent
among vulnerable groups such as children, people with
hearing loss or impairment and the elderly. Furthermore,
white sound alarms eliminate noise nuisance for local
residents, preserve peaceful soundscapes and cause minimal
disruption to noise sensitive areas such as hospitals.
White sound systems provide an instantly locatable and
directional sound for the benefit of those nearest and not at
the expense of those outside the hazardous area.
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For more audio and video files on-line, please visit:
http://soundscape-cost.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=49&Itemid=60

View the video showreel on-line
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